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Abstract Euripidean Lyric Metres: a Classification

Kiichiro Itsumi

In this thesis two branches of Euripidean lyric metres are discussed: 

aeolic and prosodiac-enoplian. A.M. Dale established aeolo-choriambic 

and prosodiac-enoplian as genera subsuming as species a number of 

various forms previously treated separately- She also treated both 

of these under the same name, aeolic. But whether each form should 

be grouped within these two genera, and whether both genera should 

be taken as aeolic, still lacked thorough examination.

The first task of classification is to collect every parallel

of each form. The scope is restricted to Euripidean odes, but 
h

Aeschylean and Sophoclean passages are taken into account as much 

as possible, especially in Part IL .

Part I treats glyconics and related metres. The decision as to 

which metre is associated with glyconics relies on basically two 
criteria: metrical context and similarity of forms. After a survey 

of the metrical construction of each ode, the general characteristics 

of aeolic metres, such as aeolic base, are examined with statistics. 

Then the manner of Euripidean usage is described metre by metre 

with a list of all examples.
Part IL is devoted to prosodiac-enoplian. Prosodiac-enoplian 

is associative with dochmiacs, especially in duets and a certain 

kind of choral odes, while aeolic (in the narrower sense) is quite 

alien in these odes. After the classification of predecessors is 
surveyed, each form which is classified in the genus ’prosodiac- 

enoplian’ by Dale is subdivided from the point of similarity of form. 
Every occurrence of each form is examined in the Notes. Metrical 

context is given special attention.
The classification adopted here is considerably different from 

that of Dale, in that it is argued that cola can and should be taken 

as meaningful units for analysis of tragic metres. The central 

figures of prosodiac-enoplian are

The second of these has been overlooked; but parallelism with 

the first may be observed not only in structure of these and their 

compounds but also in usage. They are followed by another colon 

to make a dicolon as well as prolonged by suffix. Unlike the work 
of Wilamowitz and Schroeder, this thesis refrains from historical 

speculation. An appendix on the 'choriambic dimeter’ and an index 

of discussed passages is attached.
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Preface

In this thesis I discuss two branches of Enripidean lyric .

metres: aeolics and prosodiac-enoplians. A.M. Dale's monumental 

book, The Lyric Metres of Greek Drama, establishes aeolo-choriambic 

and prosodiac-enoplians as genera. She treats both of these 

under the same name, aeolic, though different chapters are given 

to them. Her classification appears to be accepted now widely.

This is the reason why these two are examined together in this thesis

Both aeolo-choriambic and prosodiac-enoplians subsume a great

number of various species. Especially, ’prosodiac-enoplian’ in 

Dalean sense covers an extremely wide range of forms which were 

treated separately before. No other metre is so multifarious.«,

For example, dochmiac is said to be multifarious but each form 

may be reduced into one single form x ~ s This is another? 

though not essential, similarity of these two. Whether each

form should be put together under two genera, and whether both
a

genera should be taken as aeolic, still need thorough examination.

My first concern is to collect every parallel of each 

metrical form. My scope is restricted to Biripidean odes, but 

Aeschylean and Sophoclean passages are taken into account as 

much as possible, especially in Part H. I should think few 

examples of ’prosodiac-enoplian’ in tragedy are left unmentioned.

Part I treats glyconics and related metres. How ’related' 

metres are defined is discussed in the first two chapters. In 

the following chapters, after the characteristics common to 

aeolics are argued, each metre is examined with a list of all



examples of it. Part E is devoted to ’prosodiac-enoplians*.

After a survey of the classification of predecessors,each form 

which is classified in this genus by Dale is subdivided from 

the points of similarity of form and of metrical contexts.

Since acurate colometry is crucial to comprehend each form, 

and since a particular metrical form depends on a few actual 

passages, each passage is examined in the Notes.

The classification which seems to me now appropriate is

considerably different from that of Dale as well as from that 

of Wilamowitz or Schroeder. My classification is based on structural 

similarity with regard to metrical contexts. Until earlier lyrics, 

especially those of the Pindaric corpus, are thoroughly examined, 

historical speculation should be refrained from. The basic

difference fron^Dale lies in that I still think tragic metres

could and should be analysed into cola.

Many cola of prosodiac-enoplian are still nameless. As

it is unpractical to use v and - each time, I invent a name

’diomedean’ for a colon vv-ov-v-a to describe a central figure 

of a group of typical Euripidean metres. It is not desirable 

to create many names for Greek metres which are already overloaded 

with jargon. But it should be realized that a systematic nomenclature 

is fragile since it depends on a certain theory of classification, 

whether historical or structural. Once the theory is found wrong, 

the name is more than useless. Paradoxically, names which means 

nothing etymologically are still useful (e.g. glyconic).

Classification is a compromise to some extent. Unless you 

ignore the trivial differences between species, you cannot induce



IX

a genus. Without imagining genera, the metres found in tragedies, 

not to say in Greek poem, are so various that there seems to be 

h© rule which regulates the permutation of longs and shorts.

But at the same time a rough induction does harm especially when 

a particular passage is criticised textually and metrically 

relying upon the general character of a metre. From my point 

of view, more detailed classification is in need for aeolic and

prosodiac~enoplian metres grouped by Dale even for practical purpose

In the autumn of 19^0, I submitted a paper called ’’’The 

choriambic dimeter” of Euripides’ to the Classical Quarterly.

It was accepted by the editors and is due to be published in 

the first issue of 1982 (possibly in May). Since some sections

of this thesis are based on the results of observations made

in this paper, I attach a copy of the proof to this thesis as 

Appendix.

I have used basically Murray’s OCT. Regrettably Biggie's 

new OCT was not available before the last stage of the draft.

I consulted it for particular passages only. Later texts and

commentaries which are taken account are referred to in notes

to each passage and listed in bibliography. For fragments,

I follow:..Bond (Hypsipyle), Biggie (Phaethon), Austin1' (Telephus), 

and, of course, Nauck2* For other classical authors, I have 

followed these: Aeschylus, Page (OCT); Sophocles, Bawe (BT); 

Aristophanes, Hall and Geldart (OCT); Sappho and Alceus,

Lobel-Page (Poetarum Lesbiorum Fragmenta); Other lyric poets,

Page (Poetae Melici Graeci and Supplementurn Lyricis Graecis);

Pindar, Turyn (Cracow 19^) and Snell-Maehler (BT);



Bacchylides, Snell-Maehler (BT); Hephaestion, Consbruch (BT).

All other sources are given in the bibliography according to

the names of editors.

This thesis was written during my stay in St Andrews,

1979-82. I owe my supervisor, Mrs ELizabeth M.Craik a debt 

of gratitude immensely. Her guidance, assistance and encouragement 

have been far more than a postgraduate student would deserve. I 

do not mention particulars, but I must note that she improved my 

English extensively. I am also grateful to Mrs Laetitia P.E. 

Edwards ( = Parker). She kindly read parts of my first draft 

and gave me helpful criticisms and suggestions. I am afraid

that I do not adopt all of them.

I wish also to record my gratitude to the University of 

Tokyo and two of its professors. Professor Masaaki Kubo first 

introduced me to Euripides and metrical studies as well as every 

other sphere of classical studies. I remember the day when he 

guided me to Wilamowitz’s Griechische Verskunst. Professor 

Sasagu Arai advised me to study in St Andrews and laboured to 

obtain permission from the University of Tokyo with the result 

that I have been supported financially by it. Without him,

I could not have studied in St Andrews and should not have been

able to concentrate on. this work for such a long period. The 

last but not the least, I thank my wife, Mutsuko, not only for 

her sacrifice to create the condition suitable to my work but

also for the actual involvement in type-writing.

Perhaps it is permitted to express my personal gratitude

X

to a person whom I never met, A.M. Dale. Since 1 first came



xi

across the second edition of her book, The Lyric Metres of Greek 

Drama, in a bookshop in Tokyo as an undergraduate student, she 

has been stimulating me- Though I do not agree with her 

completely in this thesis, what I owe to her is immeasurable.

If this thesis should be regarded as a small commentary on 

her book, 1 should be extremely happy.



Metrical symbols and abbreviations

- long element (syllable)

« short element (syllable)

- 1 (strophically) long in strophe, short in antistrophe

2 (in general scheme) basically long’, occasionally short 

~ 1 (strophically) short in strophe, long in antistrophe

2 (in general scheme) basically short, occasionally long 

x anceps without regard to the frequency of long and short 

oo aeolic base; —, (p.126)

brevis in longo 

J|| ode (strophe) end 

|f period end

||jj period-end. marked by hiatus

l|g period-end marked by brevis in longo 

J colon-end (and sometimes metron-end)

colon-end, with overlapping

/ word-end, especially at the end of overlapping word

gl - gl two gl conncected by overlapping either in strophe or ant

gl’gl two gl conncected by elision either in strophe or ant.

gl, gl two gl in the same period without overlapping or elision 

gl + gl any two gl in the same period

gl+ba one colon composed of gl and ba

Fundamentally I follow A.M.Dale’s nomenclature of metres, but 

some are given different names because those used by Dale are 

inappropriate.



XKL

wilamowitzian (wil) 

acephalous wil (Awil) 

maecenatean (maec) 

basilic (basil) 

erasmonidean (erasm) 

diomedean (diom)

oo-z-uu-

x-x-«w-

OO—wo—

M W«W

V—UV—UU—V

(see Part I p.17&) 

(see Part I p.188) 

(see Part I p.185) 

(see Part I p.206) 

(see Part IE p.248) 

(see Part IE p.272)

dicephalous erasm (^ erasm) w-w-w-w (see Part H p.284) 

erasm (diom, hem) blunt v-w-w- (vu-w-w-, -w-w-)

hem pendant ' -w-w-c

I also anglicize some modern coinages: reizian(s), wilamowitzian(s)

Other abbreviated forms are:

anap(aestic), ba(cchiac), cat(alectic), ch(oriamb, -ic),

’chor(iambic) enopl(ian)*, cr(etic), da(ctyl, -ic), '

dact(ylo)-epitr(ite), dim(eter), dochm(iac), enopl(ian), 

gl(yconic), hem(iepes), hipp(onactean), ia(mbic), ion(ic), 

ithyph(allic), lecyth(ion), mol(ossus), pher(ecratean), reiz(ian), 

sp(ondee), tel(esillean), trim(eter), tro(chaic).

These terms are used for purely descriptive purposes:

“To^n any metrical division without regard to whether it

is caesura or diaeresis

Hebung true long, the element which only long syllable

can occupy

Senkung the element which single-short (u) or double-short 

(ww) or anceps can occupy

Names of ancient authors and works are abbreviated according

to the practice of LSJ but occasionally longer forms are used,



. ? ' • ' ...... ......

’V ' ’

xiv

Plays cited without an author’s name are by EUripides;

thus EL is Euripides' ELectra while S EL is Sophocles',

For abbreviations of titles of modern books, see Bibliography.

All secondary literature is cited by pages, not by section-numbers.
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AEOLIC METRES



2.

Chapter 1

Criteria for the basic aeolic metres

The group of cola which is represented by glyconic oo-««-«- 

is usually called ’aeolic*. This appellation is a convention 

of the twentieth century, but no appropriate generic term 

seems to have been given in ancient times. Hephaestion 

wrongly analyses a glyconic as antispast (v—v) + iambic*

(ch. 10.2, p. 32). In his treatise the term ’aeolic’ is 

found in a different context designating so-called ’aeolic 

dactyls’ oo-^-^-vu-u- (ch. 7»3» p.22). We owe the idea of 

’aeolic base’ partly to him but he himself does not apply 

this idea to the two free initial elements of glyconics.

The appellation 'aeolic cola’ cannot be free from 

association with the history of the cola. It inevitably 

suggests 'the cola which were used by Sappho and Alcaeus’. 

Though it is a reasonable supposition that tragic glyconics

and associated metres should be the descendants of Lesbian

metres, this connotation is sometimes inconvenient for the 

synchronical examination of various cola appearing only in 

tragic odes.

If the term ’aeolic’ is unsuitable and should be

abandoned, perhaps ’glyconic’ may be applied not only to the 
-1

special colon but to the genus widely. But a double usage 

of a term both for a species and a genus probably causes

confusion even if the context makes the sense clear in most

cases. Therefore I have decided to use the term ’aeolic’ as
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a generic word, leaving the usages of Lesbian poets out of 

consideration. It simply means ’related to glyconic’, and 

which metre is related to glyconic in Euripidean usage will

be clear in due course.

Aeolic cola are often arranged neatly in order of their

size from shorter one to longer. This kind of classification

presented in charts of metrical handbooks appears to be quite 
2reasonable at the first glance. Every colon has a ’choriambic 

nucleus’ (-w-.) in its centre. To the ’left’ and the ’right’ 

of the ’nucleus’ extend ’chains’ of alternating longa and 

brevia (or ancipitia). The difference between cola lies only 

in the length of ’chains’.

Perhaps the diagram drawn by Barrett is the most developed 

stage of the abstraction of all the possible aeolic metres.

’’The commoner aeolic cola in tragedy consist of an alternation 

of longaiwith elements of which one in each colon is double 

short (ou) and the others anceps (x). A colon may be of any 

length; it may begin with either longum or anceps (very 

occasionally with the double short) and may end with either 

longum or anceps (but not with the double short). That is, 

the normal aeolic colon is a length taken from the sequence

...x-x-x-x-^-x-x-x-x... ” (Hippolytos, Appendix IE, A22)

It is not clear why Barrett qualifies the aeolic colon 

with the adjective ’commoner’ or ’normal’• Presumably he 

must have had in mind (a) ’resolved’ cola such as uvw-vw-u~

(b) ’inverted’ aeolic base such as «—w-v- (c) cola of 

multiple ’nuclei’ such as —With these



additional conditions, the diagram will cover all tragic 

aeolics provided you do not trouble with extremely unusual 

lines such as at E EL 726/737• It is quite simple

and useful.

Nevertheless this diagram has a serious defect. It

implies that any form taken from this diagram has to be an

aeolic colon in its own right. In other words this chart

cannot distinguish usual cola from unusual. First of all

the element alternating with longum is not necessarily anceps.

A long syllable hardly ever occupies an anceps element in

the ’right chain’ while it is commoner that a short in the 
, whi ch

•left chain’ such as —^/are quite freely corresponding with 

in the beginning of glyconic. Therefore it is more

sensible, for example, to give glyconics the scheme -x-««-«- 

separating -x-««—— as 'dragged glyconic'. More serious 

misuse of the notation of anceps is found in the description

of so-called ’choriambic dimeter'. As I have shown elsewhere,

x-m—w~ is a different metre fKjm, say, but the

notation x-x—(the inverted form of -x-x-««-) covers both. 

The same confusion is seen in -«v-x-x-. Simply speaking, 

Barrett’s diagram covers all aeolic cola, but not all cola

which fit his scheme are aeolic.

The disadvantage of this abstract diagram is increased by 

the introduction of strictly systematic nomenclature for each 

colon. For example, all pendant cola of nine syllables are 

called hipponactean. The colon -x-^-x-x (this scheme includes 

what is usually called by this name) turns into hipp. b while
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5

-««-x-x-x and -x-x-w«-x are given the notations hipp. a and 

hipp. c respectively.But since reference to the actual

occurrences is absent from his chart, it may be wrongly

supposed that the nature of ’hipp. a’ or ’hipp. c’ is similar 

to oo-''v~v--. But -x-x-^-x (or oo-x-»«—-) is an extremely 

rare colon if indeed occurring, and -w-w-u— may not be

aeolic.

The description of a ’chain* of alternating longa with 

brevia (ancipitia) is itself questionable. The diagram 

presupposes that the actual colon -x-«w-w— is -x-^-^-x-x-, 

not a compound of glyconic + spondee. Of course there is no 

decisive means of determining whether or not the last two — 

is spondee; but at least we have no example of -x-«^-«-u~. 

Similarly one may suspect that the last three of oo-v«-«— 

or oo-w-u-w—. is not x-x, but ^-a-» The rhythmical (musical) 

nature of bacchiac or of other metres ending with <•—• is 

still, and perhaps will be forever, open to speculation. The 

notation ...x-x is misleading.

It may be inevitable that a treatise on metrics, with as 

primary concern the classification of every colon, should give 

the same weight to usual cola and unusual ones, especially 

when it explains the nature of a colon by analogy with others.

As a result readers easily tend to think, for example, that 

hipponactean (oo-'*«-«—) resembles pherecratean (oo-««—) or 

that their difference lies simply in their length because both 

are regarded as marking the end of a period (catalexis). This 

belief is strengthened by the usage of the term ’hypercatalectic’



for the ending of hipponactean.^ But these two cola are

zr
actually different*0 Pherecratean is used far more often by 

Euripides (2^0 lines are counted for pher against 33 for hipp). 

The reason for this preference is no longer obvious but the 

result is not negligible.

Similarity of appearance is a natural starting point to 

examine whether a particular colon belongs to the aeolic 

metres. Sometimes two metres function similarly so that they 

are expected to belong to the same genus. For example, the 

relation of x-««-w- to oo-««-'*~ is anticipated to be the same

as the relation of x-x-uv- to oo-x-uu- from the structural

point of view, and in fact both x-wv-u- and x-x-v«~ are

usually antecedent to glyconics and wilamowitzians. Even an 

an analogy with another kind of metre may be useful. For 

example, ’acephale’ of aeolic metres (oo -¥ x) might be 

compared with the 'syncopation’ of iambic metres (for example, 

x-«-x-u- -> But this type of theoretical speculation

is dangerous. In spite of the superficial similarity, 

v-u~~wu_ belongs to a different genus from

The absolutely reliable proof for the kinship of two cola 

lies only in whether strophic responsion is found between the 

two. From the responsions we know that glyconics or pherecratean 

can be written as oo-uu-u- or oo-««—-• Responsion guarantees 

not only that ——and -.w-w-v- ane identical but that 

oo-uv-v- and oo-x-w- are closely related though the similarity 

is not to us very apparent superficially. Unfortunately such

6

a responsion between different species is extremely rare
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Other criteria are necessary for the classification of metres 

to establish genera above species.

Nobody will doubt that pherecratean is closely related 

to glyconic; but it may be useful to reflect why their 

kinship is self-evident.

1. Similarity of their forms is apparent.

2. Pherecratean is the catalectic form of glyconic.

Catalexis is a common phenomenon of Greek metre outside

aeolics. For example,

x-“-x-“-lx~«-u— U or

WU~UU~WU-.WW~ | WU~UU~WU~~ || .

Catalexis is not only the abridgement of the preceding verse 

but also indicates the period-end.

3» The two are frequently associated. The combination of 

glyconic + pherecratean (usually called priapean since 

Hephestion ) is popular. It is attested in Anacreon 357 P 

(b)Ve<^, Wl ) or 373 P ( qpKTTqm?** iTpOU ).

Other combinations such as gl + gl + pher and wil + pher (wil 

is equivalent to gl) are often found as well.

4. There is a high proportion of associative usages to 

independent usages. Pherecratean is hardly used separately 

from glyconics or wilamowitzians. If it were not for the 

kinship with gl, one would expect more pherecrateans to be 

found combined with other metres or used independently alone.

3. Overlapping from glyconic into pherecratean is frequent.

These points will be an effective basis for argument as

to whether a certain metre is related to glyconic,that is,
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aeolic. But historical argumentation should be treated

carefully. The origin of any particular metre is obscure.

The traditional apellation of a metre such as ’glyconic’

which Glycon invented (eupei\/ ) (Heph. ch. 10.2, p.32) is

nothing more than a convention of late antiquity. Perhaps

the majority of the metres is very old, and, even if particular

form might be due to the creation based upon existing metres

by a single genius, the potentiality of transformation inherent

in original metres must be old. Some metres will be as old as

the Greek language itself. But comparative study with other 
8

Indo-European languages has not proved anything solid yet.

It is generally supposed that, because tragic polymetric

choral odes succeed to archaic lyric poems, their metrical units 

are the descendants of archaic, simpler metres. The essence 

of this supposition is undeniable; but it is uncertain to 

what extent we may rely on an archaic verse as a paradigm of 

each passage of tragedy in detail. In the case of aeolic 

metres, Sappho and Alcaeus should be observed first of all.

Lesbian poets use a number of cola which start with two 

free elements (ancipitia; so-called aeolic base). —, -°, u-, 

and even can correspond with each other. This freedom is, 

though restricted in scope, retained in tragic verses:

wv-u- corresponds strophically both to -w-vo-u- and to 

v—vM-v-. Therefore the colon oo-««-^- is reasonably called 

by the identical name, glyconic, both in Lesbian and tragic

metres.

Sappho certainly uses a colon -u-xx-uu-u- (cr+gl) at 98 LP
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(a three-line stanza: cr+gl | gl | gl+ba|| ) and at 98 LP 

(a three-line stanza: gl | gl | cr+gl II )• Does this usage 

guarantee the analysis of these Euripidean passages: Held 

898ff/9O7ff (cr+gl - pher), IA 783ff (cr+gl - pher) or Med 

l80ff (cr+gl - hipp)? The potentiality of glyconic to enlarge 

into cr+gl is certain because Sapphic examples attest the 

existence of -w-oo-««-v- alongside a simple glyconic. But at 

the same time I am sceptical about a direct influence of Sappho 

over Euripides. It is doubtful even whether Euripides was
9

thinking about Sappho when he composed the composite, cr+gl. 

There are the following differences between Lesbian

metres and tragic metres:
4 z

1. Sappho and Alcaeus compose songs in stanza or Korn* cr-riX0"^ 

Tragic polymetric odes can be segmented into periods, but a 

period is not equivalent to a stanza.

2. A number of Sapphic and Alcaic metres do not appear in 

tragic odes. The most conspicuous case Is the absence of what 

Snell calls 'innere Erweiterung’ (inner expansion), especially 

of gl^i gl^ type (oo-«^-««-«-, oo-w-ww-uw-w-.). Asclepiad 

(gl , gl type) has only a handful of examples.

3« Even the usage of glyconic is different. The most

familiar usage in tragic ode is priapean dicolon (gl + pher). 

This is absent from Lesbian odes while Anacreon uses it; even 

a simple pherecratean is not found in (at least, extant)

Lesbian odes.^

Chronologically, Pindar stands at an intermediate stage 

between Lesbian poets and tragedians. The bulk of Pindaric
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odes which are not reduced into dactylo-epitrite is often 

called ’aeolic’ or (in older times) ’logaoedic’ . Surely 

some of these odes include a few periods which are identical 

in shape with glyconic or another aeolic colon. In other 

periods aeolic cola are discernible. But if part of a period 

is taken off as, say, glyconic, nameless elements unrelated 

to aeolic in the usual sense will remain. Simply speaking, 

their composition is quite different from Lesbian metre or 

tragic aeolics.

One example will represent Pindaric characteristics fully 

enough to show to what extent they are peculiar even though 

a part of period may be aeolic. I choose 01 1 strophe at 

random J
$

01 1 strophe, four pairs of strophe-antistrophe.

1. u-uu-- H This may be called ’priapean’ (gl + pher). 

Five lines have a word-end after ’gl' and two overlap by one 

syllable. Priapean is extremely rare in Pindaric corpus. I 

have found only two other examples (Nem 2. and Pae 2 str 3)» 

’Glyconic’ starts with «- on every occasion while ’pherecratean’, 

with -«• Such an exact responsion is alien to Lesbian poets

as well to tragic poets. If Pindar had written in the Euripidean 

manner, half of ’pher’ might have started with —. The exact 

repetition of and is certainly deliberate. Perhaps -« 

of ’pher' is not aeolic base but a part of the unit -v-w- 

which is the inverted form of the preceding

2. "w-w—W-VW-.VW-.X || The initial long is attested only at

89 o( TeK6 • Turyn reports this reading is found in all codices

J
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Snell, however, takes Boehmer’s conjecture ertkX • He analyses 

cr (wv-) + pher^ (v—wo—ow—uu-X), pher^ is found at 115 LP 

(perhaps Kerr* (Tnxen/ ; Hephaestion cites two lines as a 

representation of ’aeolic dactyl pentameter keuwAqwr*

i (ch. 7.6, p.25)) and at 156 LP (one line). 

Surprisingly Pindar does not use pher2d elsewhere, judging 

from the metrorum conspectus of Snell’s edition.

Turyn takes this period as dochmiac (3u«-u-) and 4 da 

(-.vw-ww-vw-x). Eochmiacs are completely unknown in the work 

of Sappho and Alcaeus, and one of the metres most remote from 

aeolics in Euripidean odes as we shall see later. No occurrence 

is found of overlapping from a dochmiac into dactyls there,

either. Since the form of dochmiacs is not restricted to

Uw-v-, it is misleading to call a particular shape by the name 

14’dochmiac’. It is one of the advantages of Snell’s

colometry that he excels all examples of ’dochmiacs’ totally 

out of the Pindaric corpus. But he is compelled to introduce 

an unfamiliar, not well-classified category instead. See 7 below. 

5* -v-w-w- |(

Hiatus (45, 101) and brevis in longo (72) confirm the period- 

end. This period is equal to lecythion. Lecythion is associated 

with glyconic and other aeolics in tragic odes.

4. ------------ II

Hiatus (15, 91) and brevis in longo (62) separate off this 

period. The whole period is identical with the colon ’phere

cratean’ though it starts with on every occasion. See 1
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above. Here we are obliged to decide our standpoint: whether

we should adopt the very name ’pherecratean’ or assume that 

this line takes a form superficially identical with ’pher’;

and, if we adopt the name, whether we use the name to denote 

the essence of the metre (aeolic) or simply for the sake of 

convenience. Apart from the traditional nomenclature, the 

difference of 4 from 5 lies only in the exchange of lengths

of the fifth and the sixth elements.

-v-v-v-,|

Hiatus (5, 3^) and brevis in longo Equal to 3 above.

6. -V—VVVV-V-V-V—VV—V-V— |J

Such collision of two longa as ours at -w—v-v- would be

extraordinary within a tragic aeolic colon: it is usually

taken to entail colon end between the two. But what is -v-v- ? 

Turyn calls it5’dochmiac’ while the former parts are 2 tro 

(-v-vwv-v) and gl (-V-V-W-). Snell divides the period as 

cr (—w-), 2 ia ( vvw-v—v-), pher (v—w—) and ia (°—v—).

We may reasonably wonder if ’Apher’ can overlap into iambic 

metron.
7 • -V—V—V —V-VV—V- |(

This period is an abridged form of the preceding 6. Before 

-vv-, the ’chain’ of alternating single-short with long is 

shortened by -v-v- (supposing vvw in 6 is a resolution vwv).

After -W-, -v-v- becomes Both Turyn and Snell realize

the similarlity of 7 with 6. Then Turyn gives the notation 

2 tro (-v-v-v-v) cho (-W-) Cr (-«-) while Snell, cr (-«-), 

ia (v-v-), pher (v-w—), (ia) (v-). (ia) means half a metron (1)
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O. uuvvuuu-u-u-v-

Three iambics (Turyn, Snell); but six lines among eight 

occurrences (19, 37, 77, 93, 106) have median caesura

(mwwvumm«/v~u-o~). This tendency is clearly against tragic 

usage of trimeter (including lyric trimeter).

9* U-WUv£||

Turyn takes dochm + cr while Snell (ia) cr cr. Word-end 

often falls at v|w-l| (9, 20, 38, 78, 107). This prevents 

supposition that the last four syllables make a cretic. It

is rather u-u-~.

10. u—.u-v-uuu~ ||

The M—u- of 9 is prolonged into w—«-«- by u~. Both Turyn 

and Snell call ba ia cr.

11. W—UUU—U—U- |||

is found above, 6. Turyn, ia («-«««) + dochm (-«-«-); 

Snell, ia cr (cr). is called (cr) here.

It is evident that dissection of a Pindaric period into

’aeolic’ cola and others is no more than arbitrary. At most 

a name such as glyconic or iambic is a conventional substi

tution for the notation «—uv-v- (which does not correspond 

with --—Mw-v..) or m-v- (not —«-). As Dale rightly points out

’this is worth no more as an elucidation than to call ~v-w-v~ 

trochaic + iambic metron”’ (Metrical Units’= Coll Pap ^7)*

Because usage of metres of tragic poets is so different 

from Sappho and Alcaeus and from Pindar, classification of 

metres should start primarily with the examination and 

comparison of the usage in all passages of a single poet. If
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a colon similar to glyconic in appearance is accommodated 

frequently with glyconics throughout the works of the poet,

and if the associative usage is the dominant one of this 

colon throughout, the colon may well he judged to belong 

to the same genus as glyconic, that is, aeolic. After this 

procedure we may proceed to another poet, and finally, by 

comparing all the poets, a history of Greek metre will be

established.

Theoretically it is still possible to doubt that the 

usage of a poet is uniform throughout his career or even in 

every passage. But such extreme scepticism is futile, for, 

if so, we should not be entitled to cite any passage as a 

parallel from other plays of the same author. And previous

surveys of Euripidean odes reveal that Euripides did not change 

his manner completely. Of course it is not deniable that a 

change of inclination may be observed between his earlier 

plays and later ones [or that Aeschylus and Sophocles should 

have had different preferrences. But certainly the difference 

among the works of the three tragedians is not fundamental as 

that between Pindar and them]. Hence our first task is to 

collect as many parallels as possible and thereafter to induce 

tendencies from them. Metrical studies are inductive, not

deductive.

Another possible objection is: ”If a colon X is usually 

associated with glyconics in Euripidean odes and if a colon Y 

is not, it was only that Euripides liked to connect X with 

glyconics and disliked, Y. It does not explain the nature of
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X or Y.” I agree with this argument. But even if it were 

possible to demonstrate that X and Y were of the same origin 

by a certain method, it would be still impractical and 

misleading for textual criticism or the examination of the 

authorship to classify X and Y under the same label without

reference to Euripidean usage.

Tragic odes are polymetric. This means in theory that 

they may be composed of any metres which may bear no relation 

to one another. But, on the other hand, it is a working 

hypothesis that a metre often employed together with basic

aeolics within an ode should be in closer relation with them

thaft a metre never found in the milieu of aeolics.

Tragic odes consist of several periods. It is often 

very difficult to decide where a period-end falls; but when 

it is reasonably established by such criteria as juxta ancipitia 

brevis in longo, hiatus, the eight-metra rule, coincidence of 

strong sense-break both in the strophe and in the antistrophe, 

and ’catalectic ending’, we may have another plausible 

hypothesis that a metre which is used with glyconics and other 

basic aeolics within a period is more closely related than a

metre which is not.

But at the same time it should be remembered that different

"types of metres also can be used within the same period. For

example, dactylic colon and iambic join together in Andr j501- 

1603 (the strophe has some corruption).

out' tfv ^vytrv'

dcrvXxcn/ , tf-u -r yuvou , -.v-v-v-
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/ f'
TUfot^-VurV C-tf-’^K eN do^-w^ C~6p*S w„

Overlapping may be a more reliable criterion since 

overlapping into a different type of metre is comparatively

limited. In most cases, it makes a composite colon; such as

dochm+cr (or ba+dochm) Med 1261 /MxTrtV T-€-xVidV

or ia+dactyl Hipp 1105 Tiv tA-ruVi K£x»^rV ,

But even so, it has yet to be examined whether the existence

of overlap from one colon into another immediately indicates

that the two connected cola are of the same genus
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Chapter 2

Aeolic periods

In this chapter we try to identify various aeolic cola in 

Euripidean odes from the point of metrical contexts, examining 

which colon is used frequently with glyconics within the same 

period. In collecting examples, pherecrateans and wilamowitzians 

are supposed to be basic aeolics. Pher is aeolic beyond doubt 

(if justification is required, see p.7 above), and wil 

corresponds strophically with gl.

Some Euripidean odes are of simple construction. In such 

cases the whole ode can be analysed without ambiguity into

cola most of which are gl, pher and wil. When a few other 

cola are mixed within the same period with them, each of these 

is preceded and followed by gl, pher, wil or evident period 

ends. If this colon is of a shape explicable as a prolonged 

or abridged form of gl or wil, and if this colon is used in 

a similar situation in other odes too, it itself is naturally

supposed to be aeolic. I call such odes ’purely aeolic’. In 

other words, ’purely aeolic odes’ are composed of aeolics only.

In other odes, though most verses are gl, pher, wil and 

other aeolic cola which are identified by the examination of 

•purely aeolic odes’, and though aeolics are used from the

beginning till the end of the odes, some of the mingled cola 

may not be classified as aeolic. Some are evidently non

aeolic, for example, iambic. Some may be supposed to be

related to aeolics in a certain manner but their form and
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usage demands some reservation so that it is more discreet to 

treat them separately from evident aeolics. Some of the cola 

are unfamiliar and without parallels in other odes.

Such odes are collected under the name of •quasi-aeolic’•

As has been described above, they are composed of aeolic 

periods but contain heterogeneous cola which are not always 

aeolics. But these cola do not make a complete period by 

themselves. By comparing such odes with each other, a general 

idea will be obtained as to which types of metres are associative

with aeolics.

The third group of odes is ’partly aeolic’. These odes 

include non-aeolic periods as well as aeolic periods. The 

composition of aeolic periods is similar to the periods of 

’purely aeolic’ or ’quasi-aeolic’: most of the cola are 

unambiguously aeolics with or without a few ingredients of 

associative but not necessarily aeolic cola, and of unfamiliar 

cola. On the other hand all kinds of metres appear in the non

aeolic periods. They may not be expected to be even associative 

with gl and other aeolics.

It should be remembered that the classification into

these three groups is for the purely pragmatic purpose of 

examining efficiently which colon is closely related to gl, 

pher and wil. At the same time, it may be expected to work

as a test of the method itself: how far the metrical context

is a reliable criterion to identify a particular verse.

The following list of Euripidean odes does not aim at

analysing each ode perfectly. The parts which are obviously
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non-aeolic are not so fully considered as (possible) aeolics. 

The text is Murray’s unless otherwise specified. The coloraetry 

is sometimes different from his, but when the difference lies 

in the transposition of the last syllable (overlapping), no 

special indication is given. All aeolic verses are listed up 

colon by colon at the end of this chapter with the texts.

PURELY AEOLIC ODES

Cyc 41-48/55-62

Parodos, strophic pair excluding ephymnion ( rie>c? jjlk/

rifltTC-J ). Three (or four) periods are made of only wil

and wil.A

41-45/55-57 wil, Awil, H (or wil || .will wil || )XT.

44-45/58-59 ^wil - wil ||

46-48/60-62 wil, wil - wil II

Andr 501-14/525-56

Duet between Andromache and the child. Five periods are made 

of only gl and pher. The last two periods may be one because 

this division compels us either to accept a period-end with 

elision at 554 ( <x 11) or an emendation metri causa

such as A (this feminine form is cited by LSJ at Ar Th

1038 . n Period-end is

supported by (i) hiatus at 512 (Musgrave's is unncessary)

( ii) eight-metra rule (hi) the change of the singer (but at 

507/550 the singer changes even inside a colon). The simplicity
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of the structure is comparable with archaic lyrics.

501-03/ 52>25 

50^-05/526-27 

506-09/528-31 

510-12/532-34 

153-1V535-36

gl - gl, pher || 

gl, pher(tfXll) Il 

gl, gl, pher || 

gl, gl, gl || 

gl, pher |||

Supp 955-62/963-70

Fourth stasimon, strophic pair (ouvcer' 6-vTe-v<A/®< )•

968 OVT'e^ frivol <5 969 06 ^WOI^ OVT*

955-57/963-65 gl - gl - gl+spll

958-59/966-67 Awil, wil II

960-62/968-70 maec, wil, gl+ba III

The following epode is almost entirely aeolic (see ’quasi-aeolic’)

HF 359-63/575-79 , 389-93/^05-07, 419-24/436-41

Ephymnia of three strophic pairs of First stasimon (aristeia 

of Heracles). As to the main body of strophes, only the first 

includes aeolic cola (see5’partly-aeolic*)• Three ephymnia 

are similar (the first and the second are identical). 

Consecutive pherecrateans are not common, but are paralleled 

(e.g. A Th 295-300/312-17 , 6 pher, see p.ISO below). Each

pher possibly consitutes a period; brevis in longo is found

at 359 only.

359-61/375-77

362-63/378-79

389-91/^03-05

392-93/406-07

419-22/436-39

pher || pherll pher ||
a

gl, pher HI

pher || pher (f pher || 

gl - pher |||

pher || pher || pher || pher j]
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425-24/440-41 gl - pher |||

Pho 202-15/214-25

Parodos, strophic pair. Period-ends are uncertain because of 

the lack of coincidence of the positions of major sense-break 

in strophe and antistrophe. The following division depends 

on metric pattern^

202-04/214-16 gl, gl, pher |l

205-07/217-19 Awil, gl, pher H

208-09/220-21 gl - glH

210-15/222-25 wil/gl, gl, gl, pher ||

IA 5^5-57/558-72

First stasimon, strophic pair ( 01 JLM-Tpc*** 6-trcru )

545- 45/558-60 gl, gl - pheril

546- 55/561-68 8 wil without any overlapping. No certain clue

is found where to divide into two or three periods.

55^t—57/569-72 ^wil “ wil, wil - pher |l|

Phae 65-70/71-78

Parodos, First strophe.

65-64/71-72 Awil» wil N

65-66/75-74 Awil, wil I!

67-68/75“76 Awil ~

69-70/77-78 tel/Awil, pher Of

From these odes the following aeolic cola are extracted.

1. Cola starting with aeolic base, 

oo-vv-v- glyconic (gl)

oo-x-uu~ wilamowitzian (wil)
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oo-wv-~ pherecratean (pher)

oo-uu- maecenatean (maec)

2. Cola starting with one anceps (acephalous).

x-vu~v- telesillean (tel)

x-x-^- acephalous wilamowitzian (^wil)

Compound, or a lengthened colon.

oo-uu-u— gl+sp
OO— uv» — u — -------- - gl + (ocu-

Glyconic is the key figure of all cola. It starts with 

two ancipitia (aeolic base). The exact nature of these two 

ancipitia will be fully discussed later. After them comes

a unit, Wilamowitzian is coordinate with glyconic.

It also starts with the aeolic base, but the next unit is

inverted. -x-««- stands in a position of mirror reflection

against though the second element is anceps and not

restricted to breve. Pherecratean is a catalectic form of

glyconic. It usually stands at the end of a period. The 

final of glyconic turns into one long. Maecenatean is 

also supposed to have the aeolic base at the initial position. 

Compared to gl, wil or pher, however, it is not often used.

Telesillean starts not with two but with one anceps.

This phenomenon is often called acephale, but it has to be

discussed later whether telesillean is actually the glyconic

of which initial element is lost. The nameless colon x-x-u^~

is conveniently supposed to be acephalous wilamowitzian though 

it must not be forgotten that we have not given a strict 

definition to the term ’acephale’. For a purely practical

reason I adopt the name ’acephalous wilamowitzian’ with the
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notation ’^wil’ though I am tempted to invent a new name

which hints no structural relation to any cola. The longer 
and, -x — uu~-u~u — —

cola --,-uu-u—^may be one indivisible unit. But they 

provisionally analysed as a compound^ gl+sp cn-ud, <j£-ekcc.

QUASI-AIDLIC ODES

Ale 962-972/973"985

Third stasimon, first strophe ( lA«u cH*. ixou<To« )

? ?
962-68/975-79 pher, gl, gl II pher, gl (| pher, pher {I

(97^ 975 eoT'V codd). Period-ends are quite

uncertain. Metrically each pher may have a period-end after 

it, but no clear sense pause is found after it. In antistrophe, 

stronger break is found after gl, instead. Note 967 (pher) 

ends with Tois •

969-70/980-81 gl - ch+ba|lB

Both 970 and 981 end with a short syllable. I take it

here as brevis in longo but this colon (-w-v-v) might be 

different from ch+ba. The following two are of the same kind. 

971-72/982-85 -WWWMV-I .(),

Word-end suggests 971/982 should be better taken as

-vwwbw« than as -vJbw- ( <^,0^ peHtrf hoX/arioVO< $ ~ Tl$
> ,
Crtno-Teryvou y ..vM-v-, basilic, is usually taken as aeolic; 

but the resolution of choriambic nucleus is rare especially 

in earlier plays.

Held 571-80
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First stasimon, epode ( (rt’pqvo*. e-j^un y' txpetrpce-i )

371-73 gl - gl, ------------II

374-76 gl - gl, k*pp IIB

377-80 tel - gl - gl - ch+ba ill

The cola w-w— _ . • (S used as clausula of
hipp CUruU

aeolic (glyconic) periods as well as^ch+ba.

Held 748-38/739-69

Third stasimon, first strophe ( l~<3 Kou h*vvu^io<> <r*A<*v<x. )

748-50/759-61 gl - gl, —-------- l^

751/762 --------------1^

751 Wilamowitz: fve-yKer^ HP, synaphea is

impossible.

752-54/763-65 gl, gl, reiz||

755-57/766-68 gl - gl, MW-UM— J!

For ’anaphora*, see p. J67 below.

758/769 gl+ba III

The colon appears after glyconics again- 75^/765

suggests this colon is a variation of reiz. But its similarity 

with 751/762 (-vw-MM—) is obvious too. At 754/765 the reading 

of LP is emended, but the emendation does not affect metrics.

Held 910-18/919-27

Fourth stasimon, second strophe ( 6<rTiV eV oup*Vu> fe-pouwc )

910-13/919-22

914-16/923-25

918-19/926-27

ch+ia - gl - gl - gl || 

tel - gl - hipp |f 

• chor dim A* - ch+ba |||

915/25 LP reading (- Ws ' ‘'H t‘e-poUTT^ ( ep*TaV , Povk )

"W *
\poY- S' ) olvfpos w )
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—w-v-J-/—w—m-| hipp.

Hipp 62-71

Parodos of the second Chorus (Servants). At 65 if the reading 

of A ) is taken s— as might easily explain the

error found in L or C (repetition of at wronj places)

—— a semi-independent colarion —, either following wil or

preceding gl, is acquired. —v— may be —w- with the scanning
u o

Y^-ye-aAjnJ but this seems less probable. See further p. I 9 4-. 

below. Here MVB are assumed to be right (one ).

62-65 wil, w-w- (so-called alcaic hendecasyll), gl ({

66-69 gl, lecyth, gl - hipp ||

70-71 ’chor dim A* - pher III

Hipp 1M-50/151-60

Parodos, second strophe ( q <ru qf' , UJ )

141-44/151-54 drag gl, wil, drag gl - pher (I 

145-47/155-57 wil - wil, ia+ch+sp |J

147/157 (vwvOT»-vv-—) is not wil+sp. The alternative 

colometry (which I take in Appendix) for 145-47/155-57 is 

proceph drag gl - gl - drag gl. But it entails too many 

irregularities; see note 1 of this chapter.

1^-50/158-60 wil - wil, drag gl ||l

Hipp 525-54/555-44

First stasimon,

525/555

526-28/556-58

529/559

550-51/543-41

• /?*y* V* ' \
first strophe ( cPWS tPw<; , o Kerr’ eypocTu-v } 

proceph gl (v-r-w-v-)

tel+ba || tel+ba || tel+ba || (— vw-v-v— )

reiz || (—w—)

maec - 2 ia |l (-v-w—M-v—)
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552-54/542-44 ^wil *" lecyfch, reiz |(I (—v-uU-.|-u-u-u-.|"-vU—) 

There is no gl, no pher, no wil in this ode. General

impression is more similar with a kind of prosodiac-enoplian 

though no parallel is found in Euripidean corpus. See Part IE 

p. 361 below.

Hipp 545-54/555-64

First stasimon, 

545-46/ 555-56 

547-48/557-58 

549-52/559-62

second strophe 

maec, pher || 

wil+ba II 

Awil, gl - gl,

km/Axn/ )

The colon relies on 562 ( KocrquvxtreV ).

552 is textually uncertain.

555-54/565-64 wil+ia - reiz |||

Hec 444-54/455-65

First stasimon, first strophe. 

444/455 pher |lt

445-46/456-57

H

gl - gl+ba || 

447-50/458-61 gl - gl - wil - ch+ba 

451-54/462-65 tel - gl, gl+ba III 

Hec 466-74/475-85

II

First stasimon, second strophe ( q fl *-XX-^oC & rvoXe* ) 

466-68/475-77 tel, Awil/tel, gl II

l<f f00 A&a - at 1^67- M has tJ-5 i<<xhX\Artc|>^6u«i 

but this epithet suits Athene better than to horses, cf.

Stinton, JHS 97 (1977)» 144. Stinton suggests the colometry 

tel + —|| wil - gl - gl - hipp || for 466-71/475-80. See 

further p. HS below.
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469-71/478-80 basil - gl - hipp ||

2 ’chor dim A’ - ch+ba is improbable because this colometry 

makes brevis in longo (^ej>i ix-Trj-ro^ 0 ) corresponding with 

synaphea ( frV I )»

472-74/431-83 Awil, maec, wil |l (or ^wil, drag gl - maec ||| ) 

Supp 971-79

Fourth stasimon, epode ( utvo Ae-Afc-t Jlu>v )

971-72 gl, pher ||

973-76 gl, gl, ?wil, wil, wil II

973b is Plutarch’s citation. ^ffr/is incerted metri causa. 

But ~-mwu-uv~ is an unfamiliar shape, too. Period-end may

fall before or after it.

977-79 ia+ch, 2 ia, pher |||

977: yooin^-v^makes ia+ch. into an ordinary wil. I take 

it. 978 J vvumwuv-u- is either 2 ia or gl. See p. below.

Supp 990-1009/1012-30

Evadne’s monody. Text is severely corrupted in extensive

passages.

990/1012 ba, ba ||

991-92/1013-14 gl, glllB

1014: eCsMyis ; Stinton cited by Collard .

+993+-94/1O13-l6 gl - pher tf

if
994: op<pv<*s Hermann 

+995+-96/1O17-19 gl, pher ||

997-99/1020-22 wil, ?wil, wil |l

1021 \fwTi neX-M is defended

by Collard. The form itself is possible, but responsion with
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„—m-mm- (or -—-mm- with eMvp) is highly suspicious. 

999/1022 -mm-—mm- X<x^*4'^oTev\0U^ ^‘ToU^ K • <t>Gf crt^erVocg $■ .

See appendix. ( c-f. ch 3 nio).

1000-01/1025-24 gl/ia+ch, wil II

Responsion between gl and ia+ch is unparalleled. Something

is wrong. 

1002/1025 

1OO3/+1O26+ 

1004/+1027+

ba, ba||.BH He II)

? pher ||B
? pher+mol/ba ||

1005-O8/+1028-50+ wil, wil, wil, pher |||

HF 781-97/798-814

Third stasimon, second strophe ( # ‘ 2 ff"Tctvo'-’p)

781-85/798-800 gl, gl, pher ||

784-87/801-04 wil, gl - ?

786: LPF TTotTp©£ v tXxno-vcroM (TuVetoi^cn

Vmm-|-mm—mm— has a clear sense, but uncertain metre. 805 

LP - 6n ' 70 <rov <ruK fAhi’i c^vy-ii

-mm—/i.M-M-MM—. Wilamowitz’s emendation is probably right;

AntoCffbu || t, . S. <r. || A. w Z. || 1(- ftt'fAn'.fc,
T

MVUMM II VWmmMMmnm

788-89/8O5-O6 wil, pher ,|
H.

790-91/807-08 wil, tel/ wil+cr ||

791 pcuJVl [oi]Xun) is better than unconceivable form of

wil: —mm-mm-.
A

wil |L
H

ia+ba ||

792/809 

795/810

79A-97/8H-IA tel - wil - wil - pher
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794: cf . Jackson, 149« 811: fflToptmtWecklein

according to Higgle.

Ion 112-24/128-40

Ion’s monody, strophic part (excluding ephymnion).

112-15/128-31 Awil, gl - wil, reiz ||

116-19/132-35 aw^'**’ wil, maec’ Pher II (b1l8+)

120-21/136-37 gl, gill 

122-24/138-39 3 ia, pher ||

Ion 184-93/194-204
Parodos, first strophe ( oiik K? To4-* S A&*v<ms )

18^-87/19^97 gl ~ gl ~ gl - pher || 

I88~89b/198-2OO gl, gl - pher || 

190/201 ba/mol, ba||

191-93/202-0^ tel - wil - pher ||

EL 113-24/130-39, 123-26
# > 9 z

Electra’s monody antecedent to parodos, first strophe (

112-1 4=127-29 introductory anap, which may be recitative.

115-17/130-32 gl, drag gl, gl II

116 LP ju,' exeitev }<a- ’chor dim A’, see p. 202.

118-19/133-3^ gl, Pher ||

120-21/135-36 gl, basil ||

120 ^twV

122-24/137-39 gl, gl “ Pher ||

125-26 gl, 2 ia (or gl, ||

El 150-56

Mesode in the second strophe of Electra’s monody ( e e opuuTe W* )
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150 maec||(if G c is extra metrum, -vw-)

151-55 gl (-ww-ww-w-), gl, lecyth ||

15^56 gl, gl (-vw-ww-w-), gl |(

-ww-ww-w- is interpreted either as gl with opening -vu 

or ibycean juxtaposed with gl because of similarity of appearance. 

Glyconic (www-ww-w—) and lecythion (www-.w-.w-) are similar.

El 167-89/190-212

Parodos, sung by chorus and Electra ( A izm kcop<*» )

167-68/190-91 W w — ww — ww — uw——— ll

ww-ww-w—|l(str) ww-w-ww— |Kant)

Dale explains 168/191 on analogy of gl/wil. This may be 

right, but vw-w-ww— is an unparalleled form and doubtful.

See further, p.£ll .

169-74/192-97 ia(vwwwww)+gi/wii, gl/wil, gl - wil, wil/gl - 

wil+sp || J* 6 cola must be divided into 2 or 5 periods.

Most probable division is after 172/195-

175-77/198-200 gl, gl, pher ||

178-79/201-02 wil, pher|L
XI

180-85/205-06 wil, ia+ch+ia, pher ||

184-87/207-10 gl/wil, gl/wil, gl, pher||

188-89/211-12 wil, pher ||

El 43.2-41/442-51

First stasimon, first strophe ( kJXe-iVoM )

452/442 wil+ba J|

455-54/445-44 wil, wil+sp ||

455-57/445-47 gl - gl - maec

458-41/448-51 wil, -, gl, pher ||
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+447-48+* Except 439/449, which may be

resolved gl or wil, every colon is regular.

El 726-36/737-46

Second stasimon, second strophe ( T0T6- tot* )

726-29/737-39 MM~^v~7gl, wil Jl

726/737 is puzzling. A Pe 661/669 P<x<ri ow

nnpocuMUtrV ~ -ve-oAuXw hM KtfTcx n2s‘‘ oA-wAe-V

|-/utJ-u— may be a parallel.

730-32/743-42 tel- gl‘ - gl I|

733-36/743-46 mu-mv-u- | wil - wil, wil+ba Ifj 

IT 421-38/439-33
First stasimon, second strophe ( 1<*< crvvtfp o^u>(/<*< n<• v js<?< <; )

421-26/439-43 gl/wil, tel - pher |l
z

Transposition of n6-r^cw is unnecessary.

424—26/441—43 “uuu-ufy v—■/ w-v—

rvo^'kXltn/ oMyiotXoV e-n* i-rpiToCC j>o$-<tA

Xxr^ve'ot r/oAiV, rV' J-f-uju x/>uT<av ^pocrnV omjaoctii^A/

is metrically uncertain. ia(~'^,w-)+ia+ba + ?

ia tripod ("uw-vu^), ia+ch+ba ? 2 ia - hipp («—«w-v—) ?

Even if one of these interpretation is accepted, TctV || at the 

preceding 440 is suspicious (but cf. Ale 967)• The alternative 

colometry is gained by supposing brevis in longo both at str 

and ant ( ^noAiV ) and the preceding colon to be

maec 5 wil (—~«'uv—ov v-z; ) || ia+ch+ba. But —/tv—uu-. and -v3iu-uu- 

are doubtful forms and responsion.

427-32/444-49 wil, Awil, Awil, Awil, Awil - wil ||

Period-end is probable at 429/446, but uncertain.
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455-54/450-51 maec, Awil ||

455-58/452-55 ch+ch - wil - wil - pher 

IT 1089-1105/1106-20

Second stasimon, first strophe ( opVIS
d

1 a n+T

1089-91/1106-08 gl, gl, pher ||

1092-95/1109-10 gl ( -UV-VM-V- )/v/ll , gl+sp II

1094-95/1111-12 gl, pher ||

1096-99/1115-16 wil/gl, wil/gl, gl ( M V V—»V ’u-u-) | yril ||

1100-05/1117-20 Awil, wil-wil, wil If

1101 TeftrV ( fp«n/ ): with 'iep<rV , gl(—w, V V V V VM J 9

110^05/1121-22 gl - pher |||

Except which is certainly glyconic here, all

are regular aeolic cola.

Hel 515-27

Second parodos ( rp<e>u«< "Tert 5t,<nil«^^av Kx»p<*s )

515-16 ia+cr+cr, hipp ||

517-19 gl, gl, pher ||

520-22 Awil, wil* Pher N

525- 25 AWi1’ gl (-uu“vw~w“) N

526- 27 wil, pher |)
XT-

Period-ends are uncertain. 525-26 may be -w-w-| w-wu-wm- J 

u f u
hem, wil ("tro**

Hel 1501-18/1519-57

Second stasimon, first strophe ( ope-nx. «“i<rre kxa/AaO fxz-T-qp )

<+• .
1 accept the lacunae which Maas propose/, as Dale and Kannicht do. 

1501-02/1519-20 gl-wil ||
9

1505-06/1521-24 maec, wil, wil*wil |l
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0

1307/1325 --------

1308-09/1326-27 2 ia,

1310-18/1328-37 Awil,

wil, wil, pher III

II

2 ia |l

Awil, wil, wil, wil, tel, wil1wil, wil, 

Period-ends are uncertain.

Hel 1338-32/1333-68

Second stasimon, second strophe ( 6-tcK fe-n<*-v<r ’ )

1338-41/1333-57 ia+ch, ia+ch, Awil, cr+ch, cr+ch ||

wil is used as if a variation of cr+ch. Period-ends 
A

are uncertain.

1342-49/1358-65 wv-w-.v~) wil, wil, ^wil, ^wil, wil, gl- - gl j|

Period-ends are uncertain.

133O-52/+1366-68+ basil, reiz, reiz ||

Pho 226-238 Parodos, mesode.

226-28 gl, gl, pher |f
u

229-30 wil, pheril^ -

231-33 wil, gl - pher |l

234-35 gl " Pher||

236-38 ia+ch, gl - pher ||

2331 235 may be gl with the disyllabic scansion 

Except 236 (ia+ch), very simple aeolic cola.

co

Or 807-818/819-830

Second stasimon, 

807-10/819-22 

811/823 

812-13/824-25 

814-15/826-27 

816-18/828-30

. e. z »
strophe (o •Ao*

wil, wil, wil, wil+ba || 

ia+ch+ia II

wil - ? (see Appendix)
zv

(wil or ia+ch) I wil 

proceph gl - gl - pher |(

)

II



Or 831-45
/ z n / c z \

Second stasimon, epode (its 'vmro9 vj TtVot vet )

This ode is usually supposed to be one of the examples of the 

later style of Euripidean ’choriambic dimeter’• But the 

divergence from normal shape of wil is so great that it may

be a different metre.

831—33 —ww^ww«ftw— (gl; or -ww-ww-ww-)* wil, gl+ba It

834-35 cr+ch, wil ll

836-58 -www—ww- (wil or ia+ch), wil, ww-ww—jj

ww-ww— following wil makes •..-ww-ww-ww— (of. 831 above)

It is questionable to divide it • ..-ww- (ww-ww—. The similar 

sequence is found also at Ion 456-57/476-77*

839-41 ch+ch, -ww—ww-* -ww—ww-

-ww—ww- is acceptable as wil (-ww—ww-). But it may 

be related to -ww-ww-ww- or ch+ch. Or ch+anceps+ch ?

842—43 wwwwww—wwww | ch+ba \ urV )

With traditional text, wwwwww|-fuw- J-ww-w—. This may be 

ia + ia+ch+ba.

Ba 402-15/416-53
/ C s*First stasimon, second strophe ( jjeovpotV

402-03/416-17 pher, pher jj

404-05/418-20 gl - pher l|

406-08/421-23 gl, gl, pher If

409-11/424-26 wil, wil, pher ||

412-13/427-28 w-wwwwwwwww ( pher (|

414-15/429-30 3 ia'f ch+ba )(

Ba 862-81/882-90

Kmp}«oV )
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> •**
Third stasimon, strophe ( ip ' t-J hd Wu-^i « I s )

862-67/882-87 gl, reiz, wil, drag gl - drag gl - drag gl |(

868-72/888-92 gl, ^wil, Si " Sl» wil II

873-7^/895-9^ gl- - maec, wil ,1

875-76/895-96 2 ia, ’chor enopl B» ||

877-81=897-901 proceph gl, gl, wil, wil, pher fj

Period-ends are uncertain.

Ba 902-11

Third stasimon, epode ( €-0huos. <h* )

902—06 hipp, 2 tro ( ww—«| wuvmvm), hipp, 2 tro ( «wwumu| ?

hippU Metrically period-end is supposed after every hipp, 

but sense break falls after 903*

907-10 gl, pher, pher, pher [|

911-12 gl, pher y

IA 751-61/762-72

Second stasimon, strophe ( q ^£4 Z5t|zv©e^T<* )

751-52/762-63 gl, pher ||

753-56/76A-67 wil, /Wil, basil - wil II

757“6l/768-72 A Wil “ WH, gl (-VM-MM-W-)1 gl, -WM-,
XX

Apart from the cola which have been listed in the previous 

section (’purely aeolic’), these cola are found additionally. 

They are to be regarded as aeolics judging from their shapes

and usage as well:

oo-wv-w— hipponactean (hipp)

X-.W— reizian (reiz)
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OO-X-- wil+sp

OO~X~W«—u— wil+ba

OO —00 dragged glyconic

X-X-MV-V- ’procephalous’ glyconic

Hipponactean can be analysed as a form of glyconic 

prolonged by one longum or as pherecratean with the last 

element changed from one longum into ’bacchiac’ (v—). Reizian 

has superficially the acephalous form of pherecratean or the 

catalectic form of telesillean. Like gl+sp gl+ba3 other 

two compounds/may be indivisible. Dragged glyconic is the 

glyconic whose penultimate element is long instead of short. 

’Procephalous’ glyconic is the conventional appellation. It 

appears to have another anceps before the initial of the

glyconic, but how it should be analysed is uncertain. I am

inclined to think this metre does not exist at all, for the 
1

examples may be analysed in different ways. Two octosyllables

starting with one anceps, and , are named

’choriambic enoplian’ and included into ’aeolo-choriambics’ 

by Dale. As her nomenclature reveals, their relation to

’enoplian’ is a problem. They will be discussed in Part IE

fully.

All cola Hhol start with directly, appear to

have lost the aeolic base totally^are difficult to difine; 

-Mv-v- basilic (basil)

aristophanean (ch+ba)

’choriambic dimeter A’
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-ww-w-w- ch+ia etc.

They are provisionally treated separately from aeolics. The 

reason will toe given in chapter 5.

These metres are found among basic aeolics:

Ale 962ff ch+ba (2 times), -wwwww-

Held 371ff ww—ww—} • ch+ba

Held 748ff
(Z +>'m «.<; \

-------------f,----------------

Held 910ff ch+ia, ’chor dim A’, ch+ba

Hipp 62ff , lecyth, ’chor dim A’

Hipp 141ff ia+ch+sp

Hipp 545ff ww-w-w-, wil+ia

Hec 444ff ch+ba

Hec 466ff basil

Supp 971ff ia+ch, 2 ia

Supp 990ff 2 ba (2 times), some spurious aeolic forms

HE 781ff ? -ww—, tel/ wil+cr, ia+ba
<nL

Ion 112ff 3 ia

Ion l84If ba/mol + ba

EL 115ff (introductory anap), basil, 2 ia

EL 1^Off -ww-ww-w- (2 times), lecyth

a I67ff vw—ww—ww—ww—, mw-Um-V'—, ia+ch+ia

EL 4?2ff

EL 726ff M V* W j W M *-/«■»

IT 421ff T^WWW — MMw/w— W — —/ J w— M— } Oil +- Cb

Hel 515ff ia+cr+cr

Hel 13O1ff ——, 2 ia (2 times) •

Hel 1338ff ia+ch (2 times), cr+ch (2 times), ww-ww-w- basil
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Pho 226ff ia+ch

Or 8O7ff ia+ch+ba, -www—.ww-, proceph gl

Or 831ff •mV Mm M M

ch+ch,

Ba *(02ff 2 ia, .

Ba 862ff 2 ia,
Ba 2 fro

IA 751 ff basil,

Some of these cola are irregular forms of basic aeolics.

-Mw-ww-w- is the glyconic whose aeolic base is substituted by

—ww, and so is —ww—wwJLw—. Similarly —w—ww—ww- and —ww—ww—

2may be variants of wil. -www—ww- may be so, too, but it is

also similar to ia+ch. It should be noticed that these forms

are not found except in later plays including El. Hence it is 

wrong to interpret -ww-ww— as pherecratean at Held 751/762.

The same is said about ww-ww— or ww-ww-w-. They might 

be reiz (x-ww—) or tel (x-ww-w-) of which initial anceps is 

resolved. But until we have a definitely certain example of 

strophic responsion of - with ww, it is better to treat them

separately from normal aeolics at least in earlier plays.

Iambics are closely associated with aeolics within the

same period:

2 ia Supp 9?8 wifwwJww—w—

EL 126

Hel 1308/26

Hel 1309/27 w—wtfww»J7»w—

Ba 875/95 W—W—W—WWW

3 ia Ion 122/38

/■*»
MMMMMMMmMm

mmmmmmmmmmmm

/•“•M M M V M M Ma
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Ba 414/30

Frequent resolution is the characteristic of these iambics.

Borne of them may be not iambics but resolved glyconics. For

example, vmvuvwv-w- is open to analysis as tribrach opening +

resolved nucleus (vuv?wu-v-); cf, vuv—vvvtv— (El 445 etc.).

Whether or not Bupp 978 or others may be glyconics, there are

some iambic cola certainly accommodated to aeolic:
I S3

lecyth

ia+ba

ia+cr+cr

Hipp 67

HF 795/810 v-wow— (795 is emended metri 

Hel 5/5 —-v—-w—m—

causa)

The lecythia found at Hipp 67 and El 155 are situated among 

glyconics repeating CTr^crV • Lecythia are so similar to

glyconics that they appear to be a variant of gl

-U-.MW-M-). The single short occupying the fourth element

changed, lecyth becomes gl. But it is far fetched to say that 
3

used here is glyconic. Bather, repetition of gl is 

slightly modified to mitigate the monotonous impression rising 

from the simplicity of structure.

Iambo-chorilg>§toics are relatively often mixed with aeolics.

Perhaps ia+ch or ch+ch is treated as if it were a special 

variant of a wilamowitzian in some cases (Pho 256, IT 435/452, 

Hipp 147/157» Or 811/823) like lecyth among gl. On the other 

hand, ^wil is accommodated to ia+ch and cr+ch at Hel 1339b/

1355» Bupp 977 is either ia+ch followed by 2 ia or wil followed 

by resolved gl; the choice depends on only movable V . At 

Bupp 1001 and Or 813 text is wrong. An interesting example is 

found at Held 910/919 where ch+ia overlaps into the following
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glyconics (ch+ia - gl - gl - gl || ).

910 ** * ■* fi ne<riv ev pF|s«- ?■mw V««Um W«~ |

K+J<j T(r©S /ytrVe^ y u» yf-pcU- —/'t-VW-.U— 1

<X ’ <^>e-vye+ Axyv-7 10S Ten/ An- • >=y«»uv-u- |

£oi. 'beryveV i/CflLTe^f* , rjupos —/ u —wu—w— (I

919
z"

frToU t(X rio?s\x noJX- 'TW—V— I

^Xo?«S • IXoM 7</f n«*Tf>» Tun/? Ad& - -/------------T

. ' • * ' , ?VaV Xt'ytrvtf" (?TliKovji£rV ei '

VoU z -Tcrv<r& neXis

. r-\UU*« V» |

-/—MO-v- ||

There is no parallel for such a ch+ia in Euripidean corpus,

but Sophocles has at least two:

S Ant 332-33/342-43
t“io_Wc* To< Kouffcn/ ~ T•—WVmWmWm I

SywivoU ^HVftTfrfn/ ftrA-M. - -.—/—MU—V— |,

ucov T6 <puX-<r\/ Op «* •_ UU«aU»« V»~» |

A/I^XCV ^c^X-Urs/ 0Uyp£-4 ----/-WM-W- ||

S Ant 839-41/838-60

Ol|4Ol y€^M*rpoU ’ "Tl JA+ Op©S $twV “ oaa> Uaa—a k? w~ U» W«» |

krOz cruK oXKw j^eVotV o^pi- -/■---------------T

, c^\ e-n^ej>«*VTcrV ;

,, i - f • s
g-\|) oLaj «*«*.< otAyerlVcrrotTp^C g^-ccri |xfyi 

|^y«+-$ rwiyos -rpn/Xtarm/ oi'k- 

TcrV , T<rC T€ npohW*t»<

-/-------- II

MM WMM V V«M V** V«» J 

—/ umuv-u-?

-/—-—II

Also ia+ch overlaps into a glyconic at S Ant 782/792. 
. i Z.781 <xv»vC(X.ve

i/ — 11 » * /
cH5w? oS e-v kTnfAoutrt nm-

T€-t$ OS f-V "/........................ ....

VM WMM V VM

/*• W-»m V V —
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6>US
”"/ V *" VI V ** vi ■»««■ 11

791 <ro VO4 oC&lVOtvs W«ou«.a» «J Uw* |

.. .....................T

—/U*WUU*wU~|

cfpUr\?
|x.crV tytru J ||

Do these overlapping mean ia+ch and ch+ia are aeolic? I incline

to think there is little difference about the nature of a colon

within a period whether or not it may be overlapped, since there 

are examples of strophic correspondence of overlapping verses 

with non-overlapping ones (see below pp.l6£~72). The overlapping 

of ia+ch into gl at S Ant 782/792 certainly proves that these 

two metres are in a close relation, but it cannot nullify our

contention that wil and ia+ch are different metres. And since

unambiguous iambic cola are mixed with aeolics within a period, 

occurrence in the same period does not necessarily mean ch+ia 

(ia+ch) belongs to the aeolic genus.

Ch+ba aristophanean is, perhaps, the colon with a nature 

hardest to grasp. At Hec 450/461 it works as the clausula after 

gl - gl - wil - (overlapping). And all the other cola except 

this ch+ba are clearly aeolic. Similar usage is observed also 

at Held 38C^r Or 845- But at the same time there is a number 

of passages where ch+ba is found in a context obviously non

aeolic. We shall examine them later. Here this colon is

observed to have a similar function with ia+ch or ch+ia which

overlaps into glyconic. -vu-m-, basilic, does not appear after 

maec (oo-«u-) in the above odes to make asclepiad. It may be 

aeolic, but affinity with ch+ba (-««-«—) cannot be neglected.
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This colon., too, is discussed later.

There is a group of cola which start with double short: 

w—w—, wo—w—v~} vv—wv—u—} uw—uw—uw—wu——a These cola, to

which Dale gives the name ’enoplian’, are fully discussed in

Part Z • The enigmatic cola vw-w-w- (Hipp 562) and ww-TCw-

(EL 726/757) seem better left untouched.

Some metres are proved to be less closely associated with

aeolics (glyconics). Dactyls, or kindred metre which has a

movement are not mixed at all except the hemiepes

(-wv-ww—) at Held 751/762. Anapaests are also remote. El

112-15”127-28 is not to be regarded as a mixed colon. Ionics

are also alien so far as an evidence goes. And so are dochmiacs.

Of course -...........- (Ale 971/982) or---------(Hel 1507/25) is

identical with some of the multifarious types of dochmiacs, 

but such an isolated ’metron’ should not be regarded as the

mixture of a dochmiac with aeolics.

PARTLY AEOLIC ODES

Cyc 65-81

Parodos, epode ( ov retSfe BpojxAO* )

65-64 2 ia, ^wil Ng

65-67 .wil - wil, wil IL 
A 15

68-72 wil - gl - wil - wil, Awil|lB

75-81 uncertain metre. 79-80 (TtO pWoie'pKTot ... }

is anapaestic, but it is questionable to what extent other

passages should be ’moulded’ into anapaests. Emendations are



suggested mainly for metrical reasons. 76-77 npon&AoC

KwkAa*)ttx w-w-w-J-—m-m J may include aeolics.

Transposition of KwkXwtu before (Page) or its deletion

(Stinton) is |Yv<4nU?U. because brevis in longo ( Kuk-Xw-itl Jj t£) )

is implausible. v-v-vw-v-v— is similar to an enoplian

dicolon S Tra 969. See further, p. 3$Z •

Ale 968-77/578-87

Second stasimon, first strophe (us kom" tAe-S )

568-69/5?8-79 ------------------------------ llB

0/960 W —VW —V V —V —V— J|

571/581 ---------- II

572-74/582-84

(e-Dd-----)

( «Due“)

ithyph

( ueud ithyph )

These metres will be discussed in Part IE.

979-77/585-87 ..................1------------------------------J------------------------||

575/585 may be -v-ww-v- gl - 've^po*; ; f

Ale 1000, Rh 571 i no certain examples of The second

and the third colon are unparalleled. They are analysed as 

either tel+sp|} pher||| or tel | hypercatalectic wil ||| • Hyper- 

catalectic wil is, if any, supposed to be oo-x-^— (wil + 

additional long).

Ale 98MV995-1OO5

Third stasimon, second strophe ( KoM «*' w <xtpvKToicn tiX*- )

984-85/995-96 ch+ch, ch+sp .

986-87/997-98 —-wv/p-w—1| maec+adonean, or asclepiad cat.

The movement is similar to the preceding verse.

988/999 gl II

989-90/999-1000 tel - Awil ||
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991-93/1002-04 tel - gl - hipp ||

994/1005 hipp||

991-94/1002-05 may be analysed also as tel - gl - gl 

^wil+ba K

Med 1 *>8-59/175-84

Parodos.

148-50/173-75 5 anap f|

151-54/176-79 tel - gl - gl - pher ||

155-57/180-82 cr+gl - hipp || (see p. 20? )

158-59/183-84 -uu-v—uu-v— ? ’chor enopl A’, mol:, 

gl+sp.J’ The last seems certainly to be gl+sp, but the

preceding part is unparalleled.

Med 204-212

Astrophic choral ode ( trt'X*"'*’ noAp <TTovtrV )

204 ------ | ?

205 2 ia II

206 |j

207 UUU-UUUU-Vll
13

208-10 «mm* Om V«MV/Vm V W«m>M ||

211

212 ——w— If pher .

211 may be gl with tribrach opening and another resolution.

Cf. Supp 978, EL 126, etc (p.38 ). 2 ia + pher is not a completely

unusual combination, but priapean may occur at the end of an ode.

The other cola are totally alien to aeolics.

Med 452-38/439-45

First stasimon, second strophe ( d' e-K pfc-V oVvtun/ neVTpiurV enA,t-vtf*< )
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^2/^9

454/441

ia+ch+ba ||

-VWmVVm/u W-.MU-M — ||

tel II

455-58/442-45 tel - gl - gl - pher III

Med 645-51/652-62

Second stasimon, second strophe ( & nocrjii$ ? to Sia> |*otTot ) 

645-44/652-54 ch+ch, ch+ba ||

645-46/655-57

647-W658-59

O | VMM ||

(?)

—UU—UU— II M V—M V—U — 'V I

649-51 > wil -wil - hipp |(| '

Med 846—55/856-65

Third stasimon, second strophe ( nw< ouv ibf )

846-48/856-58 —vu—w-j-uv-M—|-u-u—— || (847/857i basil)

849-51/859-61 tel - gl - drag gl ||

852-55/862-65 tel - gl - gl,--------- J|

I-Icld 555-61/562-70

First stasimon, strophe ( H oru /vey' )

555-54/562-65 ch+ch, ch+ba ||

pher || (555 <£> ) or reiz || (564 Jt-urV del)555/564 

556-57/565-66 

558-61/567-70 gl - gl - gl - ch+ba |||

555-57/564—66 may be —ov—| —/vu—w—uu—w—v— J||

Held 770-76/777-85

Third stasimon, second strophe (ca tz&tvicx, crcrv y<xf ovbc, ) 

770-75/777-80 gl - gl - gl, ia+cr+ba ||

774/781 ..................

775-76/777-78 -----------------v-T—-----— ---- III

v VMtMMWHM V«w>M
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Held 892-900/901-08

Fourth stasimon., first strophe ( €-pw>i ^opo*; qdu<i )

892-93/901-02 3 ia - ch+ba (or 2 ia, ia+ch+ba; 892 6+ j )

89^h97/9O3“O6 gl - gl - ’chor enopl A’ || ch+ba jj

The colometry is a matter of taste; —w-v—/—w-v-U-vv-v—/ 

-vv-v— || can be, for example, hipp f| tel - tel - chor enopl A || 

or otherwise,

898-900/907-09 cr+gl - pher ||

Hipp 121-30/131-^

Parodos, first strophe ( T‘S v<fu>f> ^Ttf^e-ucrbi- )

121—22/131—32 —vv—vv—/—vv—vv— |J

H23—2^/133—3^+ - — vvv—/——/ uv —V— Jj

123-27/l33~37 vv—v—v—/—v—v-/vvv—v- Jl

123-27/133~37 are {^uite difficult to analyse.

128-30/138-^ ia+’chor dim A’ - gl - gl+sp Jf

Alternatively, ia+ch+ba |, ( Tl€-Tp<**» l| eoctA-unl) and proceph gl 

- gl+sp ||

Hipp 732-41/7^2-31

Second stasimon, first strophe (’(-j>i p>cxto• S UiU YevcnpiccV)

732- 3V7^i2-^ Uncertain. Perhaps ionics in looser senses but

it is also possible to arrange as hemiepe and iambo-choriambics.

Text also must be emended. .
? ?

733- 37/7^3-^7 gl, pher, gl || ,

Sense pause is found not after pher but after gl.

738-W7^-5O gl - ?gl - gl+ch II 

741/751 drag gl ( ) III

739/749 -Ceuoiv ers orfu.o<. ndTPoC - A/ - Zhvos
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hn •" ^ •«v m»»m u~w«« <v •«•■«■■• w m«»u w««) e

Possibly text is corrupt. See further p.$33(n2 of ch 2).

7^tO/75O - VoM KOf<M C[)oLi^xrZTo^ O|KTv£ <$<M<pJurV ToM<z»v’o<

c© oIa*^<wu»w»w<>»| gl+ch,

or two overlapping maec, is a rare colon. But ionic suggested 

by Dale (MATC 1.61) is less convincing.

Hipp 752-63/764-75

Second stasimon, second strophe ( uo J^hjuo hi <"f>e PCp»]<rvo< ) 

752-54/764-66 gl ~ gl - pher ||

755-56/767-68 uv~-v-w-.-1|

757*" 58/769—70 w«« w—v«»u [ ->u u—w—> ||

759-63/771-75 10 ia (all of the form ------) + ba [#

Andr 789-801

Third stasimon, epode ( u> yG-ye-J A*i •*'<*4 )

789~95 dactylo-epitrite

796-97 2 ia|lB

798-99 3 ia II

800-01 wil’pher Il|

Hec 629-637/638-646

Second stasimon, strophe ( ty<xn <rv|A,t|>o V )

629-31/638-40 ba+cr, ba+cr+ball^

632/641 hipp II

633/642 

634/643

wil II.H
2 ia +ba (or gl+ba; wmoww-u-v—.) 

««-^-v-jwil, ch+sp HI 

Hec 905-13/914-22

Third stasimon, first strophe («*V , vc n«erpv , .)



905/914 

906/915 

907/916 

909/918 

910-12/919-21 

915/922

{ 0
M V«w V UimUm

e-D- II

e-D-ll

------------- | gl, hipp [I

hipp ||
' it

910/919 may end with || ^ C-Kt-ito)!, Then 91Off/

919ff are w-w-w—JJ ~.w-v-----w-v— (.tel,- hipp )J| hipp II

The ambiguity of the colon w-w-v- seems fully exploited<

Hec 925-32/935-42

Third stasimon, second strophe ( c-jxU ov

923-24/933-34 4 ia II

925-26/955^56

927/937 V V—V v—v—v — ||

928-29/958-59 4 ia + cr (or e) |

950-51/943-41 e-DD J

932/942 ia+ba II

hf 548-58/364-74

First stasimon, first strophe ( oC<X4-V<r\7 jx+V err'

5^-49/564-65 gl - pher JJ

350-51/366-67 wil, wil (350 KiA>sX{<^$-trYprV )

352/368 ia+ch+ba |l

353/369 ia+ch+ba

354/370 ’chor enopl A’ (—vu-u-.v)|l B
355-58/371-74 gl - gl, gl, pher ||l

HF 637-54/655-72

)

Second stasimon, first strophe ( O’fAxrV )
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637-38/655-56 ch+ch - ch+ba ||

6 59"* ^‘2/6^7""60 M M M M«« j «./m M—.M M—eM«« | <~/m M.»M«» | ««/mM MM Mi-ij'jl f. KoM BtJsV 0”Y % £-<J )

6
ia + henw— + —mm— + ch+ba ? -mm-m-J-mm-m— is paralleled; 

but -mm-mm-m- J-.mm-.m~ is rare. Or ia+hem + W gl + ch+ba ?

If the colon mm-m— is acknowledged, ia( mm'T.m-) |-mm-mm-m-.. J 

mm—m— |mm<73m—.|| or ia+ch | mm—m— J mm-m—- J mm—m—JJwill be 

obtained. Perhaps this is the simplest. Cf. IT 592-93/407-08

— MM— | —MM —MM—M—jj Utl d IT 424— 26/441 — 43 MMMM —MMMM—M—| MM—M—J|

But the first mm-m— ends with elision ( ’ ),

A

gl, tel - wil - wil 11 

wil - wil ||

gl - gl, gl, gl ||

643*"46/661-64 

647-48/665-66 

649-52/667-70

653-54/671-72 gl - pher HI 

HF 675-86/687-700

Second stasimon, second strophe (00 notvcrnyioc-t t<a-s X<Af«-ro‘-<

673/687 ia+ch ||
B

674-75/688-89 maec - wil|l
B

676-77/690-91 gl/wil |f hipp ||

678-81/692-95 — | mm—mm-' | mm—mm-4 || possibly ionic .

682-84/696-98 wil, wil, pheril 

685-86/699-700 tel, pher HI 

Ion 205-18/219-35

B

Parodos, second strophe (KpCVTcp Ten _)

At antistrophe, Ion’s anapaests are inserted between periods

sung by chorus. Murray supposes that at 221, Ion interrupts

a choral line; but such a bold technique does not seem to be

exploited judging from other lines.
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205-07/219-21 gl - drag gl/gl - ’chor enopl B’ JJ

206: LP) restores gl, but the responsion

of dragged gl and ordinary one is not beyond doubt- gl -

’chor enopl B* with overlapping is rare metre. 221 is defective.

208/222 ? 208: wil ? ( wfe- C £ “J f )

or gl ? ( ci S'fr w )

209-10/223-24

211/225

212-13/229-30

214-15/231-32

216-17/233-34

218/235

Ion 452-71/472’

wil/gl, wil/gl 

pher I)

2 ia, —mv—vm + 

ba+cr, '2 ia ||

2 ia - ia+ba )| 

ba+ithyph j||

■91

II

ia+ba II

First stasimon, strophe (or t<£v (Xj 0 rvun/ )

452-54/472-74 wil, wil, pher JJ

455“57/475“77 wil - ww-wv-w-w— (str) or w-w-w— (ant)

Overlapping into ^wil is rare. Either 457 or 477 is wrong,

but no preference is easily settled, ihe combination ^wil and

w-w-... is a doubtful analysis ( ...-^«-1««-**»-.•• )•

458/478 w-vv-Mlg (Brevis in longo both at str and ant)

459-60/479-80 wil, ------------H

.. .-vv-J w-w— again.

461-64/481-84 tel, tel, gl, reiz J|

465-67/485-87 wil, gl/wil, m———- (str) or  -----—w- (ant) .

Even if 467 (str) has a contracted ’choriambic nucleus’, the 

length is not well fit. Perhaps ’double intrusion’, e.g.

KX<n yv^TcM 5^-yVoM J$<rv> 3 yt- "Tf-UVi^-V .
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468-71/A88-91 VV—VV—V— j U U«» U | VV—VV—VV—VV— j — VV*

Discussed as ’enoplians’. See p. related Mote.

Ion 492-508

First stasimon, epode (& )

492-94 wil, Awi1’ reiz II

495—98 wil, wil, 2 ia (or gl vwwvv—v—)s —— |j

499-504 uncertain text and metres. 502: (pn<r^jv>is

usually accepted as —w— (reiz), but T«>is trots M <*v~rpois (vot Tevururw, tk 

—v—/wv-v- may be a part of iambics. Of course n/«x. tcc

is of the shape of dochmiac, but an isolated metron is suspicious.

j>i«rT JtoiVot/ may be a reiz.

505-08 mU Vm» vv—vv—vv—vv— J VV—VV — ||

-w-v- is either basilic or dochmiac. 

Ion 1048-60/1061-75

Third stasimon, first strophe ( £-tvo£i* 6-vy^TG^ Z\ + )

10^8-^-9/1061-62 -vv-vv—|—v—vv-vv—v — [|( D-e-D^— )

1050-52/1065-65 maec - ^wil, wil+ba |l 

maec - Awil may be gl + —w- ||

1055- 55/1066-68 wil, gl+baH

1056- 58/1069-72 Awil, Awil, ch+ba II

1059/1072 hipp ll

1060/1075 gl+sp l|

Ion 107^-89/1090-1105

Third stasimon, second strophe ( c+'<9^YTj^M n*Xov|4VW'/ ^+tn/ )

1074-75/1090-91

1076-77/1092-95

1080-81/1096-97

ia+ch I —w—w—w—v— |l

—»Tvvvv | v—v-| —w—w | vSi4v—j|(2 ia, 2 da, ia) 

maec - wil |f
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1082—84/1098—1 100 (str) —VW—WV~W—WW—WWV—j

•a wil ||
(edit;) —w W W~W— J — W W WWW—|

Neither str nor ant gives the clear metre. 1099 ends with 

tK • This suggests period-end falls after 1084/1100 or later.

1089-86/1101-02 gl, reiz ll

1087-89/1109-09 wil, gl, pher ||

Ion 1229-49

Astrophic choral ode. Schroeder calls it Optjv©*; • ( ovk Put'

CTVK 6-TT»\Z VC*uT(T\J n*-j>etT f ffTt* )

1229-90 wil, pher ||

1291 2 tro (vuv-w^bw—) or ia+ba with deletion of .
1292-99 ------------v-7-/vw-------------------- ({

This colometry is better than to arrange pher |J anacr || 

129^97 gl, gl, gl, gl+mol ||

1298-99 gl, gl+ba |l

1243-41 ionics (4 x vv—) j|

1242-49 wil’pher |||

Tro 908-914/929-991
O'

Cassandi^s monody. Murray does not find strophic correspondence 

within this ode, but recognises two-'fold structure by putting 

space after 914. But correspondence is certainly present 

though considerable emendations are necessary to make it exact. 

This ode is unique in Euripidean odes for the coexistence of 

aeolic cola with dochmiacs. Probably the harsh contrast of

these metres is deliberate. Dochmiac - iambic is the basic

tone of the agitated monody while aeolics are used to represent 
a*

the tune of traditional marriage songs to Hymenaeus. Marriage
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songs may be said to have the function of a song cited in a 

song. A kind of (not all of) marriage-song seems to have 

been connected with aeolic metres. At least ritual cry of
C ' *1* Ci ✓ t .

i pqW uj was accommodated with aeolic metre (except

Phaeth 22?'• Cf. Ar 1329ff, Av 1731ff. Catullus 

61 is composed of 4 gl + priapean. See further Fordyce on Cat. 61 

3^4/331 w-uv-v- cy(

322-24/338-40 gl, gl, pher jjj

Tro 1060-70/1071-81

Third stasimon, first strophe ( ouftO TtrJ X/muo v<*-o-v )

1060-62/1071-73 

1063-65/1074-76 

1066-68/1077-79 

1069/1080 

1070/1081 

EL 140-49/157-66

gl’gl - pher ||

gl, gl - pher |l

ia+cr+ia, 2 ia |l

-vv-wo-. —m- I] (2 da + ia)

Electra’s monody antecedent to Parodos, second strophe.

The mesode is here separately discussed. There are many cases

of abnormality in responsion. The corresponsion between gl and 

wil itself is quite normal, but such a generalisation does not 

support the responsion at 146/163 and 148/165 fully because 

the responsion of aeolic bases there is quite irregular (vw

—). See p ,32f. below. It is still possible to suspect 

that 140-166 is a long astropha.

140-41/157-58 7 daA
z

142/159 ? 142: is not beyond suspicion.

159 iwv-wn vxo is, in most case, extra metrum.
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l43-44/l6l~6lb ? -v-v—JJ 2 w-w-v-J| (so Murray)

Even when Murray’s text is accepted, 161 is doubtful.

It makes ithyph overlap into w-w-v-. LP has 0L01 y-tAot

n«tTcy crc-v •Xei'Ti* tvtTCvo yoov^ in strophe, while

ant. is best analysed (if ^<n>A^S has a sense with this

minor change ) v—w-v- -v-Jv—w-v- —| |gl+cr | gl+sp J 
z

711n£-A-Kx*-iAS< -reryu£t <n£< , n^Tey 

”Tpoi«u-^ © £ ty ^crv^XiX.?

145/162 str -v-w— (pher) ant -v-w-. Murray accepts Seidler’s 

emendation which makes catalectic ending with brevis in longo 

after <rt || e>e-|cVT‘ • It is not impossible but unattractive.

146-49/163-66 . gl/ wil, gl, gi/ wil, pher ||

El 452-65/464-75

First stasimon, second strophe ( J b -rivt»<; tv >ujxwi>J )

452-55/464-65 5 daA, ithyph^ (. )

454/466

455/467

pher II

gl ir

456—57/468—69 —w—vv—vvvvw— (3 da + ia penth)

458/470 gl II

459/470 —w—vvvvw— (2 da + ia)

460-63/472-75 ionics (463/475 -----w-v— is taken as ionic colon).

El 699-712/715-25

Second stasimon, first strophe ( oiT^A.^ v-tvo juu>cr«y*< )

699-701/713-15

702-03/716-17

o -
V V«"» W«M V VMM I-/ WmWmVVmm ImWmWmmm

wil, wil ||

704-07/718-20 Awil» wil» S1 “ II 

708-10/721-23 ----------— Tgl, ch+ba II
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711-12/724-25 -------- ch+ba (2 da + ia)

IT 592-406/407-21

First stasimon, first strophe ( kjUcwe-t>M «rvvo£«n )

592-95/ 407-08

J^C) ^4'**5 5/^^)9’*' ^10 V/ —My/ W V V W M / M My/*** MM M — My/ MMM**M*»*« JJ

596-97/411-12 w-.wu-.m/—/ w^—1|

598-99/415-14 5 ia H

400-01/41 5—16 w —v—.—/—.W w—w— ||

402—05/417 u-uu-uu-u j-u-u— J

404/418 ------ )

405-06/419-20 gl - pher III

IT 1125-57/1158-51

Second stasimon, second strophe ( dt ui-V , nnvi' )

1125-24/1158-59 drag gl - hipp ||

1125-27/1140-42 wil|-------------(drag tel||

1126/1141 may be wil with contracted ’nucleus1, but the 

transposition of Kc4K<Afvos and make an ordinary wil.

1128-51/1145-46 wil, gl/ gl, wil, wil II

1152-55/1147-48

Sansone accepts str as it Is t-f+e 3 <+a?t«-u Xtricrd j crot poSio-O

hXoCT<?M $ wu—w-| M/—v«-v- and emends ant (-fvr-V |+‘A | Am

nX^er-o-ioio *xJXl££-$ (LP e-s x*f''run/

transposition: Bothe; Markland) —«-l-/-----

vu—w~ gl/wil is compared with El 726/757 gl . This

is attractive.

Hel 1107-21/1122-56

First stasimon, first strophe (<r^ w»-o'%o<<; WfcnoLn? )
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0
ia - hem H 

2 ia - ithyph

M M««» I m«mb M V W V/U

1107/1122 

1108/1123 

1109-10/1124-25

is here possibly a kind of enoplian. See p. 4*80

1111-12/1126-27 ---------- ./vw-«m------ | ia+ba |lB

1113-16/1128-31 uv-mu-m-./tel - .gl, pher||

1117-28/1132-33 3 ia, 3 ia ||

1119—21/113^—36 wv—vvovv—| VV..VV—VU — WV—|ia+ba III

Hel 1451-64/1465-77

Third stasimon, first strophe ( <£Oi'vl <T(Tot £ i K^-ncA )

1451-62/1465-66 ia+ch, ia+ch+ba J)

basil, ia+ch, pher || 

cr+ch, ia+ch, pher Jj

1453-55/1467-69 

1456-58/1470-72

1459-60/1473-74 gl/wil - wil/gl Jf 

1461-62/1475-76 gl, --------  I

1463-64/1477 wil/(lacuna) , wil+ba
A

Hel 1478-94/1495-1611

Third stasimon, second second strophe ( ^1' rvoToo/ai )

1478-80/1495-97

1481/1498

UV»»UU»»~ |l.„ WU — U UV^D IIB B

str —v— 07l^f>cr\/ >4ncrU<T6M I tr/

X— . 'i , 4 , J ' .
oco—o-tx <n\/

This pair can be explained as proceph wil corresponding 

to proceph drag gl. But since procephalous forms are so rare, 

such an irregular responsion is doubtful.

1482-83/1499-1500 Awil, Awil||

1484-86/1501-03 hem, lecyth, ia+ba JL 
H

1487-90/1504-07 gl/wil, gl, gl, wil ||
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1491-94/1508-11 wil, wil, gl, pher ||| .

Ba 105-19/120-54
O / ?

Parodos, second strophe ( i4 -rpo<j>o? )
*7 I I f

^10/ n 20 ""25 •* W V | •"/ w W — VM«M Juuuuu M Umm» | •— W V •*••» | V U—U»wU U U | M UmUm«» J J

Continuous ch+ba (aristophanean) is unusual; especially 

overlapping is surprising. 110: rj I fc-Aocr<*.*> — uu — 

111-12/126-27 gl, ?wil (----------------- )H

115~ 1^/128—29 7 ionics (——ww-ww-.-. vm—wv—.ow——) l(

? wil ( WWW—W W —W W e— )

7 4 da (~WW-.VW-.MW-.)

115/130 

116/131

These two are similar to each other. Calling them by 

different names .is misleading.

M** II117-19/132-34 -------- - (2 da), gl’pher H

Ba 135-69

Parodos, epode ( qSu y1 )

This ode may include some gl and pher; but since the whole 

structure is obscure, it is uncertain whether these are actually

aeolics.

138 WWV-.W-— (gl ); between ia and dactyl

1^, 147, 149, 149b pher
MM U M U

154, 156 gl and gl

Ba 556-75

Second stasimon, epode (no$-t Nw t<£« 8-*)f»0Tp0u )

556~7O ionic system

571-73 quite uncertain metres

574-75 wil, pher |||

IA 16^-84/185-205
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z V . ’ V X .

Parodos, strophe k e-fx/>yAur\l nouppU4-ri<xV >

164-67/185-88 gl-gl, gl, pher||

168-70/189-91 wil’gl (-W.-w-v,-.)} pherll

171-76/192-97 ionic system with clausula

177-79/198-200 MM —MM—MM—MM — || M M—M M—M ——M M—M — ||

180-81/201-02 gl, pher ll

182-84/205-05 wil, gl, pher ||

IA 206-50

Parodos, epode
( "J-ffV f (ToMT elvers/ Te DofcrxV )

206-09 „wil,A
Awil, Awil, pher || ()| )

210-11 ? , pher ||

212-14 gl, reiz IIB

215 pher II

212-15 may be gl, v-vu-uu-|-uu— ||

216-17 wil’wil ll

218-20 ^wil, wil, wil ll

221-22 ^wil, wil II

225-24 Awil, wil ll

225-50 three 4 da (-mm-mm-mw-mw), —w-------- Ill

IA 575-89

First stasimon, epode ( fp.Xw _ £ n^is , ^re <ru'ye ) 

575-75 glj wil (—------vw-), pher ||

578- 78 wil (-w—w,~)? ia+ch, reiz ||

579- 81 gl, lecyth ( mmwwvwvww.) , reiz ||

582—85 MM —MM —M —MM——MM — j ( )

58^—86 u—-ww-| u-vo-ou-o| -m-m — I) tp XK|,<Apo' S )

wuuuuj mmMMmMMmMMm ||

H
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589 —»VV — |l

IA 773-83, 78^-800

Second stasimon, epode. 773“83 is often suspected as spurious.
>

773-74 gl? Pher |j

775-77 ? Wil, -VV-W-V-V-V — ||

778-80 tel, ^wil “ ? pher (-v-w^Ji.—)

781-83 ? gl (-VVAVVV-------------), ----------------V--------- ---- I)

784ff ( /uyr' ' G-|Mn<n )

784-85 cr+gl, pher ||

786-89 pher, wil, reiz, drag gl jj

790-92 gl, Wil, vvv-vv-vv-v- |(

792 n.o<T^i b0<» oo>-<rwt-vo*-s otn oX'v 11 ch may be a unique 

d ,example of oo-vv-w-v- (gl ; gl with extended ’nucleus’). But

text is too uncertain.

793 wv—v—vv—v—v\—(wil+ia ?)

794—800 Various attemts have been made to ’restore’ the usual 

metre. For example: —wvvv-w- ( ? t-i ...

———vv— (wil, . - TTT«*«f4£V‘jJ) , vvv— — vv— (wil, Zluo^ . • • fHT '

—— uv- ( wil, w . .- IT ), —w—- (drag tel . .. <iv
A

)

(hipp ... XxA-v0<;

IA 1036-57/1058-79

Third stasimon,

1056-39/1058-61

1040/1062

1041-44/1063-66

strophe (~rfv1 os. X^-re^ )

3 ch, ia+ch or wil, gl - pher || 

uw—w—w— (y maec + — vv—)

uncertain metre: (str) -vw—w- (ant) -w-w-w-|,

1045-48/1067-70 | • MM**
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? ionics and

1049-50/1071-72 

1051-55/1075-75 

1054-57/1076-79 

IA 1080-97

——v ww—| —/—ww—— gl - ia+ba

ithyph; cf. EL 460-65/472-75

uu —w —u — I wil II 
A

w-w-v-Twil, pher ll

gl, tel, gl/drag gl, pher ||l

Third stasimon, epode ( <re & , r+ev|jow<n

1080 wv-—M-MM- ? ia+ wil
A

1081 wil

1082-84 uncertain text and metre

IO85-88 gl’gl, gl, basil II

1089-91 ?cr+wil, ’chor emopl B* ILJj

1092-94 wil, wil - pher lb

1095-97 gl, gl, pher III

Rh 25-55/^1-51

Parodos ( x e )

25- 24/41-42 gl, pher ||

25/45 ia+ba II ia ll

26- 27/44-45 *■ M M V -/................... ..............

28-55/^6-51 dactylo-epitrite

Rh 5^-^5/551-56

II

Second stasimon,

542-45/551-54

5W555

547/556

5^-50/557-59

Hyps fr 1 ii1-l4/1iii1-17

first strophe ( ' j>*<r+e-tot.

gl - gl, pher, hipp II 

pher Hh

ia+ch+ba ll

-D e-D -w-w— |n

}+*-%/ ot )
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Parodos, the part ascribed to Hypsipyle. This part probably 

includes aeolic cola. But colometry supposed by Bond, who 

himself follows predecessors’ efforts: Arnim, Schroeder, Page 

etc., is hardly acceptable. At (metrical numeration) 4 and 5, 

responsion between -mm-m— -x-mm— is supposed. No certain 

parallel is found for the free responsion (see, ~ch.5, nA, p ) 

Moreover at ant 4, pherecratean overlaps. This is improbable.

At ant 7, mm—mm-m- is a doubtful glyconic. There is no 

certain example of so-called anapaest opening of aeolic cola.

And if it were to occur, word-end should be found before 

’anapaest*. And there are two emendation metri causa • KopT<xXurV 

(str 9) n»tjC|A>oio (ant 6); and lacuna (str 10).

However the reading found in the papyrus makes no good

metrical sense as it is. Antistrophe (fr 1iii) has less missing

letters:.•rC ] fAfrvn4! opovtf*xs eir'otfytf Ppvpvi{<n '

. .. vv-ju—.j v-M* v-—j— mm—. There are five longa between

two last double shorts Gja* y«*- > -ort'etv-). A possible way to

avert the overlapping pher is (i) m—m-mm—mm—|Jwil+sp Jf reiz ((
- Anct

ov ( ii) m—m-mm-I——mm—|| vzil - ’chor enopl B’.y(iii) -m-mm— |—mm—|| 

drag gl | reiz |[ is conceivable theoretically. But none of them 

has good parallels, and strophe cannot be adjusted to this 

schemes TOV Tov J AiyW1 C*TK<vw<rB- PrjjLf-*

v—mm—mm—mw-m—. This sequence may be best called either 

ionic or choriambic (or asclepidean). But such a movement is 

not found in airt. Hereafter I leave this fragment out of

consi deration.

Hyps fr 1 ii15~ /1iiil8-
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Parodos, choral parts.

iL1J-l8/diil8-21 gl, gl, gl, pher |,

ii19~21/iii22-24 wil, wil, pher )(

di22-24/dii25-27 maec - gl, pher |l

Bond arranges pher H tel, pher || But (frf’en/

is not preferable.

di25“28/dii28-31 gl, lei ^wil *“ Pb-er If

di29-3V^i 32-34 ? wil hypercat 0 wil, pher )i

Bond arranges di29/iii32 ——II. This may be right,

but this colon is extremely rare, if found at all, in Euripidean

corpus. Since dii33 bas no letter and the beginning of di JO is

not certain, there is sufficient room to suppose ii29/iiiJ2 is

wil overlapping into the following wil. 
i»t

diJ2^J5

Cresphontes fr 453 N"

gl, possibly followed by dactyls. 
2

1-3/10-12 gl - gl, hipp ||

4-5 v-w—v-| v-v-v—|| Deletion ofnpJ(4) makes v-w— (tel)

6 —w—w—— (^asclepiad ?)

7-8 —Uv-v—|| v-w-u—|| op — wm-v-7’-/m-vw-w— ||( tel-hipp)

9 w—— | (ionic? HF 679/693)

Telephus,fr 149 Austin (= Soph. crvAA^os , fr 142 P)

1 -w-w—- || ,alcaic decasyll1
— uu

2 — w—1| (Tpi^Mdt* ) ? pher

3 w-w-w— || paroem

4 v—w-v/J  ̂ pher

9 -v-v-vM lecyth
— VV v

6 v—v—||(or -vv-v— ATpe-t<U$)
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7—8 w—o~—|v— JJ ( AAvtri<* 11
o —•

9-10 wil wil+ba [tiktH • • • ^rf | 5h*t\/ • •• )

There are uncertainties about colometry. According to the 

papyrus, 4 and 5 end with brevis in longo. It is not impossible, 

but the combination of paroem || pher || lecyth ll ba+ba (or ch+ba) {J 

is not a familiar series of one-line periods. 3-5 may be a 

long ’enoplian’ period: v—The papyrus 

attaches tTk-TCH to the end of 8 so that 9-10 may be gl - hipp. 

But I prefer chor enopl A + lecyth || wil | wil+baIU

In these odes there is no aeolic colon which has not found

in the preceding two groups (’purely aeolic’ and ’quasi-aeolic’) 

except for a small colarion —(nameless). As to the cola 

starting with directly, -w— (’adonean’) and -w-u-v—.

(nameless, Wilamowitz and Barrett call it hipponactean (a)) are 

found. They will be discussed in the following chapters with

other cola.

The minimum aeolic unit is a priapean dicolon (gl+pher and 

wil+pher); such a solitary aeolic period, isolated in its ode, 

occurs at Andr 800-01, IT 435-06/419-20, Ph 23-24/41-42, and 

probably at Ba 574-75- It seems that non-aeolic parts may be 

of any character —— dactyls, dactylo-epitrites, composites of

dactyls and iambics, iambics, iambo-choriambics, ionics, 

’prosodiac-enoplians’. But with one conspicuous exeption (Tro 

Cassandra’s monody; but I do not think this is a true exception; 

see above), dochmiacs and aeolics do not seem to coexist in
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Euripidean odes. If we speculate upon this fact, it may be 

suggested that, though any metre can be used within the same 

ode as far as it belongs to a different period from aeolics, 

dochmiacs have a strong ethos which does not accord with that

of aeolics.

The lack of association between aeolics and dochmiacs

can be observed from another aspect. Though there are a few 
4exceptions, the majority of the odes which include aeolic 

periods is sung by the chorus and constructed strophically, 

that is, stasima and parodoi. On the other hand, as we shall 

see later (Part IE chapter 1), dochmiacs mixed with iambics 

and ’enoplians’ are often used in actor’s songs and astrophic 

choral odes. Roughly speaking, these odes are an integral 

part of dramatic plot development while some of the stasima 

composed of aeolic are often regarded as interludes or ’dithy- 

rambic’. Perhaps aeolics might have a some strong ethos, at 

least stronger than iambics which associate with both aeolics 

and dochmaics closely.

Iambics, iambo-choriambics and shorter ’enoplians’

( etc, which have the function of aeolics whatever

their origin may be; for example, w-wm-w- - tel; see Part H 

chapter 16) are mixed with basic aeolic here and there. But 

what is more interesting will be the metres that are used in 

the same ode as, but in a different period from, aeolics.

Some interesting non-aeolic periods, and parts of a period, 

in partly aeolic odes are these: (selective) 

dactyls: 7 da^ EL 140/157



5 daA EL ^2/464

4 da IA 225ff (3 lines), Hyps 1 iL33ff/iii36ff 

4 da IA 388, ? Ba 116/131, IA 1063
XT-

compounds of dactyls and iambics:

2 da + ia Tro 1069/1080, EL 439/471, EL 711/724, Ion 1077/1093

2 da + ia+ba Ion 213/230

3 da + "vw— EL 456/468

dactylo-epitrite in the strict sense: Andr 789-95, Rh 28-33/46-51

dactylo-epitrite cola, or its kindred: Ale 568-74/578-84,

Ion 1048-49/1061-62, Rh 348-50/337-59 

praxillean (-w-w-w-v—) and ’alcaic decasyll’ : Ale 569/579,

Med 433/4ziO, ? Med 647/658, Tro 1070/1081, IT 393/408, ? 431/416 

the. unit--------------- hr 639-43/657-58, Ion 1O74-75/1O9O-91,

IT 392-93/4)7-08

ionic: ? Hipp 732-34/742-44, HF 678-81/692-95, Ion 1240-41,

EL 460-63/472-75, Ba 113-14/128-29, Ba 556-70

longer ’enoplians1

--------- - Med 645/655, Hipp 755/767, 757/769, Ion 1078/1094,

? IT 396/411, IT 402/417, IA 177/198, 585

v-vv—vv—v~v— Ale 570/580

MV—MV—MV—VM~M—~ Held 356/365

--------------- --- Held 775/782, Ion 470/490, 507

VV—MM—VV—V EL 699/713

IA 177/198
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LIST OF AEOLIC COLA Contents

glyconic starting with — 67

glyconic starting with . 76

glyconic starting with 79

glyconic starting with 81

glyconic starting with 84

dragged glyconic 84

wilamowitzian starting with ~~ 86

wilamowitzian starting with 92

wilamowitzian starting with 95

wilamowitzian starting with 94

wilamowitzian starting with 97

oo-vm~uw~ (? gl ? wil) 98

pherecratean starting with —- 99

pherecratean starting with 105

pherecratean starting with 106

pherecratean starting with 107

hipponactean 109

maecenatean 111

telesillean 114

acephalous wilamowitzian 117

reizian 122

See also the lists at the end of these sections of chapter 5: 

Resolution (151) and Compounds (162.).
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glyconic starting with

Ale 964 (/975 

974 (/963 *' 

977 C/966 ’ 

988

999

1005 (/992

Med 152

~ 177

gl)

gl)

gl)

gD

t«s iirA* ■

4-

nA^TwV <x^<<|4Ko$ AoyiW 

eA&tiV 0UT6 (JpfrTcKS

to npr/ 4v pup. 

kXpuia)^ to vs <p{h|4evous .

Tf|4<X<nHi , €-pn»pur\/

/vvv &' Itrri ^u<xKptipx ApA -

Too / Kx>iTo<S GpO$ , di (4otT<?ct - (X ; 

yrtv/^cH Anp* ^f^ury jute^ri — q ,

:urV *

153 J4<*To4 - o<; /<nrc-vc<c-t S-^vzxtou Te-At-v z
~ T*.

178 V’tiM - Hz /p^Tori to y’eyoV npo &aj — p«rV

139)
\(+sp)

ToCkOou Aupcrp<e-VcX cron/ >
c-v - VeCTrtV

18 4) nejS-oS y<^p /jtvy^-Xw$ / p • t 
TOo Of) - ^2t«m

436 o/vdA/ - u /l^ofrai^ oAHTX«re< Apx - TpcrV

«-%/ 443

444 (/437 ~wgU

tft £©j>|4Krct<r- 8-ou j Tun/ Tt-

AfcrK - Tpun// <XA\p< ^ourvAeriX Kj>Hf - {TUrV

850 e-t, / TolV OV^ Otm^V |46-t'AA - Aur\/

Z%z 860 ri'X - Jwv;/ rvu)$ S' oyptetTot H p 0 erj3 tA-Xjru - a~oi

853 3/
pU - f.n / • ' > , f 

pvj npixT cnZotTurv OT TTxV - Trj

■-"V 863 ^UV(X - Tl / noMTurV J TTlTVffV - 'ThjV

854 n*V " ”7 nA-rws I’kt-Te-ve^e-v

z\u 854 it»TvA/ - TurV
✓ S > /

Tf-pd-t <p<rivt«V

Held 358 p^TTu) z. If .
TcMS pe-yotAouaiv °o - TU

367 6Akhs , f$ <^<nXtrC^v' et -

339 u
OO - / K^H Ko4Wl X® f olS 'A&i} - VcHZ

368 V
K -

1^7 evK oUM\x> fed - Tu<V



yetHeld 360
. a a / ft* * \ 1 a is . lf aAut) - voUlS / etq . oaJ 0 t*xf>purV o T Af> ~

— 969
>

$r\ - TtZoV! nou TOWTT*. Ko^XwS oCV 6-V — n

1 971 ■£tpnv<* eywn y'eiper KH

974 ov^ OUTWS <X ^<nMr?s Kvp>q

» » z *»*z * 0 t

<rets

979 pcu pr) crgHSy ov <nn

978 i^t- TdS / p*1 Jtwn kop cruv-r^.j>o(Z - <; ets

979
f

OrvyTol^C* JetSy/ To<V €-u ^c<prrur\/ e^eru - <r°iV

7^8 ]“ <x Kou n«xvvvxk'-c^ ^reAot - Vex

— 799 ^HVrV peV hoAlV Muxq - v<x<;

749 tf't'A** - VC* / KoM Ac*-p n poTotTeM (W-CTU

— 76O MvKTj - VptS ! & oUzpxnZoC. JA<M. ^o-pos

764 (/753 gl)

755

766

756

767

758
(+ba)

769.

770 (/777

771

warc -

gl)

ov -

— 778

772

— 779 

894

899

904

~ 909

pc*. - 

A«i-

?A^pp® ® •* 

<px<r -

- -Toe

lk-T^p<A>$ notpA^~urun> [4€rV 

JuL4r^7<x4 Tc^s n<*Tp 1W T4. r© $ *. y£s

ZevS p-<n <ru p poM^co <j au c^op-cru - p^ 

Y^S y ja^?sv4 urrep

y^>! Z.€v$ evfuo/js;

Kivf^v^V rioXi^ repfiv : <r»Sc^i£- 

rj<rcrr\>s ^£up-oves^ et< Y' ep-o-G j ^ctVtruVToM . 

o<79s' Uj tcX-tvi©< z ffTs-v y^f 06 —

&&-*>/. crrV KxM rUrA-t$, 9-S <ru ptx-Trjy 

TUp^ KP^VeToH crude A<* — 5-tt

-rqp/ ^e<n^cnvc< -re <j>u3u*^

I JLA*|VUrV <pO-fV(A5 CXp/pc* 

etq k' eu\^ts ’A<fpo£^ - t©4

TLpSv J-etru<? o ~ KurV

/ Te^n-vcA/ Ti K*H <p iAusV

l/curv/' eyy’us p#viur\/ eXo«~u — vet
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Held 899 

908
(cr+)

noAXiJ yap tTktH A^oTpot 'Tf-At-o'cn.^ w — T6-tp‘

rwp«y-yeAAn Tun? & £vvcurV P Aj>oM — pLrV

C/911 gl) noA - A01S! K6»M y«*p PAT pi Turv£ /Mu - votv

(/921
•» V

gl) i4 yc-ftA-i - oi [ cpt^vyH Aoy*V w$ t«v /Vi •-

(/913 gl) K - VoM f ^CoH Terv cr^6 rxo\u 5

<$oM(T - ^Tr\3 'l
z

vHp^ t' ^pu-raV Xf01' “■

vee-t - Voc§ j e«-^ev S' u'Ppiv ^v£pas. tji

? 915

~ ? 924 

Hipp 65 

66

68

139 (/129 "'"gl) 

130)
(+sp)

1Z|O,

561 (/551 ”"gl) 

735 

~ 745

737 (/74? ""gl) 

748 (/738 ~"gl)

751 (/741 ""gl"")

752

764

765 (/753 “"'gl) 

Andr 504

/V, 526
m V

528 (/506 gl) 

507

529

JW

owV

/\o<tou$ ’/Apreyu k^m <d Los

KoS^AiVtU rao-Xo fleLp^'&'VUrV 

. Sts »
evn^T^Htxv otu - 

tfpvn - t5 / -rreViSn &wAtp> JtAcro -

O&fcV ^ot j hpwTc*. pwCfis (5hT- TLoWrt^

MAc\J - (foiv I K-eA<roM ntrfi A/ff - 'T^VrV

feoCK - )^crv I *vvp^e-ndTcApe-vc*. no~rpxx5 

o6p&€-tr)V fi-ttl non/Ttcn/

Vom/tohC

&(KTc<S ? |--| p | t^cXVcrO $ 0 Su^p 

Kf>rjvcM t'^ptrtT'cM ^e-ts-V - ToM

\9<X/ e-vfoM p<rvi*>V iVt-tri S

> •

lii |/^<rto<

0tV^)■, wV, cruT^ OcntArV Op W - iW 

furV <}fcrlVc>< ppeViX^ *' T<*<

/t^TC-p , V cr£

Sv’ff'Tot'VO S Tl' S’ 6-J-vJ y>K>po^

_ / / \ ___ s
y\ I d’cTcnj y cr\> V <* B_v o H3 CC-o-rcnJ

KpeAVT^er-S . l2> Tt*.TCp z

,)^pl p-jTTurV , v5> TeKVcr?, w epAos .
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An dr 510 ^532 

511

~ 533

513

~ 535

gl) KK<iyj dhj , Tf-K'VoV U) (.%«<; 

^.xctop; ^oerefoc c^i<pl cr£<

k>s n-CTpo<<s 

W|4ff"l ^LA<n , Tl ni£-ul; Tet%*S 

w |4tn , Tl b' e-yvi

zi-68

(/W gl) ne-(4ru>(x.W^V tJLXpm.

hof£-M - rets;/ Tia> fcn/AxrrruV©*: np©5 o{ -

( Vot ) ^>c? - j O’* ifcfoOs tiv € tf" - •

(A63
•— V VMM

gl)(gl ) k<AXX/<TTwA/ ufcrurV rwrepx

(A53 gl) (+ba) ^putf*4<XV To^c< T* eu -

’ A^x - VOHCXS / ev nerrX<4

(Kan )i/£> )
L

(X KlXTT'VU KXTf-ptrl TTfrToU
I

(A79 gl) ruG - \vv$ j &>] «”x non —

- CixM 1 hvpyUrV z KotTcA

»/
6-K.tK

911

920

Sues. 956 (/964 ""gl) e-X

HF

957)
>(+sp)

965)

970 (/962

973

97A

1015 (/993 + ■)■)

1017 C/995 + +)

355

371

372 (/356 ~vgl) 

357

yt-rec-

pH -

gl) (+ba)

)/fcvoUj -

Hupp 969 (/961 wil)

ov & £ro-rv?^io(S JbCt-T6<f ’ "TiV 

TtV |aov / k<-O vp0TcrKo 1 S f-V A - yH^S 

-Ttvjpcrv / kX<h vo-r^Te-j $ ev ’Af - yeun-S

a \ / n C*' >/ ~
^Vvf>l$ Oq -TlVo<. TUrVO fr^trv - (Tok |40| 

KHTcM , nev^-porv

K-oupcM KpM trr^o^'Varv Vcop,^

eJ^XHoiS °p " p^rvzxi

<ro< er<A nuj>o£ tcrul , 

u^vqcrou <rre<|>5vu} j-toc 

cruy^6j>T<rx t* ’Op^Vs ev^v - Acrv

A0-1, nevKoM<nV

/ x f ■* fyt'VVcMCW' 0 O^f-ToM n<rVurV 

ouTtf ^w<r 1 c*fn$-jxou |*evq
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HF~ 373

362

378

392

*K)6

W (/423 “"gl) 

6*0 

661

630

668

651 

/>—' 669

652

670

653

671

676 (/69O '"“"wil)

781 

— 798

782

~ 799 

785 

802

Ion 113 (/129 ”"gl) 

136 (/120 ""gl) 

121

— 137

rv\nper3vTes x^7** QksMi

K-rei'v<*s, \%)po<povcrv

To^ol^ wAHTfrV ^^(prtVoU -

<}(r-rpulTc©u<» -re oY - kxtus

<xAkc2* -vuv odxx/Xfr-Tn-o|x#*u 

pq pun ' Am q-ot^a <;

e-t’s <*pyis niXiv ix/o-u

yn - pets ‘ koCT<* S

«<f~ • TpurV ve«-*<T»u$ cstpt^q^s ne-Afc-t •

£fp<n, yuOpTe rvr-r'

Vvv ovfets opc>£ G4< Sf-^n/

O-VotTun/ ^Ur-jAotTo^ JXoU rve>.\£rl$ 

^fq^T^S cru^fr K»M<-e-ts crec^pqs 

GA&t-tV, e<XX* KetT' c^tb’t-p1 oU - €rt 

c/3S\ e-i\Xi (r<r»"j/‘'frV0*i TtS o~4 “ t^~v

JUwq ^q-7 pcpt<j-v<ri«<S

’TtfUqv' i «-T€<fetv'<*. «poZp 1 

£ ^vo <rv yyt-vt-Ts

|ht^smz &' ClHotnv/\ir\j rvoX^S 

£vvo<-< / ^otfoyt-x/o^vS ft- kUM 

cruv t1 ’Atrvani<*Sfc-<; k>»pou z

nir-icA/ ^ur-v t» ricxJXt^o^ q — 

KixXX’Vtpo; npernoXe-vyw*. 3«.<p- <v<%s

<$>oTpo<> pun yevfrTiAjp Tr«*"rqp 

<% o<9Mpu) Aine-fcrx/ $-ecru

-r<rV pokvcavrcx yip e-OA-oytA
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Ion 184 (/194 ’ gl)

185

<^193

198 (/188 ’ VgD

189

Z*^> 199

205 (/2'19 •’~gi)

223 (/209 " wil)

224 (/210 ’ wil)

1034)
v(+ba)

1067>

1060 )
k+sp)

1073>

1083

1101

1088

1104

Tro 1060

1071

1061

~ 1072

1063 

~ 1074
Mm*

1064 (/1O73 gl) 

el 117

132

120

OV*. A/ TOM'S - V<MS

" VcMS (rU VQ, aV (rS rj otu — J\xs*h

06J ~ TerC 'TTbi-Vcn/ nup<yX^KT<rV oh— ffc-t n$

1 XoXoC°<’ / os

-vco Aoerous Sl^m(4.w-v npo®"1^ ~ twV
s z Z —

o*4 |4£rVoS fl^VCTVS

n<AVTcX Ten. ^XCrtpotp crV Lui - K-vO

<*P cn/Tw<> <yyicp<xXff\Z
yoM, CparT^onJ KxX.T6^e-t S’ct^lo^ >

Tapyovs X-^poTeyi urv' «il© — <r-TptX<ypkr 

Gts oCQspts fj lotoo Kcxfe-i — cn j-top^p^ 

nXqV -nX/ evyevf-rX/ ’£pe% - d-eiS^v,

(X t«X/ e-v noCT|>« yt-yvur' ©Tix-urV ■

-TU< ’XspUcrocrT6<j><A\Zcrv/ tzCo^ooJ 

OU IzCoiViv TevUrun/

Pol<rlXxrU — C€lV ot-XXurV rurV 8-7 C^rTCcrUrV 

'A^po£\ - -rJw d^jievos \<£pi\/

Ou TvJ <^0 T<rV X/ ) Xi lS 

qspov&oM <ro l Gv<tiom x,op(X/ t '

VoLOxZ K«M — p-^\/

evcpqpun kceXoCan K0*t' op T <5

l6 Zt-v , ko*-? neX<>< vwV cpXeyc*.

^pver/ujV Tt TUTtorv

tfpupvqs T KKTV — A/<X/

<TTUyv(* "Tu v <S«.p fc-vd k-epx

olkCTpotv ev i&-*X*.|4ztnS XfiUn/

cf€ru <^ev (rilfv) u ^erKXun/ rxovwV
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El -v 135

137 (/122 ""gl) 

123

— 138

171

194 

196 

198

199

184

185

C/173 ~~wii) 

(/175 ”ugl) 

(/176 "“gl) 

(/207 ’""’wil) 

(/208 ‘"“’wil)

G-Xd-OlS “rwvffr no-VurJ e-pe>t 

(4 2^ 2^ • 'Tl‘*Tp & ' (?U|4*TW-'/

K-hVc^ , <TMS ixX^ou <r^*pHS 

e^&urrw'/ e7uk©up<>s ’A p - y *-« 

<xyye^\t-t J'oti -vA <*V

-Tt|4wC<* ^-CrtruS^ Kpecrq - es'^-fV 

- £ov<r

ovfe-is J^wrv ev»n^s xAve-t 

T<X$ <fv0'£oUpM>Vo<; , OU PetsXcM ~ 4iv 

tTKe^ot, |MTU -ITt VofftoV ICOJ-tctV 

Kcxi ~rpv^n eptJv riMtAiw t

436 £e-A - * / z,<f is/npw poMS Ku*V£ftjJoXoi- crtv

-trpup- VASy/ OtftfolS TtfAS VATTot'S

455 kAkvaS d(rruCo< CV kajkAoO

w oZtTTjiwV f* t>U iS-frjUOT. ^OJiOV

483 ( Dtgqbt ) Tre^^ovtnv |9^VATOM 36c«V

707 4tvi - CTt^s/K«pu£ lo<'X<r4 (SctSpolS •

720 Go - Vot4S / Tte-t'<nxs <X>Mr^aV ^,'AaV

709 j /Mvvoj - V0H0 V / tfTK ’J^G-rfr pLoCKo^Tuj-y

722 S
PKVUryu - npos Sur|-t»ero< • v<HrytGv6$ %'

727 <*6-V - vJs / o<<rrpurV JbU-Te^oir' 6

738 TTi <r -
/ s 1 »/ I

Tin/ / o^lKpcxV {~ycny

UZ (with gl ) (-Ao'.v-

742 PpoTK

IT 405

<~'w' 419

421 (/439 ’’’’wil)

' 'VH / fAeyi iHe-rcvj^

u3 j J^v<*Tois 6VC~K.fcV c^LKxjM^ .
V '

^kiptrv$ KoH ri^i JMerVcAX

yy<Arj4P< 6 ofs ottfoMpo £ *A- J 

P>a>$ T0L5 0“V"V £|>o|4ca£<’'"x* IT C—t j>
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IT 1089 (apvTs )
MUU

1106 (gl )

1090 (/1107 ~Mgl)

I-I el 1113)
?(gl )

rv11^0)

AW -

I '

13^

!
z M W M
(gl )

rw1364

I3/+9 (Kurt’jHs)

~ 1369

1474 (/146O ”"wil) 

148? (/15O4 ~~wil) 

1303 (/1488 '""gl) 

1306 (/1489 ”wgl) 

1510 (/1493 WMUgl)

Pho 215 (/203 ~vgi)

209
w </ o*»

~ 221 (gl )

212

224

226

Or 829 (/817 ””gl) 

833 (+ba)

Ba 111

126

op-vis , & ruxpo* ne-rp t voi<; 

iS TC0XX0M ^oUtpt/urV Al^ot^fe-S 

noVTod cfwpoI^S / A0\kcwi*rV

(fovtfw/J^’puoe-VT* ncrVrV

'Ai*y<*/.nc T* evAA^is £oA»<n/ 

K<OsA/<TTcA TffTfr np^lTot

pol4t^fe-J(n/rot T* Bpcr^f- vO

ptMXa - pur\// KLunpiS’ T€-

kp<ryv\ - ud / K<A*' h<MZW^»£*< •

/\cjS*0M - VCX / y<* ^crud-uTe^ tX|A6^>o(\/«

uj -tr-rovoM xvVfe-s

neymrx/Tfe< Z\v6i^e-V n.vo<x<; . 

^v<rv<Aw<*>/ S i-CC© <5rUyyoV<rv 

Ouu <^\^-trvnrv( IX^tcr-u

k.pC?^\A TT t-Up*.«X"T«* Ao ^CcA

- -rc* nAt-vro.«“<x ne^i ppv'-rua

Xfvr«T(rJl< - tois Aoerpis .

PtVUWJ G^ex/ToS . Az OUptf'Vt^

I *-
dfc-vffcH lerV

**
us A<*yt-fatv 6"o< ite-Tpc*. rw^e>£ 

tc^'T^u - 06V Tl^wV 6^voi -'(’13

Fj ^ueTf>0K7<n/trV |a«k )(H - p'

f’pX

x1-
862

882 „

(/868 “ gl)

* Ba 134

G’TlH.'Tvn/ T'tV^T^ Vfc-f^'
UrV

^v* crv^’To’viza 

<Ap‘ A n<*-vvu^|ois 

Opf-t*T*>M / AA\ ' ffjAixSS

iK^unT(-v«rv<n 3t n o t tx^vAuj 

"Tpx^Xou \pv<rt>poou xA><£<x
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Ba 870 

890 

871 

891 

875 

895

IA 166

187

Jou

185

20^-
(gl

579 (with poes gl^) 

751

762

760

~ 771 (gl )

1058 (gl )

— 1060

10^7 (gruM~)

1069

1085

1086

1096

Ph 5zl-2 ('AUfitfTM*)

~ 351

5z+5

552 )x eXvo
V •»» v V M«=>

Hyps 1 di 17 (/iii20 gl) (gl )

)

e’VnXe-KTkn/ uirep «pKuuyv

0^pw<rtv t«v ■ y«*e

B U> V STVsyl it KAJVrtyf-TOf^

y<*f Kpe?<nrttV TtOre TurV 'vcjxun/ 

|4oX$'o"t<> T* i^uSy©|X/ois -r'rftX - A*-»s 

KoucpcA yip &Xruxvo<. A/<rjxi -

^TjpfncrU ^l<* *><€-U|4<XTW"v/

ri<xpfl<r 1 ep<xv 

‘zHpt* rioiTsX^i T'^piv^fi^

A<x^pT<* ’Toi<«rv ? Ni - pe«4

6u3t|Xot ^6 Tp^tpoVTO ^O6-S

^9 23i[zt©evT©< Ktf*-*

/ XI** f ,(TT(«rtr\/"roH 0 m t n f-f ^cm-uaW

Kcnrprj St-itfoW , OTob/ 5-fr-tnJ 

6S y£\/ £X\£So<. 80 p vnovoi$

0~U P l yyurV v^'oTV© KotXoepVO Hr - fotV 

Kfc-VToUjpUyV 6tt4 SoHTt* TotV 

K<V To-v pwV 6V apfw kAg-ctj - o©m 

OKTiri CTToKS npeXpVOCO k\k - V»V

J /• > o »
ov O*upiyyi Tp«<p6IO*otV ovd

& poi jjSq^erri' ^oukcoXbrV r>

KoM pCoiVoS <xyiW PpoToTs

'/\<fj)d<o-T€-t(x rx ZIcoS • n«/?s

STTpupw-v z os noTt -t*$ |4eAiA3 - <?e»G 

Homs/6-tpyoi (TToj-totTunZ <p&-«Vcn/.

8c\) J Ai <^Kr) po<TurV

fi-o/pexs , fj <fpo<r<n/ eiru nf^u)
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Hyps 1 di 25

1ddi28

1ddi26 (/di25 gl) oipoTol 

Cresph 455N2 1

~ 10

2

11 ©nt o' -

A /
tppoupen , ja'votpcxru-vo^ o(? <roi

’Apye-toc^ ^'eTfrptxv kuXuuj

<nv/’Tpi<r<ro?s C'Ai'nHJ kpcrros 

p q| vo1- p n Xcru t 6 K-ch

Tew ex&'f^v <rr*<nv eipy’cx-n;' oV'-h^V

, / / A **
KoPiXto’-rc* ^bsUKo^vW a-'fc-urv'

/ V ' , •»
KXaTV Z *T«*V Jj»cM Vtrj4.f-V(X V 7 & p | V

glyconic starting with -v

eye 69 Nup -

Ale 575 j
nor W-.' V V— V— )

585 )

Ale 965 (/974 ”"gl)

975 (/964 gl)

966 (/977 ~-gl)

969

980

992 (/1005 gl) q -

Med 457 (/W-F " gl) Xt4< -

Held 572 •Xfttf -

755 (/764 "-gl)

911 (/920 “’"gl) jkfex-

921 (/912 ~""gl) ’4$* -

915 (/922 “""gl)

><*>// I<^cMj KXK’^crV ie*>KY<rV (a! - dOV

<)•<* KXiTutoV

Vfc-pp3< uvp»K-o^un/ nepotv

Kcxt ^ve-r<£.j> <rvo£ , KoU

” » /> .,
(HTTiV, ou <r<p<x parx/ KAvJH .

qup<n/? ov<ft -rt ja<=<vcoV

yr)pv$ , ovS* o<rw Cpolpos ’A<r~ ixAqw^

KoM" TCV X<*Xu^OlS - ^6-lS

purs/y^ cpTAut ^6 &ttx/0U(r e-T ' Ar — Tom

TJJoV! -Tc^XoHVtx y cpuyois 3* X*5 "

,j CTU S * U) UoUx-otppanZ <xy^ /

Kom x&Lpo'Vo"/ <*p^e-T<x>/

t€-©s y^v°^, tX ye-pou - '

j Aey<njr' e-r^K* 6-? -

! KcruoV IteLTf? ^ot. , Tt’Jp0

- zX '

VoH

IOH$
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Hipp 64

129 (/139 

551 (/561 

747 (/737 

738 (/748

'gl)

■gl)

‘gl)

’gl)

J
e-v

3«xk-

zx '

740
«• \J M *

z— 750

753 (/765 

An dr 501

— 523

502

ow 524

506 (/528 

532 (/510

I-iec 445 (/456

446 (/457

447

TrtXoa

kjof

458

'gl)

'gD

gD

“gi)

gl) (+ba) kxsyU

pen , w K©j>e*

cxXfou Kod-reppOsX • oAw • pet

T^xv <ruv ow^«"riz trvv k^ttvU

OupwVou , ijflv "AtXxs •

ev&t* popcpupe-crV o”T<*.Xp<tr - crovo-iv

Vcm/ko^OM Cj^ote^trVTo< CJl - KTVi

ToMs/‘|v'<X pLoefe-apoS (AU “■

nop<9-|-*-A z & ^tc* t-l<n/Tl<rV 

, f e
<xo G-yva ^tfMS pU|4oct^ - 

2 noons n<m$ , et^-e- cw 

ppoS^OTcn Ke-uXq ftevcx

p

K<ro-

dH

K<*? lepu <n»| «v

<^oM«Vz u4 rA§vJo<Z 

Xtn )c/4<^onv' KOjS<*<

OfTG hffV-raTtojJffVJ -

tftris! <?*-K K T CV <£ <4n’ O I c? — yuo<

non pt t<*v nojev — <r&is ;

GvSnK r?p krr<ryirv'/O t t f~ Crt — *V<

poqa“fV 5-eo.c

?

463 (/452 gl )

453 (/464 gl) (gl +ba) ^oiV 'AnxS^VoV n<-Ti©< : M«HVhV ;

479 (/47O 

Hupp 955

— 963

964 (/956 

962 (/97O 

1000 (/1023

HF 348

gl) dop»-

gl)

gl) (+ba) 

ia+ch(1))

/Con,

KTrqTos 4Af ye-iurV eyui & ’

OUK^T’ GUT^tVPS 7 OUKH' 6rV - -rtoHS 

GiC-TK y.(XTtpeS , HTn^ KenJ - feus,

- pou£! 6yft4 VflC|ztt-&*1 pM "Tp^XpM — nvjptTl 

nV^yU-KTurV unco <fv<r)^i^wV j xfrrvJ. 

npas <r'ep<*v <fptrp<>C$ 6/ tyihrv 

&4'X*Vr\/ j*ev 4k ' £-vTv^et
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HF ~ 564

556 (/572 ""gl)

425 (/440 ""gl)

Ion 129 (/115 ~~gD 

120 (/156 “"“gl)

186

196

188 (/198 "“gl)

220 (/2O6 ""gl"")

1256

1257 (+mol)

EL 122 (/157 "“gl)

169 (/192 wil) Xt-V C&vnp

"F«W t' rfypikrV

|4o^-5-wv/ it' .

T«rV Tfltn*lp^TcnZ Ol'cnV 6 - KT<*

w Cpoijie , trot nj»o o«jftun/ A*t^€-u - t-J
✓ < > - 

|4vp<riWKS JC*^4V cfo^tv •

<xv - ApM y Ja-evoV, 00 j* ptyvt — c<ti

pcT- j>e-t ; tis , e*p ' <5s fw - 5W6t*u

o<u - utte-f - ^w-t

(fuptpepou e|x^ p4-iz5 ?

?\eya-t|Acn ie K^Tonp&-opeu • A wTunv* 

KJ TCoCTfrf OAJ 6 't-V 'A"1 cf o

175 (/198 gl) ouk en txyAoo ©ms , <p \ AoM ,

176 (/199 ~ gl) &-u|a«jV £j-« ?' Kci' z
X^pviceois

186 ei npt-rtflr\/'T ' ’ VcrVc <

— 209 JuptfTwV PotTjMfcn/ /
<puya.S

751 • f* * , 1
<X - ou$ f to 3 t-ime-px VKJT ’ eAcMj - 'Vt“<

741 oAAet. - JotVTc* i V0~Tu V lot 
x I

IT 1107 (/1090 gl) " «z r ’ * -od nxpz|i Aot< eis

1115 (/1O96 wil) 6v&<* T<*-$ 6?^x>»AoKToVrM

Hel 518 Ov - TCvJ cn

1488 (/1505 “'"gD f t
(TVWcrjiot Vfc^tvrs/ i^erj-icrO /

1489 (/15O6 ""gl) (gl ) pc?l€ U-foo ytizro($

Pho 205 (/215 "' gl) o<Kpo{Mvi * Ae^tc*

Or 837 (/829 "‘ gl) - pun// it' o4'|xoL-re»S <3U n^o 5\£4 —

Ba 407 Botppcxpu'v noTotj-iffv pooH

<

|i
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Ba ~ ^22

867 (/88? ~~gl~’

868 (/888 ~~gl) 

907

IA 773 C^gl)

781

784 (cr+)

T<?V T6

f^ITtoH- ^crucTcS Aet^eCK^*? ^fffVo6\

rjvcK1 Sv ^opt-fSv ^»yyp

Z f I tt /
jAVplCM d 6-Tl ju.upiors

n yc^juon/ ^pvy'wV T^oX’V

S Zlw>? '6'Ak'ck. pcopjx- 

yjyr'eyoi jAfpr' e^crun. TevtVirfV TeKvoi^

glyconic starting with «-

Med 136 (

~ 181

Held 732

763

777 (/77O 

Hec 437 (/WS 

Bupp 991

1013

992

1O12|

Ion 19^ (/184

219 (/203 

Tro 3V1-

— 331

322

( cr+)
fct ft <TO$ nems KoMVtX At-^q O-^ t - 

<%A\« ^et- Ccx «vtV ^e-Gpo nopt-utToV cri - i<*r>/

j’^^qtnx-re £'obj>«vi^

Ko<KffV <5', w noAi<> / JeVous

gl) (gl u ) eite-f trtrt noA-jj l)-vto <> cie-t

gl) (+ba) TptAoM - Vf/V/oiKT^V ^IotcHv - eixV OiutoU^

^-fi^pe-ve- to#-' «A-»o<»

IV' 6TT«<K£** Tb\* prn

CeAwVot T6- KtXT1 oM5&-tjpc<

gl)

gl)

0j>cO' kph t6-A«.<; zxAAo^ otv — Tov; 

<T6 Tot , TffV n-^poc veccV e<w — Sl2 * 

‘YpqV/ Vp-evoti'

z> I /'over iaj
«v ' z1 uevoH e- z tnn
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Tro^338

323

~339

1073 (/1O64 “"gl)

El 118 (kVkA^ovcctutt ) 

133 (ruvrf^ots )

160 (? /+143+)

170 (/193 "“wil)

706

719b

IT 1094

1111

111^- (/1O97 wil) 

Hel 317

324

1301 )
nsi

nope-v (Ptm 

0vCff*TOU '

M M
)

^1319)

Ba 118

— 133

W

*>- 418

, Ai06

^421

IA 212

Eh 23

41

Hyps W20 (/ii.17 gl)

1/ * *■* x*/s
it’ tii k<o*4>nmX.cn 

ch^ouo-' w ‘ Gko<T<*-z (J>oCo<i 

kojjom , y^eXne-T' ej>u(r\/ yoy^rV

T6 ^ocS-fr-ex <rf-A<x — vou

KAK^qcrKxrv«ri <*$-Aio<V

Z ’ xnoerpcddS &jcd trupcpopoM**

niKp<*s

/VAuucqVo4?O$ 0p€-t pcXTetS *

&-n-i — 0"t*£

Kpu^piou^ eu ~ v«>m?

6pd <ro l n«<p<X ^obv<<r|A©M 

^cx^^vkto v f^rio7\i*^

cAficpl noA<rV

§<rpzois, w$ yVle-veAc<-oov - tvaJ 

TotXo'-it*f p w-v , ^iXoc; cpiAjunZ 

’Open* no-ps £poj«iS’t K-ui - Avd 

^pcrytoMcrV iVoTGr ne^XvrvAfrvq - ~Ta-J 

ot<p' forrurV P<*fci KfrpKtSurV t’

<rvvrty*v -rpternpiV'tW

IV1 OV $"t-A£ l<ppffV£r*i Vfrjxxn/ — Toi-I 

ep iX.c-% <f' oA|£o£oTe-ipotV £\ - pq’votv/

Hot<fk0-7 evtotxfbVT crjxtxn

YtfXV 5 6< Ttf "TffV oX^jcrV

V/ rl f /
o/puAAxV o e-TCove-t nos <nV

Oir,Al£cnJ ^(Spw ' (TVp|4o<^(ArV

1/ - > . >/ trverop / rw*v «v opcpvtxv 

noAN ru**rpK5-u£ Serous
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glyconic starting with

Hipp 530 X/fM cf OTCWS T6 ft*K - \rtv/

380 -ToK^f* T*V JuyrVcno Bz*K - ^<rd

Andr 312 vfc-Kj>o<; vim? x&n/*'/ <rv^ v<«K|>vJ

~ 554 c*vqXix><, <x t<aXpuv'

Supp 971
z wo
(si ) vtco Ae-Ae-ty-tn u« •

HF 649 To >X.’>yp«r>/ <ptr\/lffV Td- y>] ~

<sy 667 V(T<rV #T' eV 'Vt-yeXcMcnV oftf - 'T'purV

Ion 463
MOM

(gl ) » z z <• rtAfc* \®j»e-u<rye-voJ -rpiu>a<

~ 483
. >* 1
<iop T6 *y<* rut-rpy.

zi66
MOM

(/486 wil) b u 0 d-t-tM 5 uo a 1

1234
✓ f ,

^iY'vvf4'^0i^ <p<rvi£

, 1233 <pxV6-fc* v^upoMT* W-pTI-fw-V ,

1238 y *» . /TiVet <pup*v n.Tfy>0e-ra'fcV q

1239 (+ba)

El 119

130
OOM

123 (gl )

146 (/163 wil)

147 

164

148 (/163 ”~wil) 

132
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1hi21 Cj)oivfk<o65 "Tv pi* ncMS

1 ii21 z ”7
nev TqKxrVTc-j^ otifrts

~ 1iii24

1 ii24

1iii27

1 di28 (/1ii51
"» o

pher)

KStoVpqTurV "Tpo<p«r^ $<v<fpurV 

O^oiS cf p X VCffV T <? £

\»4potS -r'oA^ierV

eAis'- rwV / K-upM? >oTvrv©£ '

1 i±51 (/1ii±54 ]OM--~) ’Apyf-7cA/ neTTr*/ n*V

Telephus 149 Au 2 Trepupet 'TpM<^*-<
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pherecratean starting v/ith

Ale 965 C/976 pher) owfev ’AvoeyK<*S

Med 179 (/154 pher) |*cv/

4-58 / c<Ti|xos 6-XeUJvq

445 wpe-tf- erW / AeywfiiV CTCt-cToc .

I-Icld 909 (/900 pher) bApcU - <ppe vrj'|4*~T0 € oUH .

Hi'PP 546 o<^vyo< AhXt^u-V

556 ? z a 'TH^oS , W (Trap* ZAe^KiSC;

756 (/?46 pher) Kxj|4PI T<£$ >/AnSy ‘ I”] v*s

754 ' tf^^-OCTUncn/ 0dXj4ofS

s\. 766 /V^#£iz- t«*s ! venrvi koi-re KX<*c$-n

An dr 505 (/525 pher) , ' > ’ nt-urwrpou Koctca y<*4*s

514 tf'i'T e-yvi CTU Tft

■556 jM'j <5 5 e<V u CT-UrjZpM y

Supp 996 TwV e-j«5v ru>\*s "/4fy<rvs •

. 1018 orujrp* T' oM 5-*TVt <^Xxryp4^

HF 558 (./371* pher) Tof$ ^Vov<nV p<-yo^4o-

575 (/359 pher) •t<A/ -re 5Qvcro x<Z|>0<y<rV

589 o<\/ T6 nfpXjcX<fJ (XKTfih/

405 dv pocV <r\) S 1 utx-0 yj-linr«X's/

419 Te<>/ T€ j^ujJVO'Kj^KVffV

<v456 e-t d’ C^p>) erd-wos

424 (/W-1 pher) e - kt*’4'/ ^o-rqp ' 1 £pu3't-to<s

654 (/672 pher)
<jU-£-i / rvre-j>o?cr\ <p 0 p e-» <n9-vJ

681 (/695 pher)
KxjQs?\\ Vl vCanZ oGM <fii4

i

789 (/806 pher) K>C*C\I V U/Ctr\/ o<Y'*iy'04 *

• I
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HF 814 C/797 “"pher)

Ion 187 c/yui - olfTifc-s / .

197 pw - 5-eo e-ToM / .

193 rtoMS • , npo<n& or<rois

z>*» 20 4 fVp<4-p6-l ! J crWpOCTcrV c<XvtX\/

Tro 524

'A. 340 T<W Oe<^j>vJ--|4-+Vrn/ f-v-VcA

1073 (/1062 ‘“"pher) op<j5-voiv/ie hetwv>ifi*-1* ,

el 143 of< txH t» ixoor' ytcxp

'X/ 162 (pher? dodr?) (up ; ou |XIT(J«MS tf> yuvn )

200 (WTf®S X/177 ’ pher) ruhfef tf<p»t-yA[Xcrj>eurJ

Ba 908 £H<riV Gr^-nt^es • om |>W

IA 774
✓ z

AoMv<rv$ h6-f>i rtupyous

783 6Xru*S <X ft- l-t<rr ’ £\$-en

Hyps 1iii31 (/1 iL28 pher) Apye?cn/ he4Y<rV n«\Z

pherecratean starting with

Ale 456

467 npo ROM To'? KpuvpoM

962 K<4 ^toi ^uru(r<*5.

rv 973
z X« ’* 1 * ' 0 '

J>u«rV*S 0 cru-r e-Mt PujyArus

Supp
4. 4

1003 (/1026 ) eJ ff-trv ff“<* T«rV eUvTw-7 j

1004 K«en*-Xv«-ov<r' :
(+mol/ba)?

^1027 I k<dzi wV vjztK/{?Hun/ - w A-f> ye-t

i
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HF 390 'A v ou n<A.pc5 nqy«t^

<-v l|04

391 ( l^UKV <rV ) pCuKVcrV ^€HVO '«Tc4V
U

4D5 ( )
t/ /
At3v*V-To<;

Ion 45zi- , IVCe-TK/vJ z

z\. 474 Z * , Z
CM<4 Vq-rorV 0* <p 0 p |4eW /

1089 0 CpoCities ocXpiTe*^ .

*x* 1105 ■Vostro rieM<!o\ Kcup(T6-V .

Hel 1116 (/1151 ~~*pher) * A^oM wV VTCO A-Joy^oUS .

1458 T3xX*ve-ic< -^<*-£, e-ricq ■

• 1472 Tpcr%^ “T€-p 3 l<r?cou

Ba 149 nXcXWTo^: £pe-&4£ur<

149b lot^etAS T*

412 fkeofpexV ncrTi KSv-nperV

z\-416 0 6©M.|AwV 0 Z3 UOS neM s

415 np© ^0^^ t-VIC J>oM|4^rV-

428 *> \
nc-f> 1 crtrurv ritA-^fX, <pwrw>/

909 reAeuT^criv ev

909b Pj>o-r<MS , 0<~i &' 0bfx 6 rj troLy/

IA 215
1 x

^XAtf’crun/ nfrpi vntx<;

Rh 344 C/353 pher) <fjpo<<rvo y<Kp ©^ otrW

355 (/346 pher) <r\j ^£hz$ © ^o('/o<-?o; &

pherecratean starting with «««
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An dr 505 ' rrre-pujzi <ruykxto< .

527 n^cx-rpoiLcV ;

509 ' \ \ 9 s
|x-oA-fc cpiA-o>J €-tC4 vcoupoC

zv 551 <piAoS tfVt-S \5-XVotTcrV pun .

Supp 972 pC6j\,K< tV o’fUcolS

HF 420 noXu cpcrVerV VCuVe< /\epv«*<

z\. 437 dopu -t frno^sXffV c-V

422 p f-A Kn "T ©‘‘p & B c*-A , < (tr\Z

A, 439 z z 
"TfrlQtn v' o<V np on<Ap t-r'T<xV

783 i)t>fck'y(b p t-v <rtAf 1 e*-4

A- 800 Zlu3£ , oS rjA^W f^S C-vv«>/

Ion 1230 n<Ap<A.-rp o~TC0t j^r-t

El 149 ‘ -Ti 5-V|A,evtA tS^vcxTui <n3

166 ^o>arV Vcr^frV otKoiTwrV

441 6tm ILt jxo-uvt ^ck-x^

rv 451 -T^t^unopeV noT ^Arpt-T^cH

IT 1091 ^A-t-ycrV OITtrJ

rv* 1108 v *- t '
etre-n-crV , c<UIK<X HupyurV

Hel 519 di ">^9-trV‘ Kpv^S-e-tS1

1494 (/1511 ”"pher) n^AlS/ fA-UrV A trpucrV

Ba 577 K\jue-r‘ epJjj kAa/ct'

580 lui 11A n«A|V <xv£b4

581 0 Xejx-eAcAs , 0 Ziuos n«/?s

881=901 O T1 K<A^<«r\/ <^hA<rV <*-4-t

IA 211 <£pcr|<.<rJ t^erVTo< <ruV 0eA-0IS

1053 0 ^PvZy,oS r^vujxqdry:

1075 0 6ti£o<;, <* viV 6-TiKTeV

I
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hipponactean. starting with

Ale 995 Go* - ToM (/y<vv&eto*wr*V n5tf«<V

O-y 1004' 3oM- jams//1 w no-rvi ’ G-v .

994 kXktiociS pCKxrxTrV .

^1005 ToieM viv 0 <nrjjou«"v <pn |a<*-< .

Med 157 J vce-tvuJ -r©<fe • ^<ApKnroo ■

~182 O1 - Kunz/e^u) • <pc\e< K«U * **-0<f<* .

(854)
(’ale decasyll’)

'A^^Un/L^V <pUT€-un*-» '

<*(845) n<AVT0lc*»S ©cptTeCS ^vvc-pyouS •

I-I cl d( 89 4) see gl e-tq d Grv^o<|i<; A^fodiTc*.'

^(905) w Tt|4£v ^'G-ovS ’ 0 M*) ar <^»>4JVCw7

(918)
? see ’chor dim A'

6«f-Co vs f r\<fiS Z\u95 ^£uaJ0X$ •

- (927) ovtq - j4et / t <Xkcope-rT«»s e-tq ■

Hipp 69 di- A*V j ZzjvoS neXuXsfu<rffA/ ol KenZ

I-Iec 471 no 1 - kc6\\u»vcr ’ dV5^rvt«tkz> 1 tn VoM<»,

A, 480 e-yvi d’ & x^Sw'i

652 OTt h^U*T<r7 °\*-V

<*-641 VCoi*v/A) & <xViM<M

912 0?U.-rpOTc*Tfl< V

— 921 Z , Z , f ~ tz -
WdJV'hA’V OuVCtd O^WV O^wArV

922 (/915 hipp) TpejtxV ’XX^lC^S G-j-< ^t-pHAiTot. •

HF 677 oHfri d' & rTKjdVon-ttf fciqv .

<'*691 inoMo<v»t< d' etot <ro?S f/tG9K>-’^0,S

(el 465)
(ionic)

; f* A k Z Z
TvO /VlcMo-$ (XypoTHpi KouptJ

<*(475) TorV OpwCoC rv^AtfV

IT 1124 HeVTq Kxtvto 0 0 9 01 txxrV <* Jcrt
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n ~W9

Hel 916

Ba 902

904

906

IA 800

Rh 949

A/ 994

Ir499N2 9

~ 12

6vptXxirV e-f^e-ToM nop ’

xpn^00^ tv^w'^c

e-iScMpu*r\/ |xej o$ eK 3uX«C<nro*-<; 

£-V £<s*-4 |Xv*n/ 4 OS Un c~p5+ JoO^^-ur/

oA^vd k<?m ^uv«A|»,fr-i n<A^£jXt9"W

>/ . - »« 
qvt-yKdV n<Aj><s Ko^pc-v tx^Xvos

npo«npij\^s t-tmv g4tihV . 

K/oXnwV <T<a^ vtc-dct-v i^j p<A*v • 

^t'j.X-oc pvon <n-i9"tA/ n$ Xp<rvr,^'is 

‘&qKTu> TepndjxA/(XV snSxpw

hipponactean starting with

Held 916

r~ 929

I+JUl 3 re

^poi-£e-t/ Xex^oC 'x^v<rA*v' Kot-r’ ouljX^v 

to $-opv©$ qv npo ^i^Mos •

> /•
iTH/. kotT(*6^X^<; e-(Trr\Z

hipponactean starting with

Med 6t»1

a. 662

Hec 919 (/922 ~~hipp) 

Ion 1099 (/1072 < >'

OTtC-f •■ n*.Tpz*£ (Prepc-«-&om

e^Axrv pten/ <piAx>S ovroo-r HrToM 

tXXoMV1 ovvU-ri <r‘e-^^Teverui

..-) Cj-VkaoV n«X<nA>S oK/e*-tf"<r-<r-i

I
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maecenatean starting with

(Ale 114) (T-re-t/ n Auk-i<*v
? hemiepes

(124) (JiofpftU n«*<$ , npoXmovr'

Ale 986 ToXp* 3'' ou { k s

99?
t n <"• » *

“TufxpoS dVAS 0<X6-^<ro

Hipp 555 (/52l5 "’"maec) 7 « c *
W l£-|o>/

II ec 473 TetV cXpcpmupui

482 £vpwir<xs J-tpothvouV

Supp 968 ( <ToSs> ) (/960 maec) out’ 6-v <-r«ts> vots (iv )

HF 580 tc-i)p rmuw t 1 e-tve-^o*.

0 594 ~r& Ko 0^5

674 Moutf^S <ruyK*T«><|Azfr-i y -

*v 688 v^Vflv<r ’ <>-{H<f>r

Ion 154 C/118 * ) e-vep<*|4ou$ ke tio'vevs

1065 (/1050 "”M \ 7 *> ■**.** *maec? <y eAniS 6-eppM ~ vet

1252 cntxrVtf^ eu, Zl ix>VU ~ CTcrC

El 150 v \ z z6 €■ dpUTtTfi- H

457 veuA.ve-|$oXtn - ciV ! <nnr|A<-vo

<v» 447 (\lu|4<p«*^t*-S crvcoTtx,<»<.<

IT 455 w / ‘ v s
<S>6VpcM.S \0"b\// y/tmo^S

XV 450 £> Crv

Hel 1521 (/1505 ’ maec) (? yoctf'-re-vo-vo'c* t -jcoVovs "t

Ba 874 oeeA-Aomsy/^cocneei ne^tcrV

zv* 894 very* - ^e-i V / | <T><\rV too e-^cnV

Rh 566 <T" > /•2_n<NfT<*\/ O I'^a-yGVW'V

576 nerr' KZ ‘'H -
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maecenatean starting with

Hipp 550

540

345 (/555 maec) 

Ion 1050 (/1O63 "”niaec) 

Hyps 1 3i22 (to

1iii25 (t^aW )

ouTfc zyAp nvpo*? out

^iAtoctw-v

Tc*v O l’ -x^uX/<x

KoM I UfV

n "T° "X^VO-e-o {XC<\ 

& T&Ky/a*/ <Xf>bTo «•

- A«ss/

criv

maecenatean starting with

Snpp 96O (/968 maec)

Ion 1080

1096

Hel 1124 (/1109 see wil) 

Hel 1303 (/1321 “""maec) 

(IA 1045)
? ionic

(1067)

V <ToH UrV d 0 p U05

it <rtA*

Xor

T-*AoH v <£ V i-\o X '*r'S

o<v uA^evrc* v^Twp \z
p-fcA^fcns ©fcTtv o<~ 

x^vpt Ac’Y

» V&

- A*-

X.*1 pux<n

maecenatean starting with «««

? Ale 270

IA 1CUfO

TfrUA/* -pe-vts/' OroVcet I

OT' Av*. eCi
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IA z^.1062
/ i * z ?& «A Ve-K-X^Vcn/ ■ GJ
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telesillean

Ale 989 KoM K-z
(TKOT lot <p 3i V erv -- cn

zv 1000 VteM TlSt
^o^|4/hXV K^A.fc-0 ■- 5-W

991 !<pC\<*. |AW 6T1 qV /M-&‘ q — |xxwV

rv 1002 ;©urr<* n«rTfi ncou^v'^v -

Med 191 Ti$ on n-orre t^-s o<nAot
1

- Ten)

z^-176 e¥ nto$ 8-u |zmtV op -

494 •TreTpac ' Gnx J t-yft*

zv 441 ;<T«ri * U - \ zcrune rtoi-rpo^ <3frye*"v

^35 ^lkviz TetS tf(Ve£\/ - £j>c\>

~ 442 ^VCTTiXVe, C - v$-2M

849 HxV no‘-t£”oA-frT6-tp<*.V fr - £> CH

'V, 899 i^HVeW rt p trxre^Y W ffW T»»X - ptetv

892 <3Kt-5|»oU <p.cn/cr7 CH W c?M - FO

862 cr^rj'crfri? cpcrVcrO', ou A u Vo< ’ °T1

Held 97? o&'Q'J ere f n<rXfrJ4l*r7 C-^oecr - t4-S

(895) TfrpflVffV "Tl Kc4 CpfXwV

~(904) £-y y-v $ u-urV 6A<AjJ - vet

914 i^eivot cpA-ery Tv8y»e>$ -

n, 929 kA? bpAnre kta - V<?e<;

Hipp 926,
<+ba)

noi§TT< fri erotyun/ ; yXckCH^V
~99^

Cpcqjjcru V frru riv&OK J /•
TfrpotpVoK;

927
(+ba)

ous - <TT pot-reV 0T|

-v997> cpffVoV GA\<*s <dci'y ■ eje^e-t

9281
( +ba)

pxq |*<ri nerre- c~uv Kpmxa4 ; ep«XV<H»j<

~5J8 ^’G^WTet Jfr, -To-V TvpotV _ Vcr'J 4vipurV

i

p.cn/cr7
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Hec 451

462

466

xv 475

476 (/46? Awil) 

HF 644

662

685 

✓v 699

791 (/8O8 Awil) 

794

XV 811

Ion 191

~ 202

461

XV 481

462

<\482

rj 4>$-icx£o$. , -r*v

<j-uV ZSq,Ai*ffiV T* Kcru - j>oM<nv

q P*AX^o<; ev rtoAe*

w|A<n Tevctrurv ^u>nZ

uj-yvru n<*“T^u>/ •^$tp/<’S

"To e< fri - q

^uxjS -

? EL 120

El 750 C/7zlO tel'

IT 422

459b

Hel 1114

*v* 1129

IA 778

1055 (tel”uu)

1077

0 u-it*4 k<*t<sM~umj ottj«* eV

&-qv<e7 pfoTtfV

fvloucrwV ' GA-ivt*dv1 [**]

Xn<Ap*run/ Tvc* xyf-vo^ e-^<xV -

V, > xO? V£J tmJ^WVTl Cp-ctV - -vtb

u «Q<*v - pen

h're-fxruVTo? G-^M^cr-v nr — tutu

Cpcn p^7o<; C-v^c*.

cxXKz* tc- /yo<p tV K©tv<xn S

GttTIcX.
ffVV T' (^TU7^I<A4S <J>«'AcrV 

q>(r3 <firo <r^e-rj\;un/ nrv^rl 

,Afe-VK-«V TG n |> 0 (TUTTUsV C* - cr-OS 

nu$ CplVH^V <*VTT . 'verV?

/\ iq c^$ 6Awo(

T«n/ ^IXaix-^naZ -r'Xx-i - 

;l^o»-<pqpl <n v' 6-j^^c^VwV 

T^rtTev^ +-*> rv* A1

G-t JAucr«j-c VC-ukA-i*.

Te^-i G-unXTf>l£oC

So-u<riX
I

r xy»v|*l

<
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Phaeth 69 (/77 Awil) i * « z
•op^pe<»<f^-ve vot yoo,*5

Hyps 1 ii26 T^< rtyx^Xoio Aqp - v«u

1iii29 CAfc-»«]'TJ>i4 >X - KJ

dragged telesillean

f

EL 740 (/730 telv~)
f

IT 1127 t~UM £ €-ICX^u3U £fe-» H

1142 7Xr^^c3M|^i <Tot &

IA 799 uG^cn -r~*-£ fes <Av3-pwTWv<

iI



acephalous wilamowitzian

Cyc 42

zs. 96

44

ZVZ 98

? 94

64

69

68

72

Ale 990

~ 1001

Hipp 149

~ 199

148

992

~ 942 

949

~ 999

Hec 467 (/476 tel) 

472 

481

Hupp 998

<\z 966

HF 647

T* HA 'T<rvtxiurV 

vb]X«M<n. + 4

' , Af I «. z
;ou "np urxq vt-|A-e>c 

t-soStrea-V c' o*j-l*poK-<n 

iKu*<-\wit©< i<YpO (SeCTr*

IBAK/^oU1 Te $vp«re>£pc»po v
I
jou -rupmXvun/ otAwXoty' _» 

ouf H/ |\Iu<ns< jx4-t«*. tMujx-

<TuV ^Xb-vKort«rcnV 

<p£)"t verv-<n I n«Mc?fr-< Az &-*v<£t0 

VQ^K)4S*>// tUp«Mvt*r>/ To?' &j>t7 '

)<rv’V “TbW noAv&t}
jq Vo»-Mp<x-rri< T««S €-TcXfc-d 

iC|>Ol-ro< yety Ho^ A-lJJ

zpq |Xe<-V f^€-|4rxur>7 pcMj-*A<A 

aicr>J TO T«A< ’ 

nep6-<n/'r<* k<*^ ^u* n<*

^^VXlixrs/ 

Y«<| Aj/Upl-ftUf (4

f<£< Sf<f»prJ ASh*

q “TiT<*vur\Z •ye-vfi-cxv' 

^ou?\ot Xmovr' /VrTIfX.'V

ou?' "A pre-|AAS X*»Xl<*

» ** ,z >/VC»H ‘VV’U ^Mn**-*? M'T (-14''/© l*»

c* UoQs\»«r-r«<

V
00 - P*

Tcrv

pun

<p5v

- po-7

- OH

- v<*x

- c* 
t

- nr<*<

- <nx<

V9U«<<;

rt-v w eA ■ F?

1
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HF 665 

788

~ 805

808 (+cr) (/791 tel)

KO-* _r<^£' ' 9^ Tov$ -T€ 

Nuj4<pc>a t -nrW ‘ Hf>« K-Xfc-trM <? 

Xfl^nprf-V ' o

iPlXerUTul Vo*> ^ury*. ^Xuit^rV

itV

m. 112 <■» «
<*Y ' W

~128 KcxXxrV yfr "r^V nffVon/, w

116 HZJHUrV 4r| o6$-*V(*TwV

r>. 152 \Ho?0“tV ^<ruX<x'/
' V-* ■ ' "

453 SvetAn^-v io<v , €-|amv

~ ~ 473 Hvcatop? evfoci^e-vu*<

456 Xo^w -? $iH<rfcW j wr' i>c(cw*<;

~ 4?6
{ ( 
•Aipnwci V 5

493 notp«MX>A/£crv<Tb< ne-Tpot

? 499 «, , t » U U >s

UH cU0Afl(S l*X*«

1051 ofwennJ iua-^'o<V<X,TunZ
i

~ 1064 ^oK-V€-t' n $■*! KTo-V ^t<J»OC

1056 • "Tun/ ’ 6p

~ 1069
, - \ z , <■ /

OW Y«*p deryvurV *y fc-TfrpOU<;

1057 ^«ryvw>/ e^«MTT<jyve^VU

A. 1070 cXpXo^l0^ pOA© n,crv S

1084 £fV*X / /x.Bpe-uaj't&Vc''*

1100 CK •nXffcn/ P^vqp*nr-vv*<7

1087 A,' tXn'^M p<*-<rvA-fe^ ~ (

1103 exTTCo fve* . n po S $ VVtp fe»51 -

. 704 nVfekvT’ o<YpwrV T^fcJXdkv'

718 |4X>AtteM ' h|U JffV-T ’ ef>«*Tc*-4

? 428 Nrif^t^V < >xsoj»ot
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IT -az 443

429 

/%. 4^i8

430

/>. 447

431

O* 443

434

/s431

1100

~ 1117

1256
Q

-1261.

1241

** 1266

Hel 920

II
Afc-eno fv<M $T*V<n

j^ttXncrvci V e-y'KxJVtXlcrt 

!n©l^*$ ^«3<r' tXVTinciXr^^ .

nAqcn<rTicrt<n nvec*is
1 •
:<x £ i <r-r<*\/ &' cxy ^eXi*-V

i<ru p t ^oVtwV KotTei n j> U |4 - Va(\/

frJoM j^rrd' (SoWoc^tn, ex • y£s

ci **H nv'6-<»|*«WT'

^HXxAtoSS rioiuon nrV«n»<

5oUpV<AV T*
X z »

€~U G* P V 6~c< KoM

^hXX’O" ' °<-T*4'/ n<*V - -to$

^enrtTfc) x^uiro kZ^cxv'

Xf *15~rqf (x8-

X© \<rT<x nAei vpl Xi no v «r *
»/ * 
XJ'rt'VOU K*Tot 5 vo<pepM<;

c*?X' e-n k<*t ' oify ’ «Xi<xV

c*Aovre4c* X*I OT«-d4 p323

326 i)Q»pn-T© e/v*Xi‘i*J

? 1109 i » *■ , 4 c f<TG TetV PCOlPOTiXTcXV

1310 iblpurV OTfr £uyfoi<;

^1328 Ou KflLf Tl l (crv<r 1 eZ^oTotS

1311 (/1328b lacuna) . £{-« | o< ffo< 3^* fv<*<

1339b . xfe-uC ^€iXr«'<rurV <rruy'fou<

-1333

~1339 * n«*iK-«X\<n (TT^X4 0

1343 /V\c~v<n>-4 3"’ ujX'Vcncn X.ofvX/

- ' «.■-/'* \J912 a /': vJ *25-1*

1

' Ovz ‘ ?• s Xj' ■ * ••-.?•'/S'-s. • S •■• : A ‘ • •." ' * ••r«V\ 3'» ‘ >: «»;’■-
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Hel ~ 1361 jv<*f €iS fe-pous

1346 •>^<*A*c©u b'

~1362 :pcr|j^cnj d"' e-fAl fProjj^Vcx.

1463 (/1476b lacuna) !nepn«n/-rfr< e^j1XA|A€-VffM<

1482 z n z
iv i (TerVToU nj» e-xr|>uT«i<.x«*-

✓s/1499 c z , » z
Ol VoUfi-T oupetvion

1483 '<TUpiyyi nMi^rptfi-Vow

^1500 ■<nAi-Tqp6-s t5$

1491 ■Ki* p u §o<T ' ot yye-A f<*\Z

1508 ’X^oOurV 6-fi^UrV

Pho 205 s^pof^ixl ^ouX<* urV

zx 217 kA<^ v &V ZAvj VO p <*>/

Or 835 ^e^oivv^evTo*-* ^uwiou$

Ba 869 ;3'»}po<>/ cpuA*-**0**^

889
f

>^p«r/orO tltfcTpC KoM

879=899 X,Hp’ une-p K-opu<p<*s

IA 206 T«V jffUVt'U-eN T«- hofa-iV

207 :Ao-»SJnp° fpe-jurV 'Axl>-n

208 HA/ «* ©e-Ti« Tfiu V<e“

218 •W KcOA f«Th£crj4<X\/

221 T©V$ jlMtV ^M-trov$ ^uyious:

223 -Tov$ 2jvJ <rertpo<po"poM5,

334 ' »z \ • ze-iq d* M-F-rptt*.
• /

569 tyUYcM^l V**tT(2. Kajtv - pi\/

737 -mV l^croivdjscvV ‘i'v' *-K^r\J - U

768 WbJ V TwV e-v 1 , er - trurJ

779 &4j<rn izCopo»-a nX*/^ — Tou$
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XA 798 - & ifcAjroiS nt€r^i«nV

1050 JX.t-'H.T'p urJ -rpu<pnH*

1072 CT^XmtJ H 1 <TT O-PM6V W-V

Phae 65 JM-V otpT»^«*vr|<

71 crop ryyt3k< b' OU p I ^cX-n* t

65 ‘uTre-p y

73 ieypcn/TeM y €ri\ p©T<*V«V

67 jx-eAnen <)fS/^pe-w-i - "T«h/

z> 75 *x •» ’',ndq 0 ft-if £-pY* KUV<* -
s

^en

77 (/69 tel) noty®^ t' cn' COkCK^vo-u

Hyps 1 ii27 Ahpi-ivou / t«*w e-Xi<r - cn*p7

/-'s liii^O
i j

1- uJ / rux-r'pots o^cpis otpte-i - \p cM
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reizian

Held 794

-'765 VctXt-M p^un V XA pyo u •>

Hipp 529 Jar|5 <xppuiHusS f-XUHu?.

n,939 Tff>/ -r«>< ’ Ar’ppoSrrot^

534 Gpuis , 0 ^Sujs n*-?s .

n. 944 $-Vot-T©?<; . crv<*\l €^7] .

554 T'AcajxusV upe-VcMtoV ■

^964 oy -ex' “f'S nene-rcKTcw .

An.dr 280 (non-aeolic context) CTTo^yco-v’S tret p«-uTo<

290 Tfrpnve«V ouc«rO<rcM

Ion 119- cricfpe-K u-pco vooo?< /

rx>191 KXeivoS <5 pen

464 pdVTf-VprtT* Kf><MV£4 ,

n ^4 crw-rnpioV iXK<xv/

471 poiVT g-d poKrx *<*> j> tfbM

491 ev £?»< e^a-xpoV

902 -fo?$ cro^'l-d €V etVTpdK’

? 904c 6 St>1V«V

1086 KoM* ^AeXTg-jXx <Tt-pVcA/V

~ 1102 o’Veo i<n <p v Tfi-u«“ot<

HF 1049 (non-aeolic context) '-f'ffV €•£>£« * ’lotMovO'*

1049b (non-aeolic context)
t / f ✓ . » ■->
UfTVW 0 €—tX. ~T fc-VVot<

1090 (non-aeolic context) ’ z , »/£-yG-tffc-r£ 01 pen

El 142 (/?199) e-Tto pS'p 0 ^o<x<rvsi

IT 896 (non-aeolic context) "Ti T&d <x £ctvC*j Tun/
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S'

J

Hel 1331 pcAf u oyxrV obuXxV

zx* 1367 H* vTtG-fpc*Afr rv-^xVot t

1352 Te-pcp <r1 c»<A(aXcay|-* £>

1368 i|xe>p<pc* jaxrVc'J qu^e-ts

Ba 863 ^+j«rvi no-re At-vvcA/

z\. 883 hKJTcrJ <Ti> -TO 5"€-?(n/

IA 213
% t/’ f 1ript>S oCp^to*. “T6-TpUJpff< g

IA 378 ^U^^jXTot nW-UvV

783 z x 0,fi<rtnv npo/\i n truerc< . g

788 tTTqcnrucrj ' i‘<tto?s

1037
' z •* z
/you|4O^S £7^6 pt-v tr'tx.x/

1079 HqXHMS O'1 uj-ievoM <ru«s

IA 1091
} <AtVHV Tl n^O <rvJTttr>/
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Chapter 3

General characteristics of aeolic cola

Glyconic consists of aeolic base (oo) and the unit

Aeolic base is a peculiar phenomenon among Greek metres.

There is no other case where an anceps occurs next to another

anceps within a colon. Usually juxta ancipitia must be 
1

separated by period-end. Aeolic base is the presumed initial 

component not only of glyconic but of wilamowitzian (oo-x-wv-), 

pherecratean (oo-v^—), hipponactean (oo-««-«—) and maecenatean 

(oo-««-). It can be regarded as one of the most useful criteria 

to determine whether or not a certain colon is related to

glyconic. Its nature and tendency in Euripidean usages are

examined in the first section.

The two consecutive short (double short) is another important

characteristic of aeolics. It is never contracted into one 
2

long unlike dactyls ( — = -««) or anapaests ( — = = -w).

This is usually thought to be inherited from a Lesbian precursor 

which kept isosyllabism more rigidly. Whether the isosyllabism 

can be traced back to the Indo-European common metres, is 

nothing more than guess work. Once the supposition that Greek 

metre preserves an old metre which starts with four free
4

syllables (i.e. ’choriambic dimeter oooo-^^-’) is demolished, 

room for speculation becomes narrower.

When the metre oooo-«^- was thought to exist, the division 

into four ancipitia (oooo) and ’choriambic metron’ (-««-) was 

meaningful. But actually there is no entity represented as
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oooo—v,w—• What is supposed to have this scheme is two

different metres: iambo-choriambics and x-«—

and wilamowitzian. The latter is divided into aeolic base

(oo) and the unit -x-v«-. The penultimate element of

glyconic is short in principle though substituted by long 

occasionally (so-called ’drag’). It is wrong to give gl the 

scheme oo-^^-oo. And the strophic responsion between wil and 

gl means that the unit -x-««- as a whole can stand in responsion 

with the unit -w-u-. Hence the division of gl into oo + -««-

+ is doubtful. For iambo-choriambics, -««- can be regarded

as an organic unit as far as the traditional ’metra’ are

established to be valid units in the analysis of this metre.

But however practical the name of ’choriambic nucleus’ may be

in description, the extraction of the unit from aeolic

metres does not further understanding of their nature.

Some aeolic cola, such as tel (x-««-v-), do not start 

with aeolic base but with only one anceps. This phenomenon 

is sometimes called ’acephale’. This is treated in the second, 

section. In the later plays Euripides occasionally uses such 

resolved cola as oo—«««««—t oo—or vwvJhv—. Their 

features are examined in the third section. The penultimate

element of glyconic is rarely long while the second element

of the unit -x-««- found in wil and .wil is more often long
A

than short. In the fourth section this problem is discussed.

The fifth section treats some longer cola, or compounds such 

as gl+sp or gl+ba. Finally overlapping is discussed.
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AEOLIC BASE

The first two positions of glyconics, wilamowitzians,

pherecrateans, hipponacteans and maecenateans are occupied by 

— or or They seem to be free or ’ancipitia’ in their

value though is excluded from the possible combinations. 

Instead, three shorts vw are permitted to take the place of 

the initial two. may be regarded as a resolved form but

the element of the initial two which suffered resolution cannot

be identified. Euripides uses even the form «-*»« occasionally*
5is never used.

These two elements are often considered as equal to the 

’aeolic base’ found in Lesbian metres and given the notation 

oo (or xx, ex). Roughly speaking, the name ’aeolic base’ is 

not inappropriate for the first two elements of tragic verses. 

But it should be remembered that,.unlike the counterparts of 

Lesbian verses, they are not so free as the notation oo 

suggests. The avoidance of vw has already been mentioned 

( «*> is rare even in Lesbian verses^) and this difference has

been recognized by many though some call the colon um-ww-w- 

7
glycomc.

Another characteristic pertinent to the tragic ’aeolic

base’ has often been overlooked; at least, not fully stated 

8in standard books in spite of, I believe, being equally 

important. Tragic cola are in strophic responsion except for 

astrophic odes. The forms of corresponding ’aeolic bases’ are 

completely identical with each other in most Euripidean cases
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with one exceptional rule that the corresponsion of — with 

is frequent. That is, for example, if is attested in the 

strophe, the corresponding line in the antistrophe is expected 

to have *»- too, being permissible. Other forms, and

are extremely rare. Therefore a conjecture which produces 

responsion between -*» and should be ruled out unless an

especially strong reason is given. Both and

may be reasonably called glyconics on historical ground but

they hardly correspond. It is as if they were completely 

different metres. Strictly speaking, the notation oo as well 

as the simple name ’glyconic’ is misleading for the exact 

description of each colon used strophically.

In Euripidean strophic odes there are 195 pairs of 

glyconics including ’dragged’ glyconics (oo——). See the 

table at p.)32. The detail of the figures would be different 

according to different text, colometry and prosody (especially 

the treatment of muta cum liquida); but the following result 

would hardly be affected. 92 occurrences (L&Jo) of these 193 

pairs have — corresponding to —• Corresponsions between

and wwu/v«v amount to 12 (6%), 15 (8%), 24 (12%) 

respectively. The total of these responsions within the 

identical forms amounts to 143 (74%).

There is one exceptional responsion between different 

forms that is used frequently, more frequently than some of 

those between identical forms. The responsion —/-« totals 

41 (21%) and is more usual than -«/-.« (but less than -—/—).

It can be reasonably assumed that may correspond with —
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as freely as —/— or and the notation -x is quite

appropriate to represent these corresponsions collectively, 

with the reservation that breve occupies the second element 

(anceps) less frequently than longum. We may guess that 

Euripides did not mind difference of — from in composing 

a strophic passage.

Unlike *>- is peculiar. Though the corresponsion 

o-./--. is found 6 times (5%)» is more usual. Judging

from this tendency and from the relatively infrequent 

occurrences of the colon «•—.««-«-, is supposed to be in

remoter relation with —- than is. The notation of x-

itself is not wrong but -x and x- does not convey the same. 

Perhaps might be more appropriate. We may call «—w-v- 

’inversive glyconic’ ( gl) distinguishing it from w-v-. 

and -u-vM-w-, ’ordinary glyconic’. The deliberate avoidance 

of responsion between and v- supports this classification. 

Though statistics are meaningless for small samples, ’ordinary 

wilamowitzians’(-x-x-^-) are associated with ’ordinary 

glyconics’ more than ’inversive glyconics’ are. If it is 

sensible to give separate names to and -x-x-ww- (and

surely it is), a similar principle is meaningful in the case 

of and v—ww-u- ,

wv in place of ’aeolic base’ is a typical phenomenon of 

later Euripidean odes though it is occasionally found in 

earlier plays. Of 77 examples of gl, there are only 5 lines
9 U V o uvw

found in earlier seven plays; and 2 wil out of 6o, 5 pher

out of 27 • Obviously the increase of tribrach opening is
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related to the general tendency to increase in resolution in 

later plays. The strophical counterpart of wu is almost 

restricted to itself. and vCru, which are easily

imagined to be possible corresponsions if is created by 

resolving one of the two ancipitia, are actually extraordinary 

phenomena. It seems inappropriate to call glyconic

with resolved opening. ’Tribrach opening glyconic (. "• gl? is

perhaps a more proper name.

certainly exists in the place of aeolic base because

there are a few examples of the strophic responsion between 

and vwj IT 1092/1109, 1129/1144, ?Hel 1347/13C3, Ba 410/

425, IA 553/568, 753/764, 754/765. Interestingly —- does not 

correspond with — .

The initial two elements of wilamowitzians and of phere-

crateans show , exactly same tendency as is observed in 

those of glyconics. Half of occurrences are --/—-; -«/— is 

commoner than -m/~v while ^-/v-, than «-/—; -v/w- is

deliberately avoided; scarcely occurs except in case of

wwv/U V u e

Hipponacteans and maecenateans, and responsion between 

glyconics and wilamowitzians are too scarce to be treated 

statistically but there is nothing to contradict the tendency 

observed for glyconics and others. Therefore the total data 

for all six cases will be meaningful.

’Inversive’ opening and ‘tribrach’ opening are different 

from ordinary one in the avoidance of overlapping, too.

Among 42 examples of ’inversive’ glyconics there are
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only three cases where a word-beginning does not coincide with

a colon-beginning. Two of the three are found in strophic

responsion, Med 136/181. (I include cToS | no<nS (Med 1%)
/■*

in overlapping. Med 181 is obviously overlapped | r* .)

It has a prefix -«- before the gl (-v-Jv—w-.v~) and the 

11colometry is not quite certain. The other example is Hec 

437 T*A*u|v<*v/oJK'rf«\/ (/443 ).

This line is doubly peculiar: overlapped inversive opening

| «/- and the strophic responsion between u-/-v. TotAcMVctV 

is a colourless word but no particular reason to doubt it is

found.

37 wilamowitzians have the inversive opening («—x-«w-). 

Only two lines are overlapped by the preceding line: Med 6 50

<rexf jxo\'ArV and HF 664 f av/ . The line

corresponding to the former has a word-beginning at the colon

beginning (Med 661
J z s.
o<V0t $<XVTo< ). HF 646 is the normal 

type of overlapping ( nXq | pn / n P04*5

All of 31 examples of inversive pherecratean «—w—. 

start with a word-beginning. The avoidance of overlapping 

into inversive pherecratean is related to the fact that this 

type is hardly used in a priapean dicolon.

Med 650, one of the overlapped inversive wil is followed

by an overlapped inversive hipponactean (637 G r\e-p J <5-CrV )•

This is a unique case; u~hipp itself is rare (4 examples).

Like the ’inversive* opening, a word-beginning generally 

coincides with a colon-beginning of tribrach opening. There

are only four exceptions observed in Euripidean plays
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IA 186 (gl)

Or 823 Petprfvot ) <*/&c<v0rrou (wil)

Or 827 | V* / T6-UVerV (wil)

Hyps 11i23 )^pu ffc-o fXrtATX<n/f\ (gl)1

IA 186 and Or 827 correspond with a normal word-division 

(IA 16^1- pecuTuxv and Or 815 ).
Hyps 1hi26 is an overlapped, but ordinary glyconic ( otporoi jdrtv/ 

Tf I 6* (To IS ). Both ii.23 and ni26 may be counted as «/-

( - X<rJ <Tl[v>] TjHC- ). Or 813 cJf>|voS

T<Avt<j*-A S is certainly corrupt perhaps at

which should be altered into a word of the shape wm-u to make

wil.
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Strophic responsion of aeolic bases

1. glyconic (193 strophic pairs)

occurrences percentage

— MM — M M M --- -V Mm M M M

— 92 41 6 2 — 48 21 3 1

•*M 12 1 0 MM 6

MM 15 0 M*» 8

MW 24 M M M 12

2. glyconic/wilamowitzian (19 strophic pairs)

—• •M) M MM» M M M

— 9 2 0 1

«M M 0 1 1

MM 2 0

M M M 3

3- wil amo wi t zi an (117 strophic pairs)

— •mM MM M M M —— — M M M

— 56 12 7 1 — 48 10 6 1

•mV 5 0 1 •MM 4 1

Mm 10 1 MM 9 1

M M M 24 M M M 20
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4. pherecratean. (105 strophic pairs)

occurrences

— VM V V V

57 15 3 1

m V 10 0 0

VM 10 0

percentage

~ 5^ qZ,. 3 1

-v 10

Vm 10

» V V 9

5» hipponactean (13 strophic pairs)

MV VM V V V

— 10 0 1 0

M V 1 0 0

VM 1 0

V» M M 0

6. maecenatean (16 strophic pairs)

MM MV VM V V V

— 8 2 2 0

M V 2 0 0

Vm 1 0

' V V 1

7- total (1 - 6) (463 strophic pairs)

— M V VM V V V MM MV VM V V V

— 232 72 19 5 —50 15 4 1

MV 30 2 2 -v 6

VM 39 1 o- 8

V V V 61 V.UW 13
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The strophic responsion, of aeolic base

Dragged glyconics are included in glyconics. The colon

oo-uv-vu- are included in wilamowitzians.

Ale 988/999 Med 152/177 153/178 159/184 (+sp)

436/443 850/860 853/863 854/864

Held 338/367 359/368 360/369 748/759

749/760 755/766 756/767 758/769 (+ba)

771/778 772/779 894/903 895/904

899/908 (cr+) Hipp 130/143 (+sp) 143/153 150/160

735/745 741/751 752/764 Andr 504/526

507/529 511/533 513/535 Hec 448/459

468/477 911/920 Supp 957/965 ( +sp) HF 355/371

357/373 362/378 392/4)6 643/661

650/668 651/669 652/670 653/671

781/798 782/799 785/802 Ion 121/137

185/195 189/199 1054/1067 (+ba) 1060/1073 (+sp)

1083/1101 1088/1104 Tro 1060/1071 1061/1072

1063/1074 El 117/132 120/135 123/138

171/194 436/ 446 455/467 707/720

709/722 727/738 732/742 IT 405/419

1089/1106 Hel 1115/1130► 1348/1364 1349/1365

Pho 209/221 212/224 Ba 111/126 862/882

865/885 870/890 871/891 873/893

IA 166/187 183/204 751/762 760/771
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IA 1038/1060 1047/1069 1056/1078 Eh 342/351

345/352 Hyps 1 ii25/iii28 fr453N2 1/10 2/11

gl/ gl

Ale 974/963 964/975 977/966 1003/992

Med 444/437 Held 764/753 920/911 912/921

922/913 Hipp 139/129 561/551 737/747

748/738 765/753 Andr 528/506 510/532

Hec 456/445 452/463 464/453 (+ba) 470/479

Supp 956/964 970/962 (+ba) HF 372/356 440/423

Ion 113/129 136/120 198/188 206/220

EL 131/116 137/122 198/175 199/176

IT 1090/1107 1138/1123 Hel 1505/1488 1506/1489

Pho 215/203 Or 829/817 Ba 886/866 887/867

888/868

—gl/w~gl

Med 851/861 Held 770/777 Ion 184/194 205/219

Tro 1064/1075 Hyps 1 iL 17/3ii20

mm .VMM
gl/ gl

Hel 1510/1493 Hyps 1iii26/ 5i23

— V «M M

gl/ gl

Ale 969/980 Hipp 141/151 740/750 (+eh) Andr 501/523

502/524 Hec 447/458 Supp 955/963 HF 348/364

Ion 186/196 EL 186/209 731/741 Ba 407/422
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~ugl/wgl

Hec ^^6/^7 (+ba)

" gl/" gl

Med 1%/181 Held 752/765 Supp 991/1013 992/1014

Tro 5W551 322/338 323/339 EL 118/155

7O6/719b IT 1094/1111 Hel 1501/1519 Ba 118/155

404/418 406/421 Eh 25/41

M M M -M M M
gl/ gl

Hipp 550/560 Andr 512/554 HF 649/667 Ion 465/485

EL 115/150 147/164 435/445 42K)/45O

458/470 IT 1095/1110 (+sp) 1104/1121 Hel 1461/14

Pho 202/214 206/218 208/220 211/225

IA 164/185 165/186 180/201 543/558

544/559 1054/1076 Hyps 1 3i15/3ii-l8 1 iil6/iii19

gl/ wil

Hupp 969/961 HF 676/690 Ion 225/209 224/210

EL 196/175 184/207 ,185/208 , IT 421/459

Hel 1W/15O4

gl/“vwil

Hel 1474/1460

”Mgl/ wil

El 169/192
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— vr vww
gl/ wil 

IT 1113/1096

VM

gl/ wil

El 170/193 IT 1114/1097

M W M . W V
gl/ wil

Ion 466/^86 Hel 1439/1473 Pho 222/210

M V M *««

gl/ wil 

EL 1W165

vww
gl/ wil 

El 146/163

wil/ wil

Cyc 41/55 43/57 45/59 46/60

47/61 48/62 Hipp 142/132 146/136

149/159 333/363 Gia) Hec 449/460 474/483

636/643 925/935 (+sp) Supp 959/967 1007/1029

HF 330/366 643/663 648/666 675/689

784/801 Ion 114/130 192/203 1032/1063 (+ba)

1081/1097 EL 172/193 174/197 (+sp) 180/203

188/211 432/442 (+ba) 434/444 (+sp) 702/716

705/719 728/739 734/744 736/7^ (+ba)

IT 432/449 1099/1116 1101/1118 1102/1119

1123/1143 1244/1269 Hel 1302/1320 1312/1329
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Hel 1315/1333 1316/1334 1317/1335 1344/1360

1464/1477 (+b&:I 1492/1509 Ba 439/424 872/892

IA 549/564 1032/1074 Phae 64/72 Hyps 1 di19/iji22

wil/"*u wil

HF 809/792 795/812 EL 443/433 717/703

745/735 IT 436/453 454/437 IA 570/555

756/767

wil/ wil

758/769 Phae 74/66 76/68

Supp 1001/1024 HF 646/664 Ion 479/459 HL 201/178

IT 444/427

wil/ wil

Ion 133/117

Hel 1324/1306 1330/1313

uwil/ wil

Med 649/660

IT 1131/1146

HF 790/807 796/813 EL 439/449

W~wil/W~wil

Med 650/661 Hipp 547/557 (+ba) Hec 633/642 Supp 997/1020

HF 351/367

IT 1128/1143

Ion 452/472

IA 546/561

455/475 465/485

.WV
wil/ wil

Hel 1490/1507
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VMI vww

wil/ wil 

IT 1130/1145

MW .mmv

wil/ wil

HF 682/696 683/697 Ion 1053/1066 Hel 1304/1322

1305/1525 1347/1363 Or 807/819 808/820

809/821 810/822 (+ba) 812/824 815/827

Ba 112/127 115/130 864/884 874b/894b

IA 182/203 547/562 548/563 550/565

551/566 552/567 1037/1059 Hyps 1 ii20/iii23

pher/ pher

Ale 577/587 967/978 968/979 Held 355/364

Hipp 144/154 Hec 444/455 Supp 994/1016 1008/1030

HF 349/365 360/376 361/377 363/379

393/407 421/438 684/698 686/700

Ion 119/135 124/140 l89b/200 211/225

Tro 1065/1076 EL 119/134 124/139 179/202

183/206 187/210 189/212 454/466

IT 436/420 423/440 438/455 1095/1112

1105/1122 Hel 1318/1337 1455/1469 Pho 204/216

207/219 213/225 0r818/830 Ba 119/134

403/417 405/420 408/423 411/426

IA 167/188 170/191 181/202 184/205

545/560 557/572 752/763 1039/1061

1044/1066 Ph 24/42 Hyps 1 iil8/iii21 1 iL21/ni24

1 ii24/iii27
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" pher/ °pher

Ale 976/965 

Andr 525/505 

672/654 

Tro 1062/1075

Med 154/179 

HF 574/558 

695/681 

EL 177/200

Held 900/909 Hipp 746/756

559/575 441/424

806/789 797/814

Hyps 1 iL28/m.51

pher/° pher

Hel 1151/1116 Eh 555/544 546/555

pher/
MW

pher

Hel 1511/1494

*• M W
pher/ pher

Med 458/445 

Supp 996/1018 

195/204

pher/ pher 

Ale 456/467 

591/405 

Ba 492/416

Hipp 546/556 

HF 589/495 

Tro 524/549

962/975 

Ion 454/474 

415/428

754/766 Andr 514/556

419/456 Ion 187/197

Supp 1004/1027 HF 590/4)4 

1089/1105 Hel 1458/1472

M M M .M M M
pher/ pher 

Andr 505/527 509/551

785/8OO EL 149/166

IA 1055/1075

HF 420/457 422/459

441/451 IT 1091/1108
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hipp/ hipp 

Ale 993/1004 

632/641 

Rh 345/354

994/1003 

912/921 

fr433N2 3/10

Med 137/182 

HF 677/691

Hec 471/480 

IT 1124/1139

*ohipp/""Mhipp

Held 916/923

V«M # .VMM f

hipp/ hipp 

Med 651/662

"""hipp/""hipp

Hec 922/913

maec/ maec

Ale 986/997 Hec 473/^2 HF 380/394 

EL 437/447 IT 433/450 Ba 874/894

maec/ maec

Hipp 555/545 Ion 1063/1050

674/688 

Rh 366/376

maec/ maec

Hipp 530/540 Hyps 1 iL22/iai25

maec/ maec

Supp 968/960 Hel 1321/1303
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maec/ maec 

Ion 1080/1096

W V V V V
maec/ maec 

IA 1040/1062
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’ACEPHALOUS1 OPENING

The initial element of telesillean, acephalous wilamowitzian

and reizian is an anceps. This element is mostly occupied by

a long syllable.

longa brevia

tel 48 8

.wil
A

90 21

reiz 24 10

The strophic responsion between longum.and breve attests

that this element is anceps. This type of responsion is even

commonner than, that between, brevia.

V- •»/ v v/u

tel 16 6 1

tel/awil 3 - -

wilA 32 8 4

reiz 9 3 -

It is often supposed that telesillean is the glyconic

abridged by one element at its initial. Some scholars such

13 14 . 15as Schroeder, Snell, and Dam call this phenomenon 

’acephale’ from the systematic point of view borrowing the 

term ’acephale’ from ancient metricians though their usages 

are different. Hephaestion reports the appellation <%-K,e-<p<*A-eV 

given by other scholars when he describes the metre trochaic 

trimeter catalectic (-m-m-v-v-v-), $ Tiv'cr^ oiK.€-<p«^AxrV

(ch. 6.2, p.18). But he himself does not adopt 

this concept in his treatise. Moreover he explicitly disjoins
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the verse of Telesilla of the shape «—w-v- from relation to

glyconic. According to him, this colon is ’ionic major’

*16(ch. 11.2, p.55)« Scholia on Hephaestion often retain the 

word aUce-tpo'-Xen/ for a certain type of dactylic hexameter. 

Application to aeolic cola, however, is virtually a modern 

custom of analysis.

The colon x~x-^~ is the shortened form of wilamowitzian.

It appeal's to have lost the initial element of two ancipitia

of wilamowitzian and usually used in the milieu of aeolics,

especially wilamowitzians. Its similarity with telesillean .

has already been observed by Wilamowitz, the ’inventor’ of 

17’choriambic dimeter’. I have followed the notation of ^wil 

and call it ’acephalous wilamowitzian’ hesitatingly.

There is little doubt about the relationship between wil 

and ^wil and this relationship is comparable with that between 

gl and tel. wil can strophically correspond with tel just as 

wil does with gl. Nevertheless whether the appellation 

’acephalous’ is appropriate is another question.

’Acephale’ is such a vivid and well contrived name that

it naturally and inevitably implies that the initial element 

which once existed (or should exist in a normal condition) 

has been lost. This implication is still dangerous if such 

a misinterpretation arises as that the lost element is substituted 

by a ’Rest* in the sense of modern western (classical) music.

Of course such a time duration equivalent to a ’Rest’ is still 

unproved either positively or negatively; but it is possibly 

wrong to suppose that the total length of a telesillean
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including the initial ’Rest* is equal to that of a glyconic 

because there are some examples of acephalous verses overlapped 

by the preceding colon, outside the Euripidean corpus. The 

comparison of acephale with catalexis is tempting because of 

their superficial similarity: the lack of the initial element

vs the lack of the last or penultimate. Perhaps there is room 

to suppose a ’Rest’ or prolongation of a syllable in the case
yj O

of catalexis. At least no negative proof against this 

supposition exists. Every catalectic colon has period-end 

after it (perhaps it would be more exact to say every catalectic 

colon can be arranged not to overlap into the following colon). 

On the contrary we cannot get rid of the overlapped acephalous 

cola by changing colometry.

Reizian is regarded as the acephalous pherecratean on the 

analogy of the structural relation of telesillean to glyconic.

It resembles pherecratean since it usually stands at the

period-end. Aristophanes uses it as the clausula of telesillean

19 ,period. But there is no clear indication in Euripidean 

usages of what suggests the relationship of reizian with other 

acephalous cola.

The colon w-vu-w- is often regarded as a telesillean with

resolved opening. The problem about its classification will 

20 . .be discussed later with a wider scope; but here a preliminary 

sketch is given. If there were an example of strophic 

re'sponsion between and it would be definitely

certain that this colon is a telesillean; but at no strophic 

example does this colon fail to correspond with the identical
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form. Dale cites Hyps 1 1123/1126 as ’unmistakable’ proof of 

the responsion of ««/- (LM^ 134nl). But at 1122-23/1125-26, 

maec - gl (-w-oo-]3/Jt-wvCT.v-7C) fs preferable colometry to 

pher || tel because the latter requires a period-end caused by 

brevis in longo where sense continues between an adjective and

a noun both at strophe and antistrophe.

1122-23 h *T® \pV«TO|A»tX-

AoV K-ptn/ o hep I

1125-26 * -ifr-kVcrd crff>o-r©L-

«riv Tpir<ro?£ Kf* Ctos ]

Moreover the word is of uncertain initial vowel-

value. It may be 1 ps'V (even if it is written as t&ptry} ),

T 21and both str and ant may be gl»

Another negative reason for the telesillean interpretation

of the colon w-w-w- is given by Awil. If the initial 

syllable were resolved into (subsituted by) there might 

well be ^wil with this opening (w-js—-). But there is 

eventually no example of this shape in Euripidean corpus.

This is slightly strange since Euripidean usage of wil is 

developed with the pace of innovation of gl (for example, 

wwm—ww-u— and vwu-x—)•

The third question is a theoretical one. Can an element

which is normally considered as anceps be resolved or

substituted by two brevia? There are a few enoplians (but 
— 22far less than usually supposed) that start with The

current notation is useful; but --wo-... and ~-oo-...

may be different metres
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Positive reasoning for telesillean with resolved

opening is found at some passages judged with their context.

mv-mu-w- is followed by gl with overlapping at E El 708/721;

by wil with overlapping at E EL 755/745» IA 1051/1075, Hec

655/644; by w.1 without overlapping at Hel 1542/1552 and

IA 1O4?/1O71; by tel without overlapping at Hel 1119/1154.

All of them are situated at the period-beginning. These

examples are obviously similar to typical telesillean.

The Epidauric Hymn to Mother God (955 2? IG IV' i 151)
/

is composed of telesillean watt* • It includes one

. - - *■' * \ \ line (20. to (xt-V oupxvu ). But the metre

may be loosened around this line. cf. 19 Wom oom,

t-ft ? w—v—( v)-.«—• 22 To m—w~— (reiz).

RESOLUTION OF WNG ELEMENTS (Examples are listed at pp.151~5)

Glyconic occasionally has two brevia instead of one longum in 

Euripidean odes. This phenomenon is regarded as resolution. 

Lesbian isosyllabism never allows the longa of glyconic resolved 

in Sapphic and Alcaic poetry, and this rule is generally observed 

by Aeschylus and Sophocles, too. The resolution is a typical 

Euripidean innovation, especially common in his later plays.

Apart from the tribrach substituted as aeolic base, there 

are three possible positions for resolution in a glyconic.

They are either end of ’choriambic nucleus’ and the last element.

1. OOVUVU—
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2«"»
• OO—

3. oo-uu-uuu

Actually the form 1 is hardly discernible unless aeolic base 

is of the shape -v or dragged glyconic, for 

u'2'Jwmw-m- -*-s identical with a resolved iambic dimeter, 

-u/luu-u- is found only at IA 781, a passage often taken as 

spurious. —Jluu—, Ba 86f?, is attested by the strophic 

responsion with -—mu—- (dragged gl).

To distinguish glyconic from iambic dimeter in a 

particular passage, metrical context is not useful since a

pherecratean followgs iambics, too. Perhaps some of the cases

listed at p. 3$ may be a glyconic; but the choice between

glyconic and iambic dimeter is not essential.
three.

There are twenty-two glyconics of which the sixth element 
rx v Twelve

is resolved (form 2. oo-vvmw-). {Bleven lines correspond with 

normal glyconics and one, with wilamowitzian. Except only 

three pairs, the resolution does not correspond strophically. 

This tendency is quite different from that observed at aeolic 

bases where tribrach hardly fails to correspond with another 

tribrach. Perhaps the resolution at the ’nucleus' is felt 

as an occasional licence by Euripides, not as a resort to 

create a special rhythmical ethos (whatever it may be). But 

frequent coincidence with tribrach opening (mmm-mm^mm-) may

suggest the opposite interpretation.
three /“

Except -two- lines (Held 777» El 45® the word-beginning 

agrees with the resolved elements (oo-«u| ^uv-). This

localization of a word supports the idea that the colon
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oo-v6uuu- is not wil (oo-uuuuu-) but gl (oo-u^uAuu~). Usually 

the part starting the resolved element (vmv-.) is filled with 

one word or a group of preposition + noun, but overlapping 

into the following colon (vw-Tp-./) is not rare. The most 

striking example is Pho 234 ( fefxrV > ~ Affl'tf'wrV )„ It is

interesting that the agreement of word-beginning with resolved 

element is gradually canonized in later plays.

Twenty-one glyconic lines have the resolved last element 

(form 3* oo-»«-«^). Eight lines (four pairs) are in a strophic

responsion while six are corresponding with normal glyconics. 

Thus,strict responsion is not observed here, either. Twelve 

lines have a tribrach word which covers the last three brevia 

(oo-^v-Jwil). Overlapping into the following is generally 

avoided, but found at three lines (Hel 1348/1364, Pho 208

OO — v u— -?-/).

Like the form « the coincidence with tribrach

opening is evident. muw~um-.w£L outnumbers in spite

of far less frequent occurrence of than -x at the aeolic 

base. One glyconic (Hyps 1 ii23) has two resolved longa (three, 

aeolic base included): Such an extraordinary

form could not be identified if it were not for strophic

responsion.

There is no certain example of pherecratean nor 

hipponactean whose long element except aeolic base is resolved. 

Two telesillean are resolved: —HF 794/(811) and 

---------------- -- ia 1033/(1077). And Hel 1332, too, if is

included in tel
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Like the last element of the unit of glyconics,

the initial element of -x-*'*- of wilamowitzians is sometimes

resolved. When it is resolved the next anceps is always short 

(vum-vv~) unless we include ~«v which is probably ia+ch

(~«5bv—Hel 521, Or 814/826, 856).As a matter of fact 

the usage of the unit wv-w-. is almost restricted to the colon 

WMVOVV-.VV-. This colon is rather common and found 14 times 

(except Hipp 147) in Euripidean corpus. It is used already
Z z z

early in his career (Hipp 65 no'T'M*. n«>Tvl^ trty.'vo'Tei'r**). 

Similar with this case vmvmmv is usually occupied by two 
tribrach words ( uw | vwj-w-). The resolution at the 

•choriambic nucleus* of wilamowitzians is found at IA 222

and Or 842 ( wwwvw-.vvJb? emended). For the 

latter example, the traditional reading may be accepted as 

ia + ia+ch+ba (-v^u-l-uu-ju—),
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Glyconic with the resolved ’nucleus’

The verse marked with * indicates the strophic responsion 

with a glyconic which has not the resolved ’nucleus’, except 

Hel 1459 which corresponds with wilamowitzian of the shape 

ww—(emended).

EL 709 -Vouot , <TT^f\6-Te jXoCKcXp 1 fcrV

722 -,£et npos iwp<XT<X . •ve«ptevos S'

El 752* . <pX«y<' $t-onupu)

Hel 1489* pare nAei^o^, t . >
utvo

Pho 221* -tois A<*Tf‘S
■> ' ,

IA 185 t' K »
$pi\/ 6pi>/

204 A*C-pT<* TtnCtn/ , ie Nt - ft*

IA 771* H yoN Jopine Vois

IA 1058* cvpiyyixV 3" vivo Ke^cx^e-tr - <r5v

Hyps 1 iL17* (To^pe-tS f q (fpcnnsV 6rw nfXiA

V V M MW**

Held 777* €tvh rev n 6Ao - thjTO? tfC-t

Hel 1501 <Qcf-U<S\ - A-vi u

1519 6 p c-japM <t>/ 0 G~T€r no Au hXovVFJ - T<rV

M M M MW1 /sW M Mam

EL 445* (A<* T4 on/ J zo<v<x re r»pu|A — Vo*^

El 458* nc~pv£p«“fM^ pvfrV 7/ n, - Tuo£ edpts

IA
.04-7* 0 - pKrt KXe<au - ffoM
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Hel 1459* K*T<* iVn'ot pe-iWoc-T ' oeu - poUS

Pho 206* MV* UTV© ^€-tpc*.<n vi<po j?oX©i«;

Pho 227
/ 9

01 Kopu<pcr\Z
C % tf
UTTe^> pCKpUrs/

Pho 254 !VI<pop©X<n/ , t'opo<; « » < IGfc-V, H A • (TirwV

Pho 257 n Af* yu-f-tnry <jk o«A*.
/ __ , 

/yu«tX* <P<n - ^«ru

A A1> VJ W V V U V

Hyps 1 di25* .%<n/ i‘ep<n/ Aepo$ 0 n&fi dpvo<

AJ MW V Va»

Or

z*

831 vcnTtfS q tivw <) OMtjJ U (3*. KcM

Ba 865* e-fs pinTour'

amMWWVamMMW

IA 781 ot it Zli»s £-A^<x
✓

V€*p«z

Glyconic with the resolved end

z>—X*"WM**M

Hec 452* KeAXf^TUnZ U<foeTlArV z
n<*Tfrj>ot

455* (+ba) ,/Vn»^'V«rV ne-£t<*

IT 1106* to noAXpt-j ^otKfuwA/

Hel 1115 - ^oufftx ^«u<bvoev. - 7ot nrVcnZ

Z“V 1150 Aiy*4**$ f ’ 60X1 cr\/
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Hel 1348 K<X/S\ ferret -fore npuo
J /

-TX J-uMU*

'"V 1364 ouorw T'e-^-e-t - pot Bpojx/

IA 579 eu&rjXai - TO j^OK

r\M M Mw»M M—«MM V

SuPP 971
t

doCKpvoi

Ion 463 no^ xof>e-ue-|<Xvi*3 Tptrxo<£\

El 125 ’j $1 Ten/ oCUTffV eye-t -fid- y-o-onZ

Pho 208* IoVfflV Ko6T<* nen/ - To-7

Ba 910 * k *• iT* tZ
To bfc kocr qyokp °“r<£)

_ z
Pl©Te><;

IA 180 n^fis 0 j3cn>K-oX©£ <xv ^Act^C

zv 201 n<A(>* Mqpi<>vqV "Ap^t

IA 573 w n<*fis n " T£ <rv

IA 1054* VpeX|4ot^oV

IA 1087 nc^l* jXotTfrpi vvp - (^Cri'Qr'fA-O''/

Hyps 1 ii32 eru to t£$
>/
6|>u|4o<.

z\Z 1iii35 ■njeCTe^oS /
noc-rc-pot.

v M U —* A AL» M M M M M M

Hyps 1 iL23 ~A<*V fep«A/ <)6po5 0 ne- - pi e)puo<

Wilamowitzian with the resolved ’nucleus’

Or 842 (emended) tfTppc yi *"7 fvfTO AflCTpi

IA 222 9\.e-^KjO<rrtuvTt*i Tpi^i ervs
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DRAGGED GLYCONICS AND OTHERS

Dale invented the appellation 'drag’ to denote the phenomenon

that a short between two longs has occasional licence to 
24lengthen. Of course this phenomenon had been recognized

before her: for example, Wilamowitz used the term *Unreiner

25Schluft' and this was translated into English and used in such

a manner as ’glyconic with impure ending' by Denniston and

26others. I choose to use 'drag' or 'dragged' here without

quotation mark simply because this term now seems settled in 

English parlance. Strictly speaking, the extent which the 

word 'drag' covers is much wider than that the term 'impure 

(ending)' does. Even among the tragic metres, we may still 

well wonder whether the same word should be applied for 'dragged 

glyconics' and for 'dragged dochmiacs'. But such discussion 

would go beyond our present scope.

Euripides uses several dragged glyconics and a few dragged 

telesilleans. See the examples at pp.Il(?• Whether a 

colon (or a compound) -—««-«-•— (Ion 1060/1075 etc.) or

etc.) has a dragged ending or whether 

their penultimate element is actually long (spondee), is an 

academic question, and I conventionally treat these cola 

separately. But perhaps this question gives us a starting 

point for survey: why does a colon deserve the name

glyconic? Is there any inconvenience in calling it, say, 

maecenatean (00-w-) + spondee ( —) ?

There might be various ways to prove that a certain verse
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of the shape oo-«v— should be regarded as glyconic. But

ultimately the strophical responsion with a normal glyconic

is the only criterion. Surprising enough, there are only few

number of examples providing the responsion. The majority of

dragged glyconics (supposing they are actually glyconics)

corresponds strophically with dragged ones.

In Euripidean corpus, Ba 867/887 is the most reliable, 

perhaps unique, case of a dragged glyconic corresponding with

a normal one.

~ C eM ) ’Tcf-t crC\/ vo '

Hipp 7M/751 precariously depends upon the traditional reading

of S-€-c>»S , which may be . At Ion 206/220, LP have

Te-iye-m • probably restores the metre; but since

207/221 is defective, and since the acquired metre from strophe

gl - gl - ’ chor enopl B* (w-u-««-.-) is not usual combination,

this line is not useful for confirmation of the responsion.

At IA 1056-57) nf-vTqv<WT<j<. k-©j>om yo<yu>u<; e^op^-u<sr<*>/
/

is the transposition proposed by Fritz-sche. LP have Nripf-vOC 

yo^u>u<; • This is metrically blameless, and exactly corresponds 

with 1O78. Among the dragged telesilleans, El. 7^0 certainly 

corresponds with the normal glyconic 750.

“Tfr npo<ruJT£<rV cX - ov«

~ <nA>-(t<yV 6-t£pc*-\/ <xA.A(X - ^ot\ZT<X

Dragged glyconics do not always mark the period-end.

This is against the presupposition that dragged ending is 

railentando. Only Med 851/861, Hipp 150/160, Hipp 7^1/750
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are situated at the end of a period. Some even overlap into 

the following cola (Hipp 145/155, ? Ion 206, Ba (865)/885, 

866/886).

The usage of dragged glyconics is not different from that 

of ordinary ones; hut clearly Euripides was conscious of the 

difference of the form, as the following considerations show:

1. Repetition of dragged cola in a particular ode or a period. 

Hipp 141/151, 145/155, 150/160 (and perhaps 147/157)

IT 1125/1158, 1127/1142 (and perhaps 1126/1141)

Ba 865~67/885~87.

2. Scarceness of the responsion between a dragged and an 

ordinary glyconics (noted above).

Wilamowitzians and acephalous wilamowitzians have the unit 

after aeolic base of the initial anceps. Unlike the

penultimate element of the unit used in glyconics and

telesilleans, longa occupy the second element of the unit quite

often.

longa brevia

wil 172 90

Awil 56 56

This element is evidently anceps because longum and breve

are in strophic responsion frequently.

V- U/w

wil 57 50 25

.wilA 15 20 11

No special tendency is suggested by these figures. Just

as in the second. element of the normal aeolic base (— and -«),
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long and short are used unconditionally. No deliberate choice

is detected.

Whether .w- can be called the dragged form of -w~ov-

is a matter of definition. But perhaps it seems to me better 

to limit the usage of ’drag’ to the special licence to lengthen 

a short between two longs at the end of a verse,distinguishing 

an anceps, which is more often filled by long between two 

longs at any position of verse. In fact Dale herself restricts 

the usage of ’drag’ to the ’dragged close' for tragic metres.

There is no interrelation between the nature of aeolic 

base of wil or the initial anceps of Awil and that of the anceps 

in the unit -x-««-; but it is exceptional when wil starts with

tribrach. The occurrences of and mwwmu-.ww« in

total outnumber -----w-, and responsion between brevia is

remarkably frequent.

COMPOUNDS

There are five strophic pairs (ten lines) of oo-^——

(aeolic bases are actually restricted to — except IT 1093/

1110, wu) and three pairs (six lines) of —x-««—. Dale 

consistently takes the penultimate element as anceps. According 

to her, these cola are aeolic-choriambic decasyllables with 

dragged ending.

Her supposition will be proved if there is a colon of the

form oo—uv—v—w— or oo-x-w«-v-, and, strictly speaking, if it
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strophically corresponds with a line of the ending —• But such 

cola are not found at all in the Euripidean corpus nor in the 

works of the other two tragedians. Of course such cola may 

have been employed in lost plays, but it seems improbable that 

they outnumbered the dragged ones (gl+sp and Wfl+Sp.) . As we 

have seen, dragged glyconics are far less frequently used than

normal ones.

The exact coincidence of the former eight elements of 

gl+sp and wil+sp with gl and wil as to structure and metrical 

contexts, and also parallelism between gl+sp and wil+sp, suggest 

Euripides added spondee ( —) after the two cola already 

in existence (gl and wil). Every example of gl+sp and gl+ba 

has a strong sense-break after it. This also supports spondaic 

interpretation of the last two elements, for dragged glyconics

often overlap into the following colon.

The notation ’spondee' connotes that the two longa are 

real longa which are the equivalent of two longa in iambic 

metron (a-a~). This is a current understanding of spondee 

in iambic context though there is no certain ground to prove 

that ia+sp —- is «-u-Ia“a- or o-v-LL., not

’Brachycatalectic’ might be a useful term if it were given

its definition in this sense, not in the manner used by 
27

Hephaestion (ch. P»15« Cf. ch. 6.5» p-19)»

No strong inclination is found about which shape of word 

should fill the last two elements of these verses ('spondaic 

part'). Of sixteen lines, six have a spondaic word (except 

efs otvy«$ and tXo£|awV including ye-yvjr' o’/t-cwV ).
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Others have a longer one such as-----or . Monosyllabic

word is averted, for this creates hipponactean or nameless 

enneasyllable either of which gives the impression of ’catalectic 

ending’ (oo-vu-v—oo-v-ww—J-;.

Five strophic pairs and two astrophic lines (twelve in 

total) are oo"u«-“-«— and six pairs (twelve lines) are 

oo-x-^^-u—. They are conventionally notated as gl+ba and 

wil+ba. All of the examples have a strong sense-break and 

period-end is reasonably supposed after them (Hipp 5^7 

oiu/wv J| ... fa' ^vpvTfun/ is not a strong break and exceptional; 

but period-end is not doubtful). No strong tendency is observed 

about the word shape of the colon-end. 12 end with a word of

v—, 11 with —, 1 with -v—.

Dale fastidiously avoids the notations of gl+ba and 

wil+ba, and calls them phalaecean and aeolic-choriambic 

hendecasyllable.28 But there is no serious obstacle to 

describing them as compounds with bacchiac («—). Rather, 

explicit presentation of kinship with gl (wil) and gl+sp 

(wil+sp) is useful. The analogy with other verses ending with 

bacchiac such as 2 ia+ba, ia+ch+ba, is interesting, though, 

strictly speaking, it is not completely certain that the ending 

of all of them, including gl+ba and wil+ba, are

All of the four compounds, namely gl+sp, gl+ba, wil+sp, 

and wil+ba, ar^isimilar in function. They are used at a period- 

end, and ode-end is not rare. Typically they are preceded by 

a glyconic or a wilamowitzian, as gl - gl+sp (ba) or wil -

wil+sp (ba). Overlapping between them is common. They may be
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compared with pherecratean, but instead of abridging (catalexis), 

they enlarge the preceding colon just as hipponactean does.

The additional spondee and bacchiac seem exempt from eight- 

metra rule. There are such long periods as gl - wil - wil/gl - 

wil+sp (El 172-75/194—97) 1 Mv-.uv-v~/Pwil - wil - wil+ba (Kt 

733-36/743-46), 3 wil - wil+ba (Or 807-10/819-22). It is also 

possible for them to stand alone and make a period in their own 

righti Held 758/763, El 4-32/442 (at the very beginning of the 

ode) and possibly, Hipp 547/557- This is by no means a strange 

phenomenon in aeolic cola.

There is only one example of — that may be

described as gl+mol (Ion 1237)- Molossus occasionally takes 

part of bacchiac in other metrical contexts. Gl+mol is a 

variation of gl+ba of similar type, and may be called 'dragged1 

because the antepenultimate long is not presumably a true long.

Other compounds are not common in the Euripidean corpus.

The attestation of each compound depends on only one or two

passages and their colometry. Tel+ba appears three times 

successively at Hipp 526-28/536-38. ^wil+ba may be used at 

Ale 994/1005, but I prefer the colometry of hipp || gl+ba 111 to 

that of gl ~T^wil+ba simply because overlapping into ^wil 

rare. This is a matter of taste. But Supp 1004/21 is more 

seriously doubtful. Murray and Collard arrange pher+mol/ba.

It is against our understanding to suppose that pher has a 

'suffix*. The text of Evadne's aria is much corrupt, and any 

speculation based on this passage only is useless. Wil+ia is 

found at Hipp 553/563 (overlapping into reiz) and perhaps at
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IA 795 (brevis in longo at its end). There is no certain 

example of gl+ia.

•Iambic metron* is prefixed to some aeolics. Ia+gl/wil 

and ia+wil+sp are found at El 169/192 and Hec 925/955* Perhaps 

Hipp 127/157 Is ia+’chor dim A* followed by gl and gl+sp. But 

this line may be ia+ch+ba || followed by procephalous gl 

(—) and gl+sp if a period-end (brevis in longo) between 

-ne-T[>*-S H e6«*AJ©u is tolerable. There are also cr+gl. They

have already been mentioned in connection with Sapphic metre. 29
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gl+sp

Med 1^9 SToUcov ^UpoJ-lA/* CTTk/ eu-' VtfT<*V '

184 TTtv^oS y<*f /MyiX-ws -ro<f op- 14* TOM •

Hipp 150 |x<n / nj»UT«x c^otTi? <tar-
z

TUlVrt<> •

<v140 -ffelV/ KfrAroU HOT! TfrppKX 0V(T- TXVOV

Supp 957 - <TT»V KoupoT<nCou? fc*< Ap- ye-fot (S ‘

-^965 - nwpor / K^HVeT^Teu^ w y6+ 0 is •

Ion 1060 nAqV Turj K»ye-v6T<x\Z ’ -

^1075 « TurJ e-VTT<<Tp 1 ytrywr ' oVkmtV •

IT 1095 OTl tcoo-iV IX^Xa^€-T$ ^w>9\n«xi<;

''-1110 noAt-yu-urV 6-j> t-f or kGs Xey-^outc •

wil+sp

EL 174 -fxAsZy/jlx^>Xov«ri'/ nz.f 1 KoM crre-t^etV •

197 - £ov<r ’ e|fc+S t-v o4J-U-p l <*V ,
Zfc
W ITd-4 /

el n^bervor^-J Nq - prj^un/ ,

444 (Ajo\^rv<i o<(nu6’Tc+<

Hec 925
(ia+)

- T^urd/ ^fe-ufrrvr' ftervct< f+S bMjyot<i ,

> 959 - £<rvfl-' ovk tjvur 1 /4f>T*-j-nV « TAzyuArs/ .

gl+ba

Held 758 Kivfwcn/ noX«Q Te-ftfcVv cn

769 xjtfTovs ^(W^ujVKy’ t-tx. y‘ e-jxxjo <J>Z VffVVToM

Hec 446 -£hs/ 1^00C$ f&KeLToy< eu' 01T-

^457
/•».,_ •» J'

- VoCV/ OlKTpcu/ pte-raV fr^«rv -

^otffnv' /Atw otVaV i"if-Xio<-

rwv fin Ko is

Hec 453

- 464 ' >' ' "2* 1 • ■ o^nuKo1 TO^cX. T vV A^pyrvd ;

}
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Supp 962 

970

Ion 1054 

/\ 1067

Ion 1259 

Or 835

nVC-V |4«(Tur\Z UTVO ^Utf^i|4<unZ

1 S o O * **
dq T(V«x Turvo C-^<rV 

fopyov^ \<H^)To^rJ fato 

€nJ oQ&WZ ^loTrV KotTf-l 

y^r^OC UTU> rUxmW 

q jAA.T^oK.’Ttry/rJ “

» /pCKrerul .

Cot ^wnpxv .

<rr<*\<>-jyyuaV .
z

<n pcop^»^c • 

nopfrv$-w • 

pi $-e-w$-t>u ;

wil+ba

Hipp 547

^557 

Ion 1052

^1065 

EL 432

*\ 442

EL 736 

rs-746

Hel 1464

^1477 

Or 810

~ 822

v //
0^V*<V «Q><r7 TO npiV KoM dVUj-l

*> /

o/kaaTxZ

<n/
a
fyJTtXf-L .

ert ntp+ne-t

^Hpq-v

<r* “TpOIMV

J\merv<rcM

rxtyse-t/rcM

yereive-K , kX{hvu^/ (ruyyevewp’ c<<ffc-A-|urV 

n^ffTHUrV oVucurv/ C£"^eV«V Ctx' p^KT<X

ot5 ovtvvo ne-uvt»M npo y^urV fcX»q-i|/<sV ♦

' e-% cvTvxyX't ’/^-rpt-TXou-c

^1^0$ 6-} p6uy*-£ ffCe^-^tryo
- o

gl+mol

Ion 1237 }\Nin^n Kpt^ro^^ofaoM ^Hrrio 6v'<*

? pher+mol/bas Supp 1004/1027, wil+ia: ? IA 7931 Hipp 553/563 (ia+) 

tel+ba: Hipp 526/536, 527/537, 528/538, Awil+ba: (Ale 994/1005) 

gl+ch: Hipp 740/750
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OVERLAPPING

By the terra ’overlapping1 I mean the phenomenon that a colon- 

end falls within a word or word-group combined strongly. A 

word is a difficult concept to define strictly but I follow 

the current convention of printing a Greek text. A word- 

group is more difficult; I include proclitic or enclitic +

the central word, article + noun, and preposition + adjective/
_ •*

noun. Short conjunctive such as or q is, with hesitation,

treated as a separate word. Elision is also a mark of 

continuity of cola (synaphea); but it is not included in 

overlapping. The definition of word-group would be more 

accurate if prepositives and postpositives could be strictly 

defined as by Dever (Greek Word Order 12ff); however, since 

such monosyllabic words as rteMS and y£ , which are evidently 

not postpositive, are treated virtually as a part of an over

lapping colon (IT 44D, Ion 193, 342; Held 736, HF 796, IT 449),

it seems impossible and useless to make a boundary between 

’true word divisions’ and ’apparent word divisions* for our 

purpose. It is practical to limit what overlapping means to 

smallest. Overlapping is not more than one of the types of

synaphea.

When a colon overlaps into the next colon, these two cola 

belong to the same period. In other words, period-end has to 

coincide with a word-end. But on the contrary not every

coincidence of a word-end with’a colon-end means period-end.

With or without overlapping, a colon is followed by another
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within a period.

We can reduce the number of overlapping cola by- 

applying another colometry but cannot expel overlapping 

completely. For there are a few cases where strophe and

antistrophe have a word-end at different positions so that 

either includes overlapping inevitably. For example, Hipp 

752-54 (strophe) is arranged as gl+gl+pher:

ui Ae-uKo rtTepe Kpqcrt'c* —uu-u-|

r>op^*»Sz Ran/Tlcn/ -----wu~v~ J

KO[> ’ iAfKTVTt^/ 1|

The corresponding passages 764-66 (antistrophe) runs:

.0/$ ’ civ , ou7^ o<nun/ - -----w.™?

Tw^ AtiV* -/------------T

-Tot<; VOTTV^ kCo«.T^K«Xi<r^1l -/v-mv— U

If the antistrophe were divided according to word- 

division only, the colometry would be:

—vu-v— J] jj m-wu— [| j hipp, chor enopl A, reiz

And the strophe could be applied to this scheme. But nobody 

will adopt this. What is the reason of the preference?

First of all, gl+gl+pher is a popular sequence whether or not 

each colon is combined with overlapping while the alternative 

is unusual. Secondly, and more importantly, an overlapping 

hipponactean is unparalleled and rejected because the ending 

v— marks the period-end. But here we may be relying on a 

circular argument; since we actually arrange every such a 

potential colon into glyconic.

When Hipp 752-54/76^4-66 is arranged as gl+gl+pher, Ion
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184-87/194-97 has to be arranged as 5 gl + pher, though strophe 

afe* ant. have exactly corresponding word-ends:

OiM e-7 ’A&tx -
r*

— — MM — W — |
» *• T . *q<To(V -

O
~/—MM—M— I

XoM (zurVtnZz ov$ c*yui -
t~\

■ |

-w-/ mm— ||

opu * neA/M, otu- UtwmUUmMM |

nd'Jf'J nwf oU -
o

—/—ww—M— I

<5' 1 » > «
^6-i Tl<; OS <r-j4oM(TX JAU - — ' \i M M— M — |

-M-/wM---||

Consistent principle is most important in colometry since 

metrical study depends on collecting exact parallels. Similarly 

a priapean dicolon (gl+pher) should not divided as

— — MM—M—— -)- — “»MM —— #

Few scholars will disagree with thejLolometry of the 

examples above. But Med 151-54/176-79 on others that start 

with an overlapping telesillean are arguable cases:

Tl\ <tol noT6 t<£$ o<nAA-
/•>

—MM—M—|

TovJ Korwc 2 pw.Toce -/---------------T

oC
z

OTlMXrt-i ^etVetToU TfrAtV - ...........-TMM-M- |

/
TX • u*|£k/ ToXtr JXljvW . -/-MM- ||

The alternative' colometry is:

Tl$ (TOL n<rre *atx\\*rc&\) MM M V*W O

t /
<~pos , k> (AotToUtX ; M*»M V V/«M» W«M«M

<rne-u<rvi ^-tfVoUTrU . ■MSM V VM

TO^€ /u<To~ffV) • — mm— ||

Three are neat; reiz ( ) is its abridged form
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and sometimes appears at clausula; there is no overlapping 

after —j moreover, even the strong sense break is 

found at the end of 152 and 155- At Ale 991-94/1002-05, the 

alternative colometry seems more attractive because it

reinforces anaphora:

991 /-teV Ot' qV qpWA/ m-vo-v___ |

992 <pi'Xcx e-r ' ||

Nevertheless in these cases, too, I think, the parallels 

should be given priority. Most Euripidean usages of telesilleans

are found at the initial position of a period followed by a 

glyconic with overlapping just as at Med 151/176, but

1. there is a case where tel followed by gl does not overlap 

(e.g. Hel 1129)

2. there are a few cases where tel followed by gl overlap by 

more than one elements (e.g. Hel 1114). See p. IS&Jbelow.

As for the anaphora there are cases where anaphora in the

meaning is not reflected on the metrical scheme;

Held 755-57 t<J$ n<svTf> i w T1 £<*<; »»»>UU«aU» |

u V “ W «• J

W Vw» V Utwow ||

766-68 'Ze-vs |xtn , erv cpe^erC '

’ oun«rr€- ^-V(<_rcrV ’

* z ■»/ ■> ' I
Supp 955 evTt-KVe? oiMff e-o-*

965
_ • *■ - '

6-rf-rot jA«i-rfrp6-$ k^u - f©us

HF 647-8
z - ■» x -JAf-V fV OiA "

Vev npvt05 -/------------
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Examples of overlapping

gl gl gl pher Ion 184-87/194-97

gl gl gl ch+ba Held 358-61/367-70

gl gl wil ch+ba Hec 447-50/458-61

gl gl gl Held 770-72/777-79

gl gl pher Hipp 764-66/(752'»54, non-overlapping)

gl gl gl+sp Supp 955-57/963-65

gl ? gl ~wu— Hipp 738-40/748*50

gl gl chor enopl B Ion 205-07/219-21

? gl gl chor enopl A (or tel chor enopl A) Held 894-97/903-06

gl gl maee El 435-37/445-46, but not 446-47

gl gl Held 371-72

Held 374-75

Held 748-49/759-60

Held 755-56'(y2* /)/766-67

Hipp 550-51/560-61

Andr 501-02/(525-24, non-overlapping) 

HF 356-57/571-72

. HF 649-50/667-68 

EL 706-07/719^-20 

Hel 1348-49/1364-65 

Pho 208-09/220-21

1A l85-86/(164—65» non-overlapping)

Eh 342-43 /)/351-52

fr453N^ 10-11/(1-2, non-overlapping)

gl” wil Ion 113-14/129-30
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wil/ gl gl/ wil 

gl”” gl"” gl 

gl gl+ba 

gl wil+sp 

gl pher

gl”” pher 

gl hipp 

cr+gl pher

El 171-72/194-95

Hel 1301-02/1319-20

Hel 1459-60/1473-74

Ba 865-67/885-87

Hec 445-46/456-57

El 196-97/(173-7^ wil wil+sp)

Supp 1013-16 

HF 392-93/436-07

HF 423-24/(443-41, non-overlapping)

HF 653-54/671-72

Ion l89-89b/(199-200, non-overlapping) 

Tro 1061-62/1072-73 

Tro 1064-65/1075-76 

El 138-39/(123-24, non-overlapping)

EL 199“2OO/(176-77» non-overlapping) 

IT 419-20/(435-06, non-overlapping)

IT 1104-05/1121-22

Pho 232-33

Pho 234-35

Pho 237-38

Ba Ao 4-05/418-20

IA 204~05/(183-84, non-overlapping)

IA 544-45/559-60 

IA 1038-39/1060-61 

Hipp 143-44/153-54 

Hipp 68-69 

Held 898-99/907-08
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cr+gl hipp 

gl ch+ba (or 

gl ia+ba

gl maec
«m V M

gl wil

wil wil hipp

wil wil

wil wil+sp

?wil pher

~u°wil pher

?wil ch+ba

wil wil

wil+ia reiz

*»VU V u«* wil

ch+ch wil wil pher

ch+ia gl gl gl 

tel gl gl pher

tel gl gl ch+ba 

tel wil wil pher

tel gl gl

tel gl gl*”" 

tel gl hipp

tel wil wil

Med 156-57/181-82

Ale 969~7O/98O-81

IA 1047-48/1069-70

Ba 875-74/895-94

IT 1098-99/1115-16

Med 649-51/(660-62, non-overlapping) 

Cyc 47-48/(61-62, non-overlapping) 

IT 1245-44/71268-69

EL 175-74/(196-97, gl wil+sp)

IA 1095-94 

IA 556-57/571-72 

Or 842-45

Ion 455-56/(475-76, non-overlapping) 

Hipp 555-54/565-64 

Or 826-27/(814-15, non-overlapping) 

IT 452-55/455-57 but not 457-58 

Held 910-15/919-22 

Med 151-54/176-79 

Med 455-58/442-45 

Held 577-80

HF 794-97 (y£v / )/8l1-l4

Med 852-54/862-64

EL 750-52/740-42

Med 849-51/859-61

Held 914-16/925-25

Ale 991-95/1002-04

HF 644-46/662-64
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tel wil pher 

tel gl

tel Awil pher
XX

tel ^wil 

tel pher

M WMM V

?tel tel

M M*V V«*»

Awil gl 

Awil wil 

Awil wil

wil

wil

chor

gl

wil

wil

wil

enopl

wil

wil gl A a

maec gl

Ion 191-93 (^5 )/202-04

Hec 451-52/462-63

Hel 1114-15/(29-30, non-overlapping) 

Hyps 1 ii.26-28/1iii29~31 

Ale 989-90/1000-01 

IT 422-23/439^-4) (tt-m-?/)

Hec 910-11/919-20 

EL 708-09/721-22 

EL733-35/743-45 

IA 1O51-52/1O73-74 

Held 895-97/904-06 

EL 726-27/737-38 

Cyc 68-71

IT 1117-19/1100-01, but not 1101-02

Cyc 44-45/58-59

Cyc 65-66 •

Hipp 145-46/155-56 

Hipp 148-49/158-59 

HF 647-48/665-66 

IT 431-32/448-49 ( / )

Or 824-25/7812-13

IA 554-55/569-70

IA 757-78/768-69

Phaeth 67-68/75-76

Hec 487-68/(476-77 tel’gl)

Ion 1087-88/1103-04 

Hyps 1 ii22-23/iii 25-26
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maee wil HF 674-75/688-89

Ion 1080-81/1096-97

proceph gl gl pher Or 816-18/828-30

’chor dim A1 pher Hipp 70-71 *

1chor dim A* ch+ba Held 917-18/926-27

ia+’chor dim A’ gl gl+sp Hipp 127-30/137-40

basil gl hipp Hec ^9-72/478-81

basil wil IA 755-56/766-67

wil lecyth Hipp 532-33/542-43
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Chapter 4

Individual metres

GLYCONIC

Glyconic is the main constituent of aeolic periods. It is now

and then repeated at length continuously as if the ode were
\ z

composed Five glyconics are successive at

HF 649-33/667-71 and Pho 220-24 (208-12 have one wil at 210 

instead of corresponding 222, gl) beyond the boundary of 

periods. The latter is evidently divided into two periods,

2 gl and 3 gl + pher by the hiatus at the end of 209

pp|| ultep which corresponds to a strong sense-

break (221). On the other hand 4 gl and gl + pher is the most 

reasonable partition of HF 649ff/667ff so long as we regard 

eight-metra rule as an absolute canon.

Four successive glyconics are also found. Ion 1234-37 

(4 gl + mol) constitute one period. El 115-18/130-33 extend, 

over two periods (gl + gl + gl || gl + pher or gl + gl ||

2 gl + pher). An dr 310-13/332-33 are possibly divided into

3 gl and gl + pher though a probability of a longer period

(4 gl + pher) is not completely ruled out. Ba 865-68/885-88 

is divided at 867/887 (wil + 3 gl |l gl ( + •••))• Hipp

737-40/747-50 is presumably gl V 3 gl + ch, but text includes 

uncertainty. At Pho 233 and 233 the monosyllabic scansion 

Of and is adopted in the list above, but if
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they are Pho 232-35 is one period of 4 gl.

Examples of three continuous glyconics are numerous.

Among them those which may be regarded as belonging to one 

period are worth mentioning.

3 gl + pher HE 355-58/371-74

Ion 184-87/19 4-97 

EL 146-49/(163-66 include 2 wil)

EL 184-87/(207-10 include 2 wil)

IA 164-67/185-88

Hyps 1 ii15~l8/i5.i 18-21

3 gl -i- ia+cr+ba 

3 gl + wil

3 gl + basil

Held 770-73/777-80

Hel 1487-9O/(15O4“O7 include 2 wil)

IT 1113-16/(1096-1100 include 3 wil) 

IA 1085-88

2 gl -i- gl+sp 

ch+ia + 3 g'l

Supp 955-57/963-65 

Held 910-15/919-22 

A period may be made up of only glyconics. The most 

spectacular case has four glyconics as above mentioned. Thus, 

a glyconic may stand at the beginning or at the end of a 

period as well as in the middle.

In 32 odes of Euripides, a glyconic is employed at the

very beginning of the odes.

Held 371, 748/759, 770/777, Hipp 141/151, 735/745, 752/764, 

Andr 501/523, Supp 955/963, 971, HE 3W364, 643/661, 781/798, 

Ion 184/194, 205/219, Tro 1060/1071, EL 115/130, IT 421/(439

wil), 1089/1106, 1123/1138, Hel 1301/1319, Pho 202/214, 226, 

Or 831, Ba 862/882, IA 164/185, 543/558, 573, 751/762, 773,
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2
Rh Hyps 1 iL15/m.l8, fr 455N 1/10.

But interestingly enough, not a single ode ends with a

glyconic. Dragged glyconic is exceptional because its

ending may have a strong effect of cadenza (Hipp 150/160 

and 741/751; at 751 is probably ^nV ).2

If EL 140-66 is not astrophic but strophic including a 

mesode 150-56, this mesode closes with gl. El 126 (momwwwv«-u«) 

may be another example of the ending of a mesode (made of only 

two lines, however). In any case, a mesode, unlike an epode, 

is not an independent ode.

The avoidance of glyconic at the very end of odes suggests 

that glyconic cannot make a satisfactory effect of termination 

though it can close a period in the middle of an ode. 

Pherecratean is the most popular colon used at the end after 

a series of glyconics, but any verse which has the ending of

or . Can stand (’catalectic ending’ in a broader 

sense).

Occasionally a period starts with a telesillean and 

passes into glyconics. Less frequently an aceph wilamowitzian 

precedes glyconic(s): Hec 467/(4?6 tel), Cyc 68, Pho 205/217, 

Ba 869/889.

The substitution of wilamowitzian for glyconic is peculiar 

to Euripides. These periods illustrate how freely the two 

metres are intermingled:

wil|gl|gl|pher|l Pho 210-15/(222-24, 5 gl + Pher)

wil| will gll pher ll EL 207-10/(184-8?, 5 gl + pher)

Hec 447-50/458-61gl, gl | wil I ch+ba ||
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gl | gl | gl I wil II Hel 1487-90/(1504-07, see below)

IT 1115-16/(1096-99, see below)

wil)gl| gl |wil|| Hel 1504-07/(1 W-90, see above)

wil | will gl| wilH IT 1096-99,/(1115-16, see above)

wil | gl | wil | wil II IT 1128-51/1145-Ai6

gl |wil|gl {pher || Hipp 141-44/151-54

tel |wil | wil |pher || HF 794-97/811-14

tel | wil | pher || Ion 191-95/202-04

wil| gl |pher || IA 168-70/189-91

IA 182-84/205-05

ia+gl[gl|gl| wil | wil |wil+sp J[ EL 169-74

ia+wil| wil( gl| wil |gl I wil+sp J{ EL 192-97 (period-ends are uncertain)

etc.

The most evident proof of the close relationship is the 

free responsion between gl and wil. Some cases are included 

in the list above; the complete list is seen at p. 66 ff .

Overlapping from gl into wil and vice versa is frequent.

The cases are listed at p IfcSfr-

4-WILAMOWITZIAIC

Basically gl and wil are interchangeable. Wil can make 

periods in the same manner as gl does. But occasionally

Euripides uses wil almost exclusively, with few other metres
fkr«e

mixed. For example Phaeth 65-70/71-78 is composed of $ small 

periods of ^wil + wil and one, ^wil/tel 4 pher. Cyc 41-48/55-62
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consists of wil and completely. Such a plain structure

may be related with the simplicity of the folk-song (represented 

by Corinna?). An extremely long series of wil and is found

also at IA 216-24 (9 cola), IA 546-56/561-71 (11 cola) and 

Hel 1510-17/1528-56 (10 cola including lacunae; at 1514/1552 

metre may be tel). There are no comparable lengths of

continuous gl (and gl with tel).

Like gl, wil can stand at the beginning or the end of

a period as well as in the middle. It is even found at the 

end of an ode (Hec Cyc 48/62 is followed by

ephyrnnion or mesode). But usually other cola with ’catalectic 

ending* close the period after wil. Pher is the most popular, 

but hipp (Med 6-)l/662), wil+sp ( EL 174, 454/444), wil+ba 

(EL 756/746, Or 810), gl+ba (Supp 962, Or 857, Ion 1054/1067), 

ch+ba (Hec 449/460), dragged gl (Hipp 149/160) follow wil.

PHERECRATEAN

The majority of pherecrateans is found to be used after a 

glyconic, i.e. as a priapean di colon. This dicolon is a 

fundamental unit of aeolic periods among Euripidean odes. It 

itself makes a period and is occasionally found even in a non

aeolic milieu unaccompanied by any other aeolic cola.

But it is usually preceded by other aeolic cola. When a

glyconic or two glyconics are followed by a priapean, these 

three lines (gl+gl+pher) or four (gl+gl+gl+pher) make one unit.
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There is no ground to suppose that the connection between 

gl and pher is closer than between two gl. For example, at 

Andr 501"”03/523'"25, the two gl are overlapped but not the pher.

Wilamowitzian is exactly analogous to glyconic in its 

relation with pher. The combination of wil+pher has no 

peculiarity different from gl+pher and it is reasonable to 

expand the definition of the priapean to include wil+pher, too. 

Similarly, periods composed of wil+wil+pher (HF 682-84/696-98, 

Hel 1317~18/1335~37;-. cf. IT 435-38/452-55 preceded by ch+ch,

HF 794-97/811-•'14 preceded by tel, IA 554-57/569-72 preceded by

wil) and perhaps, wil+wil+wil+pher (? Supp 1005-08) are found,
5and the mixture of gl and wil is usual.

Occasionally other cola stand before a pherecratean:

Awil (Ion 453/475, HF 788/805, Hel 526, Hyps 1 iL27/ni30), maec 

(Hipp 545/555)) tel (HF 684/698, ? IT 425/440). lambic or 

iambo-choriambic may stand, too: ia+ch (Hel 1457/147% 

1454/1468), 2 ia (Med 211, Supp 978 — these two may be resolved 

gl —, Ba 412/427), ia+ch+ia (EL 182/205), 3 ia (Ion 140).

The position after glyconics and others is not the only 

usage of pherecratean. It also stands at the very beginning 

of an ode (Hec 444/455? Ale 962/973)* These pherecrateans do 

not necessarily have a clear sense bfeak after them (Ale 973

Hec 455 ©<Alqpe-< j KjuShoJ. ). 

There is no clear-cut answer as to whether these pherecrateans

are to be considered as one independent period in their own 

right. The question may be more generalized: does pherecratean 

always mark the end of the period?
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Since the majority of pherecrateans is followed by an 

obvious sense break, there is no room for doubt about the

general tendency of the relation of pherecratean with period- 

end. It is also reasonable to avoid the colometry having an 

overlapping pherecratean as far as alternative colometry is 

considered. Nevertheless there are some passages where a 

stronger sense break is found rather after the glyconic 

(wilamowitzian) following pherecratean in some cases both at 

strophe and at antistrophe (Ale 965-66/976-77 pher, gl j| ,

Hipp 735-37/745-47 gl, pher, gl ||, Supp 971-74 gl, pher, gl, 

gl || , HF 3^-51/364-67 gl, pher, wil, wil ||) .

Though every potential overlapping pherecratean may be 

changed into another metre without serious trouble, there are 

one or two cases where pherecratean ends within a word-group: 

Ale 967 T<XS | (followed by another pher) and IT 443 TrfV| &

Perhaps the most different usage from that in a priapean 

dicolon is the long series of consecutive pherecrateans. The 

ephymnia of HF (the first strophe) are conspicuous cases 

(35911/37511 3 pher + priap, 389H/4O3H 3 pher + priap, 

41911/43611 4 pher + priap).

The HF ephymnia include one pherecratean which ends with 

brevis in longo (HF 359 0 „ This is the

evidence that a pherecratean may be a period by itself unless

we believe in a different colon from pherecratean,

which ends with a link anceps. This fancy is improbable 

because some pherecrateans in ephymnia start with (it 

creates juxta ancipitia) and because there is no other colon
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in ephymnia that ends with short except I-iF 359-” As the result 

it is more reasonable to suppose that all pherecrateans are 

followed by period-end even if the period made of only pher

arises.

In Aeschylean works the use of ephymnia similar to HF type 

is more extensive; for example, Supp 639-^2/652-55 ~ 663-66/ 

674-77 = 684-87/694-97 z 2 pher -i- priap; brevis in longo or 

hiatus is found after the first pher: 663(B), after the second: 

64O(BH), 673(H), 695(H); Ag 381-84/399-W = 416-19/433-36 = 

452“55/471“74: 2 pher + priap; 433(B) after the first pher

382(B), 417(BH) after the second; Th 295~300/312-17, 6 pher, 

brevis in longo at 298 and 314. See Wilamowitz, Herak3.es, 3i

80f, Fraenkel, Agamemnon, 186.

HIPPONACTEAN

Hipponactean appears after glyconic and marks period-end. 

This usage is primary in Euripidean corpus. Overlapping is 

allowed between It and the preceding glyconic.

gl I hipp II Ion 912/921

HF 677/(691 wiljhipplj)

gllhippjl Ale 993/1004

Med 157/182 

Hipp 69

Hec 471/480 

Held 916/925
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The preceding cola may be of other type.

wil I hipp || Med 631/662

will H HE 691/(677 gll hipp)l )
r-
I basil | hipp || Held 918/927 (or ’chor dim A’Jch+ba)^]

Occasionally hipponactean follows another hipponactean 

or other different types of clausulae. This case may be called 

double clausula, and the hipponactean makes one period in its

own right.

hipp |J hipp || Ale 994/1005

Hec 912/921

pher )| hipp H Rh 345/354

tel"” || hipp || IA 800

gl || hipp || IT 1124/1139

ba+ithyph || hipp || Hec 630/639

ch+ba |J hipp || gl+sp (| Ion 1039/1072 (1072 is corrupt)

The most irregular usage is found at Ba 902-06: hipp,

2 tro ((uuvvom), hipp, 2 tro (wwwwwwjwwwwww)? hipp. 

Anaphoric construction and a sense break suggest that period 

end may take place after 2 tro (903) not after hipp. Here hipp 

are not clausulae in the proper sense.

Two examples of the shape —wu~.w~~ are not hipponactean. 

At Med 834/845? it is used as a clausula of dactylo-epitrite.

Its second element must be contracted double-short because

’ale decasyll*, ~ww~ww~w~~? is associative with dactylo-

epi trite and because the ’dactyl’ of these metres may be 
7

contracted.

The interpretation of EL 463/475 depends on that of
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milieu. I take 460-62/472-7^- as ionics. If so, —w-v— 

can be compared with the metre of Ba 536 w—w~v— (clausula 

of ionics). As is usual with ionics, they are easily 

converted into a series of choriamb!cs. Our case may be

one of them.

Hipponactean is sometimes called a ’hypercatalectic’ form

of glyconic. This analysis goes back to Hephaestion (ch. 10.2,

p.32). However, Hephaestion’s usage of the term ’hypercatalectic

is nothing more than an expedient to do with the extra syllable 
8irreducible into a metron. No association is assumed between

the component of the word ’catalectic’ and the fact that 

hipponactean marks a period-end as pherecratean does.

Though hipp is far less usual metre than pher, their 

function as the clausula after glyconic is comparable. Of 

course to call hipp catalectic is obviously wrong since hipp

is not used after oo-uu~w~v- nor does such a colon exist.

Perhaps it may be more relevant to imagine that hipp is a 

variation of pher than of gl.
i

oo-mv™}™ pher
I
I
I

oo-w-iv— hipp

Suppose a phenomenon such that a catalectic colon is

prolonged by changing its final element (-) into «—». For 
9 v 10example, -w-v— -w-v-v—? -M-v— —> -v-v-v—? or

-vv-w—v—( ]>e-) -w-vv—v-v—( p- ithyph). If hyper-

catalexis were to denote the prolongation of a catalectic 

form by , the term would be useful.
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MAECENATEAN

By the name ’maecenatean’ I intend an aeolic colon oo-w- 

which is composed of aeolic base and the unit it fs

named ’dodrans’ by Schroeder, and Dale follows him (dodrans B).

I suspect the aeolic nature of the colon or and

further hesitate to give the identical name to both oo~««- 

and -vu-m- (dodrans A or B).

But the name ’maecenatean* is not perfectly happy. It is

not free from a connotation: the former half of the asclepiad

’’maecenas atavis edite regibus” —-w- This association

is doubly inappropriate for the examination of Euripidean

usage of the colon oo-^-: 1. Euripides seldom uses asclepiad

and kindred metres. That is, oo-««- is in most cases not

followed by 2. Lesbian asclepiad may not be oo-u^~
11+ but the ’expanded’ glyconic. To create a new name

for a colon already acknowledged would cause confusion and

nuisance, so I adopt ’maecenatean’ preferring this to 
12

’ dodrans’ •

The first two elements of maecenatean are ancipitia i.e. 

aeolic base. Wot only all the possible forms (--, 

are found in aeolic contexts but also the strophic corresponsion 

between them is, though not completely certain, attested:

-----Hipp 353/343 (Ion 1063/1030)

Hel 1321/1303 (but 1321 may be too, vviB->

ov<r©<. )

.Supp 968/96O (emendation)
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The form oo™^u“ is identical v/ith. the initial part of 

13glyconic or pherecratean, but the notation gl is too 

mechanical and misleading. Maec is not gl which has lost the

two final elements, nor should it be called the brachy™ 

catalectic form of glyconic, for it can overlap into another 

colon: HF 674/(688), Hyps 1 ii22/iii25, Ion 1080/1096.

As the matter of fact seems to have been treated

sometimes as if it were the bare unit found in wil or ^wil.

It often appears before/after wil and and at the initial

position of a period. At two passages (EL 437/447, Ba 874/894) 

maec is overlapped by the preceding colon. Since two initials 

of maec are aeolic base, this overlapping is not strange.

Unlike Sophocles, Euripides does not use asclepiad in 

the proper sense (oo*"uu”’"uu”u-) at all. Kindred metres are 

not conspicuous either, but at least first three passages

are remarkable.

sMwmiM* O UKrttW O V was V# riw V «« *’*’

M M M «S5> M

Ale 986/997 

HF 380/394 

Ion 1232

Ale 270
■■’■Jllblttn

Rh 366/376 

IA 1045/1067

The number of examples is so small that it may not be

decided whether maecenatean is identified at the former half

of the lines. Perhaps it would be s discreet procedure to 

separate all of them from aeolic (aeolic means here ’related 

to glyconics’) because
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1. Some of them (HF 380/594, Rh 386/376 and perhaps Ale 986/ 

997) are not directly connected to an aeolic context.

2. These verses are difficult to distinguish from ionics

and iambo-choriambics.

3« Even in the case of Sophoclean asclepiads it is doubtful

if they should be regarded as the descendants of Lesbian 

asclepiads. Locus classicus, Phil 7O6ff/7l8ff, is different 

from Lesbian counterpart in the point of long penultimate 

elements and overlapping (at 710/722).

TELESILLEAN

Telesillean starts with one anceps and passes into the unit 

the one common to glyconic. Outside tragic odes it

is used KcCtA (Epidauric Hymn, 9352) or in a stanza

which consists of repeated telesilleans with its catalectic 

colon, reizian, as a clausula (Ar Eq 1111ff=21ff/l131fT=4lff,

3 tel + reiz |( 4 tel Jf tel + reizfll : Pax 1329TT, 2 tel + reiz, 

reiz, etc: Av 1731“36/1737”42, 4 tel, reiz, 2 pher :

Eccl 290-99/301-10 , 3 lei + reiz || 2 tel 2 tel + reiz |{ 2 tel + 

reiz |{ 3 tel + reiz || 3 tel + reiz {{(). The remains of the works 

of Telesilla are very scanty. Two lines cited by Hephestion 

(717 P) are probably successive.

The combination of tel and reiz is comparable with that 

of gl and pher. Overlapping between tel is not rare in these 

odes. The rhythm x-‘'u-u-x-u‘'-u"X... is quite smooth without
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any such collision of two true longa as occurs at gl+gl 

(oo"“«'j~''~or oo-uu-u‘"h~~uu”u‘',)» It is natural, 

to suppose that this usage of tel must have originated in

a certain type of folk-song-

In Euripides tel becomes a special variant of gl- It

often stands before gl. Overlapping from tel into the 

following colon (mainly gl) by one element is frequently 

found. Especially in early plays Euripidean usage of tel

is almost restricted to this device. If a different

colometry is adopted in favour of the coincidence of colon-

end with a word-end, about half of tel will turn into

’choriambic enoplian B’ —- But as has been already

discussed, the sequence tel-gl(wil) is preferable because 

of consistency of colometry.

1. tel overlapping by one element

a. into gl: Ale 991/1002, Med 151/176, 455/442, W/859, 

852/862, Held 577, 914/925, EL 750/(740 see 2 below).,

b. into wil: HF 644/662, Ion 191/202

c. into pher: IT 422/459b (?)

d. into ^wil: Ale 989/1000, Hyps 1 ii26/Sii29

2. tel overlapping by more than one elements into gl:

Hec 462/(451 see 5 below), Hel 1114/(1129 see 4b), EL 740/ 

(750 see la)

5. tel ending with a prepositive or elision:

Hec 451/(462 see 2 above), 476/(467 ^wil)

4. tel ending with the coincidence with a word-end

a. tel followed by another tel: Med 454/441, Hec 466/475,
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Ion 461/481

b. tel followed by gl: Hel 1129/(1114, see 2 above),

Ion 462/482

c. tel followed by pher: HF 689/699, Phaeth 69

d. tel making a period end: IT 1127/1142

Overlapping by one syllable is usually in correspondence

strophically while other cases are not.

In the Euripidean corpus telesillean itself is never 
15overlapped. Moreover before the telesillean a strong sense-

break is found in most cases, sometimes accompanied with

catalectic ending. Hence it is hypothetically expected that 

tel marks a period-beginning just like as cata1.ectic verses

marks a period-end®

Some examples lack anunambiguously strong sense-break 

before it, but have a clear word-end. And if ’eight-metra 

rule’ is observed, the position before the tel is the only 

possible position to divide a longer sequence into two periods. 

Med 499/442 provides an interesting example. Since 4-99~498/ 

442-449 consist of eight metra (tel+gl+gl+pher) having over

lapping between each, this four-line unit must be a period.

Also the period-end before 494/441 is certain. Hence 494/441, 

telesillean, is left alone and composes one period.

In other examples of consecutive telesilleans it is 

ambiguous whether the first tel should be regarded as an 

independent period. But it is clear that there is a period-

end before the first one.

If tel, tel-gl tl Hec 466-68/479“77
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j| tel, teljgl, reiz || Ion 461-6^/^81-84

|| tel-gl, pher || i-Iel 111>16/1128-^1 is

considered as equivalent to tel)

The situation is similar when a tel follows a gl without

overlapping or clear sense-break.

||| gl, tel-wil-wil || HF 64>46/66l~64

III wil/gl, tel-pher || IT 421-23/i)-59-4l

|| gl, tel, gl, pher| IA 1054-57/1076-79

f*
ACEPHALOUS WILAMOWITZIAN

The nameless heptasyllable, x-X“uu", seems to be a comparatively 

late metre. The oldest example is, so far as I have noticed,

A Ag 7z!B/761 n©^TT<* Zito? ^e-vicru z-v oTkaatV zy^4> 8 u £ ncwrV .

It makes a period with the following pher in a non-aeolic 

context. Perhaps this colon was developed on the analogy of

telesillean on the one hand and of wilamowitzian on the other

hand by Euripides. Wilamowitzian is a favoured Euripidean 

metre, especially in his middle and later plays; and so is

the heptasyllable.

It starts with one anceps like telesillean and passes

into the unit -x-uu- like wilamowitzian. It frequently 

precedes wilamowitzians and sometimes glyconics so that

Wilamowitz included it as ’choriambic dimeter*. He sometimes

applied to it the adjective ’dreisilbig’, but usually not.

Maas, who invented the name ’wilamowitzanus’, unfortunately
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did. not give this colon a special name. The notation ^wil was 

17first used by Snell, along with ^gl (=tel) or ^pher (=reiz).

Acephalous wilamowitzian is similar to telesillean in its 

function. It usually stands at the beginning of a period though, 

as will be later mentioned, it cannot be said that Awil always 

marks a period opening.

Overlapping from into following cola is frequently

found but not so frequent as from tel. The overlapped cola 

are, first of all, wil. The length of overlapping is one 

element. Strophic responsion of overlapping is generally

kept.

wilwil | Cyc 44/58, 65, Hipp 145/155, 1^8/158,

HF 647/665, IT 451/448, IA 569/(554 

not overlapping), 757/768, Phaeth 67/75

Awil? gl I Cyc 68, Ion 1087/1105, IT 1117/(1100

not overlapping but end with ),

Hec 467(by two syll. /476 tel)

Awil I pher j Hyps 1 iL27/iii50

AwilT lecyth | Hipp 552/542, IA 779

The majority of .wil ends with coinciding word-end. At

first sight this tendency appears quite different from that of

tel. But the reason for the difference does not lie in the

very natures of two metres. About half of examples of tel 

are used in the earlier plays while Awil concenIraIed in 

later plays, especially Ion, IT, Hel, I A. Roughly speaking, 

Euripides makes overlapping regularly from tel or .wil injfA.

earlier plays
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Another difference between overlapping tel and ^wil is 

structural. The typical usage of tel is found in the series 

such as tel - gl - gl ~ pher,

*1

~/~~WW---||

This period may be rearranged as 3 ’chor enopl A

+ reiz. But such a long series of overlapping is rare when

^wil opens the period. ^wil ” wil i® iHe usual length.

X~"X“"U'-”’" I

»’/x~X~ II

This may be arranged as x-x-’^--” ’chor enopl B’ and x~’X“w'j-“

(^wil l). But the alteration is not specially useful.

Rather the consistency with wil(wil without overlapping 
■M.

must be respected.

Phaeth 63“7O/71“78 is illuminating. The ode is divided 

into four simple periods. The first two are ^wil + wil without 

overlapping. The third has overlapping ( wil - wil). The
zY

last is the clausula (tel/ wil + pher).

^wiljwilj Cyc 42/36, Ion 116/132, 1031/1063,

EL 704/(718?), Hel 320, 1311, 13*0/1339,

1463, 1491/1308, Or 833, IA 218, 221, 223, 

334/(369), Phaeth 63/71, 63/73

Awil)gl( Hipp 349/339, Ion 112/128, 1084/1100,

IT 1100/(1117), Hel 523, Pho 203/217, Or 869/889
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^wilJpher { Iff 788/805, Ion 453/473, Hel 526, IA 208,

Phaeth 77/(69)

wilImaec {
A 1

Hec 472/481

wil ( reiz. I
A 1 1

Ion 493

^wilJ ch+ba j Ion 1097/1070

wil|ch+chl IT 434/431
A 1
^wil J cr+ch | Hel 13396/1355

^Wll j -VU-«UU~ j Hel 1483/1300

Wil 1 uu—uu~u~u~>
A '

- or uu-uu»uu~~ ion 436/476

Occasionally ^wil is followed by another ^wil without over

lapping. This continuation is identical with the consecutive 

tel. At IT 428-■31/443’“ 48, four .wil are continuous. Since the
-cl

last ^wil overlaps into the following wil, there must be a

period-end somewhere within the continuation.

Continuous wil Ion 1096-97/1069-70, IT 428-31/443~Al8,

Hel 1910-11/1328 (-hlacuna), 1^82-83/1499-1900,

. IA 206-208

Unlike telesilleans, ^wil may be overlapped.

Ale 989-90
kOM Tt? <^CTXfAlp<\/ KtAt-ufrU t»S' <spc~t

1000-01

II _vv.
TK«M Tt9 Kf-Af-vfrK

, || (tel - wil)
A

Hyps 1 ±126-27 T&$ tXi 'Ai’y/ToC -
~ iji29-30 CAew]-Tfv3 pe*-tnAHo«\Z niTpdK AftH-

i/**s /**>
~~UU.~U~ | ~/~~~UU~ | ~/~~UU~~ (tel ~ pker)

Ion 499-96 npo|-tq^? T»To<V 1 |(&t-tCTc*.V KXt' ©T-<Tc*<

a> 479-76 Te+wun/ o»<; £4 kc^nx>Tp»^oi j W

S | str '-'W — U U~.U~.U~,™. ||

I
r

I (wil - ^wil, ?)
ant uu~uu~uu.
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Ion 1O9O-91 K«m pu-9^.|xe-pUnZ | oiw<rcrV £u,t3txv*TwV

<X vu< eXni< e-^oM^vtn' v^Kfo-y ^l^o<;1069-64
V a,

||-.U.-vv-'f v—| wil+ba || (dodr - ^wil) '• cw qJ + —urn 

I°n IO89-84 {XfcVptiUn/ Tfc- n or o*~|> !xV j 'X^opt-juo|4,€-Vot+

^1O99~11OO 0 Zluos gnx. J noM^urV p,<nrvvev/

IStr

Ant

• V» V«ra V V V*

•J gl |reiz |lV• M W M ’

Ale 989-9Q/'I000-01 and Hyps 1ii26“27/29”90 a*1© interdependent 

metrically. Alternation of longa with single/double short 

extending more than one cola is an enoplian characteristic 

rather than aeolic. Especially Ale 990/1001 starts with short, 

and this short resembles with the ’link anceps’ of enoplian 

dicolon such as m™uu™uu-^«u».u—||

Ion 499-96 has the overlapping by two elements while 479 

does not overlap. The following colon 497/477 is wrong either 

in strophe or in antistrophe though the sense is clear. The 

juxtaposition of Awil or wil with a colon starting with 

is unusual.
z***

Ion 1O9O-91/1O69-64 may be arranged as | |

if the colarion w- is recognized. (See p. I<)4).

Ion 1089/1099 do not correspond with each other, and 

neither is reduced to the shape of a typical aeolic meter.

The last syllable ( - yurv and eu ) may be the initial of

Ate

I arrange A.991 -94/l002~04 as double hipponacteans. But 

these may be gl + ^wil+ba.
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REIZIAN

I use the name ’reizian11 in a limited sense following the 

current manner in the English speaking world. An aeolic colon, 

x-w—, which starts with an anceps followed by -w—? is given

this name. From the purely structural point of view, this colon

may be analysed as the catalectic form of telesillean in the 

sense that pherecratean is the catalectic glyconic; also the

acephalous pherecratean in the sense that telesillean is the

acephalous glyconic. It is, accordingly, regarded as the 

acephalous catalectic glyconic.

However, partly because its usage is too rare to describe

its inclination statistically, such a neat, rather arithmetical 

explanation oversimplifies its nature and is sometimes mislead

ing. Aristophanes employs it as a clausula after continuous

18telesillean* Tel + reiz is compared with priapean dicolon 

(gl + pher) in a tradition in which some of aristophanic odes 

are situated. If this usage were dominant in the Euripidean 

corpus, the definition catalectic telesillean would be appro

priate; but there is no example actually. Moreover it is 

anticipated that not every colon of the shape x-u«— may be 

aeolic. The rhythm of ...—— is similar with the ending of

the dactylic run, and the close relation of (x)-«M— with 

19
(x)«vu-.mv— is occasionally exploited.

The typical usage of Euripides is found at the end of

period especially after a glyconic without overlapping:

Held 734/763, Ion 464/484, 1086/1102, Ba 863/883, IA 213, 788,
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1057/1079* 1091» Its function is equivalent to that of pher.

Lack of overlapping might suggest accordance with the manner

of the tel.

There is one case of wil + reiz (without overlapping) at 

Ion 115/151i and ia+ch + reiz at IA 578, where ia+ch is used as if it were 

a variant of wil. They are derivative of gl + reiz.

only at Hipp 554/564: wil+ia + reiz.

ij> 15 /"urvce-v * 1A1

> A z/\ C1 ‘z
6rurive-t * r'<r<* 0 oi -

Overlapped reiz is found

' A\KpHVct$ J/Gjt

ufUVcMW-V •

z-sz ^6-tVcX. -Tei nc^x/T*

& Tl<? nofLoTot te++ •

The elision (S ) prevents the alternative colometry, wil+ballg pher. 

Perhaps the existence of ’iambic metron* is meaningful. Cf.

Alcaic hendecasyll x-«-x-wu-v- (= ia + tel = ia + gl.) which 

rejects the word-end after ’iambic metron’.

OOLAKEON — —

Apart from its definition, Barrett and Stinton accept the metre
20

However there is no example that attests this colarion 

unambiguously. An alternative colometry is always possible. 

Hipp 63-64 rio-rviof rivTvtcA GV|4'y©Tc<T<x Z^vo's yeA/e&XxrV 

Barrett’s colometry is: wil + —•w-.

Sti^nton accepts it. The existence of the colarion depends on 

how to scan y+v+i9-Ajr-J primarily. *»— seems more plausible 

judging from other examples;? Andr 1274, IA 686, 855, 1106,
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(trimeter v£v or tro tetrameter); Ba 1181 (lyric v-\-/ 1

Pho 6?8 (astrophic lyric: , ui Zktos :

either ^tv-w-v or vbv-.v-.vJl will do in the context); cf.

crV is scanned vw- at Ion 655 and Or 89 hut v-v- at Ion 

805. If we read —u«—, it must he either (i) iamhic pentasyllable 

(equivalent to ~e~ of dactylo-epitrite) or (ii) the initial 

part of ’alcaic hendecasyll’ ——w-v- with the reading of 

A: ’Alcaic hendecasyll’ is unfamiliar in the Euripides corpus

but found at S Phil 717/728.

Ion 1050-51/1065-64

KoM f urV of»*nrtrV
? r\ ’ » - » '

o< ViN t-Art’S
X"\

| —uu-( gl 4. -,— VV~.

of Hipp 65-6A. Stinton does

bu (TI%Xa/£XToU

Barrett cites this as a parallel

not mention it. It is preceded

by 10A9/62 --u--j-/w-w-v— and followed by 1052/65 

—.w-v— JJ . Alternative colometry is (i) -l~w-/v—w-( 

maec - ^wil (Dale, MATC 1.92) ( ii) -l-w-v—J-w—-J-.w-.v-.-. | 

hipp - ’ chor dim A’, ch+ba (Biehl). ( ii) is the least probable 

since it makes an overlapping hipponactean at antistrophe 

( ofwnn/ | -v vfcf’rj (i) is possible as far as wil

can be overlapped into (1065: J ve-T ).

Hec A66-67/A7S-76

eV /oAk u

w |ao l Gyuu-V , tsTj+xn h>TSyurv

Stinton proposes —uu-u-^—uu-j tel + —w-. followed by 

J v-JJ-vv-Vv----- vv-.v~V~J-vv-.vJj'--------- -- ---------------wil ~ gl - gl “ hipp.

Alternative colometry is (according to the same text)
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f—v-w- (str)
j .-l2Luu-v- tel, tel/^wil - gl ||
—w~u- (ant)

followed by basil - gl - hippj- Stinton recovers MSS reading

(except M)TA$ £i^pov( K^QsXxfjcppous M) since this

epithet ’refers of course to the goddess not her horses’.

His colometry supposes hiatus in longo after <pp<ru ■
- U U -

If correption is accepted here, we have —v~w- ( ia. <*9\\4 a»-<p p <ru 'A&tx 

Correspondance between ^wil and "tel is possible (see p. N*+ 1 

For the colometry after 468, Stinton’s one is more usual, but 

basil - gl is also possible. Current colometry, two ’chor dim A’

- ch+ba,is wrong since brevis in longo corresponds with synaphea 

( 3oj>i KTq-rosJ'Vx | . ) as Stinton points out. According to

his colometry, ’the period-end marked by hiatus at 46? could 

then have slight pause given by the apposition of voUzX to

• ••7*5 But it destroys the anaphora kjj+cn • ■ •

and devides notTtf-pwV | -^5tr/oc 3 though anaphora is not

necessarily important clue to the right colometry (see p 167 )
/

and the division after TToLie-purV is tolerable.

IA 1040/1062

OT1 Av* <*-<

c> t K\*ytrV • t*) f\J|qprp Kopt*. •

vw-w—w- : maee + —w~. Preceded by period-end, followed 

By -mum—~ -w-w-MM- (if such a monstrous responsion is 

possible). Wilamowitz (GV 260) interprets this line as pher 

+ch and compares it with Hipp 740/790 -/v-w-m—w- gl+ch

(or tel+ch; the preceding 799/749 is corrupt). Overlapping 

pher is not welcome generally, but this parallelism is
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attractive. IA 10^0/1062 may be scanned as vvv-.mv--.mvm- 

( rtX-ovCtjLf/urv , Nnpp Kx>p<*). However, since metrical

context is not clear, any supposition does not go further.

Ale 116/126

(* '-v T6-

Stinton cites this as parallel, and certainly this is of the 

shape —w-, but metrical context is different from aeolics.

She colon is preceded by -----ww-J-ww-wv- and followed by

’CHORIAMBIC ENOPLIAN’

’Choriambic enoplian A and B’ appear far less frequently than
in

in Murrays texts if overlapping is taken(accou„t property.

’ Chor enopl B’, x-x~««—- |J , is used probably at Ion 207/221 

after two gl; but the text is uncertain both at strophe and 

ant. And at Ba 876/896, it is preceded by wil and 2 ia (over" 

lapped). ’Chor enopl A', — w-v-x, is used at HF 354/570 

after two ia+ch+ba (352-3/368-9)• Hiatus (353) &nd brevis 

in longo (354) give evidence of this colon. Here the colon 

—appears to echo ch+ba with anceps prefixed. It is 

also used at Held 894ff/9O4ff w-v-v/-vv-v—/-mv-v—.

It is almost meaningless to consider which colometry to choose: 

chor enopl + ch+ba + ch+ba or gl(tel) + tel + chor enopl or 

gl(tel) + chor enopl + ch+ba. The essence is the repetition

of the unit -w-v- with a link element. I am inclined to
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suppose that this element is anceps. If so, a colon which has 

ancipitia at either end, x-vu-«-x, is ’chor enopl A’ while 

x-^-v- and -wm-v-x are regarded as tel and ch+ba. A very 

similar metre is found at S Ant 789“,9Q/8O4~5:

OuS ' fun/ tfF y' e<vS^hJTC«»r>/ / • 5

- y>f G-j^nc*-4 6-* 3~^~o P o£ rTc* •

Med 158/183 is uncertain. If we divide it at word-ends,

* chor enopl A’ + mol + gl+sp is acquired.

’Chor enopl A and B’, especially the A-form which has

anceps at its both ends, x-w«-v-x, is related with ’enoplians’ 

discussed in Part H. See further p.?50ff. Also for the 

possibility of the colon (not ? see p.

below.
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Chapter 5

Cola starting with ’choriamb’

There is a group of cola which start with choriamb (-vu~) 

directly without any antecedent ancipitia. They are, from 

shorter to longer, -w-~ (adonean), -w-v- (basilic), -vu— 

(dragged basilic, or ch+sp), -w-v-.- (aristophanean, or ch+ba),

(ch+ia), (’chor dim A’), -w-v-v— (nameless

enneasyll). Dissection of these cola into choriamb + ’ending' 

is not necessarily organic and even to collect them into a 

group is speculative. But they resemble each other at least

superficially.

In my view, it is doubtful whether -vw~v— should be treated

as an aeolic metre. Unfortunately this metre tends to be

considered without reservation as one of ’aeolo~choriambic’
'i

type, by scholars under the influence of Dale’s work. But this 

metre is employed in various circumstances. The link with 

iambics is clear especially when this metre is a part of a 

trimeter v-u~~uu-u— (ia+ch+ba: often having caesura after 

w~u~~/, similar to w-v-x/-u~u~~). Of course Dale herself pays 

attention to the ambiguity of the colon and gives it two 

different names properly according to the metrical context in 

MATC: chor dim cat and aristophanean.

The interpretation of the metres listed above as aeolics 

is based upon these observations and presuppositions:

1. ~uu~ is the essential feature of these metres as well as

of glyconics and kindred metres
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2. -v«-w— is sometimes combined with glyconics. Especially 

when it is used as a clausula of a glyconic^eriod, it may be 

compared with pherecratean.

3. There is hypothetical free responsion between -wv-v— and 

——wm—. if this were actually to happen, aeolic nature would

be proved beyond doubt.

4. -uu-r- is the latter half of asclepiad (oo-w--vu-u-), 

Asclepiad is attested as a metre of Lesbian poetry and imitated

by Horace.

3. The theory of ’choriambic dimeter’ is still influential.

If -mm—w- (ch+ch), w-w—wv- (ia+ch), oo-x-ww- (wil) are 

gathered into one metre under the scheme oooo-uu- ’choriambic 

dimeter’, and if glyconic can correspond with ’choriambic 

dimeter’ strophically, the theory naturally leads to the third 

possible form of the dimeter: -w-x-x- (or -wv-oooo),

Some of these considerations are groundless:

1. It would be futile to argue whether -ww- is an essential 

part of glyconic or wilamowitzian. But -w-w- seems^me the 

inseparable unit as I have already esqplained. And if -ww- of 

aeolic metres is comparable with -ww- of -w-v— etc., what has 

happened to the aeolic base, the most important criterion 

peculiar to the aeolic metre? Some aeolic metres, of course, 

have lost the initial one of two ancipitia (acephale). But 

telesillean and aceph wilamowitzian are unambiguously used as 

variants of glyconic and wilamowitzian respectively. And there
pi-V'J CJlA-to-wn.

is metre in Lesbian poets that starts -ww- directly.

2. Certainly ch+ba is combined with glyconics, even with
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overlapping in some cases. But analogy with pherecratean lies 

in function, not in form. As everyone knows, ch+ba follows 

ch+ia and. ch+ch quite often as well as iambics. It also 

follows - occasionally. But it should be stressed

that there is no examples of wil + ch+ba in all tragic odes 

nor outside tragedies except Hec 450/461 and Or 845 (emended). 

Moreover, as far as I have quickly examined, there is no 

examples of ia+ch + ch+ba, either, in tragedy (in Aristophanes, 

this combination is repeated at Nu 949ff/1024ff and used at 

Vesp 1450/1462 and 1454/1466 at least). Then even if ’the 

choriambic dimeter B* of Dale were accepted, it would be still 

questionable whether ’the pherecratean and aristophanean are 

used indifferently as catalectic cola following any of the 

three forms of dimeter (= ’chor dim A and B’ and gl)’ (Dale, 

LM2 154).3

5. There is no certain example of the strophic responsion of 

— with pher. * Hyps fr 1 ii3~4/iii4~5" depends on the false

colometry (of Alexandrian metrician?).

- cxc ' c i

-etc

4. Though infrequent, the asclepiad or its variations are 

certainly found^ in tragic odes. The important characteristic 

of this metre is contiguous ’choriambs’ ..o 

But two further conditions have to be argued yetQ (a) Is 

it right to identify as the latter half of asclepiad?

£........................ ] ...

[......................

ZV _v —VU~<~ )

Z%> W*"»» |

J'1$
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(b) Is a metre such as —-w—w—— at S Phil 7O6ff/7l8ff the 

same as Lesbian asclepiad?

5. The metre oooo-««~ is purely hypothetical (see Appendix)* 

As for -v^-oooo, there is no strophic responsion between 

-.uv-.v-.w- and -vv-v—. Glyconic might correspond with 

-.w-v— strophically at El 116/131» but the text is 

Utffw) • There is no other example of the responsion of gl 

with -W-X-X-. In comedy, the glyconic which corresponds to 

-vv-v-v- is found in iambo-choriambic context at Ar Vesp 636 

( W$ Bfr fc-nXu). But it is too harsh to

establish a theory based upon this passage only.

ARISTOPHANEAN (or ch+ba)

Nov/ we examine all usages of -w-v— found in Euripidean works. 

Surprisingly the major usage is neither as clausulae of aeolic 

periods nor as clausulae of iambo-choriambics. There are a 

number of difficult passages to analyse in, especially, Ale,

Hipp and Ba*

1. Clausulae of aeolic period

Held 361/370 gl - gl - gl - ch+ba ||

Held 380 tel - gl - gl - ch+ba II

Hec 450/461 gl - gl - wil - ch+ba II

EL 710/723 w-vv-w- gl • ch+ba ||

Or 843 wil - ch+ba || {wwdtd, )

Ale 970 gl - ch+ba (brevis in longo)
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Held 898/907 gl - gl - ’ chor enepl A* J| ch+ba (|

2. Iambo-choriambic.

ia+ch+ba: Med 452/459, Held (895)/9O2, Hel 1452/1466,

Ba 415/452, Kh 547/556

| ia+ch+ba: EL 725/712 

ba+ch+ba: Rh 677 

cr+ia+ch+ba: Hipp 1150

ch+ch+ch+ba: Med 644/655, Held 554/565, HF 658/656

5. After 1dochmiac metron.1 of the shape

Ale 244/24$, 415/(405), 972/985 (after -wJlv-).

4. In succession.

-w—.?_/-------- .T«/vv--------- h

a. U V | «. u ua.ua. w <J w | aauvamUMM ||

aaa U Ulan WHOM. | •“/ W Mlaa waaaaai j W V V V V Waaaa. ||

5. Miscellanies.

m*UVWW«iMV V»*»

V <*•«•> V W•«•*»— V V**

«N»MM V V«» V*» V«* |

UV-VU—./-.a-UVa—/V U~~

'T' /aaaamaaa wUWaaaaaa I — / UUaaauaoaaa

-U--.^UU-UU-I —/WU—V—.

Ba 72-74/88-90, 75-77/91-95 

Ba 108-10/125-25 

Ba 105-07/120-22

Ale 120/151

Ale 255/262

Ale 445/455

Ale 908/951

Hipp 125/155

Rh 549/558 (e-D + ch+ba)

Aeschylean usage of . is more extensive and may be

expected to be illuminating for the examination of Euripidean 

usage. 74 occurrences, counting a strophic pair as one, are 

found in his seven plays. More than half (40) are combined 

with iambics, choriambics (-.w-w..), or iambo-choriambics

ua.ua
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(-w-v-v-). Glyconics are combined with overlapping, but not 

so often: Pe 571/579: II gllch+ball^; Ag 697/715: || gl |ch+baj|pher |l

Cho 5l8ff/555ff: l| gl I ch+ba|| tel | ch+ba||gl Ich+ba III ;

__  gl I ch+ba J.

-w-v- precedes -w-v— frequently, -w-v- itself is 

repeated continuously. It is regarded as dochmiacs since some

other forms of dochmiacs are also mixed. But the form -w-v-

is dominant and generally strophic correspondence is strictly 

observed. At Supp 651-52/644-45 and Cho 589-90/415-14, -w-v— 

overlaps into another -w-v—. The repetition of -w-v— fs 

found also at Supp 658-60/669-71, Ag 199-200/211-12, 226-27/

256-57, Cho 587-90/411-14, 467-68/472-75.

Th 686—88/692—94 — v v—v —| — w—v—| —/ w—v—J — w—v —J — w—v—||

Th 698-70/705-08 6 x -w-v- + --------------------II

Supp 651-52/64^-45 

Supp 657/650 

Supp 658-60/669-71 

Supp 679-80/689-90

MV "" W V | V u

II

Cho 586-90/410-14

Cho 467-68/472-75 —------1---------------------1--------------------- II (2 ------------------- j|

follow according to Page’s edition; but text is uncertain)

Bum 170/175 wv-v-l-w-v—||

Bum 791-92=821-22 v-vw- |v—v-|-w-v—|,

-w-v— may precede dochmiacs. At PV 571 an interesting example 

is found: ||—w—v—\^|| —w—v—| v—v—| v—vw—|wv——1| is acquired 

with brevis in longo cOsXc*- pee VoW •

v-v— is used as a clausula of hemiepe, too:
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Pe 590/597 after six -w-w—•

Th 550/562 ------------ j -w-w-J-------------------(I

v-w-v— is used before/after — at Supp 72 and Cho 552.

At Ada 15^8 is preceded by -vu-vu-w-v—; and, Supp 657 >

followed by -uu-u-u—|-uu-uu-u—j( .

Wilamowitz imagines ’ einen alten Dreiheber, -w-m-v, der 

allmahlich seine Selbstandigkeit verliert’ (GV 596). The 

supposition of the final short is the kernel of his theory, 

for unless this element is a true long, the continuous -uu-u— 

at Ba 75ff (and Supp 65"lff> Oho 5&9ff) is e:xplicable.

— MV — U — agt ( —/ UU—U——| —/vU—V—— ||
rh£

This is, of course, a pure conjecture and^statement 

’Hier hat Euripides archaisierend ein Map aufgegriffen, das 

aus der Tragodie verschwunden war* (GV 598) is to some extent 

petitio principii. But the supposition of a colon -vu-u-x (the 

final is more exactly taken as link anceps) is not to be 

abandoned at once. PV 571 yx* TrfV and

Ale 97O/98n ” kX*] €-^"u)kC-<r /-v/ - ou lot or\'/ocpcr\/

may be this colon though they can be -uu-u— with brevis in longo. 

Held 895ff/9O4ff ()|—uu-u-Uj-uu-u--j-uu-u— J| ) and S Ant 789f/8O4f 

(--vu-u--/p-/w-v—) will be happily settled if (x)-vu-v“(x) is 

acknowledged. As we shall see later in Part It, there are cola 

which end with link anceps, such as u-uu-uu-x or w-uu-u-x.

The so-called ’choriambic enoplian A’ also appears as u-uu-u-u

in some passages followed by ithyph etc. Perhaps -uu-u—t

which appears to be the prolonged form of -w-v-x, might be 

compared with the relation between uu-uu-u-x and uu-w-v—-.
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And if -wv--w-x is explained as the unit -mm-m- + link, the

(archaic?) continuous usage of telesillean x-uu-u-x-uy-u-... 

could be regarded as a parallel usage.

But it is better not to go further beyond the scope of the 

present research based on the Euripidean corpus only. Nevertheless^ 

it is quite certain from just a glance that the combined usage 

of -mm-m— with glyconics occupies a small corner of the vast 

territory of the exploited employment of this metre. The

occurrence of -mm-m— in a particular passage does not reveal

at all whether the metrical context is aeolic or not.

BASILIC

I do not know the origin of the term ’basilique’ which is adopted

by Dain and Irigoin to denote the colon -mm-m-. Dain regards

this in connection with iambic tripody m-m-m-, but I borrow 

the name only. A current name, dodrans (A), is inappropriate

since it is uncertain whether -mm-m- and oo-mm- are of the same

origin, and another appellation, edite regibus, is inconvenient. 

The colon -mm-m- frequently appears as one of the forms

of dochmiac metre. The cola surrounded by metra which are 

definitely dochmiacs such as mmm-m- or m—m-, are excluded here

since our concern lies in the examination of aeolic nature of

the colon. It is anticipated that it will be difficult to 

determine whether it i’s by a haphazard coincidence in appearance

that -mm-m- outside dochmiac contexts has the same shape as a
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certain dochmiac metron. It should be borne in mind that,

when dochmiacs are combined with -vm-w—is the dominant

form among dochmiacs.

is another problem. It may be either the dragged 

form of -vu-v- or ch+sp. Without strophic responsion it cannot 

be decided which. Hec 657/646 ~ riewfiK

is the clausula after Iwil|. But since ch+ba is employed

as a clausula after glyconics with overlapping, context does 

not necessarily support the view that -v«— is a dragged aeolic. 

Ch+sp is certainly testified at Ale 984/995 after ch+ch. Even

can be a clausula. In Eupolis KSj\«<kc-S 165'K* 

is used after three and in the Euripidean corpus, it

appears after gl; El 121/156 and IA 1088.

The other examples of combination with aeolics are:

Hec 469/478 basil. J gl | hipp ||

IA 755/766 wil| wil | basil {wil ||

Hel 1550/1566 is found after gl and before 2 reiz, but text is 

not certain especially at antistrophe.

Basilic is associated with iambo-choriambic or pure choriambics. 

Hel 1455/146? ia+ch+ba||-^«~^~|ia+ch|pher (I

Hh 567/577 —.—wu—,||~uw—u~ | ch+ch+ch+ba||

Perhaps Hipp 161 and Med 847/857 have some relation with iambics. 

The former appears after ia+ithyph and before —ww-ww-v—, and 

the latter after —««-w.^before ithyph. The combination with 

-.w-v-.-. has already been mentioned in the previous section.

Ale 245/249 -.v«-v-/p-./|l

Ale 403/415 -w-v-! -uu-u-l -w-v— H (brevis in longo).
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AlC 970/981 -u-uu-v-j-/uu-u-v|-vufvv-| -UU-U----- /

Euripides resolves ’choriambic nucleus* of glyconic (oo-wu%u-) 

but only in later plays (EL, Hel, Pho, XA, Hyps). It seems me 

improbable for an aeolic colon to be resolved at Ale 970/981.

The following two are probably comparable.

IA 176 | four ion (vu—)| —w—|-vu-u-|uu-uu-vU-^u—1|

Ion 505 II —-------- UU*»VU«*UU»« U U»*UU«*UU«*UU** J W<—V ««•««■ ||

No clear indication is gained as to the metre with which basilic

is associated. At least it is certain that basilic does not

entail an aeolic context.

’CHORIAMBIC METER A'

Euripides appears to use the colon or -w-—— at most

ten times including two which appear after (? -.w-v-x)

at Ba 7V9O and 77/93» This type of colon (-»«-x-x-) is named 

’choriambic dimeter A’ by Dale after Wilamowitz. This nomenclature 

is as wrong as ’choriambic dimeter B* which I call now wilamowitzian

It is not even certain that ------------- is a variation of •.

Of the eight examples, EL 116 is interesting if the text 

is reliable. LP have EL 115-17/130-32

kA

tfTvy/c*- ”Tv/vJ*ft-ou pcoupc*

/v-TiV* 6 dik-ffV f ia»

<ruyytrv' ci yX<X.Tt-V

M V VMM MMVMMM

VVVmMMMVM
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OlK.'TpolV 6-V -------- --

/
The first fcxn>f<* would be judged as a gloss without the 

✓
corresponding line. Its deletion and the change into jx-opo*. 

at 117 (J<ov|»*y is indifferent) make two glyconics.

116 and 151 are left between them as ’chor dim A* and dragged 

gl. This responsion may be permissible on the analogy of the 

responsion of wil with gl. But text is precarious; K«H /a. PTiKTf- 

(Hermann) or Wilamowitz) is an easy remedy to

recover the exact responsion. There is no other example of 

this responsion nor any certain theory to maintain that ’chor

dim A’ should be similar to wil or gl.

Another three examples dissapear according to another

(better) colometry. Med 156/181 is printed by Murray and Page

thus:

■ V UW»V«

z> / .fc-uf>o rvopcnnf
„ >/ 

OJlcun/ Cr •

1*.

-/

-/

V WWW WWW*

W U*"* Wwwww

----------------------------I-vm-v— is paralleled by Held 917-18/926-27. But the

preceding —v—m— (e-t f t- n^S ^otcrot a/iV ) is not

, » » _» * /
explained. I prefer the colometry e-i dfr <n>$r J -rctxns

. • cr+gl hipp. cr+gl is found at Held 898/907

and IA ^84, too. At Hec ^69"7l/^78-8O Murray makes two ’chor

dim A* followed by ch+ba (which Daitz

i^crjzUM rn-»J\cnu$ e->/ Az

^>4*^ <rt

pt\Z^-o Kf
z

noi teiXAtrur'
/

r>^\/cw $

changes into another 5’chor dim A’)

* . z
"T crp frViA ? dof5 I KTr|"To<

A-f yv-t wr\Z f 61 -
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This is an impossible colometry unless we change

which ends with brevis in longo while the corresponding line 6V j 

is in synaphea. Basil - gl - hipp is better.

These three are possible examples of -wv-x-—.

Held 917-18/920-27 -ww~v—./-)-/w-v— y

ui &i<nro-o$ n«H~ •
/ i * •» / , . / | 1 s •'’ e-j«n s|>u - t xl*-oe-tr-co$ .

Hipp 70-71 ------------ ./-?—/-------- ||

y-oY, U» KohXXir-Tot. , KohX- 

XjG'TOt TbfA/ Kot'T1

Hipp 127-30/137-M)

T’^Yyo-utf'of |4o*-< 3 eiM vwtoI rtc-Tpo fc-u — u—-w-v—/-[

oih>/ ------------------------- p

y-xn n^'tiTot <^w.»n< )>Co ivo-iv^-^ -/------- —~ Il

Aoy*^>xe< ivc-T^ otyvtn/ ?Kj>v- —«—w-v—/-(

TtTv4 n,f"V&T-< &t^V(*-T*V - -/—uu«u».|

tf~chJ VCtKcTAv t7«rTi -T^f|Xou brr/vW -/—vv-w--------It

They all (and Med 136/181, too, in Murray’s colometry) overlap 

into the following colon; and the overlapping words start 

with the last element of -w-x——. Of course these passage 

can be arranged in a different manner. For example, Held 917-18 

may be -w-v-^p-/—w-v— (basil - hipp) or -w-v—•(! -w-v— f[

(ch+ba II chor enopl Alji. But there is no advantage gained by 

rewriting. Making&peri°(Uenc} between an adjective and a noun 

(Held 917 Hipp 128 nt-rpM J 6-Uc<Xi«^ is not preferable.

It seems better to accept the cola -w-v— and -w—— as 

they are.
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The last example is more obscure: Ale 270 ovucfr-ri j^Tqp cnpwrV er'+’v'

||J. The preceding colon is either ww-w- (maec?) or
h

-w-w- (hem): -Tfi+tVa,7bw'trvu+ri and the following is, 

presumably, ia+ia+ba.

The colon -w-v-v- (ch+ia) is used at these passages:

Ale 88/100 (after ia+ia), ?213/228, 216/229 (ch+ia, ch+ia, ch+ba)

Held 910/919 (overlapping into gl), Hipp 1386 (iambic), EL 181/

204 (ia+ch+ia), Or 813/823 (ia+ch+ia), Rh 242/233 (ia+ch+ia),

Rh 36Off/3?Off (ch+ia+ch, ch+ia, ch-f-ba), Rh 466/832 (ch+ia+sp).

For Held 910/9193 see above p.H7« AU the others are naturally 

taken as choriambic metron + iambic. No responsion is found

between ch+ia and -w-x——.

OTHERS

-w— is regarded as the shortest 1aeolic colon’ by some 

scholars and named ’adonean’. This is used at Med 833/863 as 

the clausula of an aeolic period (tel + 2 gl + ’adonean’).

Its function resembles those of -w-v— (Held 361/370 etc) or 

-w— (Hec 637/646). It also appears after w- at Ale 987/ 

998. Euripides does not use asclepiad 00-w—w-v-, but 

—- w—.vv—. is obviously comparable, and calling it ’asclepiad 

catalectic* does not seem wrong at first sight. Sophocles uses 

this long colon rather often: Aj 628/6^0 (followed by —w-

------------Jf), Ant 787/797 (followed by------------------v----------||y

Ant 944/933 (followed by-----vv—vv-------- ||(or w—w-||?)), Phil
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202/211 (ends with brevis in hiatu), and EL 472/489. The last

example suggests that —«v—»««—• should be better taken as

ionic because it is in synaphea with the following gl ( Koh J A | )

The much longer, but similar, compound —w—w-v-v— 

is used at Ion 1232 and HF 380/594. Two analyses are conceivable 

here too: —w- + -w-v-v— and 2 ionic + anacr (vv-v-v—).

Since HF 381 is resolved (~w-vwv—), perhaps the ionic 

interpretation should be rejected. Neither aeolic nor ionic 

is used in the context (38O-88/394~ztO2). On the other hand 

Ion 1229-43 includes both. The nameless enneasyllable

-vv-v-v— does not occur elsewhere in the Euripidean corpus.

It is, however, testified at least at S Aj 701/714: 

voV fcyxn, |l^

n/y 1 t "X, f trV®< /vH ■
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Chapter 1

The metres in duets and dochmiac odes

EIGHT HJETS

j Andr 825-865 Hermione Nurse

I £1 1178-1215 Amphitryon Theseus

Tro 255-291 Hecuba Talthybios

t Pho 105-192 Antigone Slave

P Ion U59-1509 Creusa Ion

IT 827-899 Iphigenia Orestes

Hel 625-697 Helen Menelaus

Hyps fr6^. 72- Hypsipyle Euneus

These eight duets have common characteristics.

1. Two actors (dramatis personae) perform the duets. Chorus 

(Chorus-leader) does not take part.

2. The singing parts and the non-singing parts are clearly- 

divided. The former are given to females. Amphitryon is an 

exception, but he is old and cries bitterly, and his masculinity 

is not conspicuous compared with Theseus’. The latter are 

given to male characters (except Nurse in Andr) and their roles 

are less important in these plays than those of the singing- 

females. The females are the central person of the plays, or, 

if they are not, like Hermione and Antigone, they have one of

the major roles and their partners are much more minor characters
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p
The singing parts are composed of lyric metres while the 

non-singing parts are restricted to iambic trimeters-^ and the 

former half of an iambic trimeter (usually x-u-x).^

5* The whole ode is astrophic.

The part of the singer is more emotional. She cries with 

fear or rejoices while the partner asks questions about what 

happens with her, or gives information.

5» Generally in the first half or two-thirds of the duet, 

short passages are exchanged. The last part is given as a

long aria to the singer.

6. The situations are similar, and may be classified into 

three groups, (i) Hermione and Amphitryon are crying bitterly 

The Nurse and Theseus ask the reason and are given the response 

in pathetic words with visual images, (ii) Hecuba and Antigone 

are eager to know what is happening. Their fear and sorrow 

increase as they get more information. Questions and answers 

make a kind of catalogue, (hi) The duets of Ion, IT, Hel and 

Hyps are called ’Recognition-frets’• Females recognize a most 

dear person from whom they have been separated for a long time. 

They express their joy, ask what happened to the partners, and/ 

or explain what happened to themselves.

The metre of the lyric parts of these eight Duets is

similar as well. The basic metre is dochmiacs. lambics,

cretics and bacchiacs (iambics in wider sense) are mixed, but 
5 . .choriambs are not used at all. Aeolics and ionics are

conpletely alien. Alongside dochmiacs and iambics, a certain 

other group of metres, which is called ’prosodiac-enoplian* by
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Dale, is extensively used. Their shape is various. Exactly 

identical cola are few. As we shall discuss later, Dale’s 

nomenclature is her invention and is not universally accepted. 

But since there is no other name to cover such a wide range

of metres^, I use it here provisionally. Of course it may not

be right to classify the metres into the same genus. And it 

would be inappropriate to give the term an exact definition at 

this stage. But it is necessary to comprehend their basic 

characteristics at the outset-, in order to limit the objects

for further examination.

The most important characteristic common to these cola 

is the alternation of longs (Hebungen) with single shorts/

double shorts/anceps (Senkunfen)one by one. This character is,

of course, shared with other metres: iambics, dactyls, anapaests, 

aeolics, dactylo-epitrite. What makes ’prosodiac-enoplian’ 

different from iambic, dactyl, and anapaest, is the mixture of 

single and double short; more exactly, two or more successive 

double-shorts followed by one or more single-shorts. The

movement • ..w-vv-v-... is fundamental.

Aeolic has only one double-short and is different from 

’prosodiac-enoplian’• Another difference in aeolic metre is. 

found in its usage. It is repeated colon by colon so that the 

boundary of cola is usually clear because of the collision of 

two true longa (e.g. — w-^- I-—w-v-).

The anceps of ’prosodiac-enoplian* is often occupied by 

single-short. This is the difference from dactylo-epitrite. 

Iambelegus is a very common colon in dactylo-epitrite, but
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there mu~uU- is the typical form, while u-.v-.v~u w-v v- i6

found in the neighbourhood of prosodiac-enoplian. Also prolonged 

cola, such as x-u-x-uu-uu—are mixed among prosodiac-enoplian* 

They are not reduced into the scheme of 'D and e’.

DOCHMIAC CHORAL ODES

The association of 'prosodiac-enoplian' (in a loose sense, 

including iambelegus) with dochmiacs may be observed in a certain 

type of choral ode as well as in duets though to a lesser extent*

Euripides gives the chorus an ode composed almost exclusively
k

of doc^niacs on occasions where a tense atmosphere is intended; 

for example, when a character who is expected to be killed 

leaves the stage.

Probably dochmiacs are able,,or expected, to create, setting 

full of sorrow, fear, anxiety or terror in such a situation. 

Unlike certain stasima, especially those often called (rightly 

or wrongly) 'dithyrambic stasima' or fc-fxpet , these odes 

are closely connected with the current dramatic situation and 

the development of the story. They have a function to describe 

the situation emotionally similar to arias or Gommoi.

These odes are conventionally given different name. Some 

are called ’ Gommos' because a small part of them is given to

an actor, and others are called stasimon simply because they 

are strophic and choral. But there is no significant difference 

between them. I provisionally call them 'Dochmiac choral odes*.
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Ale.872-77/889-94

Admetus interjects or fftAj and has anapaestic parts

before and after choral parts. The sorrow of losing Alcestis

and consolation to Admetus is the theme. Besidesdochmiacs and 

iambics, v-v-w-w-w- (iambelegus with short anceps) is used 

at 876/893. The second strophic pair is not of dochmiacs.

Med 1231-60/1261-70, 1271-81/1282-92

Four iambic trimeters are given to the children behind the

scene in the strophe of the second strophic pair. Hie corresponding

lines in the antistrophe are ascribed to chorus. The children 

are killed by Medea during this ode. Dochmiacs and iambics 

are used throughout.

Hipp 362-72( Chorus)/669-79(Phaedra)

The choral part is response with astonishment and fear to the

revelation of the true cause of Phaedra’s illness. Phaedra’s

part is her response to the revelation of her secret to

Hippolytus. The symmetry is delib©rateG Dochmiacs and iambics

are used throughout.

Hipp 1268-82

Astrophic. Barrett calls this the Fourth Stasimon. It falls 

between Messenger's speech about Hippolytus' accident and deus 

ex machina (Artemis) and is a kind of Hymn to Aphrodite. Besides 

dochmiacs and iambics, we have

(the preceding dochmiac is elided ( cruv 6 I ) ) at 1270;

-.v u at 127^5

—------   at 1280-81;

w—vw*»v «•«« at 1282.
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Hec 102^-33

Astrophic. Polymestor and his children have entered behind the 

scene. After this ode his cry is heard. Dochmiacs and iambics

are used throughout.

Supp 918-24

Astrophic; (Schroeder). Dochmiacs and iambics are

used throughout.

HF 735-W75O-61

|w; jA,n juiand one iambic trimeter cried by Lycus are interjected 

in the antistrophe. Lycus is killed during this ode which 

begins with ^t-Tp^oXa. K<Hxxx-\Z • Dochmiacs and iambics are used 

throughout.

HF 879-908

Astrophic lyric following Lyssa scene. Amphitryon’s cry is

heard. Megara and the children are killed by Heracles during 

this ode. Besides dochmiacs and iambics, we have:

U-y-U-U-U-UU-UU-U-U-V-UM— (or 3 ia + 

brevis in longo at rvp\v«'*t<xVc»s )

I v VM V VM WM V V—M-

m»VVMVVmw VMM

, with

at 880-82

at 883-8A

at 893

at 89^95

at 898-99

VmvmVMVVMVVmI WmWMVVmm

HF 1016-38

Astrophic lyric following the Exangelos’ speech. The inside 

of the house is revealed during this ode (by eccyclema). Besides

dochmiacs we have:

V VM V Vm V VM V VM vm v VM V v at 1017-18
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u am V «■ V ««• U V "M v «*•

■ V W«

V«m V«m VMWow W«» V M****

at 1026-27

at 1029-30 and 1032-33 

at 1036-38

Ion 676-94/693-713, 71^-24

Second stasimon (Owen, Schroeder). It is choral response to 

’’Pseudo-anagnorisis” of Xuthus and Ion. Chorus sympathizes 

with Creusa and rejects Ion. Besides dochmiacs and iambics

we have:

----------------------- at 683/704

V V — V U—V V — V V — 7 1 6

----------------------- at 717

KL 383-93
0

Astrophic. Chorus rejoices at the ' recognition' of ELectra 

and Orestes. Besides dochmiacs and iambics we have:

mw-.uv-v-.m~ at 386 and 388

M V«» v V vr at 590

EL 1147-34/1133-62, 1163-71

Fourth stasimon (Schroeder). Kju-cwa/ . dytaemestra

has entered the hut and is killed during this ode. She is given 

one iambic trimeter and |w jztov pen • Dochmiacs and iambics 

are used throughout.

IT ,64^7.

Astrophic. Orestes and Pylades have one iambic trimeter each. 

Iphigenia has gone out to prepare the sacrifice. Chorus are 

sorrowful for Orestes and Pylades. All cola are dochmiacs, 

iambics and v~ww-----('impure iambic') at 643 and. 649»

Pho 291-300
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Astrophic. Introduction to Iocasta’s monody. Chorus calls out 

Iocasta to find Polynices. Eochmiacs and iambics are used 

throughout.

Pho 1284-95/1296-1507

Fourth stasimon (Schroeder). Iocasta and Antigone have gone 

to the battle-field. The chorus is anxious about their fortune

Besides the usual dochmiacs

UUmmm MWMKVVm

M k/MM

V WO V V O O OmwOmmmm

V
MWOWWVWOV Mo*

VWVOVOVOWU W

Or 516-51/552-47

Address to Erinyes and Zeus.

throughout.

and iambics, we have: 

at 1284/1296 

at 1285/1297 

at 1286-87/1298-99 

at 1288-89/1299-1500 

at 1295/1506

Dochmiacs and iambics are used

Or 1555-65/1557-48

Third stasimon (Schroeder). Strophe is sung after Hermione

has entered behind the scene. Chorus is anxious to hear Helen

be killed. Chorus helps Orestes by making noise. Antistrophe 

follows Phrygian’s aria. Chorus is astonished at the 

unexpected development. Besides dochmiacs and iambics, we have

VUMU UoaUUMaU UM» Km*' ( U UM UWMtW V ) Q/fc 1565/1547*

Ba 977-98/997-1016, 1017-25

Fourth stasimon (Schroeder (misprint)). Pentheus has gone to 

the mountain. Chorus sings with excitement of vengeance. It 

is composed of almost completely dochmiacs with a few iambics

and at 1017



Ba 1153-M

KiVtc, (Schroeder) following Messenger’s speech.

besides dochmiacs and iambics, we have:

---------- v-----V-H at 1155H
——ww—at 1156

-.-.uv-m—. at 1157

(H fToVoV & •’ 1162 is probably -w~w«. rather than )

Rh 151-56/195-200

Address and encouragement to Hector (Strophe) and Delon

(antistrophe). Dochmiacs and iambics are used throughout.

Ph A5!h66/82O-32

It is surely rare that two corresponding parts are separated 

at a distance, but Wilamowitz (GV 587) exaggerates the 

peculiarity. Cf. Hipp 582-72/669-79 (Chorus-Phaedra, dochmiac 

ode) and Or 1553~65/1557~^8 (choral dochmiac ode). Just as in 

the two other cases, Rh A54ff/820ff is fundamentally a dochmiac 

ode. Wilamowitz again exaggerates the rare combination of 

dochmiacs and dactylo-epitrite; Dale misjudges, too (MATC), 

thinking that a normal dactylo-epitrite ode includes a few 

dochmiac metra. As seen everywhere in dochmiac odes, iambelegus 

and ’enoplian’ (in Dalean sense) are mixed with dochmiac.

Phaeth 270-83

As far as judged from the extent papyrus this choral ode is 

astrophic, and followed by Merope’s monody. Besides dochmiacs, we Itave 

at 270-71II
VNM VMMIM ||^ * at 272-73

at 276V Mw V M*» Vm Vm
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DOCHMIAC AMOIBAIA OR OOMMOI WITH CHORAL PARTICIPATION

There are a number of Euripidean odes which appear to be
+K«

hybrids ofDuet (the eight duets discussed above) and dochmiac 

choral odes. It must be stressed that odes are here classified

from a typological point of view without any regard to historical 

development. Though I use the word ‘hybrid1 conventionally, 

it is also possible to hypothesize that this kind of ode is

an archetype of the Duet.

They may be subdivided into smaller groups. The simplest

odes are:

(Med 1271-81/1282-92 Chorus, children )

Held 7>89/9>11O, 90-92 Chorus, Iolaus, HeraU

Hipp 569-600 Chorus, Phaedra

Supp 1072-79 Chorus, Iphis

HF 909-21 Chorus, Messenger

Tro 1216-59 Chorus, Hecuba

(iT 645-57 Chorus, Orestes, Pylades

Ba 1024-42 Chorus, Messenger

In these songs the chorus is given a singing part. Dochmiac 

is the dominant, often the sole, metre. Iambics are interspersed

Unlike dochmiac choral odes, these odes have the form of a kind

of conversation. One actor, two occasionally, interject

iambic trimeters. Broadly, the speaking actor tells a message, 

and the chorus responds against it emotionally. It may be said 

that the Chorus has the function of the first actor in the IXiets

on a very small scale. These odes do not include prosodiac-
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enoplians.

The next group is more similar to the Duets*

Hec 684-722 Hecuba, Chorus, Servant

Ion 763~99 Creusa, Chorus, Slave

Pho 1340-51 Creon, Chorus, Messanger

The major actor responds in the form of song to the information 

brought by another. The chorus is not a singing part and is

given iambic trimeters except Pho 1390-31 where the chorus, 

too, has a small portion of song. Dochmiacs mixed with iambics 

are dominant. No prosodiac-enoplian is found.

Hipp 811-98 is of another kind. Here both Theseus and 

the chorus are given dochmiacs as well as trimeters at consider

able length. Theseus’ part resembles aria, and the chorus’

resembles dochmiac choral odes.

The last, but most interesting group is these five odes:

HF 1042-85 Amphitryon, Chorus

Or 1^-32/133-63, 166-86/187-207 ELectra, Chorus

Or 1246-65/1266-85, 1286-1310 Electra, Chorus

Ba 576-603 Dionysus, Chorus

Ba 1168-82/1183-99 Agave, Chorus

In these odes both the actor and the chorus have equally 

long parts of songs. No spoken trimeter lines are intermingled 

Since all the lines are sung, they may be said ’purer’ than 

eight IXiets. Dochmiac is still dominant, but other metres are 

also used. Except Ba 576-603 (this has the most complicated 

and various metres among them), interesting passages of 

prosodiac-enoplians are found.
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Surprisingly, two of them are similar in situation. The main 

characters (Heracles and Orestes) have lost consciousness 

and are sleeping. Another character (Amphitryon and Electra) 

ask the chorus to be silent so as not to wake him up.

MONO BEES

Another genre of song which uses dochmiacs heavily and avoids 

aeolics totally is a type of monody. The Phrygian ode in Or 

is usually regarded as a representative of the new music.

This ode is polymetric and astrophic, and, though complicated, 

it is analysable basically into dochmiacs, iambics (including 

cretics and bacchiacs), anapaests and perhaps dactyls. Though 

certain parts are extremely difficult to analyse, at least 

there is no hint of glyconics or other common aeolic metres.

A precursor of this ode is found in Polymestor’s monody 

in Hec. Both odes include bombastic expression, and, though

they include some passages to deplore misfortune, they are 

probably planned to deflect audience’s compassion. The metre 

of Polymestor’s monody is simpler than that of the Phrygian, 

but similar: dochmiacs, iambics, anapaests, and more 

interestingly, there is a few ’prosodiac-enoplian’ (in Dalean 

sense).

locasta’s monody may be said to be a variation of the 

’Recognition Duet’. Polynices and Iocasta see each other ,

again after an interval. This interval is not so long as
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the separations situated in other Recognition dramas, and they

can instantly realise whom they are talking to. But the phrase

used by Iocasta sounds as if she has met her son after many 

years. She rejoices at the reunion, and laments over miseries 

during the absence of her son.

Her ode is also composed of dochmiacs and iambics.

Besides them, four passages of ’enoplian’ are found to be mixed
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Chapter 2

The category of ’prosodiac-enoplian'

DALE’S CLASSIFICATION

As we have already observed in Part I, dochmiacs are not mixed 

with aeolics. And it now appears that aeolics are not used in

the Duets nor in the choral odes of which the dominant metre

is dochmiacs. Thus, aeolics and dochmiacs are seen to be

mutually exclusive in Euripidean odes. Such a clear dichotomy 

is remarkable in Greek polymetric odes.

On the other hand, ’prosodiac-enoplians’ (including

iambelegus) are quite commonly associated with dochmiacs.

This association suggests that ’prosodiac-enoplians* may be a

completely different metre from aeolics. Of course they

sometimes appear in odes part of which are aeolic periods 
q

('partly aeolic odes'). And a group of cola, w-w—,

vm-vm-u— and -w-.w-.o- are mixed with aeolics occasionally 
. 2

as we have noticed. Nevertheless I doubt strongly that Dale 

is wrong to connect them with aeolic metres. At least the 

label, Aeolic: (2) Prosodiac-Enoplian, is misleading with reference 

to Euripidean odes.

Aeolic: (2) Prosodiac-Enoplian is the title of the tenth 

chapter of Dale's Lyric Metres of Greek Drama. This chapter is 

a highly original part, but at the same time one of those most 

criticized. Even those who obviously follow Dale closely in
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respect of other metres, sometimes neglect her classification 

and terminology of ’prosodiac-enoplian*.

Denniston commented already immediately after the publication 

of the first edition: ’’[Prosodiac-enoplian] includes, as she 

admits, some forms more characteristic of Western than Lesbian 

lyric, and the grouping of these under aeolic is questionable”

(CR, 62, 1948, 120). And J. A^ Davison wrote: ”Nor is her 

use of ’prosodiac’ (for the dactylo-trochaic(?) metres called 

•logaoedic’ by Hephaestion ) and ’enoplian’ (for the corresponding 

anapaesto-iambic (?) metres) fortunate, since ’prosodiac' has 

other meanings and ’enoplian’ should be reserved until we 

discover what Aristophanes meant by Kat‘6VonXi<n/ ”(JHS 68, 1948,159)

The criticism seems based on three questions:

1. Do all the metres that Dale calls ’prosodiac-enoplian’

belong to one genus ?

2. Are these metres related to aeolics either in a historical

or in a structural sense ? ’’

3» Is her usage ’prosodiac-enoplian’ an appropriate nomenclature

Judging from their usage in dochmiac context I have 

expressed my doubt that these metres are all indeed aeolic.

Now it is better to summarize those metres which Dale collects 

under ’prosodiac-enoplian’yjfco observe how she connects

them with aeolics.

Fundamentally Dale considers or

contained in the metres in question, to be an extended form of 

the choriambic -««-• She finds examples of ’expansion’ of

’choriambic nucleus’ in Sappho and exploits the parallelism
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with a group of Sapphic metres. Sappho 94 LP consists of a 

three-line stanza: oo-<-v~w- { oo--ww-w- | Oo-««-v^-«- )) • The 

first and the second lines are identical and regarded as 

glyconics while the third appears to have ~ww-w- instead of 

-w-. The third line is equal to what Hephaestion cites as

•aeolic dactyls* (ch. 7*7, p.2j?; 130 and 131 LP).

Hephaestion cites another similar but longer colon,

oo-.ww-.ww-vv—v~e This is the metre of the book of

Sappho. Dale, as well as Snell, compares these metres in 

the following manner:

OO-J w —

oo

oo

— w w —w w.

— WW—WW—WW— I V —

aeolic base + •(expanded) nucleus’ + *»-• She rejects dactylic 

interpretation such as oo '.-w :~w ! ~w So far the

•expansion theory’ seems quite good. But unfortunately, 

there is no example of oo-uu"ww—w— or oo—w-w—w— in tragic

odes.

Eale does not restrict this idea of expansion to what 

is found in extant Lesbian poems. Tragedians use the cola 

-ww-ww-w— and ~vv-vv~vv~v—. They are discussed immediately 

after ’aeolic dactyls* by Hephaestion (ch. 7*8, p.24). The 

names he cites are ’logaoedic dactyls’ generally, and ’alcaic 

decasyllable’ and ’praxillean’ specifically. Dale compares 

them with ~w~v—. -ww-ww-w— is analysed as -w-w- (expanded 

-ww-) + w—. It should be noticed here that, if they are

aeolics, they seem to have lost the aeolic base completely,
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and that there is no metre in Lesbian poetry which starts ~w-

Zj.
directly. The fourth line of Alcaic stanza is, though it is 

given the name ’alcaic decasyllable*, actually a part of a

longer colon x~«-x-v-x~w“-w«-v—.

Dale exploits ’expansion* further. She considers

’ archebulean’ as the expanded form of and £u~w-.w-v—•

Archebulean, w—w—vw—w—v— or “.ww—w—w—v— or u~vu~uu-uu~u»<~, 

is interpreted as ’logaoedic anapaests’ by Hephaestion (ch. 8.9? 

p.28). The actual examples (one line each) are cited from 

Callimachus, and, very fortunately, a papyrus now attests
z

these three lines are part of a long poem written e-'Ti-'xa'V

without regard for the initial elements (228 Pfeiffer).

We do not know whether there is any relation between a tragic

colon w-w-w-w-v— and ‘archebulean* as stichic metre.

But it is doubtful for ’archebulean* to be related to Lesbian

metre. Rather this metre seems to go back to Ibycus or

Stesichorus. It is interesting Hephaestion does not produce

an example of the shorter form Perhaps it is

fortuitous; but since he cites both -w-w-v— and -w-w-w—

as ’logaoedic dactyls’ and since ’logaoedic dactyls* are

mentioned to explain ’logaoedic anapaests’, he would have paid

attention to an example had he l5.n0 wn one. This colon certainly

existed before Euripides. Bacchylides 3 includes —w-w—

5unambiguously. It may be possible that the tragic cola

Xw-w-w-v— and w-w-w-w-v— are of different origin. At 

the same time the equation of w-w— with can be

questioned unless there is a certain example of strophic
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responsion between v„ and - at the initial. The same is said

about w-w—w-v—. and x-w-w-v—.

The ’expansion theory* is used further by Dale to explain 

another two groupsi —w—w—v—5 —w—w—w—v—? —w—w—w—w—v— 

and x-vv-v-, x-w-w-v-} x-w-v v~ w-v- (the initial x is 

substituted by vv). The colon employed rather frequently in 

the Duets, w-w-w-w—-, is compared with w-w-w-w—

( = x-vv-vv-vv-v-). Thanks to one example of the responsion 

w-w-w-w---, that vv-vv-vv-w— is an enoplian, is attested-*

These metres which we have hitherto observed are thus

summarized. They start with either ’dactylic movement’directly 

or with one anceps, which may be also double~short, prefixed 

to ’dactylic movement'. After -w- or -w-w- or -w-w-w-? 

they end with* w-, which may be ’dragged’ into —, or, with 

another long, v—.

Dale does not stop here. She compares the colon w-w—v- 

and its dragged form w-w-v— with w-w-v- and analyses the 

former as the prolonged form of the latter by the additional 

single short. Similarly w-w-v-v— is regarded to have an 

additional single short (and two longs). If this analysis is

taken rigorously, the first double short of w-w-v-----is

equivalent to the anceps, and the second double short is

choriambic nucleus. But this colon, and w-w-w-w-----too,

is obviously similar to anapaests in appearance. And there 

is no example of x-w-v--- or x-w-w-w---. As to the colon

w-w-v-v—t Dale compares this with the corresponding

’prosodiac’ -w-w-v-v— (this is on the border with dactylo-
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epitrite), and takes ww-ww-w-w— as ’headless*. Dale seems 

to take the additional single short, which may be dragged, as 

equivalent to the last two elementsof the colon oo-w«-"—,

which I interprets as gl+sp in Part I.

Dale thinks ’dactylic movements’ can end without any 

single short. Perhaps she intends the aeolic cola which end 

with -v-v- (e.g. maec oo-««- or wil oo-x-mm-) or with -w—

(e.g. pher oo-mw— ). As a result x-mu-«u- or x-mw-ww— 

(x-vw~mw-x) is included in prosodiac-enoplian. As we shall 

note later, these metres are obviously similar to hemiepes 

(-WW-WW-), and had been called prosodiac or enoplian by her 

predecessors. Dale also includes in enoplian the cola which

are inverted with single-short segment first: w-w-wv-ww- or
V

w-w-ww-ww—. The usual dactylo-epitrite component ’iambelegus’ 

x-w-x-mw-ww- resembles them, especially when both ancipitia 

are occupied by shorts. The component x-^-x is prefixed to 

other types of prosodiacs.

As she admits, the affinity with dactylo-epitrite is so 

strong that it is almost impossible to decide whether a 

particular passage of such shape as u-vw-ww-w-ww-ww-? should 

be classified into prosodiac-enoplian or dactylo-epitrite,

without consideration of the metrical context.

Like iambelegus, prosodiac-enoplian makes a dicolon, and 

its variety is wider than that seen in dactylo-epitrite, such

as w-ww-ww-w-ww-ww-w-. The dicolon is so constructed that the 

alternating movement of single/double short with long is not 

interrupted. As the result it is difficult to say whether it
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With W—WM—VU~V—.

Dale does not explicitly express this, but it can be

presumed that she supposed a kind of scheme for both prosodiac-

enoplian and dactylo-epitrite comparable to the scheme for aeolic 

7cola presented by Barrett:

BA C D

BA C D

BAG &
UM VM V*mUmOmG U*HU V*M Vw» V W «w V V**o V/*

In the centre ’double-short segment’ (or ’dactylic movement* or 

’expanded choriambic nucleus’, whatever it may be called) is 

situated. To the left and right extend the chains of alternating 

single-shorts with longs. Single-short may be anceps under the 

special condition. When the colon starts with the element A, 

it is a prosodiac; when with B, it is an enoplian. A enoplian 

may start with C. Sometimes a colon starts earlier than B.

It ends with or after D. These schemes are rough, and have

similar difficulties to Barrett’s scheme. Moreover they do

not describe well which element can be anceps. Compare

— WV—With —VU—VV—.—M—.

Dale invents a new system for conventional notation: d 

for double short and s for single short (dds- for -vw-w-w—- 

etc). Roughly speaking, ds system covers the scheme above.

This system was originally invented to describe the ’periodic* 

metre represented by Pindaric metres. That she employs this

system not only for dactylo-epitrite but for prosodiac-

enoplian means that she regards prosodiac-enoplian as a kind
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of periodic metre. It even suggests that, after demolishing 

the idea of metron, she is verging on abandoning the idea of

colon.

Dale’s ’prosodiac-enoplian* may be divided into three 

groups of metres though she herself treats them as a whole.

1. Those which Hephaestion regards as dactyls or ’logaoedics’. 

They starts with rising or falling movement and end with

«- or w—.

2. Those which appear to start with anapaest and end with

’iambics’. They have an additional single short at the end:

m——. The colon mv-wu-w-w—— can be included

in this group though it ends with —.

3>. Those which are especially close to hemiepes and dactylo- 

epitrite. They end without single-short. But when they make 

a dicolon, they may be said to have a long ending such as

We shall return to this classification later when we examine

the different names given by predecessors to the cola which 

Dale gathers together. First we should trace the usage of the 

terms ’prosodiac’ and ’enoplian’.

THE NAMES ’C-VonAuoS ’ AND »nj>o«T6 S'locvcos ’

i /
(-venMoS as a term in metrics first appears in Ar Nu 651.

But we are not given any clearer idea than Strepsiades had 

(or, probably, the audience) of what Socrates means by this
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te<ynical terra. Hephaestion does not use this term at all.

On the other hand 6<"O is employed by him to indicate..

To e£ juovixq? koH and a Sapphic line is given as

an example<kvt o< ^e- ff-u —w -w- (ch. 15*5» p.48).

It should be remembered that this verse is mentioned in the

relation to the first half of an asynartete dicolon of

Archilochus * € f Xv f&n iv-w-w-v which Hephaestion

takes as ‘anapaest hepthemimer’ and relates with ‘paroemiacus’ 

w-w-w— (ch. 8.7, p.27). He is indifferent about the nature 

0+ the last element though the initial is regarded.

The usage of ‘prosodiac’ for --w-w- goes back at least 

to Heliodorus. He analyses, for example, Ar Pax 776 and 7?8 

as ne-pioJos n|»o<ro<fie^n ev^Ht^crr) q .

This part of the Aristophanic ode might be analysed as dactylo- 

epi trite by modern metricians. The words Wt>n\|p$ and r>£ inrt>Si<**«4»c 

are found to be confused (or connected) by Baccheius. Also 

a later scholia'on Ar Nu 751 (£ 1.5*2, Tr^2 651p) e> ^6- £VonX<b§

hf 0<rt>£‘«’£'vCX>s Xfyojxwo*; irio TivurJ .

I jump to modern scholars. Wilamowitz applies the term

‘enoplian’ not only to ’ GpaoyunnX^lAcMr but also ’

Bo<$irVTe v-mm-v-v, a parody of Cratinus cited by Hephaestion,

o<tfTwV 01 yt-\) ix^toVu -------- -w-v, another Archilochean

J / Z - , »' .
specimen, fc-no^wifH Cjdow e<Vot«V<x.\/ w-w-v-v e Hipp 755

T® b' vne-f - w-vwv— e fr895» in Herakles HE 27,
1 .

more than a half century before Bale’s Lyric Metres • Wilamowitz 

gives the ‘enoplian’ the following definition which I cite now

from GV 95 and 566:
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”Er hat nur drei Hebungen, aber vorn und hinten steht eine 

Senkung” ”...ein Dreiheber, der immer steigend beginnt und 

fallend aufhort, aber die Senkungen frei behandelt.” As to

prosodiac, he accepts the traditional --w-w-. He does not

include in it such * Dreiheber* as v-w-v- or w-w-v- (for 

example, GV 393) • His idea of enoplian has been influential 

among German scholars.

Schroeder develops the Hebung-theory to extremes. He too 

takes ’as the starting point of enoplian, 

but unlike Wilamowitz, he analyses this as Vierheber: v-w-w— 

(paroemiacum procephalum). Sometimes he equates enoplian with 

other types of Vierheber such as -w-w—, v-w-w—, w-w-v-v-,

—w—w—v—j w—w—w—w—? —uu—w—w— and even with —w—w— (as 

-w-w—) or -u-u—. Prosodiac is also amorphous according to 

him. It is 1 Dreiheber1 of the shape jv-ju-C The third

Senkung can be even nil.

Apart from the Hebung-theories of German scholars, ’enoplian’ 

and archilochean dicolon retain a close relationship in the
p

nomenclature of Denniston (PCD , 679ff? Metre, Greek, IQl(6) and (1^)).

He names j^-w-w- and j^-w-w— ’prosodiac’ and ’enoplian’

respectively, with cautious reservations. A noticeable difference

from Hebung-theory is found in his explanation: ’’The placing

of -, vu before the two types of hemiepes (-w-w- and

-w-w—, which are explained as dactylic trimeter catalectic 
d.

and acatalectic in the prec^.ng paragraph) as a spring-off,

produces J^-w-w- and J£-w-w—...” By this definition, he

reveals that he takes the first colon of the archilochean dicolon
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as a kind of dactyls.

Before him White gives the name prosodiac to --w-ww-

- *■ . 

and descending rhythm*^(Note; the completely opposite definition 

is adopted later by Dale). According to White, --w-wv-v is 

hypercatalectic prosodiac while -«w-w~ is catalectic enoplian.

He employs these cola to analyse what we may call rather dactyl- 

epitrite.

The relationship between *enoplian’/’prosodiac’ and 

’hemiepes* is fundamental for others too. For example, Irigoin 

means found in dactylo-epitrite (xDx, in Maas’

notation) by ’enoplian’, --w-w- (xD), by ’prosodiac’ (l8n5).

Snell does not reject the idea of ’Urvers’ but seems 

reluctant to accept the ’Hebung-theory’ wholeheartedly. The 

archilochean colon ’ ^j>potry-crvi^>] x-w-w«-x, is

connected with the second half of the homeric hexameter 

after penthemimeral caesura or caesura KatTot TfiTo-v -rpo^^Mcrv. 

(51). ”DaP Archilochos das Hemiepes wirklich als Stuck des 

Hexameters aufgefapt hat, scheint mir...hbchst wahrscheinlich.

Die Frage, ob Archilochos das Hemiepes ’richtig* aufgefapt hat, 

ist damit naturlich nicht entscheiden” (51nl).

For him, enoplian ) is as well as paroemiac

(wu-w-w«—), a kind of ’die normalisierten Formen’ of ’Urvers’

(= ’Dreiheber’ of Wilamowitz). ”Mit dem Enoplios wird denn 

auch aolische Achtsilber (x-w-w—) verbunden”. He carefully 

gives the new term ’erasmonidean’ to the archilochean colon.

Perhaps Maas’s usage of enoplian is the nearest to Dale’s.
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’’The enoplian rhythm (e.g. Bacchylides 19)» which is typified 
■z

by the group v-w-w«-(-.) linked with -u-.u-.~n (Greek Metre , ^2). 

Bacchylides 19 (Io), which Wilamowitz analyses applying ’iambic’, 

’prosodiac’ and other terms (GV 395)» and which Snell-Maehler 

describes thus: ’’hemiepe connectuntur cum membris quae iambica 

videntur...quamquam ancipitia non inveniuntur neque metra 

seiungi possunt” (xxxi f) is, outside tragic lyric, one of the 

songs most strikingly similar to an Euripidean ode.

DIFFERENT ANALYSES

As we have observed, Dale classifies under prosodiac-enoplian 

a number of metres which have ’dactylic movement’ (or ’expanded 

choriambic nucleus’) in the centre and end (1) with or 

(2) with u~-~ or v-u—. (3) without single short. If they are 

prefixed by u, - or «« (rising movement), they are called 

enoplian; and if they start with -uu~... directly (falling 

movement), they are called prosodiac. Among these cola, some 

of the third group, namely —uu-uu- and x-vw-v'j-x, have been

universally accepted as prosodiac-enoplians. Here we shall

glance at how the other metres are explained by other modern

scholars.

Eduard Fraenkel is the champion of the dactylic interpre

tation of the first group. He takes praxillean, archebulean 

and other lines including alcaic decasyllable, as ’lyric 

dactyls.’ In lyrics, he says, dactyls may start not only with
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The ending has also freedom. Besides and —, two further 

other possible forms are found: -v- and -w—„ Because these 

verses are dactyls, their length is flexible. They are prolonged 

by additional dactyls. Hence he calls Ale 591 k<m ne-TfurV 

ojuL+V oct-A—tr\) KvCMoiv a dactylic

, . . ,1 2 3 4 3 6 7 xheptameter ( —~,uu —-vm —v —

His idea is followed by Snell and Korzeniewski in essence

except for the alcaic decasyllable which I shall discuss later.

Snell is certainly wrong about counting the elements at the 
v— 1 2 3ending. —ww—ww—w— is not 3 da (—ww —wv —w—) as he notates

(20) but 4 da as Korzeniewski corrects (78) because, as 
12 3^ .Fraenkel observes, - is a ’catalectic’ form of

Ivm -mw sL -- (Z|. dau Korz), not an equivalent to sLw.

9The confusion goes back to Hephaestion. Wilamowitz and 

Schroeder take praxillean and other longer cola as compounds.

But while Wilamowitz (GV 9^) supposes the praxillean as -ww-ww- 

+ ww-w—, two ’Kurzverse’ (the first one is hemiepes),

Schroeder, -w- + ww-ww-w— ’choriamb’ + ’paroemiac’ .(GS 20,

EC §19, Nomenclator 38). The difference between them is not 

important for our current purpose. As both start with Vierheber 

(Urvers), when a verse has more than four Hebungen, it is 

thought to be divided. So Wilamowitz dissects archebulean into 

J^-ww-ww- + mm-m— and the colon found in Bacch 3 str 2 or else, 

into w-MM-MM- + w—, prosodiac + bacchiac (GV 105nl).

Wilamowitz takes the alcaic decasyll (-ww-ww-w—) to be 

comparable with hipponactean (—-ww-w—), one syllable longer
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in form than glyconic. ”Wenn wir an die Glykoneen mit mehreren 

Doppelkiirzen denken, so ist es schon moglich, die beiden 

Klauseln gleich zu setzen” (GV 429). We may reasonably point 

out that the analogy is not favourable because the alcaic 

decasyll is an old verse while glyconic with opening is a 

very new innovation.

Schroeder imagines a subdivision ’alcaic1 under the 

Vierheber (enoplian), which may be noted as and

incorporates the alcaic decasyll as well as hipponactean into 

this class. Those who are not sympathetic to his number 

theory would think it arbitrary to force -ww-ww-w— into 

adjustment to Vierheber.

Fraenkel takes the alcaic decasyllable to be equivalent 

to dactylic tetrameter: This is a logical

conclusion from his definition of lyric dactyls, but ”hier 

lapt sich nun schliepiich die Frage nicht abweisen: wie steht

es mit dem Zehnsilber am Schluf3 der alkaischen Strophe selber?" 

"es scheint nicht unmoglich, dap dem Alkaios diese Abschlupreihe 

wirklich daktylisch war”. (1?8)

Snell succeeds in solving this question from a different 

angle. He rightly objects to taking off -ww-ww-w— as the fourth 

line of the alcaic strophe. It actually is a part of the longer 

third verse x-w-x-m-x/-vw~ww~v—“, the expanded line of the 

first and the second, x-w~x~w«~w-. Expansion takes place both 

•inside’ (-ww—w—-ww—ww—w— ) and ’outside’ (x—u~~> x— w—x—w— ). 

Hence the whole strophe is analysed A, A, B ( = expanded A).

This is the same with the Sapphic strophe. Since the colon
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-w-w-w— _ from the alcaic stanza, there is nothing

to prevent taking the colon as ’lyric dactyls’. According to 

the judgement of Snell and his follower Korzeniewski, the seventh 

line of Ibycus 286 P (6 D), ou<ffr-|xh5<v k*T<x vcorro*; pxv 

-w-w-w— should not be named ’alcaic decasyllable’. It is 

4 dau”~ (Korz).

The metres of the second group, which have the additional 

single short at the end, have never been treated In their own 

right. They are divided into familiar metra. So «v-v-w~ 

is anap + iamb, w-uv-w-w—, which ends with — and may be 

included into the first group, is often considered as 2 anap

+ spondee similarly. Both metres are found especially in the
HiAy

LUets, and^reasonably be supposed to be related. Another 

similar metre used in similar contexts is perplexing if one 

tries to analyse it into anapaest and iambic: w-w-w—. 

Wilamowitz takes w— to be a syncopated dochmiac (GV 437) and 

Denniston, ’impure iambic’ (Iambics, 137 )• Wilamowitz even 

considers w-w- as a kind of dochmiac because of its frequent

occurrence in dochmiac context. He sometimes calls w-w-v—

simply two dochmiacs.

Also ww-ww-w-w— is puzzling. Schroeder discards the 

consistent interpretation. It is noted as an(£) + prosod 

(w-w- w-w—) at some places (e.g. IT 884) and tel+ba, or 

uvpha!aec (w-w-w- w—) elsewhere (e.g. Rh 900), and a kind 

of enoplian *Funfheber' (quinarius) elsewhere (Ale 437» 442) 

according to each metrical context. Similar solutions for 

different occasions are found in Wilamowitz. Fraenkel
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realizes the frequent appearance of this colon, but accepts it

without analysis (212-13)• Denniston does not mention it.

Fraenkel notices the difference between anapaests, which 
✓

are constructed as a rule KotT«* , and some verses of

the shape w-w-w~w- etc., and he calls the latter ’steigend 

Daktyls’ as well as w-w-w-w-w— (So Korzeniewski, vvij. da^,

dau~” respectively). Schroeder also notices that some

examples of w-w-w-w- should be expained as ’procephala

enoplia (alcmanica)’ ( “v*" jL”) rather than as 2 anap. He

changes the notation given to these verses from an an into *alcm 

2in addenda corrigenda in EC . He also takes w-w-w-w- as a 

kind of enoplian (Nomenclator, 31 KvpqVoUKoVy ein Enoplion 

an ia). Hence Fraenkel and Schroeder may be regarded as 

predecessors of Dale in this respect though they do not take

ww-w-w— to be dactyls or alcmanica.

The third group of Dale’s ’prosodiac-enoplians’ is

respresented by the first colon of the Archilochean dicolon.

It has been called ’enoplian’ by all scholars I have mentioned 

except White (’hypercatalectic prosodian’) and Snell and 

Korzeniewski (’erasmonidean’). The related colon

has been called ’prosodiac’ since Heliodorus and. Hephaestion. 

According to Dale this is also an enoplian. Perhaps it is an 

unhappy case in Dale’s nomenclature.

It is generally recognized that there is a close relationship 

between x-«w-wv-(x) and -w-w-(-), whether it is essential 

(historical) or not. But judgements differs as to whether 

hemiepes (both -w-w- and -w-w—) should be related to dactyls.
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Wilamowitz considers ’hemiepes* as one of the Dreiheber, 

or Kurzverse to which belong not only -mm~w~ or ~w-w~v but 

-vu-w-u (aristophanean to Dale) ---w~ (maee? or 1 dodrans B* 

to Dale), ~vv~w-. or v~ (dochmiacs), ~v~m~ (hyperdochmiacs) , 

v-w~~, w~v~~ or “~v~~ (all Reiziana to Wilamowitz), and ~wv~~ 

(adoneus). See GV 93~95» 398. One important implication is 

that there is no essential relation between hemiepes and dactylic 

hexameter or other dactyls though ”es ist unleugbar, so unbequem

es ist, dap die Dramatiker ihre nicht haufigen dactylischen
K /

Lieder zwar uberwiegend jA-FTpcnJ bauen, aber einzeln
4 A
iqpie-Tq einmischen” (GV 354). He judges that the fundamental 

dactylic is found in dactylic dimeter (this dimeter is equal 

to our tetrameter? ~vm-vv~mv-vm) of Aleman or other lyric poets.

Schroeder also separates hemiepes from dactyls. Moreover 

under the stress of his number-theory, for example in order to 

count iambelegus as trimeter, he supposes ~mm~mv~ is actually

Vierheber. The name ’hemiepes’ is renounced since it is not
»/

actually related to en»$ , and for it 'elegiacum* is substituted.

Fraenkel includes hemiepes in dactyls and leaves ’enoplian* 

(by which he does not mean only —mu~vu~~, e.g. 218) untouched 

though such a phrase is also found: "enhoplios der Form .

vv~uv~w~~, wahrscheinlich as daktylische Reihe aufzufassen”

(214). As we have seen, Snell devises a clever technique. He 

distinguishes the actual examples of -mv~w~ or “-mv-vm-tj found 

in Archilochus from historical verse of ’enoplian’ -^-mv-w-U 

or w~mm~m~v, and associates the former with the hemeric hexameter. 

It is also possible to expel ’ tM-ChU'W from
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•enoplian’ as a different metre. This is the standpoint of 

Dale (Lif 160). But her nomenclature for and x-«-v«—,

’choriambic enoplian’ is deceptive.

Unless we suppose a special theory, hemiepes is undeniably 

on the border between dactyls (hexameter, tetrameter and others) 

and prosodiac-enoplian. Overlapping of the two metres is 

inevitable. As for the overlapping with dactylo-epitrite, this

we have already observed.

DACTYLO-EPI TBITE

Dale devotes a different chapter to dactylo-epitrite. Perhaps 

this principle is right since a number of Pindaric odes are 

composed of this metre exclusively. But it is also obvious 

that ’prosodiac-enoplian’ and 'dactylo-enitrite’ are closely 

related, as Dale herself admits ’a considerable overlapping 

in categories’. (LM^ 170)

For example, . will be described as ’link anceps

+ ’hemiepes’(D) + ‘link anceps’ + ’epitrite’(e) + ’link anceps’ 

(perhaps £ should be called ’cretic’ since ’epitrite* is a name 

invented for the designation of or —>v-), while

(archilochean), as enoplian + ithyphallic. The similarity is 

noticeable not only in the first segment but in the second;

, if another dactylo-epi trite colon -E- (or e-e;

.) is added for comparison, ithyphallic is perceived as

the middle stage of single-short movement with ending
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And we may be reminded of ithyphailic clausula occurring in a 

pure dactylo-epitrite ode of Euripides such as Med 654 (but not 

in Pindar).

Perhaps you may attribute the difference of analysis of 

dactylo-epitrite and of archilochean dicolon historically to 

their origin and structually to the nature of the link anceps 

—— dactylo-epitrite usually has a long anceps —— . But we 

have no clue to separate archilochean from pindaric in 

multimetric tragic odes, and short anceps is dominant in 

certain dactylo-epitrite passages.

Another example is interesting. Wilamowitz (GV 94) and 

Denniston (PCD) consider ’ encomiologus' -w-w--— and 

’praxillean’ -w-w-w-w— as ' urspriingli ch identisch* or 

’related*. The notations D-e- and 5 da""”" (Korzeniewski) 

conceal their similarity. The structural analysis may be proved

historically. We have now fragments of Stesichorus which seems 

to include -w-w-«^-v—

We are apt to think that dactylo-epitrite is a specially 

self-contained metre, perhaps, because of Maasian notations

D, e, and above all, the’link anceps'. It should, however, 

be remembered that ’Maas himself disclaims and deprecates all 

extension of his principles of notation beyond the sphere of 

practical convenience' (Dale,'Metrical Unitl= Coll Pap 55n2).

Maasian notation is revolutionary in respect of separation

of 'link anceps’ from other cola. Before him, this syllable

was combined with -w-w- or with case by case. For example

Wilamowitz took encomiologus -w-w-v-v— as a compound of two
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Kurzverse, namely -w-w- (hemiepes) and ~-v—, while

-UU-UU---U- as —w-w- (prosod) and (iamb), and

—w-w-v-v— as —w-vu-u (enopl) and ~v— (troch). Encomio- 

logus is mentioned as asynartete dicolon by Hephaestion (ch. 15.10i 

p.50), so Wilamowitz*s interpretation is traditional, but it 

is meaningless to distinguish e- (-«—) as a trochee and -e 

(—u-) as an iambic, and certainly wrong to divide a period 

into some tetrasyllable metra.

But the idea of link anceps is so useful that its usage 

tends to be extended easily to cover any anceps difficult to

connect with a metron or colon. The extended Maasian notation, 

Dale’s ds system, is applied to all ’prosodiac-enoplians* by 

herself. -w-w—v— and — w-w—v~v— are closely

represented: dd-s- and -dd-ss-. So far, it works well. But

it would reduce most metres into s and d (e.g. telesillean is

-ds, glyconic, sds). Webster actually writes xsxsxs to denote 
11

an iambic trimeter. Then there is no difference from using

- and However, unlike the description of - and this

notation requires interpretation. Is the colon w-w-v-v-v—

to be notated ddsss- (uudsss-), dds^s- (^ds^s-) or dd^ss- 
A A A

(wd^ss-) ? The difference lies in the choice of which is

taken as the metrical unit and which is the link. So when

M.L.West gives xDx to the archilochean x-««-^v-x, and D««D- 
12to dactylic hexameter, ' he expresses his interpretation of 

these metres and of their history.

Dale classifies such a long colon as starts with double

short and changes into single-short (e.g. PV 555
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w-w-w-w-v-v—) into iambo-anapaests, a kindred metre of 

dactylo-epi trite while w-w-v-v j-v-v—, into enoplian 

(the former is ^ddddss-, the latter is ^dds-ss- rather than 

^ddssss- )» This delicate classification should be appreciated; 

but obviously, as she realizes, their similarity cannot be

neglected,
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metron and not longer than a period. I call an iambic trimeter 

or gl+ba a colon as well as ithyphailic or reizian.)

v-vM-wu-v-u—. raay be viewed as an example of a range of 

verses, similar in type but different in length:

(a) —mm-m------------------ S Tra 821

(b) w—mm—ww—w—w—w—— Med 989 etc.

(c) W—WW—WW—W—W — A1C 57 0

( d) m—mm—mm—m— a PV 135 etc.

They all start with and end with w—. Their difference

lies simply in their length, (b) appears to be a form of (c) 

prolonged by inserting another or more exactly speaking 

from the synchronical point of view, I believe, by changing

the last — into .

The following objection may be raised to the generalization 

that all of them end with : (a) and (c) belong to dactylo-

epitrite so that their final element is ’link anceps’ while 

(b) ends with bacchiac so that its final is true long. I shall 

discuss this problem later in chapter 16.

It is generally accepted to take (b) as a dicolon (the 

archilochean dicolon). Whatever w-ww-ww-w may be, the ensuing 

-w-w— is an irreproachable colon. It can be used independently, 

and is generally called ’ithyphailic*. But there remains a 

problem as to whether -w-w— found in the verse (b) is identical 

with -m-m— in iambic context, syncopated catalectic iambic 

dimeter, with four true longa.

(a) is also divided similarly into two: —ww-ww— + 

-m-m-m—. The latter is usually called e^e- (or B-) orjtrochaic



Chapter 3

Erasmonidean followed by another colon

In Part I, our starting-point was glyconic, which we viewed 

as a central aeolic colon. But there is no comparably suitable 

colon which can be viewed as central of prosodiac-enoplian.

Dale starts her chapter with the alcaic decasyllable and

praxillean, and ends it with reference to the archilochean

dicolon. I prefer to reverse the order, and to start with
A*-

this dicolon because (.1) thisjcolon is comparatively frequent 

in Euripidean odes (2) generally speaking, the beginning and 

the end of the period is clearly indicated so that colometry 

is less ambiguous than with shorter cola (3) ’

has been taken as enoplian or prosodiac by most scholars.

Following Snell's nomenclature I call the colon v-w-uu-v 

'erasmonidean' (erasm) for the sake of convenience without 

any implication about its nature. It must be stressed that 

the strict definition of erasmonidean is still open-

Erasmonidean is often used as the first colon of a dicolon, 

or loosely followed by other cola. Preliminary to the examination 

of dicola, it is necessary to give our definition of a dicolon.

It would be unnecessary to give a reason why a period

including two hemiepe should be regarded as a dicolon (a compound), 

e.g. u-uv-uu~u|-uv-Uv- . But there is no general rule as to 

whether should be taken to be one single colon.

(Of course the term colon is itself ambiguous. 1 use it for 

a recurrent metrical unit not shorter (usually longer) than a
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dimeter. I am reluctant to regard it as trochaic dimeter since

the last element does not seem me an anceps but a true long.

But I shall not discuss this question here.2

Shall we take (c) as a dicolon in the same manner as (a)

and (b): v-ww-wu-w J~w— ? -w—. seems too short to be called

a colon, but some say ’e-colon’ in connection with ’D-colon’.

Wilamowitz treats — as equivalent to a colon in such a

situation as this and calls it a trochaic metron. This name 
ed.

may have an advantage if the usage is restrict^ to the descriptive 

level. The relation between (b) and (c) becomes more explicit 

than is the case when they are called ithyph and e-.

But we feel uneasy about calling a trochaic metron a colon, 

and since the anceps ©f «-ww~ww-5 is sometimes attached to 

-w-w— or , trochaic is inappropriate. If we were to give,

the notation ^D^eba or — to (b), the relation between (b)

and (c) would be clear. -»»«— can be said to stand on the verge 

between a colon and a suffix. However, even if we accept it 

as a colon, this interpretation cannot go further. (d) is in 

the same relation to (c) as(c) to (b). It would be nonsense 

to divide w-ww~ww~wj — and. call it a dicolon.

The other extreme should be paid regard . Suppose (b) 

and (a) be single long cola as well as (c) and (d), not di cola. 

Adoption of Dale’s notation in an indiscriminate manner may 

work quite well:

(a) -ddssss- (b) “ddsss- (c) “ddss- (d) ^dds-

But this hypothesis has serious defects.

1 • If w~ww-ww-w-w-w— is a. single colon, v-ww-wu-w-ww-ww-
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can be so. In consequence we shall have a lot of multifarious 

long cola resisting any further analysis. It will be difficult 

to recognize similarity or difference among them even at a

descriptive level.

2. The unit v-w-w-t; will disappear. As we shall observe 

later, it has a strong tendency to have a (apart from

whether it is a diaeresis or not) after its final short anceps.

It works as a unit comparable with w-w-w-v etc. It is more 

meaningful to take it out than any other part separated at random.

5. The final element of v-ww-w-v j_s anceps while ■ has

two real shorts. The notation ^ddsss- for —

ignores this difference. The notation ^dd^ss- would be

tantamount to the recognition of a dicolon.

4. How should we take a tricolon or tetracolon which is far

longer than a dicolon?

A compromise has to be found between two extremes. Since 

(b) is a dicolon and (d) is not, the choice lies in whether or 

not (c) is a dicolon. It might be a matter of taste; or 

fluidity might be preferable, depending on its metrical context. 

But our analysis has to start with strict classification.

Compared with other similar cola, such as -w-v u-v-v—, ft seems 

better not to take (c) as a dicolon.

EXAMPLES

(1) V-.b"3~VM~w| -WW-UU- |
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Hipp 58 tTIKT^ ' cX JffVffi-*; fxHrAe 1 » « % , '
Ten ZjCOS du^AVloiV

HF 1082
/ 7 fliUlUCTe' <fK>pr'T€ <xv $p ' Cwie ye—I p erpfcVtrV

Tro 799 ro^#-plV®5

808 0& n^vrr«n/ <tfv5*t>£ ^T'/Jtrp.6-V><

EL 859 K X°f^' ** •TQ'0* ,UJ V6jSpo< 0Vjp«* VI c’"'/

875 crx> au'V Xy**X p^T (Xt-ipe- kps^-rf • to otfxfrT«|>*%/

jRh 552 eypen^ t» p^aXere; k*>vt2v
ft
ejijt npos <puA*t-K^\Z

<v 552 r^Vj vejAsrurt iAelV MO if J4V lev ypXTi^ p cryoru

(2) MMlU WW* VW~v| -MM-W-vJ -/vM-W-U |_VV------j f

HF 1074 o0\X* e-t jme Kozvei na-r^p ’J-not HpoS |X4>U<O?S Ko4X.C< JutVJ CTfr “
„ ♦ •- 'ft'i • >-Ton npo? fcrpjwn o oruyyovW 6-Jfc-i .

(5) MMt V V*»* UU-V J -.UU~UU-.U~ J

Andr 826
z Z » /

<fnt^e^yyoi »«jrp#~$ ayv^unZ -re ^oM «*-pUppfltTo<. {^e-rywM

HF 1029 Y/rrfrfr / ^iocv^i^pc kXj'jS-p* KXlVfrT^M uvy 1 nvXwV }rp*r>/ .

(4) V»» UU-. UU~U | —V, U-UU-~-|'

HF 1032 VJcTT^e c>e ic-^vot n^»o n*Tpc>< VOnpf-V* ^P<TT<*VtnJ .

Or 1296 <TK&-eiC frlCH <^enVler\Z eUpe* z * * ? 7 nq|Aetrou hqpcMnV

Az 1276 &<r$ iyy-KXixV TiV' H tfHP* 'rc* ^pror) ' otvX^€

(5) vw—v’j _v—u—— |

Med 989 <rC &’n T*X*>/, VO KX^0W{n<p« k>J^C-p£r>/ TuVurV

ZV 996 pf-T*<J-Tf-V<rpoM chX-yeS n TciXoMV*. ry^S^-l

IT 432 6jl«MTFsV bjl«e<V-V itJztetKTory MfrJ, evS-ot VCcrvpe*.

A 417 nA<v*jT.« er' ©iTpet hoAjkc t* ^•kfj^ApervC nfyurVTK

HF 156 V J, » zOleru S cn cro< oA^txmsX • i * »Tru<r» «»*-n<»rT *f»qTrj

IA 585 »» • •'< *7 . c 'e-pwTet t &-SvrfTCocj t e-jJv«rT»a
» - ■> «~<AUTo f (Hnoz^c

f r895» 1 pt-Tpl* 1 e-Tex. pn O"Ur<pp&V0f "TfCMie$>]C

A Th 756 £tA* n*»-p<>/o 1 T«v*-pe -VUJ^tOV S <p^ frv V4>T|«;
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^764- U 7-uv nokis 3-^-a^n '

S OT 196 Ht’ e* *T»^ tfl-uJe-Ve-V oypArs/ ,0pp Kt<rV *Xv£t<v<*

•% 209 Te'V *^pv<rryuT|»«<V Tv- KAKXrjcrkuJ ' env/WpcrV y£<

(6) MM VMmM VMM | MMMMMIMM j

Hipp 1148 Ti" TeV H* VWTpuM y*H o»£e-"'l oLtcM.

(7) --------------- |-M----------- |

S Tra 821 -to6tu»$ t« ^cm^emtrj rjpr^ n«^A4>M<j><*-T<ro r-)po-Vtn<*-£

~ 832 Xfl frH ^‘rX°r°1 «iv*yj<<K rXt-^j> <* , r> f <nrr«^fVx*^ ,o^

(8) TT-uu-.uu-u|-u—.» J

Tro 286 {ti S'^ivT|Zn<AX'oeu^S H^e?<TF JtnTu^J y>-iX»«w.

Phaeth 234 HwVi T«N e-v Kj>vrrTH$ truN y^yu^v yev^*^

"v/ 243 ^i‘o<nMf»Vo* 'Y’*‘t*'/ $wt©<;

(9) MmMMmVMmm| mMMmmm |

Hel 664 irten-rvn*. 01‘rV o’o-V e-<£n<r»yuzH •

( 10 ) W — V W—M W~W | -uv-uu-uu.-uu| ~.UU«»U u~.uu.~uu | rn.uu~.uu~. J

ll - * <** ’ ft f \ II , >/ If ** t f t
Pho 350 oXen-To, t«A e-tTf- <ni^e< err <~f<* *vr£-n*Tqp * *tips 

ei-Tfr <p ^z-< ytpVi»nZ /<<T cibryveMTi^ O l^ln-ofe** .

(11)----------------- ---------1------------------ |

Ale 91 c-t y*y j4e-r«*-KwfX4x?^ o<t<m to

^103 niTve-t* rv 'V'fc-«X*-*‘* ^rvrte-i X^f

(12) u-u-|u~uu-uu~u|-v-u—j

Tro 279 KfZ-T*- Kxruyycrv' cXk avu^cm .^inTv^sV hokyniv •

(13) u-u“u“U-h-uu-uu-u| -u—I

HF 898 Kuvoyf-Te-? TK^vurV J/w-y .

/ ” I K. " X * A Zj^cvJ, oun<rr 3>or^vci<ri Avrrw cTH .

KF 907 TetyT<*-f€H<rd , WS .

fix' feywA>fy ncre- HzXXx 6 £oyAru; r>^ymrtc .
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■* V •»••»**«■ w W M"»M j «■»

S OT * • I I * f * **% J ** *
1093 X°ft-^**®*’* >l|*<Ar>Z Pf frT!<n^ rVfOC T*t$ t-yv<ns Tuf>ofVV<nS .

-"'■' 110.5 t-ll$' » !9t»H<^e7o"? Jt-o5 VflMv*r/ fcir'»4-k^ un/ o |> fun/ ^fr|o<-r' T<nJ

NOTES TO (1) - (14)

( *1 ) v**w V«»U VmV J«*W4waiSM«M» f

Hipp 58

A short introduction sung by Hippolytus to the second chorus. 

Another hemiepes (pendant, v>) follows without link

(60 %p-6-f4i>/ , 3> ). cZ^ox/Te* not otfr-iT - must be taken

(cf. Barrett, ad loc; Wilamowitz GV 589). The first double

short is contracted.

HF 1082

Sung by Amphitryon in the dochmiac commos. is m

enjamt^nent with the preceding ia trim , y-t-fr/re-* /

_ * z
. Followed by dochmiacs. If the insertion 

<rj > (Wilamowitz) is accepted at the beginning of 1084, our dicolon 

ends with brevis in longo.

Tro 799/808

Initial colon of the choral ode (2nd stasimon 1st strophe) 

composed completely of normal dact-epit cola except one (805/814 

-.wv-wv-/mu-.vv-mv~- dact hexam; but may be D^D-). Followed by 

-3>e. Antistrophe has enjambement (808 .

El 859/895

Initial colon of dact-epit ode (5**d stasimon) with the clausula 

of Followed by -e-D. Dact-epit is not irregular

but includes an exceptionally long period (865ff/878£f)
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Eh 552/552

3rd stasimon. Dact-epitr with ’enoplian’ characteristics, or

’enoplians’ with dact-epitr. See 527/546 vv-w-w-Ji |-w—o I

(55)? 550/5^9 -VV-VV-/w-VV-V-V (125), 556/555   VV-VV-V —

(55)* Our passage is followed by 554/555 554 begins

an independent sentence, but 555 carries on the meaning (. crupiyyoC mV

K-rv v4 ).

Cf. Tro 801-02/811-12 —V V-V V | - VV-VV- I

It is preceded by -w-w- and followed by —0—. They are taken 

as two periods namely D-D- and D-e-. See (107) and (142).

(2) V v-u v-v |-w-w-v | -/w-w-v I -vv 1

HF 1074

Amphitryon in the dochmiac commos. Murray juxtaposes the
/ I

preceding in the same line, but this is another

iambic metron belonging to the preceding period (5 metra in 

total). Schroeder considers pOsX H as paroem +

ibyc, i.e. identical with other examples of (5) below (and 

Murray, too, puts line-end after pqrFToM ). This colometry 

of Schroeder may be right, but if it is accepted, the next line 

is hard to analyse: w-w-v-w—. He calls it an(^") + prosod 

similarly to IT 884 w-w-v-v— or IT 886 w—w—w-w-v. We 

should not adopt ’anap metron equivalent to dochm’ or his 

rather amorphus ’prosod’. 1O74f is better analysed as tetracolon.

(3) v-w-vv-v(---------w-v- |

Andr 826

Hermione in Duet. Murray’s colometry is here meaningless (cf 

Stevens) and inconsistent with his own colometry at HF 1029 and
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1052. He gives signs (TTj».o< and tfvr.ot to 825ff and 829ff, but

these metrically identical passages, and 855ff/857ff, too,

should be considered as a repeated part of a long astrophic *

song. Cf. HF 1O28ff/1O51ff, Ion 7&/7^£ etc. This is Dale's 
2view (LM 175)- Though 826 is asynartete dicolon, the corresponding 

850 is synartete. See (28) below.

HF 1029

In an astrophic dochmiac choral ode. The corresponding line 

(see above) 1032 ends with — not and this responsion (though 

not a strophic one) provides one of the proofs that penultimate 

syllable of is anceps. Note the epxc correptxon

( Zp) V«au UMW WxaU I aWUWUWMMM J

HF 1032 w ,
See HF 1029, (5) above. LP have we ffruV* (M~.UUUUUU-.U)

is Elmsley’s conjecture. Wilamowitz, in his commentary, 

retains MSS reading and accepts the resolved enoplian (u-vvJ^w~v) 

But the traditional reading is too weak to support the idea of

resolution.

Or 1256/1276

Sung by ELectra in dochmiac commos. Corrections for metrical 

reason made by Triclinius ( , TiV ’ ■, Tiv<*. )

are generally accepted by modern editors, though they gives 

various interpretations: Di Benedetto, enopl («-««~““-“) +

2 da (-vu-mw) + mol (-—»); Biehl, “hem + “hem + sp. The

preceding colon is 2 dochm («««—«— «««—«-.). Cf. the combination 

of iambelegus + dochm at 1262/1282 (v-u-u-w-w-j ww-v-).

ELision takes, place at the end of the first colon.

(5) --- J
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Med 989/996

4th stasimon 2nd strophe. Followed by another ithyph (enjambe- 

ment, , in antistrophe), a prolonged enoplian dicolon

(993/999 um—ww—ww—vw-. jv.• —, see (74)(75)) and ia+ithyph.

IT 402/417

This choral ode (1st stasimon, 1st strophe^ has a passage 

difficult to analyse but surely including a number of ’prosodiac- 

enoplians'. It starts with |-v«-vw~u— (144) then come

probably iambic cola which may be mingled with dactyls if we
, , z *retain 6m noVt’ot VCv|4<to< . 596/411 «——««— is either

uu-uu~uj or vu—l-y/ww-— ( 50). After ia trim, 400/415

is certainly a kind of dact-epitr (or prosodiac):

After our passage, 434/418 is four longa: 3lo< Te-yyK K01V*.

They are more easily attached to our dicolon syntactically.

The last period is a priapean dicolon.

HF 136

All the rest of the ode (Parodos, epode) is trochaic with 

variants. The preceding cola f¥*om which our di colon cannot be 

separated syntactically is 2 cr. The long initial anceps and 

contraction conceal the characteristics of ’archilochean

dicolon’, but Archilochus himself employs this form.

IA 585

The first half (573-81) of 

aeolic. 582-84 is usually

ITAfdf&tA/ for nAfe-i&e .

• * fc-TurV n cn -

$-f-V f OS

the ode (1st stasimon, epode) is 

taken as aeolic, too, reading

v UWUWI Ctel) 

w»t
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£7 * J £ w—w- urJ?

Since ©S T*4 is an obvious corruption, we cannot decide the 

value of 585* But if we choose to change the metre at the clear 

period end (581), it might be better to take 582 as ’aceph hem’:

V U*»V M**
A

©
4. 4.

V**MV«« V V ** vDd (?)

6X.6-^ AV 'C 0 f ^T«*nZ

$1" ScrjXwrV { ) 1 CAt-V<*-$

H oZvT hrrvoT $ ^A4-<|>c*4<n 5 pv ) v-—w-(w)

The last line may be a prolonged ’enoplian’ u—w-w-w-v

combined with our passage taking • But these

alternatives do not affect the essence of the dicolon 585~86.

After our cola the metre and the text are uncertain, but there 
* /•

is an obvious sense break after C~rvTt><*.P^jc .
2

fr 895 N 1

Athen. IV 158E (incerta fabula). The fragment is consisted of 

two dicola- The other is similar to ’archilochean’ w-w-v—| 

-w-v— (48). Not only the initial but the link anceps is long. 

A Th 7%/764

The ode (2nd stasimon 5rd strophe) is made of alternated iambic

cola and prosodiac-enoplians. They may be regarded as four

di cola in wider sense. The most interesting (for our purpose)

is the second, 752/760: w-w-w-l-v-v— ||

n<<Tj><rKToV«f^ O i S"i , cro-tc tiyvlv'

• * ** z s

-r p Aa-7 , o k«m npup-vzvV rx»Xf-vus f-t •

In stead of erasm + ithyph, this dicolon is conposed of 

v-w-vv- (prosodiac, in Helio do rian-Wilamowitzian sense) + 

ithyph, that means there is no link anceps. Nevertheless two 

cola are closely jointed. Antistr. is synartete. The dicola
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preceding ours is iamb + hem pendant (or pher): —M-uJ7zu-.j-.--w—.
„ e
e-rA* (756) is the enjamt^ient of it.

S QT 196/209

All the other cola of the ode (Parodos, 3rd. strophe) are iambic 

with variants. The link anceps ts long both in str and ant, 

and comparatively stronjsense break is found at the end of the 

first colon.

(6) Ul«UU~UU»i~ | |

Hipp 1148

Preceded by -w-w-? and followed by -w-u—. These four cola 

either make up one period or divided into two after (1148).

If the latter is taken, 1148 may be regarded as v-w-w— with 

final anceps (or real long). The first (1147 e-v^uyi*-4 X,<*f»7"es 

and the second (1148) are usually treated as a long compound 

or dicolon (D^D-). See (106). However there is no positive 

reason to suppose the relation between 1147-48 is closer than 

that between 1148-49 except that two hemiepe are a well-known 

combination (quasi-hexameter) and that two dicola seem better 

balanced. No strong reason is found either to defend or 

to reject taking 1148-49 closely.

(7) — v——.|----------------------- I

S Tra 821/852

5rd stasimon, 1st strophe. It starts with u-u-—/w-w- (ve-D) 

then our passage comes. Dact-epitr ends here in the stricter

sense. After two heavily resolved ia trim, -w-u-'tr-u—. (826/856) 

appears. It may be a variation of -w-w-s-v— (encomiologus, 

D»e-). After two -wu-— (ia+sp; not tro+sp as Dawe says,
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because of word-ends) comes . Antistrophe has

corrupt text. It is usually analysed as dochm+ia+ba, but

should be regarded as tro trim or eueue-

because of undesirable single occurrence of dochmiac and of 

analogy of -v-m-v— (822/32).

Tro 286

' n ’Hecuba in Duet. Wilamowitz’s supplement ' Tc* <s is easy

to accept. Biehl defends MSS reading which has not finite verb.

Even if we follow MSS, the metrical construction of our colon 

is not changed (see Biehl). The similar dicolon is remarkable 

at 282 w-vo-w-v, J-v—. {(19). Lee fails to grasp the quasi- 

archilochean nature of these dicola. Our dicolon is followed

by 2 dochm Its dragged ending corresponds to

our dicolon and many other examples found in this commos.

Phaeth 234/243

I rely on Biggie’s text and his interpretation. The ode is 

dact-epitr, but mixed with some unfamiliar cola. The preceding 

cola are — |-uu-uu-. Syntactically it is hard to separate 

233/242 from 234/244, especially 233 Tixs T* •

The initial anceps, which is a link anceps actually, is long

both in str and in ant. And the link of our dicolon, too.

Cf. Phaeth 272

U«.u/~ | ■>VU~UU~u| -U — (nO4b)

(9) W-VUWUU—U | I

Hel 664

Recognition duet. If we may divide between two 01'cnZ , the first
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half is erasm. But it is followed by not by -w-ow-.

This form may be called a dochmiac, but though -w-v- is a 

common type of dochmiac, and though dochmiac is the dominant

metre of the Duets, we may doubt whether such a closely

connected dicolon should be ’enoplian’ + dochm. Until we 
CjMxtA anc*f>« ! J

discover such a combination as v-vv-vv-v|vJJ-«-, it would be 

better not to use the name ’dochmiac*. Rather -w-v- is to

be taken as substitution for -mm-w-. See chapter 10 further.

( 10) U-UM-.VW-.W J -.wv~uu-v.w-.ww j-vu-uu-uu-vul-uu-uu-. I

Pho 350

locasta’s monody. Our passage is preceded by a period of 6

dochmiacs and followed by 2 dochmiacs. It appears to be an

expanded form of (1) u-uu~uu-v|-™v..|. The long dactylic run 

from G-fT' to OIS"i may be one long unit comparable

with hemiepes. Probably? however, it would be more natural 

to dissect this long run into three cola along with the sense 

break: two 4 da and a hemiepes. The dicolon (1) may be expanded 

by insertion of two 4 da. The process of expansion is attested 

not only metrically but also rhetrically: <HT6..,eK . e-i'Te • •• efre ... )

Alternatively it is also possible to divide u-.vu-ou-u|-uu-uu-| 

uu-uu-.uu~uu-.| uu-vu~uu~uu«.| after fiflUTf-ip and j-vcV i err/

Cf (lj?l)

(W ---- ----------|-----------|

Ale 91/105

Parodos, 1st strophe. The first half is iambic. The second 

half, 89~92/1O1~O4 is either a tetracolon or two dicola. Or 

every colon is independent. See (146). Our cola are the last
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two. They may be compared with fr 893*1 and S QT, 196/209

—.vm-mw—Pm-m— (5). If this comparison is right, ——v— is

raol+ba, a variation of ithyph with cr replaced by mol. This

colon is found in Stesichorus. 1The Lille Stesichorus ep 7
« * j z C»

(Parsons) e.g. 209-10 ^dtv-rcurvvic^

Tfc-^frVTVfcM (»uu-uu-u«.uu-uu—1~—|l ).

(12) v------?u~------  UV<«m|mVmVmm |

Tro 279

Hecuba in Diet. Most editors accppt Musurus' emendation ovv^t-mn 

instead of MSS ovv^fctn (but according to Bi^L, Va appears to 

have had )• But they arrange v-.m-w-.u's-*||„wv«v«.u„w—||

2 ia j( ch+ia+ba || supposing brevis in longo after » pen/ .

But- a choriambic metron instead of an iambic is unfamiliar in

dochmiac • contexts. Rather enoplian prefixed by iambic metron 

(or iambelegus followed by ithyph, or ; all of them

mean the same) fits better to the metre of the lUet. The 

alternative colometry is 2 ia (brevis in longo) + -.vJvv-u-v— 

cr+ia+ba, retaining . But the word shape covering the

resolution (v^v) is not happy. Of. S Aj 911/937 and Hec 9^+8 

(38) below.

(13) u-v-u-u-|u~vv-uu-u| -u— I

HF 898 and 907

Both passage are found in dochmiac choral ode (astrophic, 873“

908). Murray ascribes 907 bo Heracles, but it should be given 

to the chorus or Amphitryon. 898 and 907 are considered a priori 

as identical metrically, though no other parts are found to have 

a responsion. Both have diaeresis at the same place before
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o-.Mv-.MM-w— is quasi-archilochean and has parallels 

(7). v-v-v-v- is 2 ia, or if taken as dact-epitr, «e^e. 

Overlapping is found between 2 ia and erasm: J j4.cn/ and

uSsJfc-Tl ’ There is no corresponding word-end between

898 and 907» The whole verse is notated as weve«l>e—• And, 

especially,at 898, the similarity with so-called ’third + 

fourth’ lines of the alcaic strophe u-w-v.-.w~U//-ov-uw~w— is 

interesting.
(U) ----------------------«-----------  VV«*WM»v| «a* V«M Vm»«m |

OT 1Q93/11Q3 .

3rd stasimon. Mostly dact-epitr. Our verse is notated as 

E-]>ithyph. E-L(-) is a rather unfamiliar combination, and 

in most cases E(~) and (-)D(-) are clearly separated by 

strophical coincidence of word-ends. OT 1093/1105 is unique 

because of different position of-T«T^ not only between E and 

D but also between D and the following ithyph, and because of 

the strophic responsion of long with short at the second link

anceps.

End of notes

THE FINAL ELEMENT OF ERASMONIDEAN

The final element of erasm found in the examples (1) - (13) 

is, almost without exception, short. Longs are found only 

at (1) Rh 332/332, (3) fr 893-1 (p°O, S OT 196/209, (6) Hipp 

11^8, (7) S Tra 821/832, (8) Phaeth 234/243. Strophic

j4.cn/
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responsion between long and short is not found in this position 

except OT 1093/1103 (see note).

It is suggestive that all of these examples but Hipp 1148 

and Rh 332 have long at the initial, too ( —.w-w— ). Hence 

it may be speculated that the colon -w-w— is different from 

w-w-w-w in usage. Some passages may have the actual long at

the end and have a period end after them. Whether —w-w—

may be different from erasm or not, it is certain that the 

majority of the examples have a short at the end. The next 

question is whether this short is a link anceps or brevis in 

longo followed by period-end.

first of all it is improbable that all the lines which 

^ve short at the final have period-end (brevis in longo).

The number of examples is too cumulative to neglect. Some 

examples have words connected syntactically before and after 

thef*v*h : ' (HF 1082) npw-rrV | (Tro 808)

| Kpet-r V (EL 893) cijM-lKTcrv' | (IT 402)

oToV | oto-V (Hel 664). Moreover in two cases — if we 

accept the Triclinian correction at Or 12?6 and unless a more 

reasonable alternative colometry is found for IA 383 elision 

takes place after this element. Therefore it is impossible to 

take them as w-w-w-v~x*with brevis in longo.

There is another strong indication that this element is 

to be taken as ’link’ anceps. Though not in strophical 

responsion, Andr 826/830 are expected to have the same metre: 

v—uu—ww—w| —ww—ww—u—1| s: w—ww—ww—Jw—ww—ww—w—1|, This line is not 

dact-epitr. In a dact-epitr ode, OT 1093/1103 confirms that
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this element is link anceps: -/-wu-mw-v |J = —uu-vu-|u-v-

Judging from the examples above only, it cannot be said

that dact-epitr has a long anceps while ’pure enoplian’ has 

short. Tro 799/808 and El 859/895 have short anceps though 

occurring in dact-epitr odes. On the other hand, the long 

anceps does not necessarily mean the context is the dact-epitr.

No example is found to be used in exclusively dact-epitr context 

though S Tra 821/852 and Eh 552/552 may be regarded in dact- 

epitr in a broder sense.

5
THE OTHER ELEMENT^OF ERASMONIDEAN

The initial element is hardly occupied by long, either. Apart 

from the examples which have longs at both positions, HF 156 

has long initial. The correspondence between long and short 

is attested at Eh 552/552.

The first double short is replaced by one long at Hipp 58 

and HF 156. Here double-short is conceived to be contracted.

Archilochus himself already used ------w-u instead of

(«t<rTwn/ 6 oi Jlaw Kct-r' ohir^zW ) (Hephaestion ch. 15»5> 

p.^-9). Contraction suggests a closer relationship of erasm 

with dactyls (or at least, with hemiepes) than with aeolic or 

choriambic.

COLA FOLLOWING ERASMONIDEAN
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Erasmonidean is followed by various cola, but they are divided 

into two main branches. One is represented by -w-w- which
//

may be called dactylic, and the others represented by

which may be called iambic.

-w-w- (1) cf.(2), (10)

Hemiepes or D in Maasian notation. The dicolon v-w-w-v( -w-w 

is notated as uDuD and is a typical period of dact-epitr. But 

since this dicolon is used outside dact-epitr odes, and as will 

be seen later, since -w-w- can stand after other types of cola 

such as w-w-v-v? there is no reason to treat it separately.

-w-w- can be followed by link anceps and another colon.

-w-w-v s hemiepes blunt, will be examined fully in later 

chapters(11, 13) • '

Ibycean is named after Ibycus 286 P qpi e

As far as this name is restricted to purely descriptive and 

conventional usage without any historical association (even with 

Ibycus himself), it is useful. Though Ibycus uses this metre 

three times in synaphea followed by dactylic tetrameter 

(-w-w-w-w), at 286 P, tragic usage is different, and may 

not be reduced to a single origin. It will be examined in 

chapter 13* Here, and in later chapters, -w-w-v- is supposed 

to be analysable as -w-w-w + suffix - (or hem + «-)• The 

penultimate element is anceps, see below. Whether or not this 

hypothesis is appropriate, will be examined in due course, 

-w-w-v- is used in Pindaric dact-epitr at 01 6 str 3

—v—w-w-v- (but it is followed by v—v-..„ so that it is
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possible to suppose E (following short link anceps) is split).

M»V ( IL J

Dale calls this metre ’ibycean with dragged ending’ since this 
2 <corresponds with -w-w-u- (dm 168). Absolute proof of the 

correspohsion is found at A Th 222/229 only, but HF 1029 and 

1032 support it. Dale compares it with the relation of dochmiacs 

(Xuv-u- zs/ -w—)„ But it should not be forgotten as Dale 

explicitly states, that ’forms with dragged close are not merely 

incidental variants but common enough... in some cases commoner 

than the ending’ (LM 168). The situation of -w-w—- is 

quite different from ’dragged glyconic’ oo-vu—. As will be 

later discussed, the penultimate element is best explained as 

equivalent to the link anceps of -w~w-oe -w-w— is used 

in Pindaric dact-epitr at Pyth 1 str 2: -M-——u—w-w—

-w-w— might be notated as ]>-, but to call it ’hemiepes 

+ spondee* is wrong. Though ’spondee’ can be used for a purely

descriptive purpose, as in dactylic hexameter or to denote some 

cases of the first two syllables (’foot’) of an iambic metron, 

it has also the connotation of a syncopated form of a whole iambi 

metron (a~a“) in the context of lyric iambic. Therefore when 

’spondee* is treated as a metron, we are easily inclined to 

take it as equivalent to bacchiac or iambic metron. Since 

-w-w— corresponds to -w-w-u-, it is evidently wrong to 

take it as -w-w-A-A-. Every occurrence has period end after 

it and its context suggests a close association with dochmiacs. 

---------- (5) (12)

Ithyphallic is the old name of this colon and Hephaestion already
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used it. But he wrongly describes it o^^'K>orV vjjxi0X0Z

-v). Instead it is to be analysed as tro+sp (= syncopated

dimeter) in trochaic context. But it appears far more often 

in iambic contexts. There it is reasonably considered as

syncopated iambic dimeter catalectic, or cr+ba. But in erasmonidean 

dicola, it may have not lost its first element, in other words, 

it is not syncopated. When the final element of m-vw-um-w,

which is dominantly occupied by short, is attached to ithyph,

iamb dim cat is obtained.

--------  (8) (13)

Wilamowitz regards this as ’den zusammengezogenen Ithyphallikus’

• (e.g. GV j?90, 537). Dale opposes this idea. Her reason 
2

is historical (LM l8lf). ’’This should probably not be reckoned 

as a syncopated ithyph, since it appears in Pindar, Pyth 9- 2 

(E—) and Pindar does not dealt in ithyph; the spondee should 

in fact be recognized as a rare but regular dact~epitr ingredient”. 

What she means by a syncopated ithyph is — cr+sp, in which 

sp is taking the place of ba of ithyph. Dale sees its origin 

either as syncopated cretic (epitrite) or as suffix formed by 

overrun. But whatever its origin may be, it seems to me certain 

that it works as ithyph. As far as bacchiac is regarded as

catalectic form of iambic metron and as catalexis is not the

amputation of the last element, ^~v(~)J but w~A~ or

spondee in iambic context and here will be considered as

a-a~ or U L. , not as x-(u~). If the process of the change of 

iambic metron into spondee is called ’brachycatalexis*, —-

may be called ’brachycatalectic lecythion’ or ’syncopated iambic
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dimeter brachycataelctic’. The existence of this colon is

often overlooked. But it is certainly found not only at Tro 

286 (8) but also in the examples of (13) (24) (19) (35) (69) 

(70) (71) (88) (104b). And it is used independently, for 

example, at HF 132 in trochaic context.

■a V •-U •» V ■»«*• (7)

This is found at S Tra 821/838 in dact-epitr context so that 

it will be unnecessary to call it ’trochaic dimeter1. It is 

e^e-, and if we like to combine the preceding anceps with it, 

it may be expressed as -e^e-. It is one of the greatest merits

of the Maasian notation that we need not worry about how to 

analyse x-^-x-«— which has an additio^l element at its 

initial compared with tro dim or at its end compared with ia

dim. It is, incidentally or not, identical with the third line 

of Alcaic stanza (according to the traditional division). 

Nevertheless I cannot refrain from a speculation according to

which this colon should be explained in the same manner as 

iambics. The colon («)-«-«-«— is not used frequently and 

some are explicable in other ways. For example, Tro 831-32/831-32

OC evVot? (fc-vvoiTepflLS vr) , /

is analysed as 4 tro. This is acceptable; but it should be

noticed that 4 tro appears immediately after iambics and that

1 4
u—, which is D-E- of course, is found before

(823/843

US T*T< e-nv'p • J-f-trunv J.

At S Tra 102/111, appears after two iambic dimeters
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(~-v—- v~). of course these three lines are explicable as 

-e-e-e-e-e-e- (-E-E-E-). But it can be also said, that —

works as a cadenza at the end of the iambic period. Moreover, 

if m^y analysis is right, appears at PV 5^/556 after

mv-mv-w-m (18), see chapter

Dale introduces the idea of ’overrun* • —is,

according to her, iambic dimeter overrun by one long (LM 70).

I prefer to take ’overrun’ in a much narrower way. As ithyph

. can be regarded as an expanded form of («)-«—• 

especially at the end of dact-fepitr, it is possible to take 

(u)-w-wo-u—. as an expanded form of (^ )-«-«—. The expansion 

is made by attaching instead of the figpfl. -. I have

tentatively suggested that the relation of hipponactean with 

pherecratean is to be explained in the same way (Part I, p |S2t )

OO~^v— —OO“UU"U~“

and I should designate this expansion ’hypercatalexis’.

ERASMONIDEAN DI COLA PREFIXED BY SINGLE-SHORTS

(11) v—v— |u/— J-v-v—. is comparable with (5) j

-u-u— „ it may be analysed as iambic metron + erasm + ithyph.

At the same time, if the Maasian symbols are preferred, it may

be notated ueuDve»—. The association of the archilochean with 

dact-epitr is detected. (12) v-u-^-v-|u-w-uu-v|-u—is 

comparable with (8) Just as ( 11), it is analysed

as 2 ia + erasm + cr+sp, or as «e^e«Dve—. Successive short
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elements are impressive if they are compared with ordinary 

dact-epitr cola. And (11) Tro 279 add. (12) HF 898, 907 are 

not found in stasimon but in the Duets and commos of which

dominant metre is dochmiacs. Hence it is better not to

extend the idea of dact-epitr to them.

On the other hand, (13) «—-uu-uv-u-v-u— is dact-

epitr, e-e-D«e«—, though it ends with ithyph. The link 

anceps is long on most occasions and the ode is mostly composed 

of dact-epitr ingredients. The other examples which starts 

with the prefix v-u- or u-u-u-u- will be discussed later in 

chapter 10.
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Chapter 4

Liomedean followed by another colon

The name ’diomedean* is my invention to designate the colon

wv-uv-o-— which has no special name- It has been regarded as

a form of enoplian since Wilamowitz, (or perhaps even before

him), among German scholars. However since we here follow

Dale with regard to usage of the word ’enoplian*, it is

obviously inconvenient to accept this special meaning of the

appellation. Moreover when we use the term ’enoplian* in -

Wilamowitzian manner, we are expected to comprehend that the

colon m-mu-vw-u and the colon are the same as well

as others such as "-w-v-c. Unless we are convinced of the

identical nature of these verses accor^yag to Wilamowitzian

definition as Dreiheber, it will be better to use a separate

name for each colon.

The name of ’diomedean* is taken from Pindar Nem 10.7: 

y d-ftpp©Tcr7 favfo* noie l”A<Mji<ZdTus

mu-ov-v——o—.w-ww- . As we shall observe later, this Pindaric exeMplav

is certainly the forrunner of Euripidean usage of 

Perhaps the similarity of the sound with erasmonidean, (though 

without any logical or structural implication*) would be

influential.

Like erasmonidean, diomedean (diom) has three true longs 

(Hebungen) alternated by four single-short/double-short/anceps 

(Senkungen). The first and the second Senkungen are occupied 

by double-short and the third is always short. The final is
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(link) anceps like the fijgSnp- element of erasm

EXAMPLES

(13)

Hipp 737

X\«z 770

An dr 1022

Tro 833

<%/ 832

(16) V VM

Hec 1068

(17) V v«*

Med 645 1

'633 ’

Hipp 753

Z\z 768

Ion .1078

r-~-1094

(18) v v«-»

A PV 548

556

(19) V VM

Tro 282

(20) WM

Cyc 52

» V V«— V V»

K^oVv(^^otc*t«W ovoicnv 

Jtno wp<pi£tun/ 

ocno Je <f£fye-Vn

T<* Got cf^»<rofrVT<* AavTjxx
« »• c

TeUVonnoV 6\<rvrpt- T^cbt

o « , ■* z
q y'otf ‘ 0T6j>wV 

oZkpe-ToM pC|4<pl f?p<r/O-\/ 

JI>U<xioM p<X en Aq C

Z Z** /

‘ yU|4VWfln tM-V T€- bpe|4Ol 

ypux mm*' ev s

— V VmV V

* p6Ke-<r>< o -rv<j>X«nZ uAAxfr/ ^eyyoc e-ncsW^I^

lA? elftq X*V I e^vGo*

<f£- Y*f F7oX^5 O’-' <j>iXu»V Tl$ 

e-ndj>fe-v^<^4 tj*c<.v o<v»«.6"flo(v

X/Xtno2 6 unfrp<kv-rX»s ooirt*

u - . „ » 1
OT* KoM Zlu>$ offi-re-j>unto<

6V?N 1 <*• KpcXTcnJ fxe-sZ

<^Uffme-p*T<rA/

/pKT<<n^V PxS-trV<re*V 

oX^HtfV fi^n’ OlK-urV

Te-po^iVtvV 

tfVfr%o p t~U <TBZ 

P<flKW fXperTon/ o(Y<Q^rV

VV*«wVm»v I **VmVmV*

oX< yo JfcAVI <W o<-VM KaW

*• i •* z\ f k 1 l' 1 * » » -»
TOO K<*1VO U OT A«PJ*TJ>P<

UU<-> VMU aovzoaBoa |

^AUCTS^hJ 5eX*-A^ Af-A^*YA^

)CTOVKper7 ? sk To ej>WT^^

» V Z » *- Z* I

V<c»m Awo<, ctttv u^Wo^^v

zpwTi /irvXe^friV 

uriot^ vo uh^Y7 w KT^<*rTo* ^rjXo^^cx. <rr<A-tnuj^ffV

mWmVmV I mVVmW<m«m

> /
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(21) VUlWU J «*U«i |

S Tra 879 nj>»s yf- — eiTTe- TuJ j-topvjj yuv*M £uvtj»6^h

NOTES TO (13) ~ (21)

Hipp 797/770

2nd stasimon 2nd strophe. It starts with aeolics (gl+gl+pher),

then comes w-uv-u-uj — (17) and our dicolon, finally a

long iambic hvTyq (all metra are of the shape —v~).

Andr 1022

4th stasimon 1st strophe. The whole ode may be called dact-

epitr in.a broader sense. Strophically corresponding 1014

is synartete (43)« Bo the’s correction, instead of

Aqfc-< (1023) and the changing of the word order at 1013,

THtT- instead of xfy* T. 6. » seems to be

indispensable to avoid an extremely long period 

(uv-uu-v~m-wv-vw-w~vw-mw-vm—.-.w—). The possibility of this 

long period will be discussed later (132). From the same 

reason and, moreover, because of the strong sense break, the 

preceding colon ) must be disjointdd.

Tro 833/832

2nd stasimon 2nd strophe. It starts with dact-epitr and

passing through 823/843 -w«-ww-/wm~wu-.vu-.w- (129), changes

its metre into-a long run of (^)mbo-trochaic (or epi trite).

Then comes our dicolon. After laonbic again (tetrameter with

heavy resolution), finally comes -«w-wm-/wm-uv-.w-w-w— (122).

Cf. Dale, LM 193f* Lengthening of <r<x is unusual but not

without parallels (cf. Barrett, Hipp, p 3^9* Perhaps B. rather
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exaggerates the difficulty, cf. Pho 60 (A/ottA*-** (dialogue)). 

Biehl’s scansion of THWonai crJ is hardly acceptable.

Cf. (8?) Qn 181/203 U~uu»uu-uu-uu-v-uj-uv»uu» ||

(16) | mwM V«n»M Wmmmmmm jj

Hec 1068

Polymestor’s monody. Schroeder and Daitz take this line as 

w-uu-l vuv-u<-/|-vu-----anap + 2 dochm with the scansion of

ww« Though anapaests occur in the vicinity (1065-66 

-vo—| —wv~|-~vo- and 1070ff) the compound of anap + dochm 

without diaeresis is quite questionable. Wilamowitz maintains 

that anapaest metron is equivalent to a dochmiac (GV j-£)6f, 

where he uses our passage as one of examples), and his assertion 

is sometimes accepted and quoted as authority without further 

check by some modern scholars. But this theory is not beyond 

doubt, at least in Euripidean odes. The last syllable of 

is treated as brevis in longo. This is not impossible. But 

our interpretation is surely better.

(17) w-vm-v-v|L°vLU-----1

Med 6^-3/633

2nd stasimon 2nd strophe. It starts with 3 ch + ba. Then comes 

our di colon followed by hemiepes. After w-w-v-w— (60) 

aeolic cola runs (2 wil + Hipp). Elision at the bacchiac 

ending is extraordinary. Parker, CQ NS 26, 1976, 20n17, gives;• 

another four examples (A PV l8j?» Hel 637? Pho 1027» Tro 1322) 

Hipp 733/768 cf. (13) above, Hipp 737/770.

Ion 1078/109^

3rd stasimon 2nd strophe. The preceding cola are difficult but
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I
oTfc ~ o<rvv clearly marks the start of a new colon. I take

1074-45/1090-91, —l-ov-l-vM-vw~w»-w—. • ia+ch + piraxillean, 

1O76-77/1O92-25, —vvm—|w—w—l-uv-vuJTTwww— j 2 ia + 2 da + ia. 

After 1080/1096 the metre is basically aeolic. Ithyph is 

resolved both in strophe (vmm-v—.) and in ant (O^vlu--,),

A PV 548/556

2nd stasimon 2nd strophe. This ode is composed of four so- 

called ’iambo-anapaest’ and one dact-epitr.

545/555 mu—ww—mu—wm—uj—v—— see (79)

547/555 MV-MW-W- ! vj —• (58)

548/556 V W«M»V J *•» V** W•— V

550/558 VM—<JO—WU«~ W W—OUw.— (168)

551/560 (116)

The uniformity of the metre is obvious and Wilamowitz takes . 

not only w-uv-v-u but also w-wv-uu-mv as ’enoplian’ (GV 588) 

see further, (79) 545/555* 547 has a strong sense-break after

wu-vw-v-w5 while 555 has a "Tt>Hn before the second short

\ To dtet|x<pfri W if- |4fl I

548/555 is longer than 547/555 by one ’trochaic metron’ or an 

epitrite (e~). Judging from the coincidence of word-end in 

strophe and ant. and similarity with (17) J

and (7) — vw-wm—j-v-iw-v-.-., the division Jv-~

is the most reasonable. Or we are obliged to take the whole

of this line as an indivisible unit.

(19) v M** UUwU*» vj WWW •*»*•««

Tro 282
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Hecuba in the Duet. Compare Tro 286 above (8). Lee notates 

anap + ia + sync dochm following Denniston (anap + ia + impure 

ia). With this colometry the similarity with 282 is obscured 

and the doubtful metron « requires explanation.

(20) v W« • uu*»uv« I

Cyc 52

Parodos. Interpretation is not easy. It depends on who is
z

Cf. Higgle, CQ NS 21, 1971, A-2. Preceded by anap, 

and followed by No satisfactory inter

pretation is given.

(21) V>»» ----- |UWMWW'M'WMWW

S Tra 879

Lyric dialogue between the chorus and the Nurse. The Nurse is 

not given any lyric passage except 879• It is a reasonable 

supposition that she has not a singing role. Hence Hermann 

emends 879 into part of an iambic trimeter. He is followed 

by Dawe.

End of notes

THE ALTERNATIVE TO ’DIOMEDEAN’

We had better scrutinize the examples of ’diomedean’ because 

this colon is not recognized as an independent colon by 

Hephaestion, nor by some modern scholars, especially in Britain. 

If ww~.w-u~v were not a real entity, all of the occurrences

(15) “ (19) would have to be explained either (a) according to
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another colometry or (b) as a part of a longer unit or (c) as 

wv-w-w— with brevis in longo.

(a) another colometry

If it is demanded that another colometry be uniform to explain

all the examples cited above, the combination of anapaest and 

iambic metra is the only conceivable method. (15) mv-w-Jv-v-J 

w-w- may be called anap^ia+anap. But it is impossible to do 

so with (17) mv—w—| v—v—J v—v— or with (19) mv-w- | v—v— |v—.

Or shall we regard m-v— and m—- as variants of iambic metron, 

namely for example, ’iambic penthemimer’ and ’impure (dragged) 

iambic’(or ’syncopated dochmiac’) ? To support this idea, 

wu-ww-w-v— and w-w-v— should be treated similarly: anap 

+ ia pent and anap+i&Cimpure). But such an attempt seems a 

retreat to a mechanical segmentation of Hephaestion. Even if 

such metra are accepted for these special combinations, the

anapaestic interpretation is not favourable. Anapaests are 

usually constructed KAf* 12) w-w-v-vXlv-vv- is against

this tendency especially. And the anapaest may be changed into 

— or -mv in anapaestic system. But here the form is restricted, 

to mv- only. If they;are really anapaestic metra, mv-w- is 

rather differently used from usual anapaestic dimeter. So we 

come to the idea of anapaestic metron equivalent to dochmiac 

(again of Wilamowitz). But dochmiacs are alien to many of the 

odes including the metre starting with mv-w-v-v and the 

hypothesis itself needs more proof. And it may be added that 

Wilamowitz himself does not apply his analysis to these verses. 

He accepts, as we have already observed, w-w-v-v as enoplian.
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£b) a part of a longer unit

(15) w-w-v-v-v-v— might be one long unit; but (12)

vv-w-v-v-vv-vv- cannot be, because it is generally observed

that double-short movement does not come back within a unit

after it is changed into single-short movement. And in any

case, it should be noticed that every example has -ro^tq after

w-w-v-v. As is observed at Hipp 755-56/768-71, where w-w-v-v J

-w-w- is immediately followed by w-w-v-v j-v-v—, to separate

the colon w-w-v-v is the natural step to compare the two

similar verses. Once these two are divided, w-w-v-v J-w-v-v—[

and vv-w-v-v |-v—| are naturally conceivable. Perhaps -v—

or -v-v-v— is not so familiar as -w-w- or -v-v—. But they

are attested in other contexts, of explicable nature.

(c) w-w-v— with brevis in longo (period-end)

This supposition conflicts with the following considerations:

1. Short is so dominant at the end of the colon. Short always

corresponds with short in seven strophical examples.

2. Period-end is hard to suppose after || (Tro 852)

though a strong division is found at Hipp 757• None of the others is decisiv 

5. If we rely on MSS reading (and I think we can), An dr 1022 

w-w-v—v|-w—w— corresponds with w-w-v—v|-/w-w—. Period- 

end is impossible. .

OOLA FOLLOWING DIOMEDEAN

These cola are connected with diomedean
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hemiepes, or D

- ’dragged ibycean* or D-- 

-o-v—- ithyphallic or cr+ba or e«—

-.v~u-w— trochaic dimeter, rather e«e- or ’hypercatalectic

lecythion*

’brachycatalectic lecythion’ or cr+sp or e—-•

All the above cola have been observed to follow erasmonidean:

(1) erasm

(15) diom

(5) erasm

(16) diom

(5) erasm

(17) diom

(7) erasm

(18) diom

(8) erasm

(19) diom

+ .anUt—VO

_u — u»>o

H» Is U ■»«■■«>

COMPARISON WITH ERASMONIDEAN

By definition, both metres have three longs alternating with 

single/double shorts (Senkung^T, start with Senkung and end with 

a single short (anceps). Also both have two double shorts.

The difference lies only in the positions that the two double

shorts occupy. Erom the examples listed above, usage is judged

similar also in respect of which colon follows them. And their
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metrical circumstances are not significantly different. The 

Duet in Tro provides an interesting example. In the final 

long part, diom + cr+sp (282) and erasm + cr+sp (286) are 

found to be situated very closely.

WHAT IS DIOMEDEAN ?

Diomedean is used mainly by Euripides. The exceptions are 

S Tra 876 (21) and A PV 52l8/556 (18). The former may be ruled 

out as a corrupt text. The latter is interesting, and perhaps 

will provide further grounds for suspicion about the authenticity 

of the authorship of this play.

The usage of similar types of cola is also restricted to

Euripides as we shall see later:

<47) W«h»M •» V |

( AS ) V UB»V •— |

(177) --- |

(61) UU~UU~U».U~|

(61) UO-UV-U— |

(60) UU-UU-.U-U—

An dr 1014

fr 895.3

Ale 457, etc

EL 586, 588, Ion 1448 etc 

Ion 1479, 1^2, 1489 etc 

passim

(59) IT 1245, 1246, Med 204 etc 

Perhaps some of these verses might have been invented by 

Euripides. At least he must have been exploited the type, and 

its usage appears to be developed by him. But outside tragedies 

there is one interesting passage of Pindar: Nem 10 str 1.

Since I have excluded all Pindaric verses from the obser-
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vation of tragic metres in Part I, it is obviously inconsistent 

to cite here a Pindaric verse. But there is a good reason for 

making this exception. Nem 10 is not a so-called aeolic 

(logaoedic) ode; it is composed totally, except for the initial 

colon, of normal dact-epitr. I cite here Turyn’s metrical

scheme and annotate Maasian symbols.

strophe

1. M
M MmM MmVMMmMmm

—vv—vv— || v MmM Mm mm”

2. M VMM*M» M Mm M Mmmm M Mm VMM e-D~D

3. e-DMVMMMV VMM MM

4. M villi exD-e

5.
M VV-VV- If e-DxDM VMM MM |f

6. ----------------------------------------III e-e-eexe'

epode

1. e— D~e

2. mMmmmwmM VMM MmmmM^U* || e—D—e

5-
— v v—u v —uu —vw4t || D-D

4. — VU — uu— v — 44 || D»ex

5. — V—V—VV—VV—— || e-e-Dx

6. VVV — V —VV-VV —V—v4l III eeD-e-e

It seems as if the normal dact-epitr colon --w-w-^ were- 

replaced by w-w-v-44 at the very beginning of the strophe, 

which might start with Dxe-D • It might be explained as 

occasional intrusion of an ’aeolic’ metre into dact-epitr>nu. 

the identical (at least in appearance) colon is also found in 

non-dact-epitr odes:

Pyth 10 str 6 w-w-v---v-v-
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2

Nem 5 str 8 w-w-v-v-v-v—

Isth 7 str 1 and ep w-w-v-v—

However dact-epitr is a self-contained metre in Pindaric odes 
•fc

and the intrusion of ’aeolics1 seems^me improbable. As far as 

I have checked, there are only one or two examples which may

be comparable:

01 7 ep 2 -V — V — w-w— f vv |-w-w ||

01 6 str 5 —v—w-w-v-H (The following colon starts with )

Until we have a clearer idea about ’aeolics’ of Pindar, any 

speculation is meaningless. But the usage of w-w-v-x at 

Mem 10 str 1 is suggestive in any case. This is the first 

certain case where cjiomedean is employed instead of erasmonidean.

Superficially v-w-w-(v) and w-w-v-(v) are different 

in respect of the order of one single-short and two double

shorts. This difference reminds us^that between the units of 

glyconic and wilamowitzian after aeblic base: -w-v- and 

-X-W-. Whether one double-short precedes or follows the 

single-short, decides their nature. But it must be stressed 

that,unlike gl and wil, erasm and diom do not strophically 

correspond.

If the equation of erasm and diom is accepted in this 

manner, it is inappropriate to treat the initial element as 

a link anceps. Also Bale’s notation, ^dd^ for erasm and

dds^ for diom, does not work well. If the former were to be
Jri

written as sdd^, the relation of the two would be clear.

However the symbol of (acephalous) is not happy, w-w-v-v

is not the headless -w-w-v-v There is no example of such a form
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Chapter 5

* Bicephalous erasmonidean* followed by another colon

There are a few passages which can be best explained if the 

sequence of uv-wv-ou-v is taken as an independent colon. It

precedes and with diaeresis and, like

erasmonidean and diomedean, makes dicola. Unlike erasm it has 

a double-short at the initial instead of an anceps mainly 

occupied by short; unlike diom it has a double short at the 

third Senkung. It appears to be a hybrid of erasm and diom.

Its final element is anceps.

Hephaestion cites Archilochean lines which appear to start 

with j , but actually with •

According to him, Archilochus did not use such a form

(ch. “15.6, p.49).

No specific name has been given to it. For Wilamowitz or

Schroeder, it is no more than one of the forms of * enoplian*

(Dreiheber, according to Wil, Vierheber according to Schr).

For Dale, it is also one of the forms of ’enoplian* in a quite

different sense. With considerable hesitation, I provisionally 
'j

call it ’dicephalous erasmonidean* (”«erasm).

EXAMPLES
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(22) »W«aW»"»OVw"»M| M****

Andr 124 Ji^w|Aw-\Z fj-wvbcriVtn/ Hrvtf'oN o*ft<pi ritrtS /r^iAXe-v4<;

133 To K^*Towv r'e-flHC ti j^p^SW oucfev Dun* |4.«r%3-«-iS

S Tra 886 J*n/* r°t Pv> 7«]4* enV-p<n> ',

(25) UU»»U V«*U W*«V J W«U«*iU*»U*» I

Pho 146 i*«n*p>o<r-TfuxoS , (ryt^ai yopyoS

(24) UU«*UU«iUVmo| *» Uwiiiww- |

Rh 527 -T|VO$ <* ^uAoMztet ; T'lc T»W f-j**V ' "Kpv4T«*

347 /4*)v ou 'w' Z-4 |Hx>e>/ r©<i i4UnT®^$

NOTES TO (22) - (24)

(22) OUWMUWU U«O j tawMMMMMa |

Andr 124/133

Parodos, 1st strophe. Even if some correction is required at 

124 (see Stevens), the metre is guaranteed by 133- This dicolon 

echoes the preceding three pairs of 6 da + ithyph (117/126, 119/ 

128, 122/131)- Every 6 da has penthemimeral caesura so that

the scheme after the caesura is similar to our dicolon

Jj-u-v—But the hexameter and the ithyph

are best regarded as independent cola because of obvious sense 

break at the end of hexameter (119? 122, 126, 128) and because 

all occurrences of the last element of hexameter are long.

On the contrary 124/133 has short at the end both in strophe 

and ant, and sense carries on over the colon-end.

S Tra 886

Commos sung by the chorus. Metre is basically iambic. If it 

is accepted that Nurse has a bit of lyric metre, MSS reading
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gives her one line. See (21) above. The preceding colon has 

certainly brevis in longo (885 ^AVoC~Tv4 Hemiepes

(885) should be separated from our dicolon. Dawe ignores the 

1quasi-archilochean’ character by marking ’ to w-w-w- .
(23) W-W-VV-V j-V-V-V- |

Pho 146

Antigone in the Duet (teichoskopia). Preceded by iamb trim

and followed by another iamb trim + dochm. VWT*trc-Tpv< 
z

is in enjambement. Pearson scans to acquire w-w-w-v-

(’quatern’) + v—v- (dochm). He cites Hel 666 e-n 1

vHvIp'- (-W-V-Jv—v-) j but transposition
» z v — u —.

of Awf* and&«^n^ero gives two dochmiacs retaining vf-rtvic*. 

(-vu-v-l-W-V-). Xn any case synizesis is unnecessary at Pho 

146 since erasm + lecyth is reasonably conceived as a variation 

of vverasm + ithyph.

(24) V V«wM V*W V I mbVmhnwmmm

Rh 327/347

The third stasimon is composed, broadly speaking?of dact-epitr 

(so Dale, LM l8lf). The following colon is,-v-(—w-w- (e-D).

Our dicolon offers the only example in Euripidean corpus of 

strophical correspondence of the initial long with double-short.

(Dale prints the text of antistrophe only and notates -]>e— •

It is uncertain which text is supposed in strophe.) Strophical 

responsion between long and short at the link-anceps is also 

a rare phenomenon. With this text and colometry, n|»wTc<
✓

(328) makes a quite unusual and inelegant brevis in longo.
V . - C '

is not favourable change. If we cut at the end of T»t>/ ~ H Jxe-V*
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the following colon is unintelligible (-”~v-|—). Perhaps 

-v—.‘c-u- may be comparable with S A.j. 902/948 T&ifc ctuvoCvt^V (Dt-J

£fpn/ ' liftt-i «.u---------- . But the

text must be changed at least in the preceding line (901/947), 

and Hermann, Jebb, Dawe change 902/948 into v-.

End of notes

The examples of dicephalous erasmonideans are not so numerous

as of erasmonideans or diomedeans. But there are at least two

cases which would be inexplicable without acknowledging this 

colon: (22) S Tra 886 (23) Pho 146. Theoretically they could 

be analysed as uu-Uv-vu-<^(ailap dim cat ~ paroem, with brevis 

in longo) + ithyph or lecyth, but sense-break is very weak at 

the end of w«.uw-.ww«.ue And as we shall see later, there are

several other cases which include this colon or related ones

in a different manner:
( 2|6 ) V v— V WMU VMM | ~/v uv«-»» I — w u • l*TL 699/713

(63)(64) ou~<ju-.wu-.o— Hel 640, Pho 163

(31X62) -------------~— s Ant 367, PV 166/184

(46) confirms the last element ww-w-wv-x is ’link anceps* 

as that of erasm or of diom, not the final anceps.

Except El 699/713, (46), erasm is not followed by 

’dactylic’ movement. (22) is followed by -v-m—, which is 

compared with (3) erasm + ithyph and (1?) diom + ithyph; and 

(24) is followed by -v~, which is comparable with (8) erasm

+ cr+sp and (19) diom + cr+sp. (23) is followed by
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(lecyth). There is no certain examples of erasm/diom + lecyth 

(cf. (6) and (21)), but it is, needless to say, cr+ia, and 

fully explicable as non-catalectic form of ithyph (cr+ba) and 

of cr+sp.

If Rh 527/5^7 is reliable, the first double-short of 

v<-erasm may be contracted, or in other words, erasm may 

correspond strophically with ordinary erasm with long anceps 

opening.
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Chapter 6

Synartete dicola of erasmonidean and diomedean

All of the examples we have discussed in chapters 3 5 have

a ToKh after the fourth Senkung (anceps) which is dominantly 

occupied by short. Hephaestion calls

asynartete because he takes this dicolon as a combination of 

anapaestic ( m-vu-w—.) and trochaic (-«-«—). According to 

his analysis, the toK^ after v-uu-Uu-u is diaeresis.

At the same time Hephaestion transmits three verses from 

Cratinus* comedy (possibly, a parabasis). Cratinus, he says, uses 

’indifferently (<i<* <p o t )’ (ch. 15-2, p.47)»

OfA i A fir toms ervpdow’; ,

■
f-U&HpterV ' e-r iKie <JT iKplUrX •

Similar ’indifference* is observed at Ar Vesp finale (1518-37):

O1O1518/19

1520

1521/22

1523/24

1525

1526/27

1528/29

1530/31

1552/33

1534

1535

•• -? ' . r> ft . z
«*y ', uj -reKv*. tow chsX*

nq<Jrt,-Te n?

K<m Wv* alTpvy'frToio ,

l f<rV-re<; ck/ViaI w$w<nV 0’ <S-*vr«M .

. n^^vfc k€uK,X*J <y*Mrrp r»V ffTi*-aT«r/ .

drKt-X®^ Oi>p<*Vi«V • ^6-{4piK.e-< 6-yyfA/WrS-urV .

MbtuTftS eu nwzrqf bpedre-fpti

£rto ‘fo'Wi'/ t-o^Tor-v PoHtrt , T«t< "7'^PX01*'

iQK t’Xetr'
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iu^H$ nv>l n«<pt»cI n1556 qffeU T*^V- "Teru-To y?f nvJ r)Aj>t,q. d f-i j> <

1537 Cf>^CrO |4W©< 0TT7 I i. oC*7rp\X^f-V •

Of eleven dicola, four (1518, 21, 25, 5^) have T<rf<>} after

the end of the erasm (-«wu-mv-“|-w-.v-~). One of them, 155^?

has long at the last element. Three, or if 1552 is included,

four (1528, 50, 55)y have 'Fopn before the last element (-~mw-vv-.|

m-v-m—). Another three (1552, 56, 5?) have overlapping: Tcrjn^

is found ajter the first element of ithyph (—w-uU—|-/u-u—).

I exclude 1526 from the observation. Wilamowitz (GV 585) and

MacDowell suggest that the word utatrN was stretched out to 
of- c

UiW (this reminds usj 6nKH€dAa<Rr«yit-v*of the parody in Ranae)

If they are right (but I doubt it), is found in none of

the three possible places.

It is inconvenient as well as wrong to apply different names 

to the dicola according to the position of word-end (caesura 

and diaeresis). We might compare them with an iambic trimeter 

whose penthemimeral caesura is important but not essential.

Nevertheless the archilochean is different from iambic trimeter.

It is a dicolon and to compare it with a single long colon goes

too far.

1520 and 1525 are not the archilochean cut short after the 

eighth syllable as MacDoweliy states. Actually 1520-22 and 1525-27 

are tri cola: —w-vm-J -.-.vm-w-w J. The T«7-*n between the 

first colon and the second falls before the initial element of

the second colon which we have named erasmonidean. If Maasian 

notation is applied, this tricolon is represented as -d|-D”{ithyph. 

The position of this Topn is identical with that of «D ^ithyph
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of the archilochean. We are tempted to interpret the initial

and final elements of erasmonidean as link anceps and in a 

sense this supposition is not wrong.

The colon had been called ’prosodiac* before Dale

changed the meaning of this word. If we revive this name, the 

tricolon will be: prosod + erasm + ithyph. But here we shall 

have a dilemma. Should we name u-uu-uO-|—v-u— (1530-31) as 

prosod + ia dim cat, not as erasm + ithyph ? Or, in other words, 

if we like to print colon by colon, how are 1530-31 divided? 

Unless a large page is provided to print every period in a line,

the proper division into ’lines’ is an important, if not essential 

question. Bearing this question in mind, we shall observe 

occurrences in tragedies which start with ’prosodiacs'.

(a) before link anceps

EXAMPLES

(25) / —uw — wv-. J W—WV—V w— J

Eh 895 oGjiShyeve? , «r' oXzocyu f0}**"* '
^ 906 oXoi-ro 0ivH<ku , o’\orro

S Ant 353 K»h erV*ll'*0< U.M <x<rruv<ry-«rx>^

363 rtxfenZ ti vn^ FAmf

(26) MM* •» w.UU—1 uu

? IA 58^
’ <» „ e-v otvTvdneitf;

V vJTOt T* C~pwT< SI

(27) MM* w 0 •» w u «• | a»» u u vv>— I

Ale 90
* > ’ - z\ cr-y4<pi rruAc^

» . z
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102 , a -yvtx-uw-V ne-viSfr-t v-jTtvh • tro vwA<h<*

(28) ---- .WV-MM- | ^-.VV-WV-V-. |

Andr 83O £ff‘ o4A4f»«rV hXe’Vo^fUrV
C-jAiw-? o*-na t Xhito^ito-V {po^oC ■>

(29) v-uv-uv-Ju-uv-uu— |

. „ -» » ' “A• ,» ' *
Tro 266 <XT«*f ”TI$ d& Vcr^voC

-ri 3iTr|u<r7 z & <j> ,'Xx> <;. t6AXdkVw-7;

(30) M-OV-MW- (u-UV-UU-O— |

A Supp 323 ^A.<*Kc*‘fT«<V'fc kfcM TfrXe-*H / »t y. *>
T*-At-iOTcxToV Kpoi-re^ •Apie <t-v;

^331 n<<X‘^£j>ot'rtr^ otj4t-T t-^cn/ / z y *
'•yV*0 f r? j> ^-^rVcrv' ywVoMK>o<

Ale 224 ?^A)TiJjpjo< trH ^V(X.T<rO tpoVlrV c*47 0 ne^f arxrV ‘(Ai/)<*-%/,

236 yuVcMKoC -VO-BHaJ k«LTc^ yZ"S J^^-erVitrV n#y'

W-WV-VV-J ----------------------------------- j

S Ant 334
^pen/npo4 KoM ottTTU Valero C t^iSoc^To , /xy-i ^uo-w.uXj^

-v 366 -T^v<a< un&f eXnff' -Tore iXo<kAz , y^XoT'eTr' ftrd^rV epre-i

(32) £i-.O~W— 1

Rh 231
dl n*yKj6cCrtX / w ~r^o»Xc ™XH nzA*»*

-V 2^0 T,A r>«A/Tl0$ ’Al<**<*ke4 dAwm

S OT 1106 VWlUz-V ffr' oHXpurV o^fr'WyJ C/ C f>£upqp<* Afrjocr ’ ek T-

S Tra 638 bA G’/XotV w>/ 0*^0 pcM n v X-*“"T K.X^«-trVt oH

zv 643 crvoTrU fto^r^C X«^u|1 6^(urV t'n' cr'^c<Aj<> .

(33) —JMM WM» | *£—\J ot»Um» <-/—• |

S Aj 372 w )u<ryvtqBo< , 0^ \*f • ^Mr5*jK<X ‘T<rvf -i

z*v KJ ^e-'J hfryvVirV r?p«3«*JT«*Af nws XV TcV oh^pv^WTOirToA/

(34) u-uu-uu-l—u—.v-J

Med 627 efwT«$ unfcf Tfr*z <rvk e-u^iXv

'A. 633 <rT«^Y<n ’it |A,e <ruxp p etruvc* eSwp^|*-‘ $4h3-v

(55) MW-WM-WW-J--------- j

fr 369.2 |zUrf«Ji i> *jrv)Q«U noX>kl Y^f't tTWeri*-<rH)V
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(36) ■ w v«* w*» |U Uw V V«*U W—l

S fr 808 P o Tt V/,nS *VT t *T°^ ‘rulUrr

(37)
,u~ ju-uuiiu-uvui— I

Or 1246 Mv**|Vlffc< w ' To< hpwToL vwTc* fl^aaryX/ ffdf

-s/ 1266 G-Knrrt'Tfr A/rV 1 pcop^o-i >f^{rre n^vTot ^i«X ^(nrTpv^W

(38) X-W-X-MU-MM- | W-V-V-------- |

S Aj 911 fyv4 0 n*Vfo< , 0 n.WT‘Xi’Q 1S K<*Trj|44A^rK ’ f7«* r*V

937 T<ri’r7 jXA|v«rfit-<<nC ft©X«V Y^Xw-rv. z <pf-v <J>Hu

Hec 9.48 t J i-J K4 -r'nkcurV p/j-toi rv o*-?X ' d-X«*.«“T»^o$ I'M o-»£vs

Ale 876 T® pujn^T ‘ ti«"iTf-?v «tX«7^ru nj><nrvrrtW ^vtc< J\ur|>«->7

? a. (893) <yuv«MK*' <rv|'t<fop{J yA*fym»s ert-j»ot ♦ cpo-vf-Tcn* $-v«*-t£v

(39) VM>V<WUM<U»1 | VU-«UU"-U-»| j

HF 1036 1 ^<-|4o*-S T#* XcHV/cnS £-Voi

K-4®-a~i V cr\

NOTES TO (23) - (39)

M*> V MMW V«» I MmMMmoWM(25)

Rh 895/906

Muse’s aria is composed ’of straightforwardly separable prosodiac- 

enoplian cola, of an almost un~Euripidean simplicity’ (Dale,

LM^ 173)• This observation is right; as 906-07 shows, two cola 

are rather anaphoric than dicola. 896/907 is followed by ithyph 

without link, which is succeeded by v-w-w— (erasm). Note 

epic correption ittAAy**? «*■*> , oXxjv w .

S Ant 333/363

1st stasimon 2nd strophe. Followed by ~~w w-w-v— and various

iambic cola. First three are clearly tricolon of the pattern 

of a, a, a+b, ’which is very common in Greek metre’ (Stinton,
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in a different context, CQ NS 27, 1977? 44). 'Da steht es 

dreimal ganz genau und wird ira dritten Verse so erw&itert wie 

der Glykoneus zum Phalaceus' (Wilamowitz GV 391)• See S Ant 

334/366 (3D below.

(26) u-U-uu-ju-uu-uv-o I

? IA 384

Followed by ithyph. For the alternative colometry see (3) 

above. The first dactyl is contracted.

(27)

Ale 90/102

Parodos 1st strophe. These two are either the second and the 

third of a tetracolon (89-92/101-04) or belong to different 

periods. It starts with —w-vu-., see (146) and ends with 

-----see (11).

(28)

Andr 830

See 826, (3) above. Though metrical pause falls before the 

link, it is very weak syntactically. In any case, there is no

after erasm, unlike 826.

Tro 266

Hecuba in the Duet. Preceded by 2 dochm „ Murray
z

unnecessarily disconnects Tv to adjust this line to usual type 

of erasm + 'dragged ibycean'.

(30) MmbVWmmMVm V *■ V V

A Supp 525/531

1st stasimon 1st strophe! The initial colon which precedes our
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dicolon is w-w—ww- (ia+ch, 524 «iv.u<TurV (*r7 'V

551 T» n?o5 <$'> ), After 527/555

u-m-w—w-w----------w-w—|-—ww-ww— |-ww~w—, The first three

build up a tricolon comparable with S Ant 555~55/565-67? (25) 

above. But the first colon is not identical with the second.

This is a problem, but Dale(LM 162) and Wilamowitz (GV 592) 

do not go further- Fraenkel struggles with it (K1 Beitr 176-77)•

His main concern is to prove that so-called alcaic decasyllable 

is dactyl. This context should not be forgotten. ”Wie klar 

und einfach die Dinge werden, wenn man den Zehnsilber nicht als

daktylenfremdes Kolon auffapt, das lehrt besonders deutlich das 

wundervolle Lied Hik 524” (176). He first proves that choriambic 

and dactyl are in close relation, (i) A Supp 1st stasimon 2nd 

strophe is also composed of iambic, choriambic, dactyl and 

*alc decasyll’. So is S Ant 154ff. (ii) Two long choriambic 

periods end with ’ale decasyll' (A Th 726, PV 152). (iii) Moreover1 

PV parodos 1st strophe ends v-ww-ww-w— (135) after further

choriambs. It is as well to notice that the choriambs which

he mentions are iambo-choriambic and not of the type 'wilamowitzian* 

and that both of two large supposed choriambic periods, Th 72Off 

and PV 128ff may in fact be ionic. Then Fraenkel analyses 

Supp 525ff as 2 chor dim + the same colon as PV 155- He rejects 

Wilamowitz (in his editio major W. notes as enoplian + ale decasyll) 

on the ground of coincidence of word-ends and colon-ends, and

of 'edle Einheit' of this ode. Let alone the propriety of his

main thesis, it is impossible to take 525 -w- as choriambic

dimeter. 525 and 526 are in the relation of a and a+b.
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Ale 224/236

Strophic choral ode similar to commos. The dominant metre is 

iambics of various forms- Double-short movement does not appear 

elsewhere unless 218/252 is u-u-u-uu-uu-u— (55) - The fifth 

major-period starts with (222/234) v~u-'-'-'u/"'u“,’“ll —v—II ia+ia+ba. 

sp+ba. The text of 223 is obelized by Murray and Dale. The

colometry above is of Schroeder and Murray- The caesura in 

222/234 is very clear while, in spite of catalectic endings, 

sense-break at the end of 222/234 and of 232/235 is very weak , 

though not intolerably. Dale, in her commentary, suggests this 

alternative, but it is not a good solution:

u-u—J~u—u— ia+ia+ba

—u—u- vu-vu-v- sync ia dim + enopl (blunt)

vv-vv-v— enopl (pendant)

Though (223)/235 remains awkward, it seems almost certain for
1 r

a new dicolon to start with A'J'Thpio'* **• as A Supp

525/531 provides a good parallel. Strong sense-breaks are found 
/

after yt-Vcro ~ v <m-va but it is unnecessary to divide into two, 

u-uu-w-u- and uu-w-v— (Schroeder calls them ’ibyceus procephalus9 

and ’paroemiacus procephalus’ ). Compare with the position of 

in A Supp 531 6-f en/ | yeVoc •

(31) U — UU — UU— | u^j—uu—uu —u — |

S Ant 354/566

Preceded by u-.uu-.uu-, see 333/365 (25) above. The structure 

of a, a, a+b is clear and Wilamowitz writes ’eine alte kleine 

Strophe, vergleichbar dem Ma(3e der Hieroninschrift(which he takes

an archetype of prosodiacs).’ 355/367 is one of the rare examples
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of strophic responsion of double-short with long at the initial 

position of a colon. If we take this responsion as the contraction 

of double-short, supposing that anceps is never resolved, the 

first element of 355/367 (vu) is not a link anceps.

(32) --------------|a-----------I

Rh 231/240

1st stasimon, 1st strophe is composed of normal dact-epitr

totally except two ithyphallics. One of them is found in our

passage, and the other is at 224/233. 231 has the contraction
/

of double-short. It is avoided by the mark of Tj>o’t’*s , but 

unnecessary.

S OT 1106 See (14) above.

S Tra 638/645

2nd stasimon 1st strophe. The first double-short is contracted

both in strophe and in antistrophe. Then Pohlsander and Dawe 

take our di colon as ’chor dim ( x“"x",vw~) ’ + ia dim cat. But 

judging from metrical contexts, the archilochean dicolon is 

preferable.

633-34/6^)0-41 -M-w-w- ’chor enopl* + lecyth, which

is comparable with erasm + lecyth, see (67)«

635/642 —w-w-v-v—. -D^e-, or erasm with suffix (52).

636/643 -w—ch+sp, or hemiepes with contraction.

637/644 a-w—-v- Pohlsander’s ’choriambic enneasyllable

is doubtful. It has no exact parallel in his index nor in Euripidean 
ou

corpus. —-, a favorite of Sophocles’s , is a different

metre. Wilamowitz*s interpretation, iambic with ’ Doppelsenkung’, 

is his own idiosyncrasy (GV 292, 530)• Perhaps it might be xd-e
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(dact-epitr). An inverted form -v-v-w— e^d-, is found at 

S Aj 181/192 and -v—w— e-d~ at Ale 995/604; v-v-v-w- 

ve^d, at Ale 574/584. Whatever it may he, there is no strong 

support for the aeolic interpretation of 658/645. Wilamowitz 

notates ’prosod + 2 ia’ in GV 550.

(55) «.»>U Uxu U-» j |

S Aj 572/587

2nd strophe of Commos with singing part restricted to Ajax.

Metre is dochmiac and iambic including choriambic metron (574/588

u-u-j ~uu~), (572) is Hermann’s emendation

(MSS. ). Triclimian MS (T) has which corresponds
/ r

to TTo^TC'^ instead of V'fcm^'Tw^ at 587• This makes

—,uv-u-|v-.u-.v-.m\^JK68). Both metres will do in/Sophoclean corpus. 

Brevis in longo is supposed both in str and ant.

(54)

Med 627/655

2nd stasimon 1st strophe is totally dact-epitr. For the careful 
2

observation of word-ends in this ode, see Dale, LM 185*

(35)

fr 569■2

A fragment of Erechtheus cited by Stob 55*4. It includes various

’enoplians’ in Dale’s sense. The preceding line is —w-w-w-v— •

see (157) (Wilamowitz, GV 588 takes it as — w-w-J-v-v— prosod

+ ithyph). The following is -v-w-1 v-w-w— (75). Here at 2,

Austin (fr 60) adopts Page’s emendation: noXivJ

<• /
/ynft «ViriKx)(, w-vu-vv—-v— (’ dact. afe ®anap’ incip. et

cum clausula -«—’), so that It resembles the preceding line®
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z ' -
As the parallel of the confusion between oruvcrt kx><: and ruvnttny 

Ariphron 813* 2 P Ott. <rW<rvvco< K^s Athen. is

given, where metre is explicable in either reading, too. Though 

citations found in Stobaeus are often unreliable, there is not 

any positjve reason to change crvVrtKo I •jv but raetre. Surely 

the metre would be simpler and ’more straightforward* (Griffith 

46), but the existing metre is fully reasonable. Moreover this 

change, brings about another change at the following line.

(36) |vM.WWM»VM |

S fr 808 P

Liban. Or 64, 46. (Incert. fab.) Unless we doubt whether Libanius 

cited Sophocles exactly, this line is analysed as v^erasm + -ww-v-. 

The latter colon is compared with Hel 664 (9) above.

(57) V-MW-MM- |v~WMVM-,WWV-.--- |

? Qr 1246/1266

Dochmiac amoibaion. All the MSS have , A <*—< , which gives the

responsion ~ v-w-ww-.. it is too weak to be used as

a proof of the strophic,. responsion between a single and a

double short. Hermann’s is easy. Murray adopts

(’recc’). This gives ^-uu-v—, telesillean with the

resolved final long. Aeolic metres are alien in this type of 
/

ode, and probably is better stylistically (Di Benedetto).
*

After the , a colon seems to start with a short in a usual

manner of this type of di cola. But , first of all, the expression 

is curious in the antistrophe. Can i) f&(rTe hZvT©<

be good Greek though Scholia paraphrase: n«VT<* Trrfcv J-w*

i^rre <rvcotie?Te ? is preserved only in L
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(TV<A.V"Tri in others). Moreover the word order is according to 

Triclinius’ transposition. Canter’s correction du*^irre

is less awkward in expression, though

taking no he&d of Scholia. But the metre does

not permit any sensible analysis, and includes a highly improbable 

split resolution Bi Benedetto, following

Canter, calls it ’reiz’ (= iambic hexasyll) and ‘hypodochm*.

But —is not hypodochmiac. His example is cr+sp (or

’brachycatalectic lecythion’).

(38) X“”u*"X~'JU~'Jl-'“ I w—w—v— |

S Aj 911/937

Choral part of Commos. Preceded by 3 dochm (the first two are 

-««—). Followed by -ww-uv-w-mu—5 possibly D^d-. The similarity 

with Tro 279, (12) above, is obvious. Both are surrounded by 

dochmiacs and given the notation ve«De«— (or ueuDu ithyph, or 

ia+erasm+ithyph). Each anceps is occupied with short. The ’
I

difference is the position of Ttr^q only.

Hec 948

3rd stasimon epode. Dact-epitr and iambics. 9^3 *T<*V

X^eM'o'x/ -re .m—

(-e-D~e-) is quite similar with our verse in respect to the position
z

of • The length of the endings is their difference.

Instead of e- at 9^+3, 9^+8 has e«—• 9^-5 946

v—w-w- ia+ba+ba+ia. The first bacchiac ends with | •

Ion 692 may be a parallel: S’’ « oQs j Xkts/

-Tp<r-^>HS <^*|<ot-TurV v-v-v-<^Xu—v~. 93O

3 ia. 931 ’ale decasyll’. Anceps is long before D.
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Note the elision of at the end of B.

Ale 876/(893)

Itochmiac choral ode. Either strophe-(876) or antistrophe (893) 

must be emended. Metrically, 876 is quite easy. If 893 is 

accepted, it will be iambelegus + dochm + ba.

(39) U—V—W—V — | | U—WW—WU — J

HE 1036

Itochmiac choral ode (astrophic). Preceded by 2 dochm (uuv-u-|Uvo-v-) 

Sentence construction is complicated, but the correction of 

ELmsley and Brodaeus should be accepted. Judging from metrical 

scheme, HF 1036 is comparable-with HF 898 and 9O7» (13) above, 

especially with the latter.

907

1036 -I V V W w ■«*•»

The ’caesura’ after *I4can be compared with that after

• ’Iambic dimeter’ (or ueue) and the next (erasm/diom)

are in synaphea. Just as elsewhere, here, too, diom (ww-ww-w-w) 

is situated where erasm (v-w-w-v) takes place. Usually brevis 

in longo is supposed after 'Htr\Z to count v-w-w-v as 

ia+ba. But it is undesirable because of the close word relation.

End of notes

At first glance the dicola (in a looser sense) listed 

above seem to be identical with the di cola (1)—(2lp) except the 

shift of the position of Torj-iq • This supposition is absolutely

right when strophically, or quasi-strophically, corresponding
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(32) or Andr 83O (28) compared with 826 (3). It is fundamentally 

nonsense to give different metrical names to these lines. At

some dicola no positive reason is found to divide them at the
z

“T'C'F’I • Rather it seems more practical to classify them with 

the counterparts which have T'*srp»\ after the ‘link anceps’, e.g.

Tro 266 (28) compared with (4).

But when the element after Tapis occupied by long, it

is questionable to incorporate this element into the preceding

colon to make an erasmonidean (x-^«~^«-/-[). We have already

observed that the final element of erasm/diom is dominantly

short. And it has been noticed that the word-end after the

link-anceps within a period is generally avoided in dactylo- 
2

epitrite cola (so-called Lex Maasiana, LM 185 and the

literature mentioned there).
t

Even if the element after TeTxq is short and its counter

part is found in erasm/diom dicola (1) - (21), some resist 

treatment as erasm/diom. Rh 893/906 (23) has the verbal 

anaphora ( ei/koiT© • •• oAorr© ... ) in antistrophe.1 S Ant 333/365 

(25)+(3l)» makes a tri colon of the pattern of a, a, a+b, and 

moreover, the strophic responsion between double-short and long 

(355/367) is preferable at the initial position of a colon to 

at the ’link anceps’. A Supp 525/531 (30), too, is reasonably 

argued to belong to the same type of tricola.

But if we proceed further with such a kind of case-by-case 

analysis, we have to confront an obvious inconsistency. While

—W-.UM-j (28) and (29), is divided into erasm and
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(in the traditional sense, w-w-w-) and the nameless w-wv-w-w—. 

When two di cola are similar and are reasonably judged to belong 

to the same metre, to give them different names is at least

unpractical.

To avoid the inconsistency, a genus may be established to

subsume the various species, for example, erasm + ithyph and 

’prosod’ + ia dim cat. Viewed within the genus, erasm and _ 

’prosod’ are essentially equivalent though they are independent

of each other. This solution seems me to be tacitly accepted

in modern metrical treatises. But when a particular passage 

is analysed, for example, in a commentary, why a given analysis 

should be accepted and an alternative should be rejected, or 

why the two different names coexist for similar metres, remains 

not clearly explained since the genus has not been given a name 

which is different from, say, erasm(enoplian) and ’prosodiac’.

The situation resembles that of dact-epitr before the

Maasian revolution. So shall we introduce the idea of ’link 

anceps-* on^bigger scale for erasm/diom too? There will be no 

serious trouble with the erasm if it is written ’link* + D (or dd)

’link.’, and similarly with its expanded forms. For example, 

vDwpw— will cover both erasm t ’ale deeasyll’ and ’prosod’ +

the nameless w-w-w-w—.

But for diomedean (w-w-w-w), the idea of ’link anceps’ 

does not work well. Here, the initial double-short is not 

anceps nor link. Even if we expand the definition and use ds 

symbols, uudsu does not show the similarity with udd«. But
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to call at the initial of diom, erasm (w-w-w-v) or

A 2Ant 3^^ w-w-w-v— as anceps, is not acceptable fundamentally.

The last resort, ff we still like to aim at a clear-cut 

classification of metres, is the reinterpretation of dicola 

(1) - (2^). They have been analysed, since Hephaestion, as 

for example, v-w-w-v + -v-v—. in other words, the is

held as diaeresis where two different metres are disjointed.

Hence the archilochean dicolon is asynartete. But suppose 

*£ fen is actually

v-w-w-J v/-v-v— ’prosod’ (in the traditional, non-Dalean 

sense) + ia dim cat with overlapping by one syllable. Similarly 

all the examples will be analysed v-w-w-, w-w-v-, w-w-w- 

+ something with overlapping. Since the name and the entity 

of v-w-w-v and others are demolished, there will be no confusion 

caused by different analysis and naming. Strophic responsion

will be maintained under the same name. At the same time

anaphoric and tricolon structure will£explicitly described. 

And as the result, we can avoid pendant ending without strong

sense pause (period-end) after it.

converted to

will be

Some nameless cola will appear, for example, v-v-v-v—.

But this is not a serious obstacle. Perhaps the most serious 

one is the abrogation of a tradition. We are accustomed to the 

idea that the archilochean di colon is v-w-w-C + ithyph. This

is a representative asynartete and its is diaeresis.

But if it is v-w-w- + ia dim cat

will be synartete with caesura, not asynartetei
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This renunciation of tradition may be compared with the 

alcaic stanza* Traditionally it has been held to be composed 

of four cola* But the amalgamation of the third and the fourth 

lines abolishes the alcaic decasyll -w-wv-v—.. Consequently 

the frequent word-end after the ninth element of the third

colon does not mean that a colon ends at this point but that

”sich der Bichter einer Zusammenfugung bewupt war und den 

Eindruck einer asynartetischen Struktur vermeiden wollte ” 

(Korzeniewski 130)- This psychological interpretation, first 

propagated by Irigoin, in a different context, is attractive 

but essentially circular logic (lover, JHS 64, 1954, HM, Parker, 

BICS 3, 1958, 15)» Apart from the poet’s consciousness, the 

tricolon interpretation has advantages: an inexplicable colon 

alcaic enneasyll x-^-x-^-x is extinct, and the similarity with 

the sapphic stanza, which is also interpreted as a, a, a+b,

is emphasized.

Back to the archilochean dicola and others, I decide to 

continue to use erasm/diom as the standard cola in this thesis 

for convenience. When some names are needed for --w-w-, 

wv-uw-u- and VW-.WV-OU-, 1 shall call them ’erasm blunt’, ’diom 

blunt’, erasm blunt’ distinguishing erasm/diom (pendant).

When falls after the third long of erasm/diom,

the element immediately after the is not restricted to

short. In one case long and short are in strophic correspondence 

(S An 372/387). This element is unconditionally anceps except 

the initial of S Ant 355/367 to which the word ’anceps’ may 

not be applicable. This is significantly different from the
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last element of erasm/diom when fovn, falls after it. It is
z

dominantly short. The variety of the shape before the Ts-^ is 

poor. The type is almost restricted to w-w-vw- only. vw-wv-uv.-

and wm-vv-u- are rare.

The initial element of erasm blunt is surely anceps.

Short and long are in responsion (S Ant 353/365 (23), Med 627/635 

(34), and in a wider sense, Andr 830 (22) / 826 (3)« All of 

five occurrence of (32) and two of (33) have long. Probably 

this coincidence is accidental except that the strophic corres

pondence of the value of initial anceps is generally observed.

The first double-short of v-w-vm- is occasionally contracted 

(IA 584 (26), S Tra 638/645 (32)) as observed in erasm pendant.
z

Unless we read "pf* ’ at Rh 231, the next double-short may be 

contracted.
z

The metrical pause created by the after the third

long is not always strong syntactically. For example, S Ant

353 otVV-pvflTrV | q>f>cn/qpot (25), Andr 83O cQix>

(28), Tro 266 q |-H (29) , A Supp 525 T11 tnr

and other three of (30)» Generally speaking there is no"
✓

conspicuous difference from the cases where -reryct-j falls after 

erasm/diom. As for the value of anceps, it is erasm/diom 

pendant that has striking characteristics.

(b) overlapping

EXAMPLES
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1|0 »MM» v O«*» V %>**»•• | «*y/ M M** V M** |

Rh 226 (’'AnoAXxV, iS ) K* K^tf-Xk t fx«X6 Te|q|pqs j* kX?

255 (iKxrrro, k<m ) K«^4k|»M€ n*Aiv oIJkwV tu^s ’LX*XTot<;

r>
( (Lj.'l -.-UU-UU— I ~y/ v> u~> m w»«» I

»l (•/•/■ * /I
Ale 458 |CTv4 J Ald<^ 0 (^A^l T*< ^*0*5 o's -t’ fc\iA KwTToi 

'v 448 £n<Ap> «ukX-o$ otviKof Vfe',f yhJ «r\z rieyi-vftrrtTv-*

m W** V WM» V N/

Tro 257 otno x>f®0^ 6-vfv TiXz <FT$<yfrwV <5ToA)^u‘> .

7 2 |/^ U«*VU»*UUi*»u| •"«// w«»"» W M«a» Vm««m» j
Ale 224 X^Tnpi<?< ^VeUT<ro yeJvoM , cjxsn/iw-V 'Xno-n<*-v<nrV vAt^*V.

2-3& 'yuv«w K* VojfirtA K*T<i y«A5 rw-j>
z\

? (44) I-/—I

Ar Nu 702 b' £twv HS ine£«n/ neJ<xj|<i Ar ‘ XSXjo rrfit*

806 t-r<n|^«< oi t-rnv «tt*»To( ot'«!v Kh\,e-uq<: .

(45) MMWH V VM* V ?-/—w-i

Andr 790 (n^|*«m ) m A*Mif$iMcn cn KfrVT*-w|folS cr^iXy^JM fcoju

Tro 804 *P«h‘)t»£ waprrw J urv ' ’AX^^qv^ yev*

z\ 819 (< > nvpes) <pni''iK4 nv*£ Ho^nAw^z TpX | <*-$ em«j>dt|rt* 'X&-sV<*.

( ^6 ) V V-“ V VW» W v«»«» | •"W W~» W U*»ii |

El 699 vtwj ^Tfrpoc yfrd J unZ OpeW r7OT6- kA*j£wV

v 715 f t-rj it vz-vt© -)^|bvor|X* |‘t«ta ffTAz-ytt-ro £ X<ttc

x-\
Aj/J? M U"» VU»*O*»V | *“"/ M U** v M"“ I

/ t lf ■> Z I > % z
Andr 1014 -rivoS efripw opyot V<*v ^cy‘ £vu»‘-XJw

.
(48) UU—U J —U^—W—« j

** O V I ** ?fr 895*5 "fo £ oM<-*^|><rV otrietw UHt-f DzS\jXt-V f* r» |> o (Tt-l J^«a.V

(49) --------  Wwwvj |
J** \ ^ *' *K C* 1 *HF 1024 AvfO<ol <rvyK<* y<MrvJ» .
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(50) V J**y/ W M |

IT 396

-X/ 411 s|iXonkuruTcrV »L|aiA\*V cU)^(rV |
Tfc-$

(51) ,-uu-v—.J -./uu-u- |

IA 178 frni' tow otn'
& ar-fef^C^ T J> en^ crO

199 zl '-zCrhc*1 (Th*. »$• ' kj £crV«M < 3 t 0”j

NOTES! TO (40) - (51)

(W) .UU—UM—J —/ VU—VU— |

Rh 226/235

1st stasimon 1st strophe. Totally dact-epitr. Though the

combination (-)e~D£D(-) is not extremely rare, it usually has 
t .

ToKH » which strophically coincides, between two D, so that 

(-)e-D(“) and (-)D(-) is separated: e.g. Andr 770 eA T«

~Tl? cAf*VoV 5 (TU cm*Vt<>

Here at Rh 226/235* since the first hemiepes overlaps into the 

second, it is impossible to separate the two.

( £|-1 ) • U Un»U V—— J “/ V U»»U W— |

Ale 438/448

1st stasimon 1st strophe is composed of various ’enoplians* in 

Dale’s sense. Our dicolon is followed by another hemiepes + 

ithyph. Hemiepes followed by ithyph without link is not 

unfamiliar. There it not a very strong sense-break at the end 

of 439/449 • Therefore it is not impossible to make up a period 

composed of 3 x'prosod'C—+ ithyph as Wilamowitz 

mentions (GV 392). —.wv~wuAp-.-.wu-.vu-.| —vu-uo-J—0—0—|(

VtTvJ 0 ’

PV S97/



4-,; • • ... 7 r.?.,-'

509

< fc * *' • » ' '
\Z*-of OS -r t-tC4 "

-ft<A -re yey«yV

Vt-<c^o fntrj^uc^ V £e-i •

Cf. Rh 895/9O6ff V-.VV-MV-J V-MU-UV-I -U-W—.Jjo-.WU-.OO-— fj (l9)»

( ) iwMU WamWUMV | W«w J|

Tro 257

Hecuba’s commos. The second and third of a tricolon whose 

first is 256 pfn/Tez TfrUv^, (-.ww-w-. hem). See

(110) below. They may be best arranged thus:
^Tkt* , THrfvoV , kAq-

e^n& “

TVrJ <rTHf>evcrV (V^rvs tr-roAjx^ 5

( 4jP ) U«*U UwU umu] U u™ w W“ °•"*“ J

Ale 224/236

See (22) above. m-vu-.w-/u-.ww-w«-.m-.- might be better classified 

in this group.

AuTrfj>ic»<; e4x ^*»VBC-tcr\) ye - v<ro /

Z\ # z /
✓v yuVHKrf Vrjt4-y«$v vo - <ru> /

zp ,

( 44) W-.UV-VW-M J -/v—v — I

■» V UawU V»

—/ww~w w««w |

••/uUrnUU — -* j

Ar Nu 702/806

Choral ode. Wilamowitz (GV 403) takes this as archilochean 

dicolon. Dover rejects this analysis in his commentary because 

the preceding penthemimer is not explicable, and especially

because a period would end with the prepositive imS in ant.

ff-rpopcH TTvVUazMT*^ -V l^urVo^ J w$

Penthemimer sets us a difficult problem. Scholars try either 

not to introduce this metre at all except for the dact~epitr,
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or, to minimize its importance even if they realize it is

impossible to expel it completely. (Once free status should

be given to it equivalent to dochmiac, it would be rampant:

for example, w-w—/w-w— can be regarded as two penthemimer

as well as ia cr ba. Even iambic trimeter might turn into

penthemimer + lecythion.) Certain examples are: (1) Hec 1091:

EL 156/152 felS

may be sp+ba. (2) E EL 456-57/468-69: -------- |-~w— ;

Pho 1581: —ww—ww—ww—ww—ww|-fuu—. (Dale, Ill 56nl). (5) Some

clausulae w—w-w— which resist analysis as dochmiac + ba.

Our case may belong to this category. 700/804 runs

—w-l-ww-l-ww-1 w—w-w—. But period-end after WS remains 

a serious problem. Dover’s solution is: w-w-J-w-ww-ww-| w-w-|w— . 

-w-ww-ww- is compared with E EL 459/449 and Ar Th 1155» which 

Dale considers as a freak form of gl. But I prefer the

archilochean dicolon to it. For u$j A Supp 781, Tro 558 ((Lrpt )

(45) --------ww-ww—J-/

Andr 790

5rd stasimon epode. Dact-epitr in the first half, then resolved 

iambic or epitrite and quasi-priapean. Preceded by D, and 

followed by D-D-. || kA - makes position as brevis in

longo rather than before muta cum liquida. K-XeiV #t*tw at the 

initial position of the next colon is in enjambement. For the

reading of I S see Stevens.

Tro 804/815

2nd stasimon 1st strophe. Dact-epitr throughout. Preceded by 

6 da -ww-ww-/ww-ww-ww— and followed by J>-D. For 806/818, see
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(118) below, &^nupo$ is the easiest solution to restore

strophic responsion with • But is an

unusual caesura.

(46) VMM* W»"» V I-/- «x v V»"M

El 699/715

2nd stasimon 1st strophe. The first two of a tri colon. The

third is 701/71^ eV n»\i*<n p-fcVH <f>q nCp 4n<j5w(4i«rJ

'’AflfHunZ -UV.-UU—. JJ . The metre from 702/715 onwards is

fundamentally aeolic. The tricolon established by Wilamowitz 

(GV 214-5) is criticized by Denniston in his commentary as ’most 

artificial’ but rightly defended by Stinton, CQ NS 27, 1977, 44 

by comparison with Tro 256ff.

(47) VV-W-W-vJ -/vM-WV-|

Andr 1014

For the metrical context, see the corresponding 1022 (15) above.
•> /

has been suspected but so far no better solution has

proposed than to accept it as it is. Bothe’s transposition is 

indispensable to expel the extraordinary long period. Probably 

’simplex ordo’ was involved.

(48) Au,O«.UU—I —v/'—W—i j

fr 895.5

See the preceding period, (5) above, which is a pure archilochean 

di colon. The juxtaposition of these two dicola supports the idea 

that w-uw-v—. is in close relation with —w-mv—.. Overlap 

extends till the second element of the second colon. Perhaps 

the normal overlap of one element is not completely forgotten 

because Tfi is additional. Compare with, e.g. Andr 768 $VnV
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Tt^UTqTbrV it- fipunf ^-r^.s ................„/---------where

__ t
pushes Tc^ one element later than one of the normal positions 

in an iambelegus: —w«/p~z/w~vv—. otn<AV is Atticism (LSJ 

mentions Hdn Gr 2.13). Porson’s o*n<*v makes the first

colon uw-uw-wu—, but is unnecessary. Wilamowitz’s monstrous 

’enoplian’ with a resolved long w-vJLv— should be rejected.

mmVMvwV V«~W I MtMMMMB(49)

HF 1024

- • Z S . 'The preceding line is: 1023 <n> T€-kvx Tpiy-arVot

This text of 1023-24 is the transmitted one and the word order 

(except instead of Ml in IP). If we suppose brevis in

longo at the end of 1024, Tfr-Kap-evof , a sufficiently sensible 

metre is found without any change of word order: wmvwv| w/umw s—/ |f 

— vc-uw-v|-u—.||; 2 ia |) quasi-archilochean (erasm + -«—-).

Both metres are familiar in dochmiac context of the astrophic 

ode. Perhaps "Tf-Uv* might be changed into , m which

case umwvv, J uvwvvm*—j| cr + dochm is acquired. Brevis in longo 

is more frequent ai . the end of dochmiacs. It is a problem that 

there is no fat any usual position (after, or before ’link 

anceps’ or one syllable overlap). Wilamowitz transposes and 

makes dochmiacs. His text is accepted by Murray, Schroeder,
% * z i *7*

Biggie and Bond: «-v II fr 'Tfr'fcvto T^i^rV w
Xa<r<r*-S‘ <rvyKXT€-tp J jzurtp* .

VVW uuu«| «-UUUVU-*| aauUamVoa j ||

t

The last is explained as a ’syncopated dochmiac’ and becomes 

locus classicus of this metron. But its existence is quite 

doubtful as Jackson (38) and Gonomis (34-3) suggest. Biggie
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(POPS, 20, 197^H 15“6) adds another example: Ph 832 ^w->/TX

C>\) n*f?e/-<T<rv-mm-m-m——, but this is analysable in 

another way as he himself admits**
/"> I

(50) 'V V«m W«M> OMM» h/—-1

IT 596/411

1st stasimon 1st strophe. See 402/417 (5) above. Two inter

pretations are possible for our line: mm-mm-m J-—mm- ^BmD 

(’acephalous hemiepes’ + ’link’ + hemiepesj mm-mm-m—TL/mm— 

diom + -mm— (overlapping), -mm— is used at HF 1075, (2), 

after successive ]> . I prefer the latter, taking 

and on, to cover the junction of two cola (’dovetailing’).

(51) v W«»M V wav imam |-/mM-M-!

IA 178/199

Parodos, 1st strophe. 16^-70/185-91 and 180-84/201-05 are

aeolics. 1/1-71/192-95 are presumably ionics. 175-76/196-97 

are obscure: — -mm—mm-m-. The first half cannot be pher 

because of the elision (Mfiv'fc-A'^eV S' ). Probably ionic. 177/198, 

the colon preceding our passage, is obviously mm-mm-mm-mm—, 

a kind of ’enoplian’ (82). Our passage may be analysed in three 

ways: (i) mm-mm- + ’link’ + -—mm-m- (’ibycean* with the contracted 

double-short) (it) mm-mm-m—Y-/mm-m- diom + -mm-m- (substitution 

of -mm-mm-) (ii) mm-mm-m- + —mm-m- two t el e sill eans • The last 

may be the most natural in respect of the following aeolics.

But (i) there is no overlapped tel in Euripidean corpus ( ii) 

overlapping by two syllables (in our case it extends till the 

double-short of choriambic nucleus) is rather rare. e*n’ 

is similar to e.g. |x,f^y^/nx£r vV-6(pJ which ’dovetails'
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the joining of two colon (41) —w-w—j-/w-w— .

End of notes

I presuppose here that the basic archilochean dicolon is 

to be analysed as v-w-w-vj-v-v—: erasm + ithyph, not as 

v-w-w- + v-.v-.v--Ixi other words the basic pattern of over

lapping is by one element rather than two: —w-w—zf-/vv-w~ 

rather than — w-w-j —/w-w-. Overlapping, by one syllable 

is the most common form in priapean di cola, but this fact does 

not go beyond mere analogy. Under certain circumstances inter

pretation of overlapping by two syllables is attractive. See

Wilamowitz’s analysis of Ale 438/4^)8, (41): —w-w-| —/w-w-| 

-/-w-w-'P-v-v— „ in some cases it is difficult (and meaning

less) to decide whether falls one syllable earlier or

later than the usual position after erasm/diom. Cf. (43) Ale 

224/236. But in most cases a heavy word occupies three longs 

(or -w-) starting with the third long of erasm/diom to ’dove

tail’ two cola. It gives a strong impression of overlapping:

(2i°) (4l)w£vTurx/ (42)

j>«nS (43) urC ✓'^f>v<r^A*'Tr‘v (46) of (4?)

j$*AX.^(M8) pt<ru}(49) (30)

(51)* It is interesting that many of them are proper 

names or epithets; but since examples are few, we cannot go further.

The distictive difference of the overlapping dicola from the 

normal erasm/diom dicola (1) - (24) is, apart from the overlapping 

itself, that the last element of erasm/diom is not necessarily
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occupied by short. This characteristic is common, to the cases
i

when falls before the ’link’ anceps.

The second (overlapped) cola are various, but are not

different from those which are found in the previous chapters:

—MV-UV— ( ifO ) ( 17 ) J ~ VU—WW— - (4l)(46), ~VU—UU — ~— (42), — V—V-— (44) 

(48), ~w——w- (45)? — (49), ~vw— (50)1 (51). There

is nothing special about these overlapping dicola. Whether the 

normal position of -ror^'q may be after or before the last element 

of erasra/diom, the coincidence of the colon-end and the word-

end is not essential between the di cola.
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Chapter 7

Erasmoni deans and diomedeans with suffix

When we started examining the erasmonidean dicola, I cited the 

following examples to give the definition of a di colon (p.2^9)»

(a)

(b) 

( c) 

(d)

• U V

» V M — M M

I included (b) into dicola but excluded (c). Now since dicola 

have been examined, shorter verses which may be called ’erasmonidean

with suffix’ will be observed next.

Theoretically these lengths of cola are conceivable between 

(b) and the simple erasmonidean.

(32)

(53)

(5z0

(56)

(c)

= (d)

V V««»V

WM

There is supposed to be a parallel series which starts with

diomedeans.

V WmUmO mObwMb

(58)

(59)

(60) 

(61)

W V»*u V»*Uw»U BWM*

MVmO m*V«

M M«»M V»-V*-V bm

Similarly with dicephalous erasmonideans
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U V«*V V**VO«*V

W ww W «>• W m* M ixViwm

V VwwMWMM V«WU wwVwb

(62)

(64)

MOwmM Ww»W w»w

VVwwWwwW**V *—

Actually there are no examples which have -«-«- after 

erasm/dioin, nor of the cola marked with *• The next size is 

erasm/diom + -«—• This suffix may be called a trochaic metron 

but preferably e-. Then comes -w- and —• They are the cretic 

(or e) and the spondee. The shortest suffix is a single long.

I do not know what this element can be called. £.lt should be 

noticed that and are identical

with the former half of erasmonidean/diomedean dicola when

falls one element later than the link anceps (overlapping).

Cf. GfO) - (51) in the previous chapter. By definition, the last 

element of erasm/diom is anceps. But it is not filled with long 

when followed by —. Note that the third Senkung of diomedean 

is always single-short. It is not anceps.

As far as I know no-one has explained these cola systematically 

Especially w-v and others have not been related with

vu-w-v-w. The parallelism between erasm + suffix and diom + 

suffix has been overlooked. Perhaps the reason of failing to 

establish these simple schemes is found in Hebung-theory, positively 

and negatively. Wilamowitz and Schroeder start with Hebung-theory 

when they observe ’enoplians’. Hence such a length as 

MV-WV.-U-.W— is difficult to explain (it appears to have five

Hebungen), or which has an additional long. At the
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same time their definition of ’enoplian* is too loose. From 

this theory, uu-uv-v-u is nothing more than one of the permutation 

so that they do not pay any special attention to the frequent 

occurrence of ln the Euripidean corpus.

On the other hand Dale (who is perhaps indebted to Maas)

is eager to demolish the Hebung-theory thoroughly so that,

paradoxically, she does not pay attention to the entity

W-VU-M-.W either. To be precise, she notices it; but does not 
2

compare it with erasmonidean (LM 193)• She rather seems to 

take ov«vw«. as a unit within a colon, intentionally or not.

It will be almost impossible to prove in mathematical 

sense the hypothesis about erasm/diom + suffix. But if there 

is no example which contradicts ouV hypothesis or definition,

and if the parallelism between erasm and diom is seen to be

attested not only in form but in actual usage,our hypothesis

will be strengthened.

(a) Erasmonidean + suffix

EXAMPLES

(52) U»WU V V«*«T7m

Ale 570 <rv -m

580

S Tra 633 O’iVc^s

> r*
642 *XferJ

Eh 462 nw? +

c I f

' *' V<»cn<A\/ ^X-hA/vwV

©y Tv jXM-irxv

e-n«<vH<JT v/ ’S-t-t***;
♦
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828

Med 410

421

S Ant 382

393

(33)

Med 824 

855 

Med 976 

982

C-f. Tro 313 

333

cf. Tro 249 

(54)

fzU'J pun IXxrTtrV t w ^VC*. , , ^cHTto< y<*f

tXVv^ n<T7<A|AA0V pcnjcrn n

yMru<~oM yt-Vfc-w-V Azj^nJ’r'

^-o5oM|x«vet oin ^yt-ucrnx; ©nun/

Tot A«A^0<4<X ££*/ ^uewrV OpUyaM .

Vm V Vwa V MwU»»V«*

t A_ 
0 ®©M.£

1 £y h*"* "r® 0X^1^

~r«rv K »uA\lVc£ff-U -rfHtx VAq,<j» 1 <rrd

fe-XniJA tf-uKt-T ‘ J-t^ hA5*n/ 

neioT-H x/fis nAtXw^/

vC>/ yXf y'fr-^-os Ax "Tpi'kv f-^qcrvJ 

kA zd ptp^oU/»•<»< ®CTe<\/ 5-t-* . <£Arw\/

"r<* A<^<AA* y>r\J<A v/p<yj. JiroX^-v •

Um V V**m V Vmm VMM

Ale 22-5*

'-'* 237

A Supp 526

532

A PV 133

~ 151 

S Ant 334 

( ~ 366

Hipp 163 

OC 1244 

(55) UA- x-

Ion 1049

- 1062

yf-A/tnJ , <£o>h(r>J <j o^-ne Hotva-TT^ Ai^,

VottvJ KotToi y^-5 &A/ [ «-V rutf)' ’At)aW

T^Avt-ioTtXTe-^ K^c4{0S , ®X|it

/ / *• 
yW©£ , np<rytr/(T0 /yvvTMkoC

aru&fjV i’ n-repknyJ

TX npiV n^XAf '<*• A/iX/ <i.'|‘ff-T’rV ’

ofy<M £-} i}A|<a,t« , kA ^a<r»6uXwV 

u us .
ToTt . . .. )

vffTo<vo<; x yq •x*vl<* tuVoi kt-fV

■"> z 1 » > «^

cXT<A* cr-i’V c< f-1 \\t V 0~oM

V VMM V VMM VMM (MB

^eiptotTp©? , c* T«3n -yuk/TinoXw-V e-^tSurJ o(^^rtr(nS 

CnrvJoM V demon - v<M, < 16 k>tj»«s Thn T*>y*
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S Tereus 5912 2~3 Torv$ n*VT>S • 0uS<^5 6$o)(*S dAXos fpA*»~T*V osAXatm

S Ant 585 €A\hhk , yevt^s ^n» n?4j&*s €^-to»v

-v'596 ov£' , yfrvt-^v yives ? XAX' <f^net
Eh 536

555

Ale 232

IT W

415

(56)

OG 1564 

Ale 594 

~ 602

An dr 841

S OG 1575

lon 685 

'■'V 704

Hec 647 

Hec 649 

HF 1184

HF 1186

HF 1188

Ion 717 

Ion 1483

Pho 121

' z /" / kfl I ' ' > z
y tyvTToM , k»m *EiS tyed|><ryi w>/ y CT7’v otermf •

uiTVo^ ’ iciirro^ yZf 6^ jJAt-y-ty«i$ omtu? -

yvv^Ko* W cAfve*-vi TwT' fe-notpfj •

XlHrVTfr? (rvpUT.iV q per-vp«er<* orytv^ ZIl^k^ 

eMiXyrT®5 J.AjSnJ |i>#y©S °* <yCy<r/T«A»

<yVM|>iAr^ f^A-*-v<z< keM 5Ztv yi crJ /<r|x-«V .

*1 rmtnrT^tnv', MoX*t - riA

(V foT? f-vKT“- TiV

ti j/icn £iy<><; h< qyyt-uoas ;

ktAl^w ^cyteM* A/ K^S-t^jny

(57) X~v-X-uv-^^-~-

OV yAf jUzf" <TcM Vfc-i 

oX-OtT1 <>X»O*T«

<?TH ^0|>i KeM yW»-J

fk / I I It A f
£e*y*t* juq TiV’fr^q ,

-iccr-rvi*^ ^0tn*yvW Fp<V

K«H CyuwV A-Z pc*. ,

ctA/h Tic; ^T‘

ywvH - ^rvXcryevtn<rjv fr/i-y'yeAAq,

Uj b(iv* Xt-^oK ' oi'^rpe-^t* h rai Van .

"tT / "rl ; ^oMv«y<ZviA MiTuX-U bAxy^3-HC

Xx’K^’nj’f* nq$t* wvct in«X<n c Ayt<* rW

<po<p>«V KyvnT^pwrV A6^*s r|vvp4<r&*j

^^YX^AxW A<miS' pcyyi pyo-^jcnri ,
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NOTES TO (52) - (57)

(52) XJ-UU-UU-U-U—

Ale 570/580

2nd stasimon 1st strophe. It starts with -u—uu-uu-uu-u—} 

e~Dd^—, or archebulean (-uu-uu-uu-u—) prefixed by cretic, 

or -u—uu-uu- (e-D) prolonged by another and the suffix

v—. The next colon is ours. Then comes an ithyph without link.

It is identical with the latter half of ours. The fourth is 

u-u-u-uu-? which appears a shortened iambelegus (^e«d); and 

another ithyph without link. 575~77/585“87 may be interpreted 

as aeolics. The first half of the ode is too specialized to 

be regarded as dact-epitr. 570/580 may be ueuD-, but every 

occurrence of link anceps is filled with short both in strophe 

and in antistrophe.

S Tra 655/642

2nd stasimon 1st strophe. For the metrical context, see S Tra 

658/6^5? (52) above. Roughly speaking, the metrical circumstances 

are similar to that of 2nd stasimon 1st strophe of Alcestis (above). 

Rh 462/828

Possibly dochmiac choral ode. See p.222 above. Though strophic, 

strophe and antistrophe are separated. Text is heavily corrupted,

but the ode seems to start with dochmiacs and such forms of

’enoplians* are mixed; 459/825 uu-uu-u-u 11(6*1)

461/827 -uu-uu— || (56)

Med 410/421

1st stasimon 1st strophe. The whole ode is composed of simple

dact-epitr except the last line -uu-uu. (D-ithyph, or D-eba)
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Link anceps is filled with long in most cases., When it is 

short, the strophically corresponding element is long.

S Ant 582/595 •

2nd stasimon 1st strophe. Followed by -m-XX-mo-mw—.-.uo~um-v— 

Other are iambics. 582-86/595-97 is explicable as dact-epitr, 

but includes (i) resolved link anceps 584/995 ( y<*f <xV

{ff-urd-p |44/iW — u------------------ . ..*\* — u—uo-... )

(ii) the ending at 586/597* (i) The resolution of link

anceps is extremely rare. There is no other example in tragedy. 

Pindar may show one (according to Snell’s conspectus): Pyth 1.92

w

•w M U»»U U«M»V V U«»M **S/ D-De-. Turyn adopts the transposition

since Moschopulus: 1X1 quXoC , <fc-tT<r *

If the case at Ant 595 can be interpreted not as link but as 

the initial anceps, it will be easy to accept, (ii) Though it 

is not a normal dact-epitr colon, e-Lba is mixed in tragic odes 

of this metre (but never in Pindar). .

(55)

Med 824/855

5rd stasimon 1st strophe. Completely dact-epitr except clausula 

(-.-.-vv-w-.-., which I take as ’ale decasyll’ with the first double 

short contracted). 824 has two short ancipitia. But both are 

long in antistrophe.

Med 976/982

4th stasimon 1st strophe. Like other stasima of this play, 

completely dact-epitr except clausula (ithyph without link).

Tro 515/555
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1st stasimon, strophe. Metre of 511“18/is interpreted 

as a kind of dact-epitr in a broader sense by Dale (MATC) and

•* M V<M v M—l I MM« w«

Biehl. The interpretation of the ode itself as * dithyrambic’ 
j i

or » reading extra-dramatic sense into the words

, overshadows the metrical analysis.

Provisionally I take each colon thus:
> z »« \ - ~ *z

Uj uovs’i'. vpvwV
be y/vv* <J>f>vyun/ TfSs nuX>4

MrW fW ^c*-*cpu»is wS*V e-ni«n &triaryj 

* z • J ■ * >v / » z . » z
e-v (-<<*• A-^«rV ’ A^yt-’wv

VuV Y*f Tf>O»*V l(X^q<rv4

IsC+i $•{-*, Jw~rvrv

YV-rp<*^eA|zV<rV<*s u»s UTI' c*-W»S

X-4

K?<AAjff-rcrV p>oX>i$ ~~—w" |u-uu^u_c

O Vm»U M** M Um«m

This is fundamentally identical with the colometry of Dale and

Biehl. One of the crucial points is to what extent we can accept
’ C z

a long as a contre^ted double-short. oo^u«* (533) is an obvious 

case of contraction (oroufe^* ?J, In our passage, Tpoi-tV 

('Tp®,i'*V ?) (cf. Ph 231 vJ "Tfoi*S *v ) ?xni otTciV

have either contracted double-short (— wu~^^-u—-) or anceps

«). Either is possible, and both are unparalleled.

Tro 249
» / •

Duet between Hecuba and Talthybios. iw yr» yn is certainly 

extra metrura. This line may be analysed as either --w-uv™-.. 

(~D-e with ’dragged e’) or w-v + spondee. Or less
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likely, 2 anap + sp (Wilamowitz, GV 556, Lee) or much less 

likely, 2 anap + anap metron (Biehl). Perhaps the four longa 

'yupf* is related with IT 404/418 <) I*- T45yye-< vcoi\Z^>

between the archilochean dicolon and the priapean.

(54) V~ O W — U U — “»

Ale 22-S/237 and A Supp 5216/532

v-vu-vv-|w-vm-vo-v— see (30) above.

A PV 133/131

Parodos, 1 st strophe. Whether the fundamental metre is iambo- 

choriambic or ionic, the metre of 133/151 is not affected. This 

line is separated from the preceding cola. Cf 132/148 .

S Ant 355/367

o-ow-vw-1. see (31) above.

Hipp 163

Parodos, epode. 161 cpiXe-H’ tS. ^vd’-r^rrurf yuv«HKwV is surely 

ia+ithyph ( —). 162 ix*4<ei. .»»»..w™ is difficult.

Is this a ’kind of substitution of -w-w- ? Schroeder and 

Barrett take 162-63 as -.w-v—. + -.wm-.vw~.o-- • but overlapping 

of catalectic verse kcXwtf 5v«r« is unfavourable unless we 

suppose a colon -wv-w-x.

PC 1244

3rd stasimon, epode. It is divided into three major periods. 

1242-44 composes the second. 1242 and 1243 are successive 

—-w—, pher ( or .hemiepe ?) Cf. the last verse of the first 

period 1241 ka)|4ouTokAoVHT«M -ww-j-ww-w— 

ch+ch+ba, and of the third period ©c/ tin©
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tx)-u_x~ou-.uv-u__-

Ion 1049/1062

3rd stasimon, 1st strophe. Except the first period, the whole 

ode is composed of aeolics. Preceded by -w-wu- $-uy-jvrc>f

/v, (r\ <Lt , 1049 has a very weak caesura after x-^-x

TurV J'vvKTtnoAurV while 1062 overlaps —«—(-/w-uu-u—. This 

overlapping is very common type among dact-epitr. It is

unnatural to divide 1048-49/1061-62 into encomiologus (D-e-) 

and ’ale decasyll) because encomiologus usually makes a period- 

end and the word-break at the end is undesirable.

S fr 391 P 2-3 (Terans ).

The fragment is composed comletely of dact-epitr. One may

arrange as Radt who puts -T<ru< n* ' ovJhs after the preceding

line (-Er), and separates ’ale decasyll' from —«—• I slightly 
z

prefer taking f«rv« n/vto*-$ as in enjambement, to leaving avStris 

at the end of the previous line. But it is a matter of taste.

More important is the existence of ’ale decasyll’ in the context 

of dact-epitr.

S Ant 383/396

2nd stasimon, 1st strophe. 383-86/39^-97 are dact-epitr, and 

the others are iambic. Preceded by -D~e-lle — D-. 393 ends

with elision (nfn-ren/f ’ ). 393 has ‘resolved link anceps* if

we retain traditional . Both 383 and 396 have

caesura at —«—.z|'-/uv-uu-,,,

Rh 336/333 ’

3rd stasimon. Dact-epitr in a wider sense, including st-wo-uv-J! ]

—U——|(24), /ou—MU—W-V~— (123)»

Ale 232
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Strophic choral ode similar to commos. Cf 224/236 (30) above.

232 is scanned most naturally as v-v-v-w-w-v— ueuDu— while 

218 yA4ryiZ«-rot. >

Bt L. P V ^uv^is V « S

is usually taken as ------—w-v— 2 ia + ch+ba ( &t-cncn V

but If we accept this colometry of 218 and adjust

232 with it as Murray does, intolerable period-end appears: 

yuvc*»?K«. k«A’y*»'V<r^ril*^ W II (brevis in longo). I prefer rather 

deleting 'y+f (218) to accepting such an abnormal brevis in

• longo. Asyndeton gives 218 -----w-w-v— (with

and L ).

IT 430/413

1st stasimon 1st strophe. Preceded by highly resolved iatobic 

trimeter, and followed by v-w-w-v J-v-v—. Overlapping and 

the contraction of the first double-short make the identification

hard; but the initial movement is typical dact-epitr: —j-/^-w-v-.

(36) “—VV—VV—V— .

00 1364

4th stasimon. Corresponding strophically with 1373 Kxt

tv *.*&*^uJ p»|voM v-w-vv—, Preceded by v—|—v- bacchiac

+ dochm (or «—— |-v- dochm+cr). Pohlsander takes it and our

line as v—- |-v-v-vO |f-w-v-i dochm lecyth dochm leaving 
z

K*tT+^X’ryut4 in hiatus and supposing brevis in longo nXoo-Kc* ,

This is not impossible. The context is dochmiac-iambic; but 

includes 1337/69 -w-v—? 1362/74 w-w-j| is found

only in MS T (Triclinius* one). All others preserved 

Cf. 1378 (all MSS). In thes^ circumstances

326

. LPS
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to change Ve-KpurV into MrKuun/ must have been less probable 

than the opposite. It is conceivable that Tri cUnius* emended

’unmetrical’ -vfc'KvurV by his usual habit, and whether this

^emendation hit on the true reading, depends on our metrical 

judgement. But it is also possible that Triclinius had access 

to another good ancient source since, according to Dawe, T has 

too many good readings for all to be ascribed to Triclinius* 

emendation (Dawe, Praefatio). If we can retain

codicologically, our example is a unique case of corresponding u/ww« 

Ale 594/602

2nd stasimon 2nd strophe. After dact-epitr movement, 591/600 

is (124), and comes our line. And 595/60^4.

is -vm—/vw—w-w— || . Though 602 is not completely certain,

it seems more natural to suppose there is a lacuna in 594 rather 

than a gloss in 602. Wilamowitz (GV 453)? Schroeder and Dale 

take 594/602 as —.w-vw-w- + though with different

interpretations. The most unusual phenomenon is the ’bridge* 

over the juxtaposed Hebungen. The nearest parallel is

iambo-dactyls’ •

Andr 841

Hermione’s commos. Compare with the initial part of 826 and 

83O »ul (5)(28). Murray and Stevens are wrong,

for *tT {■*&-» cannot be an iambic metron preceding dochmiac

because of impossible brevis in longo.

S QC 1575

4th stasimon. Corresponding strophically with 1564. See above.

By this responsion ----- is attested to be equal to x-^-^-^-
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(57)

Ion 685/704

2nd stasimon, strophe. Dochmiac choral ode.

Hec 647, 649

2nd stasimon, epode. It is composed of ’dactylo^epitrite’ or 

’longer enoplian’ (Dale’s sense) and iambics. It includes 

653 654 u-u-^/uu-vu-u-u— . 647 starts with vuTJv.. 5

the resolution of epi trite of dact-epitr is rare in tragedies,, 

but possible. 647 has also caesura at different positions from 

other, examples of (57)° But x-u-x|-/uu“uu~ is rather common 

in usual iambelegi. .

HF 1184, 1186, 1188

The Duet between Amphitryon and Theseus (speaking part). Theseus 

starts with iambic penthemimer (x-^-x) just as the iambic trimeter 

but Amphitryon continues it not with ~^~x-w- but with -vw-wo-—. 

This type of exchange of ’conversation’ is common in usual 

iambelegus: x-^-x is attributed to the speaking role and -mv-ov-,

to the singing roles Ion 768, 769, 1478, 1483 (below). Ba 

1179/1185 is divided into the chorus and Agave. For 1188, 

which is followed by w-w-.in MSS, see (61) on 1190*

Ion 717

2nd stasimon epode. Dochmiac choral ode. Preceded by

Wm VMM WmM VM»m«m

Ion 1483

Recognition Duet. Murray’s colometry must be rearranged. Ion’s 

part cannot be anything but penthemimer followed by

hemiepes as found at HF 1184 etc
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Pho 121 '

Teichoskopia. Preceded by

Ti<» o Xfc-o©< o-.uw-.uu— ’erasm blunt’

npo'n^ o< a-Tf><ToC vu_*,----- iecyth

They are also notated with Maasian symbols: uDje-e|.

End of notes

Of the five examples of (32), erasm + , Med 410/421

is obviously dact-epitr: -D-e-. Ant 382/393 can be interpreted 

so, too, but its context is looser than the pure dact-epitr. 

Surprisingly xDxe- is scarcely used in tragic odes while D-e- 

(encomiologus) appears frequently. Certainly the colon 

u-uu-uu-u-u—, especially with short ancipitia, is used as

’enoplian’ in a wider context.

(33)» erasm + -v-, is restricted to dact-epitr. The last 

element of erasm is long (except Med 824). If a much wider 

scheme were supposed such as x-uu-««-x-x-, Tro 249 could be 

explained as a variation of erasm + -w-? but it seems an 

unnecessary expansion of the definition. Tro 315/335 is more 

irregular. Perhaps this is best accepted as -d-e— as it is.

(54), erasm + —, is certainly used as an elongated form

of u-uu-ww- (Ale 224/236, A Supp 525/531, S Ant 354). -----

may be taken as a common ending to various metres. At QC 1244 

(54) works as the expansion of —wu—. This is the pherecratean 

which is used successively (i.e. not as the clausula of gl) 

but at the same time it appears as -wu-uu— with the first
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double-short contracted. At Hipp 163) -uu-M~ (whatever it may 

be) is followed with overlapping by its expanded form v-w-w-v—*

As the examples of (55) show, erasm + — can have the prefix 

x-«—> I think it is allowed to call this unit ’an iambic metron*. 

Alternatively (55) is also explicable as the iambelegus (xexD) 

attached the ending *>— to. No essential difference is found

between the two interpretations. Its context is wider than the

pure dact-epitr. Hemiepe and other ’enoplians’ are used in its 

vicinity. As we have.noticed briefly in chapter 1, iambelegus

itself is one of the main elements of dochmiac odes such as

the Duets (cf. chapter 15) • All the examples of (55) have 
u

short at the antepenulinnate element.

For "-w-w-“-, compare with these examples discussed 

elsewhere: (28) —w-w-|u-w—w-v-; An dr 850, (29) v—w-w- | 

v-w-w—; Tro 266, (95) ; Phaeth 2?Q,

Hec 699) and the examples of overlapping: (43) (44) "-uv-uu-n|-/ •

x-w-w-v-. and correspond strophi cally at S PC 1564/

1575 (whether 1564 starts with vw<j>»vV or vn«5unZ ). That 

the penultimate element is anceps agrees with the responsion 

(in a wider sense) of HF 1029 v-w-w-v |-w-w-v- (3) with 1032 

v-vv-w-v l-w-w—- (4). Hence the form x-w-w-x~ (erasm + -) 

is established (56). Except at Ale 594/602, (56) has period- 

end after it. At Andr 841, interestingly, it appears after 

the di colon v-w-w-v-w-w-v- which has the shape of two

v-w-w-v- stuck on each other.

Both x-vv-w~v- and x-w-w— can have the prefix x-«-
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like x-w-w-u— (57)» Similarly with (55)> it may be analysed
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as iambelegus + ~~ (but not + spondee). Except at Hec 647 and 

649» this colon usually appears in dochmiac context.

Generally speaking, all the examples listed above are used 

in similar metrical circumstances: (i) among dact-epitr (ai) 

with freer forms of dact-epitr or ’enoplians’ (hi) among 

dochmiacs.

(b) Eiomedean + suffix

EXAMPLES

(38)

A PV 547

~ 555

? S Aj 231

255

? S Ant 1115

— 1126

■? Ar Av 943 

(59)

IT 1245

1246

' 1270

1271

Ba 1174 

-v 1190

Med 204

V U** V V«w«w>

Ti$ ; ouV s

TO iI *t«pi fihpcxrwrro. 

£i<j>t-trrV P<rr#<. «<*4 m*rtovw

U4-T©* Trv -rvriK? z -rw omV' UnAxTo< i^t-t

ri y uTTfrp inwne

$$ u^<VTe £<rveCTffV f-Tf&ol ow ■nenxT^H

w VM VUM Vm v»w»

oS-» rolV<lX»VVo7e^ OWK>TU»< ^oUxUatJ 

Otiepc* KetTZ^XRx*^

Td^vtlm); e> ' C—S 1 OA^pnrV op^xvH-tS

rtoM^VffV $-« <d tx>£ ^>crVur^

7 Vfc-«W iViv • opoi-y n^cx. .

^venqX' g-rn -r«vfe

I cHflrV >□ oX'^tf'T’^nZ ycrun/
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TLOA49 • (“GTl CppUyur\/ 71$ fTTTiV <

Ou-v«* jacm/c© ppe-V t-s y®^V.

M W«m v«w V«»w»

Rh 249

260

(60)

Ale 442

452

Ale 460

470 

Med 648 

~ 659 

Hec 655

hoX-0 br| neXu yuvoMK1 tfpn'ixV

Xinajetun -r'e-V

. * » ■»' * V ■*. z»>$-U y<Kf UJ , jjuo^J^L t W (pi Ax yuVcMK«iv\ 

(T^tAx lz\f , r]0>UX>; C-^orV-re X°^'To*'v/

\j-t3kv OO-Tvxl iP^VffUTvJ notpo? <) etj-Ur-tq V 

f Z 'I « . , & '
i °"T 0 * oA-cn 8- err**} n eAj f-tj-r »>/

z ‘ \ z '-ri'&'f-ToM »punTt-r«*-t riAp£-i oe\/

Hee 927 eni£ey vio$ < z ,1 * •U» $ n t-m |4 h e-u v«M

z\z 937 e*-yryvcM c^fr A^Vr^-r' 1 S"crv< ' otvcerzoly/

HF 1080 urV n6-p
* % 11 ti u Aa'ct'tav' oeo-ro nt'|><J~£*-c

Ion 1458 THX-VtrV , iruK oi&W^lxoS

IT 1250 ini JUxVrepoC vn xS-pWtfT^eV

/\z 1275 fio AvXfVflrw' $t-A-wV A <*-T p fr-V ptXTot <rXj

IT 884
* - z , z » zno-TfrfcH K«*tc* X^fcnr-V , o~v~y^ V<M

Rh 900 JZne [ae-y<pcr|4 Z » * Z
k/k nope-u Crf~t<;

901
» w V* *©<-n 0 0 xvt (TjzvWtrM n*rj»o's lc#*~t 1*4 4

ZV 9'H

912

S Tra 648

'V 656 

(61)

EL 586

fcl 588

Ion 1448

Cppuy/iAj-v enXe^tfT- n4*^H<" ’

* —’“'V
4 U-rt ' I Ax vy T A-Wrt y^<-v rV t-t^O^T I I

^utrvCflM £c-t*«’*fAr| Y-irx/ <AfXjx,f-V(rv<rax
z j/ * » ~n <tAa> rx/ip* v«^o< ot^iw

V VWI VV«* WWMl/WM

KXTeAxyvp£*< , 6-Th^oK , GynpXVn 

ho’-rpiwV eq-ifc ^urjdttTurV 

<rvvt-kcu^r ’ oLT<rK*j-jroc )q 5oV<* '»

pa ip*u^

/"» A ' ‘T> Z v II«n 457 i*o{>v<px< ^v©$, w Nik* ,



Ion 1486 JkxoctvJ <n- p^jv'o'e ev kJkXmj

Phaeth 276 *'<* PcHS t' 6-cv4

Rh 459 'To S?

825 ene-t (JypvnTuV ' w e-u<j>pe^n

HF 1190

Ion 1479 T«n/ HX*M & n«^ycrV A-£»<Vt+

Ion 1482

Ion 1494
> • VI 110 dLVTf>mJ f-f»q|«ttrV eiUVoarV

Hel 657 •i<frV«|T«rV £^v4 FT- CTTAfVtr-l^

Hel 680 Tl^tV w$ (^(/xn-ro — n\rt$ ; •.

Hel 681 KaJD^K W <rn#-Vfr-U CW — Jj

Hyps fr64*94 ■* z c- / * « **©MqryijAiyTi d 1 <r\f y C-^vury <TT f-y v wV

S Tra 647 9^i oH^<rttTcr\lV Cr^-^rjMrV ho^To*.

655
» S ( ■> ' ■<c/-^ 1 KXn T , pon 7 O . q

Pho 524
»» , t
•HIKTXx; 7 -THKVcn/ z

NOTES TO (58) - (61)

Wm V M«"» Wmw»

A PV 547/555

2nd stasimon 2nd strophe. For the metrical context, see (18). 

547 has a strong sense-break after and this leads '

Wilamowitz to take it as ’enopl* + -u—.

S Aj 251/255

Strophic choral ode interspersed among anapaests recited by 

Tecmessa and the chorus. Because Wialmowitz (GV 460), Kraus,

Pohlsander, Dawe take 228/251 as ia+ch+ch+ba, the next two lines 

are puzzling* u—uu-u—(u—vu-ww-. The first is explicable
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as asclepiad. Mrs Edwards points out it is identical with the

preceding.^line except that it starts with mere «- instead of

—v~-2- But what is v—vv-w- ? Perhaps the hemiepes is employed 
2

instead of two choriambs (cf. Pale, LM 155)« I suspect 228-30/ 

251-53 is a kind of ionics, similar to A Th 720ff, PV 128ff, Rh 360ff

" A IU»|d<rt ^ep<rv|x»M To n p o crt-n rv 

eev'hf

rjA-f *«rvY'x'Oir«u<-roM.

—v—w— has a parallel at A Th 720 "nf-fp/Kd

w-v— is compared with Ba 536 6-r» r<rO bpr-jxie-u |x«-A^croM

w—w-v— which is the clausula of a long ionic passage. But 

v— after w-v— remains a question. Can v— w— w— (pa 171,

172) be cited as a (kind of) parallel? Mrs Edwards writes to 

me:’’the ionic interpretation of this passage involves one raijfcy 

(w-v—) and one unparalleled phenomenon (v— following it).

Is it, then, any easier than the aeolo-choriambic interpretation?”

To proceed further with this problem it will be indispensable 

to check afresh all passages of ionics, choriambics and ascle- 

piads (and some passages such as Hipp 732-34/742-44 or Pho 1509

23 where choriambs and hemiepe are mingled).

S Ant 1115/1126

5th stasimon 1st strophe. The exact identification of each

colon is difficult but this ode is composed mainly of iambics 

and aeolics. At 1115i MSS reading gives w-w——v- , pf we

try to analyse this as diom + , the third Senkung turns to

334

be long against the definition. 1s this example a special case 

where the third Senkung is treated as anceps? Or Is it not a
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diomf but ^erasm whose third Senkung is contracted? -tu'-r^AS 

(1126) may be scanned as — to adjust to the strophe. But in 

any case the text of this ode is too corrupt to use for theoretical 

consideration. Nauck’s transposition, which Dawe accepts, is 

no improvement.

Ar Av 943

The song of the (traditional ?) Poet. The preceding line (5^-1)

is bv Hk-U&'P-4 S

w-w-v-v—.v- which is identical except the fi(§01 This

is unparalleled in tragic odes (perhaps in Pindaric manner).

The following line w-v-v-v-v— is also difficult. Probably 

it is unsuitable to cite this line for a parallel.

(59)

IT 12^5- W1270-71

3rd stasimon. Though the text and the metrical construction 

is quite obscure especially in the former half of this ode, 

the repetition of the same verse, the exact corresponsion and 

the clear word division guarantee the existence of the colon 

W-W-V-T7-V-. All of the four examples have -fopn at the same 

position: w-w-v|1 u-. Three have long anceps or the

initial element of the iambic metron. Wilamowitz (GV 390) 

Schroeder, and Dale (MATC) prefer the first possibility though 

they do not use the term ’link anceps’. Wilamowitz calls it

’enopl + cr’ with parallels from Pindar and Bacchylides.

Schroeder treats it similarly. Dale, though writing (enop + ia), 

gives the notation ^dds-s. Murray and Platnauer divides as
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Ba 1174/1190

Commos between Agave and Chorus. Preceded by v-w-v-v- J v-v~. 

Its last ’metron’ may be attached to our verse as by Murray: 

v-v-vv~vv-v. But the following -v-v- fs unfortunate. The

position of Town is exactly the same as in IT examples above.

Med 204

Choral astrophic ode composed of ’enoplian’ (206, v-v-w-w—.)

of dact-epitr (208, —v-w-vw-vv-v-wv-wra) ajj.d of iambics or epi trite.

Dale deletes YerurJ at 204 to make a familiar colon w-w-v-v- 

2
(LM 171)* Schroeder and Page take as —-|v-w-v-v- mol+2ia

with ot^V and oU r-7 .

Ph 249/260

1st stasimon 2nd strophe. The preceding ~v— has a hiatus at 

the end. Murray puts a colon-end according to the sense-break 

after w-w-v-v-v Brevi-s in longo is found both in strophe

and antistrophe. The following colon is a dochmiac if we follow

Murray. But there are no other dochmiacs in this ode. Before 

our colon dactyls and iambo-choriambics are found. Moreover

overlapping from a dochmiac into a choriamb!c is not common.

A better colometry is acquired if a highly resolved ithyphallic 

(possibly unparalleled) and the following ionics are accepted:

tfi- upoUttjs e-9
»* • ■ - * V . , i » . *?./ vvvwvvv —os Mm noA-<v os fc-jn —

no'&i Mvcwa/ ec
'Tpo’lVV crif«*■**'’*•'/ V U«»MM V VM*«m M U*»U*M*.

Wilamowitz (GV 583) rejects brevis in longo at 249/260 and makes 

•enoplian’ followed by choriambics.
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• €-rT i fK 6*~n>/

tfX+o (xx> <* ’ S^etrv; fv - cA.17^-

|a£ • hcr-S-1 Mvcnx< 0$ F|A/V

eruy^A^ t o'*1 £<-* •

(60) uu-uu-u-u—

Ale. ^2/^2

1st stasimon, 1st strophe.

'UMVOaaaMM'

<"* Z«» w w• WWW WWW

mWWmm W«mm

«M>WW«m «n»WW«*

435-37/W"^7

438-39/448-49

440-41/450-51

443/453

m W W«* W Wm | m*«« V V*"» V Wm V W«« | w W«*» W W«»W*tt W*mim» || ggg

—w-uu—(-/uu-w—n see (41)

wvWWiMtWWtw |«MWaMiWMM> {(

MM w WM» w«v warn | am W Ww- V ||

Our line is identical with the last colon of the first period

(457/447). 

Ale 460/470

1st stasimon, 2nd strophe. Preceded by uw—v-u—, and. followed 

by w—v-w-v-w—. its beginning is puzzling.

Med 6^8/659

2nd stasimon 2nd strophe. Cf. 645/655j ^v-w-v-v)-u-u—|> (17). 

Preceded by 647/658 -w-w- oi&Tf’>T<A'Twv oe^f-t-c-v a, v«jt*Tw-V nz3-K-rJ 

which is clearly separated from our colon by strong sense-breaks.

The longer di colon —uv-w-w—w-v-v— (4 da + ithyph) is here 

less probable.

I-Iec 655

2nd stasimon epode. It starts with two *UHu-u-uu-uu— (57) 

and an iambic trimeter, then

hc/Uikv /n» jj-ovrq? uu-w-u—

t€4<A/knJ ^L^rJTw-v/ u_u—
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is intolerable.

Ti’S-t'toM irrk-T»M {/re] n*^k*V vv-w-v-v( v)—

erVw-^et ft crTl**-^**^**^

The repetition of jTiJ-ejx+vo-

T£, which is found in some MSS and grammatically necessary, does 

not give a good metre. And the preceding ’penthemimer’ does 

not fit well. Wilamowitz deletes fiS-f-TflH and transposes

^teM|zwn/ ... <rt€Aj»B»YJ'<*A,4» before -rU<vwV •

Hec 927/937

3rd stasimon 2nd strophe. Mainly iambics but includes 93°/

930/943 —v——w-w—w-w—J—v-v— (e-DD-eba).

The preceding «-v~Y-/— v-w— is probably aeolic (ia+wil+sp).

HF 1080

Dochmiac commos. Syntactically continuous from the preceding 

dochmiacs. The-last metron f|xoA« is an emendation.

LP have +t\/ v-v-—.

Ion 437

1st stasimon strophe. Preceded by u——w~| — v-w- (wil+ wil). 

Strophically corresponding line (477) is of the shape
/* f Z5

uu—uu—uu— vt-Kvidrt kj poH . Either 437 or 477

should be emended. Followed by w-w—.

Ion 1438
Z"»

Recognition Duet. Followed by v-v-|v-v-|v—.

IT 1230/1273

3rd stasimon. Preceded by vwvww'tv- ^nd followed by

vw— ------ (ee~D). Text is seriously uncertain here and

there, but 1230/1273 seems free from corruption.

IT 884



Recognition Duet. Followed by -vv—- in hiatus. See (74) below. 

Rh 900-01/911-12

Muse’s aria. Cf. u—mm—mm— {m-mm-mm- J 895/906 (19)«

Preceded by mm-mm- g^nd followed by -««-mm-mm- |mm-mm-mm—.

S Tra 648/656

2nd stasimon 2nd strophe. See S Tra 647/655 (61) below.

EL 586 and 588

Dochmiac choral ode (astrophic). 585? 2 dochm (««wumm-Jmmm-m-);

587 follows 586 closely (noAt-i nz-A*-** <fwr^

m—m-|m—u- 2 dochm) and 589 follows 588 ( «(Az-<vw-J «—m-).

Ion 1448 and i486

Recognition JXiet. 1448 is preceded by 4 bacchiacs (t<v z-<Jdz*V <xu<rv4 

I**1 ) and followed by 2 cretics ( hAjf'/

) ). 1486 is followed by cr + dochm

( u C | <V io S? V PpHtr'/ n k ki mmm— —mm——— ).

Phaeth 276

Dochmiac choral ode .(astrophic). Followed by dochmiac<

( vhx-oS 0—) Kpv|^-«»£ is Hermann’s emendation
/

of .cf of the above example.

Rh 45^/825

Dochmiac choral ode. Text is heavily corrupted. Brevis in

longo and hiatus make a period-end.

HF 1190

Duet between Amphitryon and Theseus. Preceded by

niTuX-u , see (57)» 71 Az^Oth. *; must have Heracles

as its subject though he is not explicitly mentioned before and
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^43

though the main verb is missing. f-^To-yx •

is usually taken as ’th^ arrows dipped in the hydra’s blood’.

Murray seems to take this instrumental dative depending .

jm-iv<ryvfr-vuji ntTuX^ and are combined by inserted -re .

According to his interpretation, the hydra’s venom is a metaphor 

of a madness which assaulted Heracles. Wilamowitz supposes a
t #

lacuna before <ryvc.and transposes 1190 before .
z •*««

pct.^» is the actual arrows with which Heracles killed his children. 

Ion 1479, 1482 and 1494

Recognition Duet. 1494 is followed by three dochmiacs 

-f’t-t*, "AU**/

---------O-|o/—O-J---------------- ).

Hel 697, 680 and 681

Recognition EUet. 697 is found between two iambic trimeters.

680 and 681 are rare examples of non-trimeter lines of which 

part is sung (or spoken?) by the male character in a recognition 

duet. Note that both lines are broken in the same position.

Hyps fr. 64.94

Recognition met.

S Tra 647/695

2nd stasimon 2nd strophe. Followed by 645/696 mo-oo-o-o—.

647-48/699“69 may an enoplian dicolon w-vo—o-vT1—/ou-uu-u—u—. 

z . >
TWVTA Nauck ; TTavta codd : ft a vta. Dawe.

Ph 324

locasta’s monody. Murray, Schroeder, Powell, Pearson and probably 

Wilamowitz interpret as dochmiacs with the inserted th<v«v ,

and cctiFhA-o* o—v-, End of notes
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The only certain example of uu-uu-u-u |-u— (58) is A PV

547/555- (59) vw-w-.M-~J-.w- is surely attested at IT 1245-46/

1270~71 and Ba 1174/1190. Med 204 will be happily explained 

if this colon is accepted. The division into uw-wu-u-u and 

is most welcome because (i) the second single-short is anceps 

while the other single-shorts are true short (judging from the 

extant examples) (di) if we divide into uu-uu-u + -“-u-t the 

latter unit is hardly explicable. There is no example of even 

—u—u—? not to say ———u—? such as —uu—uu—u|—u—u— or u—uu—uu—u|—u—u—.

There are many examples of (60) uu-uu-u-u—. At Med 648/

659? Hec 655 (the text is not quite certain), Hec 927/937, IT 

1230/1275, Rh 900-01/911-12, S Tra 648/656, (60) is used with 

freer dact-epitr or 'enoplians’. Med 648/659 is specially 

interesting, for it follows uu-uu-u-u |-u-u— (with interval).

(60) is also used among dochmiacs (HF 1080, Ion 1458, IT 884).

There is no example of strophic responsion between uu-uu-u—

and Mw-.ou-.u-w- go that it is theoretically possible to take the

two as different metres. But since the Recognition Duet of

Ion includes three uu-uu-u-— and two uu-uu-u-u- indiscriminately

and since all the other usages of either metre are also found 

among dochmiacs, it is naturally supposed that they are subsumed 

under the scheme of uw-uw-w-x-. That even those who take (wrongly, 

I believe) uu-uu-u-u- as anap+ia, try to explain uu-uu-u— in 

the same manner (impure iambic or syncopated dochmiac) suggests 

that the similarity of the two is negligible.

There is no absolute proof for the hypothesis that all the

examples listed above must be analysed as diom + suffix. The



most positive reason to support the diomedean interpretation 

is provided by (59) . Also as there is no examples

which is analysible into   + suffix (such as uv~,

the single short after double-shorts is proved cumulatively to 

be true short (not anceps). This agrees with our definition 

of diom. On the other hand, there is no disproof of the diomedean 

analysis, either. Therefore, since the parallelism between 

erasm; and diom explains the structure of each metre of (58) - (61) 

sufficiently, it is more profittable to take them systematically 

than to leave them without any analysis.

(c) Bicephalous erasmonidean + suffix

EXAMPLES

M M** M M > f(62)

A PV 166 q iv<r*A*JT«n/ T»S

Ale 59f (k«m nf-fiurV Kvfr-^cM-W

^600 ) V(; yj^ e-Jyev*s h-rw-» np> •

S Ant 566 (t^x/*** f^un/ ) *rcrr^ e-n’ t-pr\t-v .

(65) O V»-» u MW* W U«"»

Hel 6£i0 £ u Vrp.** j-vovfr-C VO A | itf"**1/

OC 156^ VHX-Vur-J
/ 1 '

W-< £t v |A en/ <? tryv* V*

An dr 296
»/
ert t- -a/I'J HAfo1 v^VtTT\r<nvJ ^A-yvoJ-

**v 304 h, <Af k\,V <rtr V UaJ 1^XX^-£o5>

An dr 298



506 e£A*A‘jVTt> VKrx

64.81

Hyps fr 64.77 T^MV«a^/ , 6‘<* Tf H Ar*<-rf><H<C

f-n/ -r’ ot 5^U\*^Cvi «rV ,
> / J ”
(-v/0T»A*$ y«lf Hi' •s-’Tw-V f-nt-vwrvtf-i

V , - • . . •
nvj>i k«h rsn-jtn<M< o Zlu>( yHHAI 

' / x 7
|X HU”© S 4-*  ̂ h ® 0 i H f> |HZ UTS?

"TA |-u<rv|-t«j'^-Ao. y«£$ oq-ie-v«rvT|' £wV .

cf. SOT 469 

470 

479 

i|80

(64) U V«"» V W«wl» M** M U«*W<M

Pho 165 «</Wf4vt|X49 C, h5"* i^oyvcrV Yfc-y h<WlV J"**

NOTES TO (62) - (64)

(62) w—w-w-v —

A PV 166/184

Parodos 2nd strophe. The first half (160-64/178-82) is iambic. 

Preceded by l64b/l8j? ^<9*y*va-Tom r» \ ■yHvx< f or»5e
n* noTt Ttf>v<ffc |-l«Vw>/ XfH KvArjAVT*-w-w- |-.w-.w—. |.

The elision ( l/C*-A(Tyuv-r ) is puzzling. ’Possible examples of 

(x)—<j—°— without£ord~end and possible pause’ are collected and 

scrutinized by Griffith (257~9)* Two other examples may be 

added: Med 646/656 (17) and Hec 945s t-rtt-i jx4- y«*<. e“K J

<An vJ Xhtt-x/ . The last are usually analysed ia+ba+ba+ia. 

In purely iambic (or trochaic) context, ithyph without word-end 

are found as Griffith observes. But ”at PV 184 there is an 

abrupt change of metre immediately after the ithyph” (259)- 

This is unparalleled, he says. Perhaps Med 646/656 which he 

unfortunately drops from his list is the nearest: *r®-y
| 5 u<rnAj»*T*V ^urv J |-u-.o____t-.w~.w-. |{



Griffith relunctantly accepts ithyphallic interpretation at last

(260). But it seems me not so extremely serious. has

■* ra sense break before it; so ftfl 6 *1V is conceivable in enjambement.

Now our verse: uu-uu-uu-uu-uu-uu-uu-u— is often divided into

uu-uu-uu-uu-uu + —uu—vw—w~. The latter is ’ale decasyll’ and

has parallels in PV (132/147; ^05/415?)• Syntactically this
• z I 3 f

division is more acceptable than others, in spite of | <Ari •‘-f f4

uu-uu-uu-uu-uu is rising (steigend) dactylic tetrameter, according 

to this interpretation. But it is unparalleled except Pho 163 

(64) below. Perhaps w-uu-uvr-uu-u may be compared with it; 

however rather uu-uu-uu-uu-|uu-uu-uu-u— is far more natural 

as lon& as mu-uu-uu-uu- is not considered as anapaests.

Ale 391/600

-uu—uu— uu—uu—uu—u— see (124) below.

S Ant 366 .

u—uu—uu— uu—uu—uu—u— see (31) above.

(63) VUMtWMwWtewVMMt

Hel 643

Recognition Duet. ’’Die notorischen Probleme der Etoendation und 

Personenverteilung sind durch den neuen Zeugen (P.Oxy. 2336) 

eher kompliziert als gelost worden” (Kannicht, on 634~43)» "The 

worst discrepancy between H and LP” (Dale, on 638ff). H has

A Jht-yit "T<- • The preceding 638

~c«-S <4**7 ft-' u-u-u-u-u—

(or with Wilamowitz* s transposition, t«< ( m* Kannicht)

TeM A^&-$, -rfr —-u-u-</Jis naturally ascribed to

Menelaus though this line is not regular (spoken) iambic trimeter.
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The next 639 rtW u-p-o yk«-rtnl‘-£wsl _\i-vmnnr> I„-------- |

(2 dochm) must have been given to Helen in the Alexandrian 

edition because of papyrological reason (Zuntz, Transmission 

232b cited by Dale, Helen p.109). Dale and Kannicht agree, 

against Zuntz, that allocation of two to different

speakers (the first with the object (639)» 'to Helen; the

second with t-ju T6 , to Menelaus) is unparalleled

and unnaturalo But the two differ on the evaluation of f“J •

Dale finally discards it and relies mainly on L here. Kannicht 

supposes that (i) <n~ t e is dependent on f-vfrrrxp \er^

3-t-rt 0 u-pizurV (6M) ( ii) L is a paraphrase of fl . His text 

arranges the next line thus: e-vmpl nxV tSwi S"ryux>/ (completely 

different from L). This agrees with two -V which remain in H’

Dale preserves the reading of L in the next (and allots to Menelaus) 

To n f> without -re- re-

6^0 is scanned as Kannicht analyses

l/J .A ^7 I 1/0 • U«»V UVU U — U V» \J V W V O—• g^Q WaaMUaw WB.WVW uwwaw

anap + 2 ia. But it is almost impossible because (i) we have 

no certain example of lyric iambic metron w-m- even if this

metron is set at the initial position of a colon. Here this 

metron is occupied by -.fhocV wX^ktaV 6- ( ii) split resolution

- t«t|<re(iii ) if vv.-ow-uw-.mJ^vw%u-, is a kind of so-called

iambo-anapaests, it is the only example which includes resolved
» * flong. Therefore if we accept Kannicht*s text, Tc- <r*" J4z*t<*\Z

must be moved into the next period, and perhaps with another

Te or r< tfe-) dochm.

w .
can have brevis in longo (w-w-w-v ■sx ) because it



has sense break after it according to Kannicht’s text. 

OG 15,64 See v-.w-.w-.v- (56)

Andr 296

1st stasimon, 2nd strophe. Corresponding with 304 V Vcw W V«S9W Mwwmim* 

below. If we scan , exact responsion is acquired, and

this line is sometimes analysed as 2 anap as well as 298/306 

(below). 297/305 is probably ia dim (305 is corrupt) ; {Jokat- 

KxfiXA/u-.v—,~v-.

Andr 304, 298/306

See above. 304 corresponds with 296 which is either w-.w-.w-.v-.

op uv-.w-.vv—-.. This ode contains —w-.w-.w-.vv |-.v-.v-.v- besides

lambics. Fraenkel (K1 Beitr 213: daktylisches (enhoplisches)

Glied vv-.w-.vv-. + spond.), Schroeder (EC Addenda p.183 *alcm),
2Dale (LM 168-9» dragged enoplians) decline to take these as

anapaests.

Hyps fr 64. 77? 81
J w

Recognition Duet. 77 is preceded by 2 dochm (or, if i«<o is extra 

metrum, dochm+cr, which is identical with 80 below) vw-u- ,vw-.v- 

and followed by one dochm metron (fKotV<H frOVtT«H vw-v-)„ 81 is

preceded by dochm+cr — wv-|-v- J(or 2 ia, though prosaic) and
>1 z*

followed by one dochm ( 6fficrJ v—). Another

interpretation of 8O-81 is: —v-v|-/w-w-w-w—. See (195).

S 0T 469-70/479-80

1st stasimon 1st strophe. No anapaests are found. Other cola

are iambo-choriambic and aeolic. ’Sporadic anapaestic cola in 
2

polymetric stanzas are not very common* (IM 52). Moreover the

form vv-.vu-.uv— is unusual even among the anapaestic system.
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i
If 470 had not w- at its end, the form w-ww-w—

might be considered as w-vv-vv-x-. Though the possibility 

of vv-vv-vv-a*- is rejected, these cola may be enoplia of the 

form ww-ww-ww-w-. This example will be mentioned again (86),

V V*w W«w V VMWmWmWmWmvm(64)
Flo 163

Teichoskopia. Preceded by ia trim (Antigone). Followed by

r> p 0 $ 0 Y T c? oi ix> Jktf-V c*~w ww v”v w ww J w / — w — |

v—w~J w—w-| wwww- J 3 dochm. Unless we take Pho 163 as one 

long colon, it will be natural to divide it into two of the k 

same length: ww—ww—ww—ww— + w-w-ww—v—„ The first one is

probably not anap dim but a kind of ’enoplian* equivalent to 

the first half of w-w-w-w-v -w-w- (74). Note the similarity 

with PV 166/184 (62). It appears to have w— at its end instead 

of m- of Pho 163» According to the alternative division of 

PV 166/184, Pho 163 could be divided into V V«m V Vm V V«*» V V *• V V

(rising dactyl) + -w~w-w- after -tcocrtv • But the colon 
h?

ww-wU-ww-ww-ww seems/me monstrous.

End of notes

. There may be one example of w-w-w-v-v— , the comparable 

form with erasra + -w— (32) and diom + (58). But I take

HF 883 as — — | W W—W W—W W —W W—W W —W—W— not as — — —ww—ww— |w— ww — wW — w— w—

See (169) below.

The existence of the colon w-w-w-v— (62) depends on 

how A PV 166/184 ww—ww—ww-ww-ww-ww-ww-w—? Ale 392/600

m V Vm Wm Wm WM V V«» vmm Qjl S Allt .5.52/^|* VM Wm V Vm Vm V V •» V V Wm Wm V»*m
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should be analysed* Among them the last case is the least 

controversial. Provided the text is accepted, the existence

of mm-wv-uv-v— cannot be denied, however it is to be described.

The other two are interdependent on each other in the 

same way A PV 166/184 is on Pho 163 ow—w—uv.—uw—v«—w.—«—

(64); and Ale 392/600, on what starts with long dactylic run 

’with penthemimeral caesura’. See chapter 11.
v /

However the papyrus may be evaluated, Hel 640 Jvv’® |4<34

is certainly of the metre w-wm-w-v- (63).

The interpretation of Pho 163 (64-) is interdependent on A PV 

166/184 above, but to accept the colon will give

the most reasonable explanation. PC 1364 relies on the text 

(and the value of Triclinean manuscripts; however, but for 

MS T, the emendation of 'VKuwV into vKj’wv' would not be 

hard). Andr 296 should be examined with Andr 304 and 298/306 

vu-uu-mw— together.

It is difficult to show why the colon w-w-mv—— should 

not be analysed as anap dim even when it is accepted that some 

cases of vv-uv-w-vw-. ape not anapaest dimeter (for this metre, 

see chapter 9)• It will be no use to maintain that vw-vu-ov—— 

is rare in anapaestic contexts (though that is true) or that 

the metrical context of Andr 1st stasimon 2nd strophe and of 

Hyps Recognition Hiet is alien to anapaests since S QT ^69-70/

4?9“8O are w-w-w--u- in such a situation. But nevertheless
c

—- with anceps at the penultimate element is fully 

conceivable since vm-w-w-v- certainly ex^ists. The verses 

in Andr and Hyps are the most plausible examples. (I personally
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suspect even QT 469-7O/479-8O might not he anapaests.) -

The certain examples of vv~vu-vv~v~- and uu~uu~uu~u~ are d

so few that any kind of analysis of these metres cannot go

far beyond speculation. But none of the possible examples .

collected above contradicts the interpretation that these two j
•’-1

are d'icephalous erasm + suffix. ■-*

.} ■ ■?

’-T: '

4

•i

J

1
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Chapter 8

’ Choriamb!c enoplians’

The cola of the shape of x-««-«-x and x-«-««-x are named

’choriambic enoplian A’ and ’B’ and classified in the group of 

aeolo-choriambic by Dale. She regards them as aeolic octosyllables 

with pendant ending akin to glyconic or wilamowitzian which are 

octosyllables with blunt ending.

In Murray’s text a number of these cola are found. But

actually their final syllable should be transferred to the initial 

position of the next colon to avoid the catalectic ending not 

at the period-end. For example, Cyc 44 unqv<qoo<;

©tup*. KoH noiqp<* ^crrckVo4 is not ’ chor enopl B’(—+

^wil ( — —ou~) but ^wil (--.V-WV-.) + wii Or at Med

435ff/442ff, Murray’s colometry according to word-ends,
_ . 2 
3 ’chor enopl A’ + reiz must be changed into tel + 2 glyc + pher.

As we have observed in Part I, the overlapped element is

usually long so that the aeolic base of the overlapped colon 
x

is filled with -/- or -/«, not with or (I have not

checked Aeschylean and Sophoclean cases). In other words, even 

if we avert the overlapping and adopt ’chor enopl’ widely, these 

’chor enopl’ are of the shape x-^-u— not

In the Sophoclean corpus a considerable number of examples 

are found which have x?-mw-»-v followed by syncopated iambics

-M-w—, -). Are these the combination of tel +

iamb e.g. x-w-v-J m/~u~v— ? Or is such a comparison meaningful?
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The difference of (65) from (5) is the single-short after the 

double-short instead of another double. Hephaestion writes

• (ch. 15»7i p*2-l-9) Apart from how Cratinus himself 

considered his verse, it is clear from the context that Hephaestion

does not take as a variation of the archilochean

which Archilochus himself would allow. This point is often 

overlooked. Of course it is also possible to suppose there may 

have been persons who took the archilochean more widely and whom 

Hephaestion was refuting.

Wilamowitz or Schroeder consider the metre x-«°-«-x or 

x-u-vu-x as a kind of Dreiheber (Wil) or Vierheber (Schr), and 

treat it as 'enoplian’ in some context. Dale’s nomenclature 

too derives from this kind of usage though she herself is very 

cautious not to treat x-^^-^-x and x-^-^-x as equivalent to 

x-vu-w-x. It is almost certain that a single-short is not 

strophically in responsion with a double-short, and she is right 

to stress that Hebung-theory or its derivatives has no ground 

of real proof. ’’The overworked * i b rj FSc*&in.T€ ...

is of course a remniscence of Archilochus’s... but this can

hardly be used as evidence for a ’popular’ metre in which •

u-wu-vu~u was regarded as in effect the ’same’ as o-w-o-w. 

Still less need we suppose (with Hephaestion) that Cratinus did 

not realize he was using a different metre from the original. 

The resemblance was near enough for the purpose of Cratinus’
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parody” (IM l60nl). This opinion is absolutely right. v-vw-«w-.v

and v~vu~v-v ape not identical. But they are not completely

different and someone later than Archilochus seems to have

regarded them as equal. Perhaps the term ’substitution’ might 
2

be used for their relation (cf . LM 183). But why may the latter 

be substituted for the former? The expression ’’occasional aeolo-

choriambic colon substituted for a double-short element” merits

more examination.

Of course we cannot go further without speculation. But 

perhaps this equation is not far from the truth.

Ua»VU«wU (A) * UU»UU»«UU-U (B) — X • V U»» W M—V«« V (j)

X — V—UV —U — V

The difference between (A) and (B) lies in their start. So when 

(C) is given a single-short at its start, ’chor enopl A’ is 

acquired. And as we have already seen, the form A, B and C work 

similarly. Therefore the form X, u-.vu-v~« can be used similarly 

with A, B and C.

EXAMPLES

V«"» V«m»O V"* I

(65)

(66)

S Tra 960 n-fo S <r4 -Tt

^969 ~rf xvn / 5-o<v ytv q unvcpy

(6?) V-W-M-vf |

S OT 883 e-i ot TIS Mite f>cmTex noj>eM
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885
. / > ' n ’ f '

ZlUKou; oC^opR^roC ood* £e*-< p-cxn/usrV t“Cq OT-^Un/

887 VIV e>\cmTo jux>Tp<* c) t/o-rurr pvoU ,-J

~ 897
J , \ "a . <?

ouK/fr-r* t«N ««nrk,Tcn/ h|-u Y A Ai ’ flTSpw^

899 ffV^* *"3 T«^ ’-A ^<A«n Vb-dr>/ cwTe Tftv J OAujxnf^

901 €t T^Sfr ^fc-tpo JetKTC* z» «■ Z z-»
r*<nv otppuxrf-i pp*-r©»<>

S Tra 633 |3 'Ve^A-o^* KcH nf-TpeM* <X«rtrTf>e£ fu>qnrv<

'■v 6^0 0 k/-^u ^x* * * > J ** /
otuA-o S <rvK

S Tra 957 |tq Te^p *t Xe*. l9-*>V cn pU ^cru-V^V <sVcrr£jrv<r ’ -

a 966 r p crUq To^eVtA ^ou-j»e^\>7 »» ✓ a »
OS \f 0 £f> O>/ ,

Telephus frl49Au? tfF pH*/

T (68) — uu-u- |u-u»u-.u- J

<pu<nc oiv’frplxrV

SAA«^5 ou^i ^u<ri<* z

< r * 'ZTIKrTeV, trv<)fr nercfr

'^pCpaM,-ro k^ws tto'Ae-i p<* A^-isytt*. ^Jjrxxrre-

To-V 'y^Xu^oAfq jtv€m ^ervtn'/ q npo< Plui^otK

h.u-43-o i<n \/ q p i <?

S OT 869 

879

S OG 10 A6

1061 Oi’ot"T‘^®< fro v*pMr>/

(69) ——|-------- 1

(70) ------------|~.u—|

(71) ---------v-/p-/M—|

S 0T 1096 r\ , * '
Tot-u-r 0^6^ , wf-tk| .

1108 |\Ju jackets/ £-Xl4CvJn l£urV oM g nXttf-rc* <ru |* ritz-t^u.'

S El ^86 «& viw KotT<r-n V fc-V 1 ■* ' 
[TeH? f-V j 'C^Vixt-^HtAll-S ,

^501 ■» • zd ze-i yq -Toifr tpom-|xo<. a/uht^s G-U C?~i

(72) ------.— W— | V — W— U —U~ M— |

S Tra 953 »'Q,< , ' t
frtcr -TIS /

Yt-VOTT’
C. t\ n

fr-riowpefi thrTi^Tif e*-*>P<*

962 ayX£r° y KtrU |x*U<j>A* r>pffv> vcXo^xcrV J O^u|mVo< Wj pOjfTunZ

(73) I Wm V !/«»• W«««m 1

Erechtheus fr369«3N

r H' <rTe-|*voi‘;
x » z-

h«/s,<r>f <TTe-6xv wtfcu;/ . 
K.^<*
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NOTES TO (65) - (75)

( 65) —UU—U~U j «au»*u»a>i |

(66) U-U-VU-J U-U-M— j

S Tra 960/969

4th stasimon 2nd stropheoincludes two other similar types of 

dicolon: 955/962 «-•««—«-. |v~u»v-w-v— |fand 957/966 --Mw-v-vf

Others are iambics and probably an anap dim (959/968). 

Obviously 955/962, 957/966, 960/967 belong to the same metre.

Two analyses are possible according to the treatment of the 

’link’ anceps (if it may be called ’link’). For example 957*58 

may be either telesillean + ia dim, or ’chor enopl A* + lecyth.

Dawe takes every case as tel consistently and, consequently,

(66) as Pohlsander is inconsistent because he sticks to

the coincidence between verse-ends and word-ends. According to 

his analysis, only 957/962 is tel,and (66) is ’chor enopl B’.

The strange responsion (65) <v(66) may be compared with S 0_C 512/ 

525 iytVJJ pCU J»f*ToV OvTw

(after ionic) ~ —.--.oM-v^Hand with E EL 167/191

ncrri tfxv <4 no.\»j brjvri

(after w-wu-w-uv——) w—vm—w—vu-.o-.um—.- . Bale argues 

this free responsion on analogy of glyconic and wilamowitzian
p

which often correspond strophically (LM 156). This comparison 

is reasonable; but at the same time we may well question whether 

v-um-v-o and o-v-w-v should be considered as aeolic pendant

octosyll in such a sense that gl and wil are aeolic blunt octosyll.

(67) • V**

S OT 885-88/897-902



2nd stasimon 2nd strophe. After these dicola are repeated, 

iambo-trochaics continue. Clausula is reiz (v-w—). Three

dicola are completely identical except the initial two elements.
9

All of six occurrences have short an ceps before • The

position of Toy+n is the same. Some have sense-break at the

while others (e.g. 885) closely continue. Period-end 

after lecyth is obvious in every case. 883/897 is interpreted 

as tro dim by Dawe, -u^v-u-v. But this analysis brings out 

the split resolution. t’5 should be regarded

as -^w—. xt may be compared with the initial of ia trim 

which changes from into -w.

S Tra 633/64)

,2nd stasimon 1st strophe. For the metrical context see 638/643 

(32) above. 64) has long anceps (ufm/ ). Both strophe and ant 

continue syntactically to the next colon -w-b j-u-v—.

S Tra 937/966

4th stasimon 2nd strophe. For the metrical context see 96O/969 

(63X66) above. Link anceps is short, and -rerH^ takes place 

after it but sense break is not strong in either str or ant. 

Telephus fr 149 Austin ( - Soph fr 142 P) 7

Pap Berol 9908 starts in the middle of a choral ode. For the 

colometry of the extent ten lines, see Part I, p.62-3* ’Dactylic 

run’ appears at 1 (-w-w-v—) and 3 (vv-w-w—). The following 

9-10 are certainly aeolic but the preceding 3~6 are uncertain.

The long anceps at the end of 7 has a parallel: S Tra 643

(68) MUM Wm M** |

S QT 869/879
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2nd stasimon 1st strophe, Pohlsander, on the authority of

Wilamowitz (GV 515» deutlich abgesetzen iambischen Dimeter, der 

in bedeutsamer Wiederholung auf dasselbe Wort ausgeht), Dale 

(Coll Pap 15-4) and Kraus (144) affirmatively notates as tel 

+ ia dim. But brevis in longo is difficult. Alternatively

we have to accept a long aeolic (?) colon 870 fTiiA-re-V 06

^iyioTe -------------------------. This is

not happy either. The preceding 868/878 is tel (o-ow-v-) and 

in synaphea with our line.

S PC 1046/1061

Three tel are in synaphea (104^-46/1059-61, note the elision 

at 1060 nt-X'WG'1 ). 1047/1062 is followed by —reiz.

According to ’eight-metra rule*, period-end.is supposed to fall 

after 1046/1061 where ant has a sense-break and £ tro m v

at 1047 is conceivable as enjambement.

(69) --------------1--------- |

(70) ----------1------ 1
(71) — u„~v— |-/v— |

S OT 1096/1108

All other cola of 3rd. stasimon are dact-epitr. 1096 has short
f

anceps with “rovn after it (69) while 1108 has long anceps with

before it (7°). 0U5 may be compared with Tro 277 ti (29)

or S Aj 387 TtwS . Wilamowitz (GV 390), Kraus, Pohlsander,

Stinton ( QQ NS, 27, 1977, 41) rightly recognize that this is

the archilochean dicolon, or similar to it. Dale’s description 
2

is slightly different (LM 185): ’’For the occasional aeolo-

choriambic colon substituted for a double-short element (of
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dact-epitr of Ar Pax 775“96) we might compare S OT 1095-7-. 

Pearson and Dawe take tel + ia+sp.

S EL ^66/501

1st stasimon strophe. The preceding cola are not so completely

clear as Pohlsander suggests. For example, 484/500 —v-tj/-.—.

is irregular if it is iambic (ia+ia+ba/mol+cr. is a mechanical

division). But anyhow, ^86/501 is separated and works as a

clausula. 486 has an overlap (68) with long anceps while 501 
/

has short anceps with TcHI after it. Dawe's analysis is here 

'chor enopl A' + cr+sp which is inconsistent with S OT 1096/1108.

(72) VmVMVmUMMmm |

S Tra 955/962

4th stasimon 2nd strophe. For the metrical context, see (65X66) 

above. Kraus rightly points out that the two cola are combined. 

There is no reason to treat this dicolon differently from 957/966

and 960/969 (65)G66).

(75) MM MaaaU Uaa | MMM V Mom U U*mmm j

- 2
Erechtheus fr 569 N 5 = Austin fr 60

For the preceding cola, see (157) and (55)* Austin adopts Page's 

transposition of and omission of . The latter change

is involved by the emendation of the preceding line which is
, X z

obliged to lose its finite verb (<rvV01 v —+ o-vycnKo^

metri causa).

makes

-.-.mm~mm-.mm-.mm—? rising dactyls. Since lines 1 and 2 turn out 

to be -mv-mm-.mm-.m-.-. according to his text, the total metre

would be surely more straightforward by this emendation than



the transmitted text. But I think it is an oversimplification.

The transmitted text is interpreted by Wilamowitz (GV 388) as

’enopl’ + ’3 Daktyl’, in other words, ‘chor enopl B* + ’hemiepes

pendant’, assuming the colon end at kX^<x, .

End of notes ■.... ......... ... .....
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is certainly used at S Tra 960 (65), S QT 885/899 

887/901, Tra 633/640, 957/966 (67), OT 1096/1108 (69)/(7O),

S El 486/501 (7l)/(69) and Tra 953/962 (72), This colon must 

be interpreted as either (i) “-vu-u-ti, that means, a colon 

which starts and ends with anceps and has in its middle

(or in other words a colon identical with erasm except that 

it has a single-short instead of double at the third Senkung 

and identical with diom except that it has anceps instead of 

double'” short at the beginning) or (di) v-.wu-.v-., »telesillean’ 

followed by iambics (v-v-v-v- ia dim, v-.v-.v- ia dim cat, 

v-v—. ia dim ’brachycatalectic’ - ia+sp). In the case of (i), 

the anceps at the end must not be the final anceps but ’link’ ; 

the possibility of the colon v-w-v—,|| having period-end after 

it is denied because there is a strophic responsion between

— UU-U—,-/u—. A/ -.-.VV —V—V.J —V — (g El ^86/50l)*

This anceps is dominantly short, but long is found at 

Tra 640 ( 0 {mV I ) (67) OT 1108 (|«4s| ) EL 486 (pt/a- )

Tra 962 ( | IkA-oMcrV ). Except Tra 640, no example is found 

of long anceps before the (OT 1108 is to be considered

to have a before e+T< not after). This result agrees

■'■ j. ; _________________
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with the usage of erasm and diom: the last element of

J and VM-.WO-.W-.UJ is dominantly short but when they

have before the final or overlap into the following colon,

long anceps is equally found.

The Topn behind m-w-v-v is very weak in some cases 

(OT 885 ovfe | ) Tra 633 (*n«-Tp<rfJ?<* ) )

966 ( J ... ^ewn v> ) OT 1096 ( <r<n j ). This tendency

also agree with erasm/diom.

As far as a colon is acknowledged, it must not

be compared with (ch+ba, or aristophanean) or with
CK/Vc KUst iXjxt-tbuA-'j& Vn’Kx OvLU-’-p-^

oo-,vu-v-» (hipponactean) since these with a true long

(there is a handful of occasions which are better interpreted 

if -om-m— ends with anceps: but they are exceptional. See 

Part 1, p.205-6). Perhaps this colon may be related to 

’primitive telesillean’ (x-^-^-x-^-^-): i.e. tel used 

continuously so that the initial anceps works as if the link

anceps connecting units -w-v-.

To avoid the ending M-x (or «—•) without period-end behind 

it, every final anceps can be separated from x-vu-u- and connected 

with the following colon (interpretation (h.)). In that case

| is to be written «-w-v/pv/-.v-w—The situation 

is exactly the same that «-u 1 can be changed into

There is no fundamental difference wherever a colon end

may be settled about erasm and diom, so the same about our colon. 

But when u-uu-u-uJ-u-» is divided into v-.vu-.o-. + v-v-—? then

or uu«uu«.u»>u Imust be v~w—<w». 4.
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or Mo-v.u-.v- + v-M-—; and the archilochean di colon, must be 

o-Mv-Mv- + v-v-M—? too. Otherwise there will be an inconsistency 

of interpretation.

When x-ou-«- is supposed to have a potentiality to substitute 

x-ou-Mv- or uM-vM-o-} should it be called telesillean? Or more

exactly speaking, should this colon be regarded as the same 

colon that has been observed in Part I? Since evident examples 

of x-«^-w- comparable with x-wu-uu- or w-mm-v- is found only 

in the Sophoclean corpus, and since my examination of telesillean 

is restricted to the Euripidean usage, I am not entitled to go 

further. Nevertheless the following comparison is interesting:

1. Fundamentally x-w-o- equivalent to x-um-uu- and vm-w-m-

(P) is different from telesilleans in the Euripidean corpus (Q).

Q is followed by glyconics or occasionally its kindred. When

Q is overlapping, the overlapped element is usually long.

2. Occasionally Euripides uses ’chor enopl A or B’. It is 

also different from P, because it is of the shape of x-««-«—

or x-v-w— ending with either a true long or long anceps followed 

by the period-end.

3. However, if P is analysed as equal to the aeolic telesillean

(Q) , these two phenomena ivill be more easily explained:

(i) strophic responsion between S Tra 96O/969 — vm-m-| m/-v-m— 

m-m-mm- Jm-m-m— . Responsion of single-short with double

short is surely restricted to gl/wil and tel/^wil: That means, 

the unit -vm-m- and -x-vo-.

(iL) a stange colon S OT 883/897 -^bw-o-J m/-m-v-m- . -Stw-u-

is less strange when it is regarded as aeolic than as equivalent
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to x-vM-vw-j needless to say, the long of aeolic colon may be 

resolved but the long of ’enoplian’ (or ’hemiepes’ or ’dactyl’ 

whatever it may be called) certainly may not. *"

We should stop here. But I anticipate that it would be 

almost impossible to prove that x-^-^-x is originally equivalent 

to x-uu-uy-x or wm-ww-m-x (the standpoint of the Hebung-theory). 

Rather Sophocles seems to have exploited the assimilation of 

x-uw-u- to x-ww-ww~. Of course he must have had predecessors; 

at least he had one, Cratinus. When the unit -w-v- started 

replacing -ov-uv- will be tremendously difficult to discover. 

Unless the ’logaoedic’ odes of Pindar are thoroughly examined, 

nothing certain can be said (Mrs. L. Edwards’ suggestion).

* * *

1 am now inclined to taking Hipp 525~3V535-^» which are 

of quite irregular metres in the Euripidean corpus, as composed 

of ’enoplians’ rather than ’aeolics’ though there is no ’dactylic 

movement’. This ode is quite unique in type, and analysible 

into aeolics, indeed, but there is no glyconics, no pherecrateans, 

no wilamowitzians. Consequently, except in the last verse there 

is no ’collision* of true longs .within a period.

525/535 v-u-uu-u-J

526/536 --uu-u-u—1|

527/537 -------- ---------llH

528/53S --vw — w—w—i|

529/539 ---------- H

530/5^ -V-UU—v-v-v-j

532/5^2 Uw»U



rV,, o". •“ vr-

523/535 may be ’procephalous glyconic’ (see p-36 and note), 

but it is conceivable as x-x-^-x + suffix - (cf. x-^^-^-x- 

or wv-mm-.v-.x-). Similarly the next three is less likely teln-ba 

(no other example is found) than x-^-^-x + suffix — (cf. 

x-mm-mm-m— or mm-mm-m~m—)e 529/539 appears the catalectic 

colon of x-ww-«-. The middle long of the sucessive three longs 

found in 530/5^0 is possibly ’link1 anceps. The division into 

pher + lecyth is impossible because it makes the overlapping 

pherecratean.

362



Chapter 9

’Enoplian* with four double-shorts

So far we have observed the cola that have three true longs 

sandwiched between single/double-shorts/anceps. Now a colon 

longer by one long and one double short is examined. Euripides 

uses the colon «v-.ov~uo-.uv-~ its forms prolonged by suffix

occasionally. Unlike the shorter forms this length shows little 

variety. “-w-w-ov-v and its prolonged forms would be expected 

to exist but there are virtually no examples (the probable cases 

will be discussed later). Hence the scheme is

doubtful. But as the same time I do not take the colon

m) and kindred forms as anapaests. The reason

will be discussed later. Whether this colon is related to 

’rising dactyls’ found in Ibycus (e.g. 287 P) and in Stesichorus 

(e.g. Geryoneis) is not treated here though the influence of 

these two poets on Euripides is presumed to be considerable. 

Leaving origin aside, we may say that is used in

a similar way to erasm/diom though it is longer than erasm/diom. 

For that reason, this colon will here examined in a similar 

manner; first as dicolon, then forms prolonged by suffix.

Anapaestic dimeter has these characteristics.

1. may be replaced not only by — but also by Even

the word ’replace’ might be inappropriate since forms other 

than w- appear very frequently.

2. Bridge may not found at the end of a dimeter. Diaeresis 

between two metra within a dimeter is not compulsory but common.
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3» One single line of dimeter or one single metron hardly 

appears. Usually a number of lines make a block (system).

These characteristics are not shared, by the colon discussed

here. Whatever it may be called, a non-anapaestic colon 

uv-.vv-.vw-uv-( m) certainly exists.

EXAMPLES

Med

(76)

(74) VV-VU-VU-VO-.V j-UV-VM- |

(73) uv-uv-uu-uu-Ju-uv-vu-j

Hel 692 T*Xe k(H fir itwXbr* Zl^cZA/-

IT 886 $***Tv>i H*«' otfowC clytSruS

993 jhtr-r* npnr*yH< r<- $<* fl^Tuy^oV &-*•-/**r«-v

999 Tfc-uvet V v 04 h( *X-ncva-V

UU*»UU*« UU**UUm v | M uua> |

HF 1017 T<rre nf*J> l«Te?-j4,o/To/To< o<-ni«~roC TUW zl<xv*-tru W-f/«*~7

(77) uv-ou-uv-uu-j —u-u—]

Hel 1120 <r^N , m > rUfis cZvcry^oc. 'A-yp0 ‘To^

f (i
^1133 ZJ (AYoMatV V'cM^e-N <>y-MrV pffwAxrV R fcT*

(78) um-vv-uu-uu-] v-u—- | ■

Ar Av 1313 )»j ftc>\oo<v*p<* -r</vY<& noAi'V k^X-tn’ t/$ vd-pufTtw7

zv 1323 T«^«*TK <ru & ' $-»s

(79) VM~WU-MU-.MM-M-.M~-

, / - ' * z 7 z I ■* z "* f i s
A PV 345 <| G-f e TU4 $ )^*j^ <* X*T$ ' * na^ T? }

333 T<Xffc <riA npenferuc-' , H ;

(80) V V** W«M» O O«M» W«n U«a»U«m
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Ion 1466

S Tra 499h

~510

Hel 644

Hcld 775 

^782

S Tra 497

507

IT 1256

-m 1281

(81) WW—’ 

Held 356

rv 365

Andr 864

(82)

Or 1547 

Andr 480

~ 487 

HF 1206

Ion 716 

EL 167

-v190

Pho 184

IA 177 

^198

Ion 1442

Hel 687

o tc /yqyevbT^ ouk/ti vuhto» b-j)x-fc-rcM

ffTVvot K|> ^Tlet-Tot^r^ g-y •

Q\V«O<CvV 4 peMX-^loL< «6tLx5

TO y <fb Tfr <rVvr<*p*YC-<'v> <rt ,

fiT^TH ’A^y*• erv y«*-p *^"7 * o’-f* f-Top ilKoMe< l”1|X’

/ * « » ./ >
0,A-*XA>y PUATot Tbtw <31 S uTto n<AP iZlrVurV I <X —

' ft ' i ' •* Z Z/>|4byo< "T1 ITH-VOC oi |/Cunpi<; V|K<H •

o’ jxt4/ no-T-^t^Ci <r$rv<,<; z ui|UK<-piJ T€TpWf»«“u

J \ f f I f ft t tptJuTwr-V uTto K^arisX^p {^e-xJ^iArd yt-lTuiV , yt-tnrs/

y H ^6-v/tA/Ti $-ptrVkd $-c<£>crr) jtyn&rt

/OmMVwUMm

pf'yotXn y»f>|eM <n Ci t-yWLf ffW<r-4 0\) «J> 0 8~t~< <»

* ft * 3 ' b z V n /VfJ-t ^vTrNoC o^Vttry<.fc-VrTJ £ )tYO^ pieMvdS

(q TbukdAW) tf-Kw^of, <*, ^ | <* PCvc*vt--*-S &-n °4rvV oiK/TiM

|4t-yw\^< TK of 'bi 3A*Mr-ro0v3>/

kafiy MqJ(^>uurV di^uyo-4

v4 nupj H-fi-fvJ Ab^fr-I

pJLfoi iv-rm<*>XoV ^<A-Kf>vn«; erv o-j-t <AX^.TcM

I vc* o^^/nupow^ (Xvf-vurv nwkots

' A-Y^b|/t-Verve< w ucof>o< , V'jXvi$-tnz z ’

64-o <i «/A\ I $"1 , K«h h^' l~j-t<rv Xj" *1
\ ■<• » X ,.

(AbY*Ao< y«ju«*v vnef^vo^ k*i^iJh<
J + f t /* t

e-VKlrvcr' VirVo "T1 f-V n T J&oUV ’T’T \Z

rle*4<.c^|Ai^ fb-t* $■' O-'J 1(44 HoHS o' rVtfTTT-* J«Xv»£

X&44 l CF-V y^.Toi f~i <re-cj>0-V T* (4tk«W zv V

I' >-J-txrO c-M <r^X,u V<aaZbl' bp*4j yoc(T6St)vjZ<rs^T^ u u~y
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•Rh 26 nor t tXjs|XzO(ToL-Tt vj/otXttfK irm<ruc .

'AZ .44 Pfrve^c* <r7j>o-Te< £rvC*]V<*^ '

(83) v/ v V V«M w v**«*

Or 1365
A z - ’

o\<n *Trx<s*(AV e-nX^aT

(84) . V v«» M U-l V Mam U W*w

Cyc 360 JacaJS^vx) €a/ 0/ 1 J kX-i wytt-v v4

Cyc 363 £-r,o^vq-uo< <rwf>e\frn fl"V<n«tV

El 590 5-fclOS C<4 \9-er-oS
. t Z }l
©tyu-rf-^v ns. c^e-t

IT 848 »./ z
OTi poi e-uVcijAoL-ij-ttjV<X To”'/ (Toy-<-o|^

17 880 r>^ 1 £-P* c 4
lZ m 1

C.H y4e*—r » <S"VJ 0 t-(A-<#~C’o£ i

S Tra 304
. ' ■> X

<-TiVfc-l/ <Zytyiyv<H vC«tTt&ckV npe yotyWV

z\> 314b V<TetV A f f-yve-vn Xf^erurV

(83) V u»m vv—vv—uu—j X~VU—. J

IT 893 / 1 f ■»' A * *\ - Z X«» > /* /
Tl£ otV OUV T«>-0 c^\J rj cHrt»t f| ^o-r©< Ti Tun/ o<A«rwtV|Tt^-V

Ion 470
Z 3 z

yWo< t-v T6KV1 *Xy ffV t •r'> KeT-t$-^^o is ytUkvT frn>|4z<ri v<4yzr-M

*-v 490 \i ^TfiU ^o-r£i

(86) V ------VV-VV-|VM-V------ |

HF 382 Zlvoprj/\r-o$ # z?/ y
rvitMon <j^-TVcMV

396 ^^VCTTrwn/ nt-Ti^KjwV ™ k . t 
oifio ^AvyXx»<f ft (H ^e^nr-V fi 6y <( vcV

Ion 506 jpf i\/ ’ out ' e-nU Z 11 , .
Key l-M n-i V ©VT6 3u<y6,<-

^otTW crM C-u-roXjz-S $-V*T*?$ ■

NOTES TO (74) - (86)

(74) u „V~VU-V«-.W^-VM«.VM-. |

(75) W<M UU«"^U«*U U»» V«»UU«*U U*w

I-Iel 692
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The climax of the Biet between Helen and Menelaus. The preceding 
line 691 kj Kd>r * * *• f •*■'$ £uJJa‘ njs^<rs<« n*p$

must be given to Menelaus. It is a normal ia trim. In the 

recognition duets generally, the male character does not sing.

But in this duet, some lyric passage should be given to Menelaus. 

656 S epA-TpUT n , CTOK e-fC€f«j> 'J

637 T°' Too due? T€- Xt-KTfo* 9

These are ia trim cat, and may have been recited. The following 

dochmiacs must be given to Helen.

680 'TVrtS t tfuiiok ; ggzj £ '

These two accomplish ’enoplian* mw-w-v/-—.

683 Tt ffc', The last two elements of a dochmiac metron.

One of ’two more ambitious lyrical sallies’ (Bale, Helen p.106) is:

638 -rqV ,l&ew,«<v rje’JXiV

’T-Xxo-o Tt yx^-AJ-oc •

—.u~w—v>—«.w- j, | vuv—— J| ia trim 2 dochm

The other is 692-93» our verse. Since 639 is naturally supposed 

to be the song of Menelaus, it would not be impossible to give 

692-93 to him, too. But Helen might resume at 692.

may be a strong expression to indicate Menelaus, but is perhaps,

a permissible exaggeration for him who has suffered wreck and 
♦

is desparately far away from .home. There is no good reason to 

suspect this line metrically. Wilamowitz’s proposal to change 

the line into dochmiacs is rightly refuted by Bale. Schroeder 

and Kannicht give it the name 2 anap + prosod. Note the bridges 

( | re )

IT 886



The final long song sung by Iphigenia in the Duet. At 886

metrical analysis involves punctuation. If a sentence breaks

on its way, in other words, if we put an interrogation mark at 
/ / % /the end of 884 tio-rt-f o-d KoiToi VeM1 y hiatus and brevis

in longo are permitted. The colon is a rather familiar vu-w-w-v—. 

(60). The next rioSvirJ fs‘'rlt‘* is syntactically connected

with the following sentence. The positional is not a

problem (Denniston, Particles, 41-2). obsXtf neS^J

is either an independent hemiepes (rather than a dochmiac) or

the first half of a longer dactylic run continuing to 886:

/vwv-wu-u . it is almost impossible to distinguish

hemiepes + ’enoplian’ starting with’»” from a longer dactylic
I

run having penthemimeral caesura (cf. chapter 12). The following

colon has a similar problems 887 c)i t>ef«-3s o<v<? <fcrv$ <3-Te4\w-V ’

0l<A vcootVH^S i take it D-D- supposing
/

tf’TCi^urV to be in enjambement. But it is quite possible that 

the total of 887 is a dactylic hexameter.

Med 993/999

4th stasimon 2nd strophe. Preceded by an orthodox archilochean 

dicolon (3) + another ithyph. This ithyph is not separated from 

our dicolon syntactically, but it is possible to suppose period-end 

between them ( IT <n >? { pioT* 0 er-b-yviC and j'Tfe-MVo-

The following ia+ithyph is also continuous in meaning at antistrophe
z

but str has a full-stop. 993 has after the short anceps

while 999 has it before. For T£ occupying this anceps, cf.

An dr 826 (3), IT 417 (3) : T»S Med 633 (17). For * , T«z at 

Tro 267 (29). 993/999 is one of the rare examples where different

368
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positions of are in responsion strophically. But exactly

speaking after o/ , too, there is a kind of word-end.
(76) V V«—» V Mm UU-« M Mmm| «m M MM M Mmmm |

HF 1017

Astrophic choral ode. Dochmiac is certainly the main metre,

but it is not easy to decide to what extent it should be

identified. Some passages which are usually emended to adjust

to a dochmiac scheme may belong to the ’enoplian’category.

0ur passage is preceded by two dochmiacs which are connected

syntactically. Wilamowitz, Murray, Schroeder, Biggie and Bond

suppose brevis in longo at to make mw-um-vu-ou-v-v-

2 anap + ia. "TurW Z. n«»M fu-V is taken as a dochmiac. As there

is a sense-break after , brevis in longo —— this means

period-end — at this point is not impossible. But to take

TrTe jvW •••ZM'/oiou rw-ifwVas a variation of (7^) vv-mw-.mv-.vw-v

-w-w- is much more natural. The bridges found at Ttaficn* | p<oT«*-to$ 

n
and eCnicr io$ are against the anapaestic interpretation. N°te

- ?/ - 
the epic correption K>-t oLn‘«rre< .

cf IA 584

See (5) IA 585 and (26). If we retain the MSS reading p -Zf o i <r V

the first colon of the dicolon turn to be w-w-w-w-v.

Or with the preceding , “——“'■"-'w-'-'1'""''''-'-'

(77) M MmwM Mm M Mm M Mm | mm MmMmm |

Hel 1120/1135

1st stasimon 1st strophe. It includes v-v—/w-w- (1107/1122)

—w-w-w^vv— (mi/l12k, (150)). They belong to the ’enoplian

group’. At the same time, there are certain aeolo-choriambic
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passages w-w-v-| ^j-w-v-j — w-uw | v—w—; (tel), tel, gl, pher 

1113ff/l128ff• Our passage is preceded by w-wvw-; qq 19/11 

/XoM^e-^sW |XX5vfc-5 otrj-o , tro fc-^lV

which is the same form as 1113/1128. Combination of w-w-v- J 

w-w-w-w- is found in Ion 470/490 too (85)* w-w-w-w- | 

is on the verge of anap dim. 1120/1133 have ‘diaeresis’ between 

twer metra. There are no other anapaestic cola in this ode.

Gf. Ar Av 1316/1328 w-w-w~w-[------------ ibid 1320/1332

w-wv-w-w-jw-w-w-w-J — w-v— They will be discussed with 

ibid 1313/1323, (78) below.

(78) V V«w W M V«"» Wm | !/•» V|

Ar Av 1313/1323

Strophic amoibaion between the chorus and Peisthetairos. 1313/ 

1323 is the first period. It is either an ’enoplian dicolon’ 

or 2 anap + ia+sp. w-w-w-w- is repeated: 1316/1328,

1320-21/133^-33• Both passages are followed by --v-v— (at 

1317/1329, the singer is changed into Peisthetairos: but his 

part is a comment io the chorus and may be regarded as continuous 

from metrical point of view). Diaeresis between two ’anap metra* 

is often ignored. This ode also includes a pair of w-w— 

(1318-19/1330-31) which is difficult to regard as anap but: 

clearly has some association with w-w-w-w-.

(79) w-w-w-w-v-v —

A PV 343/333

2nd stasimon 2nd strophe. See the whole synopsis on 348/338 

(18). w-w-vw-w-w-w— of the same size as (3) v-w-w-vj 

-w-v— (erasm+ithyph) or (17) w-w-v-v^-v-v— ( diom+ithyph).
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Also by comparing with the following verses, e.g. 547/335 

w-w-v-v-v— (58) or 546/556 vU-w-u-v| -v-v-v— ( 18 ), Wilamowitz 

analyses 545/£5"3 ^v-w-w-w + -w-w—, 'enopl’ + ithyph. 545

has aT*v*i after ww—ww—ww—ww | ( ui <|>iXo<;J), hut 548, not ( oA*l<*~t
)

This interpretation is attractive, and should not be rejected 

with such a cold criticism: "If we believe that all Greek 

metrical periods are reducible to such short, conveniently 

labelled units, then we must adopt some such analysis” (Griffith,

43)« If w-w v-v w-w v is equivalent to erasm/diom (Wilamowitz’s 

enoplian), it has a double short at the end which is usually 

regarded as 'link* anceps. Is it a special case of 'link' anceps 

substituted by double-short like S Ant 367 «-«v-ww-J ww-ww-ww-w— 2 

But this has Tbp.vi before the double-short and the unit w-w-w-v—j 

is conceivable as an independent colon while w-v-v— is not.

Or the stop with double-short may be comparable with -w-w-w-w J 

-w-w—, 4 da + ithyph (the second archilochean dicolon, Heph.

15«8, p.49, often called solvitur , taken from Horace Ode I 4 ).

But this dicolon has few parallels in tragedies and might be 

—ww—ww— | ww—ww—w—w— . On the other hand, w—ww—ww—w—w has 

parallels. The division w-w-w-w-v + -w— is compared with 

e.g. w-ww-ww-w + -w—. Though the similarity of the size of 

ww-ww-ww-ww with erasm/diom cannot be denied, it is profitable

to take ww-ww-ww-ww-w as a basic unit.

(80) V V** V«—o M V— W M

Ion

Recognition Riet. Preceded by 2 ba, and followed by ww-| ww-|-w-

(3 or, with ) or ?w—w- (2 dochm, with ** fAt-nw



MSS reading rjuK"r«*-S is metrically problematical if Porson’s Law; 

is applied.

S Tra 499V31O

1st stasimon strophe. seems to be an element of

dact-epitr in this ode. See 3O4/3l4b (84) below. Note the 

bridge iniTc^rW and o fcfr | (* .

Hel 644

Recognition Duet. no<nv T,P I ] vu

in H dispexit Zuntz. <rvv«i,nnnz o~u~o- j.s adopted by 

Dale while Kannicht, <rv'/xyzy’ vj n<nn z Both have

the same metre. Note the bridge K*yt truv J_

Held 775/782

3rd stasimon 2nd strophe. It starts with 3 gl + ia+ithyph.

The following -vw-vm— is separated from our colon by hiatus 

©xA'f H -uv-wu—. || has a-parallel at

S Tra 303/514. Note the bridge n<*j J• No diaeresis 

between ’two anap metra’•

S Tra 497/507

1st stasimon strophe. A freer dact-epitr ode. See metrical 

synopsis on 304/314b (84) below, uv-w-ov-vu- + anceps + -u- 

+ — is a reasonable analysis. Both 497 and 307 have a

after vo-vm-w«-w~ and after

IT 1236/1281

3rd stasimon. Text is heavily corrupt especially in the first 

half. (123^44/1239-69)

1243/12.70 vu-uv-v-—-u— |

{ (39)
1246/1271 -----------------— J



1247-48/1272-73

1249/1274

1230/1279

1231/1276

1233/1278

1233/1280

1236/1281

1238/1283

M M«*» MM V M*»M 4* 4*

MMMMMMMMMM —

MM~>MMmMm M«ww«

M M Mm«mb M M Mm» M Mm

M V VMM Mmf mmMmmm Mm

MMmMMmMMmM M mmm Mm

(60)

It is clear that dactylo-epitrite, ’enoplians’ and iambics are 

mixed in the latter half, but the detail is quit® obscure. 1233/1280

~ k<*m -ri|4«4-5 &tyu<-e Ao^vojt

is taken by Fraenkel (K1 Beitr 212) as 3 ia ——I u—but 

the bridge after bacchiac is a problem. -v-u- may be epitrite

opening: -v-,^p-./uv-vu-wu~uv-. (so Dale in MATO). Schroeder’s 

tro ch paroem is on a different principle but the essential 

concept is identical with Dale’s. Then -—will be sp+cr.

Whether 1256/1281 may start with or -/««-, t.he next — 

is possibly anceps + (or ia). cf. 1245/1270, 1246/1271.

(81) MM—MM—MM—MM—M —

Held 356/365

1st stasimon strophe. It starts with 3 ch + ba. 333/364 

(rA^<\rv <x I KTH p«*"$ <>» Xd *T •c<>

is either —vu— or —mm— depending on insertion of or

deletion of • It is, however, probable that-----mm— j_s

not pherecratean but continues into 356/3652 -----mm-|-/mm-mm-mm-mm-m-

Ion 1074/1090 might be cited as a parallel: m-m-|-mm3^-/mm-mM-mm-m—
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338/-61/367-70 are 3 gl + ch+ba. Antistrophe has enjambement 

at 367 ( $ ).

An dr 864

Finale of Hermione's Gommos. Preceded by

kAKtfveViTC-^o^ - w—w-u v-v+—+. The

initial value of e-U — and of ru-vKAfe-V

——— may be identical* Cf. HP 883 Nvamto^ Tof>ywV . Anapaest 

dim is tempting, (-w—vw-vw- and ——w-w- ) but this 

interpretation is not consistent with other examples.

Cf. HF 1198; Dale cites this as an example of ow-ww-ww-ww-w—.

But this colometry makes the preceding line inexplicable

(-w—VW-; why a wilamowitzian?) I take ~u—/w-vu-vu-w-vu-v—

as one unit. See (172) below.

(82) W W"W O MowAbow

Or 1^7

Dochmiac choral ode (Strophic). Corresponding with 1363

on 0*1 or- ww—ww—uw—ww—kJ.

See (83) below. Seidler's ' (xJun©f* » accepted by Wecklein 

and Chapoutier, is rejected by DL Benedetto, on stylistic grounds 

(repetition of 3i#i three times). We may add as a metrical reasons 

ww-wv-ww-wv-vjvwvwwwww... is an impossible combination without 

pause but brevis in longo cannot be supposed (ww-ww-ww-ww-\> ) 

because of elesion. Di Benedetto may be right to suggest that
z {

dl' vr>/ was originally a gloss of Ji ' |^«*-TwV •

An dr 480/487

2nd stasimon 2nd strophe. The corresponsion of w-vu-ww-w-v- (487)

with wv-uw-uw-uv— (480) supports Dale's judgement that



ww-ww-ww-ww— should not be analysed as 2 anap + sp. Enendation 

into may ’restore* exact corresponsion. Murray’s

is rejected because we have no certain examples of ww-ww-ww-ww-trc

HF 1206

Finale of Duet between Amphitryon and Theseus. <rv

is a hapax except Plut. LSJ ’’contend or struggle together” does 

not make sense. Hermann's conjecture onV

is the easiest solution. vrfnir-A-o-V denotes Theseus’

arrival, and it works as the counter~points against the tears. 

Preceded by nen-jVw , ? Jt kX-^uJ £e-?£«r\/

which is usually taken as 2 dochm. wwwwwwwv|-ww-----, but may be

better interpreted as mwww |-/ww-ww—; see (145) below. 

Followed by ww-ww—w—w—ww—ww— uv—w— ^u-uU%u-u- (thus, in MSS).

See (97).

Ion 716

2nd stasimon. epode. Dochmiac choral ode. Preceded by 4 dochm

and followed by —w—/-ww-ww (-©-D—), of^latter part is

identical with that of our colon! ww-ww/-ww-ww—.

EL 167/190

Choral strophic part of parodos. The following line 168 

ww-ww-w— /^z 191 ww-w-ww— is not quite certain, but line is 

rightly analysed by Dale. See (168).

Pho 184

Finale of Teichoskopia. Combined closely with the preceding 

dochmiacs (the last metron ends with cru toi ).

IA 177/198

Parodos 1st strophe. Preceded by uncertain colon-----ww—ww-w-



and followed by uu-vu-v—|-/uu-u- (51)-

Ion 1^2, Hel 68?

Preceded by u«u—/-vu-uU-| See (129)

Ph 26/44

Preceded by | See (130)

(83) WMO WMM M«M

Or 1363

Strophic Choral ode. Between strophe and antistrophe, the

Phrygian’s aria and a following tetrameter scene are interposed.

It is not certain whether this Dcchmiac Choral ode should be

considered as a stasimon (Schroeder, 3rd stasimon; Biehl, 4th). 

Followed by dochmiacs. Brevis in longo is guaranteed by sense-break

Corresponding with 1947 ytt-y,* tic oi

' ciAxrr«vM-oM-uM-vu-v-. Either 1363 or 1347 should be

emended.

Biehl supposes both lines to be ’dactylische Dimeter mit 

der doppelten Vorschlagsilbe’ |-mv-mvJ . This idea itself

might be right; but the supposition that the ending is 

equivalent to -w and therefore, to —, is a misapplication of 

the wrong notion of Hephaestion about the acatalectic ending 

of dactyls.

WM W«W WM WMB

Cyc 36O

1st stasimon. For the metrical context, see 363 below. The 

whole ode is composed bf ’iambic run’ and ’dactylic run’. An 

obvious example of dactyl is 358 -um-mo-vu-mu. The preceding 

line is or v-v-v-w.- accoridng to or
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v<k3 nhV . Note the epic correption 3«mtv|«»9s/\(p4 W 

No diaeresis between ’two anap metra’.

Cyc 363
< z

To restore ’anap dim’, <no%|>'>ej^K or is supplied

But the traditional text o$n«|up,e^ |XuKA*^'f

wv-mu-m-wo-v- might be a dicolon though not so plausible. 365 

is, more possibly, with of the next

line combined, since —w- is unsU^table wil.

El 390 .

Astrophic choral ode„( dochmiac). Followed by -VIK^V , <fMAo< 

---v- • cif. 586 and 388, both interspersed among

dochmiacs without a strong sense pause. No diaeresis between

’ two anap metra’•

IT 848

Recognition Hiet. Followed by -v-v-, 2 cr.

It might be -v—.— cr+sp.

IT 880

The last block of the Recognition IXiet. Preceded by 873 

mm-w-wv- + 5 dochm. Cf. 884 M V«m W««V«w» V«k 886 W«* W«M Wim Warn U

etc. No diaeresis between ’two anap metra’.

S Tra 304/314b

1st stasimon

497/507

499V51O

501/512

502/515

503/5U

strophe, A freer dact-epitr ode. 

W«M v Vtn»«n MW«M Jj

V Vw* M Vw* VU**U MimaUMM V |||^

«w» VMM UaaU Mwaam

«m V Oaa» V Maaaaaa

am W Oaaa u l/Mart |

I
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504/514b V V—VV—V V—VU— ||

505/5^5 V——-V —V —V—| — VV—V — |||

w-w-vv-w- works as an element of dact-epitr like -w-w-.

The continguous -w-w— + w-w-w-w- has a parallel. (Held 774/781).

(85) W-W-UV-W-|X»UV— |

IT 895

Finale of RecognitionlXiet. Though the text should be emended 

in some manner after 897, it is unnecessary to doubt 895~96.

The tripartite classification (gods, human beings, ’)

is conventional (Hel 1157f, A PV 116). Various emendations 

start with the supposition that the metre of 896 is imperfect, 

and a lacuna Tv — w-TwN <x £or*‘*|'rwV is imagined to restore 2 anap.

But w—w—uv—w—( v—w—|may be a variation of (75) vv—w—w—w-I 

v-vv-vv-. (v)-vv— takes part of (v)-w-w- in HF 1077, too.

Ion 470/490

1st stasimon strophe. Aeolo-choriambic is the dominant metre. 

Preceded by w-w-v-1 w-w-v-• see (92) below. Cola starting 

with w-w- are found before: 457 vv-w-v-v—4-77 vv-w-w— j|

(either should be emended, see (60)), 458/478 uv-w-wll, 460/480 

w-w—H. The last two may be reiz (182). 488/488 and 469/489 

vv-vv-v-j are usually taken as tel, but w-w-v- fs of the 

shape of the diomedean having lost its final anceps (see 

chapter 10); and, —w—, 471/491 may he reiz. But if the 

comparison with IT 895 is right, 470-71/490-91 is an enoplian 

di colon. On the other hand another four line period, certainly 

aeolic one, tel+tel+X+reiz (X is vw-w-vw, gl) fs found above

at 461-64/481-84. Cf. the clausula of the epode of this stasimon
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(86)

1U-VO-VM-VW-|---)j.

M M Ww* V W«*»O V -I O v*» M ~ll

(86) below.

HF 382/396

1st stasimon 2nd strophe. 380-*'81/394-95 is a variation of 

asclepiad:-----w-, see p. 184, 212 above.
Tfr^jfnnw^ t' Hnf-^ KeM ^etXTcns t-Tcrj-vcMJT- HvjXjous, 

upvw S«ru C Tfr- ?j)uv&v-J frtmejltW K otu X«W

After 384/398 onwards, the metre is fundamentally iambic. Apart 

from details, Wilamowitz (Herakles) is right. He calls 382/396 

dactylic heptameter. Dale (MATC) takes off the last element 

of 382/396 to make trochaic, but this is unnecessary.

Ion 306

1st stasimon epode. 492-301 are fundamentally composed of aeolic.

303 is either 2 dochm or 2 basilic (-w-v-). (306) is

in enjambement. 306-08 are usually interpreted as 2 anap +
V M *

2 anap + reiz. There is no anapaestic elsewhere in this ode. 

Colon-end is regarded but diaeresis is found neither at 306 nor at 507 

The similarity with (83) above is obvious.

of. s QT ,^9/479

1st stasimon 1st strophe. This passage has already been discussed; 

see (63) above. If it were not for yt-vt-TeCj at 470, we might 

have taken w-w-w-----as om~w-wo~x-. l)ie contraction of

vv-uw-vv—does not determine whether this form is anap or

enoplian, and if it is an enoplian, it is a rare case of

correspondence of double-short and long. The metrical context 

is not helping. The ode starts with ia+ch ia+ba. The next 

modifies ia+ch into —-----(463/475): clear example of the

association between ia+ch and wil. The next period is obviously
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association between ia+ch and wil. The next period is obviously 

aeoli.cs tel+tel+reiz. After 469-7 V479~81, another clausula 

-wwww—? ithyph, appears.

End of notes

ww-ww-ww-ww-(w) is used as the first colon of di colon.

(74)----  MMmVMmMMmM | mV MmMOM and (75) 4?%0G=)M VMM VMM Mm j vmWmVMm Qj?©

comparable with (1) w—ww—ww—wj—ww—ww— and (25) w—ww—ww—| w—ww—ww—. 

It is impossible to suppose the single-short is brevis in longo,

because Med 999 <* I (75) cannot stand at the period-end. Also
a

-re’ll (Hel 692, Med 995) is implausible. Though another colometry 

is possible, HF 1017 (?6) is better taken as wu-ww-ww-ww-w + 

-ww-ww—The latter is sometimes used in a dicolon after “TokH 

where -ww-ww- appears: (4)(16)(29)(42). There is no certain 

example, of ww-ww-ww-ww-( w) followed by an iambic colon. Hel 

1120/1155 may be one, but it is also conceivable as anap dim

+ ia dim cat.

Like erasm/diom, ww-ww-ww-ww-w is prolonged by suffix.

(80) + -v~ (81) + — (82) + - , are certainly attested. (80) 

is often compared with (61) ww-ww-w---, and analysed as 2 anap 

+ ia. Let alone the bridge between anap and ia, the comparison 

itself is not happy. Since there is examples of ww-ww-w— 

but not of vw-ww-—w-? the first short of (61) is true short 

and the second one is anceps (ww-ww-w-x-). That means it is 

only one long that follows anceps. On the other hand since 

there are no examples of ww-ww-ww-ww-w— hut of ww-ww-ww-ww-w-
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the second short of (80) is true short (uv-uw~uw-wu-x~v~), that 

means the unit -w- follows anceps. And if the comparison of 

Held 775/782 with others is right, (80) may overlap into the 

following colon. The scheme mm-mm-mm-mm-x-w- may mean 2 anap 

+ ia, but (i) bridge between anap and ia, ( ii) unchangeability 

of ww- into — or -ww, and(iii) the metrical context, are all 

considerations supporting ’enoplian’ interpretation^..

(81) mm-mm-mm-mm-m— is not found so frequently. It is

doubtful whether this colon can be called ’archebulean’ since

no example of m-mm-mm-mm-m— is found in tragic odes.

The penultimate element of (82) mm-mm-mm-mm— is anceps. 

Fortunately An dr ^480/487 provides an example of strophical 

responsion of mm—mm—mm—mm— mm-mm—mm-mm-m—. This makes it

impracticable to analyse this verse as 2 anap + sp. The situation 

is quite similar to mm-mm-m-m-; this cannot be tel + sp. About 

half of the examples of (82) have a word-end after wu-uu-wu-uw- 

while the other half have a longer word at their end. This 

suggests that even/ a word-end is found after mm-mm-mm-mm-, it 

is not necessarily anap dim.^

Though we have not examined the cola x-ww-uu— or mm-mm-m— 

(whether they are erasm/diom themselves is a question), we go 

further and treat some shorter cola (i.e. mm-mm-mm-mm— and 

mm-mm-mm-mm-) here. As far as mm-mm-mm-mm-m is taken as assimilated 

form of erasm/diom, the form mm-mm-mm-mm— is ncitstrange. Or 1^65 

itself has no problem but the impossible responsion with 15^1-7 •

It is impossible to decide conclusively whether a particular

colon is anap dim or ’enoplian’ of the shape mm-mm-mm-mm-. But
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it is suspected that the examples of (84) are not anapaestic 

because of metrical context.

Some examples of w-ww-w-w- resemble each other. We

have already observed ■

(62) A PV 166/184 w w—ww—ww—ww—| ww—ww—ww—w—|,

(64) Pho 163 ' V O V««» V Vw» V t/vm | W«n» O W** O V •* H and

(^3^) Tro 823/843 —WW —ww—| ww—w w—ww—ww— I

(130) Ph 26/44 — WW-WW- | WW-WW-WW-WW—

(128) Ion 1441, Hel 686 x~w-x-ww-ww-| ww-wU~ww-ww—||

will be examined later.

The examples of (83) (86) have ww-ww-ww-ww- followed by . 

v-ww—, —ww— or ww-ww—. Obviously they are of the same metre; 

but it is not easily decided whether they should be regarded as 

anap + reiz (ww-ww— included) or as two ’enoplians* (in wider 

sense). I am inclined to take the latter interpretation: 

ww-ww-ww-ww- as ’enoplian’ e:xplained above and J^-vu—} ’catalectic 

form of w-ww-w— and ww—ww—w-.
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Chapter 10 

Prolonged enoplian

In Euripidean odes, in particular in the Hiets, commos (between 

an actor and chorus) and, monody (all of which, having dochmiacs 

as the dominant metre, are collected in chapter 1), there are 

some unusually long verses. They have this clear characteristic 

in common: alternating single/double-short with true long, and 

rare substitution of long for single-short (i.e. anceps is 

dominantly short).

Some of them have been already observed among the dicola 

(in a wider sense). So far they can be segmented into three 

or four cola of the usual length.

V V MV M «*• V V •"* **(13) HP 898, 907

(39) HF 1036 

(46) EL 698/713

M — M — M — M — |mM —MM— M — U I -|UU~U M ——

MM—MM—MM— | M —V M—M M — M | — MM —MM—«

Compare with ones which start with falling movement:

(109) Cf.(4'2) Tro 236 — VM — MM — I v —MM— MM- M | — MM—MM— —

(98) HF 1199 —MM—MM— m|—MM—MM — M ( —MM—MM—

( 11 4) Hel 11 41/1153 —MM —MM— I M -MM —MM—| M — M - M — M —

Alternating single/double short is the basic characteristic of 

’enoplian*, and the erasm/diom is detected in the core of these 

verses. Here I wish to repeat some observations made earlier.

(13) is compared with (8) m-mm-mm-m|-m-—t and analysed 

into 2 ia + erasm + -v— (cr+sp). The important similarity 

lies in not only the agreement of the positions of single/ 

double short but the position of as well. Similarly
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(59) is analysed 2 ia + diom + -w-uv— (hem pendant). (46) 

is erasm + D« + ’ibycean’ (other analyses are possible; 

see below). Alternatively (15) can be considered as the 

combination of e(-*j-), p(~uv-wv-.) and link anceps: ^e^e^D^e—

But this does not work well with (59)» since its fifth Senkung 

is double, not single-short.

Basically, they are represented in a long chain of ds 

symbol. But whether a particular single short is a real short 

of the element -v- or ’link anceps* is not decided simply without 

any interpretation. So (15) may be any of the following:

ususwddus—

^sss^dd^s—

^ssssdd^s—

^ssssddss—

But on the other hand, the term ’erasm’ or ’diom’ is not

perfectly happy in some cases since every ’link anceps’ must 

be combined with a certain colon. Hence though there is no 

essential difference among the following three schemes about 

how to divide (46) into three cola, one of them must be chosen 

only to label it.

m m
MMmMMmVMm mmMMmMMm *m>mm V m Mmmm

MMmMMmMMm mmMMmMMmm mMMmMMMmm

M U«-» MMm M VMM mMMmMMmm wvMMmMMmmm

Here again the argument about where dicola should be divided 

is meaningful. If we cut a colon always before single/double 

short, that means, if we prohibit anceps ending for colon, such 

as erasm there will no ambiguity.
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Some others which have not been observed yet are much 

harder to divide and name. So the simplest method is to give 

up any analysis. For example, Or 181/205, (87) below, 

v-w-vv-vv-vv~v-v-vv-w- can be accepted as one indivisible unit

^■ddddssdd. Perhaps a little more advanced analysis will be 

helpful: «ddddsvdd. The finoul part is taken as -w-w- after

'-rtfvA ’ because it is comparable v/ith ^ds^dd (^dds^dd): 

w-vv-v-vJ-w-w-. Then is it possible to apply a further 

analysis to the longer part before TohA for example, v-w-w-J 

vv-w-v-v 7 . if such an analysis has any more positive meaning 

than cutting into equal lengths, we can say that there is a 

basic rule which regulates the structure of the longer units. 

Once this rule is established, a longer unit which is then found 

to be more than a chain alternating single/double short at 

random, will be rationally divided colon by colon.

So we find ourselves confronted by a big problem: whether 

’enoplians’ in the Dalean sense, are divisible into cola or, 

alternatively, whether, since they are periodical, ’colon* is 

in this case nothing more than an artificial segmentation. 

Unfortunately, there are only a handful of examples. And most 

of them appear in astrophic contexts so that textual uncertainty 

is often present. But it is worth while to try to examine them.

(a) Doubled “’blunt cola*

EXAMPLES
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(87) VMMMMMMmMMmMMmMmM j M M« V M V V M J

Or 181 <)ioi ‘x^<ry«-& ’ of x°ja.k^’oC . kTvno-V ^yo^e-T' ov^t' <r?p*
z

<tj y«* cp u

203 T® nA-*rW ev (Ttovou-X^®^ t<-k-m ^eoin

iJeMtpvcn nr t-M V **7\* • t< .

(88) UU-UU-VV-VU-UV-UU-u| -U-------------(

Ion 1308 >xkrVtTuJ • nX-foi&fr-'/ 4<s ^fc-y-frVei-ro TiS owj»o«

» z> , T <-»
fc-iA , UJ TT«H •

(89) VmMMmMmMMmMMmVMmMj mMMmmMm J

Or 1302 c|>ffVfc-V€rT0- K-cwVtT’ oAX-vtC" buTv^ cHorTo-pt*.

, . c '

(90) mmM MmmMm MMmMMmmm

HP 1055 q iwy' «ive-yeipo-yt-t-Ve-s ^cXmiw-s iunoX/T i-iaX-i'/

(91) MmmMmMmMMmMMmM*

HP 1069 eo|xfe-r»j f-rpt^t-Td-i •

(92) MMmMMmMmMMmMMmMm

Ion A68 fvCt-Tf-*^fl-otT6 £ viz Voopo-4 tS Cr-^JU-tJ f

<v" ^188 ton Jh-umV# <) «*-n eo-TM^S p 1 er>/ z ui Tfr ^trK-4r? vjj

NOTE TO (87) - (92)

(87) MmMMmMMmMMmMMmMmM|MMMmMMm J

Or 181/203

Parodos, or amoibaion, sung .by Electra and the chorus. The 

latter half of the second strophic pair (17^ff/195ff) is occupied 

by a long song of Electra. A new sentence starts at 180/201.

The coincidence of full-stop at sentences and brevis in longo 

both in strophe and ant mark period-end before 180/201. The
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new period starts with two dochmiacs and then comes our verse.

After it cretic and dochmiac with heavy resolution follow (with 

some textual difficulties). The final part -w-w- (

*t evvu^ioiS ) is divisible as hemiepes. There is 

a "Tcrvq before it, but very weak / yuotcn J frf4<j>u«rT Tfr)

Brevis in longo is improbable. There is no coincidence of word- 

ends before. Strophe is clearly separated after v-w-w- ( a, j

but at that point antistrophe is in synaphea ( ev j )

This long unit starts with short as is seen at v-w-w-v. After 

a prolonged dactylic run it ends with v-v, similarly with vv-w-v-v. 

The number of true longs is six, twice as many as the ordinary; 

erasm/diom, equal to the first two cola of the tricolon at El 698/713-

(88) V V—V V—V V—V V—V V—V V—V — V——

Ion 1308

Recognition Duet. This verse is the very last period. The final
* «n 7

part vq it<M is of the shape -v—. it is a familiar

colon after erasm/diom (cr+sp). Like (8) v-w-w-vj-v-— and

(19) vv-w-v-vj-v—, it has a before it and is preceded

by a short. The nearest example is Rh 347 (24) w-w-w-vj-v—.

Brevis in longo after is improbable. There are six true

longs between and • Every Senkung is

occupied by double-short except the last. Dale takes the whole

line as ’an enoplian like an immensely prolonged paroemiac +
2

a sequence -v— (LM 176, emphasis mine). If we try to analyse 

further and cut this immensely prolonged part into two, the 

position after appears the most natural: w-w-w-w j

-w-w-vj-v—ji . Or Kc+k<a may have a period-end after it
f.—
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(brevis, in longo). w-w-w-v. has parallels (63) and -w-w-v-v-—, 

too (117)- But at the same time after w-w-w-w with

the last short retaining its value, is also found at PV 543/333 

w-w-w-w |-v-v—((which, I think, ought to be analysed as 

vw-w-vv-w-v + -v—). And it is also possible to divide the 

verse into two equal lengths before : w-w-w-1 w-w-w-v|-v-------- .

(89) V«M V Vm MM* V Vim W«w W«m V mVVmVVm

Or 1302

Efcode of amoibaion, or astrophic aria of Electra. Our. passage

is followed by a difficult one with a lot of resolution which

is probably to be analysed as dochmiacs and iambics. Text is

at variance in major MSS. According to Biehl’s report:

KcMVUTt MC »vm'l Monac 360; <f o< ] <yZry>vo<.

llfc-pnf-rfc MBVa(=W of Ei Benedetto)<Q iS-MVtrtt-M supra

•nt-ytneTe scriptum: l&wiHivfc-rt tx £ug C post aAAaitc in margine scriptum

Murray and Biehl print this verse in three lines retaining the
/ z

final vowels of K^vt-Tt and :
/ X

0 ve~v 6-t e KoMvt-re

oA/jeie- WttTux<* ceer-ycf-v*.

£4* \ 0 S I G-yt-W <rx

Di Benedetto prints

<rvt-v fr‘"r £ t K/iVt-Ttz l^t-lVKfr ^ITCtuXoU *<y t ^“TtryieA 

£*< i e-yue-v

With Vfc-rfr instead of the first hiatus ( or

elision) is removed and a smoother dactylic run is given:

w-w-vv-vv-vv-vv~u( v) „ Benedetto supposes that was

a gloss of originally and took the place of it. He
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estimates MS C (Taurinensis B IV 13» Turyn, 83-5 reports C is 

one of the vetustiores, closely related to M. It contains only 

Or and Pho 1 Rather if Monac 560, one of the recentiores, has 

actually independent value in some places as Turyn and K Matthiessen 

maintain and if KeMWTt iSht-Wfc-Tfc ©ALutfr in Monac 56O is 

not the simplified version of M or C, this manuscript should 

be estimated more highly only by retaining . But if

is the original reading, why does it appears above
z

the nt-yn(-Tfc in M which is obviously an explanatory gloss of
f ' * /

1 t-pevvx ? neynfr'Tfr takes as its

object while other verbs take Helen ( (tXv> n*.T **• 4 ) .
Z > K < Z

ha is surely a curious expression

as a sword is not a dart, though Ei Benedetto defends it.

Each word includes dactylic rhythm within itself. Therefore 

if we ignore hiatus, the effect of coincidence of word-ends 

and metron-ends is extraordinally strong. According to Murray’s 

text: w-ww|-ww|-ww^-ww|-ww|—wwj-ww|~ww-# This is the reason

why most editors try to retain the text even to the extent of 

violating hiatus. Electra’s passion for destruction might be 

well described by this ’savage music’. The identical effect 

is, I believe, deliberately used in Ba

6rY&fc-Tfc uCiOTnv* —ww| -uu| —ww}—ww)

Kt-^^VcrV -ww|-ww|-ww|

-ww|-ww)-ww|— I

On the other hand, if we suppose the final vowels of
/ f

KoMv’fr'tfc (KxMVHT1 L) and (^s-yxVoi as ’plena scriptura’ and 

omit them to avoid hiatus, an ’enoplian’ followed by hemiepes
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/ ✓* s
emerges: <j><rvfc-v>£"T£ n.^V’t-T* o/sXAJ-rt- oinTi/x.01 di<TT*ry«* <pet<ry<*v

4 . C ' ,
€-U \e-f e5 < f-yvfc'vtri’ VM V Vm VM V MM V Mm V VM v <»VM>tf=dVMM •

To change o?>kjOTfc into Jnvt-re following BL Benedetto is

neat. But, perhaps, the similarity with other longer ’enoplian’ 

would be interesting whether elesion takes place or not:

Alternating single/double short, six true longs, ending with 

a single (real) short.

(90)

HF 1055

■»»» w U«~U II

B

Dochmiac Oommos, sung by Amphitryon. Followed by 1056

OCTWJ Moi-X T 6" ot u u u w u u u u | u v* u«x»»- jj

The last word may be different, but dochmiac is doubtless.

Dale rejects brevis in longo after n^Aix/ and considers the

whole line as dactylo-anapaest (Fraenkel’s ’steigend Daktyl’)
2—uv-ov-wv-uv-vv (LM 67)• But, even if such a category is 

rightly accepted, it is questionable whether a dactylic with

ending continues to dochmiac in synaphea. Brevis in longo 

is necessary.

is conceivable after oeV’fr-yt-t p0 yiwo ?

—uu-uv-juu-uu-u-[ Schroeder divides it there and calls each 

prosodiac. The whole verse includes six true longs as evidently 

as the former half of Or 181/205, (87) above. Interestingly 

enough, the disposition of single/double shorts is also identical.

VmWmVmVMmvMmVm(91) • *<*

HF 1069

In the same Oommos as above. Followed by two dochmiacs

TVVVMVVVIVVI----------II
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Hiatus makes the period-end clear. Comparison with 1033 

is interesting and meaningful. 1069 has a single-short instead 

of a double after the second long but is otherwise identical.

Cf. (1033) and bfc-yw»S (1069). Hermann

even makes the same metre but is not used

anywhere else. Word-end does not fall at the probable places 

of colon-end. Schroeder takes this verse too as two prosodiac; 

u-ou-u- f-ytr-i J ). Kannicht cites

two HF passages as parallels for Hel 664 (9), though cautiously.

(92)

Ion 468/488

1st stasimonstrophe. The majority of cola are aeolic.

468/488 begins a new period. 467 ends in hiatus but text must 

be corrupt. Followed by vu-w-uv-uu-J—|l See (85). 

468-69/488-89 can be divided into two equal lengths, mm-vu-m- 

is usually regarded as an aeolic colon (telesillean with resolved 

opening). This interpretation may be right; but sequence of 

two successive w-.vm-.u-. is unparalleled. Radt cites this as 

a parallel for S fr. 808. (38) above.

End of notes
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(8?) Or 181/203 

(88) Ion 1308

(90) HF 1033

(91) HF 1069

V (92) Ion ^68/^188 

f(l) (23)

(15X47)

(46)

Ar Vesp 1320 

(9) Hel 664

m ' (36) S fr.808 P 

I (31) IA 178/199

M mVMmMMmMMmMMm MmM am M M m V M m

M Mam M MmM MmM MmM MmM Mm M mMmmm

m mMMmMMmMMmMMm M

M mmMMM M amM MmM Mam M M

M MMMMM M mmMMmMMm V1'

M mMMmMMm M mMMmMMm

MM«m^MMm M m m m m MmmMm

MMmMMmMMm M mMMmmMm M mMMmMMmmm

m amM MmM Mm m mMMmMMm M m M m M mm

M mMMmMMm m mMMmm M m

MMmMMmMMm M mMMm M m

MMmMMm M m M mMMm M

Except Or 1302, which is too uncertain textually, five passages 

are now collected (Group I). The final part of Or 181/203 and 

Ion 1308 can be separated as the third colon. The remaining 

part have six true longs (for the comparison with others, the 

last short is left out of consideration). This is a characteristic 

common to all the five examples.

Among the di cola discussed earlier, two basic di cola have 

also six longs: (Group K). (1) and (13) are analysed as

erasm + hemiepes and diom + hemiepes respectively. But the 

last element of erasm/diom may not be ’link’ anceps. Especially 

when -T<rHn falls before it (23), two ’blunt erasmonidean’ 

(~-.vu-.vu-) are more natural interpretation. Just for comparison,

I cite again Ar Vesp 1520 (p.289). El 699/713 (46) has already 

‘been mentioned.

Occasionally I have mentioned the substitution of -w-u-



for -Mv-vw-. The most prominent case is found in di cola which 

starts with x-««-v-x 1chor enopl A’ (chapter 8). But there are 

also three passages which may be happily analysed if such a 

substitution is conceivable: I-Iel 664 (9) S fr. 808 P (36)

IA 178/199 (31)» See Note for each passage.

In total there are eleven kinds of verses (exactly speaking, 

ten, since Or 181/203 and HF 1033 are identical). They appear 

desperately diverse at first sight. However, if they are divided 

into two parts of the equal length, surprisingly the halves are 

not so diverse. Only four components are found to be used out 

of eight possible permutations:

“—00—00— (A), 00—00—00— (B), 00—00—0- (c), 0-00-0- (D) are employed; 

but oo-o-oo-j v-o-oo-j 00-0-0-, 0-0-0- are not used at all.

Or 181/203 A+C Ion 1308 B+B HF 1033 A+C

HF 1069 ]>G Ion 468 G+G (1)(23) A+A

(13)(18) C+A (W B+A Hel 664 A+D

S fr. 808 B+ D IA 178/199 GfD

Moreover A, B, C and D all correspond to familiar cola which

have been examined:

A. 0—00—00— • 0—00—00—0 erasm

WmWmWM • WmWmvVmV erasm

Q VVMWMVM • VVMWMVMV diom

D 0—00—0— J 0—00—0—0 chor enopl A

They are subsumed by Schroeder’s scheme of prosodiac jv-jI'-jv-,

but his prosodiac covers too many non-existent forms, The four 
tv/ti

forms/in such a relation with each other as has been described

in chapter 8. ~-oo- 00— J 00—00—00— — 0—00—0— J 00—00—o—e
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The unit -ww-w- and is prefixed by anceps or They

have no names, though ’prosodiac* is the traditional name for 

v-mw-vv-. go I provisionally continue to use ’erasm blunt’

•diom blunt’ ’^uerasm blunt’, tj-vv-w- has the same form as •

telesillean. Whether it is to be regarded as telesillean or 

not has already discussed (chapter 8); in our cases, the name
1

telesillean sounds -less suitable, and is certainly misleading.

At the same time it should be noticed that some combinations 

have one instance in extant plays and others (e.g. A+B 

v-mv-vm-uv-om-uv,-)? have none. This paucity may be attributed 

partly to the chance of survival as even the ’normal’ cases

have not so many instances. But it is also certain that this 

type of longer cola is not common, and this suggests that the 

extant examples should be interpreted as an innovation rather

than as a survival of old Breiheber.

(b) Prefixed iambics

There are a few examples which have iambic metron or iambic 

dimeter before erasm/diom dicola. Some of them have already 

been examined: Tro 279 (12), HF 898, 907 (13), S A£ 911/957 

Hec 948, Ale 876 (38), HF 1036 (39)» Iambics may be inter

preted as epitrite, namely ^e and ^e^e, but because (i) ’link’ 

is always short (it) ^e^e precedes diom, too, which starts with 

double-short (HF 1036), the iambic interpretation is found 

better. This iambic metron is probably comparable with so-called
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’iambo~dactyls’: for example, u-v~|-/uu-vv- (Hel 1107/1122), 

^-.v/f-Au”vv~uv— (Hipp 1104/1115).

Similar iambics are also found before erasm + suffix:

(55) (x)~^~—vv-w-v— and (57) x-u-x-As their ’link’ 

anceps is not necessarily short, thier association with dactylo~ 

epitrite seems stronger. Actually some of them are found in 

a dactylo-epitrite context. We. shall discuss all of them together 

later (chapter 15)* Here, however, some longer cola which 

resemble (12) HF 898, 907 «-v-v-v-| u-uU-vu-.u| -u—. are discussed.

EXAMPLES

(93) v*-» v*» ? I

Phaeth 270 not

Hec 699 -netrriru* <f>0l -

V I ©v 0 po$ A/ Vp<*-|4«*^S-tA5

(94) M-.V-. | V—MV—MV— | -V—V — |

An dr 299 -f IV 6TVK. nov<rV 6UK f<rVro

"TurU cp c-Vt-J v 'f

/Xx 5°7 A/x,n 'r* ounar' e$eX^ftu-r0 . z .Kc?H -f ficf-urV

NOTES TO (93) - (94)

(93)

Phaeth 270

Dochmiac choral ode (astrophic). A strong -rop^ is found after
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v-v-v-v. The closest parallel of this caesura is HF 907*

Higgle is wrong to take the penulimate element of -----------------)|

as a contracted double-short (Phaethon ad loc). It is certainly 

anceps. po? tvo^cx, nt c-^dK/tcx. K*Tota“-cou«-vJ -u-v.v»-.uv—■

has, as a comma (not as colon), a parallel at Pho 128 (95)

OUX1 r»e| 1yt-W<* .

Hec 699

Commos. Hecuba sings while the chorus and the servant respond 

to her with spoken trimeters (cf. chapter 1 p.224). Hecuba’s 

parts are mostly composed of dochmiacs with some iambics (cretics). 

No enoplian is mixed. 699 is usually taken as an ia trim followed 

by a dochmiac metron ( X-wf* ) supposing brevis in

longo ( of>oi I] tr-V ).

( 94) U— U— v CM« V o— | «— u— v~»~ |

Andr 299/307

1st stasimon 2nd strophe. Cf. 293/301 -vu-uv-vo-.vv-.u-w~o~ (138)

and 296/304 and 298/306 vu-w-uu-is- (63)* Usually brevis in

longo is supposed at both strophe and ant. ( feA/rrt-T® H and 

rxt-T o I) )and iambic run is arranged: w-v~u-v-w-m ||

-UV-.-V-V—.JJ . ia trim || ch+ithphj)is found also at Supp 1150-31/

'H37-38 and 1144-45/1151-52. If brevis in longo is not supposed, 

the irregularity of the colometry is found in the bridge between
and -v-w— ( trJ j-rvn/). When hemiepes is followed

by ithyph without link anceps, diaeresis is usually observed.
But exception is found: A Th 76O Tf>, 0 ne-p nj>u|xj

VotV rvok-K^ u-uu-uv-J-v-v—. The corresponding 752

has diaeresis. S Phil 693 w a-r^or-V ^vTiTu-iv«rV J-
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cAt r\
** | OT U~ MOMW.

The corresponding 679 has diaeresis though the text is heavily 

corrupt. E Supp 599? if we accept Wilamowitz’s emendation,

u<^' nrw-Ti ffc-tffc iSuf eMr<rt~t

-w-w-|-v~v— . >phe corresponding 609 has diaeresis (with
t

End of notes

Phaeth 27° and Hec 699 are identical. They are also similar 

to Tro 279 and. HF 898 and 906.

Tro 279 am Mmmb

HF 898, 9O7 U—U—U—U — U—UU—UU—U — u —— —

Phaeth 276, Hec 699 u—u—u—u— u-uu-uu-- -

But there is one important difference between Phaeth 279

and Hec 699 j the latter may be arranged into ia trim + ---------

supposing brevis in longo. But the former must be accepted as

it is since the first double short does not have a word-end 

after it. Hence Phaeth 276 is unambiguously analysed as 

ia dim + erasm with suffix u-uu-uu— has parallels: An dr

841 etc (56). Alternatively the notation veueup— will do.

However for Hec 699? the possibility of brevis in longo 

is not rejected. And there is one case of ia trim (brevis in 

longo) + dochm metron: IT 845 (Anagnorisis Duet)

y frH X^f^ II ■

v-u-v-u-v-u s-'ll-w-v-u Hiatus guarantees the period-end after

Consequently enoplian interpretation is ruled out.
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IT 843 is identical with Hec 699 (except that it ends with -om-v-

not with -----; hut this difference does not matter for our

purpose). But even if Hec 699 is ia trim JI dochm, the identical 

Phaeth 278 cannot be.

Rather I would suppose a minor orthographical emendation 

of IT 843 so that IT 843» too, may be v-u-u-v-^u-uu-uv-v- || 

without hiatus:

b ex, o< VouriT <*|A£~ve> $ •

(94) Andr 299/307 is a different case. First of all, 

it is not found in a dochmiac ode though this ode (stasimon) 

has some enoplian. Secondly unusual bridge -uv-vu-.|-u-v— 

arises though it is not completely unparalleled. Thirdly, 

ia trim H ch+ithyph || has parallels. I am inclined to accept 

brevis in longo here.

(c) Three difficult verses

Three long verses are impossible to analyse by the method 

applied to the examples above.

(95)
/ z * * >

Pho 128 7 ■f'f-Vf'TU ocr-v-yv^i o<, y <n V
■> » z *■ y /

O^\l n o 0~| cA|Afe-pUJ •

(96)
Pho 330 vhrM cs'Y1-^ 1 cfe*-K^T<T\/ KcAT e>^ur>/ <^1<|>OVS

(Hl* ■

(97) V*w Mi* V V«» W W«« V«W



HE 1208 f VCfT t~v Or|zt4-V C^c^t <ToL\Z /ytv"t-t«ZX* zy-Wu K«M

n^rniTVun/ noXxcrJ Tt eix^Xw-J .
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NOTES TO (95) - (97)

MmMmM Mm WmMmMmMmMmmmMmM Om Wmmbm(95)

Pho 128
. i» C z

Teichoskopia. The final part is disjointed ( n£ 0 <r<pof>oS cA-fie-f iu» 

■yfcivot. , -w-w—) by cutting the verse between and

Z * , > X
r»£ • «~<pe•£ 0C • The is very weak- Oux1 standing before

-w-w- has a parallel: HE 89^1- (choral dochmiac ode) n^os oH|h<*t’ 

0VXL Zl L*>wcr\«*-^*"£ ( v-v-v-w-w-). if the preceding

’iambic run’ were v-v-v-v-v (vSvev) or v-v-v (vev)7 ft could 

be compared with (93)« But a word-end does not fall before 

these unit ( ktv*$ and W j y£>^<lurvV )• So the former

unit must be differently analysed.

The number of true longs is nine, exactly three times as 

many as erasm/diom. When a colon includes six longs, it has 

been found to be well explained as two blunt erasm/diom/

’ chor dim A’. But when our verse is divided into three equal 

lengths, the result is unhappy: v-v-w-J w-v-v- Jv-v-v-Jv 

None of the three ’cola’ is familiar.

So we should discard the principle. If we suppose the 

unit to be not of three longs but of four longs, a rather

neat scheme appears:
?

MMVMWMWM I

v/— V— V— V — I

v/—v-vv —vv—H

np O <ro J-ccrv

>c*u *

yiy^vTi 'y*') yt-vfcTc*

0$ <X<rTfc~f> WTt-oS’

J — /* C. x **
<flV 0n»Xl hyurtppeS «A|46yivO yf-x/VcA



The second is ia dim (or «eue). Then what is the first and the 

third that is identical with the first except the suffix —- ? 

v-v-w-w- seems to have these parallels:

Ale 292/259 ©j>uj c>ivc^-tverV o^to <rv«*-<p©? ev I

cAyen Jyvt "US’ Xyv-b -ri$ 0v\ J

(followed by x-w-v—f but the text is confused)

Hipp 1270 ft

(between 2 dochmiacs, in synaphea)

Cf. v-Vm W«*» W«

Med 206 W K#-VC« v u j-< crJ

Dale compares v—v-w-w- with w—w—v—v- and expresses it 

as ’inversion1. This analysis does not agree with our analysis 

of vu-.vu-.v-.x- diom + suffix I do not know how it should be

analysed except that v-v-w-w- is situated at an intermediate

stage between v-u—v—w—w— (iambelegus) and v-w-w— (erasm

blunt =’prosod’). Possibly it exists; but whether Pho 128

is composed of it, is another question.

Schroeder arranges it with a minor correction: .

I yiy^VTt Y^yt-v<~T«* n f © <r-o «»S 11

, _ , > » .__
j>v>JTt©S tv (7M.cn.V cru7(‘ II

---------- Il ■

ia+prosod (w-w—) fj ia trim H dochm. Dale seems to accept this
f f

colometry because she cites yiy^vTV np<ry<>f>o^ as one of

the examples of

(96) <

Pho 330

v-x-ll. VbmM

WlM» W U««U UMMM

k/«w» U m M m Warn U«m

Iocasta’s monody. Dochmiacs and iambics are dominant metres,
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but double; short movement is mixed. The new sentence starts at 

528, Ia trim and 3 dochm precede Pho 330, which is followed by 

ia+ia+ba+ia. The total is too long to be one period. To put 

period~ends before no^ and after O' is most probable.

The last third is easily detached as ia dim. The remaining part

has seven longs. It is the same length as

(13) HF 896, 907 —--------------- --------- and (39) HP 1036--------------?

vw-vw-v-w. But unlike them, Pho 33° is hard to cut. Anap dim 

+ ’ia tripody’ is the conventional naming. «-«-«- appears 

occasionally surrounded by dochmiacs but it is questionable in 

this context. Apart from the cola of the same length above 

mentioned, comparison with ($$)

may be useful.

(97)

HF 1208

MMmMMmMMMMMMmM MmMMmMmM MmMMM M«mMm

This is the reading found in LP. Wilamowitz ’restores’ anapaests:
* * ,i£-£<A

IMMmMMmMMmMM*I vCfc-re^ OyUrs/ ffcvt-v

VMM n^nirvun/ noXu^V-reWWP.vu_MWW,uv-u ,•

f-K owv—«. I

z
n^otf"nrrvv4 is used far more frequently to mean ’supplicate’ 

than "R f eic»Tw4 (LSJ includes this example in I ’embrace’, but 

it is also strongly related with HI ? supplicate (c.acc)’ e.g.

-xrf(ktkvtvU <5% yoVot«rv S Phil M83 -K£<nrnrrvU e^urV E Supp 10)

It is not improbable to suppose that scribes might have preferred

the usual verb and restored ’simple order’ by moving <TotV , 

but this emendation metri causa is not so good even metrically, 

and should not be taken unless the traditional text is completely

J ’ l"-’ ■••.’s'' k.:.
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inexplicable. It is almost certain that our colon starts with 

an expanded ’enoplian* rather than anapaestic even if we accept 

Wilamowitz’s transposition. It is unusual for one long colon 

to start with double-short movement and come back to it again. 

ww-.vv-.u-w~ and vv-w-vv-v- are common types of ’enoplians’ and

?VCt-TeryunJ ... Tt^oTMiTvun/is of similar shape to Pho 162 (64) 

vv-vv-vv-vv- |vv-vv-vw-v~. if this comparison is useful, HP 

12O8ff will be divided into three cola of equal length:

ww-vw-w-v-j |Kt-TW<WV <n*>z yK/'K-

vw-vw-vv-v-l c4£c* ytrVW k«a4 X^4* V'"'f <rS"K rf VkrV

Tt , > t
ww —wwww—w— | d u OTA/

But the last one is difficult in any case.

Now Bond also defends the word-order and --rr£<»<rTtfTVw-7 .

His colometry is:

|CV€€Tfc-U«rj'Uh/ Ayvpl <r<*>/

y tve-t <x yrvc Kom X^f4* nf*tr-

u—w—}| - ti ^pviArx/ rioX+r-'/ C4 fr- J

is a dochmiac. He compares his colometry

with wv—vv—v~| vw—vv—v—J vw—vv-vw-ww—] —wv—fj ion 468-69 (8t>)(92)«

-o
VF V«M



Chapter 11

Hemiepes followed by another colon

In Maasian notation, the erasmonidean is the hemiepes with 

anceps attached at its initial and at its end (xDx). In other 

words, when two ancipitia are dropped from an erasm, a hemiepes 

turns up. Of course, this explanation of the two metres is 

not historical nor even structural, -ou-uv- has already been 

observed used after erasm (v-uU-uu-uj-uu-uu-) or diom (ov-.uv~v.-v 

-ww-vv-). Here we shall examine its usage when standing before 

another colon. As with erasm/diom, three types are conceivable 

according to the position of Tonn •

(i) ~ V V~ V V~V |~V V~U V~ etC

( il) -uu-uu-| etc

( til ) ~VV~VV~“ j —/wra>vv™> etc

We shall discuss ’dicola*‘in this order. The word ’dicola’ is, 

as has been seen before, used in a looser sense. It means the

combination of two cola without period-end between them.

. . 1 -W-.OV-U is sometimes called ’feminine hemiepes’. But

this appellation is not appropriate because only the form

which has a true short at its end, is equivalent to

the part of the dactylic hexameter before the feminine caesura. 

Here this colon will be called ’hemiepes pendant* following 

Dale’s nomenclature. Hemiepes pendant has an anceps (it can 

be either final or link) after -ov~w~ (hemiepes, or hemiepes 

blunt) •
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(a) Hemiepes pendant followed by another colon

EXAMPLES

(98) «W V V*"*
vv*«vj «■* V V **» V V «* J

HE 1200 KfM
CK jXoC *TF HeH fd j>OVirV

Ion 1505 re n^Xi^Z

Hel 1141 ot-v^o PKzHtrf k«h nkAuy ivTiXcypic

1133 * • ,zG-t y<*f <*f4iAA«* KpVH v'tv ©M|A0KTt>S y ol>t*l0T ‘ e^l5

(99) (MB V V«* U VMM) | o> M UMU UW J

An dr 774 T1|M* VteM KA4-0S • 0U-TOI Afc-ty*** Tun/ rfyoU^uk/

,**v 785 Z »» /
Totvr<*< qve-<r<?< -txvtc*s/ VCoM <p^|>o|^oa piorkv

Hel 1139 |4oH<j>t>-rc*.’TffV £-vj>ew 0S T«< St-uk 6cropp<

S Tra 114 £u|e-t TeoVTuJ
n , , J ' • *C
p*\rT Huct/tk f im-

. 124 c^rZ-pl <n/K ounoTpVfrlV eA-n i£ei "rc*'s/

IA 1296 T’ frfvt-m (^wAAurV po£*V\rr'

doo;) —/uU—UUm— | ««UU«1UUX j

Ale 439 -rxc/5-f-os os -/eiri kwtt«* 1& yc-ywV

w
, / tz - OU / Tte-f’V 1 ClTf-TeH U/J>sU4 1 » z

2*rjVo$ t p eyttrV **•*<,

(101)I — v u«.uu~u| muuaxjvaau* {

Med 629 » „ » » ' Z / 
oud riAffcOurKotV iv<fj><£(nV • et £ pfAi* eA&»i

HE 1199
I f / . *■ . 1/

©M 0 ryvt-Vc’^ TO <jtrv crp^c*. K>i <^i>>4(x7 O jzLxxpuA-W

S Tra 112 no?fc<£ y^f wxrT1 iK<*j44v'To<; q v«t«o fj popek -ris

A Ag ?21 Xpcepe-v , eu 1 n«M £* KoM ‘yfcpot j>o?s. (JTlf^^TorU

rv731 AtMT* oM^At-ftTToC fcTf-V^e-V ■ 0*4'pW-f 1 S‘ CMK4><

(102) «.UU~UU—». | ~uu»<uu>»ii )

A Ag 720 gioTOu -rr^reAKo/<; S^t^crv , t^cj> I AZncM ft*

->js ' .-,fA ____________ • ■
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i&5

... ~, ....r.. '-r .;,' <. ;;

ZX, 730 |4r|Xx> <^crvo i <rr <rvV fcCToClS

S Tra 115 fl “V#T6U -rt4* yOJ jaoCT C-U|>tn

(103) -/«v uT 1V </**■*» 1 •*» M U*"» M MWMmtaw 1

EL 700 -urv/ ophaN no-re KX4"j£*wV

714 -Tot/ crpXc^HTO > » >'
<X.V C*~o~r0

S' > ft z ,
ri'»p e-rn B w |4 j crv

(104) —■ VU~u| ~V~VM~ J

S OT 1094
t ’ Z ' .
wi tnmpt* ^e-PoVr«x TolS TOfio

( 104b) «UU»UU-<u| MUmma. |

. I <1 ft ' • " \ . *■Phaeth 272 ’ n ) Y^J utvo K«rG3-<>S ^^V-TcnZ ej<* pouupvj^

NOTES TO (98) - (104b)
(98) •WUMaOUawU J — uU«iUU~ |

HE 1200

, <*** '*Duet between Amphitryon and Theseus. Preceded by 1199 <>U ifrjAWos
»/

T& <rtrJ erj-t^tc*. -w-mm-m (101). The three cola construct a 

tri colon similar to Tro 256 -uu-uu~j-./vu-uu-u|-/vy-uu— Or 

El 698/715 w~vu-vu-~ J-./wu-uu~- l-uu-vw—. . gee -the synopsis 

on p.585« ’Link’ anceps of our passage is always occupied by 

short and has To^n after it.

Ion 1505

Final part of^Recognition Duet. Preceded by -vv-.vm-.v~v.-v end . 

followed by v~v~v~v~. These four cola are notated as Dve»DuDueve.

If the period were dact-epitr, it would be unusual, for all the

link anceps to be short.

Hel 1141/1155

1st stasimon 2nd strophe. Iambic and hemiepes are mixed and
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sometimes combined without link anceps, but there is no proper 

dact-epitr colon. Preceding 1139/1 "133 'j'-uv-uu-i certainly

belongs to another period though sense-break is not strong in 

strophe. Following —v-n is to be combined with our di colon.

( QQ ) *** o M I •* o M J

An dr

3rd stasimon 1st strophe. Straightforward dact-epitr. Preceded 

by -D-e, followed by -e-D. The first dactyl is contracted both 

in strophe and ant.

Hel 1139

1st stasimon 2nd strophe. In responsion with 1133 |

—Cf. 1141/1131 -vv-uu-uj-uu-uU- (98) above. Preceded'

by M V M W** I **• V V ,

S Tra

Parodos 2nd strophe. 112-13/122-23 are four successive hemiepe, 

The remaining cola are iambo-choriambic. For the construction 

of four hemiepe, see 112/122 (101) below.

IA 1296

Iphigenia’s monody. The preceding cola is 4 da + 2 da (or

6 da; less probably): -vu-w./uu—j----- |. The elision of

poioe-vT* is possibly wrong since ... fs not

the combination that belongs to the same period. Period-end 

is acquired by writing scriptura plena so that our verse may 

be .uv~. Both hemiepe have contraction at the

first double-short.

(100) -/ UUMUUHM^ »UU~UU»a |

Ale 439/449
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Preceded by «—w-wu—, 438/448 (41),

(101) ------------vj-MV •«w**xr |

Med 629

Strophically in responsion with 637 which has long anceps and 
/

*T*Hn before it. 2nd stasimon 1st strophe is wholly dact-epitr. 

The preceding colon 627/633 is ~D f-e-e |l , (34). Followed 

by 631/639, e-D-1|. (631) is enjambement.

HF 1199

The tricolon found in the Duet: -w-w-vj-vw-wv«uj-ww-.vv-.? see (98). 

S Tra 112

Strophically in responsion with 122 which has long anceps and 

-TohA before it. Parodos 2nd strophe starts with four 

successive hemiepe. The third and the fourth are mentioned 

above (99)« 114, oW nffVTui /‘‘Ihe third,

is combined with 113 syntactically, while, there is a sense-break 

between corresponding 123 and 124. It is not certain whether 

all four belong to one period (’tetracolon’) or are divided 

into two each. If so, 113 TiS is followed by period-end.

A Ag 721/731

Preceded by 720/730.

(102) *»U V«*U VmTT J

A Ag 720/730

See below (102) .

2nd stasimon 2nd strophe. 720-22/730-32 are either tricolon 

-uu-uu—j~uu-vu-u|-uu-uu—. | similar to HF 1199-1201 or three 

independent hemiepe pendant (-«w-w—). it is syntactically

possible to suppose period-end after 721 (brevis in longo)
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and 751 (hiatus).

S Tra 113

Cf. above Tra 112 (101). If we fake the four heraiepe to comprise 

a tetracolon, the second and the third in strophe are combined 

in this manner. Corresponding 123~24 will be

(103) ----------------------1- U V** V J

EL 700/714

The second and third colon of a tricolon. Preceded by

uu-uu-uv-.-. See (46) above.

( 104) -uu-uu-u |

S OT 1094 See (14) above.

(104b) — OO — OO—O | ~O~—— |

Phaeth 272

Dochmiac choral ode. Preceded by o-o-o-o- lu-w-uu-.— j(93)*

The prefix <xV ' ®n attaches to heraiepes without link

anceps like xumbo-dactyls (, 0-.0-.J -00-00-

End of notes

Compared with the dicola starting with erasraonidean, the 

variety of -.dicola staring with hem pendant is strikingly poor. 

What follows it is almost restricted to -oo-oo-(-). And the 

occurrences of hem pendant itself are fewer in number than
z

erasm.. As will be seen later, the di cola which have Tc^n

before the link anceps appear more often. Erasm is contrary 

to this tendency. Erasm blunt (v-oo-w-) j_s less often used
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than, erasm pendant. If the symbols of D and are used for

the simple illustration, the types J ^D^ } D Jand Jd^D-| are much 

commoner than j^D I and ]Dv |d4

The ’link* anceps is usually short before Ttrpq • But 

this does not mean the long anceps is prohibited before -rcn-vh •

Though thefexamples are not many, there are certain cases where

the period-end is not found after the long element before .

Also certainly the final element of -.vu-w-v is not brevis in

longo at least in some cases. There are decisive proof for . 

the link-anceps: Hel 1139 corresponds with

Med 629, S Tra 112 and S QT 1094 (-^v-uv-uj) 

correspond with -vw-uu-J-. The first dactyl, is sometimes 

contracted. This is the same with> erasm.

Some examples of hem pendant are found in dact-epitr odes 

but its usage is widely observed outside them. The most 

interesting case is HF 1199~12O1 : -w-uv-uj-uu-vu-vj-vv-w-] 

in thejouet. This series of hemiepe is closely related to 

erasm tricolon cf p.383 above. Tricolon, the short anceps 

at both position, dochmiac context, all of these suggests that 

hem pendant at HF 1199 can be regarded as acephalous form of 

erasm. And Ion 1%>4ff, which can be notated as D»e"DvDveve 

and is found in the Duet, is similar to longer 1enoplian1 •

But such a resemblance as these examples does not seem 

to be generalized. The repetition of hemiepe, such as 

S Tra 112—5/122—5 -uu-uu- ]uj-uu-uu—|-uu-uu—|-uu-uu~ ||

Hel 1 1 39 *" 43/1 1 53 **“7 — ° v M ° — {•»■ } »“> (| V VMW M I ■■ U U U*" j •••• u—-"** (|

A Ag 720—2/730“2 ~uu—vw— I -uu-uu~u|-uu-uu— II
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gives a different impression of construction of a period from 

erasmonidean dicola so that the question arises whether the

name of ’dicolon’ should be used for them even in a looser sense.

(b) Hemiepes blunt followed by another colon

EXAMPLES

(-105) I ** V M W M »»

Med 828 ot/taV crexppW

840 ' 

Hipp 121 ft$

131 T€-t f B'jX't-VtfcV VO<rr-j>* 

Tro 313 <&rv-V <ruV ^MXfivois;

_ Z J • r

333 Vlfc-UlAcX 6-V ouj>e-tt*

Hel 1133 KTV<r(k-, nn/<n»y

Rh 246 "Tun/ c*y«$-£v ot^

237 Suf** / MpvhX<x\/,

«AOK di* />Kn p© -tovto-u 

i( i) t-t b* fm I

, \ ' J * »'vo&m* fvtos (-^hv

M &cZ>J (rn »K-'J J tn orV 

ff-ff-roV XoXer-v' Apye-iurd

£y£twV

. t f /■
<? v <taA-*-o s ev n fA^ycH 

Vf'T^'Vun/ A y/-|^l-^v'(rVt<rV

(106) I M*-» V V«-»W

Hipp 1148 <rv£uytoH Xo^flTf-< z * • \ » » ' .
T» 'fffV 'TofcA>x/ yZ-S

(107) -VW-vv~|—---------------- |

Med 637 f* Z * z
hcrr' A-4ry*vC

J> K J Z Z Z
0|y<^ etKzo P e-try-re- ve-im-j

Tro 801 ~r*£ tniK^KAu(4,6^p^< A t **■ «Z » * I Z
ICS^aolS , fd G-Az-tx-c

zv 811 >' X
htrvTo'n.0 pen/ Kz-4 yz-J^ev <^»vr|\|>oCTo n^upv^V

IT 888 KcU o£evc •i\f6&o>i<L 0 fo< |Cv«*Vfc-fli.? V

Pho 152 * AfTfryu4* i‘6-j^ev<x. T»^«n<; Jzyt*<rc*’ oXm-iv-V

S Tra 122
ZJ, J ,

oHiToTot JMrV - <XVT f<X oicrvi .

(108) » j M<»a C?s eoVUwaV"»t«i j
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Ba 1156 tH &+lXUywn CTTeXrtV vouf&^Kd, Ttf , nitrrerV A\l<* .

( 109) —00—00— |—00—00——O — |

Andr 771 ou ntd/iS tvy(-\ftT<H(i KFj|>vr<r«-|M-irenn 0 »HT 6trA-MW di»rp«*Turv\ 

zv 781 <W Xp®"^ K«H ffVc-l^fc-xnV eyvet-tToA-i ^<p-urV,

(110) -VO- OO— j —OU — OO—O |

Tro 2% pT^Te-z THVvoV , £ec$t-ev<? PcX^o^ kfcM omu> Xfe°x 'fvf. - TW

? (111) -00-00-f —00—00—0—0—J

HF 1189 nmZVd K^ToyKK^Xru [^cms u£f>eM$

(112)

Tro 518 Afye-^urV oAj^V tXXmv* Jep»c/XvJTo< 

538 i I p>0XoI s Xfvoib V«U){ fcj<rt-t

Tro 1081 ka <^,1X0^ w ner^ v*cnpen <j-u |AW e*.X«A4VKS

1100 t-f9* <m<ovtov Xte-vf-X* jA»8-ov r)£-Xuy*,s I trja-trt,

Tro 1098 ^I<rt^pAXT\Z n6?V-i H eX-o-n»< e^tnxnV

1116 KoH Xu |^><fVTte*«nV ^ztXlT* nXVi-xs poqonv'.

Hec 941 (Xj^iot-V i‘I,(\<.«’*-£*'S ToX»hv’ <>?nenru-\Z o*Xyn

(113) - 

Med 420

zv 430

Hec 931

OC 1082

1093

(114)

ouxeri- v<rvceA**5o^ 

noJXXii y>ev oZ^tf-re-poiV 

"XXtX^c* <n«c©m*<v 

oM $'t«y • oH

LO kCVTto^iArV AX^>uV

/ /•> V >
<po<|<o4 'yuZoQ Kz$l< €•<<

3 f1 f"\ / ***<xVdpuxV juuo if><*\/ e-tnfiv*’ 

ne-|5 <ry>/-r£-s q|e-r' o’4c«rv<; ; 

yevip <T5M J-t' oXuf^'

.e-t

lywVwrV

<TT^’j|n4 t)in,XxAS c^wjrixs

-00-00- ii-o-ii-o- I

Hel 1142 K«h ivTiX©yo»<

/>- 1136
<.#

©M |4aL*T0< z »' 1 ’* „ OUTVOT £Pt»

Ion. 1306
> ' . 

e-vTu^JeM s T6- nc*A.iV

Cyc 366 0 < Wi K-urV

~rrV|Sw-\/T/ txV6Xni/«TT*,<> ''r'uXf‘-t$ z

Xtn\|JH tx^T 0/Vv^ifJTUuV riBXt-»S *z

ftatoH X- nvH |Ao*-rc>«

Kpf-W Kz*x*y> y*A/<>S f0f*^ •

• "4/A
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S Aj 884

x-vz 929

(113) ■

Med 632

(116)

Tro 823 

~ 843

A PV 331 

/v 36O

(117)

Tro 366

^otrn-o^ivAx-V n *vc>-|*-mW -t  ̂ e-t r»*S-t

n<*VW%* Ke« ' oJvHTTf- VfjfrS klf-v© vr-V

, » • • * * '£ * s
^no-r w dHmoiv en e-fun X.fvrvw^ -r&jwv 

n^<rr^<r'^uorl UCx>rrj>is ^Ttzc«At|A^v$ *k~\>V0~± ar^t^c-uv

* 11 7 * 1 z“ \ z6%etS pcmX^VC^tV oy^pv^is , K$h\>M<rT<AV' A*'? j> HotV

U)> T<rte y,t£v "Tpi<*V e-nu 8^/<ncn.

T*M <3^1 9-VO.TiW rwffrll**-. f."X« •

‘l-hnaV^V niKrt uo

^/AAa-Ti v2oU j>0~t P0 <|«n/ Cppv^oV nc*Tj>i£«

NOTES TO (103) - (117)

( IO3) ■» V U «» W «J ••• | mamu Ua»U W«» J

Med 828/840

3rd stasimon 1st strophe. Completely dactylo-epitrite except 

the clausula (—w-v—.). Preceded and followed by -e-D. 

Sense-break is not clear between them and our cola, but it is 

metrically reasonable to separate them. Note the contraction 

of »<u|i«k4 . It is rare for the second dactyl to be contracted.

The value of «*tri (oU&h) is not decided either metrically or 

palaeographically. Here at 828, all have otK except P (omc-4 ) 

while at 840, all, including P, have oUe-i •

Hipp 121/131

Parodos 1st strophe. Metre till 127/137 (Sj>&<ru£ *>• 

GTepoLfOS <>/|46-j>e<v ) is difficult to analyse. From 128/138
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onwards, clearly aeolic-choriambic. Followed by, —./-uw-/--./

uv-o— (?).

Tro 313/333

1st stasimon strophe. For the metrical context, see 313/333 (33). 

J y'Hurxf and frrwwyStrir-J include contracted double-shorts.

--------- is rare than-------vu«.? but paralleled. Gf. Med 840 above.

>Note the epic correption of -flHMot w .

ozh<rcn/ is not admissible. Biehl explains it as ’anaclasis1

-> V-V-.UU-), but such a strophic responsion is 

unparalleled. Lee takes it as ’choriambic anaclasis’ (ch/ia 

+ 2 anap). But choriambic anaclasis occurs only in an iambic 

context, and ia/ch merging into anap is extraordinary. This 

interpretation is to be rejected. (Wilamowitz)
If *

or cruv (Seidler) or another emendation is indispensable.

Hel 1133

In responsion with 1139 -^-uu—J-uu-w-, (99). is in

enjambement.

Ph 246/237

1st stasimon 1st strophe. Preceded by -w-mv-vw-|-Uu-uu—| 

and followed by —IL, without link.

(106)

Hipp 1148

3rd stasimon epode. The metre till 1146 is obscure, perhaps 

iambic. Period beginning is clearly indicated by •

Followed by -w—-m-. Cf. (6).

(107) ------ uu~ J —uu — uu—— |

Med 637 '



A •' • V.V'>r?v<,7< r'A'’<7<:7 ■'•' >?:r?: ~ - • . < ^ - . ? ••' ' • " . ‘ ••'■". * “ • -'■"f v' '• .. . V.

In responsion with 629 -w-w-u J-w-uw— 3(98)e Obvious example 

of dact~epitr colon d|—D— I which can be separated from dactylic 

hexameter.

Tro 801/811

2nd stasimon 1st strophe. The whole ode is composed of normal 

dact-epitr cola completely except 803/814 -w-w-1 w-w-w— j 

(6 da); 807/819 ? (text is corrupt). The distinction between

and hexameter is ambivalent in this ode because both ^Dup 

' (799/808) and hexameter (803/814) exist. Or shall we analyse

803/8IA as Dvup- in Stesichorean manner?

IT 888

Preceded by 886 1 tc^ /.$*W-T\d nf-.Xe<<rt-i< <<|ct

<*• -w—/wv-vv~wv-vv-u ? (74). I have

taken this as two cola, not as a long dactylic run, simply because 

a sequence of seven dactylic metra, ending with a short, seems to 

be too extended (not objective criterion). If this separation 

into two cola is accepted, IT 888 is reasonably to be regarded 

as D J-D-J, not hexameter. After our colon, metre changes into 

three dochmiacs ( wv-v- |vw-v~/p«-- — It ) without syntactical 

break ( Kw«*vt-o^5 ... I .., ... ).

Pho 132

Teichoskopia. Preceded by Viv Ko^t' ofq X*'T<* os.

-vu-uu~/uu~w . if this is taken as A da, our line is better 

analysed as hexameter. But 131ff may be rearanged as

— V U— W V — J U V — U V — U V — U V — | — — U V — V V — w See (133)*

S Tra 122 Corresponding with 112: -w-w-v j-w-wu-,, see (101).

(108) -'--w-Jw---v--------------

_ _______



Ba 1156
M5

MS P has iiicr^ WiXaV , and various proposals to correct 

this phrase had been raised before the publication, of Pap* Ant* 73 

(included in part IE, I960),

[ ]?r i
r ] oiKcrV [ 3 Te* n£-ViSLt-*JS

f ] yt-vq crToXrfV

f 3 Tl I C 3 er>J A* <*

[ ]vprov

r 3 nt
” •jTljp’Tjcn/ » though fragmentary, seems certain. Over the second

<X of ouTW is what might be either a smudged circumflex accent,., 

or just a blot... The mark cannot be a superlineation, for (V)...

If we rely on this Papyrus, ru<r-rSv is confirmed to be a 

noun without article: ’pledge of death*.

Though editio princeps puts trema (*') aver the u of ,

we are not informed whether this is written in the original 

papyrus or editors orthography. Metrically An Is not

preferable.

Our line is usually interpreted as 

W-.U-. glyc

—.mm-v— choriambic enopl A

This is a natural interpretation, but there are no other aeolic

metres in the context. The astrophic choral ode (1133~6A) is

composed of mainly iambo-dochmiac, but includes hemiepes.
T ,

1155 —-taV too f-ny'f-veTix $

1162 —uww-wvS-Z

(or it may be -w-v-. with )
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Eochmiac with enoplian or hemiepes is a commonly found combination 

in Euripidean odes, but association with pure aeolo-choriambic

metres is nil. If we accept two 

analysed hemiepes + w-2«mm-«m— 

Contraction is found in 1155 too

(109) am m MamM Mam | amma m Mam M Mama... Mam |

Andr 771/781

contractions, Ba 1156 is
Cf. (24) Mam M Mam V Mam | Mma M Mam M MamMaaam *

(P and Pap. has R ev •* ).

5rd stasimon strophe. Completely dact-epitr. Preceded by -e-D*

(770/781). 770f/78lf is either -e^D^D||-J>e|| or -e*D*||l>I>ell

or -e*D*||D||-D-el|.

i T*(110) ma M Mam M Mam I amam M Mam M Mam M J

Tro 256

The first and second colon of tricolon. See (42). Alternative 

arrangement is: ~om-.mm-.^-./mm»mm-.m( m./MM-.MM-.--|J| Note the epic 

correption Vuh odrto and lengthning before muta cum liquids e*no ^pc

(111) ma M Mam M Mam J amaa M Mam M Maa Maa Mma |

HF 1189

I prefer to di.vide after (—mm-.mm—[(uu-uumumua.)

because mm-«./-. mm~ mm-.— is identical with the preceding two 

antilabai (1184-5 and 1186-7 )• For the textual problems, see (61)

(112) -.MM-MM- |m»,M-.M--- I

Tro 518/558

1st stasimon strophe. For- the metrical context, see 515/555,(55)- 

Brevis in longo ( &0pi -r0 S ) guarantees the period-end, but 

corresponding uxsirl || is unusual sentence-break at the catalectic 

ending. Sti^nton (CQ NS 27, 1977, 60) accepts this period-end

citing A Supp 781-2 ©ms*t©S VwsVk as a parallel: ’prepositives
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at period-end are very rare,..but a prepositive placed between 

adjective and substantive loses something of its prepositional 

character’. XlVeno andwrw are emendations reduced from scholia. 

Note the contraction of the first’dactyl' (/Vfy-t-iurV , kXwC’ou 

Tro 1061/1100

3rd stasimon 2nd strophe. Metre is composed of hemiepe and 

iambic (and 1O86/11Q4 m~mm~.). After the Topq , iambics

are resolved (m-.u31u~.). cf. Ion 1078/1094 mu-mm-m-u^ ^mu^m— (17) 

Iambic is often resolved in other parts of this ode, too.

Followed by v-uvu|u?/uUu_|u-.u\—||

Tro 1098/1116

In the same ode as 1081/1100. The preceding cola 1094-98/1 112-16 

are juxtaposed hemiepe without link anceps. HD is not too rare, 

but five consecutive D are extraordinary.

Hec 941

In responsion with 932 -mm-.mm-J-.~m-.m-.- see (98) below.

(113) -MM-UM-J—— M---------------------|

Med 420/430

1st stasimon 1st strophe. Straightforward dact-epitr ode« Hiatus 

at the end of the preceding colon ( ) marks the period-end.

Hec 931

3rd stasimon 2nd strophe. This ode is composed mainly of iambic, 

but includes 927/937 mm-mm-m-m— (220), and, possibly, ia+wil+sp 

at 923/933* The preceding -u—/uu-um- (e-D) combines with 93V 

941 without link anceps. No period-end is conceivable between 

d|d (930 T*V )• In responsion with 941, (97) above.

PC 1082/1093
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2nd stasiraon 2nd strophe. Iambics and dact-epitr. Our line is 

the unique occurrence of D in this ode. Preceded by E-e-, 

followed by —u-o-.-.

dU) -----Z------|

Hel 1142/1136

1st stasimon 2nd strophe. Preceded by See 1141/113% (98)

Ion 1908

Recognition IXiet. Preceded by |-.ww-w-.w|, See

1503 (142) and 1303 (98).

1st stasimon. Accoi^ftig to Murray’s reconstruction, this line 

belongs to ephymnion which is situated between strophic pair.

Among iambo-trochaic context, double-short movement is mixed:

559 *"* W*»W**W*» VU «■«»■«• J? 6)0 M VU**UU«» J 365 VM»mww

372 -.vu-.uu~./vu-,vv-u—The preceding word VCukXwsJishould be

combined with 363* A^tvo-ToC ^ev«KwVv~-—is not a

well-matched wilamowitzian with the context. The contraction 

of the first dactyl is common, but the scansion An tv#m o<, 

is possible.

S Aj 884/929

Choral part of the commos. Preceding line 883/927 is a curious 

metre in iambo-dochmiac context: -vm-w-v— v- , q * 1 OXu iXjun/

vq puTiW /V/ ©UTIHjXKnunf n«Tvbn/. 7°% |4.erb

I suggest taking + -w~ (]>- + e) rather than D + dochm
fU-h

or ^2 dochm by admitting to be a variation of dochm,

but the question is open .

113) iUmmm V V«m»O W«



A19

Med 6g2/6^tQ

2nd stasimon 1st strophe. Pure dact-epitr. Followed by

(clausula).

(116) ———p----------------------I

Tro 823/8A3

2nd stasimon 2nd strophe. For the full description of the metre 

of this ode, see 833/852 (15) above. Preceded by v~v-.|w-w-v 

-VW-.OU-, ia + ewDuD, or ueeuDuD. Note that every link anceps 

is short. And followed by 825/8A5 ~vv-.wu-/uu-.wm-.wv~w-., This 

line is either 7 da^ or A da + hem or hem + wm-uv-w-uv-. See (129) 

823 has sentence~end after H'kv , but in ant. 8A3» the

sence carries on. Brevis in longo may be averted by adding 

( ), but it is also possible that our colon runs till

c* ie- <rr Y^-'tYw-yveVc* s\, on€-yeS of the next

colon to make a long period d|~E*|d I .

A PV 551/560

2nd stasimon, 2nd strophe. For metrical context, see (18) above. 

This colon is the only one in this ode that starts with ’falling 

movement’ or Hebung. Though our colon can be given the analysis 

p|*eMe-.{{? the similarity with other non-dact-epitr cola is 

obvious: e.g. 5A8/555 «v-uu-v-uj-v-v-u—, Note the ’link’ 

anceps to be short except ^voCTo^/ •

(117) -u U—UU— j U — {

Tro 566

1st stasimon epode. After the repeated ia+ia and ba+ia, 566 is 

the only case of dactylic verse in this ode. is to be

regarded as ia+sp,the procephalous form of -----.

End of notes
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Hemiepes blunt is not only followed by x-v“-wu-(-) but also 

by iambics. If the initial element of the following cola may be 

regarded as ’link1 anceps after » it is more often occupied

by long than by short. This tendency is specially clear when 

the following colon is ’dactylic’. ju-uu-uu- is found

only at Hh 246/257 (Med 828/843 is dact-epitr so that <juck is 

more probaQ/bje than oMrl ), and -w-vu-Jv-uv-uv--, at Hipp 1148 only 

Not all the examples are found in dact-epitr context. Some

D-D or D-D- are found outside of it. But on the other hand,
I 05 which is not primarily dact-epitr, is emp^yed

at the end of dact-epitr ode (Med 420/450? Hec 951/(941), s OT 

1095/(1105)).

The similarity of Tro 256-58 -uo-mu-|—uU-vu-u<|'-/uw-uu—- 

with HF 1199ff and El 698ff (above) may tempt us to think there 

is no essential difference between hemiepes pendant, blunt and 

erasm. But the distance between -w-w-. (114) or

-vu-vv-Ju-u-u— (112) and the archilochean dicolon seems me 

substantial. The different impression, perhaps, arises partly
z

from the shift of toH1! • Of course I must admit it is a 

rather subjective judgement to decide whether two cdla are 

inseparably connected.

There is, however, one great difference between hemiepes 

and erasmonidean beyond whether it has an extra anceps or not. 

Hemiepes is strongly associated with dactylic hexameter.

Except for some lucky cases which have decisive strophic 

responsion, the colon of the shape of -uu-uu-J—uu-vu—[cairnot

be firmly identified as-two hemiepe linked by anceps on the one
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hand, D-D-, or a dactylic hexameter with penthemirneral caesura

<*Kx>fW'r* Tfr-

is certainly D-D-, not a hexameter, because it is in responsion 

with 629 ouS* n*-j£-£YlK<*V <£v£j>awnV ‘ H f-X5-oi

■ WWOtWVX.U | O.UUO»UUO»>

e-ni ftpucrq

And Hipp 1151 ouk/ti cru£v yuW nwXurV 

is no doubt a hexameter because of the
» Z * ,f

strophic responsion with 1119 ovKfc-Ti y<*f Kol5^s|>p<v'

<(Td-7 n*f Xh<w<V-vU-uv- juu-uu-uu—, though a possibility

remains that CT.-Vw-vw~«- is an independent colon following hemiepes. 

But such an overt strophic responsion seldom happens- The exact 

responsion is far more usual than V" or uw/“« We bave to judge

from the metrical context- But this is a less reliable criterion. 

For example, Tro 801/611, (107), -uu-vu-^—vu-uu— appears in 

the milieu of dact-epitr and is naturally considered as D-D-.

But this ode includes one obvious dact hexam two lines later:

8O5/814- Therefore it is also possible to suppose 801/811 is 

another example of hexametera

Penthemirneral caesura of dact hexam sometimes has a stronger 

function than expected as a simple foKh • At An dr 117-25/126-55 ? 

after the hexam with penthemirneral caesura + ithyph

................-........II —----- II) are repeated three times, uu-vm-mu-Z-u-m,- ||

is found (125/155? (22)). 0V-0V-.VU-.V, uverasm, is almost identical

with the latter half of the hexam except the final- element®

That of the hexam is a final anceps where short may be treated

as brevis in longo while that of werasm is link anceps where 
2

short is actually short. Judging from this example and others

in (107)? it may be reasonably supposed that Euripides takes
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hexameters (or at least, a certain hexameter) to be a kind of 

compound: -vu-vu- + This will support the notation

of ]>«]> for a hexameter on the descriptive level.

Whether a dactylic hexameter (epic hexameter) is actually

created by two hemiepe and link ’anceps’ or ’biceps’, is 

another question. M.L.West (his idea is most positively stated 

in CQ NS 23? 1967? 179-92) is the champion of the revival of 

this approach. He establishes a theory based upon a group of 

irregular hexameters found in Homeric corpus which appear to 

have only one short after the penthemimeral caesura and upon 

the existence of dJd, so-called dactylic pentameter, the second 

line of the elegiac couplet. Epic hexameters aside, lyric 

hexameters which certainly came down into the tragic odes, might 

have been D^D-. Stesichorus possibly made an important contri

bution to the creation of dact-epitr. In his fragments double

short (biceps) is found working as a link anceps. For example 

Iliou Persis (P. Oxy. 2619 = S 88-132 Page) includes these 

conspicuous examples according to Haslam (QUCC, 1974, 7-37? 

who relies mostly on Fiihrer’s modification (ZPE 3? 1970? 11) 

of West (ZPE 4, 1969, 133? cf. ZPE 7? 1971, 262)).

str/ant 3 .

Moreover in recently published papyrus (Pap. Lille 76 -

P.J.Parsons, ’The Lille ’Stesichorus’, ZPE 26, 1977? 7), even

such a responsion is found: ep 4

(But not every example of X listed in the synopsis of Parsons 

12-3? is well attested).



207 ov£e Y* ^iX-eTot-r' fntS‘»... .

228 OMT*-V'fe-o V f 0 V r£O^S yfc-VOS Tfr K<M ex'tf'TU

270 — vo — u ] u<riv ef

293 [ v —. u v —~ ] .TO C{> lA»^ t[

Parsons calls -ww-vw-w-vw-ww— » quasi-hexame ter ’ • If the 

responsion of actually happens in Stesichorus freely, it 

must have been a licence of archaic age. In .tragic odes we 

have no certain examples of the responsion of v/w though to 

speculate that — w-ww-ww— w—w— may be ’equivalent’ to 

-vv-vv—v —vw-vv—, or -vw—vv-w-v— to — w v-wv-vw-w — ? is

fascinating.

(c) Overlapping hemiepes pendant

EXAMPLES

zp
( 1 1 8 ) — VW— w v— I —/ww— vw— |

WTA»«"^ ”TA-ior>/ tf-Knep | crwv noA»w *p.eTfrj>xV 

Jfc £vo?V hrruAeiA/ Tw Jxn Z3^ 2 <xv !«*•<>

V W«M*» O

Tro 806

zs, g17
(119) -wv—ww—— J—

Tro 2% f ?*nT6 , TK<V<rV z KXq | K»m ,^-nfc xf00^

* i ' f* * 1 * % X
HF 1079 06 KpUcoiS KoMcot yuq<rt | T oM CpiVUrv

o J
(120) «mi V V I \J V®** V M|

Andr 792 kAkvo^tw ' k«u err ’ Xfyw j ov fco^es «^hrW

zx .
(12'T ) -/ V U«*U U*» W I-/ V U>« u I

Tro 297 - K<M'An'o A>£mItuH vtc-^ew-^ i‘*j>trvS err Aj4^ ’

.•7v ;;>u _______
IS



NOTES TO (118) - (121)

( 118) ~uu~u v~t- I —y/ vU — w~ |

Tro 806/817

2nd stasimon 1st strophe. Bact-epitr with one hexameter (803/814) 

The last line 807/818 is corrupt, at least in strophe. Biggie 

( Studies,'67) presupposes that the metre -mm~mm—|-//mm~mm~|

—u-mm-m— is ’unnatural* ( <^©|vi<* K«<T fc/tv <rW

is printed in Bale MATC). But praxillean (-mv-mu~vm-m—)

preceded by 4 da (-w-w—w), the metre of Biggie, is also 

unnatural; praxillean may go (there is one example, Or 12991 

see (140)), but I do not know any certain parallel that 4 da 

of which third ’foot’ is spondee, precedes another ’dactylic’

run: see p. M46 below. Even if we accept Biggie’s neat correction 

, the metre is well analysed as «mm~mm—.

nrruXafv "T^Xn 

q-o-vu* K^-re\u<3rw .

Of. Ph 226/233 V-------- v---------------Jj^/vv-vv- ( (Z,o)

py 887/894 ----------— UU-I<-j e-.'y/u wov u~ j ( ant ~m/u~uu—)

(119) -uu-vv-il |-/vm-vv-« [ ■

Tro 296 see (110) above.

HE 1073

Commos sung by Amphitryon and the chorus. The second and the 

third colon of tetracolon: —vm-vm-v|-w-w-vJ -/uu-uu-vj -w— J|# 

see 1074 (2) above.

(120) -VM-UM—j -/uV~MM— I

Andr 792

3rd stasimon epode. Bact-epitr in the first-half, then resolved
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iambics (or epitrite) and quasi-priapean. Preceded by e-D-Br

is in enjambement. Followed by E~e. Epic correption

of K*i *

(121) -/uu-uu-u|-/uu-vu-.—

Tro 257

The second and the third colon of a tri colon. See 2% above (110).

End of notes

Though the number of occurrences is small, overlapping from 

a hemiepes into another is attested by certain examples which 

cannot be analysed otherwise. Andr 792 (120) is an example of 

D-D- which has t©hA neither before nor after link anceps.

The similar type, Eh 226/239, m-v-~-uU-uu—? e-D-D, 

has been already discussed (40). For the tricolon Tro 296-98, 

two colometries are conceivable: -uu~Uu-|—uv-w-u|-/uU-uu—

or -. There is no essential difference

between two, but if we adopt the latter, two overlapping hemiepe 

pendant appear (119)(121). I-IF 1074-77 (2) is best analysed as 

tetracolon: cf (119). The second colon is certainly overlapping 

hemiepes. Tro 806/817 (117) is open to different analysis (4 da). 

Because of the corrupt text at 807/818, uncertainty remains;

but as is explained in Note, overlapping seems me more probable
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Chapter 12

Longer verses starting with hemiepes/dactylic tetrameter

It has been mentioned in the last chapter that the combination.

of two hemiepe —ww-w— is almost inseparable from

dactylic hexameter and that Tro 806/817 (118) is observed 

either as 4 da or two overlapping hemiepe. A similar difficulty 

of identification is found elsewhere when a hemiepes is followed

by a long anceps (or double-short) + dactylic run, or in other
y

words, when a long dactylic run has either penthemimeral caesura 

or bucolic diaeresis or both. Examples of this type resemble

one another and the .interpretation of different verses is

interdependent to a great extent. As'will be seen later, the

similarity is not restricted simply to the feature that these 

verses have the initial hemiepes or 4 da. They are constructed 

in a similar manner. They start with double-short movement 

and turn into single-short. The parts left over after taking 

off the hemiepes (or 4 da) are of identical form with the 

’enoplians’ which have been observed in earlier chapters. 

Therefore, for example, if some examples are obviously favourable

for interpretation as compounds of hemiepes + something rather 

than 4 da + something or than a single long colon, it will 

be more sensible to give other ambivalent cases a uniform 

analysis, for consistent interpretation is especially desirable 

for verses which have no exact parallels.
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EXAMPLES

(122) - 

Tro 857

857

Ar Nu 459

? S Ant 879

(123) -

Eh 330

~ 330

(124)

Ale 591

'*'* 600 

(123) -

Med 432

440

(126) -

Ion 1479 

Andr 834 

Andr 838

(127)

Hec 1104

(128) v.

............................/ UU»<V U*M |

'£AXa$ uA»tTT ' OM x V1®* ■

yoi run-pi* /
CplAx^Ot lp£>o\lf«* 'T^oj'cX, .

(V<r$l fi1 U>s ) Te4>T«t |-QA»^-UrV n*f’ / K.A-M» J at» p«*verj4A|>MX.
I ‘z 2

fr>) Jkperro'HnV ^6HS .

o v «4t‘ l J>'cri to S't- ^Xc/y1 n**'-*’•£ I 6-1> ®-V cry^-^cx.

» V-»V U—•/ UU<>UUa>U<»U«—j

|"4 At-t<A(ft-f o*-t '/JkAWC* 3cMf-TO$ Ou^aVirG riST^ToM •

'-yiq^vv xi/-f V oA-e-Tv^ p / yA$^r\*\tr>) <jiq£enHi 114 v«*V •

,w-mv-./w«-wo-.wm-.w— |

KoM h.e-f*l»V /oH-»tXn</tt^erV </-jA<yi J>W (Aa <rx> KVe~^ oH £<V • 

e<|'n&-*.vy / To yAp tv y*-v 6-< Pt-m ©m

tU"*UVw«y/ w«x» V M*m Vmmimc I

s C z / \ *\ z fz t

K f> 1 c* 1 3idv|/«xrv£ 0 p t <r<*. rjcrVToU

£yS\.*5l Tf ^AVyetfXx* j c> o^-vf-hTC^

(U*»UU»»y/ V V«"» W UMM O•*«£•«* |

dt, nxjrn-eA-o l5 tr' /tA Auho^v^ ho^yw

XyA* iX«M / k-h' o^Kpv-nTtX n<r

oN ’ £ Kx*.T* £ <*T* S KotToCjJct T« S o<\$y .

VV-OU-V,-.-.— I

(.Usf.'wV T> ieif.oc n-j.^/tfAxry^s

■ Uaa V WM U Um/u Vaa> U UM V UMma j

p. 0-0-1 **

o<tf
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HP 894 nj>0$ |AoCT 1 cn»x} t<£-v 2S uovutficu^e-t

n 1J>eT£Uw\l tni t-u yi^oT, *X-fl 1

(129) a.i~U«om| «» V W»« W W~yAJ U~> V U»U VI— V U«-«— j

Ion 1441 ’<X4rKnT«V l# | V X *'***'*»
e-vpnp* U*T<A pAS tvMwV

X,'^ I <r4 JX4-TX Hfrf <rty oV<S 1 ‘ fr<f(TVC«0\Z VeMf-fV •

Hel 686 3 >'
0VX e-TTl jlaXttP’ *yXflZvie^ Pf>^Xr>/

1 1 * *» 
d 1 e-y<*v

x x y /
K**T<4^*|crwTo ^u<ry^yMru w^<q^uv«»c-,v .

(130) UM~MW-/vt.-.MV-MW~VM-.-------- J

Eh 26 Z Z1 t ' f ' « Z t Z I ZTV6yin.fr yi?L<rU$ ifc-Vo*-*/ nnt Acn^ oqjjxorfUTfl d>o<-A4i

n<*s$* <n^T^ <nojvXv

J

~ 44

(131) -.MW-WW-/VM-.V.M-.WM-.VV-.J

Tro 825 i df <rfr yetVi^W* /h«|>» * yirvf-V & osAucm
. <

/•*7 * / 1 9t \To |dW &v>l Zl^-o\ flu KfrT ’ 0vhM HjJuJ

( 1 32 ) «uu>—>w^/uu-.uu«<uu~uo«.u j

IT 885 vAX* nofvJV flSt* yuA>

(153) -mv-vm-/mv •* V U«*UUmUU«» J mm V K>wmMW«*» SmX J

PH& 131 o*«XX4 VlV V K-ot-r 1 op*) / JLX^-T*

/Apte-fUS «fc-yieA/e< ToJeij ^tAptoMTeX F ' £> X-fr-<nH €-\Z .

(134) MM V W«H» v V«*»WM>WM»VMM | V W«"W M V V •*■«»/•<•«*• j

x“> »**n X / t ? 9 X X
Ale 435 w H0^trv / x*Hf«u<r<x |<.cr, mV Soy^i?

* # /1 *7* , x , _
"Ter\J (XuoC/k.i(rV ol KrV ol pCf-THiolS -

4£(.5 no^Xti rfr ^ruo-ortoXoi wen k<a£ 1 6-nToCrcrVtrV r'opfrixv

. ' . v , I z / 1/ ■ ;,
\frAUV tv j pu^AipoiC KXe-fVT^ ujjvins ■

(133) -VO-.MV-,/---- j ---------------J

Pho 190 pt*|rt<rrfc ^rurre- T<AV^f/w ^pvdt-r> |?»e-TpuX*V w duo's fyv»<

,z Ayteyu / ^o-uXoorvvotV tAw^V.

(136) m VW«M MMmnmwmm V V«*» V U **»*«• •"»•*»—■» |

p* rfc "To*-w p orvoA*/deos "Af-Tt-fuf p+y«4A*. <?«uns w

O^vo-rt- -T^ ypi-vo^v y'/fn’oJprTf.p*. w Te^k^v*« »

_3
->

7 pirTf-p* *|ui

TV6yin.fr
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Pho 135 eoToS • t*s ri«X*>v«-i>c*®S w yuT«rK<»«^y^'1T-* vu|.<p0-$

(137) mm V Mm V V«*»V M*»U V | MMMMmvMmMVmM |

Hyps fr 64.85 NnX|615 XtyM-vot nopr-V

■« ;<S •- '4

«A,Yc»~y^ ^*4- <ru.X-etrv -r' fc-ne-6o< <r«k>7

(138) «« M VMM Mmm M Mm»m M I mMmMmMm

Ar

Cyc 610 ~r«r\j | Hfo/oHTU / hvpi TV^cA <^wJ^opbO£ eA-*-t , .

Cyc 615 Icj>vn-V^T«M B <rtX4^k^Z / ifuo\ /UifuJV

Andr 293 6-1 p*f uh«y Kf-|/A>V / 6^<Aw (J x(rve«rjffv Vl< < >

/v 501 Owt’^v fc-n’ \E / ^uytrV ^owX^c^ <ru -r'«i.V yuvoM;^

Hyps fr 64.9° «4X\* a-6 n*3t -r‘ev -tpM TKw<n/,w) Tfi-u<v*v

139) — V U —V V—W V—< V V | —— w — U —— |

_ . ' *' . I J/ . ' < z

IA 229 HlqXeV dcK. on/Min n«*f <*VTvy* Kom <r''pty'y'«H c*fpocTeirvs .

S Ant 340 /jX-oy K/iaH e*f © rpw-7 ff$ eToC innH uJ yhVK )7oXhji^W

351 rrtiur^ o<yup /■©j’en/ -r'cA*<|x^To<. TpUJ

(l40) — vv —vv — vv—vv|—vv—vv—v— |

Or 1391 Zl <*-{ Soviet r«*VUjA*|£t-v<i |'tctw?o-vVc«. <4 00 s e-vv/roj- -

Lys 1287 fr'fi'rt if ft? $ £-MJ4»<fTv«rv )^f>»yrtr|4*£ <rvK 4

j

. i

'A. 1289 *l-4-w\io*-S nfcfi Ttj’f •‘ycxvo ^frVfr-S €rv*»rjfft- »$ .,

(1410 — ww —uw—ww—ww | —ww—ww—ww—w— | >•••

Or 1299 w J vo\ U zl V<J>\ <* bvettH Kf>«^To$ -a

- - > ~ ' v z i
tyconn <p/-cn<rx C?<>vtw<; .' eniKX>vj>os

NOTES TO (122) - (141)

(122) MM v MM MV -/ M VMM VMM MM Mm VMM

Tro 837/857

2nd stasimon 2nd strophe. For the metrical context, see 832/852 

(15). Three interpretations are possible for our verses
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1. ~uu~uu~uu~uu~u + ithyph. Schroeder (ch+paroem) and Dover

on Ar Nu 499.
2

2. Hemiepes (~uu~uu~) + uu~uu~u~u~u~~. Dale (DM 194, MATC)

and Lee.

9* 4 da (~vu~uu~uu~uu) + tro dim (-iu~v~u—). Wilamowitz (GV 499)*

9 is here the least probable though consistency with other 

similar cola is gained as will be seen later. Division is 

unnatural in antistrophe ( ~r<* dk-|(*r>i ), and the two metres

are ’eine ganz seltene Verbindung’ as Wilamowitz admits.

For the colon -uu~uu~uu-uu-u, these parallels are interesting.

J~u~u~~| no exact parallel, but cf Hel

1120/1199, (77), Ar Av 1919/1929 (78).

3U Vca M j c=w ^#<ao |

UU~UU~UU~U J~U~U~~ { 

~uu~uu~u |~u~u«~ I

Ale 904/927 (147)

Andr 124/199, 8 Tra 886 (22) 

S OT 1094 (104)

If they are representing a gradual expansion, it is natural for 

-uu~uu~uu-uu-u to be explained as a more expanded form by a 

further additional element. On the other hand, the interpretation 

2 offers more familiar cola. uu~uu~u~u~u—, diom + , has

parallels (98): A PV 947/999, Ar Av 949.

Ar Nu 499

Lyric Dialogue mostly sung by^ Chorus. The other cola are 

obviously dact-epitr. Dover supposes brevis in longo 

(ovpfftv©) to make 9 da, but, if ~vv~vv~mu~w~m is compared 

with shorter cola, the final element is a real short (in the 

anceps element). Dover refers to Ph 990/949 -ww-uu-uu-uu-u-u-v-* 

and Ale 991/600 ~uu~uu~uu-uu-uu~u-~ as long ‘dactylic run’ in
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J.'..

a dact-epitr context. Both of these passages can be considered 

also as compounds of hemiepes + something; see (123) and (124). 

S Ant 879

See (131) below.

(123) U-« WM» V** w *•*«*«•

Rh 530/550

3rd stasimon is composed of dact-epitr and ’enoplians’.

See 332/552 (1). Wilamowitz (GV 589), Schroeder, Dale (LM^ 181) 

analyse our verse as 4 da (-uw-w-w-w) + ithyph, as ’the 

second Archilochean dicola (solvitur acris hieing)’. But there 

is no ’diaeresis’ in antistrophe ( ), while strong

sense-pause is found after hemiepes. Ritchie suggests division 

into -WMH.VW- 4. — and this colometry is given attention

by Parker (Lustrum, 15, 1970, 97). w-w-v-v-.-., diom + —, is

a common colon in Euripidean odes; see (60) above. For hemiepic 

interpretation Med 647/657 is specially interesting, where 

-w-w- is directly followed by diom + — but two cola are 

without doubt separated by strong sense break both in strophe 

and antistrophe, and each colon belongs to different periods.

(124) MW V V** V V —/ MV — v MM« M V«

Ale 591/600

2nd stasimon 2nd strophe. It starts with dact-epitr. Preceding 

line (590/599) is —w-w- (e-D): 599 has the unfavourable

colon-end (t£$ kXoo'utV <*Ax>3^<r'J v«Acw^/ e-v j v ) ,

’Perhaps 590/599 and 591/600 should be run together in one long 

period,...but the length seems excessive for tragedy. A pause 

after tahttlinS <*f>Tiihxvq would be possible, but there is
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no support in the context for the opening on double-short

which would have to follow’ (Dale, Alcestis,' p. 99 ). Fraenkel

(K1 Beitr 224-2) takes 591/600 as a whole (7d, in his notation).

Wilamowitz, followed by Murray, explains it as 4 da + -w-v—.

(/ma )

Another division is hemiepes + w-mm-mv-v—. The latter colon, 

^erasra + —■, (62), always appears after ’dactylic’ run:

A PV 166/184 (w—w—w—w—| w—w-mm—v—) and. g Ant 354/366 (

(125) ,u-/ mm-mm-m —

Med 432/443

1st stasimon 2nd strophe. Preceded by iambics (ia+ch+ba) and

followed by aeolics (2 tel + 2 gl + pher). Fraenkel and Dale 
2

(MATO; in DM 161, she makes ah unusually careless mistake by 

including Med 432 in the list of praxillean -uv-.um-.mm-v-.-.) w take 

it as a whole while Schroeder divides it 4 da + tro (-v—). 

Wilamowitz (GV 539)» at variance with his usual manner, abstains 

from dactyl tetram and analyses as hemiepes + mm-mm-m—.

(126) -UM-MM-/u

Ion 1479

Recognition Duet. All of the Ion’s parts (except 1499 t 4-f-tcro 

Offt e-oVh<ri«rVS ) are regarded as the - whole or the initial

part of an iambic trimeter or the initial part of an iambelegus 

( = iambic penthemimer)• Murray’s text should be rearranged 

at 1478-83- -w-w- of 1479 is the latter part of an iambelegus

(ueuD) and at the same time continues into w-mm-m—, which 

is the same metre as 1482 and others (diom + -, (61)). For the 

gap at 1481 created by removal of , compare with Pho 132
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(and Turyn 514). 

Andr 854 and 838

Hermione in theDuet. It is not certain whether 855-55 and 837-39

are of completely identical metre, 825-27 and 829-51 are

certainly corresponding while 841-44 and 846-50 are different.

There is a general tendency in such an ode as this that one or 
a,

two pairs of passages of the identical metre are found at the 

beginning and followed by a long astrophic part. But there is 

no rule to what extent the repeated metre should be>used.

Even without supposing the corresponsion, the metre 855-54 

and 857-58 are obscure:

855 -tv elf-i' nt-nX-oiS >

857 V<oCT«A Ov\J fl-'tfrVvJ H -TeX|4<’‘-S f z W • •

853 Bj 857 ut vid B h 0

D; 858 wMBDPX 4 V q A

855

837

vs V V«"»«"* O V Mlw« W«m* Www Www Wm

v M V** Uwww* <m Vwm M M «■» W MM m*

Murray supposes brevis in longo after the first metron of dochm 

(<fTe-|>v<* ), But and otV 1 are incompatible.

If K<M is in hiatus (very unusual), there must be a period-end

,z > ’ . *and , elision, is impossible. I suspect that -rf r ■
f * z

*rte-n\elS *— vCoi-tV- /M-v* ... should be two normal

dochmiacs and then comes -mm~vv~vv-vm«»m~m- ? supposing trans

position of after n€-njuj 1$ , adoption of B

and olv 6-j^ or instead of " • Stinton, JHS 97,

19771 145 reports that Maas takes 854 as -w-w-mm-w + -m-m-.

* ./ *>*'>,
Stinton accepts it and suggests T»AuotS W for 857-58

'5 •'•il&i-V-• 71 ■ ‘____________ — H



+ vM-vM-v-v-. is, however, a better explanation than the

division indicated by Maas because is an unparalleled

unit. Neither division (after k da nor after hem) has diaeresis.

Contraction at the first double-short of hemiepes is rather common.

(127) -VV-VM-/V V«M W«M» |

Hec 1104

Polymestor’s monody. For the contraction of , cf.

Corinna 654 P col hi 38. The forms of *Cd,p and ’wv<*

are found at Ion 1153» Cyc 213» Hel 1490. If we retain 

-mu-? the colometry -vu„--uu-uv- seems more probable than

Epitrite can stand before a ’prolonged’ dact-* 

epitr. Here the analysis of e-D + vw-.mwwm-.-~- is also possible, 

wv-w-v—— is completely unparalleled, but possibly diom + — 

(w-vw-v^—). Dale (MATC) notates dd^s- • Wilamowitz cites-I'X

Hec 1104 as one of the proofs of the combination of anap and
dochm (GV 407) ’(JoupHvV q nvfoc J

” i * z /"7' I'

cnw cnrrurV ck> jvv-vv-w-vv- p—.

Schroeder and Daitz follow this interpretation. «------  is well

explains by this, but it requires that anap merge- into dochm

without diaeresis. This is against the nature of anap.

(128) v-.v-v {-vv-vv-/ VUtMV VM>UV«MIM |

HE 894

Dcchmiac choral ode. Our verse may be one single prolonged 

iambelegus. -w-vv-/w-.vv-.vw^-. is of the equal length of 

Homeric hexameter with penthemimeral caesura. Comparison with 

other examples, especially Ion 1441 (132) below, suggests to 

take iambelegus + w-w-w—•.

434
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C 1 29 ) U»“~ J •"“ V U «•■ U W »"y/ W u>»> V W*» U Un>u V> »»«»••» |

Ion 1441

Recognition Duet. Unless we take the whole verse as one immensely 

longated unit (^e-Ddddd—), iambelegus (^e-D) + w-mw-mw-uu-—? 

which is a common colon in the Buripidean corpus, (82), is the 

reasonable way to divide. There is no parallel of 4 da (-w-w-wu-vm) 

prefixed by x-^-x. No diaeresis is found after h- da (peT<* j H,

Hel 686

Recognition Duet. ch ' <)v<rp*~{<er\>

is almost certain emendation.

(130) «**M Uw»U W -/ U V<m*M Warn M W*w J

Rh 26/44

Parodos. Preceded by gl+pher || ia+ba|Jia(?) Followed by dact-

epitr with the clausula — (ant)(?). Our passage is
,2analysed as 4 da + -ww-uv—- (Schroeder, ibyc , Dale (LM 43 5 

MATC) 4 da cat). Compare with (139) -^-vu-vu-vu j||

But hemiepes + vw~uv-.vo-vw~.—. fs also meaningful division when 

it is compared with (129) above. Word-end falls at either position.

(131) -.uv-vv~/vv «wM V«*w WM» W*» j

Tro 823/843

2nd stasimon 2nd strophe. For the metrical context, see (13); 

and (116) about the preceding colon. Hiatus oQueM l| 

marks the period-end. Schroeder and Lee divides into 4 da + 

hemiepes while Dale (LM 181) hemiepes + vo-mv-*, and

Biehl, into three, or takes as a whole (Dd^d^d^d^).

A word-end falls at either division.

S Aj 172/182
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Parodos, strophe. Dact-epitr with the clausula -v-w-w— 

which I suspect to fbe eud-). Our line is followed by -u— w- 

(E). Dale (MATC), Pohlsander and Dawe take 172ff/l84ff as

4 da DE.

(132) “/UW-MWW-VM-VU-.U I

IT 885 See (75) and (107)

(153) -------- — U U—U »U V—• W W—» I

Pho 13,1 .

Teichoskopia. Either 4 da + 6 da o_r hem + uu-.ww-.wv-.uw-. +

—wo-uv-^(ienoplian') is reasonable analysis. 4 da + 6 da 

is a common combination. The only question about this inter

pretation is whether dactyl is well fitted to the Duet. The 

alternative has parallels. For hem + vv-.w-.vv-.vv-., see (131) 

above, uw-.ww-.ww-.wu-.J —uu-uw-\-»J|has not an exact parallel but 

see examples (74) - (86), including ww-ww-ww-ww-wj-ww-ww-JJ 

(IT 886 and Hel 692, in Duet) ww-ww-ww-uu-w |-ww-ww—J| (HF 1017, 

in astrophic choral ode).

(134) -vv-uv-/—vv-vv-uv-| vv-vv-u-v— I

Ale 433/443

1st stasimon 1st strophe. Schroeder and Dale agree on the

division into three cola -w-vv-| —w-uv-w-J w-w-v-v—*

Dale calls them hemiepes + ’enoplian* + ’enoplian*. This 

colometry is inconsistent with their own colometry of Pho 190 

(133) below. If -uu-uu—uw is dactyl tetram there, it must 

be here, too, as Wilamowitz interprets (GV 336).

(4 cwy®rrc~.p jjuh

tiV fcrpxMS -r«*V oiVoi)^0^

•*» V VMM M MMM
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: £

0)VC<rV 01 ft f-f fc-d H S —v—v—

There is no difficulties with this colometry itself.

But I am inclined to enoplian interpretation.

1. 4 da of the shape ~w~w~—w is rare.

2. wu-w-.mv-.vu-(u) follows hemiepes here and there, though 

the examples are interdependent.

5* Enoplian matches the context better than pure dactyls. 

4. w-w-v-v— is a familiar Euripidean colon.

( 1 ) — V V—V V—— V V—V V—V V—V V—V | —VV —vv —— J

Pho 190

Antigone in Teichoskopia. Similar dactylic passages are found 

in this ode at 135“36 and 151-53* All of them are taken as 

dactyls (including 4 da at 1j>6, 151, 190, (191)) but their 

interpretations are interdependent. Dale also appears to consider 

190 as 4 da since she starts a new colon with (LM 175)®

The juxtaposition of 4 da + -w-w-w-w ’prosodiac* (in Dalean

sense) is rare. If 190 ------------------ fs 4 da, it is more natural

to suppose that 191 is also 4 da with the ending -s~/(brevis 

in longo; Dale, however, maintains this is a link anceps).

Or we.may say that 190-91 is a long dactylic run (octameter).

The crucial question is if -w-w—w can be allowed as 4 da.

This question will be discussed later.

The alternative colometry is: -vv-w-| —vv-vv-vv-w-vj 

-w-vv—. The first and the third cola have no problem. The 

second is unparalleled. However the comparison with Tro 2%ff (42) 

is interesting.
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Tro 256 » W V*M M Pho 190 • V V** V MMMwa

M»M V«*w V M** V •MWUMW«"»V WMM w«w v

—~ j| ■ uu»uw<~—■» H

Their first and third cola are identical with each other.

The second of Pho is longer than that of Tro by the length of

«m w w—• U V ,

(136) MM V V«M VVMMMIMMM V OfM WmMMMWWWWMM |

Pho 139
t Z

Teichoskopia. Followed by kv|>k- uw-u- dochmiac.

Schroeder takes 4 da + dochmiac (-««-—) + spondee. It is not 

impossible, but seems unnatural. But to take «•«,«—— as 4 da
z

cat is more unnatural. If we suppose rioXnvt-»Kx>w< instead of
Z .

tie A0 vk * an d take -w-ou—j-uo-uu-, as the examples of (99) 

—• Maas’ law is not absolutely rigid as we have observed —— , 

we have here D-D——. D— seems curious, but has one parallel, 

in Duet: q t* /\ou<eSc^p<rvi^ ; !*5 yuon j-un •

MM V UM,U UWMMMM Tro 249-

(137) mOMUmUUmuUmU I

Hyps fr. 64.8^

At first sight 4 da is certain at 8.5, but since others are not 

well settled, it might be better to divide after hem. 86 seems 

-.M-u-.Mu-w«w>evDu, but it is doubtful whether iambelegus may 

follow 4 da in synaphea. Wilamowitz (GV 359) and Bond read

another 4 da at 86: ^o“v\a<ruvo-< t’ «*'<**<*'✓ iuj thcvbV.

/ 9"Qi} ki may be right but it is doubtful whether |v*J can be counted 

as a part of dactyls. There is no examples elsewhere and if
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has a value intra metrum in dochmiacs at fr. 64, 76 T«rr«- KeHcw>/ 

T€-K,'f vw-v-{~ or Pho 109 (w Ti<rrV’<* n*1-*' Pho 304 fu TtKV«r>Z

these passages are not parallels in the strict sense. And 

moreover jiMr ( Pap) is left over as ’trochaic

metron’•

Alternatively 64ff is thus arranged:

|\J h .X-i trV tris

VO Tt-WVcrV + tMkrV 1 tj^n»X«Az

87 must he emended in any case. The preceding i/Cw-rt<H V

is, I think, the ’four Tonga’ which occasionally appears in 

Euripidean odes (e.g. IT 404/418, An d r 813) 5 hut the whole 

question of text and metre remains uncertain.

» M M—» M M*

M U W M **<-»••* M I «*»MMm*M

• M U»*M M+ •+•

(138) mmM V*-M M*w M MmoM * M Mo M

Cyc 610 and 613

2nd stasimon. Gf. 617, 618 ~wv~vv~vu~ ^u~v-v~v-J } (.124). Both 

passages are preceded hy ~v~v~u~. Lecythion is found also at 

608 (-v-| ~v~vf-.v-.v-.v~) 612 (—~~v~u—v~)„ 0 C^cH TU|XX7V0 £ is

Hermann’s coinage to restore the metre.

An dr

1st stasimon 1st strophe. The ode includes two lines of 

Mv~vu~w~^~ (penultimate short relies on 296 only),
7/ *

which is probably not anapaest, see (63)* fr' is the

emendation of Paley.

Hyps fr. 64.90

Recognition Duet. Our passage is preceded by |nrj rrW ‘ An’

. This presumably has brevis in longo. Two

:
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cretics follow (WKifr jAdUTpi <n* ). The ascription of
r

different values to two THXVtnZ is not unusual.

( 1 59 ) MU U<"• V U** V V tj MMUanaa |

1A 229

Parodos, epode. After a long series of aeolo-choriambic cola, 

dactylic tetrameter appears at 225» Two tetrameters (-uu~w-uu-uuj ) 

precede 229. There is no line which hints the nature of —v-w—..

S Ant 5W551

1st stasimon 1st strophe. After aeolic and iambic metres, two da
vZ i ,

4- v-w— appear. Note epic correption -<rT«M and, especially,
y z » Z t z ,
^vjpAl o^KtrJ . Wilamowitz reads inuitx* and to acquire

tro dim (). But as IA 229 is a certain parallel, this 

emendation is unnecessary. is either tro trim or ia trim,

if it is analysed sp+ithyph. The comparison with is

interesting (Kraus, 124: for v—v-v—t now Stinton, BIOS 22, 1975? 

84ff), though Dale rejects it (Observations = Ooll Pap 206).

Pho 247ff J |>crV

’ "J owS - urv (rff' pxrv VieVurV I

-.v-w-wibuj-u-v~w~wj-.-./-v-u-v-. 2 tro 4- 2 tro 4- sp4-lecyth, may 

be cited as a parallel of spondee after falling metre.

(140) mu ww- V U«MU V* W ■*» VM«*

Or 1591

Phrygian’s aria. Preceded by ioL«X*|-4*^ w-v.

Schroeder and Praenkel (K1 Beitr 182) take this as compound of 

-vu~—uw-mm (4 da) 4- -.vm-w-v- (ibycean). There is no obstacle 

to taking this as a longer dactylic run (equivalent to catalectic 

octameter (8 daM""Korz)) except for its length. The division
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into -w— + MM-vw-vu-.uv-.w- is not impossible, though

vv-w-vv~vv-v- is not a common colon. (Or 1547 is probably a 

corruption; Andr 487 can be accepted). Biehl takes this, but 

-vv-J—| ch+sp is eccentric. His number theory is not fortunate here. 

Arbys 1287/1289

Here the division -w-w-w-w + -w-w-v- is much better than

that -w—vv— + vv-wv-wv—vv—v—. Dactylic ’dimetron’ -w—w works
t, x ■*

here as a segmental unit as is seen in 1284 ©S /**rTt* v<«ri

dj4|x#L«-i JcMfrTcM -vv-wj-uv-w|-V-. Fraenkel points 

2out both Ar Lys 1289 and Or 1591 close the period. Dale (DM 90) 

suggests a revolutionary idea (with other examples) that 

of this ode is equivalent to wv or

(141) -vv —vw-vv-w— |

Or 1299

Epode of amoibaion, or an astrophic aria of Electra. No need 
* /■>»

to adopt a reading of ’recc’ to make an encomiologus

-vv-w-v-v— (D^e~), though the assertion of Fraenkel (K1 Beitr) 

that praxillean (-w-w-w-v—) can follow 4 da because it 

itself is dactyl, depends precariously on the form

( Dale, Observations’= Poll Pap 197&1). The division after 

dactyl tetram is obvious. No caesura is found after penthemimer.

For praxillean, -w-w-w-v— has some examples in tragic odes. 

Bee (1$£). A PV 166/184 (62) may be the acephalous form of 

(14Q. 184 has a at w-w-w-w|-w-w-w-v— ? but 166,

not.

End of notes

_ ••_____________
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(122) -uu-um-uu-mu-u-m-m— Tro 837/857» Ar Nu 459

( 123) — MM—MM—MM—MM —M—M — gll 530/550

( 124) — MU —MM—MM—MM-MM-M — A1 C 590/600

(125) -MM-MM-MM-MM-M — Med 432/440

(126) -MM-MM-MM-MM-M-ii- Ion 14791 An dr 834/838

All of these five start with falling double-short movement and 

change into single-short. They may be indivisible entities 

themselves, and their similarities and differences may be 

explained only by counting the number of double/single shorts. 

This attitude is so fastidious that it will be compelled to 

object to any analysis, lest it become subjective: it remains 

descriptive.^

There is one merit in this extreme position. When all of 

the metres listed above are called simply, for example, *longer 

prosodiacs’, their similarity will not be concealed by various 

technical terms. But it is very hard to comprehend even their 

similarity itself. Since ‘longer enoplians’ are successfully 

divided into smaller cola in chapter 10, I wish to try to analyse 

the ’longer prosodiacs’.

’Expansion’ theory is a milder form of the descriptive t

explanation. For example, we may enlarge the scheme of Dale,
2

LM 162, by adding (124) and (125):

-MM-M— aristophanean

-mm-mm-m— alcaic decasyllable

-MM-MM-MM-M— praxillean

Med 432/440 (125)

Ale 591/600 (12.4)



Dale is strongly, critical of dissecting a long indepen dent colon 

into smaller cola. Certainly she is right because praxillean

must not be divided into -w-w- + w-u— or -vu- + w-w~u—.

w-u— is probably a meaningless unit as itself (except some 

controversial cases; but these cases cannot guarantee its 

existence here). What makes the matter worse is that one cannot 

divide a colon without any theory. Consequently the parts divided 

into are forced to be related to the extant metres. Usually 

these parts are classified together under the same genus to

give a reason why these two parts can be combined. Then if 

we call mm-v—. and -vu-uu- ’Kuraverse’, the conception of

’Kurzvers’ is tremendous.

As has been described in chapter 2, Dale, unlike Fraenkel, 

rejects also the dactylic interpretation of these longer cola 

and develops the idea of the expansion of ’choriambic nucleus*. 

Dactyl is a special category among Greek metres. It can be 

of any length made up of the accumulation of the small unit

while other metres are based on much longer units.

Whether praxillean,may be dactylic or choriambic, if (124) 

is the expanded form of praxillean, and if (123) Is of (124), 

to what extent can dactyls or choriambic nucleus be expanded?

There is an interesting touchstone: Or 1299 (140)

-.vu-uu—mv~vv-.MV—MV-.MV-.M—.. (Jt may have u—u— instead of w-u—

at its end; but it does not affect our argument.) Is this 

a single colon?

It is interesting to find that Dale herself terminates 

the lists of expansion at the level of three double-shorts

443

____
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(praxillean) and. does not continue further. And, Fraenkel, 

who takes Ale 591/600 as one long colon, dissects Or 1299 into 

two. It is too long to accept as an indivisible unit. So 

analysis is necessary. (As far as I know, the most cautious 

person against analysis is Griffith. He leaves Or 1299 and 

others as they are.)

How the verses (122) •=> (126) can b© analysed is described 

in each Note. Here we compare to what extent each method of 

analysis is applicable to all of them.

Three methods are contrived to divide the ’longer 

prosodiacs’.

1. After this takes the first single short

of each verse as link anceps.

2. After dactylic tetrameter (A da), -vw-w~vw-v«.

5- After heraiepes (hem),

The first method is good to explain the relation to dicola 

starting with or with erasm/diom. Whatever

-.WV-.WW-UU-.MW-.V itself may be, (122)('125)( 125) are analysed as 

the combination of this unit with ithyph (-«««««), , —>.

All the attached parts are of familiar forms as the following 

colon/suffix of erasm/diom. But (126) will have unusual suffix

And for (124), another longer unit -mo-ov-vv—w-vm-u is 

necessary. But this is not found elsewhere. It must not be 

confused with dactylic hexameter. And how about (140) Or 1299

wn W V U Wm W«"» f

The second method is specially suitable to (125). 4 da +

ithyph is the traditional dicolon (solvitur acris hiems).
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(122) 4- da + -wm-m-v—? (125) 4- da will do unless diaeresis

is taken into account. But (124) 4- da + -w-v— (126) 4- da

+ are unfortunate schemes.

The third method is the most appropriate. All the verses 

are explained as the combination of hemiepes with familiar units: 

( 122) wv—ww—dioffl + —V—.

diom + —

^erasm -t-—

(123)

(124-)

V WWW W V**«

t VMM v o

(125) M V** V V«*» V*»»*•

(126) V V**» W"*

diom with pause after it: this has not 

been discussed yet, but has parallels (177)

diom + -

We may include in this group (137) ” 

which is usually taken as 4- da + lecyth (-v-v-u-).

V ^>caa M M«w» M M*sa V *

UMO«« Omw V VW V U*»U U**U <

(127)

(128)

(*129) *?«■ M Umt M V** M O— w V«*» M O O«mw»«w

(127) is analysed as e-Dj^v-vw-The prefixing epi trite 

is not rare.''’ (128) and (129) are better explained as iamilelegus 

(^e-D) + vu-w-w—. or MM-.vo-.vo.-uv,—.« than as prolonged dactylics 

with prefix of epitrite, especially about (129) since the unit 

after v-w—. needs some analysis. This unit may be 4- da + 

-vv-uv—but 4- da is not well applicable to the unit after 

o-w-o of (128), which is identical with 6 da.

(130)

(131) VU**U V*» V v»* V vw» v V OW*»
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(132)

(133)

IWVU*»UV»*U M«*» W*wMM*"»MM«*»M ** M M** M U*»»w*» W M«m M M«m*«

<m»WMM»MM*wU M«* M M**M M** M M *•»«*<*• MM** M M**»*

(130) is identical with (129) except that it has not epi trite.

If (129) is analysed as iambelegus + w-w-w-w—-, the

analysis of hem + w~w~w~w--------is preferable for (130). But

at the same time the similarity with (139) -uv-w-w-w-w-w-v-

should not be negligible. (139) may be hem + w-w-w-w-v-

at Or 1391? but obviously 4 da + -w-w-v- at Ar Lys 1287 and 1289.

(131) is either 4 da + hem or hem + w-w-w-w- or 7 da^ 

as a whole. No decisive criterion is found. Similarly (132) 

is either hem + w—w—w—w—v|<=.w-w- 4 —w—w— or 7 da + 6 da. 

And (133) is either hem 4- w-w-w-w- 4 — w-w— or 4 da + hem 

+ —w-w— or 4 da + 6 da. The first two analyses take acount 

of the similarity with (131).

(134) -uv-v MMmMM**MM«*MM** M** M M** M M

(135) **M M*» M M****** M M** M M«*» M M** MM**MM**M**M****

Both of them start either with 4- da or with hem. If 4 da is

taken, its*’third foot’ is spondee. But as far as I check the

Euripidean corpus, there is no 4 da of the shape -w-w--------w.

The nearest parallels are: An dr 1180 ^rj

Tfrf'lo pcM (-w------------w? in the milieu of four 4 da + w-wv—

and perhaps, Hel 166 S' , 6 .

I'l/ M
— ( e e as two longa). In the Sophoclean corpus 

at QT 136/164 q nt-f s f-V uxrre- kum

' V w
vnt^> is an obvious example of -w-w-------- ------ which is

preceded by -w-w—w-w and followed by —w-w j-w-w-w—wj-w—
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For Tro 8O6/817j see (118).

So far the hemiepic interpretation has been superior to 

the tetrametric. But it must be stressed here that this analysis 

does not expel the colon 4 da totally. Its usage will be 

minimized outside of continuous usage of 4 da (sometimes mixed 

with 6 da or 2 da ), but there are some examples which should 

not be reduced into hemiepes: see (1j8) - (141).

And it should not be forgotten either that the notation 

+ mu-vu-m— does not explain the historical process

of its creation. Whether Euripides invented this colon in a 

particular case by combining two extant cola, or by expanding 

-.ww-.ww-.ww-.w-,-. further on the analogy of the relation between

extant cola, or by making a variation of -ww-ww-x-^—, we 

simply do not know.

On the other hand it is remarkable that almost all the

verses of ’longer prosodiacs’ can be analysed as hemiepes 

(or 4 da) followed by familiar ’enoplians’• This suggests 

that a longer verse cannot be of any length but should be 

constructed of cola of definite lengths. In this sense, the 

division of -w-w- + ww-.ww-.w-.-. is the most relevant synchronic, 

not diachronic, method of analysis. It is no more than a

structual articulation,



Chapter 13

Hemiepes with suffix

In this chapter the name ’hemiepes’ means nothing more than 

the metrical unit of -^u-uu-(u). its connection, historical 

or structural, with the epic hexameter is shelved for the time 

being. Instead its relationship with erasmonidean will be examined

In chapter 7 a group of ’enoplians’ have been explained 

as erasm/diom + suffix. Suffixes range between and -•

If the difference of -mv-mv-w from u-uu-uu-u lies simply in 

the lack of the initial anceps, in other words, if -ou-uu-u is 

rightly regarded as acephalous erasm (or erasm as procephalous 

hemiepes), there is expected to be compounds of hemiepes and

(112) -uu~uu-~-v —

(113)

( "lH) —. u u<—w v—. v<—.

( 'lltj) —u <j—<j v .

.uu-.uu-.tr- have been already discussed 

■ (5l)/(56). See (55)(57).

“ (ll5)» (111) and (115) are well-

known cola called ’alcaic decasyllable’ and ’ibycean’ respectively. 

They are variously interpreted and whether they are aeolic or 

dactylic is still controversial (see chapter 2). On the other 

hand (112) and (113) are, especially when they have long anceps, 

dactylo-epitrite cola (D-e-, or encomiologus, and D-e respectively) 

Therefore to deal with them together may be open to the charge*

VONtVUMWWMV*

the identical suffixes:

(32)

(53)

(5M 

(56)

(x)-^-x-u«-u^-v— and x-^-x- 

on the supposition as x-«- 4 

Among the verses (112)
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of anticipation of a certain conclusion. So it should be repeated 

that the grouping is on the analogy of erasm + suffix (and on 

the obvious resemblance of appearance). Hence if it is felt 

that ’ale decasyll’ and ’ibycean* are inappropriately treated 

in the same group as some dactylo-epitrite, there will be something 

wrong in the assumption

(i) that erasm and hemiepes are related or

(ii) that there is a gradual expansion of suffixes from - to .

EXAMPLES

(142) -

IA 1489

Ion 1902

S El 1419 

1499

Med 891 

849

Med 980 

987

Tro 802

811

$ OT 1088 

1100

(149)

©U|Aottrv {j*'] \|> vj

c)6 KcM id

*4 n»A*iS u> t vuV cro 1

P>A~T"£r KXT' eiVTi j^urV oert-V “O'jQcrv©*. 

PYVHX HI I C-f I $«H. M (rvriA S Xeycv<r-v 

T* ^0^1^ n.i»f n fr-jxrtH V

w
S'

TtpC-rtrV ,

KcM rTo^itAV V«MatV

ou <rV o A^U [An 0-7 oLCie-1 fu-V ti VCi&OMjsur^

rickvex; o j>6-r«r\ n*'Tf>»s n '

m\/VmWmhV«wW«m»

s El 1414 K<A^+||4e-pl* 1 , ^3lVfr-t
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*M434 vov, T<* hj>?V tv , TdS w$ n^XiV .

Med 412 t&|<fpoi<rl bo\\G^ p»ruX©U ?

^23 du eJ 7v‘^rf10J Ajupcuc

Andr 1009 ( W nupy^wlcn*^ Ten/ e*/ TA*U z
nocj<r*/

1019 ^ttXh<Tt«)«S ft1 ceUTtM^aiv X^jxx>f-vr j «n^ c-uirtrwvs o^ouj

SOT 1090 (ir<^>/«rfrX*|^r^ ) H ov p- kC’M' n#Cf{0i tOTolV ’OiiTnovd

'V 1102 ( A*|l/<>u ) V*p 0<)-p 0 vcr-jXxn h *«tj.

(144) -vv->O VMM

Hec 951
/ »z » T

ptqTt n®‘T£H,rV ivorr « &iK<n4

El 436 »M p* -^w^'V el •

El 1226 ^MvrT*T»^ h^dlA*rV

-V 1232 Tt-^pot KbMtzC^-v/ j^-^ikX<*rv c> irjAAn nV,

Med 834-

843 To*-^ Xj>fr-r<£s Jut-pytnis-

IA 761 |4eLv-t«rWV(rA nvt-vg-w<-‘ 4v(X|4<eM

~ 772 c<rTTa<n v<cH

7 Eh 33 ^t-uyvuTt T»|* v^p^S

Telephus fr.149 Au1 kj Votov f> 1 v<*

IT 393 (veuetv't-ou ) tzooivHM <ruvo5rx

<V A)Og j>eS-iZ«l$ ) fcAX*T^VZ-$ Kpe-TQI <r-L

A Supp 846 'yo^c^o cft-T -re ^©pfe-t ^lvdX«r»

837 pj ^OTo-V oMpi* P^OTO*^

A Supp 339 pvxTC-^ 0 £ i5hr\f rpv« v $ (—n wTLZ~<

348 yji-vjX-o J

A Supp 662 TTT^pcMnV e^|/i<*T t^cn-* TltXcrV

- 673
r /**0ZJ TV*Xj VT|a^C oMflTtV Op9-r-V

A Pers 631 ivfl^vCTopof *4©tp|*ve#.

S-*S'4s«a>fe^
.?;•**-'< ^V^iXV > <« '-.V
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656 

A Th 483

323 

A Th ?26

733 

A Ag 1007

1024 

A Ag 1431 

~ 1471

A Ag 1482 

-x 1306

A Ag 1496= 

A Cho 383

~ 399 

A Cho 811

A PV 132

147

? PV 433

413

S EL 1062

1074 

S EL 1069 

~108l

$0C 1214

1227

A Ag 143 

(143) -

6trvu-v G-rtK. hodrv^H-
s ' z * /C '

vfc-|AiTivp <-n<0<rv KxrroMvwrv. 

nvXjM/ K-€^>c^X*ssV ’j ot^hv'' 

i*)oX+tv*P ftTpuVH •■Tv*|> d (-j5 I S oCA OT^S

« » X- Z 3 Z
TvW H 1 £*rV sX-j-tcn e v S ,

« ” j / L'
HWiTh/ oC^’ftv'Tcrv fc-p f-totis f P 0

£f-v< cxH6-6O-' u.A<*^>f-6^* . 

Jzto(p’ otT t-X^-OTo-V vnVo dio*-|'ttVTo<J

VO j> 14-©^ VC-T «rV 

cM |/v<r\Z 0^ pc cm

fc-jvrv K^TuVH? .

C^’vh's

’TsrvTfr ^trVcrV ”fi$ © t o £> kp-urV ;

= 1320 eA o^x^(“rcr|AAJ ^eAtr|tv^l .

*T irK-$-v> <r~l <( 0 |Azw£ "T TcH

**TC €** ~GV 1 *

r^^cterW k,^X.'JTV‘t

KjoM-U Vo <£« L it yx' ©Avj>eM ,

TcM <rC «t Ofcn, X~wpoMS .

T ® I £ n«A^e( f^/hiXv^TlV o-t^^cxx/

t-\r| j4,ot-<-i crv y* POjzt V crv tr-v &v©cto 1 .

— pvJ’3"t , T0* S pvn p-n’ Yerv-A -ftjk-irvy4^ 

~r->-t • n^o^oTo^ }t- jx.crvc* resM-v e-t .

— )oMC/ <*xo |>e-vto. <jtf~j3flvc ' o-vK^q

— *\J V '•J

— <sx<rJ hJ c-ynn

— K4H t"> o \~a) d fc-V T £—^ o"J

-Tl\ <rUTT«crj>»S W £C- piXoto-T * v

V<oOToC $ hTTe’-l

v>s <TT«*

’ Mm V M**M»*»

O’HfHrV o i ku4 X-© i «rv Tft-f>nvo«.

«’i.5«Jr'_ t.. ~s ■L
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Ale 244

~ 248 yeMrf Tfr <TT<-yeM

©f* Tl$ KUKVoS oi^KToHEl 151

£1 155 6f> JO-criV , w S, «rt- TiH ouw «r>/

IT 1092 euJwt-Ten/ Juve-ToMi

IT 1098 c* -TT o-f t* VGuV 9“10^ ” Ktr*

o'1115 n<M? 'Apryt^'ycxVtotV A«tTj>€-U - U

IT 1144 £<rvJ|4*rV y>|W

Hel 525 fc-n» y?* p <>£<%.

Or 851
r ' ♦% z \ / , -

TlS vtrnaro^ q -flVcA bcMCpc* U£cM

IA 169 ci f1 4Xw-V uS«tT*n/ -Tfo<prV

<~v 190 • 0 Tl A-e 01 o'* S Zl ot/<mwV iXt-A-cucr

? IA 210 oUyio»4u«»Vs n*j>A -rf-

IA 759 ^>Z/X-Uip erU-OpAA5 0-r«-<po^vji

ZXz 770 fc4< n^i>-jx<ru vCy|A4ff“o«-^ $f-Xur\Z

A Che> 515
? z * Z rw oMVr-tr«tTC^ TV «ro-x

^352 K^\jo<§-i /yuW f7<Arc-^> f ev ptfH.

A Th 222 oMlt OyWar\/ fiu|H

rx 229 K|> <|4 tfe^f-VotV VKpt-Xrt'/ O^il^-rx

Tro 269
Tof ) ^pe*-'y<rv? (MrJ^cd Xt-v<r<rt-i

Or 1581 XX-icrs/ T^a/H uijttrn- j/wn.

Tro 247 ^Toi|4t»>/TIS ?VVKlfr rX»jxzrV<x lX*

HE 1205 ^nrnM^ otno^^Kt , o<rAlv^ ^C-T^cn/

&0C 259 "T<r* r 0-UK. <XVT'*‘X*Y‘ ' yvr^

S.OC 1245 oM ^4/t-N •Ln‘ ott^XacrO £v<rj4*\/

NOTES TO (142) - (145)

!*»S *'£ ■'‘"'•Lr’i-'i.i'; ...... ' - > 1 - ~ .
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(142) MAW M 1/V ~*«M'

IA 1485

Iphigenia’s aria is mostly composed of lyric iambic (or trochaic), 

but mixed with hemiepe.(1489, 1494).-.- Therefore it is unnecessary 

to change 1484 into cretics as Murray’ suggests in apparatus, 

though Tt- makes impeccable

trochaics. Schroeder retains ft which Hermann deletes, and supposes 

brevis in longo T€- (-w-w-J-v-v—). But it is impossible.

Ion 1902

Recognition Duet. Followed by K>to^IoH^ T€-

nA«V t>£ nwM^T* - W—V l~.vv~.uv— lu-u-u-v vy

They may be notated as D^e^lXD^eve, but it is improbable for 

a dact-epitr period of such a length to exclude long anceps 

totally. Brevis in longo after is conceivable, but

the continuity with is more probable. It is irregular

that no word-end is found after or near -w-w-.

S EL 1413/1433

Choral interjection of the matricide scene. There is no ’dactylic 

run* elsewhere. Followed by -vw-.vv-.u-v-. ft is difficult to 

decide whether the final element is the final anceps (brevis 

in longo) or link anceps: -w-w-v-v-v-w-w-v-v-

Except ff“ov (1413), every anceps is short.

Med 831/843

3rd stasimon 1st strophe. Pure dact-epitr except the clausula 

W«w VMam ) which follows our verse.

Med 980/987

4th stasimon 1st strophe. Pure dact-epitr. Followed by -v—v- (ee)
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The first double-short is contracted both in strophe and in antistrophe,

Tro

2nd stasimon 1st strophe. Dactylo-epitrite. Preceded by uD^D 

(or erasm + hem), and followed by D-D-.

S QT 1088/1100

3rd stasimon. Most cola are explicable as dact-epitr. Preceded 

by -w—v-v-v—J,, followed by -v-v-v-f.

(143) — V MMVMM

S £1 1414/1434

Choral interjection of the matricide scene. Following 

—vo—oo-o-o-ii5 (221) above.

Med 412/423

1st stasimon 1st strophe. Completely dact-epitr. Followed by 

-vv-vv-r?, without link anceps »

Andr 1009/1019

4th stasimon 1st strophe. Dactylo-epitrite. Followed by -D-eD.

S QT 1090/1102

3rd stasimon. dactylo-epitrite. Preceded by D-e-e-e.

Followed by E-B-D“ ithyph.

( 'j /|4) — VO — VV — V —

Hec 931

Clausula of 3rd. stasimon, epode. This epode is composed of

dact-epitr and iambics.

e-D~e- II

D l

1

$

A3 — V — | —/ V V — W^/— | — — V — Il

945 — •*» M U«* |

----------------------Il946

:Z.
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ia-ba-ba-ia is the usual interpretation but it makes at the

end of bacchiac.
r\

948 —v—| -/w-vu/- |u-v—v—1| e-Bv ithyph (or e*“D'X$w— See (58).

950 — vJb | vvvvmv { v—v— |J 5 ia<

El 436

1st stasimon, epode. This epode is composed of, possibly, dactyls 

and iambics. Dactyls are found at: 476 ~w-vv-/vm-vm-w—|| ;

482 —w-w~ ; 485 -------- This may be glk , but uncertain.

Biggie (ICS 2, 1977? 112-5) emends 485-4 Totfe^p <j-oi n«"r‘ c?uj><*vi 5c4

overt'*/ &<LVetT0*J ^IKekV -----v-w-J-------------w-v-, wil-t-gl. I
J/ 1/ X ** * 1 ? /

like this conjecture. The preceding 1^85 W 6-T 1 cpoVicrV utv©

«5wudieJvu- is lecythion.

EL 1226/1252
tk»

Clausula of 5^d strophic pair of Oommos. Ascribed to^chorus.

Other cola of this ode are completely lyric iambic.

Med 854/845

Clausula of 5rd stasimon 1st strophe. The ode is completely

made up of dact-epitr. 854/845 is usually called hipponactean, 

but there are no aeolo-choriambic cola in this ode. Certainly

w-v— includes contracted dactyl. -—uv~ is found in Med:

980 K-«r|4.0jU zv 982 p<cH 9^X»?|JcX\/ 5uVpu-tctm

Note -1(854) and (980).

1A 761/772

Clausula of 2nd stasimon 1st strophe. The former two-thirds

are unambiguously aeolo-choriambic. Probably the whole is so.

The irregularity is found at 759/770 -w-w-v- (145) and 761/772. 

-w—v— is a quite unusual form. As far as I check, no certain
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parallel is found. A Pe 977 oKTrUMfoutn \fc-f<rui

is attested, but corresponding 991 is deficient. PV 409/414 

depends on the choriamb!c interpretation of the whole ode. 

Wilamowitz puts together -w-v-v— and. -w—v—; and -w-ii-v— 

is compared with hipponactean -v-w-v— and ’ale decasyll* 

-w-w-v—. According to his supposition, all of these three 

metres are of the same origin (GV 250). But there is no example 

where -w-v-v— corresponds with ~w—v—.

Rh 55

Parodos. Dact--epitr cola precede. In antistrophe, 51 is
' z # , »/ »/ p^j'TVO’T^ TlVc* JtAA*|4Kpl\/ fei3 6-iPyj S -.oooo^o-^o-.—

which may be analysed as cr+ia+ba (or e^ithyph) though split
resolution occurs ( |a^no|r€ "Tljvtf ). Murray adopts Bo the’s

emendation at 51 -riv©/ p. e. to adjust it to strophe

-vvvvvv-v— is interpreted as resolved alcaic decasyll (-w-ftw-u

by Schroeder). Dale rejects this as ’hideous’ because Lesbian

phrases are never resolved (MATC). Dactyls are not resolved

either. Perhaps 0T 885/897 -ww-v-v may be comparable.

Telephus fr 149 Austin 1 (- S fr 142 P)

See metrical synopsis , (67)» Followed by —~w—t possibly 

pher.

IT 595/408

1st stasimon 1st strophe. The semi-independent ~w^ is

prefixed to -w-w-v—. The colometry and the text of the 

following line is uncertain, bur includes double-short 

movement in some manner. See 402/417 (5) above.

A Supp 8W857



w

A Cupp 8^6/837

Amoibaion, 1st strophe, choral part. The first line of four 

line major-period (or strophe), of which last verse is ours, 

is not clear, but the second and the third are clearly 

Fraenkel (K1 Beitr 176) supposes three hemiepe.

A Bupp 339/3^

1st stasimon 2nd strophe. The ode is composed of iambic, 

(iambo-)choriambic and dactylic. 341/33O» 5^2/331

3^+3/332 -uv-vw-uu-..

A Bupp 662/673

2nd stasimon 2nd strophe. 662/673 is the clausula of the main 

'T 11part followed by ephymnion. Preceded by

'3

'■t

1

i?

A Pe 631/636

2nd stasimon. Text and metre are not quite certain. The preceding

line isJ-w—. If anaphora ( 1 Aa^W ypuS

is to be represented metrically, 631/636 is not ’ale decasyll’.

A Th 483/323

Clausula of strophic choral ode. Preceded by -w-wu—. Other

cola are iambo-choriambic and dochmiac.

A Th 726/733

Clausula of 2nd stasimon 1st strophe, controversially regarded 

anionic or as choriambic. Either interpretation makes our line 

•ale decasyll’.

A Ag 1Q07/1Q24

3rd stasimon 2nd strophe. Clausula of a three line period.

The preceding two are -ov-vu-.

.1

• $

i

1

fP

-V

3
3

L-
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A Ag 1451/1471

Commos, choral part, 1st strophe. Preceded by ia+cr+ba. The 

first period is -ow-u-|~wu-o~|-.m-w—.JJ;others are iambic.

A Ag 1482/1306

Commos, choral part, 2nd strophe. Preceded by -w-w-; followed 

by /v-mu—. Clausula of non-anap part (1488/1312)

is---- mm-.-----(hipp).

A Ag 1496=1520

Clausula of refrain composed mostly of anapaestic^ but 1494-93

is of uncertain metre.

A Cho 385/399

Commos (Orestes, Electra, and the chorus). Preceded by

A Cho 811

2nd stasimon 2nd ©esode. Preceded by two wu-ww-ww— +

«.M WMVUMoa j •-V U«» W»» ||

A PV 132/147

Parodos 1st strophe. Both choriambic interpretation and ionic 

interpretation agree with taking ’ale decasyll* at 132/147, and 

um.uu>mv~um.~ at 133/^50 (clausula).

? A PV 403/413

1st stasimon 1st strophe. Another example of the issue of

choriambic vs ionic. If iambo-choriambic interpretation is 

taken, 403/413 has inevitably the form -w——w— which is 

presumably ’ale decasyll' with contraction or

Ionic interpretaion demands a rather unusual anacreontic w—1-«— 

SEL 1062/1074, 1069/1081
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2nd stasimon 1st strophe. Dale (MATC), Pohlsander, Dawe take 

this as iambo-choriarable (except the middle three lines, 'lO6j>-6^/ 

1075-77? which are obviously aeolic, gl+gl+pher). But this 

ode may be ionic, too. The preceding cola are, if 1062/1074 

and 1069/1081 are ’ale decasyll’, |-w~w-.u-j . Since 1062 has 

- pvJC~t j which is one syllable longer than other overlapped 

syllables ( “T©uz~^<ms, ).. the coloraetry • |vo~u~v—)} vw-w-w— ||

(1061-62/1073-74) is impossible. Dale and Pohlsander are 

inconsistent in adopting this coloraetry only at 1068-69/1080-81. 

If ionic coloraetry is accepted, |uv-u-u—juu-uu-u—.|| will be 

found (overlapping at 106'2).

£ QC 121V1227

3rd stasimon, strophe. Preceded by three glyconics, of which 

the last one overlaps into our colon. Hence, our line is

comparable with hipponactean.

A Ag 143

Parodos, epode of 1st strophe. Probably ---w-v—not hipp. 

Metrical context is dactylic and iambics: 1^0 o~u-~/~v-.|

'j V«mU •*»«*»/ n 142 —...........— | 143 —..............-Il

(145) -WV-MV-.T?-.

Ale 244/248

Coramos of Alcestis. 244-45 and 248-49 are of the identical 

metre, and Murray marks the signs (TT^ and <&vt . Both are 

followed by two spoken iambic trimeters given to Admetus.

The following 245/249 has a difficult metre: —/wv-v—. |||

245 ovpotviot/ re-^TVcM |||

249 -re- pcoii*M ))|
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Dale (Alcestis, p.70) takes this as -w-v- + -w-v— giving the 

name ’prosodiac dicolon’- But it is difficult to find out 

other instances of -w-v- which can be identified as ’prosodiac’ 

(in Dale’s sense) unambigously. As far as I have noticed, Hipp 

162 shows a similar usage ( ot^^wrVic*- [ tfucrTotve^ o'*^cAjv u*>

crvvolKb^ -uv-u-l—w-w-v—). For the combination -w-v- +

-uw-v—T See Part'I, po20j?ff. If this interpretation is right,
2 r

we can accept Dale’s theoretical observation (LM 164) ’’lour 

passageJJ shows clearly enough a possible relation between -w-v. 

and the ibycean -w-w-v- and the dodrans might be prefixed to

this series I of -w-w-v- ; -w-w-w-<

as its shortest colarion just as the aristophanean is one aspect 

related to the corresponding pendants £-w-u— • -w-w-v— • 

-vv-vv-w-v—j.»» However, whether this example represents the 

genetical kinship between -w-v- and -w-w-v- or, alternatively, 

Euripides ejcploits the similarity of -w- and -w-w-? j_s a 

difficult question.

Schroeder divides -w-v—||w-v—. The question of whether 

is a colon needs a thorough examination apart from its

definition (Schroeder, ^ch ba: He takes ch ba at 245 as ’paroem 

acephalous* EC p.200^6 ad Ale 245) i Wilamowitz, reizianum).

It is a comma, frequently found as v-v—/w-v— ia+ch+ba.

EL 151 and 155

The mesode (?) of ELectra*s monody.

150-------------w- 151 MM M OW» V V*" V/*"* 152 V W—VV—V — 155 VVV—V—V—

154 \J M M*- V V*"» 155 W M *“* ° °*"* V° W V— V V»—• M«—

is usually taken as glyconic with opening* But
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it is also possible to give an explanation that -w-.vv~.u- and 

uvv-.mw-.u~ are juxtaposed because of their apparent similarity

as well as vvv~v~v~.

IT 1092
J , X '

2nd stasimon 1st strophe. This corresponds with 1109 etf

fc&Ml vw~~-vv- in aeolic context. The strophic

responsion with wil guarantees the glyconic of the form -w-w-v.

In the same ode above. Metrical context and overlapping into 

wil (1099/1116 -/—~-wv~) suggest our colon is glyc.

IT 1144

2nd stasimon 2nd strophe. Corresponds with 1129 HiTet-re-yaw

/■
----------- Glyconic.

Hel 529

Astrophic choral ode. This line may be ~w~vv~ (j-jofot is 

connected with the following verse and makes a wil w-wu-w-.).

Context is aeolic.

Or 891

2nd stasimon. Other cola are classified as aeolic except 898 

though there are many unusual forms. This line might be 

~vv~w~vv~ but less possibly, oo-^vwu- (gi with resolved 

•nucleus’) is paralleled. Hence -^l-wwu- is conceivable.

1A I69/I9Q

Parodos 1st strophe. 164-70/185-91 are obviously aeolic.

190 may be wu-w—v~.

? IA 210

Parodos, Mesode. Though no certain colometry can be established,

_______________________________
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Murray’s should be rejected at 208-10. 208-09 is certainly

^wil + pher ( v-w-vu-j——w—.J| ). 210 fri f«n/ cMyire

ix.£ovt<+K«mmight be -w-vu-um-w- but this is highly 

questionable. Schroeder’s fOr ( uw~uv~w «-««-.)

is a possible alternative. Wilamowitz’s &£tr\J cA i (<rx j

Tfr K-^ b"U.0<\ch< ^oyerV -u-uu-wu J uw-u- is least plausible.

IA 799/770

2nd stasimon strophe. Context is aeolic, but includes an unusual 

-VU-,—u—: This is either ~w~ i‘~o—. (ale decasyll) or

— (1-e-)^ see (1/j.Aj.) above.

A Cho 915/332 .

Commos sung by Orestes, Electra and Chorus. Our verse is the 
ed,

initial line of 1st strophe which uindoubi^Ly consists of four di cola

1.

2. U — UU--U—I—u v — u—I 

U—UUmU— I~.UV-.UI-— j|

4. u —uu-u-j -UU-U—I

• U V «"• V V ■** I W1 ibyc + ithyph (cr+ba) 

gl + ch+ba

tel 4- ch+ba

gl + ch+ba ( = 2)

It is easy to label them. But these names are ineffectual to 

represent the simplicity and the neat relationship between each. 

The juxtaposition of ibycean and glyconic is not peculiar to 

Aeschylus. It is certainly wrong to call 3^5/552 glyconic with 

opening. The latter half, ithyph and ch+ba are similar as 

genus; but here the similarity is much closer because the

first long is resolved so that the difference lies only in the 

value of initial element. Glyconics are deliberately provided 

with ^-opening. Its start (“—...) resembles the start of the

next telesillean (“-•••) astonishingly.
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A Th 222/229

Choral Oommos (Eteocles speaks). The clausula of dochmiacs

(-uu-u-j-w-u-| -uu-u-j-uu-u-J-VM-V-.J v—u-). Precious example 

of s'trophical responsion between -uu-w-u- and -uu-uu-.

Tro 269

Daet between Hecuba and Talthybios. Tl* t® $ uuuuu must

be a resolved cretic prefixed to -uu-uu-— as a semi-independent 

element. Schroeder analyses the whole as two dochmiacs 

uuuuu-uu|~uu—-But uuuuu-uu is a quite unusual form^ if indeed 

found (see Gomomis), and cannot be accepted.

Or 1381

Phrygian’s monody. ki|4ot |4©i cannot be regarded here as extra

metrum. Followed by dochmiacs presumably, but not quite certainly, 
y z

Cf. Tro 806 TXlenJ DucN tvtne-jo-uH -uu-uu—J- (118)

Tro 247

Hecuba in Duet. and are often confused, and the

choice depends on metrical situation. Schroeder and Murray 

write -Tou|A.oV Tt« l tfcKoS evt-rte- J -rX. K •

—J uuuuuuuuj -uu— ia + 2 dochm, but the same text with f-vv(-jre- 

can be —u—Juuuuu J—uu-uu—. uuuuu|-uu-uu— is the same as 

Tro 269 (above). Also compare (u)-uu-uu-— used as the last 

colon of a dicolon or a tricolon at 238 (110) 26? (29).

HF 1203

Duet between Amphitryon and Theseus. This line is usually taken

as two dochmiacs uuuuuuuuj-uu—. Word divisions of eight shorts 
c

into uu/uuuu/uu is unusual. Initial p can make a position.

So we have wuud -/uu-uu—. This is the overlapped form of Tro 269.
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£ 00 239

Antigone’s monody as the last part of Parodos. Preceded by

237 Hl 16 ^Hoi »U crj tr<i |) -.wv-wwV-^

238 <kx\ ‘ t-rie-i noiTfjrt -v-w-wm |

which are doubtlessly hemiepes and glyconic with the resolved 

final. Followed by

240 oM?CerV-rt>r>/ o< t rVf 6-i cmJ ieK-V —vv,~o— (|

probably hipponactean but might be ’ale decasyll’ (hem + u—). 

Though QC is late, it seems impossible to take ~vu-.wo—. as gi.

S PC 1243

3rd stasimon, epode. Four cola are arranged with anaphora ( yw
z| < £* r» ( .

eU b pH ,?u d ), but in different lengths. If

each sentence is allotted to one verse, this Scheme is acquired. 

124-3 —vu—uu—.||

1246 -------- II

1247 ------------’

1248 —MV-UU-w. ||| (or MV-U——).

The preceding 1244 is w-w-v— which is the clausula of two

preceding vu— (pherecratean ? ). I do not know how to 

analyse them all.

Cf. (3) Andr 82?, HF 1030 --------------- |“wv----------- I

(4) HF 1033 ‘MmmVwmvVmmI MMVMMM«

(16) Hec 1068 M MM M K »V I m MVMM »

(46) EL 701/713

(110) Tro 268

VV-WU-MM-M | -/w-VU-m| ----------------------------------------

-VU-VU-~| -/uU-.VU-v| yLw-VW-------------

(118) - (121) Tro 806/817 etc.

End of notes

7ci<.?. ■-777;^ He;: 7*S >' \■ 117_______________________________________



Except dactylo-epitrite verses and IA 1485, which is 

uncertain textually, the examples of (142) and (145) are 

restricted to S El 1415“ 1 4/l455“54 and Ion 1502. They are 

similar to each other as regards the last element of -vo-w-v-v-m 

which seems me to he link anceps rather than final (brevis in 

longo). If this supposition is right, -vu-wv~u-v-x has no 

counterpart among •enoplians'.

(144) -vw-vw-v—’alcaic decasyllable', is, first of all, 

an Aeschylean colon. It is worth remembering that erasm and

diom are hardly used by Aeschylus except in PV . On the contrary 

he vigorously uses this colon (but -mw-mm-.-o- fs seldom found; 

see below). In some passages, this appears after -vu-mv-(-)j 

A Supp 846/857, 559/548, Th 485/525, Ag 1007/1024, 1482/1506,

Cho 811. It is reasonable to suppose that -uv-w- is expanded 

by the ending «—• But in others it follows iambo-choriambics: 

Supp 662, (?)Th 726/755, ( ?)PV 152/147; and also iambics (Ag 

1451/1471) and U—VV-.V— (hipponactean? Cho 585/599)*

Judging from the number of occurrences, the association 

with -w-uu- is preponderant. But this associative usage may 

not tell anything about whether -mw-oo- and . are

essentially or genetically related or, on the contrary, whether 

Aeschylus merely exploits the similarity of two metres. It is 

the same with the unique, but very impressive usage at Supp 

662/675 (after iambo-choriambics); does this reveal something 

essential about the expansion of -vo~ into -w-vu.- ? Or is it 

rather a bold juxtaposition of vs -vu~uu- ?

465

Agnosticism is unpleasing; but until the relationship



between, earlier lyrics (especially Western.) and the tragic choral 

odes is clear, further speculation is pointless. But one thing

is certain: there is no serious obstacle to take -.«w-.ow-u—

Q.Q wuWMUUW 4- Ua»ao ( O 3? -UU-VU~U 4. <•»«■ ) .

Euripides’ usage is also favourable to this analysis, 

iambics are often combined with hemiepes or longer dactyls.

If dact-epitr is included^in hemiepes, Hec 431? El 436, El 1226/ 

1232, Med 833/843 are explicable as suffixed hemiepe. The 

line in Telephus fragment is followed by pher, and this fragment

includes other aeolics. Does it show the aeolic relation of

- ? But j.t also has ov-w-vu— at 3*

Against anticipation, (143)? -ow-ov-tj-, ’ibycean’, is 

rather differently used from 'alcaic decasyllable’. When the 

penultimate element is short, most Euripidean examples ( 

a prominent exception is Ale 244/248) are taken as glyconics

with opening. But ---------------is unlike. As is observed

after erasm/diom, it has a relation with dochmiac context. 

Aeschylus’s two examples are striking. One is juxtaposed 

with gl and tel while the other is the clausula of dochm 

(dochm of the form -wu-v- is interesting; cf Part I, p.203 ff)) 

Whether they are forrunners of Euripidean usages cannot be

determined. That the penultimate element is anceps is

attested by strophic responsion between -mm-w-v-. and .

at A Th 222/229? and in a looser sense, HE 1029:1032 (3X4).
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Chapter 14

•Longer dactyls’ followed by another colon or suffix

The metrical unit -vu-w-w- sometimes takes the place of the 

normal unit -w-w- in Pindaric dactylo-epi trite (e.g. Pyth 4 

str h — uv-uu-uu-^-II; ibid ep 3 w-w—w—-v—-J|). The

usage of this longer colon, Dd^ in Maasian notation, is traced 

back further to Stesichorus. Also the unit -w-mv-vm-w-. is

used at Pindar Pyth 3 str as a component of dact-epitr.

In this case there is no regular position where Topn falls 

within it though in other odes vw-«u~ appears in dact-epitr; 

in its own right (e.g. Pyth 3 eP 9» Nem 8 str 3)« Some of 

the tragic examples of -wv-w-.oo~vm-m have already been observed 

to determine if they are to be divided after hemiepes or 4 da 

(chapter 12).

There are some longer cola which have not been analysed 

yet. If they are textually certain, abi^dant in number and 

multifarious in type, we had better accept longer units, 

including those already analysed, as they resist division 

into shorter cola. On the other hand, if they are exceptional,

we shall be able to discard the idea of ’lyric dactyls’, for 

it will be unnecessary to widen the definition of dactyls to 

cover a handful of cola.

EXAMPLES

(146)
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Ale 89 ou OvTe Tl$ o/p.<pi h©%tfV nu,X^^

101 )(eMT<* “T'ovTIS etn npo5-^|-W>$ T«t|a<*7<>< ,£ >1^ vd^vt^

(^A7) mV VMV VmV V~V J mVmV— |

( 1 48 ) mvvmwmvVmJ vmVmvmm |

Ale 904 (c-j*<n Tif yp/ J (4 yf-VH # u» vc©p*c et£v«$-p»|ve>£ toAr-r HZ <T<q4xn<n V

^927 (n*f *t-uTu^»j) <r* 1 herrw^n/ inHp***4^ T*V 0^- e-tno<n*<

oej’(^n/o< .«K|^AiW z of-nKxT*^ o»>S* cpe-vvcrW . 

KprfTX KpUvjJaM^t-VcrV noVrn/ KKem^v

v ^-yvO^Twr/ n^o»-|AjUn/ 0XmJw<pV ai^’Teryf ’

V V M juMUMVMVM J

-I

S Aj 222

zv 246 

A PV 434 

(149) MV V~V '

Cyc 617 ^rf>*ttrvru) jA«A4Vrp,H<n> ^tAAvJ Ke^UhuSz w* *?| U<h<*^ f

Cyc. 620 ) t*”* <pXpv<t<rcr*y0p»^ Spo^ie-v no^fvrV 5-tAtf,

Or 1369 A-fyK^ «< $TkVctT<rG "TtKpKip*. e-u<TT7

(150) x-—T-A----------- 1------------- 1

Hel 1111 e\& uj £t<% ft-VuwV /AAt^oy^et tpvtn
f

7\2^1126 Ho}^jrv$ r>u|>d%v<r?-5 pA^yt-pc^/ <rbAz-$ o^MpipuTotV £-v^©i«tV mA-

(151) 7 MVVMVVMVVMVMV Jv'l.VMV-M | A^zM w-7

S Ant 879 0uK*-r« j**" TcX A^tht^oC jpA/ <rp|'<<A 5$-prs Oj&tfV r«*Aziv-M

(152) —v------------  M V*m«H | h»v<w«m»

Andr 1016 TH< Yl? <rvv*4 ^0 p i p» q<rTop * 0 p # r^fV t«

*/-

o- 1024 0v£! (-nt hup (-pr 1 vsrp 1 o-7 (-* "TpouA

(153) •wmwmb VWawtM V/«m 1 M V |
> * / "‘4<

g^cj q jactV* J-»e-A-f-tf-v/ c/ner|th|t0«p

o, 910 W ^AKjPAVot Juniro<n> ^trptxr7 Cppu|»twV A^tunZ ff>A^v»CT nA^t-tr *y|

'M
(154) V VMVVM J VVMVVM V VMM |

Rh 902 uryvxn. fr-yvJ rv^H, w <p«A<oi. TM<vrVz u(«-i .

913 pArC<»ljr* ^>upix&r< ft- ne\hS otw^pun/ vv^/^te-V •
z^y

s • ■ . _ . » -V/ < '
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Hel 575 kCxXX-tcTo-v , <dus»c A ^frT^^^xtn.

C “ u u<~> w-»— |

T<*\> K^T^X^prvoyvWBtA/ ^eM^tei-VTro 1070

'v 1080 TXu^o\ oM &*ytW* KXTeA*ffT-V Of |*<*

Tro 818

A Ag 1547 

A Earn 996

1014

Ion 1075

zv1091

Supp 599 

~ 609

Ale 120

/%/• 151

1

zlonf <& ocvf }*4 <J>6V|<* KXTe^kvrW •

TP> y e-iUTVjij&ien/ <?<?verV tit otWp .

<(6- y oHcnjAurH«~i pTmtuTero ;

• X^^f-Tf 3 owtSHs, 6-rw<v£» rtX-© f£si .

- pv<rV \HtrU , fri Xc^sSj x/fa’0"1, rKy«/T <

.criv K<rot ^<r«si i<A/re« upv<n<

us jaxp* J<j>'iqnx-T 1 ^kAUjJrV + )fc“i|4o«. Tv~f><xr<rt-i ** 

jU-ofjnA. IteAX.»V • ToJb t V<H •

Zk e^vd t4cC -r'vot

v\rV tc/ ’ 6r» ^iou hpor^*”)Q>iftoM •

(156) -U—UU-UU-UUWU— |

Ale 568 A h«}J^HVoS vcJ^ 4vfp“i ie? rurr' o'/uxX

578 CTUM y t~nol potfv irV-Te jA4rA-f-iur7 «M T<- A^y^

(157) m«w Omnm

Erechtheus,fr569N21 KHS^W <>®fw pn j-u-tW ‘"^AAc<rivj d

Hel 1109 Ojsvi^oi j^frA^Vu-V o^fVvoC

z ,zft . v1124 k^^ovrc-\ sr^fv

f

( 158) » W UMHW W»»v Ww» V«W I
T?‘ )fc Kv?Tc*J

S Phil 827 l?Yrw' tSvVtt-c, z '/*nv£- ) o^K-pt^rV

<v 845 z t -r^t y^i 5*to& o^t-TeM

(159) MMVawVVMVV*

l vurV "Tt- ia^ ot^»ptprV'/oMl 

A Supp 545 TXoXKrf. jiprTwn/ d i«Apti ^rpf-vc*

&v-T»-run<* Anu yS ne<re 'r<*v-r©9<dui&ti$
hofxpopoj; as -rare jaxivapeVc< /Jv op J<3> 

c<X\A Y**f <* V uyeo< KjJuS-t N|ik<4

Hipp 164

134
155

148
14? T& rVe£/\uoLf> ptoClvJ otvx«Xvexf Kstx 9npf
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-•■ V .' zVi-J1 ■ *:' -v'- *. ■;r-i"‘ ■'■•.--' ■•■ J/-'-- '• •'- ’-''-; ■ ;• >,y;

*\X 532 n</-yl<f>u y\wV
. z

-ft- 0 ' O W |4f»Vo4

An dr 482
/

^«**J.Xu5-C6^cM> <ppfc-dot c/jTOKpb^rouS •

490 ”Tfc
t " r «'uo-Tp*-^0 fryb* uTttp

Or 831 TlS vm< -nV* ««M*

Ba 116
A ’<

6-0 op* i
AM A/ A 'e\> tf{>O f-vw yeV<rA

/"V 131 jj^xC^b^ {- ^<s*a/ u crotv t 0

IA 1063 "TO^'b «£ <Tb- S C-TrcpyX-l •< <PvQ^

IA 1529 KXv-IV'o Tc*.TcrJ rtfc^vW

(160;i — VVmmWmmVVmm

Pho 110 /\c^ToC$ Gttot-V* Ko‘‘T«i'X^uXvCer7 «^TTotV

(161) VmUUm M Vmm V V«

SOT 172 ^»Soves ota^f-roM 0ot£ To-ix-o»anv*

*^184 oUCtcW n«*f* j^plcn/ o^Xo-^K/

(162) -VU-VU-WM-VV~

El 452 ULX-f5 $W 

<xz464

Hel 384

{—tX-X-GcrV t 1 v 0$ -HJ ^aj>c4nn V 

Gj *b(r ^te«rv4 KoiT «9<x^*TIA 

Vm y^rCk*J v*n t-p fff'p 0* ‘*1 ^oMV 1

Ar Av 742 I £eve $ &-$ en‘i <j>u>X_otf-o|^srO

774 ’crx^-w Hp £■) oytt-v <n ruA{>' n«-r>|-uA/

(163) mm Wma w V«m v Uaw V Vm»V*m»

Med 133 ' ^n ' c^p^inuXW Y^f C-CVJ £>e<*\/

Meol z|36 t-uX-vcW • r^e. z Ui yuv^H, o*Xyt-q>/

(, *16^1’) MM V V«M W«M WMM V VMMMMMB

An dr 274 H y^*-yc(X>p\/ oc^HaW ^>' u nr]p^r7 ; £t 'T-^caXixa/

'\z 284 ToM y {-TlM^ vA-Aryv^ryl^v VeHio^ rjA-vd^ ou^HosV

? (163) ------

Hyps fr64.8O «»u<Ty$ v ^fp© j-t<rvs ikGcy^v eni o»^osXjA<nn oV opv

, _ <■ ^ ' - _ A------------------- s------------—.................... ;...rfe.--------------------- »V /«--1



(166) MmMM**MM*mmMmVM«

S Phil 678 t Koty1 iynvKet wf
695 IWf1 4 Sy^JtrJ tfVTITVftrv/ j$ <Ap U ^p ^rV T ' -

(167) , M*«MMMM Um*MM**U mm*

Ar Ach 289 cri- rv>f ^c^yp-X-fc-vTTTr^M-V w |ah*^c< k< ,

336 oLrvo,\*nS -re-vVc- '

(168) MM*mmM<m«MM*mMM«mbM Mm**

» J Z / fc/ «* V / •' f
PV 599 , ©’TtfTl, y<yiyvan/ <rX6 -fe&v <rjxx>yxbtTp I «n/ 6-*Vn«;

550 ^\.<f-xr>} y &>!&<> 6-|4-rvtyu° b I ryUrVtrV 'f O^TVOTf "t

(169) WM«»UU~UUa>VU«xU O >m <J •— Untm

c
HF 883 (N^^TO^ pepYU^ ) frKtAro-yC p«r<x Aurcs*.

s
(170) • MM«*MM«*MM**MMm*MM**

Tra 214 Op-ruyixx/ tA**^*, * X<r4 c^icprnvprV

(171) w« M M*** M M ** M Mm* W M** M M*<* M **

Supp 277 h|o\ yt-vH^o S, h <jAXj»S , v4 Jn^i^-’W'roS , 1 t-AX^Xt 

StApf 278 c?-j*«p» nnvrVn* To <rW y«rVu k<m ^fet ) «* .

(172) -W—.-./mW-UM-WW-VV-VW-W-.-

•■I

HF 1196 OUK C-Tfrfcn/ -nuoX/p^^$rrrf-j><n/ n«Xx> nX*yK-n*o-f6^«V

(175) «*MM**MM**MMm*MM**MM**M Mm* M M*m

Tt~ ^votTuA/ •

I

EL 140 Tofe Te-v^oS fftJjr oM1* ^e<T°$ f^Lror' Yyct rutTfu yi/ovt W^fov£ .g 

✓v 157 n<xvu<rTA$ ' X^e' ** rrog^W oWt(*w«< &xv<*Tt>u .

? IT 1134 tffrp 3 ‘hrript yrja<T«V<n iwj npup^v a-’ro’XrV er*«nnJ<n, n»<
'-V1149 Jit-V*-1 n*s\ju n« »zhiA<* &«n hfr-pJ

Z / V-Z /
Held 615 cn» 7,5 cw'nw<tv-t^-j L|

^626 H#«Tj>»£ , Jujio*. V e~vytrVi»-> y-*4<> y-tyVPr«M . fc-f <T6^HC <|

y z

*
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NOTES TO (146) - (175)

( 'j UV««Wa» | UaaWUM Wo> j

Ale 89/101

Parodos 1st strophe. Followed toy —-wv-^u- -I----------1( 11)(27>.

The second element is protoatoly contracted double-short. Note 

the epic correption ( (TT^ti ) and the lengthening

by muta cum liquida ( e-tt 1 Ji{>o ).
'j A(-^? ) aaUUna W UaaaWOaaU M•» M«■— |

( 1 48 ) «WW«.W V»««UO«« | J

Ale 904/927

Strophic choral ode between anapaests recited by Admetus.

This ode includes strange metres that seems to be related to

each others 906/929 ---------  908/951 ---------— 909/952 -----—

910/955 The initial iambic metron is supposed to be

of such a type as found in so-called iambo-dactyl (e.g. Hel

1107/1122 .OW-W-). Alternatively if e-v yW*-'

is not epic correption but hiatus and if brevis in longo is

supposed in antistrophe rid-ryirV , v-v~-u- (ia+cr) makes a 
1 1

colon (and a period by itself). It is followed by

which has, surprisingly, no exact parallel except

or 1093X1105) (14).

,222^2/16

Strophic choral ode interspersed among anapaests recited by 

Tecmessa and Chorus. Quite difficult ode to analyse. Preceded 

by J|j oYxV "T|V *T0% which may

be ia+sp, but this is unconvincing. In our cola Dawe adopts
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1

a

Hermann’s otv«~|o* (MSS ) metri causa. 225/247

226/250 -vu-w—. For the latter half, see 251/255 (58).

A PV 454

1st stasimon 3rd. strophe or epode. Page obelizes 425-50. ’It 

is disputed (a) whether ^wrv<r7 ••« o7vo«'TM'*jK should be here at 

all, or whether the stanza is interpolated (b) whether, if it 

was written by the same author, it is supposed to be answered 

by 451-55 in responsion’ (Griffith 59)» 451-55 is iambic.

(149) UWmWot I UiwUmUmV*.

Cyc 617 and 620

2nd stasimon (?)• Iambic and dactylic are mixed. Cf. ~uu-uu-uu-uu | 

-V-U-U- (158). Spondee and cretic often prefix. Besides 617 

-w- and 620 , 612 ~-|-u-u~u- and 822 — J-u~u~u- are found.

This type of prefix is frequently used in Gyc 556ff, 1A 251ff/242ff, 

IA 255fi/265f£* Both 617 and 620 have ’penthemimeral caesura’ and 

coincident -Topq after the third element of iambic^

■mW Vm Wmm| VmU /- VMM V«M»

Or 1569

The first line of Phrygian’s aria. Iambo-trochaic run is difficult

to divide into metra. Our line is followed by

TT^c-tX furV vTi*-f -fe- T f> 1 y<J>»V

u-u-u-/u-u-u/-u-u~u~? which has ’odd foot’. Wilamowitz (GV’268) 

supposes brevis in longo K f u Tot and combines this word with 

our line so that the remainder may be tro- . tetram following 

2 ia + ithyph. Schroeder (corrigenda) notices the caesura 

after which resembles the after enoplian’

uu~uu~u~u and takes ... as one compound:

w

iW

,1

-Vi

"9

4
5

5 4?
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-W-VW-.VO-.V-.W (he notates ch paroem: which is applied also to 

Tro 857 -vu-vv-vv-vu-v (122) or to praxillean, e.g. Tro 857 

~vv-.vv-.mw-m—.)„ According to this colometry, all the remainder 

is trochaic (including one —«).

(150) x-v—1—I

Hel 1111/1126

1st stasimon 1st strophe. For the metrical context, see 1120/

1135 (77)» —v—'T-/w-vv- is a typical position of word-end

of -e~D in dactylo-epi trite odes. -vu-wv-| — v-w— is a common 

combination in dramatic dact-epitr (112). Hence -mv-w-w- 

is to be considered as prolonged form of -w-w-, Sqq other 

examples of prolonged dactylic run with epitrite opening 

(chapter 15) • Schroeder and Kannicht wrongly take —v—w-ww-w- 

as ia + 2 snap. An iambic merging into anapaest without diaeresis 

( 3 lot | <jru tt <“<*>$ ) is ruled out.

(151) ? m»V VMM VmMVmMmv | WVmVmm J

S Ant 879

Commos sung by the chorus and Antigone, epode. Various colometries 

have been suggested though the text is quite simple. Preceded by 

TowV e-coio^crJ -v—v-o. Brevis in longo is natural

at the sentence end. But two consecutive cretics at the end of

iambics are rare. Wilamowitz combines this verse with the 

following dactyls (GV 520): -v—w-w-vv-vv|^Ttv-vdvv- »tr (scr)

2 da (k 4 da) 2 tr ( = lecyth)1. The initial cretic is of the 

kind as Gyc 617, and, according to him, reveal a deep association 

between tro and dactyl (GV 559)*

For 879, the value of | e-|o'S is crucial. Pohlsander and
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■ <v*p X - i'l';

m V Vw*U V«~ W»

■M W v» V««* VamM

Dawe suppose epicism , and arrange
'w <MSK£'Tl /vn, To<5*" "T 6-|><n/

o-^j-io .

4 da + 2 tro. This metre has parallels (108). But Tro 837/837 

and Ar Nu 459 have word-end after the initial hemiepes while

5 Ant 879, not. Pohlsander rashly rejects the possibility of

division -mu-vv-vv-w-uJ JLu-o—. as ’untenable’. However it is 

doubtful whether other usage of ic-^oC is found in tragedies 

(LSJ does not mention it). If found, should

be combined -««-«, as in the end of the hexameter as i e-f rJ

To scan as tribrach is, of course, the most natural.

But -vM-.wu-.uw J v%u-w | 3 da + 2 tro + sp is not attractive.
_S *■ /

Rather l f«r7 seems to be better. Confusion between

and is possible though not so common as Dindorf supposed.

If is accepted, two ways are conceivable to divide 879

into two colas (i) —’■»«—w—w—wJ -.umvw—u—. ( ft) -vu-Uu-vu-u-u^

(i) is easily explained, but the division
t *. i w
|P<r/ | eryi^ and moreover, the tro dim at the period-end with . 

resolution in mid-position are not elegant, (it) -wu-vu-wu-v-w 

is interdependent on Or 1.369» see above (130).

(132) -UU-UU-UU —| -U 

Andr 1016/1024

4th staatmon 1st strophe. It may be analysed totally as dact- 

epitr but includes some irregularity. 1012/1020 —v—/w-mv-| 

iambo-dactyl, or -eD without link anceps; 1014/1022 , see (13), 

mv-.wu-.v-w«vu~mw«. 1016/1024, our verse, is better interpreted 

as -om-um-uw- + anceps + than as because 4 da
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hardly overlap into cretic. -w-w-w- is here used just as 

hemiepes in a common colon (D-e-). The latter half —v-|-/u-| 

~/u-u— is usually considered as -eeithyph or -eeeba, but if 

we separate v—u-u— according to word-ends as an all-round 

clausula (Wilamowitz GV 250, Stinton, BIOS, 1975, 84-108),

it will be more favourable to avoid the unusual connection

without link anceps.

Unless we adopt Bothe’s emendation in the preceding 1017/ 

1025, (15), 1014/1022 will be a tremendously long period
I » ■ I

in synaphea: w—w—v—vj —• w-w—» v «-.w—w—w—| —

The usual length of dact-epitr cola in tragic odes is D-e-,

-e-D, or D-D-, E-D-, at most -e-D-D-. It is uncommon that 

strophe and anti strophe have at different positions

over two successive link-anceps. Even such a length as
II If

QT 1093/1105 (15) -u—u-;-',-uv-oo-i » i-u-m— is highly irregular

(153) mamma V Mm M u- [uu-uu-u-u— J

Rh 899/910

Muse’s monody. All cola are ’prosodiac-enoplian’, see 895/906 

(25)» Followed by another vu-w-v-v—and there is no “T*n*q 

after —w- nor — w-w-w (hem nor 4 da). Hence it is 

better to separate it into —w-w- + w-w-v-v—. Jhe latter 

is frequently used by Euripides (60). On the other hand, the 

similarity with ’longer prosodiacs* such as

(125) — w—uu —w —w—u —u — Ph 550/550

(124) —vu—vu—uu—uu—uu —u— Ale 591/600

is obvious.

(154) , Umu MmM Vm V U*»V V«* V U*»»* I



Rh 902/913

Muse’s monody (see above). 902/915 may be regarded as 7 da, 

but the comparison with 899/910 recomme/ds division into

Hel 575

The last part of Helen’s aria. Preceded by da (~w~w~w~vv)
»

and followed by 4 da (~vv-.vv~w-.vv and ~w~w',-w—• the latter 

may be anapaests), hexameter, and ~vv~w-vv-vv-.vw~v-~ see (162) 

below. The unit w-w-w— is the common unit in the hexameter

after penthemimeral caesura as well as among dactylic in wider

sense. Compare Tro 516 <■!) wi Ptv * .

> ' 0Our verse .is, of course, regarded as 7 da, too. For

see Kannicht and Higgle (Hionysiaca, 159-62)

(155) «m« W M M O M VV/M M

Tro 1070/1080

5rd stasimon, 1st strophe. The first half of the ode is aeolic 

(2 x gl+gl+pher). The next three lines are not so simple, and 

especially the preceding 1069/1079 is confused. Stinton gives

4mVW««VO VwU —

WUV<WVU «iwVOVaM

(CR NS 15, 1965, 142)

~ Tf- Tl-veXt-vJ*

as one of the examples of the combination of dactylic raetron 

+ iambic metron. Wilamowitz makes 2 ia, one with dactylic opening

-TfrfyuW* -Xfr hf>KT* 

ft-

Whatever it may be, it seems certain there is an echo of the

w»VW«wOMUM<w«

m»UWWOUim»WW»>w

dactylo-opening of 1069/1079 and 1070/1080
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Tro 818
4 /

2nd stasimon 1st strophe* Corresponding with 80?

“rS ot tx.’p’ ■ 808 starts with

»*
GAA~/£» $ , and 807 is certainly corrupt* The above text

is niggle’s emendation (Studies 67): MSS have <pojvi<A
/\ -> /

Ko<-T t~ Av • higgle starts with metre. ’We cannot

therefore be sure what was the metre of 807/S18: but the minimal
z

change of <^dfv to <p©viz. restores a praxillean (a rhythm 

which recurs at 1070/1080, the second of which lines contains 

a clear echo of 818) and it is at least a reasonable assumption 

that this is the right metre Biggie supposes 806/817 to

be dactyl tetram. But as we have already seen, is

certainly heraiepes + anceps + another hemiepes’ beginning.

See further (43).

A Ag 1347

’ Bphymnia’ • Followed by ch+ba If ba+ithyph IS

A Earn 996/1014

3rd stasimon Jrd. strophe. Other cola are all lecythion.

S Ant 134/W and 133/149

Parodos. 2nd strophe. Followed by ||

Ion 1073/1091

3rd stasimon 2nd strophe. It starts with 1074 o^fr^vyiryv#-* t <w 

n u f1 1090 o<pdv w on< <n<n V

_.u_|-UuJj'-,/uu~Mv-uU-v— ia + ch + praxill. Iambo-choriambic 

+ ’dactylic run’ is seen at S EL 1062/1074? 106^/1081, 

-.w-.u-.u-/jS“/uv-uv"w— though the order of iambic metron and 

choriamb is reversed. -uu-|-uu-uv-u— is also found IT 393/43$’,
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but ’diaeresis' is found after choriambic metron.

Supp 599/609

2nd strophe. MS reading has -w-w—w— at 599 and

-.vw-uo-vM-u—. at 609* The preceding 598/608 is -vv-w-|-v-v—

hemiepes + ithyph, and 609 is easily changed into the same

metre: for . Wilamowitz’s &(.-«$

restores the same metre at 599» too. See Collard, ad loc.

Perhaps ’bridge’ of two metres may be suspected from .•
'T* ,

metrical point of view: -»v-w-j-/v-v—a When hemiepes is 

followed by ithyph without link, diaeresis is usually found.

See exceptions, on An dr 299/507 (9^)» If 609 is retained as 

MS$has, 599 must be changed. So Murray:

This gives -w-w-X^-v—. Responsion -is not ruled out

at once, but is rare. Especially since -w-w—v— is of the 

form of a normal encomiologus (D-e-), -w-vv-iiii-v— seems to 

have link anceps resolved. Stesichorus has -w-w-xii-v—

(lliou Persis str 5)» but this is another problem.

Ale 120/151

If the 9’’hideous” ale decasyll’ should be accepted at Rh 55/5 

(1^4), this line would be the praxillean with resolved ’dactyls’

am V V VMJU U Wt V V*a Utwwi ) *

(156) -------- -------- ------------

Ale 568/578

2nd stasimon 1st strophe. See 570/580 (52) above. is

certainly epi trite, -v—v/v (578) is unusual caesura, but 

sometimes found especially when a long verb occupies before 

and after link anceps and the ending continues the first short
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of D. -w—/ (368) has a number of examples. (~)-ww-ww~ww~w— 

is comparable with (~)~ww-ww~w— in dact-epitr in wider sense. 

Compare x-u-x-mm-mu-m— (55)-

(157) -------- WW-WU-WW-W —

2
Erechtheus, fr 369N (60 Austin) 1

Followed by 2 vu-uu-w-^p-/u— (35) 3 °-wu- J ww-ww—. (73)

Wilamowitz (GV 388) scans and takes —vv-uu-T'

~w~w—’prosodiac’ (in his sense) + ithyph. This is possible, 

but in the case ’procephalous praxillean’ is accepted, it is

unnecessary.

Hel 1109/1124

1st stasimon 1st strophe. This is the colometry suggested by

Dale who finds enoplians and dactylo-iambics in this odes.

Preceded by cr T<AV <2 fri + «AXo^urV

which must be either w-.w-.ww~ or u—ww-. is an easy

remedy, and if To can be scanned with oMn-

the corresponsion is acquired. This is accepted by Kannicht.

Dale is suspicious of the syniaesis and proposes T«*X.ewvo^~r^r>l 

/
or Trf-X-tH^<rV*V • w~w~ww~ is explained as enoplian «sd, not as 

^wil, by her. This is possible; since w~ww~w~ is used in the 

same manner as w~ ww-ww-., ww-.wu-.u~ and uw-vu-uu- though in 

smaller scale, u-u-uu- is fully expected to exist. Cf. (66)

S Tra ?69 v-v^v-lv-u----- and (73) Erechtheus fr 369-3

—.v-uv- [ w-w-uu—.. (u-u-um-w, is given the name ’ chor enopl B’ 

by Dale#) The scansion of vww-w for o er<r«A>7 is found

at Hel 231 and 336. Transposition of after makes

the corresponding metre, -~ww~ww~ww~ww~~, hut if ~~ww~ww~ww Jww—
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defends the resolution: ’’with the fourth long resolved so that 

the close echos that of period 1 (-.ww—)»». But resolution is 

extremely rare phenomenon among 'enoplian'. Schroeder and 

kannicht divide 1109/112A into two after —w- v—' If

m~wvum— so that aeolic cola follow w~w~. But the combination

of these cola is irregular, and moreover brevis in longo at

|4zeKvy Sr^ H oMprVp^ is unhappy.

(198) —• V V—* V V—* V V—. V—•

S Phil 827/843

2nd stasimon, strophe. So-called ’Ode to Sleep’. Dale changes 
1 2her colometry drastically between DM and DM , passing through 

'Observations on Dactylic'. At LM 157, she takes this line 

as one of the rare types of the longer blunt ’prosodiacs’, and 

rejects, in a footnote, the interpretation of a dactylic tetrameter 

with responsion between and o^e-rcM | tW ,

'which would be without parallel in the whole of drama.' But 

at LM 117f (this part is added in the second edition ), she 

discards the prosodiac interpretation and accepts the dactylic 

tetrameter. Her change of attitude does not arise from more 

mature interpretation of the ode but rather from her change of 

opinion about the dactyl in general, and especially, about 

so-called aeolic dactyls. She seems to try to expel every 

'example' of 'dactyls with the ending of (Observations =

Coll Pap, 197-99• 167). The following line

828f ✓ hL&vis , eJ -miv-v

84Af JA<an. , w V«V

> ‘brl'SV';? £ ■■■ <‘ ------- -1



is best explained by 3 dochra ) — —— |~—— 15 but open

to other interpretation. The question of nomenclature is not 

so important as the realisation that they are deliberately

composed of long only. is the MSS reading and is

changed into vocative e-v-MrA with the supposed metrical value 

of (see Jebb ad loc) by Hermann, Jebb. Pearson, Wilamowitz 

Dale. The insertion of jc<m at 844 is Dawe’s.

(139)

Hipp 164

Parodos, epode. Preceded by 162 (34).

Followed by anapaests. The first dactyl is contracted.

A Supp 343/332

1st stasimon 2nd strophe. Preceded by two hemiepes (-uv-mw«). 

Followed by choriamb!cs.

Andr 482/490

2nd stasimon 2nd strophe. It starts with 3 ia. The next is

(82). After another 3 ia comes our colon which

is followed by highly resolved iambics. If we accept 482/^90 

as it is, it should be considered either as (i) —

(the third long is resolved) or (ji) (dactyl + ia

metron with the scan eoJ-ronf- ). (i) ’dactyl metre* itself

is well matched with environment but the resolution of dactylic 

metron (Jtvo) fs hardly believable. (Cf. Dale LM 23; she 

mentions there our passage as probably corrupt.) Hermann’s
£ ’ll £

emendation oK*6?’ *•(*»*' restores -w-. Another solution is 

theoretically gained by supposing -vv-is not dactyl. 

Compare Hel 1109/1124 —w-uv-vuuuv— (157) above. Schroeder’s
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a^bmanica is on this line. ( ii) The nearest.parallel to -w-mm 

+ is Hipp 1108/1116. The question is whether the responsion

wvtv-is possible at such a place as after dactylic metra.

Or 831

2nd stasimon. Followed by -rfs KcAr*
q X?“tf l 5~V<n9,'*4 * MUU——VW—|—MU—V—M—— j|

wil, gl+ba. After that, all cola are classified as aeolo- 

choriambic. Therefore our colon is better analysed as 

-w-wifbu- with the scansion of <)«u*pv* , gl with ~um opening.

Ba 116/131

Parodos, 2nd strophe. Obscure metre. The preceding colon 113/^30
/ *4» w i / a * s *y*' **

T ot otyr} \7l*-cr-»uS *v n<^</ 1

is usually supposed to be identical with 112/127 ff-re^ *-t£ 

nAxrvt/^a-v

owu-uv-wm-. The emendation suggested by HLmsley G-u~* is

satisfactory, wm-w-w- is presumed gl .(«w«vv~w-) or wil

( vuv-mw-ww-). The following colon 117/132 yt-v^ oxAx><
z . .

£-5 3£ \» f -vv-vv is possibly 2 da which is

juxtaposed with priapean dicolon, -w-w can hardly be ~w~v\—-»n 

with brevis in longo judging from the sense. The similarity

between ww-w-w- and -w-w-w- is obvious and ~w-w-w-

might be gl or wil. But the similarity with -w-w is also 

conspicuous.

IA 1063

3rd stasimon strophe. The corresponding line is 1041

& -wu—vu~. Wilamowitz. (GV 239) Dale (MATO)

accepts the corresponsion between this and ~w-w-w- supposing
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the latter is gl or wil- 1063 itself should be emended: (LP 

). Others have tried to restore

-uu-uu-uun in 1041 too: Murray £e4T« f-v» le-pl'tffr'?

Schroeder )«ti JfrrsZ . The following -uu—uu—u——

might either gl + 2 sp or 2 hem (the second is ----- (I)).

The next is pher or hem (—w—). There is no certain ground 

that 1OM/1O63 is -UU-UU-MU-.

IA 1529

Astrophic choral ode- Text is possibly corrupt and metre is

uncertain after 1527-

(160) w .... U U»*U V «M> 1/ M «

Teichoskopia. Preceded by TT«H and followed by

«U’T|eMYTfr-i . They are usually considered as dochm 
/ *

(u-uuu-) + 2 anap + dochm (uuu—). if 1 v4 (^09) is extra 

metrum (e-g. Pho 182), -uu—uu-uu-uu- J uuu— is a possible 

colometry with noTVioi . fvj may be intra metrum: e.g. Pho 

1290/1301 l’v4 |-*0l KfirvurJ W Zfr-V I Im |>o«* <TTW<W<T0V

Or 1296 (iamb trim) I vc •••

( *161) V» Vw* W M«*»W

SOT 172/184

Parodos 2nd strophe- The identification of double-short movement

is difficult in this ode:

*1 6w“s,f7O/*179**^ -«uu/uu U ( V V**UU*»VV«w |] #

**] 3 ^,‘**8 ** V V-*»M M •** M U«* MM J M««M M**M M*»M V**M ||

17V185 

175/187

-uu|--------u-u--------- ||

MMM'MMmwWV’** tt

-u-T-/ MVm»Wm«WMhw 5si

t M «M» M M *176-77/188-89,
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171/182 and 176/188 are normal dactylic tetrameters. Juxtaposition 

of their double-short and the initial anceps of the next colon

is not especially strange in the Sophoclean odes, and the

beginning of 172/184 and 177/189 are confirmed. 170/181 and 

the latter part of 174/185 are either enoplian w-w-w— Or 

anapaests. 175/187 is iambo-dactyl, but actually composed of 

iambic penthemimer + w-w-w-. Our colon 172/184 also has 

the identical word group (comma) of the shape w-w-w-Oil. 

n-w-w-w-w is situated literally between pure dactyls and 

enoplian' w-w-w-tt Fraenkel calls ’ 4d steigend und katalektisch 

and his nomenclature is happiest here. Cf Wilamowitz, GV 354. 

Juxtaposition of 4 da + ’steigend Daktyl’ (or ’enoplian’) 

is found also at S Phil 678/693» (166).

(162) — VV—W—VV —

El 452/464

1st stasimon 2nd strophe. This ode includes cola composed of 

juxtaposed dactyl and iambic: 456/468 -vm-mu-uu| tiulu— ;

Diggle, in his apparatus of the new OCT, proposes ~w-w-w-v—.

459/471 --------5f“wv- . 453-55/465-67 are aeolic; 460-64/472-75

are possibly ionic. The following line (453/465) is not pher 

but ithyph (higgle, Dionysiaca, 173)*

Hel 384

The last part of Helen’s aria. Preceded by dactyls, see 375 

(154) above. Followed by wv-v— (ithyph). Our line is the 

only catalectic line in this ode, but it is possible to take 

it with the following as 4 da + ia (~w opening) + ba.

Ar Av 742/774
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Between two "Tio Ti* "Ti©T/y% .

(163) m. W«MM V»»U WMM I

Med 133 and 136

Chorus. Parodos, or some song antecedent to parodos. Preceded

by anapaests (but o&Se tuj j *1 ru«>$, is highly questionable ).

Followed by ' C"nt~* J*”*"1 |-u-u— ia (with

-ow opening) + ithyph. ^u<y<o<zTo«; echoes the initial dactylic

words of preceding lines if this colometry is accepted.

Fraenkel (K1 Beitr 18O) and Page take our lines as two lyric 

1 . 1dactyls. Dale accepted this colometry in IM but in Observations ’ 

( Pa-P 198-99)j emends the texts (according to the suggestions

of her predecessors):
eiSV nY otXX* w

• <J~a' r& yc-v-J

• M Mw* M W«>» U U»»U U»U U I •— V U~U V«~M U>»U U-U V I

To end anapaests with <rx«<.vro (Hermann, Wilamowitz,
2

Schroeder, Dale LM ) seems to me certain. The next is a normal 

dactylic line (3 da; I prefer the more traditional odAX* 

to Dale’s ti y^ow*^ but it is not important).

might be a copyist’s careless repetition from above 131» Surely 

’lyric dactyl ending is balanced on the one word .

But the alternative metre proposed by Dale is not quite happy, 

Euripides often uses 4 da and 6 da (4 da + 2 da) with ending. 

But 3 da is, as far as I know, unparalleled and two 3 da cannot 

be arranged as 4 + 2 + 4.

(164) <U WMU UaMU WM> W 1
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Andr 274/284

1st stasimon 1st strophe. It includes 279

289 ww-.wu«.wm~wv.-.ww«-. Followed by 279/285 6s o Mck -

„ Th.e contraction of the fifth biceps is 

quite unusual even among stichic hexameters, and 274 has a 

strong break after the fourth ’trochee.*, violation against 

’Hermann’s bridge’, if it is regarded as a dactylic hexameter, 

Hence it is impossible to take our line as ’ dact hexam cat’. 

Wilamowitz takes it as 4 da (his Dimeter) + mol as iambic 

metron. ’’Alles einfach, so bald man den daktylischen und den 

anapastischen Dimeter in ihrer Gleichwertigkeit anerkannt hat 

(279* 2 anap + -«-.)• sie erhalten den Zusatz -— und

ganz so, wie wir es aus glykonischen Gliedern kennen." (GV 549)» 

Fraenkel simply notates 5d + spond (K1 Beitr 215)* Here 5d 

means -wv-vw-wv-wv-. ’Spond’ is meaningful since he interprets

296/504 and 298/506 in the next strophe as w-wm-mv-

+ sp. Dale considers it as a long cblon of ’prosodiac’ (in her 
2 1sense?>.1M 168. LM includes the expression ’being a dragged

2variant of Meld 155-6’ which is deleted in LM )• If we separate 

( ot * | J ) from the rest, may be

combined with the following -w-w-uu-uv^——v-j-v—.u-u-u-l

4 da can end withelision and be in synaphea with following cola.

W W ** V MWMM V«miU '

Hyps fr 64.80
u u u —

Recognition lUet. With the scansion i j-uav
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This is irreproachable though it sounds like spoken trimeter.

Or —.vvu-| -,o-| is dochm + cr. If epic scansion (unaugmented

-I
f » position at ) is preferable, prolonged

j* f
iambelegus will be acquired. Followed by e-£ q |-vtr4 t

v ——— ( do chm ) •

(166)

S Phil 678/693

W«*aWWM*UV«M»UV«M»WVa*

1st stasimon 1st strophe. Preceded by -vu-—ou-w (4'da). 

Juxtaposition of double-short of 4 da and the initial anceps 

of ’enoplian’ (in^Dalean sense) is found at S QT 171/182 , too 

(161). Followed by 680/693 pCj><rvc\j nrtiS -<rwt-V

oU, Word overlapping from ’dactylic run* mto . 

ithyph is rare but not without parallels; see pp 396-7 above.

(167) Wm»Ww>*uU«»»WW«M>W*m

Ar Ach 283/336

Amoibaion (Dicaiopolis and the chorus). Other passages are all 

trochaic and cretic, and some scholars speculate that this

anapaest is actually cretic (Prato; he cites Steiner 
2and Schroeder). Dale (LM 36) accepts it as an 'anapaestic 

pentapody' since an 'anapaestic tripody' appears.

(168) M V«« W H« v V** W VMM uutw*

A PV 330/339

2nd stasimon 2nd strophe. For the metrical context, see 5^8/556 

(18). Though three preceding cola have single-short run of 

various lengths, our line ends with double-short run.

Wilamowitz separates 00-00-00-00 ahd calls ’enoplian’ as 343/353 

(GV 388). Dale calls the whole line ’dactylo-anapaests' (=
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£ fc-n
Fraenkel’s steigend^ Daktyl^. ” [dactylo-anapaests] do not move

, z
jmzfT|»e>Z but merely in a continuous single-long

2 • double-short series” (LM 67).

(169) v v—Mv—v w—v v—v u—v—v—j|

HF 883

Eochmiac choral ode. The preceding verse is uncertain metre;

probably 9 ia || + -w-v-v-v-w—, I suspect the latter colon

is -vv-v- 4. link + -v-vv- + final anceps; comparable with

-vv-vv-v-w-vv— (Dvj>), it is possible to divide our verse 
« * .after into ——w-w— + w—w-w-w-v—. The

latter is explicable as w-w-w-v + -v— (werasm + suffix —).

The former is to be regarded'as 2 ‘anap. - It- is hard to 

take it as equivalent to ’enoplian’ w-w-w-w- frequently 

found in such anoccasion. Rather I should compare Nukto$ rof» y-w-'/ 

with An dr riKJk*frV — J w-w-w-w-v—.

can be also compared with w-w~v-w-w~v- or other ’longer

enoplians' of double size.

Vow V«M«M

(170)

S Tra 214

Astrophic choral ode (hyporchema?). Followed by 219 y’f-/-ra-VcC^

Tt* -v-v—. All other cola are iambic. Pohlsander
□ /•

and Eawe divides before I n v r\Z to make 4 da + ch+ithyph.

This colometry may be right.

(171) • MV — V V —V«

Supp 277 and 278

Astrophic choral ode. 271-74 are normal dactyl hexameters with 

— ending. So are 282-89. ’’There can be no confident metrical

description of 278-81 both because of textual uncertainty and
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for want of comparable structures " (Collard). which

might be written » commonly suffers Attic correption

though nominative form is Hermann’s emendation of <5 HA<**<*V •

2?7 and- 278 are naturally supposed to have the same metre.
2Fraenkel takes it as lyric dactyls with ending, bale (LM 29)

0 1 — U y
tries to take it as dactyls with ending. But i> | riv-cryoM

is certainly wrong.

(172)

HF 1196

V«~ waa» M U«a V Uao j

The Duet between Amphitryon and Theseus. The anaphoric structure 

of two compounds of n t»X«- will be well represented if a colon

is supposed. But in that case will

have to be wilamowitzian. I cannot understand Bond who writes

"in this context perhaps best regarded as a reversed form of 

prosodiac with single short -u~ at the beginning"(Heracles 365>n2). 

Since dochmiac Duet does not include aeolics, wil is unsatis

factory. Wilamowitz rightly takes 1196 as a prolonged dact- 

epitr (Herakles ad loc), and so does Fraenkel (e -f 7d; K1 Beitr 222)

(175)

Monody of Electra, 2nd strophe. Strophe is followed by 1A-2 

• Xcnii u-vw— or while ant. has 151

fu* yt*k yt«rv in corresponding position. Seidler’s correction
> z » / ,
iw j/t»v |u ^4ov with the scansion v-.vu-«. is extremely doubtful.

The following lines also have some difficulties to be supposed 

in strophic responsion; see Part Ip. 55f*

IT 11W11A9
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2nd stasimon 2nd strophe. The first nine cola are aeolo-choriambic. 

The text of 1132-33/11^7-48 is in confusion and its metre is 

indiscernible. At 1134, LPihave rrri* af ter rff-pv £ . Certainly

there must have been some confusion about the senses of technical

terms of parts of ships ( i<jt lot , n^oToVot , nfvSfMV, , n©'£*. )

The whole meaning of 1134-35 remains unclear. Sansone makes

» W WM V W«* Wm» W * mW V«* W«" O V«*» V M** J mm U»« umm 4 da + 5 da ( + ithyph)
A

. ) Z * I t f t . I /■ t C t ft •
( otfrft 0 ttfTi* \nfo$ > r»£t>-roV©IS ...Tv«d€-s fc-K efH 0pw|<.e-vo» 

. . . ni~f i p *~>'X** |A-w<*. ) and compares it with Hel 383-84.

Metrically it is excellent, but the sense (Greek) is not so much 

improved.

Held 613/626

2nd stasimon. It is composed of dactyls of various lengths.

608/618

609/620

610/621

611/622

612/623

613/624

wo»uw | «.vm*

——

.wv — vw—/vv — vu J

II B

■wu M <-*■"> J

■« u wuamuw j

"^6l4^/623 — W——U— ||

All are not ’ catalectic’. 613/626 is followed by 617 0 njxTAv^s

627 &&viTcn»'> «*y/4unJ , e-K-i •ndir/ fc-Z t-i <v»

----------. 613-17/625-27 is divided by Eale (IM 42)

kVK/mWw’W

»OV*"»W»"«WV

3 da

3 da

5 da

Ehd of notes
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is less frequently used than -om-oo-o when it 

is followed by another colon- Though examples are few, the 

alternative colometry for each case is weak so that -wo-00-.oo-.o 

may be acknowledged as the prolonged colon of hemiepes. Two 

quasi-dactylo-epitrite, Hel 1111/1126 (150) and An dr 1016/1024 

(192) support this supposition; and Hel 375, Rh 902/913 

-.Tu-uv-uu-fuu-vu-uv—| is comparable with the dactylic hexameter 

as -.00-00-(uv-uv-uu-^ It is interesting that the form of 

-----oo-oo-(o) is rather frequent.

-oo-oo-oo-o—t praxillean, is certainly used at Tro 1070/1080, 

A AS 1547, Earn 996/1014, S Ant 134/148, 135/149, and probably at 

Ion 1075/1091- Except Or 1299 (-uu"uv-vu-uuJ-uv-uu-uv«u»-) (141) 

no special link with dactyls is suspected nor with any particular 

metre- A Ag 1547 is followed by -mo-m—.. if this is considered 

significant, the expansion theory will be strengthened- But 

it may be nothing more than a specimen of the general tendency 

to intimacy between iambics and dactyls. However, at Ale 568/578, 

-o—oo-oo-oo-o— takes place obviously of -v-----oo-oo-(-).

The existence of ’procephalous praxillean’, archebulean, 

precariously depends on the interpretation of two examples 

(apart from mm-om-oo-oo-m— which has been examined in chapter 

9, (81))- Of them Hel 1109/1124 is a kind of dicolon (in a 

wider sense) which has T«>Hn before the link anceps comparable
With (23) V-.OO-.OO~) 0 — 0 0 — 0 M—• O—•— Or (24) V — O 0 — 0 O — | O O —’ O O —■ O O—tO—• —■ „

The blunt colon -mo-.oo-.om-. fs much rarer than one might expect. 

Though the form is simple and easy to explain historically 

and structurally, this metre does not guarantee the form
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for an uncertain text. The certain examples are Hipp 164 and 

A Supp 545/552 only. The ’procephalous’ form (supposing the 

’rising dactyl’ ex^ilts ) is also extremely rare, except w-w-w-v 

which, I believe, should be separately treated. No example of 

m-.vv~mv-.vv~ is found (Bond’s proposal of the colometry of HF 

12O6ff involves this colon; see (97) above). —w-w-w-, 

which is identical with 2 anap, is used at Pho 110 among dochm 

besides Ale 456/446 —w—w—|—w—w—w—| w—w—v—v— and Hel 

1111/1126 (if it is divided after x-w-w-w— is

found only at QT 172/184 among dactyls.

The first 1 dactyl’ of -w-w-w- is contracted rather 

frequently: .Ale 89/101 (146), Rh 899/910 (155), Hel 575 (154)

A Bupp 552 (159)• The last one is important sin<ce it attests 

the contraction by corresponding with the normal dactyl.

Some verses which start with -w-w-w-w-v have already 

been examined (chapter 12):

(122)

(125)

(125)

(126)

(127) «V V-»U Um VU«wW U W»U •»•»«»••»»

Among them (122) may be divided into -w-w-w-w-v + ithyph 

and (125) and (125) can be explained as -w-w-w-w-v + suffix. 

But the analysis, hemiepes + ’enoplian* (diom + suffix), has 

been proved more appropriate, at least when a consistent 

interpretation is desired with other similar passages. There 

are also some examples which appear to be compound of -w-w-w-v

.
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But the number of examples is so few that the textual uncertainty 

affects whether the metre exists at all. -vm-w-w-w-w- depends

on Med 133 and 136, more exactly, on the reading (139)
>/

since eiXp-cn V (136) can be -«v„ go our choice is between

-w-w-w-w-w (5 da) and -w-w-w-w-w-. Neither is familiar.

We can accept -w-w-w-w-w- but it is hazardous to use it as

a proof of a theory.

-wv-wv-ww-vw— is more certain. No reason exists to doubt

the text of An dr 274/284. The penultimate element should be 

anceps. The similar examples of different lengths (e.g.-w-w-—? 

vw-ww-ww—, wv-wv-ww-wv—) support this hypothesis. Nevertheless 

it is open to another analysis, for example, 4 da + mol. Hyps 

fr 64.80 can be scanned in a different manner. The blunt form 

-ww-wv-ww-ww- exists beyond a doubt. But it belongs to dactylics 

rather than ’prosodiacs’ (in the Dalean sense).

The unit —w-w-w-w-w— appears at HF 1033 (90) • But 

it can be divided into two ’blunt enoplians’ (chapter 10).

Enoplian -w-w-w-w-w is possibly used at Pho 190: -w-w-/

—ww-ww-wv-wv-w| -vv-wv—. x think this analysis is the best 

but different interpretations are applicable, too. There is 

one independent use of w-w-w-w-w- S Phil 673 (166). It 

is regrettable that the corresponding line is corrupt (possibly).

Three verses have 5 x vv-. xt is theoretically possible 

to call (137) vv-ww-ww-wv-ww- Ar Ach 283/336, ’rising dactyls’ 

w4da like as «4da for (166). But this verse is found in a 

comedy and it is not parody of a tragic verse. It is better

to put it aside, w-w-w-w-w— (168) certainly exists; PV 559.
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Unfortunately the strophe is shorter than the antistrophe and 

considered corrupt. The circumstances are purely enoplian and 

I am tempted to analyse it as w-w-w- + w-w—. w-w-w-

is attested at Ion 1508 (88) and Or 1302 (89) as the blunt form 

of dicephalous erasm ( w-w-w-v)} see chapter 10; w-w— 

appears after w—w-w-w- at HF 382/396 and Ion 506 (86).

I suspect w-w—. in these cases is the catalectic form of

w-w-v-. Of. (90) «MMM« WM* V V««»U V»»W and (92) UV««MV»mVm«WU«"»OU*'wU«m»b

If the same principle could be applied to (169) w-w-w-w-w 

it would be divided into w-w-w- + w-w-v-v—. Or, as

stated in Note, the division —-w-w- + w-w-w-v-v— cannot

be ruled out. But the metrical situation of the verse is quite

fluid.

The next size, -w-w-w-w-w-, has not many examples,

either. The blunt form, -w-w-w-w-w- itself is used at 

S Tra 214 as 6 da^» -w—w-w—w-w-v— (124) Ale 591/600 and 

v-v-v-vv-vv-w-vv-vv— (128) HF 894 are well e:xplained as 

hemiepes + w-w-w-v— (diom + —) and iambelegus («e^D) +

------------, while ------- --------------------------- ,-----, (153) Rh 899/910, as

mtMmU V V M m* WX* U — m # HF 1196 ------------ - (172)

which is the prefixed form of (124) and comparable with (128) 

cannot be divided into -v—w-w- + w-w-w-v— following 

the division applied to (124) and (128) as far as the word-end 

is taken accout. To take them as a whole without analysis

as Fraenkel does is attractive for this case. For

-.vv-vv-w-vu-vv-v- (171), it seems better to accept it as it is

No example is found of except (134)
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-uu_vu~ |--uv~uu-vu-\uu-uu-u-v—, Blit: uu—uu—uu—uu—uu—uu— is

found, to say nothing of 3 anap: (86) uu-uu-uu-uu-J uu-uu— ,

HF 382/396 and (88) uu-uu-uu-| uu-uu-uu-u) -u—| ion 1308.

The next size is -uu-uu-uu-uu-uu-uu- (6 double-shorts).

The blunt form, (131), Tro 833/843 and S Aj_ 172/182, is divisible 

into either 4 da + hem or hem + uu-uu-uu-uu™. (129) 1

uu-uu-uu-uu — (130) -uu-uu- | uu-uu-uu-uu— (132) -----------------I

M Vm« W«M V V«wM (133) —uu—uu—| uu—uu—uu—uu—(—uu—uu— ore to be

divided after hemiepes. (134) ~vu-mm-mu«| uu-mm-mu— is differently 

divided. Of course this is 7 da as a whole.

( 1 40 ) — UU — uu — uu — uu | — u u — u u — u — is 4 da + —UU—UU—U—.

(62) - — uu — uu — uu — | uu — uu — uu — u— QJii (6^-) M Mo»W WawU W « V Mww j

uu—uu—uu—u— is divisible into two after uu-uu-uu-uu-.

The next size is -uu-uu-uu-uu-uu-uu-uu- (7 double-shorts)•

It is uncertain how to divide the blunt form (173): but in any 

case, it is dactyls (8 da^)« (141) -uu-«u-uu-uu|-uu-uu-uu-u—

is divided into 4 da + -uu-uu-uu-u—. For reference, a very 

long example is mentioned. (10) u-uu-uu-u|—uu—uu—uu—uu—uu—uu-uu—uu

The latter part is either two 4 da + hemiepes or hemiepes + two
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Chapter 15

Iambelegus and related metres

Iambelegus is, of course, an important component of dactylo- 

epitrite ode. But it is used also outside dactylo-epitrite 

rather frequently. I list the examples (174). Most of them 

are found among iambo-dochmiac context: Hipp 1274, 1280, Ion 

769, 770, Or 1265/1283, Ba 1017, 1155, 1179/1195, 1180/1196,

S Aj 9H/957, S EL 856/867. IT 1247/1272, which is possibly 

longer than iambelegus by an additional suffix, is accompanied 

by ’enoplians’. This and Hec 930/940 may be said to appear in 

a looser form of dactylo-epitrite. Hec 906-07/915-16 are 

surrounded by vm-w-m- and «««««—. Supp 835 is, if it is 

iambelegus, used in iambic context.

Like hemiepes (-««-««- or -w-ww—)} some longer cola than 

hemiepes have the prefix -«-x or x-«-x as well which is equal 

to epitrite of iambelegus. The prolonged forms have been discussed 

separately here and there in previous chapters, classified 

according to the post-epitrite parts. Here the examples are

collected. and the extent of variation and resemblance is described.

The historical process, whether, for example, 'ale decasyll' 

has got the prefix x-«-x or whether iambelegus has

got the suffix w, to become x-«-x-^is not discussed.

(57) Ion 685/704

X** M •—X** M V •*. w Hec 647, 649, HF 1184, 1186, 1188

Ion 717, 1487, Pho 121
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• ... r-vr-.LKZ^a;,;.;- '.^-7^;. -■-■ ..*;... ^i;;. "'•;-

(59) ---------------- -— Ion 1049/1062, IT W/415, ?Alc 232,

S Tereus fr 591-2

-------- - s Ant 585/596, Rh 556/555

(12)(38) x-----x—------------------- Tro 279, Hec 948, S Aj 911/957, •

? Ale 876, cf. OT 1093/1105 (14) 

(57) and (55) have the appearance of iambelegus +

Alternatively they can be described as ia (cr) + erasm + —•

(12) (38) are iambelegus + ia dim cat or ia + erasm + ithyph.

14 examples have ’penthemimeral caesura’ (x-u~x/-«^-«^-...) 

and 9 are overlapping (x-^-xl-/^^-^^-...). Pho 121 has elision 

after ’pent caes’ and is included in the former; Ale 232 has

Topn at neither position. 4 examples among 14 with ’pent 

caes’ (HF 1184, 1186, 1188 and Ion 1487) are attributed to two 

personae; x-«~x is to the speaking role and -w-w—to the 

singing role. These four and Tro 279, Pho 121 are found in Duets

Ion 685/704, Ion 718, Ale 232, S Aj 911/956 are found in 

non~stasimon choral ode (commos) or in what I call dochmiac 

choral odes. The association with dochmiacs is strong. Hec 

647, 649, 948 S Tereus fr 391-2, S Ant 58.5/596, Rh 536/555 are 

found in dactylo-epitrite ode (stasima). They are regarded as 

a variation of normal iambelegii Probably Ion 1049/1062 and 

IT ^00/415 belong to the last group. But the context is not 

completely dact-epitr, and the association with ’enoplians’

is clear.

(13) U-«W""V—V—>V—> W — W HF 898, 907

(93) . Phaeth 276, Hec 699, (IT 843)
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(142) -w----------------- ,------------ ... ion 1502, S M 1413

They are all used in dochmiac context* See chapter 10

and each Note.

(127) — V — VV —VV —VV —VV-U—— 7 Hec 1104

(128) —-------- -- mm O Mam WM*m Warn Wm«m HF 89

(131) x-Ion 1441, Hel 686

( 172) — V —— W—VV—W—W —W—V — HF 11^6

(130) -----------------------------v------ Hel 1111/1126

(136) -V—W-VV-VV-V— Ale 368/378

(1’63) —v-v-vv-vv-vv-ov— ? Hyps fr 64.80

The first three (127)(128)(131) are naturally divided after 

iambelegus. See chapter 12 and each Note. (172) is closely 

related with them but has not ToHh after e-D. (172) and (136) 

start with not with x-u-, and end with . They are

similar to (55) -w-w-v—, (130) is comparable with (12)

(38). It has -vu-vv-uv- instead of -w-w-. (131) and (1(>5)

have a similarity. Both end with the unit w-w-w-w— 

which may foe used independently. (131) is longer than (165) 

by vv—vv—.

The first three (127)(128)(131) have another common 

characteristic: ’penthemimeral caesura’ (x)-u-x/uv-wu-...

All the others are overlapping: (x)“u-x|-/ww-wM~... . HF 1196, 

Ion 1441, Hel 686, Hyps 64.80 are found in the Duets; HF 894, 

in dochmiac contexts. Ale 568/578 is mixed with^noplians’•

Hel 1111/1126 is in dact-epitr stasimon.

499
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EXAMPLES

(174) (x)~

Hipp 1274 

Hipp 1280 

Ion. 769 

Ion 770 

Or 126^

1285 

Ba 1017

Ba 1155

Ba 1179

~ 1195

Ba 1180

a, 1196 

Supp 839 

IT 1247

'■'■'1272

S Aj 911

~ 957 

S El 856

'V 867

Hec 906 

zv 915

Hec 907

916

Hec 950

outsidl.e dactylo-epitrite

9-fr-XyK w Kp*>«3u*

ffr* «*vTun/

rre-v*^»|S - e>tA\A y-i©i •

aw ju&wpe-J - •5'y'yf-Ai^ t»zv>* ;

G-Kt&W ' e-ATet Mo-XtV tfvcmifltv

Tt o» KAT’ o(l«nZ F-0 rjrv^iK-

T»*-vp©£ q n«Av K.f«*vo< J»HV

T*-* t«v Hf-V&WS

Tit & - T^Tctm f^xn/ t» •

K>-» nr\ S yt- nt-v3^**5 ^K*re*^ r <Kn«MVfrnrfT*Z-L

|Xa-KoM^ ApAuq KXp^o-yte^'' e-7 ^'teUrai*; .

rw.V TeM/Td- XwVto^uq •

^PTt44* ’ A neXjOTTffV«>< OI £tn,e
Y~ T^«« , )

_ S . / z ' \
rivdn^V ^rpwv ^,«aV yxzj fviv ) .

<>yv3 ft o HMYlet VC*4<po$ , e h»YT «H O{> I $

y6-A<* Te?en, ^uMv'op.eVfriS
/ z > »/ • 

hA|£4«lV tX-OlfW 6r» Koi VCrTCTTOurV 

PCevceu JU-v ovxe -Tpv T»^8U

OM-IO^> &VjTMjV TVc9u$ OUPUr-rt 

^|-«u>c frihvwV vTVtfS Hr* orroic

^AAav^ Vfr^»5

<J-"VC4^ VATW-t jX>A*'«**W y Jmho iZ«m '^epo-pu&l w~7 

<Tt~5 C-XA<M/lv-7 hOTfc- Ft-OTC-
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9A1O *o(Cs KcavqrtW n-^* |x‘</w° yiK

NOTES TO (1?4)

C?74) . (x)- u-,x«-wv»»mv~.( «.) outside dac.tylo-epi trite

Hipp 1274

Dochmiac choral ode. Followed by dochmiacs.

Hipp 1280

The same ode as above. Followed by vu-vu-m—. But it is also 
o

possible to analyse 1280-82 as —u—uv-Uu-| ~/uu-uo-u—
O

-e-D|D—

Ion 789 and 770

Commos akin to Duet. Creusa sings while the slave and the 

Chorus speak. The first half (x-^-x) is given to the slave, 

and the latter half (-«^-v«-) is, to Creusa.

Or 1265/1285

Dochmiac amoibaion. (the chorus and ELectra). Followed by mom-m- , 

Ba 101?

Dochmiac choral ode (or 4th stasimon), epode.

Ba 1155

Dochmiac choral ode. The second dactyl ( ft e-v J-W* ) is contracted. 

The transposition restores -vu-w-., but unnecessary. Cf. Pap.

Ant. 75 on Ba 1156 (108).

Ba 1179/1195, 1180/1196

Dochmiac amoibaion (the chorus and Agave) •

Supp 855

Commos (included in 5*’l stasimon by Schroeder), epode. Preceded
II

by lyric iambics many of which are of the form , ia+cr.
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* z
is Hermann’s conjecture for e-y»\|A<*S . Collard objects it and

> t
accepts ELmsley’s 6* n*** • Consequently the metre is confusing

»i , .
If *■ is accepted (I think it can), -------------------- 1.................................................-

will be acquired. The last colon is, I suppose, the variation 

of ia+cr^ oY- ) .

IT 1247/1272

5rd stasimon. Preceded by two vw-wv~M-.k-.v- (aiom + ~v~), see 

(59)« Followed by v«fbvJtv/bv- ( 2 ia). Our verse should be 

longer than iambelegus, but the exact form is quite uncertain.

S Aj 911/957 *

Commos (Tecmessa and the chorus). Dochmiac and iambic context. 

Preceded by 5 dochm, and followed by v-v-v—f|-<Zv-vv~v-vw—|JJ 

S EL 856/867

Commos (ELectra and the chorus). Dochmiac, iambic and anapaesti 

context. Followed by -w-v— directly*'

Hec 906/915, 907/916

5rd stasimon 1©t strophe© Preceded by w-w-u-, folio wed by 

w-w—. After^fchat, metre changes into aeolics if we take the 

next vw-.vv-.u-. as equivalent to telesillean.

Hec 95Q/9AO .

5rd stasimon, 2nd strophe. Preceded by two ia dim|ia+wil+sp || 

w-w-v-v— (dlom + -“) | ia dim J| ia+ia+crjh Our colon is of

the form e-DD. Followed by ia dim cat
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Chapter 16

Shorter cola

We have defined that erasm/diom/hem (pendant) end with link 

anceps, and observed their usage followed by another colon 

and by a suffix. However they may be situated at the end of 

a period. Then a theoretical question arises: how should we 

interpret the last element of pendant forms when it marks period 

end? The question whether the last element of these cola should

be taken as anceps, entails a further discussion about the final

element of dactyls, anapaests and others. A discussion is tried 

in this chapter on the nature of the endings of verses including 

other enoplians which have been examined above.

Also examples of some much shorter cola, which are regarded 

as enoplians by Dale, are collected. Their usage is so various 

that their nature is less clear than longer cola.

EXAMPLES

(175) V-.VV-

Hel 1473
At enta n<n-«/v6v

1495
j4»X>»iTfr YnniffV o» j4o<

Rh 898 hot*'

zv 909 i^|iuW tovcoio .

S OT 154 iqte ric^otV

^162 KcH , i’u)
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A Th 751

759 

A Cho 551

569

(176) — 

Hipp 1102

1104

1106

1108

1111

1115

1115

1117

Tro 516 

556

OT 170

ZV 181

$ OT 174 

185

(177) — 

Ale 457

468

Hipp 1281 

Held 576 

Hec 655 

EL 168

(178)

C r*eyVtVoCTo Jzui-Y elUTW •

to niTV-rV ,

KTI<T«*^ n«Xu^wnrV «M 

< > $-*.v (/-rqcpopff-'/ ®A'<nxV

M M V«m V VMM

( q jma ra |x»' ar^ ,

(X<unrf-s TiW' e-XnTfc 1 Kt-viSw

(Xeiru«|<«M PV ft- ) £-Y*t£j Koh Pv A+-y<nrvr-V

0‘^XjoSln/ 0,|4-H<) }<*TaTot4 eJv^offflV oM W"V

jxto-v Fu|o<^tw<> ) TaX-

#.Xfic» ) K«h^ ax^paTtn/ £-v jx^n/ .

CVo|a p*|t 1 c<TppK*]<)^u^T’ ot*> 4ve-*>| •

(pallet "b -frY 0U1pItrJ ) *>( fffVW < >

V t , > '
WJ mu

"X/'-piV etjuj'ot eA|-» P>j> 6TonvJ>X<r0 

<TToX»$ z ott’7 ‘ Pri ^per/xi^os fr-y^o ?

VcLTa <p *p qL vCtrAT»M otVpIKTwS 

Cl’qfvsnf) l<d-y.c<Turd oftff-^trvorv yWcW^K 

tXuyyuV TVoVurV ) (‘ tet-T^p <p$ ern<rtPV«A7^<rucT.

|(y<A5 

VCv n j>» Twt

-r*-pay-»vwV

, tn>£e- bd~Tp»S • YH'oMrO•p*s • ypp<

' /

* z / . ’ 
ith< ko^rot^A^^c e-trrx/

MoX^a-V -r1T fcrtt

> s

•WM V«M W M«mbm

A[»«Pr** p»<*vnp 

he-r£ itL-yJ oty^ e t €-1 p av owXa\/
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Ale 117 <) vtfTekVflt) n <neM

~ 127 yAf <ivio-Tq

Held 751
• x z vz * Z
u-y yv-X)<*v yxxrv fvf-yvw-t

762 pvjvtV f-jAC* 'X^-orvf

Held 774 Tw.V en/|z«VT^ f>« retm/

- 781 ■ » / K 1 ’ 1 ” A .owe-j-wrs^-r 1 $ e-n oniony

A Th 484 p«^V’r-J4{VeM <J>|> J-Vl , T<^ VlV

924 f<n<rv J4fr-oi<nv'

A Earn 964 “TToOQ-ft Jfr-jxvO jx.f-rc> K-cn Vn

984 yotTpf 4

A Earn 965 iWh Xf^V*

~ 989 KZ>i VO<pt X£-4 <AVc X

(179) JUD• v M»»

AIC 988 1 ysp rj *X“ |-Ck| X» T.CT<*V

-.997
KeM VWV ^wn/ ei^nt-'r 1 a-^

Med 846 TTVU$ OVM f t^rr<A|4wr>Z

— 896 ^X<n><; q <p£e-v*5

Andr 799 kX^hvolv e-^n'i *^x~v«jtoX*-V

EL 482 “Toiy^ <rh r>«nr'

Pho 119 TH* o<l-r»£ 0 Xt-uK^X&^s

Hel W3 'ytrvxn j-MnS'' ot'x* Alp <*-1

~ 1496 1 ' l t-j-veV <n

( 180 ) u.«».v VMM V*-»
/ ' *

IT 879 Tiv<* <roi i-»©pcrv fr-u f> c-p-e-v*

( 181 ) —

t / 11 7 •
Ale 4J0 UTto< RCeutnrv oM^rvinn/ w

s\ 412
♦ f , • ' , » » 

oZrfrV<%.*t etvovoif e-vuu -

JAoiTfi-p
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MS

^3

Ale 575 K<X4TVU-V
•J?'

- 585 'YhjSpot lXKSpWV
•^'V
•'9

Hec 905 <3~V jA-W lA) hefc/vpli
‘.f$8

<> 914
/ ' X \ *Vv Kt 10 £ u» XX v p«*»V 5 "ifJ .£- ?*

Hec 910 oic1* i V CT€-^«tVck>/ — er«A-4 •3
»xs

<v 919 no<r\$ f-v v < - TO

Hec 655 Ail A**<'r|s*-/ T*v •

zv 644
• /. 1 >» u > *'

"fc frj<$ f w 3~
/Jg

Supp 777 Tol f-vtv <£ / T* £uo~ruxn

r* 786
»» •'■ « * \ « « * * oXy»-|A«rV y. t~C • 0 C-v £ obf\

' jtfe
w;
■i3j

Ion 468
♦ /
IftfrT fi~UirtLrt (r w voo^pM Ks'3«i

*-* 488 Te\ 3 ««-n,o cr-tu^A ■. JS

Ion 469 To n^X-^4 1 <■. <Ai
■J

n 489 • .1-
E El 708 c^y-o^v/ /AuVO*|~ t<rx

rh'i
-S

rv 721 6-U4<xr^U - £ <-V •'W

E EL 755 nf»*l KtctV '-"S

rv 745 flpt>P>6pC; <)fr |*>J» 0To?(r v yZ ~ 3m ’:3*
A

Hel 1114 G’X&V <*-$ I-I*V *» s ■ .;'Wf

rv 1129 |x. 0 Y'AcuJtxaX of. Vkip flfc-T^>cH & uST-ps»

Hel 1119 /\ |a^tV 0 > c*rv* . s

rv 1154 x " * " ■* \ V • W, ou cMA 6^vV
.‘-?v-

Hel 1542 ’|T£ / T«** o^f n 3t-vui
:W

rv 1558 Ten ^uro<-TcM '1 
■ ■ Wi

IA 104 0 C>6 2^*^ 3<*-v6ci-k-) 2luos
•rf

n 1071
X f t

n 1 ffwy^-T» Tx^ u <rw\rv
* v$i' TO

IA 105*7
u M* * * %

\^urv<?i<riV oc<pv<m- -Aun-
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. a •■ ' . ’* ' '■■

1073
A Z “ C 1 *

•** Wbu-T K4

EL 144 y'c^-S WHtvJ y-rOVS

?? /V 162
t "Qo^S

(182), M V*■ V U«MM»

Held 372 Ae^ t k noAw v]$h$

Hcl4 730
z* \_z t Z

(^oi-f-cn |x p> f>6T« 1 O^yex-A

<v 761 h »X*> et/vt-T <nZ 0?

Held 737 1 M TeM V nx>S <

zx 768 ouTVCrrfc- ^-V'^TvOV

Hec 909 X x - fo^> 1 rve-^FoOx/

rx 91S $-v <n 2v

Ion 438 4~ Hu Sn &') 61 k-<-7

478 5 let^H-cvef <*

Ion 460 M Z * „ •> y
n~f A-jXzfc-V <X Oj> 6 $ 1 o»-$

r>,z ^0 t-ra-pns e-vtzt -r£nv*i<;

HF 382 t/x6* v ' £ <rV

/V 396 \&»f‘ iXo«^n<rV o^^JwV

Ion 308 ^Sr-O^-W -Xb-^yot. J-VoCTo?5

Or 838 '/Vy^-yM-jA v<rVl 6} nc£$

(183) x*-uu—

An dr 280 u i. e-n t p 3 J t •<-

rxz 290 T^WC [XxP-J c*tKxru<nM

HF 1049 -fcrJ t4S<f« ' loCvovS1 ’

1050 «• f C ' « ■* *“unv^o^*** t’ t-ov«*-s

1051 * z "e-yt-t p t-re — oijztcrv

S Aj 914 w 5~Vm V Oju. tf> t Ar\oHS> .

<v 960 'A'Xv CrV-T e-5 ’A-Tf ,



S Aj 181 er e/crot-ro

'"X 192 cpdiTiV olpfl

IT 896 "Ti 7^9 oU> FU^Tw-V

Ion 470 |a.CSVT <T-V JxtcMTl VOU

490

(184;I — v u«—

HF 1077

IT 397 C €“V£>V*r) TC«*“& B

411 I $ r>! ) 1 J

50 8

NOTES 10 (175) - (184)
( 175) Wer» w |

Hel 1473/1495

3rd stasimon 2nd strophe. Aeolic is the dominant metre after 

three enoplians/hemiepe. fri is an emendation metri causa.

Brevis in longo (the following verse starts with anceps too) 

guarantees the period end. Followed by u uwv~||.

Rh 898/909

Muse’s monody. After m-uu-mw- J g-w-wu- U (25), ithyph -v-u—

897 *> t 908 0$ yS

appears without link. This is syntactically connected strongly 

both with the preceding 896/907 and with the following 898/909.

S QT 154/162

Parodos, 1st strophe. This ode is composed of dactyls completely 

except 152b/l60 (ia dim). Preceded by dactyl tetram + dactyl 

dim (or hexam). Followed by dactyl tetram (155/163)* Note the 

initial anceps. .

* **'«*. '* •j**’



A Th 751/759

2nd stasimon 5rd strophe. Preceded by u~~|~u-u-u-| and 

followed by

u~uu~uu~|-v~u~~ H

~_u~| uuuu~| ~~~uu~~ ||

u~uu~uu~u| ~u~u~~ |||

A Cho 331/369

Commos (ELectra + Orestes), 5rd strophe. Preceded by da. 

Followed by v~uu~u~-J-uu~u-~H

Gf. (59) - 

(27) 

(106)

iVV«»U U«-W« ]I

t!

It

M v O •** M W ** I «M«M v V*M W(10?) I
(176) uu~uu~ 

Hipp 1102/1111 

1104/1115 

1106/1115 

1108/1117

'wWta*UV*« I VVewMU*

v V>M*M

VUMVWmW" II

II

3rd stasimon 1st strophe. 1102/1111 and 1106/1115 are dactylic 

hexameter. 1104/1115 bas iambic penthemimer instead of hemiepes. 

It has a strong sense pause after but it will not be

proper to call — and w~uu~uu~~ cola because the similarity 

with iambo-dactyl x-v/|\./uu«uu~ fs obvious. The same colon is 

found also at S 0T 175/18?, A Ag 107/126 and 116/155- At 1108/ 

1117 hemiepes of hexameter is replaced by a dactylic ’dimetron*

and an iambic raetron.

Tro 516/556

V

,— II

n V MM* M W «■»«*•

iVOMWl V*—V»» 1 M Um> O W U«*»*
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1st stasimon, strophe. See the metrical circumstances in the 

note on 515/555 (55)« The preceding colon —w—,/v—. has 

a strong sense pause after its end. But the possibility of

u—1-./vu-uu-uu— (-d^-e-Dd^-), remains.

OT 170/181 and 174/185

Parodos, 2nd strophe. For metrical synopsis of this ode, see 

172/184 (161). 170/181 is preceded by two iamb dim (-^tw'? (v-v-

while 174/185 is prefixed by ah iambic metron m-m-. v-v-.w-.vv.-v

is here better taken as iambic metron + enoplian than one long 

colon. It is the same combination as found in Hipp 1108/1117 

-uu-uulv-v-luu-uu-vu—K, Brevis in longo both at 174 and at 

185 is confirmed by full stop of sentence as well as the initial 

anceps of the next colon. Compare with 175/187 (—u-l -/mv-w-w. 

It is interpreted as iambo-dactyl, like —v-.|-./w-w-e But it 

resembles v-v-| w-w-w—1| if divided into —m— + w-vv™w—. 

The strong similarity with Hipp 1106/1115 is noteworthy.

Cf. (154) -mv-w-w-|-------------- MV— (J Ph 902/915, Hel 575

(177) VV-MM-V— |”

Ale 457/468

1st stasimon 2nd strophe. In Strophe, 457 is followed by

K<z~t !/Cm4k-oto?o <*V or ywi VCwkvtoo

which has no counterpart in antistrophe, and it must be taken 

either that this (458) is a gloss or that a lacuna is supposed 

between 468 and 469- 459 icxrt«^io< vt-frepc* TC-

/'v469 onJ e~T€4cr7 8 ouk CrKetV puArJ-flU can follow

457/468 immediately without other words according to Wilamowitz 

and Dale; but the antistrophe lacks principal sentence (main
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verb) standing against genitive absolutes. 457/468 is preceded 

by -Uu-u—Hv—w—1| aristoph + pher.

Hipp 1281

Astrophic choral dochmiac ode. Preceded by — v—w-vw—1| 

(-e-D-). It is possible to take this and our colon together 

(~e—DDu—) .

Held 576

1st stasimon, epode. Preceded by 2 gl’ ; and these three cola 

are in synaphea (575 ends with 00£ ). Compare with 572

ww-ww— which also follows 2 gl.

Hec 655

2nd stasimon, epode. For the metrical context, see Hec 647? 649. 

x~w«x~ww-ww—~ (57). Followed by —v-j-ww-ww-v-v—||

El 168

Choral strophic part of Parodos. Except 167-68/190-91? all are 

clearly aeolo-choriambic. Preceded by (ji ’AY®L|<t-|4'VirV'o? w

ww-ww-ww-ww—e ihe corresponding

antistrophe is ||| KeH t-j-irS Xf J

^uv«H has a different metre w-wv-ww-ww—. jf 

z
vw-.v~vv—y(with -uM). The ’free’ responsion between

ww~ww~v— ww~v-wv~~ is compared with S Tra 960/969 —w-v-v

and S 0C 512/525 ----------- II --------- -'-II by Dale who
2

takes it on analogy of that between gl -v wil (LM 156, 157n1; 

see also my note on S Tra 960/969? (65X66)).

However, w-v-wv-£ is an extremely unusual and completely 

unparalleled form, besides the ’free’ responsion. The value 

of depends on only metrical contexts. Among the examples

\‘ ■'
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restricted to this play, 317 (trimeter) 343 cpcxpq

(trimeter) 1221 (lyric iambic trimeter) 1231 probably
u uv> u —

or cpc*pKX (the initial of iambic dimeter; theoretically 

it may be — or even -»««, but spondaic opening is rare in Enripidean

lyric iambic, and the corresponding 1225 has «-). LSJ says
- u —

Aeschylus has always cX , Sophocles has (X and never certainly <X , 

Euripides.,has both. Hence 191 noX^n^vot ^uVcH

* z
may be ww-ww—.... Moreover at 168 L has instead

> / 4 z ( . /

of (Xy'foTeH j>oN . o^uA^v gives -vu—The whole

text is an inappropriate basis for a metrical theory.

Cf. (125) ""VW-.WW-. | WW—WW—W—. H
(178) -UV-UU— j

Ale 117/127

Parodos, 2nd strophe. Preceded by — ~w~|-ww~.ww-.|—.ww~ |J

Followed by —-v~|-/www-J.

Held 751/762

3rd stasimon 1st strophe. Preceded by gl + gl + w-w-.-. It 

echoes the preceding vw-ww— whatever it may be. To take -w-ww—. 

as 'pher with opening’ seems hardly possible because (i) Held 

is one of the earliest plays of Ehripides (judging from the 

iambic resolution) (ii)'’pher with opening’ itself will 

probably be extremely rare, if indeed occurring, when glyc of

the form -~vw-.ww-.w~ is found. or is
» z

necessary; elision ( ) is not probable- at the period-

end. ,

Held 77V781

3rd stasimon 2nd strophe. Preceded by 3 gl + i& + ithyph

.V
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( w—w—J-./w-w—. Followed by mm-.mm-.mm-.mm-.m~m—}-.} m—m—.. (80). 

Hiatus marks period-end ( |, oXsAjoyfurVoQ,, iof w ftrav-V

is emendation metri causa. Note the epicism •‘3 verf** WTot ,

A Th 484/524

Commos. Preceded by dochmiacs. Followed by -mm-mm-m—.

A Eum 96^-65/98^-83

3rd stasimon( •?) 2nd strophe. Among series of

V M«» WM«m Ia»» W*« V M **•■*»

(179) A4-ww-wv-

Ale 588/597

2iid stasimon 2nd strophe. Followed by -w—/w-uu-| (e-D) 

without link-anceps.

Med 846/856

3rd stasimon 2nd strophe. Followed by -mm-m-|-m-m—J—ww~w—|| 

From 85O/86O onwards, clearly aeolic.

Andr 795

3rd stasimon epode. Dact-epitr in the first half. Preceded 

by -.v-—m-./--.v- (e-.e~e). fi-e-B makes one period.

EL 482

1st stasimon epode. For the metrical context, see 486 (144). 

Biggie changes ct- into cfei f see (144), so that 482 turns to wil. 

Pho 119

Teichoskopia; Followed by o& oty^tToM <rTp<*.Tou

-tcXy P>f’LX,>*rvl ;

mvm—.-.M-.J—v~w| -.mm-mv——1| lecyth (or e-e) j -e^D— ||

The ’link anc©ps’ is lacking between w-.mv-.mm-. and lecythion.

Lecyth of the shape ww—.v~ has one parallel: EL 480
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z
t •GKekVW , Tuvb«k^

Hel 1W/U96

3rd stasimon 2nd strophe. Preceded by v-w-w— || and followed

by —ww—ww—U oil* Ai^v*-* is the emendation from A»j&u «-$

(l80) vv—vw—vw— |
IT 875*

The last long block of the Recognition duet. Preceded by ti's

(cr+dochm). Followed by

wwvww-j vw— |oAf-va^ : vv- trisyll) 3 dochm. The

emendations suggested by many have started with the supposition

that the metre w-w-w- is defective. But emendation is not

absolutely necessary. If mv-.vw-.ww-. is ’dicephalous erasm blunt’ , 

we have ’enoplian’ + dochm juxtaposed with a syntactical connection.

(l8l) ww—ww—w—

Ale W/M2

Monody of the child. Lacunae are suspected before our verse.

The metre is not certain before and after our verse, but ^00 . 

certainly corresponds with 412.

Ale 375/583

2nd stasimon 1st strophe. For the metrical context, see 370/380 

(52). Followed by —-w-v—- J—w—-[|J Our line and these two 

may be aeolic, but such a combination as tel(gl) + tel+sp + pher 

is unusual. Jr^jaiivis scanned vw- at A1 1000, Rh 371» Or 1261. 

Hec 905/914, 910/919

3rd stasimon 1st strophe. 905/914 is followed by two dact-epitr 

cola (e-D-) and 909/918 vw-w—1| if w-w— is taken as the 

repeated latter half of -v—/w-w- (e-p-), our colon ww-w-w- 

may also be either w-ww-w—|J (period end is strongly possible)



or, as a first line of hv?y»$ of aeolic lines: uu-vu-.u*.|-/'—w-v-. 

—-vw~v— (tel+gl+hipp). If 911ff/920ff are not aeolic but a 

(special) kind of ’enoplian’ — w-v---.|-w-u—9-10/919 will be 

vu-mm»,u—. u-J| is found at A1 c 443/433s

z z Z * '

ho^t-vrou; eA*T«* ^ipoUntvo .
z »» w r o

Tol<*V f^47Vt< iJ<iV(n><r* JlM»XnrtV .

Hec 633/644

2nd stasimon strophe. Followed by —-.“-.mw-J-mo—.~||. Possibly

used as tel.

Supp 777/786

3rd stasimon. All the other cola are completely iambic.

Ion 468/488, 469/W See (92)

El 708/721

2nd stasimon 1st strophe. Followed by gl + ch+ba. Overlapping 

into the glyconic is inevitable because of the difference of 

the number of overlapping syllables in strophe and ant.

Possibly used as tel: cf. the first period vU-uU-u«J--|-uv-Wu-_l 

ww M V«"» V v |l (46)

EL 733/743

2nd stasimon 2nd strophe. Followed by 2 wil. Possibly used 

as tel. Cf. 730-32/741-43 tel-gl«-gl.

Hel 1114/1128

1st stasimon. Preceded by -e-Dd-ithyphl|, (126). Followed by 

—-.w-wvw | v—vw— J|, obviously aeolics (tel+gl+pher).

Our colon is possibly used instead of tel.

Hel 1119/1134

Preceded by two highly resolved iambic trimeters. Followed by

313

fey
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—---------------------vv~|--------------------------------||(77)» This connection is similar to Ion

468ff/^88ff. 1119 has a resolved long ( vm-w^Lm-). Resolution

is more fitted with aeolic interpretation.

Hel 13^2/1358 '

2nd stasimon 2nd strophe. Followed by wil-wil. Possibly used

as tel.

IA 10^9/1071 and 1051/1073

3rd stasimon strophe. w-mm-m-| will vv-mm-m-^vril(pher|i Used 

as tel.

EL 144/162

Parodosi 'Electra’s Monody). Usually supposed to be of the

form vu-.mm-.m- but uncertain textually.

(182) MM —MM— |

Held 572

1st stasimon epode. Preceded by 2 gl. The next period is

similar: 2 gl + vm-mm-m—. The final period is tel + 2 gl +

ch+ba. Note the epic correption •

Held 750/761 and 757/768

3rd stasimon 1st strophe. 750/761 is preceded by 2 gl and

followed by -vm-mm— (751/762). The following periods are

similar: 2 gl + x-vv— (m-mm—, 734 ’Afp#Sis

emendation), 2 gl + vv-m---- (757/768), gl+ba. Except 751/762

all cola may be interpreted as aeolic if vm-mm— is regarded

as reizian with double-short opening. But -vm-mm— evidently 

resembles vm-mm—? and if the stress is laid on this similarity, 

mm-mm— may be taken .as ’acephalous’ hemiepes.

Hec 909/91.?
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3rd stasimon 1st strophe. This ode starts with w-w-m-

(905/914)• The next two are iambelegi: -u—/vv-w—. The

caesura before uu-w— is clear at 906, 907? 915? not at 916.

The rhythm of our line 909/917 is regarded as the latter half 

of these preceding cola. For the following cola, see (181) •

Ion 458/478 and ^0/480

1st stasimon strophe. The basic metre is evidently aeolic.

458/478 is preceded by w-w-v-v— or mm-mv-w—. Either

must bejemended (60). Between 458/478 and ^60/480, one wil

appears. This colometry supposes 458/478 ends with brevis

in longo both in strophe and ant.

HE 382/396 preceded by mv-w-w-uv-.j see (86).

Ion 508 Preceded by w-w-w-vu-J w-w-w-w-j see (86)

Of. (168) PV 551 uu —uu —w—w—uv — ||

Or 638

2nd stasimon epode. Most cola are wil. The preceding colon 

is uuu—uu-; if We combine it with our colon, the result is 

mum—-uv-w-vu— which may be analysed as a kind of dact~epitr 

(e-Dd-). But possibly our colon is used as reizian.

(183) x~uv—

An dr.28O/P9O

1st stasimon 1st strophe. The preceding lines have good sense 

but do not correspond strophically:

279 <rrvy*f>£ KKooj>U$’|d,W<rV fr-U Jax»f <f I

/*»
If we accept 279 as many do, the metre is uv-w-uv-w- |-m- |

which has no parallel whether it may be called as anap + cr
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’enoplian’ + cr. 280/290 is possibly analysed as anceps +

-w— (vd~). -V-X-.W— is compared with S Aj 181/191 below.

289 makes easier meter, ww-w-w-w-| w—w—[| This is analysed

2 anap + 2 anap cat most simply ( should be — in

this case).

HF 1049, 1050 and 1051

Commos sung by Amphitryon and the chorus. Since the context 

is dochmiacs and enoplians, these three are regarded as ’enoplian’ 

rather than aeolic. The elision at the end of 10A9 is also 

negative against reisian as an aeolic colon. As far as we 

take this arrangement of three the. .last element is

anceps. Or v-w-|-/v-uv-j-v-u—|is another colometry (in this 

case, * — o»V»eH v-v—, is preferable).

S Aj 914/960

Commos sung by the chorus and Tecmessa. Ianbelegus is found 

before. 911/937 v“v-.w-.w- jv-v-v—|j( we^D^ithyph).

-vv-vv-v-w— may be a kind of dact-epitr (]>d~).

S Aj 181/192

Parodos strophe. Preceded by —v-tj-w-w-J-v-{. Almost totally 

dact-epitr. Dale (MATC) says the clausula -v-v-w— ”■ is gn 

indivisible enneasyllable used like alcaic decasyll as clausula 

of dact-epitr.” (e.g. Tereus 591 P (55))• But -v-v-w— may 

be used as if -v-v-w-w— „

IT 896 Preceded by w-w-w-w-| see (85)

Ion 470/^90 Preceded by w-w-w-w- j see (85)

(184) -w—

HF 1077 Preceded by — w—w-v J—w—w—v J —/w-w—v | see (2)
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IT 397/411 Preceded by w-mm-m—) see (t>0)

End of notes

. The cola which end with ~w—1| or 1| involve a theoretical 

question. It would be absurd to take the final element of the 

epic (stichic) dactylic hexameter as a link anceps:

™.wv«.ov-Mv«vv-w-Ty * Evidently it marks the end of the line,

and if an absolutely definite proof is needed, it exists in

the fact that hiatus is permitted at this joist. When it is

occupied by short, the short may be prolonged or have ’Rest’

after it. The element is called final anceps, distinguished

from link anceps, where, (I think) the short can retain the 

1 . .value of short. It is anticipated that other dactylic verses? 

will share the same characteristic with regard to the final

element with the hexameter when they end with the movement

-mm—. Here I hypothetically distinguish the last element of 
o

dactylic hexameter not only from link anceps but also fi^m that 

of glyconics or iambics. In glyconic and iambics, the last 

element is essentially the same as other longs (marked by *) 

oo*ww~u“" or X~U"X“U“X“M— Even if a short syllable fills the 

last element, it is prolonged by Pause (brevis in longo).

But at the end of dactyls, it seems me hard to suppose that 

the last ’long’, is equal to the initial element of the dactylic 

’foot’ (^ww) which is true long. Rather it is equal to biceps: 

^mm-j-mm^mm^mm-mm-’ -1. Hereafter I use the term ’link anceps' > 

'final anceps' and 'true long’ to indicate indicate the tripartite
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nature.

What is the final element 3-uu-w—. at period-end? We 

have observed the cases of erasmo.ni dean which certainly end 

with link anceps. Then when w-w-w.- is situated at period-

end, which nature does its final element have? Theoretically 

three alternatives are imaginable:

(i) it is still link anceps

( iL) it works like final anceps, or becomes final anceps,

(hi) it is true long: that means v-vo-w—- is different erasm. 

However we have no means to distinguish (i) from ( ii), for it 

is by definition impossible to point out any case where a colon 

which ends with link-anceps is used at period-end. This does 

not mean that there is no occurrence of link anceps followed 

by period-end, but that we cannot know at all whether there is 

or is not. Remember the features which distinguish link anceps:

1. dominantly occupied by short

2. closely connected with the initial word(s) of the following

verse,

5* the following verse starting with true long
. z
4. strophic responsion with a verse which has not “Tof-O'l

after the element in question

5» The verse being of the identical or quite similar form with 

a passage which is attested to have link anceps at the end. 

Among these conditions only the fourth provides certain proof. 

The second and the fifth are comparatively useful; the third 

is sine qua non for a colon to end with link anceps but in 

itself is quite inconclusive; the first is useful when

77, 7-17777^^ <7;. :;, <7: 7,7,
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cumulative examples are obtained, but for a particular passage 

it is a mere hint to arouse suspicion that the element is not 

brevis in longo but link anceps. Link anceps is frequently occupied 

by short but it can be long, too, even if it has *t®hh behind it. 

For example, — vv~v«— does not necessarily mean that period ends

after it. In other words, link anceps will not be attested unless

period-end is certainly denied after it. Then the choice must 

be made between anceps and true long. It is hard to suppose 

that the final element of || is not anceps (Senkung)

but ^rue long (Hebung), for if so, there would be no connection 

of dactyls with 1| or -w-ov-.,- || .

w-om-vu— || and —vv-u»—|| have a different, but related, 

difficult problem. They are found in anapaestic systems and 

used as the 'catalectic form’ of the normal anapaestic dimeter.

They never fail to be followed by period-end.

Unlike Hephaestion, I do not think that catalexis is mere 

amputation of the final element. Instead ”in catalexis the last 

two elements of a colon are either fused into or replaced by 

a single element” (Parker, CQ, NS 26, 1976, 15)•

w~u~v—|| is not w-o«v-.v(-) but || or v-w-w- L_ |l );

oo-uu— |J is not oo-vw-.«(-.) but oo-^^-a-|| or oo-««- *— l| ).

Their final element is longer (1—) than ordinary long (-) if 

we think that the last two are fused. But whether fused or not,

it is certain that the last element is not anceps but comparable 

with that of 2 ia and gl. I call this element ’true long’ 

simply. Then what is wv-uu-w—1| in an anapaestic system (

hereafter I call it paroemiac) ? It would be natural to suppose
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longer than, that of 2 anap, i.e. true long- Then w-w-w—1| 

as paroemiac will be different from the second part of the 

dactylic hexameter after penthemimeral caesula (-.w-.vv-./vv-vv-.vv-. -V 

since the latter ends with final anceps- Similarly, as far as 

it is related with dicephalous erasmonidean (vv-.vv-.wv-S)?

VV-W-VVO.O. || will be different from paroemiac- If this reasoning 

seems absurd, we must correct one of the two premises and accept

either:

(,i) like the final element of dactyls, the final element of 

catalectic cola such as v-.v-.v- or w-w-w— is not true long

or

(if) dactyls have true long at the very last element, too,

or at least, it is not anceps.

If neither is acceptable, the following hypothesis must be

established:

(iii) there are two kinds of verses among those which end

with the movement —i| or 1|. One has true long

at the last two elements while the other has long at the penultimate

but anceps at the last.

Another example will make the problem clearer- If as with 

dactyls v-w-w—.(| (erasm) does not have true long but final 

anceps at its end, w-w-v—1| (diom) will end with anceps, too.
/

On the other hand, v-.w-.v- or -w-v— ends with true long.

Consequently it must be supposed that there are two kinds of 

ending of the form , namely *-x and (or v-L-). So we

522

shall be compelled to think about the nature of the final element
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and vv~w~v~~ should not

Instead they are in this

What has the same ending

colon by colon. For example, is the last element of ~w~w~v~~ 

true long or not?

I must confess that 1 am wavering between C ii) and (iii).

If C±0 is taken, it seems me too hard to take the final element 

of dactyls or of v-w~w—1| true long. I admit it does not 

work as an objective reason to say only that a dactylic hexameter

consists of six true longs with five biceps and one final anceps. 

Perhaps I am still obsessed by the idea of Ii ebun g en and Senkungen 

But whether it may have been audible or not, the long in the 

position of biceps should be distinguished from true long; so 

should the final element be. And also the hypothesis (ii) means 

that when erasm or diom is situated at the end of period, its 

final element is transformed from link anceps into long.

If (iii) is taken, various problematic cola are conceivable. 

Probably ~vv~w~v~~ |J, is judged to have real long at the end 

like -vv~v~~ because it is analysed as -w-w-v + ~~ or as 

hemiepes + bacchiac (it is the same thing), see chapter 13- 

On the other hand w~w~v~~ ends with anceps as it has its origin 

in diom (w-w-v-v). This is not an inconsistency. -w-w~v— 

be compared in this manner:

relation:

as ~„M~w~v— and is related to

w~vv~v~~ is w~vv~v-v~~. The acknowledgement of diomedean

. M V«M M

Ml/ l/M V VMOt

I Ml/ ’V
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ww-ww-w-~} whose third Senkung is not sweeps but real single 

short, is proved important here too. And coexistence of v-x 

with (or «-L.) will be accepted if a trochaic dimeter

(-^-x-^-x) is compared with a iambic dimeter catalectic (w-w-w—)

But a much more serious problem will present itself as to 

how to take the final element of erasm + -w— ( u-ww-ww-w-w—) ? 

or diom + “w—. ( ww-.wu-.w-.w-.o-...)s or D-e- (-ww-uw—u—)? of the 

dicolon which ends with -w-u-w—. if it is taken as true long- 

compared with (w)— as (w)-A~ (or (u)~L-) and (w)-w-w— as 

(w)-u-u-w-A- (or ( u)~u-.u~L. ) , two types of elements will have 

to be introduced into what we now accept curre ntly as link 

anceps of dactylo-epitrite. This might be felt as a retreat 

to the pre-Maasian situation. And similarly it is eveh possible

to suppose that what is regarded as 2 tro followed by period-end 

(-w-.w-.w-.xll) is ~w-w-w-^- 1| (-w-w-w-1— ID j but the examples are 

rare or nil as I have checked (cf. Tro 832/852, p.269f above).

The question involves many cola. We have been confronted

with the possibility of the colon ~ww-w-x in Part I. We passed 

over ’choriambic enoplian A and B’, which may be x-wu-u-x 

and x-u-^-“X , briefly. has been treated as having

spondee (i.e. two true longs). Some speculation has been 

offered about ’hypercatalectic’ and ’brachycatalectic’. But 

it would obviously go beyond the scope of this thesis to 

speculate more.

Finally I mention the cross-over with aeolics.

-ww-ww-w- (but never -ww-ww—) is often used as a variation 

on glyconic. Similarly Euripides uses ww-ww-w- (181) as if
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it were tele sill ean, x-vu-w-. w-.vv-.v-. is the blunt form of 

diom (vo-w-u-w) as well as v-w-w—(179) and w-w-w- (180) 

are ’erasm blunt’ and ’werasm blunt’ respectively. Neither 

Aeschylus nor Sophocles uses w-.w-.v-.. This supports the 

supposition that diomedean and its family were developed by 

Euripides. It should be noticed, too, that no certain example 

of w~w—- is found. Ale 397/A1O is too confused textually 

to cite as an example. This confirms that the penultimate

element of w-w-v- is not anceps, different from that of 

~w-.w-.v-.. This agrees with our supposition that w~w~v~ is

blunt diom while -w~w~v- is ~w-.w-v + suffix -.

A much shorty colon w-w~~ (182) is difficult to give the 

definition. It is used in various situations.

1. after w~v—v~w~. ion 508, HE 383/397 (86)

2. after -v~~~w~w-~j Hec 909/917

3. after vv—w~v~v~~ or w~w~w~~; Ion A58/A78

A. after wilamowitzians: Ion 460/480, Or 838

5. after glyconics: Held 372, 750/761 (followed by ~w~w~~)t 

757/768

w~w~v~ and W-.W-V— are found in vicinity of Hec 909/917 

and Held 372 respectively. There w-w— appears to be the 

catalectic form of w~w~v~ (diom blunt). On the other hand 

aeolic context suggests it is reizian with initial replaced by

double-short.

But perhaps it is better to take it as an all round 

component which repeats or prolongs the double-short movement 

as well as makes the period-end. It can follow not only



Mv-.vv-.vM-.uu- (possibly enopl) but also wilamowitzian which ends 

with it can be intermediate between glyconic and hemiepes,

Like as is combined with so various colon that it is

inappropriate to being classified into one genus, w-mv-.- seems

better to be left alone.

When (183) and »vv~- (184) appear in aeolic context,

they are regarded as reizian and ’adonean*. The latter has one 

example in Euripidean corpus; Med 855/865> the former is found 

more frequently. See p.122f above. It does not seem meaningful 

to discuss whether there are two kinds of reizians, namely

’aeolic’ and ’enoplian* or whether the colon x-vv—• is used in

a broader context.

526
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Chapter 1?

Conclusions

1. Prosodiac-enoplian is to be considered not as a chain of 

alternating long with double/single short of indefinite length 

but as a composite of a basic colon with/without suffixes. In 

other words it is not a periodic metre but analysable into cola.

2. The basic cola are:

v —ww—wV —(V) erasmoni dean

ww—ww—w—(w) diomedean

ww-ww-ww-(v) dicephalous erasmonidean

V w—ww—ww—ww —( w )

—uu~vw—(v) hemiepes

Occasionally the following cola of usage restricted to combination 

with particular suffixes or cola are used:

w—vv~w—( V ) so-called ’choriambic enoplian k\

— w w —uu —u w —( TJ )

------wv~vv~vv~(w) (no examples of v~ww-ww-w-( v) )

5» The last element of these cola is link anceps. Forms having 

lost this element exist, too. It is possible to separate this 

anceps from these cola and attach it to the following colon/ 

suffix in order to acquire a much simpler scheme for ’prosodiacr 

enoplian’• It is essential to distinguish link anceps from 

brevis in longo as regards the nature of this element. 

Consequently it becomes possible to compare, for example,

UU-.UU-UU-.vj-/vU-UV— with VW-.WW~MV-.W- || .

The suffixes are: -, -v-? ~w~~. if the last element
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of the preceding colon is considered to belong to the suffix, 

they turn into v—, ~-u-1 “-u—. The short of ~v~ and -v—

is real short, not anceps. -v—s -v-v— , -u-u-v-i -v-v-v— 

are classified as independent cola* But there is no fundamental 

difference apart from length between them and suffixes.

5* The appellation ’dragged form’ is inappropriate for such 

a colon as ~uv-w— or u-uu-w—. Their penultimate element 

is essentially anceps, and frequently appears as long. The 

analogy of ’dragged glyconic’ or ’dragged dochmiac’ is unfavourable

6. The parallelism of erasmonidean( v-w-w-tr) with diomedean 

(„v-uv~u-“) and, to a lesser extent, with dicephalous erasmonidean 

(is explicit not only among dicola but also in the 

relation with suffixes. However it is possibly wrong to

comprehend the tragic erasm/diom and others as identical

’Dreiheber’. The scheme ju-ju-ju-w covers so many forms that

do not actually exist Similarly another Dreiheber (Eeizianum 

of Wilamowitz, prosodiac of Schroeder), is too amorphous

7. Diomedean is an important entity in Eu.ripid.ean odes. When

this colon is acknowledged, the construction of such a dicolon 

as w—w—u—v J-w-w— or vu—w-v—v J-v—v— becomes clear as well 

as uu-vu-u- (no examples of w-w—)? w-w-v-?—, uu-w-u-u— 1

uu-vu-v-v-u- which have not been systematically explained as yet.

8. Hemiepes is closely related to erasm/diom. It is preceded 

and followed by erasm/diom. But at the same time the usage of 

itself and its extended form by suffixes suggests that difference 

between hem and erasm/diom does not lie in the lack of initial 

anceps only. Erasm/diom and hem are so different from each
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other that to call them ’procephalous’ or ’acephalous' is an 

oversimplification.

9. Hemiepes is also prolonged by suffix. Though there is no

decisive proof, ~ and —can ^g regarded as

such from metrical contexts.

10. Though it is convenient for descriptive purposes, , the 

current notation for the ’procephalous' element at the beginning 

of *enoplians' (Vorsilbe), is unfortunate. It is better not

to suppose there is an entity which can be either single-short 

or double-short or long (anceps), Senkung. There is no problem 

about -, which means the (link) anceps. But strophic responsion 

between «« and - at the initial position of cola is surprisingly 

rare, and this responsion does not necessarily mean the anceps 

is resolved. We have provisionally called the colon vm-uv-mv-TT 

dicephalous erasmonidean; but it must be taken as a different 

colon from erasmonidean (and diomedean as well) though they 

themselves and their prolonged forms are certainly related.

11. Possibly the initial double-short is not different from 

double-short in the middle of a colon. Especially when a colon 

starting with double-short is preceded by a blunt form of erasrn/ 

hem, this double-short is regarded as a part of ’dactylic run’. 

That there are no examples of o-.uu-mv«uv-(m) at all strengthens 

the hypothesis that the initial double-short of wu-vu-wu-ow-(w) 

is essentially double-short.

12. Prosodiac-enoplian is mainly used in two metrical- contexts: 

(i) among dochmiacs ( it) with dactyls, iambics, dact-epitr, 

and other 'prosodiac-enoplians'• As far as we take 'aeolic'
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in a strict sense, that means the group of glyconics, pherecrateans 

wilamowitzians, some other that start with ’aeolic base’ and their 

. acephalous forms, aeolics are alien to prosodiac-enoplians.

The usage of -ww~ww~w~ and w-w-v- in the place of gl and tel

does not mean an underlying relationship of the genre of

’prosodiac’ and the genre of ’aeolic'.

13* But there may be a more essential relation of erasm/diom/ 

hem with some apparent 'aeolic forms'. They are 3-w~w- (not 

the usual telesillean), c-w-v-s, &-v~w~ (not the usual 

acephalous wilamowitzian), s-u-w~c? -w~v~v (not -w~v—? ch+ba). 

It is beyond the scope of this examination of tragic metres

to ask to what extent the units -w-v- and -v-w- can be

exchanged for ~w~w~.

14. Dactylo-epitrite is certainly a different metre as a whole 

system. Its characteristics are (i) long link anceps ( it) the 

combination without link anceps such as De, eeo(iii) being 

analysable completely into D and e and link anceps. But at 

the level of individual metre, it is inseparable from 

prosodiac-enoplian. For example, v-w-w-vj-w-w-| belongs to 

both categories. Or iambelegus ( u-v-v-w~w-), a typical 

dactylo-epitrite colon, is used in dochmiac contexts with

other prosodiac-enoplians.

Prosodiac-enoplians in dochmiac contexts may be a sign 

of later tragedies since this type of usage increases..jin 

later plays of Euripides along with the development of the songs

sung by actors. But oversimplification is dangerous. Ajax 

mad Trachiniae include them though not at a developed stage.
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Notes

Part I AEOLIC METRES 

Chapter 1

Criteria for the basic aeolic metres

1 > As Wilamowitz does in GV IE4.

2 For example, Raven 74ff, Dain 39*

3 See Appendix.
4 The similarity of -w-tt-w— with oo-««-«— has been stressed 

already by Wilamowitz, GV 249f.

5 For ’hypercatalexis’, see p.182 below.
6 Pale LM^ 22, Parker, CQ NS 26, 1976, 16.

7 Ch. 10.4, p-33- His example is Anacreon 373 He analyses 

priapean ’antispast tetrameter catalectic' (-—v| v-u-|—u|u—) 
similarly with Sappho 140 LP (.-—uh—-v| u—uj u— : the greater 
asclepiad catalectic, or pher^° in Snell’s notation).

8 See Appendix, with its notes 7~9»

9 His attitude should, I think, not be confused with that of 

Hellenistic or Roman poets who tried to reproduce the archaic 

metres.

10 Horace does not use priapean. His usage of pherecratean is 

restricted to ’Third Asclepiad’ (numeration is of Nisbet and 

Hubbard; the metre of Qd.I 5 etc): 2 asclep + pher + gl.

Hence it seems to me possible to suppose that Lesbian poets 

never used priapean dicolon. Catullus’ usage of it (17, cf.

34 (3 gl + pher) and 61 (4 gl + pher)) has, perhaps, its 
origin in Anacreon or a different stream of folk-song.

11 For example, Snell 43ff and Korzeniewski 133ff« Note both

put the adjective aolisch in quotation marks. Irigoin calls 

series iambiques. The name ’aeolic’ derives partly from the 
phrases poZ-n*. (01 1, 102) AioKW«r-i

(Pyth 2, 69) and A4oXftf-<n nweMonV (Nem 3, 79).

These three odes are composed of non-dactylo-epitrite metres.

It is uncertain whether these phrases mention the nature of 

metre. Cf. • f>(01 1, 17)»
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12 Hephaestion mentions a certain dactyl called ’logaoedic' ( ch. 7*8, 

p.24) and a certain anapaestic compared with logaoedic dactyls
(ch* .8.9, p.28). They are —wv—uv—w—* -ww—vu-uu-u—J—~wu—uu—uu-w—- 

See further Part II p.229ff. ” [to call the metres of the group

of Pindar ’logaoedic’ 3 was almost a confession of failure to 
understand them” (Winnington-Ingram, 'Amy Marjorie Pale', The Proc. 

of the Brit* Academy, 53, 428).

13 Both Pale (’Metrical Units’ = Coll Pap 4?, 64ff) and Snell (44-5) 

cite 01 1 with a completely opposite purpose. I owe to Pale

the fundamental idea that Pindaric odes should not be analysed 

into aeolic cola but the following analysis is my own.

14 Pale, 'Metrical Units' = Coll Pap 66.

15 Juxta ancipitia, brevis in longo and hiatus are the most reliable 

criteria. Cf. Stinton, CQ NS 27, 1977, 27ff* But without 

imagining the metrical scheme you cannot tell brevis in longo 

from a true short especially in astrophic passages. Similarly 
some cases of hiatus can be explained as epic correption.

16 -mm-um-um-uu|-u-u~u~ may be the combination of -uw-uw- +

See Part H chapter 12. But it does not affect

the argument.

1

Chapter 2

Aeolic periods
Hipp 525/535 ’'tfws o w<t 'opuiTw-J -t'’A-KjkS

Text and colometry is certain, and the colon u-“-uu-u- unambiguously 

exists. Nevertheless I suspect that the whole ode, including 

this line, is not aeolic but prosodiac^enoplian (see p.36lf.

Our line may be “-w-ww-w (the last element is link anceps) + 

suffix comparable with x-wv-vu-x- and uu-uu-u-x-.

Or 816/828 ~ IcthvwV <rxv

Text is certain. The following lines are f-/u-.ww-u-| -/--uu— ||J

gl+pher. These three lines can be arranged as 
w-H-wu-l Wil

U —UU — |)|

According to

wil

wil + '-’(= hypercatalectic wil) . 

this interpretation, overlapping is not a common

' ’ ’ „_______ 2—L----------i:---------- L--------------------
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one by one element. And the colon oo-x-««— is rare. For these 

reasons ’procephalous’ glyconic is usually prefered.
Ba 877=897 ff-TO Tt *t<5 rV .

As Dodds points out, the deletion of the second to improves the 

Greek, and possibly the metre 2 ia , )•
Hipp 145/155 <ru I* *!<*>> d v -v q Tts

Murray arranges 145~7/155~7 as v-.v~wv-----1|
proceph drag gljgljdrag gl; and I previously accepted this: 

see Appendix. But I realize now that this colometry entails 

too many irregularities: besides proceph drag gl,overlapping 

of gl with ending (see p.149 below) and correeponsion of 

uwu with at the initial of the third line (see p,129 below).

It would be more acceptable to acknowledge wvw5t.-.wv.-— (ia+ch+sp) 
in aeolic context.

Among the Euripidean examples, the only certain one’Is Or 

816/828. Then the question is: which of two unfamiliar cola 

is better, x-x-^-^- or oo-x-^--. I take the latter, because 

the idea of the additional anceps standing before aeolic base 

is harder to swallow than wilamowitzian with additional long 

made by analogy with hipponactean.

2 EL 459/449 Is so completely accommodated in aeolic context that 

it may be naturally supposed that this verse is gl or wil. And 

there seems to be no other way to explain what it is. But is

actually a variant of either gl or wil? If we accept 
it as gl or wil, this means that we accept that the anceps 

(or short) can be resolved (or, in a milder expression, substi

tuted) at least in certain circumstances. For some people this 

acceptance may entail a sort of Hebung-theory which supposes 

that, since the penultimate element of glyconic is Senkung, 

v, may fill it. For example Wilamowitz accepts the

traditional text of Hipp 739/749: *-<raiwiVK o» dj** notrpos —
- fcH wV kCco- —w—um—u— —...w v—uv— (GV 247).

Hipp 739/749 may be excluded as a corruption (see Barrett ad loc); 

but there is no uncertainty about El 439/449* Also Ba 112/127 

115/130 and IA 1093 are certainly of the shape vw-ww-vw-,.

It is a methodological question whether any special form must
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be explained as a variation of an extant metre or whether some 

examples should be accepted as a passing caprice without any 

further analysis. -

Wilamowitz (GV 247f) and Barrett (ad loc). Nobody would deny 
the similarity of -o-w-v-. -with -v-.uu-.m-. (oo-um-.m-.) in this 

context. But there is no absolute criterion except strophic 

responsion to decide whether is actually glyconic with

double-short replaced by single-short or whether two metres are 
juxtaposed because of similarity of appearance. It is also a 

methodological question to what extent metrical context should 

dominate the classification.

Duet of Andromache + Child (purely aeolic of very simple structure; 

strophic); Evadne's monody (quasi-aeolic; strophic); Ion’s 

monody antecedent to Parodos, sandwiched by anapaest series 

(quasi-aeolic; strophic); Electra’s monody in EL antecedent 

to Parados (quasi-aeolic; strophic).

Chapter 3

General characteristic of aeolic cola

If we notate a responsion between -mm-/u-m-? ’choriambic

anaclasis* , as oo^-, this is another example of juxta ancipitia. 

Similarly Maas’s idea about the responsion of wil with gl 

(oo-«oo^-) (26). But the latter is an inappropriate abstraction, 

for it does not cover a familiar wil ——and the notation 
oo-xoou- would cover an implausible colon as aeolic, oo—u-u-.

IT 1126 ow^e-iow n«*vo<;
» z J r*
ev yvotoiS o’-f-'joiS MUM—-.— , which appears in aeolic context

(between wil and drag tel), may be dragged glyconic with contracted 
’nucleus'. can be scanned as but -vwielS cannot.

However both 1126/1141 can be changed into a normal wil (------- w-)

by transposing and to the end of the verse.

(Diggle does this in new OCT).

Generally speaking, the contraction of dactylic movement is 

less frequent in early lyric poetry and tragic odes than epic 

hexameter. Moreover choriambic metron in iambo-choriambic is 

never contracted either. On the other hand, the ultimate proof
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example of «« i,s extremely rare. Hence the reason why double

short in aeolic verses is not contracted will not be so simple.

4 See Appendix-

5 Ar Ran 1322 n (-f ** u u is locus class! cus

of the glyconic with vv- opening. But ’Aristophanes would surely

have implanted the anomaly more deeply in the text if the point

of one of his jokes had depended on it’ (Maas, 31 )• Bale writes
’Euripides has two or three instances of w-* (lm 134). It is

not clear which passages she bears in her mind, but HE 6^0z """"" 2
Ail KfaVo is one of the examples (IM *152)

However it is extremely doubtful whether the metre 639-42 
UMUV—.Mw-uw-v—vm-v—v.vvwv— is aeolic (see Appendix). IT 1120

^03 — .—uu-) may be another 

example, but textually uncertain.

6 The examples are cited by Page, Sappho and Alcaeus, 3l8ff;
Snell, 35n1; Korzeniewski, 129n1.

7 For example, Wilamowitz on Ion 457? 468, 469 (GV 568-69). But

when Dale writes ’this point has often been ignored, by Wilamowitz 
2

and many others’ (LM 134nl), she exaggerates. Wilamowitz

observes that double-short is used only when it has corresponding

double-short (GV 91? 246). Then there is no substantial ;

difference whatever the verse may be called.
12

8 Dale makes a passing reference at LM 153*

9 Ale, Med, Held, Hipp, Andr, Hec, Supp. These belong to two 

groups of ’stilus sevarior® and *semiseverus’ accoridng to 

Zielinski’s classification based on the frequency of resolutions 

of iambic trimeters.
10 Therefore Supp 999 K.must be j correct

here my error at p. of Appendix.

11 For the possible examples of cr+gl, see p.9 above, cf. p 20^.

12 For this colometry, see. p.146 below. ,
15 e.g. GS 50? Women clator 44.

14 Metrik 35» Akephal’ ist systematised , nicht historisch 

gemeint... Ich halte mich nur moglichst an eingebtirgerte 

Terminologie” (n2).

535
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Traite 37•
This analysis goes back to Heliodorus. See his analysis

of Ar Pax 1329ff (White 420).

For the name of this colon, see p.188 below, and Appendix.

Cf. Parker, CQ NS 26, 1976, 15.

See the examples at p.185 below.

Part Z ch. 8 (p.36O), ch. 10 (p.393l), ch. 16 (examples).

See above p.131.

Strophic responsion between ™ ~ is surprisingly rare: Rh 

527/547, S Ant 354/366, Rh 903/914. The last example may be 

regarded as dactyls.

I include among wilamowitzians in Appendix. But

I am inclined now to regard it as ia+ch. -ww- is more frequently- 

used as iambic metron than I imagined.

•Metrical Units’ = Coll Pap 67. As is evident from that it is 

the ’dragged close’ which is mentioned in General Index, her 
usage for tragic metres is more limited than for Pindaric 

(and other periodical) metres.
e.g. GV, Register 612.

e.g. Electra, 214-and Lyric Iambics 141.

According to him, the verse v-w~.v-— is the iambic trimeter 

whose last metron is shortened by cutting one foot off:

—(v-.)*^ —. He does not take the spondee as equivalent to 

iambic metra before it (Korzenieski, 101, is wrong). He designates 

this procedure ’brachycatalectic’. Hence ithyphallic (-v~u—) 

is taken as trochaic dimeter brachycatalectic either in the 

archilochean dicolon or after an iambic trimeter. He regards
as -m~u~w(«m). From our point of view the colon ■

(cr+sp) rather seems to deserve the designation ’brachycatalexis’ 

when -v~v— (cr+ba) is explained as catalectic. See Part Z p.268f. 

Phalaecean is an old name which Hephaestion mentions (ch. 10.3, 

p-33). But no name has yet been given to wil+ba. It must be 

noted that Dale uses the expression ’a bacchiac prolongation’

(IM 141). Wil+ba can subsume ’sapphic hendecasyllable (the 
first line of the sapphic stanza: ’. But no essential-

connection is expected between them.
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29 See p-9 above.

Chapter 4 

Individual metres
1 See p-19 above.

2 But as has been observed, dragged glyconic may overlap into 

the following colon so that it must be distinguished from 
catalectic ending.
See p-29 above. ‘

For its name, its shape and its history, see Appendix.

5 See p.175f above.
6 For the colometry, see above. According to Parker, CQ NS 26,

1976, 291 there is one passage where a pherecratean ends with 
elision: S Aj 692, followed by another pher.

7 See Part IL ch. 19

8 Hephaestion divides hipponactean into metra: ’antispast' +

'iambic' + extra syllable. His first example of hypercatalexis 

(ch. p.1^-), €1 ' w*rt (Oonsbruch's

text following Wilamowitz's emendation; cf. 97^ P) —v-v-v-v 

appears to be x-^-x-^-x, which may be so-called alcaic enneasyllable. 

Aleman may use it at 16 P. It is also identical with xexex of 

dactylo-epitrite. See Part IE p.269f- His second example reveals 

how he comprehends 'hypercatalexis' in a surprising manner.
otf' w z —WU-O-, which we would call telesillean,

is analysed —«^(-) as anapaests.
9 For -uv-w-v—, See p-212 below.

10 For -v-M-u—1 see Part IL p.269f below.

11 Most scholars now appears to accept that the lesser asclepiad 

is glyconic with doubled -w-. This analysis explains other 

Lesbian cola better, at least systematically. Dale, 'Metrical 
Units' = Coll Pap, 89ff; LM2 139; Page, Sappho and Alcaeus,

9l8ff, Dain 87f, Snell 951, Korzeniewski 129ff. But it is 
certain that Horace "thought of the lesser Asclepiad line as

made of two separate cola-----and -w-w-n (Nisbet and Hubbard;

A Commentary on Horace, Odes Book I, xxxviii nl). Wilamowitz's

idea that and oo-»«- are independent 'Kurzverse' is not
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convincing, indeed. But I think Kanni-cht goes too far when he 

declares that oo-««~ and -w-v- are ’’sekundare Verselbstandigung 

der beiden scheinbaren Halften des sog. asclepiadeus minor”

(Helena Z 278n5).

12 Wilamowitz calls oo-w- Kurzvers and occasionally designates 

it Maecenas atavis (GV 216, 260, 399 etc). As far as I know 

it was Dain who coined the term ’mecenateen’ (Traite 33)* He 
is followed by Irigoin (Les Metres 64n1)

13 Kannicht, Helena, Z p.278, ’’nicht um damit eine Aussage uber 

seine Entstehung zu raachen, sondern um die metrishe Homogenitat 

der hier verwendeten Kola auch terminologisch auszudrucken”.
14 See p.l66f above.
15 Held 894~97/9O3~O6 is analysed either as hipp || tel I telT 

chor enopl A II or as gl I gl J telT chor enopl A |l , overlapped 

telesillean will be acquired. See above p.46.

16 See Appendix.
17 Griechische Metrik 29•

18 See above p.185*

19 e.g. at Hi1 1077 (~—vu—wv—uj—ow—wv—v| —/vv-wu—u| —uw—)s it 896 

( vm-mo- |v-ww—.) ? s a 3 181/192 (e“ DI—v—m, 914/960 

(-mu-uv-|u-vu—), gee Part Z, ch. 16.

20 Barrett, Hippolytos, 168,423 ’the nameless short colon’; Stinton,

JHS 97i 1977?144 ’...need not to be a separate Kurzvers ----- reiz

may well be the shortest — but is added to a blunt aeolic verse 

to make a longer compound’.

Chapter 5

Cola starting with ’choriamb’

1 For example, Griffith (39) calls glyconic plus aristophanean 

(with word-overlap) Jpriapean’ and continues: ’’Aeschylus is 

more fond of ending iambic strophes with a non-iambic clausula 
(usually -w-y— i ari stophanean’ )”.

2 Except ’alcaic decasyllable’ -mm-uv-u—.• but it is actually

a part of a longer colon x-u-x-u-x-uu-uu~u— • See Part Z. pp 240,303"•

3 -uu-v— is reasonably regarded as the catalectic form of

-V.W-.O—and, possibly, of too. So what
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are expected to be the catalectic forms of oo-x-mm- and

if ft were possible to extend the analogy with
> -w-w—, qo-xu— ( = oo-vv—. pher) and m-w-w— 

would be obtained respectively, though the latter half of 
Eupabidean (oo~x-u~), which has no example in tragedy, could r»ot 

be ruled out.
When Wilamowitz writes: ”Der am Ende verkurzte Glykoneus hat 

naturlich den verkurzten choriamb!schen Dimeter neben sich

den schon Korinna wechseln lapt ” (GV 248), he must 

either mean that Corinna $ses Oo-mw— as the clausula following 
series of ’choriambic dimeters’ instead of -uw-w— or simply 

be mistaken. There is no example of -mv-v— in 654 P col hi 

which is composed of stanzas of 4 wil + pher (wil is changeable 
into gl). Hephaestion reports Corinna uses ^ouporreS Co err f*rrrv^

-ww-w— (possibly with ’polyschematista’ (=wil)) (ch. 16.3» p.57)»
But this does not mean that -mm-w— corresponds with oo-u^—.

Bond gives the following examples of the corresponsion (Hypsipyle 

p.64) but nothing certain is found. IT 1132/1147 is conjectural, 
and e-fU i oLvtoO KOfo> Xmovtfbt w—ww-w is a highly implausible 

form of pher. Here Sansone may be right; see p.55 above.

EL 168/192: if 168/192 were -ww-w— -w-ww—the preceding 

colon -Mw-—ww| would ’defy rational analysis’ (Dale, LM 137 n1).

The colometry l67ff/190ff must be what Dale suggests (though 

ww-ww-w— ww-w-ww— is not beyond doubt, see Part IE p.511f 

below). Sappho 141 LP 4/8 is too uncertain to cite as an 

example for metrical purposes.
Dain, 33» Irigoin, 66 n2.

Part IE PROSODIAC-ENOPLIAN
Chapter 1

The metres in duets and dochmiac odes

There are other duets which are not included here; e.g.

Andromache + Child (Andr 5O1ff) or Hecuba + Andromache (Tro

577fi). They are different from these eight not" only metrically 
but in other points listed below. Hereafter I mean the type



of these eight duets by the notation of Duet itfith capital 

letter. Kannicht (Helena, IE 1751) attributes Hipp 565-600,

Held 75-110, and Hec 681-725 to the same ’Typus’. Of these 
three, the last one clearly resembles ours (but is sung 

partly by chorus). Wilamowitz (Herakles, H.147) classifies 

Ion 762-99, HF 817-51, 1016-86, Or 166-208, 1246-1510, 1555-65, 

Ba 1017-25, 1155-99 together. For them, see p.225ff below.
2 Antigone (Pho 122, ?125, ?152, 155, 145, 161, 162, 171, 172)

is given a whole iambic trimeter or a part of it in the manner

of antilabe too. I am inclined to think these lines are spoken,
not sung though some iamb trim may be lyric iambics.

Vo (tcUMt.

5 Menelausz(Hel 657, 658 ia trim cat; 659 dochmiacs, 681, 682, 

the last three longs of ov-.w-.v-.—and ?692, see p-567-below). 

Ion 1449 must be corrupt. All of the singing parts in IT duet 

are to be given to Iphigenia. Editors often start from the 

supposition that male characters do not sing. Though this is 

generally right, it should be remembered that a small singing 

part may be given to males.

4 Some of the former half of iambic trimeters may be considered

as antilabe (ion 1452, 71472, 1497; Pho see n2 above). But

x-^-x is also followed by -w-w-. or its prolonged form. I 
o , ,

pi^visionally regard the whole line as iambelegus, without 

considering how the line was sung or spoken.

5 In the strict sense obtained in Part I. But the group starting 

with ’choriamb’ directly is not used either.

6 Wilamowitz (Herakles, H 146) gives the name ’enoplische Lochmien 

to the dochmiacs used in this type of odes. But no generic term 

is invented for 'prosodiac enoplians’. Recently Bond uses 

dochmiac-enoplian for the mixture of dochmiac, iambic and * 

’prosodiac-enoplian’ in Heracles.

Chapter 2

The category of ’prosodiac-enoplian’

1 See examples on Part I, p.65»

2 PP-57,64.
5 For example, Kannicht (Helena) and Dawe (BT Sophocles).



4 I am inclined to think that every metre which starts with -w- 

directly should be separated from aeolics. See Part I chapter 5*

5 Though no special attention is paid to it in modern metrical
<2.

txjjatises and in praefatio of Snell’s edition, Bacch 5 strophe 

seems me considerably closer to tragic ’prosodiac enoplian*.

6 See on Andr 480/437 (82).

7 Hippolytos p.422. See Part I, p.5 above.
8 For this verse and its metrical interpretation, see p.551f below.
9 Dale, ^Observation* = Coll Pap 187, 191-92. Parker CQ.NS 26, 1976, 

18. Snell explicitly writes: ’Der 6 Daktylus des Hexameters 

ist katalectisch’ (7) and gives the form -w— notation 2 da
A

( — 2 daAA) (19).

10 The Lille Stesichorus, str 5 (Parsons, ZPE 26, 1977? 12). - is
attested at 201 ) 222 (TTdVTX ) 278 ( dv»J<roCvTi );

0 285 ( noAe-t ); vu 215 ((Jotkpuo ^'r<x. ; but 00 as one

syllable? Parsons 25). fx-cVT© (299) is possibly long.

11 The Greek chorus (London, 1970), xiv and 215-6.

12 iarcbi elegi Graeci and other papers.

Chapter 5

Erasmonidean followed by another colon

1 Strictly speaking, it is uncertain whether Euripidean examples

of are related to the archilochean dicolon.

2 See p.269f•

5 For brachycataleX»S , see Part I chapter 5 note 27 above.

4 It is difficult to find out an example of -u-z-u-x|l as 2 tro

unambiguously. In trochaic passages, period end is marked

541

always by -v-v-v- or -v-v—. Even in the middle of a period, 
-v-ii-v— is irregular, at least in. lyric passages of Euripides.

Chapter 4 M

Diomedean followed by another colon

1 For the difference in ’aeolic metre* of Pindar and that of 

tragedies, see p.9ff above.
2 Diomedean w-.w-.v-r must be distinguished from the colon w-w-r

or in Maasian notation. This has anceps immediately after

j;
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double-shorts and may be regarded as ’acephalous’ hemiepes.
5 When m-ww-vu-v is given the notation udd«, w-vu-v-v may be

written as «vds% This notation presupposes the ’procephalous’ 
free element But 1 am sceptical about this element.

Chapter 5

‘Bicephalous erasmonidean’ followed by another colon 

1 If the notation of ds was Given in MATC by Bale herself, she
regarded as ddd« at S Tra 886 in her last years.XX
When ’ enoplian’ starts with &iven throughout MATC.

Stinton gives vm-w-wu-- at KL 699/715 the notation ^B- 

(CQ NS 27, 1977, 44). This notation coincides with the idea 

of ’procephalous’ element. Recently Bond gives uuds and «»ddd 
to vv-oM-w-. and uv-w-vM-uu- (Heracles 571 )• These notations 

may be used as a convention. But uuddu and ddd« mean different
XX

interpretation inevitably. ««dd« presupposes that the value 

of initial double short and that of middle double shorts are 

separately regarded. On the other hand ddd^ treats every .
XX

double short as equal. But when w-w-vm-v is notated thus, 

the similarity with v-w-w-v will be out of sight.

Chapter 6

Synartete dicola of erasmonidean and diomedean

1 But whether verbal anaphora is reflected on the metrical scheme 

is uncertain. See, Part I p.167 especially Held 755-57/766-68.

2 Bale is careful to use the current symbol « She explicitly

states ’when this symbol is used it should be understood that 
2u may correspond to - and - to but not to (LM 162). 

And she usually gives the notation ^d to the initial while

and - are notated as « and - (see note on ch. 5, 1)*

Chapter 8

’ Choriambic enoplian’

1 See Part 1, p.197f above.
2 See Part I, p.l66f above.

5 See p.129ff.

J's 1-^’’ 'A'i1? =,■>« l —
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3^3

4 HF 1032 Vft-rS't T*f* TK<vou hfo n<*Tf»©s u-wv^vv-m

(MS reading) is possibly wrong not only because of resolution 

itself but because of split resolution - th<- .

Chapter 9

Enoplian with four double-shorts

1 vv-v^vu-.mv-(v) is notated Adddd(-) by Dale (MATC)and -vddd(-) 

by Bond. But since there is no example of ^dddC^), ^^ddd(^) 

is misleading. However, as it is not certain whether
u) exists (cf. (122)), ^dddd(v) is not good, either.

2 Though it should be recognized that the colon wu-uv-w-w-/ v)

is not 2 anap at all, there is room to speculate that some 

interaction may have taken place between this enoplian and 

anapaest. Or it is even possible to imagine that this enoplian 

was created from anapaest by modification according to other 
enoplians, for it is hard to suppose that mu-vu-vu-vu-(w) fs 

created by expansion of -£--w-.vv-( v). There must have been 
some reason why x-v«-ou-u and vv-w—w~w—u are frequently used 
while mu-.mv-.wu-o and are rare.

Chapter 10 

Prolonged enoplian

1 If the name telesillean reminds you of Aristophanean periods 

of 2 tel + reiz, etc., the name will do. x-vv-v’-x-u’j-°-x-ww— 

obviously resembles prolonged enoplians. But Euripidean 

telesillean, which is usually situated before glyconic, is 

quite different.

Chapter 11

Hemiepes followed by another colon

1 For example, Dain, 33; Irigoin, 18 n3»

2 For the interpretation of the last element- of these metres, 

see chapter 16 below.

Chapter 12

Longer verses starting with hemiepes/dactylic tetrameter



1 Griffith (34-5, 44-5) is the extreme case.

2 The reason of termination is possibly found in Pindar's 

'aeolic' metre. She states 'the maximum prolongation of d 
that Pindar uses is ddd, i.e. -ow-ov-w- » {Metrical Units' =

Coll Pap 65)« In dactylo-epitrite, as she notices,

is used at Pyth 3 str 4 (ibid 58).

3 See chapter 15-

Chapter 16 

Shorter cola

1 This is my supposition, and objective reasoning is not attempted. 
But I cannot myself adopt the theory that link anceps is an 

intermediate length between long and short.

544
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THE ‘CHORIAMBIC DIMETER’ OF EURIPIDES

The ‘choriambic dimeter’, or ‘wilamowitzianus’, oo-x-^-, is favoured by 
Euripides. Aeschylus does not use this colon,1 while Sophocles, as explained below, 
restricts it to a few stanzas and occasional sequences. But Euripides has at least one 
ode composed of ‘chor dim’ standing Kara, otixov with glyconic (oo-^-x-) 
in all of his middle and later plays except Tro.2 ‘Chor dim’ has a strong affinity with 
glyc. They not only mix within an ode but make strophic responsion with each other.
P. Maas regards ‘chor dim' as an anaclastic variant of glyc: 
oo—— oo-^'r^'o-’3 and indeed some scholars give the name ‘glyc’ to 
the colon.4

The term ‘chor dim’ is here used because it is convenient and now widespread, 
though arguably not entirely appropriate.5 It is the purpose of this paper to confirm 
statistically the validity of the scheme oo-x-..- (and of the name ‘wilamowi
tzianus’) rather than oooo-u- and, with it, the name ‘chor dim’; and then 
to demonstrate the importance of a distinction between ‘ iambo-choriambic’ and ‘chor 
dim’ with particular reference to Euripidean metrical practice. It is hoped that the 
appendix listing unusual forms of‘chor dim’ in Euripides will be useful to supplement 
and correct the imperfect index of Schroeder’s Cantica. Finally, an attempt is made 
to put Euripidean usage of‘chor dim’ in historical perspective.

The scheme oooo proposed by B. Snell,® has led to a certain misunder
standing of the nature of ‘chor dim’. For example, C. Watkins7 and G. Nagy® start

1 Ag. 748/761 (--v-wv-) is exceptional. For this form, see table on p. M la. 5"
1 cf. U. v. Wilamowitz-Moellendorff. Griechische Verskunst (Berlin, 1921), 210: *.. .eine Reihe 

euripideischer Chorlieder, deren Mass bei den beiden anderen Tragikem in dieser Ausdehnung 
und Reinheit nicht vorkommt’.

3 P. Maas, Greek Metre (translated by H. Lloyd-Jones, Oxford|(il962), §54. ,
4 In their commentaries E. R. Dodds (Bacchae) and W. S. Barrett (Hippolytus) use give3 and 

glyc.c respectively, while C. Collard (Supplices) gives glyc the name ‘cho dim B’ and our colon 
‘cho dim C’. •

5 Hephaestion (ed. Consbruch 56 ff.) treated this metre, with others, in the chapter on 
‘polyschematista’. Wilamowitz (SB Berlin 1902, 783 If., now Verskunst 210 If.), writing before 
the appearance of papyri of Corinna, discussed below, was first to name and define the colon.
Maas (op. cit. § 54 addendum 1961) suggests, without explicit reason, the name ‘ wilamowitzianus ’.
See also B. Snell, Griechische Metrik3 (Gottingen, 1962), p. 29, A. M. Dale, The Lyric Metres 
of Greek Drama1 (Cambridge. 1968). p. 133 (using the name ‘aeolic dim B’ and ‘chor. dim. B’) 
and R. Kannicht, commentary on Helen (following Maas’ nomenclature). The name ‘chor dim’ 
is doubly inappropriate: firstly, the colon is not actually a dimeter; and secondly the implied 
metre chor-chor (-««—v«-) is, as I shall argue below, completely different.

* op. cit. p. 29. He follows the description of Wilamowitz (e.g. Verskunst 212. where he writes 
that the ‘former metron’ may be either iamb, or troch.). Dale also wrote x x x x in 
the first edition of Lyric Metres of Greek Drama (Cambridge, 1948), p. 129. J. D. Denniston 
rightly criticizes this scheme in his review (CR 62, 1948,118 ff.): • ...of which [= ‘polyschematist’ 
dimeter] I believe the third syllable to be invariably long, being an essentially
different rhythm’ (120-1). This review seems to have been neglected by many authors of metrical 
studies and commentaries including D. S. Raven, Greek Metre (London, 1962) and D. 
Korzeniewski, Griechische Metrik (Darmstadt, 1968). But Snell himself clearly says in Lexikon 
d. alien Welt 3273 (‘Wilamowitzianus’) that the form is oo- x -ww- and that chor-chor and 
ia-chor are avoided. For the second edition of Dale, see note 10 below.

7 ‘Indo-European metrics and archaic Irish verse’, Celtica 6 (1963), 194 ff, Watkins is rash 
to find in Greek metres traces of initial unfixed syllables supposedly of Indo-European origin.
One of his examples is evidently wrong. The metre of Alcaeus 70 LP is not
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their essays, which in many respects are magnificent, by indicating the similarity 
between an Indie metre www*m-m« (Gayatri octosyllable) and ‘chor dim’: flexible 
opening vs rigid closing. But it must be asked whether the former half of this colon 
really has freedom to be any shape of four syllables and whether such an elegant 
description is based on sound observation.
The similarity here with 4 + 4 delineation of opening [with an unfixed rhythm] + closing [with 
a fixed rhythm]...is indeed striking. Furthermore, the opening and closing delineation of the 
choriambic dimeter is reinforced by an important constraint, which becomes apparent when we 
examine all the possibile permutations in the opening.. ,The only rhythmical pattern excluded 
from the opening is - mm-, that is, the choriamb of the closing. It appears that the constraint here 
is freedom: the opening of the choriambic dimeter must be free, and therefore it is not allowed to 
be a choriamb itself.' (Italics mine.)9

If Nagy had actually examined all the permutations, he could not have failed to 
•• notice a colon of the shape -mm—m- in the midst of a 'chor dim’environment in 

the second stasimon of Eur. Or. (839). (With this stasimon, Wilamowitz started his 
illustration of the variety of ‘chor dim’.) There is at least one more example (Eur. IT 
435). But this is not the right angle from which to criticize Nagy. We must go back
to the main point: Is the scheme oooo—-- appropriate to describe ‘chor dim'?

Maas’s scheme, quoted above, is modest: oo- x —,10 The difference between 
the two configurations is important. Theoretically oo- x —m- implies that this 
colon is not the combination of two ‘metra’, namely oooo and -mm_. but is one 
indivisible unit. If we like to dissect this colon still further, it may be described as a 
component - x -mm- following aeolic base (oo). Actually this definition eliminates
‘iambic metron’ (m-m- and------), as well as choriamb, as a possible sequence for
the first four syllables, or the ‘former metron’.11 But we can find some camples of 

used as a variation of‘chor dim’ in Euripidean lyric. Why then does Maas
maintain that the third syllable of‘chor dim’ is always long?

Maas draws his configuration from fragments of Corinna. If we follow him and turn 
to an examination of the two fragments, 654P col. iii and 655P, it is evident that ‘chor 
dim’ must be schematized as oo-x-mm-. 654 P consists of five-line stanzas. The 
clausula of each stanza is pher. The other four lines are either ‘chor dim ’ or glyc. The 
shape of the ‘former metron’ is discernible in 25 lines of ‘chor dim’. They are 6 x 
----- , 3x —m, 10 x -m--,12 3x -m-m, 2x w—, 1 x mmm-m. 655P is not strophic
x x x x x x | -wm-ww but regular repetition of ia + glyc (x -m- x x -mm—.«) and lesser 
asclepiad (x x —m—mm-m*), Watkins should not have ignored Maas’ criticism (DLZ 1924.

* 517) of this ‘ freedom’, which A. Meillet, Origines indo-europeennes des metres grecs (Paris, 1923).
first suggested. Another alleged example is illusory. Watkins cites Ztp>b<; ui/i^pe^s So/ao? (sic) 
of Anacreon ' 10D’ (sic) to prove the existence of ——m-m«, a variation of x x x x m-m« 

which covers iamb. dim. and also glyc. But if one actually consults Herodian (ed. Lenz, 22 p. 642, 
23 = Anacr. 7D = (10 Hiller-Crusius) = Adesp 978P) a normal glyc line Zrjvos vibcpe^-qs^1 

f So/iot^G* (Sojuo? Bergk) is found. Misspelling appears already in Meillet op. cit. in another 
context. In fact, there is no evidence of free initial syllables in Greek metres except in the aeolic
base.

9 Comparative Studies in Greek and Indie Metre (Cambridge Mass., 1974). The theory of a four- 
or eight-syllabled ‘Urvers’ from which all actual metres develop as ‘Gestalt’ is fascinating 
(Wilamowitz, Verskunst 234, etc.), but entirely speculative.

* G. Nagy, op. cit. p. 37.
10 Dale, op. cit., has - x - x -mm-: cf. Barrett, Hippolytos, Appendix I. Since Dale has the 

qualification that - x, may be changed to x her configuration agrees with Maas’, so long as 
x -v—mm- is excluded. However, in her commentary on Helen p. 150, m-m--mm- is treated 
as ‘chor dim’.

11 It must be emphasized that such terms as ‘metron’, ‘the former metron’ or ‘dimeter’ are 
used only for convenience. No implication, structural or historical, is intended.

^. > Tz 14 Including 38 r'Qapiaiv a-.
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but Kara oti'xov. Each line is glyc or ‘chor dim’. Of ten lines of‘chor dim’ there are
2 x------, 1 x —2 x -w—, 1 x -W-W, 4 x w (and 1 x ]—o). w—
can be compared with the similar type of glyc. It is not unusual for the aeolic base 
to become, by substitution, Glyc and pher of this kind and

—) are used by Corinna as well as by Pindar and the tragic poets, but not 
by Sappho and Alcaeus.

There is another large group of specimens of ‘chor dim’ outside tragedy. This is 
the eupolidean, a metre used in the comic parabasis.13 In Ar. Nub. 518-62, the 
parabasis is composed of a dicolon with this scheme: oo-x-oo- OO-x uu
The first colon is identical with ‘chor dim’. The second appears to be a variation of ‘
the first, with the Tatter metron’, ‘chor’, replaced by ‘cretic’.14 By counting the 
variations in the first and the third ‘metron’ of 45 dicola, following Dover’s edition, 
we get the table below. Neither ‘iambic’ nor ‘choriambic’ is mingled at all.15 *

1st 3rd Total
____ 20 12 32
---- V 9 5 14

7 10 17
— M 7 13 20

0 4 4
w — — w 1 1 2
vw-v 1 0 1

The reason why ia-chor and chor-chor are excluded from Corinna’s two poems and 
Ar. Nub. 518-62 is clear: they are different cola from ‘chor dim’. The first obvious 
example of iambo-choriambic is Anacreon 388 P. Here chor metron and ia metron 
are in responsion. The so-called ‘choriambic anaciasis’ is noticeable. A chor metron 
is often found mixed in the lyric iambics of tragedies (especially of Aeschylus) but very 
rarely in the spoken trimeter. The distinction between ‘iambo-chor’ and 'chor dim’ 
may be clearly observed in most tragic cases. The third stasimon of Eur. NF '\s typical.
There the first strophic pair (763 ff./772 ff.) is exclusively ‘iambo-chor’ while the 
second (781 ff./798 ff.) is glyc and ‘chor dim’, that is, aeolic. Euripides sometimes 
begins an ode with ‘iambo-chor’ and changes that metre to others, including glyc.18 
It is, after all, usual for a tragic stanza to be composed of different kinds of cola.
Perhaps a more delicate case is the transition from ‘iambo-chor’ to ‘chor dim’. For 
example, Ar. K. 1450 ff./1462 ff. is clearly divided into two blocks. The former seven 
lines are all ‘ia-chor (ba)’ and the latter five are ‘chor dim’.17 Here the two metres do 
not merge at all. But it must be allowed that there is a certain resemblance between 
all cola containing -v«-; and this extends in some cases, and to some extent, to 
‘iambo-chor’ vis a vis ‘chor dim’.

Now we shall return to the ‘chor dim’ of Euripides and assess, using statistics, to 
. what extent the scheme of Maas is appropriate. I have now collected some four 

- hundred ‘ chor dim ’ cola from the lyrics of Euripides, by setting the following criteria:

13 For the usage of other comic poets, cf. p. below. Z
14 This explanation of Dale (op. cit. p. 147 n. 1) seems plausible. Snell {Lexikon d. alten Welt

918, ‘Eupolideus’) adopts wil/wilA. Or one might speculate that the initial two syllables of 
lecythion (-«- x are occasionally inverted or ‘dragged’ through the influence of the first 
colon. ,, .

’* cf. Denniston, op. cit. p. 121. Apart from our current concern, it is noteworthy that aeolic 
base is hardly ever occupied by ■>- either in Corinna or in Ar. Nub. (parabasis). We shall treat 
the case of Euripides later.

*• 3 chor-I-ba: Med. 643 f./652 f., Heracl. 353 f./362 f., HF 637 f./658 f. 3 chor + sp: Ale.
984 f,/995 f., ia + chor + ba: Med. 431/439 etc.
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1. All cola with -oo- as ‘the latter metron’ are considered.
2. Cola which form an obvious ‘iambo-chor’ period such as 3 chor + ba are 

excluded. (They are listed in the Appendix.)
3. The colon concerned and others usually glyc make an ode or a period Kara 

arixov. This criterion may have been needless because so far as the recognition of‘chor 
dim’ is concerned, Murra/v, Schroeder and modern editors agree in most cases.

4. Consideration of ‘the former metron’ is restricted to those of four or three 
syllables or equivalent. This means that - x is excluded from the table but 
wwumwu—wu— is included.

5. The ‘trimeter’, a colon with sp or ba after chor, is included.
6. When the text is uncertain or controversial, the line(s) is (are) usually excluded 

because we are concerned with general metrical tendencies. As a rule Murray’s text 
and colometry are followed, but in the case of special lines of unusual configuration 
such as ‘ia-chor’ or lines with strange resolution, MSS readings are considered. Such 
cases will be indicated.

7. Murray sometimes arranges a verse which has one more syllable after the chor 
in order to avoid overlapping. I move such a syllable to the head of the next verse.17 18 
(These lines are indicated in the Appendix.)

e.g. Cyc. 44-45
ov raS’ VTTTiv€p.o^ av- —w-ww-
pa Kai TTOtypa fiorava; --------w-

8. Strophe and antistr. are counted separately except in the case of the refrain of 
Ba.

Group I consists of lines with a ‘former metron’ of the scheme oo- oo is
occupied by —or —. When the initial syllable of oo is dropped (acephalous
case), the ‘former metron’ becomes x - x. Group la contains this type. It must be
stressed that acephale, which is common in aeolic metre, is an explanation from the
structural point of view, not the historical. As stated earlier, oo may be replaced
by Corinna and Ar. (Nub. parabasis) use www-w. This and allied forms are
collected in Group II. mmmmmm, the expanded form ofcontains two tribrachic
words (e.g. vorvia rrorvia) in most cases. Therefore this group of six brevia should
be considered as not as -ertwCt, nor -Tu-wcn, because resolution is normally
occupied by the two initial syllables of a word.19 This analysis coincides with the
scheme oo- x (the long third syllable). Group III contains various kinds of resolved
forms. As their third syllable is long, they may be considered to follow the scheme
oo- x in a wider sense. They can be subdivided into (1) ‘dactylic opening’ (-ov—,
-wm—.), (2) ‘anapaestic opening’ (-«—, ww-www), (3) the resolved third syllable
(-mow-,20 -mmmm) (4) the resolved fourth syllable (-w_ww, ww-wo). (4) may be

17 Thus, rightly, D. M. MacDowell, against Wilamowitz. who treats all lines as ‘chor dim'.
Dale analyses Ar. Nub. 563-74 similarly (op. cit. pp. 135-6).

18 The single syllable is the prevailing type of word-overlap in aeolics. Cf. Dale, op. cit. p.
146. There is another more positive reason for moving this syllable. The colon x - x -ww-- 
has pendant ending, and T. C. W. Stinton proves that ‘ pendant close is always a mark of period 
end, if it is followed by a short or anceps’ (CQ, n.s. 27 (1977), 39). ‘Diaeresis (word-end) is not 
a safe guide to colometry in aeolic metres’ (p. 45). ‘The safest guides are (i) the analogy of other 
verse-forms or sequences of verse-forms elsewhere, (ii) a repeated metrical pattern" (p. 43).

18 Though the avoidance of split resolution is not an absolute standard, it is reasonable to 
deduce Av*- from word-division ow |www|. Cf. L. P. E. Parker. CQ. n.s. 18 (1968), 241.

10 -woo- can be regarded as -wdt-, but Euripides may have treated it actually as --w-, vuu-
This shape is occupied by words rpvxopevos (ffel. 521) oiKrporara (Or. 814) TuvSapts (Or.
826) Evp.eviai (Or. 836). They are familiar types of words used in iambics - lyric dimeter or 
trimeter, and spoken trimeter of later plays - with ‘dactylic opening’.
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1 — 1(0) - — — i 4

— — — - — 1 2 3

—
—

2(1) -
— —

2 2

—
—

— -
— —

— —

— —
— —

— 1? — —

— — — -
__ 1 _ _

— — — — — 2 —
— — — ~ — 2? 4* —
— — 1(0) - -- — 2* —
— — — — — — — —
— — — _ — 2? 2? —
— — — _ — — 2* —
— — — — — —
24 4 21(15) } 6 22 44 ■jfr

100 100 95(100) 100 73 73 ltfO

(oo



He!. Pho. Or. Ba. IA Total

16 — — 5 7 400 /os
4 2 — 1 4 as

— — — — 4 12
2 — — — 1 H
1 — — — 2 24
1 — — — — 13

10 1 — 1 4 42 W
8 1 — 2 40
1 — 1 — 2 9

— — — — 3 11
1 1 7 3 12 32
5 — 8 — 7 20
2 — 1 2 4 15

— — 2 1 4 7
— — — — 2 2

1
1? — — — — 1
1 — 3 — — 4

— — — — I 1
— — — — — 3
— — — 4 1 5

1 — — — — 1
— — — — 1 1
— — — — — 1
4*? — — — 1 7
8*? 1 . 3* — 19

— — — — — 5
— — — — 2 2
— — 1 — 2* 9
— — — — — 2
4* — 1 — — 5

70 6 27 19 44*
73 83 63 74 80\ 83
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regarded as glyc with resolved final anceps (———-—). Group Ilia contains 
acephalous forms of Group III. When the third syllable is short (i.e. ‘iambic or ‘chor’), 
these forms are in Group IV. IVa is ‘cretic’. ‘ ?’ attached to the figure indicates that 
it includes at least one line uncertain for textual, not metrical, reasons. Attached **’ 
indicates that the figure includes a few lines which may be ‘iambo-chor’ or another 
metre but not ‘chor dim’.

Notes to Group IV and IVa 

Hipp. 147/157
147 aptepos advrouv rreAaviov Tpvxp.' --------------
157 Aipxva top ev^eivorarov vaurais. -------------

This is the colometry of Schroeder and Barrett. They render 145/155 into ‘chor dim’
) and 146/156 too (--------- --). There is no parallel for responsion

between ------ ~ as the opening ‘metron’ of ‘chor dim’, ------ is, I
believe, to be considered (see above). Murray arranges 147/157 as glyc.
155 q vavfiaras Tt? errAevaev Kpq- ------- _ glyc ‘

* 156 ras €^opp.o? avqp Aipeva ---- ------ glyc^"
157 top ev^eivorarov vavrats ------- x - glyc

As a similar type of tricolon, enneasyll (x glyc) + glyc + pher, is found Or. 
816-8/828-30, and as the continuation of glyc“w^ and WUkjglyc is favoured by 
Euripides,21 this colometry is better than to recognize unparalleled ‘iambic- opening 
------ (overlapping of 145/155 is certainly ugly, though this ode contains many
‘dragged’ endings). If so the frequency of ‘chor dim’ is reduced. The number in 
parenthesis should be read in the table.

urt I cX? 
JO.

Supp. 977 •
yooiot S’ opQpevopeva ---—

The movable v may have been attached. With it (yooiotp), - — -is changed into -—. 

Supp. 999/1022
XaAKeoTevxovs [tc] Kairavtivs; ___-—
<Pepoc<f>6vas 4s [^to] QaAapovs. -------- •

Collard’s emendation makes chor-chor in both stanzas as above. See Collard ad loc. 
I prefer Elmsley’s

Xa^Kebrevxovs rov Katraveajs: -------- --_
<I>epoc<f)6vas ftfoj QaAapovs. —---------

Supp. 1023
at top Qavovr' ovttot' epa —--_

Though the antistr. is corrupt in several places, this line makes good sense. The 
corresponding line in str. is glyc (1000 rrpos <§’> efiav Spopas epiaiv). The strophic 
responsion between glyc and ‘chor dim’ is common, but ‘chor dim’ is restricted to 
one of Group I or'II.28 Perhaps Oavovr' is a gloss of another verb of the form 
Cf. Or. 813.

« Supp. 971 f., El. 126 f., I A 579 F. ia cf. examples in Appendix.
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HF 352-3/368-9

Murray’s text of 352-4/368-70 should be rearranged.
352 eyoj 8e top yd? evepaiv r’e? op<f>vav w-w--ww

/ioAoPTa, TratS’ e!re dio? pip etnai. w-w—ww
eir’ ’d^irpucopo? ipip. —ww-

These three lines are situated just in the middle of the stanza; before them there are 
four aeolo-choriambic cola (glyc-pher-2 ‘chor dim’), and after them, also four (3 
glyc-pher). The form is ABA.24 The repetition of the same colon (352/68 and 353/69) 
emphasizes the different nature of this colon. ‘Trimeter’ is one of the differences, but 
‘ia-chor’ itself is different from other aeolic cola.

HF 639-41/657-9
639 ftapvTepov At tv as OKoneAaiv —ww-

em Kpar't Kelrai, fiAetfrapovv ww-w—ww-
OKoretvov <f>aos entKoAvtfiav. w—wwwww—

This is Murray’s colometry, accepted by Dale (op. cit. 152). 637-8/655-6 is 3 chor-ba; 
therefore we may consider that ‘ iambo-chor ’ continues till 640/659 and hereafter, with 
Hipp. (641/659), metre changes into aeolic. But I do not know any parallel to ia-chor 
with ‘anapaest opening’. Wilamowitz (and Schroeder) #aange 640—1/653—9 in another 
way.
ewi Kpar't xetrai, ww-w—
f$Ae<f>apu)V OKoretvov ww-w_-

</>ao? iniKaAw/jav. wwwww--

Apart from its name and definition, w—-— has parallels at Ale. 253/260. 910.933. 
Tcf. Hipp. 125, 552 (ww-w-w-).

HF 672/687

762 ov Tra.voop.ai rot? Xaptras —*—
687 Traiava pev AyAtafies —
The initial line of the second strophic pair of the second stasimon.

<V/Y

HF 786-7/803-4
786-7 narpos v8<vp pare Amovoat ovvaot8ot.
803-4 -817 Aexos, d> Zev, to oov ovk in' iAnt8i (f>avdrj,

Murray emends 803: -8rj Ae^os, u> Zev, oov err' ovk iAntSt (/ta.vd'q. With this text 
metre coincides with str. (-ww——ww—), but I prefer Wilamowitz’s emendation.

fiare Amovoat | narpos v8aip ovvaoiSoi.
-8tj Aixos, d> Zev, | to oov in' eAiri'St <f>av8ri,
—WW——/ WWW—WW——/

M Stinton suspects this colometry of Wilamowitz because it ‘gives no sense-pause at opif>vav' 
' (BICS 22 (1975), 92).. Cf. n. 18 above. But at the same time he hesitates to approve Murray’s 

colometry e? op^pap poAovra, nai8' w--w-w- (this is counted as a doubtful case ofw—w-w-

(P- 94)).
M Wilamowitz, Verskutfst, p. 244.

rv
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El. 181-2/204-5
181—2 Saxpuat puyeutu, Saxputup 8e p.oi peAet www—ww-^-w-
204-5 /xeAco? aAatPtop ttoti 9r)ooav kortav —o«-«-«-

After the next line (183/206, pher) there is clear pause. As well as HF 352-3/368-9, 
El. 181-3/204-6 is the B-part of ABA. Each A consists of six aeolic cola (glyc, pher, 
‘chor dim’). Moreover there are few unequivocal so-called ‘chor trim’ of the shape 
of‘chor dim’ + ‘iambic metron’ in Euripides’ odes.25 It is plausible to regard
this line as an iambo-choriambic trimeter intruding into the pure aeolo-choriambic 
context.

El. 448
xopa? pareva', evOa irar^p

The text is suspected and variously emended for non-metrical reasons. See Denniston, 
ad loc. The corresponding line in str. is a normal ‘chor dim’ «------«w-.

IT 435/452
435 rap iroAuopviQov ktr' at- _wv,--ww-
452 <Kap> yap ovtipoiai ovvei-

452: lectio incerta (Murray); but since 435 makes good sense, 452 has to be

■g* KIICHIRO ITSUMI

He/. 1338-9/1356-7
1338 errel S’erravo’ elAatrlvas
1339 0€oi? jSporeup re yevet, —— w-

The initial two lines of the second strophic pair of the second stasimon. Antistr. 
is corrupt, but 1353-4 are surely ia-chor. For the statistics, Murray’s text is 
provisionally adopted.

Hel. 1340-1/1356-7
1340 Marpos opyas evenei 

Bare, oepvai Xa.pi.Tts,
1356 paTpbs, <L irai, Quotas --—

ov oeftt^ovoa 9tas. —««-

Though a normal ‘chor dim’ (1339b/1355 ---------) is interposed,*• ‘iamb-chor’
seems to continue to 1341/1357, where a period-end is found.

Hel. 1451-58/1465-72
1451 ff. 0otpioaa ZiSuivias

Taxeta Kojrra poQtoioi, paTTjp 
etpeota? <j£tAa,
Xopayt to»v KaAAixoptop 

8<A</>tPtup, orap aupai?

M As far as I notice; parallels are: Hipp. 553/563 (with ^Sojkcp- at and peAiaoa S’o’- 
(Barrett’s colometry. Cf. Stinton, CQ, n.s. 27 (1977), 42)) and IA 793.

M cf. OT 465/475 and Ar. Nub. 572. All of the three may be regarded as ‘chor dim’ used as 
a variation of ‘iambo-chor’ with long syllables constituting the ‘former metron’. See note 41 
below.
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I

wcAayos vrfvepov 77,27 
yXavKa 8e Jlovrov dvyarrjp, 
raXaveta ra.8' citt-t)

The former half of the first str. pair of the third stasimon may not be aeolo-choriambic. 
x «— appears too often to be regarded as a variation of ‘chor dim’. The 
existence of the colarion or pher does not necessarily mean that the context
is aeolic.

Pho. 236
Xopos yevo'ipav a<f>ofios

This case of ‘ia-chor’ in aeolic sequence is certain. .

Or. 811/823 ’
811 rraAcu 7raAatds otto ovpufropas 8opaiv
823 to 8’ ev KaKoupyelv aoefieta troaciXa

Cf. El. 181-2/204-5. But no structural pattern is found here. •

THE ‘CHORIAMBIC DIMETER’ OF EURIPIDES

/O

VU

V'-'

Or. 813
-Vo? rjXuOe^vy TavraXi8aii

To make a responsion with 825 -a. davarov yap apufn <f)6fiu} v is usually
supplied. But the responsion is quite irregular. Euripides might have made an 
ia-chor colon correspond with a ‘chor dim’ as a metrical experiment. But the 
responsion is quite rare even in aeolic base (see p. below). Cf. Supp. 1023. Text 
is surely corrupt.

Or. 834
ofov epyov reXeoas
ofov ofov (MV) is less acceptable.

Or. 839
to peXeos, parpos ore (xp-)

Text gives good sense. 2 chor is considered as a variation of‘chor dim’. The next two 
lines are of uncommon shape -Z5—w-. Perhaps the collision of two irregular 
forms of ‘chor dim’ (they have similar shapes but the latter is exactly one longum 
longer. —) would have the strong effect of intensifying the irregularity if
they were treated as equivalents. But they remind us of the different metre of Pho.

. 1508-29.

■ IA 577 .
auAdiv 'OXvpirov KaXapois _____

With OvXvpirov (Heath) a usual ‘chor dim’ is acquired.

27 evrjvepov (Musgrave) is attractive (cf. Dale, ad loc.), but this line is excluded from the 
statistics. Cf. Kannicht, ad loc. .



IA 168/189
168 Xa^KiSa ttoAiv kp.av rrpoAuroua'
189 aowtSos epvp.a Kai Koalas

If this is ‘chor dim’ we must assume the scheme Or is this a
variation of a rather frequent type (If so, we may suppose two consecutive
resolutions, not a usual phenomenon.) But this may be a glyc with the last anceps 
resolved Cf. 165/186 169/190 .

IA 1036/1058
1036 tiv' ap' 'Ypevaios Sta Aojtou A'lfivos ««««—
1058 ava S'eAaraiot are<f>ava)8ei re x^°*?

The next colon 1037/1059 is -, which is here ambiguous, either ‘chor
dim’ or ia-chor.

Statistics of this kind might be adjusted in detail according to differing judgement of 
texts, colometry, and definition itself. But we may observe a general tendency of the 
‘chor dim’ in Euripides. The scheme oo-x (and x-x) is appropriate to the 
Euripidean ‘chor dim’ as well as to that of Corinna and of Aristophanes (parabasis). 
Some 68% of them are in complete accord (Group I, la). When we add Group II to 
this number, as is reasonable, the proportion rises to 83%. It is noteworthy that all 
examples of‘chor dim ’ in Cyc. (24 lines) or Ion (44* lines) belong to these three groups. 
And if we add Group III and Ilia (because it cannot be denied that they are derived 
from oo- x and x-x somehow), the proportion will go up still higher. Moreover 
the frequency of Group IV and IVa can and must be reduced. The table includes some 
lines disputable for nozi-metrical reasons (Supp. 999/1022, El. 438). One case depends 
on movable v (Supp. 977). And the most crucial point is that many examples of ‘ ia-chor’ 
may not be ‘chor dim ’ but ‘iambo-chor’ which are intruded into an aeolo-choriambic 
context in order to break the monotony. I believe HF 352-3/368-9, El. 181/204 (and 
perhaps Or. 811/823 too) are this kind of ‘iambo-chor’. And Hel. 1338-9, 
1340-1/1356-7 and 1451 ff. 1465 ff. probably make‘iambo-chor’periods: furthermore 
the metre changes into aeolic after them.

If this interpretation is right, there remain fewer than 10 lines which can be 
recognized as true variations of‘chor dim’. Of course, it must again be allowed that 
a certain resemblance exists betwen ‘iambo-chor’ and ‘chor dim': there is room for 
debate over the extent of the resemblance but not over the fundamental pattern.

From this table we can deduce some additional characteristics of Euripidean ‘chor 
dim’.

1. Aeolic base is ‘ — ’ in most cases. Except in the two latest plays (Or., IA) the 
frequency of ‘—/’ is very high.

2. The fourth syllable (anceps) is more often long than short.
3. ‘Tribrach opening’ (Group II) is commoner in later plays. This coincides with 

the general tendency to increased resolution in various cola of other metres in later 
plays.

4. Unusual resolved forms (Group III) appear also in later plays.
5. Strophic responsion is exact on the whole. It is not uncommon that different 

shapes inside the same group are in responsion. But generally the value of‘aeolic base’ 
is the same in str. and antistr. -« and — do not correspond with each other.'23

” Except in IT 1096/1113 (and, if we accept Murray’s emendation with different colometry, 
HF 795/812 -ve /aAKaamSoji' Ao^os, os/-ve ^i(f>T]<f>6pa)v es ayto-. This phenomenon deserves 
further examination. If the same result is acquired from other aeolic cola and in other poets 
too, we shall have to find a new explanation of ‘aeolic base' of tragic cola.

1C? KUCHIRO ITSUMI

vs
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id:

substituted for oo responds to -m,m-,-t, and even —m.29 From this angle we can 
see the peculiarity of Group IV. If, say, m-m- were a simple variation of the ‘former
metron’, there might well be corresponding pairs between m-m- and ------or------- 30
But actually --m- always corresponds to c-m- except in two extraordinary cases 
{Supp. 1023 and Or. 813).

6. There is no special qualification in detail to the shapes of jjlyc and ‘chor dim’ 
which are in strophic responsion, unless they are of quite unusual type. (‘Chor dim’ 
seems to have to belong to Group I or II, but not to be the special type of them in 
order to be adjusted to the shape of the corresponding glyc.) The poet seems to have 
understood that glyc as a genus can correspond to ‘chor dim’ as a genus.

7. Ia-chor may possibly stand as the first verse of a stanza of ‘chor dim’. HF 
672/687, Hel. 1338-9, S. Ant. 806/823, cf. Hel. 1451 ff./1465 ff.31

8. We can confirm the broad chronological order established by Murray. From 
these features a line can be drawn between IT (or Ion) and Hel. Till IT Euripides uses 
such standard types of ‘ chor dim ’ as are found in Corinna or ‘ eupolidean ’ (though 
some ‘ innovation’ is found in the early stage), while his new device is found especially 
from Hel. onwards.

As oo- x does not appear in isolation, it should not be regarded as a separate 
component.32 Therefore we should no longer apply the term ‘dimeter’ to oo-
- x —.v-. At the same time this scheme demolishes the hypothesis that, by moving 
the first two syllables of ‘chor dim’ to the end of it, it turns out to be glyc.33 
(oOOO-^',-T» oo-mm-oo)J*- r Vi
Perhaps it may be expressed most simply as follows: 00-x-^- (%il) and 
x - x(a wil) are the counterparts of oo-mm— (glyc) and x-mm-m- 

(A glyc, or telesillean) of which -mm-m- (‘edite regibus’ or ‘dodran A’) is replaced 
by -x—m- (‘maecenas atavis’ or ‘dodran B’). Other examples of free strophic 
responsion between aeolic cola are also explained by this suggestion that -mm— and
- x -mm- are interchangeable.34 -mm-m- and -m-mm- stand against each other in 
the way of ‘mirror reflection’: the position of‘single-short’ and ‘double-short’ is 
reversed. But there remains a problem. The fourth syllable of‘wil’ is anceps while 
the seventh of glyc is restricted to short (except in some Sophoclean and Euripidean 
cola). This question cannot be further discussed here.

THE ‘ CHORIAMBIC DIMETER ’ OF EURIPIDES . f{ -•

29 cf. Appendix.
30 Raven notices that «-m— mm- does not correspond with x -mm - (op. cit. 78 n. 22).

But he regrettably treats ‘chor dim’ with the configuration wT^T-mm- in main text.
31 Certain periods of'iambo-chor' often appear at the initial position. See my note 16 above.
32 Wilamowitz already warns against treating 'antispast' {~ —m) as a metron {Verskunst, p. 

236). Dale strongly and rightly criticized the old theory which analysed indivisible cola, in 
‘Metrical units of Greek lyric verse, 1’ {Collected Papers, pp. 42-3).

33 This hypothesis is expressed in other words thus: ‘The choriamb which they all [ — ‘chor 
dim’ and glyc] contain may occupy the first four, the middle four or the last four syllables’ (Dale, 
op. cit. (first ed.), p. 128). This is rightly denied by Denniston, op. cit. p. 121.

34 Hel. 1481/1498
opfipov XiTTovoai xetpeptov —-----mm-'

Xap.7Tpdiv aorp<nv vir' aeXXatoiv --x '-mm-x -'

E. El. 167/191
ttoti oav ayporeipav ai/Xav. -mm-m-’-

TToXvmjva <f>apea Suvai, mm'-m-mm-'-

OC 512/523' •
opens S’ epapaL rrvOeaBai. -
TOVTwv S’ avGatperov ouScv. T'-T'-mm-'-

cf. Sappho 141 LP 3—4/7—8 (cf. Lobel, Zp 56)
"Eppais 8'eXiov oXttiv Qeota unvoxoaioe —m--'-‘5?-mm-'-

tcaXeifiov apaoavro Sc -nap-navtoXa -mm-m-'_
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‘ Wil’ cannot be the last colon of a stanza. It needs a clausula. Most odes of Euripides
have pher (oo-------- ) as does Corinna 654P col iii. One (Or. 843) has aristoph
(_„—u__), and two (El. 736/746, Hel. 146$/77), a composite of‘wil’+ ba (so-called 
‘ chor trim catalectic ’ orAsapphic hendecasyllable ’).35 The second colon of ‘ eupolidean ’

c® _ x --- is not used at all.
Finally some historical observations are presented. Sophocles uses ‘wil’ less 

frequently than Euripides, but has two stanzas composed completely in aeolics 
including ‘wil’ in Ant., one of the earlier extant plays.39 ‘Wil’ is heavily used also in 
Phil.,31 and occasionally mixed in other plays. Free responsion with glyc is found here 
and there.38 ‘ Of all the dramatists Sophocles makes the richest and most flexible use 
of aeolic rhythms, especially among the longer cola.'39 The longer cola, with 
‘ expanded nucleus ’ and ‘ longer compound ’, make it hard to discriminate ‘ iambo-chor ’ 
from ‘wil’.40 In one passage - apparently conscious of the resemblance between these 
metres-he uses ‘wil’ as a variation of ‘iambo-chor’.41 But his occasional special 
usages cannot change the statistical result gained from Corinna and Euripides.

Aristophanes has one ode, which I have already mentioned, in ‘wil’ (F. 
1457-61/1469-73; and at 572, one ‘wil’ appears between ia-chor and glyc. No 
other lyrics are composed of‘wil’ except the parodies of Euripidean choral song and 
monody in Ran. They contain many metrical exaggerations and the analysis of these 
is outside our present purpose. Pherecrates 109 is a lyric ode. Athenaeus preserves three 
‘priapean’ (in a wider sense), namely ‘ wil’ + aristoph, ‘ wil’ + pher and glyc 4-aristoph.

Eupolidean is used as a parabasis dicolon not only by Aristophanes but certainly 
by Plato Com, (92) and possibly by Cratinus (318). It is uncertain whether Cratinus’ 
long list of flowers belongs to a parabasis (98). It is natural to suppose that Eupolis 
himself used this dicolon, though Hephaestion does not name the author of the first 
example of eupolidean. The explicit citation from Eupolis (290, cf 291. 292) is,

35 The second str. pair of the first stasimon of Hec. ends with unambiguous ‘chor nucleus’
(474/483). This line may be ‘wil’ (473-4/482-3 ---- -v-/---------««-//), though I .pK&w
Murray’s colometry (--------------/-----w-//). In any case this ending is unusual. There is a
number of blunt ciausulae in tragic stanzas, but ‘most of them are dochmiac’ (Parker. CQ n.s.
26 (1976), 17).

39 Ant. 100 fF./l 17 ff., 806 ff./823 ff. Judging by metre only. Ant. 100 ff. is quite similar to 
Euripidean stanzas. Each line is glyc or equivalent arranged Kara arixpv. Except for one line 
806/823, the initial line, ‘ia-chor’ and chor-chor’ are not mixed.

37 Phil. 203 ff./212 ff., 1081/1101 f., 1123 ff./U46 ff. In the last example two ‘ia-chor’ cola 
appear (1136-7/1159-60). But the metre changes after 1130/1153. All other cola in this play are 
regular in type.

39 Glyc/wil, Phil. 1082/1102. 1124/1147. A glyc/A wil, Tr. 960/969. Cf. H. A. Pohlsander,
Metrical Studies in the Lyrics of Sophocles (Leiden, 1964), p. 204, where, however, some uncertain 
cases are included and ‘ia-chor’ is named ‘chor. dim. B’.

39 Dale, op. cit. p. 149.
40 cf. Aj. 1185—91/1192-8. Though this stanza seems mixed with ‘iamb-chor’, it i€completely Jn^y 

aeolic. Both ‘expansion of nucleus with choriamb’ (...-vw--^w-.„) and ‘longer compound’
(e.g. ia +glyc) are already found in the Lesbian poets.

41 OT 463-6/473-6
463—4 rtff ovrtv’ a deanteireia etne nerpa
465-6 apprfT apprjrojv reAeaavra ^otviatat yepotv;
473-4 eAapt/ie yap too vuftoevros aprlcos <f>avetoa
475-6 (j>r)p.a TJapvaaov rov aSi/Aov avSpa navr' tyvevetv. .
v-o-- -------------------I
——UU— | <7 / — „ — W — — |

It is interesting that both OT 465/475 and Ar. Nub. 572 (see below) seem to be a kind of‘dragged 
iambic’ x -"xSo does Hel. 1339 b/1355 -x
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according to Hephaestion, to kuj^ikov (‘comicum epionicum’ in the re-citation by 
Priscianus) but actually A wil/wil.

The situation of Pindar is different. His so-called aeolic odes are ‘periodic’ in the 
same sense as is found in ‘dactylo-epitrite’ odes,41 42 and it is doubtful whether one may 
cut a long period into two or three cola and pick up ‘wil’, though some elements are 
obviously ‘wil’.43

Sappho (95. 9, 96. 7LP) and Anacreon (357. 9P) occasionally use ‘wil’ in place of 
glyc. The fourth syllable of these three verses is always short. If this is not accidental, 
00-—-W- may be considered to precede oo- x -wv- historically.44 * It is also 
to be noted that no stanza is composed purely of ‘wil’ with pher clausula (e.g. 3 
‘ wil ’ + pher) by any poet (except eupolidean). Glyc can stand alone, but ‘ wil ’ is always 
used as a variation of glyc. .

Among contemporary and later poets, Timotheus Persae seems to have a few lines 
of‘wil’ (102-4, 108 Wil = 91-3, 97P). The Apolline Paean of Aristonous is clearly 
composed of four-line strophes of which the first three are either glyc or ‘wil’. 
D. L. Page mentioned this as the nearest parallel to Corinna.46 This ode includes one 
---------- as a variation of ‘wil’.48

O. Schroeder once pointed out ‘einen sicher gewollt altertiimlichen Eindruck’, ‘ein 
spater Nachklang des Eupolideers’ of Euripidean ‘wil’.47 On the contrary Page 
emphasizes the novelty of this metre. ‘[We should have to] argue that what first 
appears late in the most exalted Attic poetry might nevertheless have existed early in 
the most humble Boeotian. *48 The discrepancy between these critics lies partly in a 
judgement of the relation between eupolidean and ‘ wil ’ used by Corinna and the tragic 
poets. So far we have treated the first colon of eupolidean as identical with ‘wil’. But 
there are differences.

1. The eupolidean of the comic parabasis is recited by the chorus-leader while the 
‘wil ’ of Corinna and of tragedy is sung. But it is uncertain whether all eupolidean verses 
are restricted to the parabasis.

2. Corinna and the tragedians treat ‘wil’ and glyc as two different shapes of one 
metre. But glyc is never substituted for the first colon of eupolidean.

3. The second colon of eupolidean is quite alien to tragedy.
Historical conclusion. The verse oo- x -««- existed as early as glyc, but its 

origin, like that of all other Greek metres, is uncertain, and it is groundless to suppose 
that ‘this octosyllable is the most primitive form of regular dimeter inherited by 
Greek’.4’ Perhaps it was created by changing the position of‘double-short’ and that 
of‘single-short’ in glyc. Surely it was always associated with glyc. Sometimes a short 
strophe, composed of‘wil’ and glyc with clausula of pher (or aristoph), was repeated, 
and sometimes ‘wil’ and glyc were arranged just Kara otl^ov. ‘Wil’ was not 
considered at the first stage as an independent verse but as an occasional variant on 
glyc. If we may speculate on the basis of meagre examples, the fourth syllable was

41 cf. Dale, ‘Metrical units of Greek lyric verse i, n, hi’ {Collected Papers, pp. 41-97). Her
basic idea about Pindaric metre may be seen at 53 IT.

43 01. 9 str. 6, Nem. 4.1 ff., Isthm. 8.1 ff. .
44 Snell doubts whether Sappho and Anacreon actually knew this free responsion and supports 

the change of texts {Metrik, p. 38). And if we accept Sappho 141 LP, -T -««- is in responsion 
with-vo-v-(see my note 29 above).

44 Corinna (London, 1953), p. 62.
48 29 fraXaiav x^ptrcav (Powell). Cf. Eur. Or. 811 iraXai rraXaias airo ovpufropas 8op.cav.
47 Grundriss der griechischen Versgeschichte (Heidelberg, 1930), §244.
4# Page, op. cit. pp. 63 f. 43 Nagy, op. cit. p. 37.
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originally restricted to short (oo-m-~«-). Corinna (or another poet, or poets) 
began to use this colon more frequently; and then the fourth syllable became anceps. 
It may have been at this stage that the innovatory tribrach in the place of the aeolic 
base was introduced. This stage seems to belong chronologically not far from Pindar, 
though Pindar’s style is fundamentally different.

Eupolis, or probably a much older comic poet, began to use ‘wil’ as recitative. A 
new colon oo- x modelled on ‘wil’ was created. Eupolidean was not the only 
dicolon made of ‘ wil’. We have fragments of‘comicum epionicum’ (A .wil/wil). Tragic 
poets also used ‘wil’ in the same manner as glyc or other aeolic cola, and comic poets, 
influenced by them, occasionally composed an ode in it. Aeschylus knew this colon. 
But judging by extant plays, he did not use aeolics extensively. Sophocles was 
conscious of the resemblance between ‘ wil ’ and ‘ iambo-chor ’. He sometimes introduced 
a few lines of ‘wil’ into a stanza of other metres. This was perhaps innovatory.

There is no more proper answer to the question of why Euripides favoured ‘wil’ 
than that he was fond of it. This relates to the general problem of whether any 
characteristic ethos is bound up with a peculiar verse. Negatively speaking, ‘wil’ does 
not co-exist with dochmiacs and kindred metres. Therefore no ‘Anagnorisis-duet’ was 
conjjosed in ‘wil’. Perhaps ‘wil’ was thought more suited to choral odes, though 
occasionally actor’s songs are composed in it.50 Euripides’ metrical innovations are 
apparent here as elsewhere. Frequent resolution is evident. Especially in later piays 
unusual types of‘wiT are found. He was ready to refine details within the rigid frame. 
As a result his latest odes are different from those of Corinna. Judging by metre only, 
Corinna is more ‘archaic’ than Euripides.51

University of Tokyo KIICHIRO ITSUMI
University of St Andrews

APPENDIX
------ : Cyc. 41/55, 43/57, 45/59°, 47/61, 48/62, 67, 70°, iwlsupp. 959/967, 961 >9(7). 1006

(antistr. is corrupt), 1007 (ant. is corrupt), HF 648/667V675/689°, 784/801. /<»! 114'13O, 
492, 1051/1065° (xpaTiypcuv, . .irepirei / Saipuiv.. .Seiprjw, 4-ba ),/£/. 172.195, 174197 
( + sp), 180/203, 188/211, 702/716, 734/744, 736/746 ( + ba). IT 432/449°, 1102. 1119, Hel. 
1312/1329, 1331 (str. lacuna: Maas), 1316/1334, 1317/1335, 1336 (str. lacuna: .Maas), 1360 
(str. is corrupt), 1464/1477 (4-ba), Ba. 409/424, 574, 880, I A 220, 222 (with resolved 
‘chor nucleus’), 224, 1052/1074°. ---------« Hipp. 156/146° (see Note), 563/553° (+ia, see

2$ n. 00*above), Hec. 460/449, 645/636, HF 366/350, (AfabffEl. 442/432 ( + ba), 444/434
( + sp), 739/729, 7711 16/1099, Hel. 1315/1333, 1509/1492, Ba. 892/872, IA 564/549. - ------
£7. 443/433, IT 439/421 (but Musgrave's transposition of -irerpas is metrically unnecessary. 
LP make.421--glyc), IA 758/769°. - El. 717/703, 745/735, 77*436/453. ~ ~--'- 
Supp. 1001/1024, Hel. 1330/1313. ~ ~—~IHel. 1324/1306. - — Ion 133/117.
~ -----IT 1103/1120 (but perafiaAAet is suspected). — glyc HF 690/676, El. 173/196,

■ 207/184, 208/185, Ion 210/224 b, Hel. 1503/1487. ~ —glyc El. 165/148.
------ - Cvc. 46/60, 66°, Hipp. 142/152, 149/159°, 77*1101/1118, 1125/1140, Hel. 1302/1320°, Pho.

229, 231, IA 217, 787.----------v. supra. --- --------HF 809/792, IT 454/437. ~ IA

got

/2af , I2ty

80 Evadne’s monody (Eur. Supp. 990 ff./1012ff.) and Electra’s parts of parodos (Eur. El. 
140 ff./157 ff. and 175 ff./198 ff.).

81 I am very grateful to Mrs E. M. Craik for guidance and encouragement in my studies; and 
in particular for considerable assistance in drafting and revising this paper. I am grateful also 
to Dr C. Carey for helpful comments, to the anonymous CQ reader for constructive criticisms 
and suggestions for improvement, and to Professor R. M. Ogilvie, the editor, for sympathetic 
assistance.
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570/555°. ~ Ion 479/459, El. 201/178. ~ "glyc Ion 209/224. ~ —glyc El. 193/169 
(compound with ia (mmmmmm)).

-m-~: Med. 649/659° (...aruca-/ Kadapav), IA 219, 583. ~------ v. supra. ~------m v. supra.
---------HF 790/807, IT 1131/1146. ~ mmm- - IA 553/568. '

-w-«: Z/F796/813°.----------v. supra. ~------- v. supra. ~ -m— v. supra. [~ m-----. (!) ? HF
795/812°, with (e<^a)pe fi0i70optuu €? ayu»-(812)] ~ Hel. 1490/1507. — glyc Hel.
1460/1474. ~ — glyc El. 163/146.

m—: Supp. 975, 976, 997/1020, HF 351/367, Ion 452/472, 455/475, 465/485, El. 438 (~
448t^-«-t), IA 546/561. ~------ v. supra.----------- -- supra. ~ m—m Med. 650/660°
(aa-p.o’xQujv., . unep-/avoi^avra.. .tftpevdw), IT427/444 LP elXixdeioa makies 444---- m),^( A
1143/1128. -mmm—771130/1145. -—glyc (!) 77 109^/1113.

„—Hipp. 547/557° (avavSpov.. ,oiKujv/ovve'nrotT>.. .eprrei. + ba), Hec. 633/642 ( + ba),/ £
Ion 496.----------v. supra. [~ -m-m (!) ? HF 812/795°. v. supra.] ~ m------ v. supra.
~ -m-mm (!) Supp. 998/1021 (certainly corrupt). ~ —glyc El. 193/170, IT 1097/1114.

---- : Cyc. 42/56(7), 68°,72, Hipp. 148/158°, HF 647/665°, Ion 116/132, 1081/1097, IT 445 (str.
is corrupt), 431/448°, 1100/1117, Hel. 1339 b/1355, 1346/1362 (with LP <Ai-, —m), I A 218,
223, 798.--------J/f filfftg*. Ion 1100/1084, IT 446/429,447/430, 451/434, Hel. 1328/1311
(tevgaoa 9ea), 1343/1359. 1345/1361, 1482/1499. 1500/1483, 1508/1491, Pho. 205/217, 5a. 
869/889, IA 757/768°. ~ m — Ion 473/453, 1103/1087. - m-m El. 718/704 (but 704 may 
be v— with dyjja)!'), [Or. 816/828: Schroeder’s colometry], — A glyc HF 808/791 
('Z?At/ea»i,i[a]Sa»i'. +cr?).
—m:C/c.64,65°,77/pp.532/542°,548/558°,S«pp. 958/966,77F788/805,7on456/476.1056/1069,

77?*)Hel. 1310 (ant. lacuna: Maas), 1463 (ant. lacuna: Heath), Ba. 879, IA 221/1080 (compound 
> with ia (mmmm-)). -----------v. supra. ~ m— IA 1050/1072. ~ m-m Cyc. 44/58°. Hipp.

155/145° (see Note, ov S’ is also suspected by Barrett), HF 795/812° (if we accept e<f>ave at 
811, 795/812 turns to be'Ww-v,. supra), Ion 1070/1057, IA 554/569°, 756/767.

v—: Ion 493, 1050b/1063b° (oScvoov SvoQavariuv /-ver’.. ./)), Hel. 523, Or. 835, IA 584°.

&

----------- supra. ~ —mV. supra.
m-m:7oh 112/128,499(or, with aup/yytov,—-^ch,aeolicdecasyl.),IA 208°. ~-----v.supra.

— —mV. supra.
mmm —: Supp. 1005 (ant. is corrupt), Ion 495, Or. 810/822 ( +ba), 815/827, 832, 837, Ba. 864/884, 

IA 182/203, 547/562, 550/565, 797, 1081. ~ mmm-m Or. 824/812°, IA 563/548. ~ mmmmmm

HF 696/682, 697/683. ~------ v. supra. ~--------v. supra. — m------v. supra. ~ -mm —

Ba. 425/410, IA 753/764, 754/765. ~ —glyc Ion 486/466, Pho. 210/222. - — glyc— - 
Hel. 1473/1459 (to Se Wilamowitz) ~ —glyc IT 1109/1092.

mmm-m: Hel. 1304/1322, 1305/1323, Or. 807/819, 808/820, 809/821, IA 216, 551/566. 552/567, 
793 (4-ia). ~ mmm— v. supra. ~ -m—, v. supra. ~ m-m- (!) Or. 825/813 (see Note). 

mmmmmm: Hipp. 6/f Ion 1053/1066, Hel. 1347/1363, Or. 842 (p-arepa rrarpt- with resolved ‘chor
nucleus’), Ba. 874/894, IA 580 (but Hermann's epcpve is hard to accept), 1037/1059, 1092. 
~ mmm-- v. supra. ? ~ mmmm- Hipp. 147/157 (see Note).

-mm--: Or. 840 (or mmm— with xpvoeo-), 841, IA 574, 576. ~ mmm-- v. supra.
-mm-m; IA 566/571.
mm-----: IT 1120 (~ 1103------- , but pterapaXAet is suspected).
mm-mmm: ? Hel. 5*6. .>
-mmm-: Hel. 521, Or. 814/826, 836.
-mmmm: IA 791 (pvp.a is Hermann’s conjecture).
-m-mm: El. 439/449. ~ m~m (!) Supp. 1021/998.
mmm-mm: Ba. 112/127, 115/130, IA 1093.
-mmm: Hel. 520 [? Hel. 526].
mmmm: IA 206.
--mm: Supp. 974b (this line is recovered from Plutarch. Hermann’s insertion of tc makes—mmm 

which is unparalleled, too; cf. Collard, ad. loc.). (—mm-mm- is usually considered as -hem 
(or prosodia/). Cf. m-mm-mm- Hel. 1479/1496).c

° indicates that the last Ion/ (or rarely the last two or more) of the relevant line in Murray’s 
text should be transferred to the beginning of the next line or that a long should be attached 
at the beginning of the relevant line by moving from the preceding line.

The lines listed below are ia-chor or chor-chor in an obvious ‘iamb-chor’ period. They are 
excluded from the table. Ale. 984/995, Med. 431/439, 643/652, Heracl. 353/362, Hipp. 1143, HF 
637/655, 763/772°, 764/773°, 765/774, 766/775, Ion 1074/1090, Ba. 415/433°.
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The lines listed below have the shape of ‘chor dim' or ‘iambo-chor’ in Murray’s text. But 
it is doubtful whether they are actualty of these metres. Excluded, in this way, are: Cvc. 76 (~-~ 
ch), 656 ch), 660 (-— ch), HF 1196 (-«-- ch), El. 460/472 (ia ch), 461/473 (ch ch),
705/718 (both str. and ant. appear corrupt), IT 392/407 (ch ch), 1236/1261 (^-~ ch), 1242/1267 

uy (-----w ch), 1243/1268 (-----ch), 1244/1269 (------ch), Or. 1431 (-^^ ch), IA 795-6 (text may
be corrupt).
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118/155 80
119/154 105
155ff 57
146 105
147 105
149 107
149b 107
154 74
156 85
402ff/4l6ff 54, 107
405/417 105
434/4-18 80
405/420 105
406/421 80
407/422 78
408/4-25 105
409/424 91
410/425 96,

129
98,

411/426 105
412/427 178
415/428 107
414/450 59
415/452 205
556 182, 554
556ff . 57, 65
57 4f 65, 91
575 105
576ff 224
577 108
580 108
581 108
862ff/882ff 54, 

174
74,

865/885 125,
96

195
864/884
865ff/885ff 85, 152,

156, 175
866/886 156
867/885 79, 85,

155, 156
868/888 7 4, 79
869/889 120, 175
870/890 75
871/891 75
872/892 91
875/895 75
874/894 111, 184

874b/894b 96
875/895 58
876/896 197
877/897 555
878/898 85
879=899 120
880=900 91
881=901 108
902ff 55,

181
110,

904/110 110
906 110
907 79
908 106
909 107
909b 107
910 85, 155
911 105
1017 497, 500
1024ff 225
1155ff 222
1155 415,

500
497

1156 411, 415
1l68ff/1l85ff 224
1174/1190 331,

328,
500

556
1179/1195 497

1180/1196 497, 500
1181/ 195

Cyclops

4lff/551f 19, 176
41/55 86
42/56 117, 190
43/57 86
44/58 117, 189
45/59 ;86
48/60 86
47/61 86
48/62 ' 86j 177
52 275, 277
54 117
65ff 42
64 117
65 117, 189
66 86
67 06
68 11? 9 175
69 76
70 86

71 86
72 117
556 475
559ff 418
560 566, 376-
565 566, 377
566 411, 418
610 429, 439
615 429, 439
617 468, 473
620 468, 473
658 99
662 99

Electra

112f=127f 42
115ff/150ff 29, 81,

175, 174
116/151 85,

208
202,

117/152 72
118/155 80
119/154 101
120/155 72, 115
121/156 207
157 75
125/158 75
124 159
125f 29?

155
81,

126 58,
175

44,

l40ff/157ff 55, 64,
471, 490

142 122
160 80
144 507, 516
145/162 106
I46ff/l65ff 81, 

174
92,

147/164 81
148/165 81, 88
149/166 108
150ff 29, 111
151 84,

460
452,

152 81
155 59
154 81
155 84,

46o
452,
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156 81, 175
l6?ff/190ff 30, 

375
365,

168/191 554, 504,
511, 539

I69ff/192ff 78, 88,
161, 176

170/193 80, 94
171/194 73) 160
172/195 88
173/196 73, 88
174/197 88,

177
162,

175/198 73, 78
176/199 73, 78
177/200 101, 106
178/201 88, 94
179/202 101
180/203 88
181/204 211,

178
552

182/205
183/206 101
l84ff/20?ff 73) 89,

174, 175
185/208 73,

78
89

186
187/210 101
188/211 89
189/212 101
432ff/442ff 30, 89,

160, 163
443 89, 92
434/444 89,

177
162,

435/445 81, 151
436/446 73
437/447 111,

94,
184

438/448 552
439/449 98, 533
440/450 82
441/451 108
452ff/464ff 54, 65,

470, 483
101

^55/^7 73
456/468 65
458/470 82,

151
148,

459/471 65
460ff/472ff 60, 65
463/475 109, 181
480 513
482 505, 513
483f 73, 455
486 450, 455

585ff 220
586 281,

339
332,

588 281, 332,
339

590 366, 377
699ff/713ff 34, 287,

383, 392
700/714 405, 408
701/715 464
702/716 89
703/717 89, 92
704/718 118, 190
705/719 89
706/719b 80
707/720 73
708/721 147,

515
506,

709/722 73, 151
710/723 202
711/724 65
712/725 203
726ff/737ff 4, 31,

42, 55
727/738 73
728/739 89
730/740 115, 116,

155, 186
731/741 78
732/742 73
733/743 147, 160,

506, 513
734/744 89,
735/745 89, 92
736/746 163, 177
859/873 252, 254
1l47ff/1155ff 220
1l63ff 220
1226/1232 450, 455

Hecuba

4-44ff/455ff 26, 
178

99,

4-45/456 70, 77
446/457 77, 79,

130, 162,
447ff/4-58ff 77, 175
448/459 70
449/460 86, 177
450/461 41,

202
201,

451/462 115, 186
452/463 70,

152
77,

.'t

4-53/464 70, 77, o/l

152, 162
466ff/475ff 26, 115, 4

186,
195

187,

467/476 115, 117,
175,
189

186,

468/477 70 3

469/478 207, 209
470/4-79 70, 77
471/480 109, 180 • f

472/481 117, 191
473/482 111
474/483 87, 177
629/638 47
630/639 181
632/641 109
633/642 93 A

635/644 147,
515,

506,

636/645 87
637/646 207, 211
647 320,

497
328,

649 320,
497

328 r
i

653 504, 511 ?

655
684ff

332,
224

337 - '.j
.7

699 395,
498

396,

9O5ff/9l4ff 4-7, 
514

506,
&

906/915 497, 500
909/918 507, 516 4
910/919 506, 514
911/920 70
912/921 109, 181
913/922 109, 110

^X?

923ff/933ff L&
925/935 87,

162
161,

927/937 332,
497,

338
930/940 500
931/941 411,

343
417

945
948 293, 300,

394, 498 03=

951 450, 454 ' - «i

1024ff 219
1068 273,

464
275, 'V

■*•?• A...' .4'i?-*'-,!’*.'.
->A «« ' ’ , r-„ vV;rj

I
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1104 427 , 434 1120/1133 364, 369 U55/1469 102
499 113911/1153 404, 1457/1471 178

406, 409, 1458/1472 107
410, 413 14-59/1473 82, 95,

1141/1155 383. 152
II el ena 405 1460/1474 74, 93.it mi lllllll »r.Mn.nn. 1142/1156 411, 418 1461/1475 82
166 446 130111/131911 32, 1463 190
375 469, 477 80, 151, 1484/1477 91, 163
3831 491 174 147811/1495H 56,
384 470, 485 1302/1320 90 503, 508
515 32, 39 1303/1321 111, 112 1479/1496 505, 513
516 110 183 14821/14991 120,
517 80 1304/1322 95 191
518 78 1305/1323 95 148711/150411 74,
519 108 1306/1324 90, 94 91, 174,
520
521

119, 190
150

1307/1325
1308/1326

42
38, 102 1488/1505

176
74, 78

522 102 1309/1327 38 1489/1506 74, 78,
523 119, 190 131011/132811 119, 151
524 80 177, 191 1490/1507 93, 95
525 84, 452, 1311 119, 190 1491/1508 120, 190

461 1312/1329 90 1492/1509 91
526 119, 178, 1313/1330 90, 94 1493/1510 74, 82

191 1331 90 1494/1511 102, 108
527 102 1332 149
62511 214 1315/1333 90
637 275 1316/1334 90
638ff 344 131711/133511 90 9
640 287, 342, 178 Heracles

344 1336 90
644 365, 372 133811/135311 33, 132 269
657 333, 340 552 136 252, 257
664 253, 260, 1339b/1355 39, 119, 34811/36411 48, 77,

392 191 174, 179
666 286 13401/13561 552 349/365 100
680 333, 340 1342/1358 147, 506, 350/366 87
681 333, 340 516 351/367 94
686 382, 428, 1343/1359 119, 190 354/370 197

435, 499 1344/1360 91 355/371 70, 174
687 365, 376 1345/1361 119 356/372 70, 78
692 364, 366 1346/1362 120 357/373 70
110711/112211 55, 1347/1363 95, 97, 358/374 100, 105

395 120, 129 35911/375H 20, 100,
1109/1124 112, 119, 1348/1364 74, 149, 105, 179

469, 480 153 360/376 100
1111/1126 488§ 47 4, 1349/1365 74 361/377 100

4-99 1350/1366 207 362/378 71
111311/112811 187 1351/1367 123 363/379 100
1114/1129 115, 167, 1352/1368 123 3801/3941 111, 184,

186, 506 1451ff/146511 56, 185, 212,
1115/1130 74, 152 552 379
1116/1131 102, 107 1452/1486 203 381 212
1119/1134 147, 506, 1453/1467 207 382/396 366, 379,

515 1454/1488 178 507
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989ff/^O9ff 20, 109
179

390/404 107
391/405 107
392/406 71
393/407 100
4l9ff/436ff 20, 109

179
420/497 108
421/498 100
422/499 108
423/440 71, 78
424/441 100, 109
461/481 187
637ff/690ff 48
698/696 205
699/697 69
640/638 999
649/661 71,

188
174

644/662 113, 186
649/669 87
646/664 87,

190
94,

647/669 117, 189
648/666 87
649ff/667ff 81, 179
690/668 71
691/669 71
692/670 71
699/671 71
694/672 100, 109
6?3ff/687ff 49 
674/688 111, 184
679/689 87
676/690 7% 87
677/691 109, 180,

181
678ff/692ff 69
679/693 62
681/695 100, 109
682ff/696ff 99, 178
689/697 99
684/698 100, 178
689/699 119, 187
686/700 100
799/f/790ff 219
791 119
794 149
796 164
78lff/798ff 28, 71

174
782/799 71
789/800 108
784/801 87

789/802 71
786f/8O9f 991
788/809 118,

191
178,

789/806 100, 105
790/807 92
791/808 119, 118
792/809 88, 92
799/810 99
794ff/8l1ff 119,

176, 178
799/812 88, 92
796/819 92
797/814 100,

219
106

879ff
889 471, 489
894 428, 434,

499 >391
898 299, 262,

271, 901,
989,
498

994,

907 299, 262,
271, 901,
989,
498

994,

9O9ff 229
10l6ff 219
1017 964, 969
1029 292, 296
1090 464
1092 292,

949
296,

1099 464
1096 299, 901,

989, 994
1042ff 224
1O49ff 122,

986,
992

918
1099 990

1069 986, 990,

1196 471,
499

490,

1198 374
1199 283, 404, 

409407,
1200 404, *109
1209 375,

463
492,

1206 365, 979
1208 399, *101

992
107 4ff 292, 299

w?
18§S

1178ff 214
1184 920, 928

497
1186 920, 928,

497
1188 920, 928,
1189 411, 416
1190 999, 999

Heraclidae

73ff/93ff 223
999ff/962ff 49
354/363 203
355/364 99
356/365 365, 979
358/367 67
359/368 67
960/369 68
361/370 202, 211
97 Iff 29,

174
68,

972 76
374 68
979 68
376 504, 911
977 114,

68
186

378
979 68
980 41,

471,
202

619/626 491
748ff/799ff 24, 

174
68,

749/760 68
750/761 907, 916
751/762 98, 42,

909, 912
752/763 79
753/764 68, 76
754/765 122, 199
799ff/766ff 68, 167
756/767 68, 164’
757/768 907, 916
758/769 68, 160
770ff/777ff 49, 68,

79, 148,
191, 174

771/778 68
772/779 68
774/781 909, 312
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775/782 365, 572
892ff/9O1ff 46
895/902 205
894ff/9O5ff 68, 109,

197, 558
895ff/904ff 68, 114,

205
898ff/9O7ff 9, 205,

209
899/908 69
900/909 99, 105
910ff/919ff 24, 59,

174, 211
911/920 76
912/921 69
915/922 69, 76
914/925 114, 186
915/924 69
916/925 110, 180
917f/926f 209, 210
918/927 109

Hippolytus

58 252, 254
62ff "25, 95
65f 150, 194
64 77
65 69
66 69
67 59
68 69
69 109, 180
70 f 210
71 99
121ff/151ff 46, 412
123/153 205
127ff/157ff

210
161

129 77
150/140 69, 162
159 69
I4lff/151ff 25, 84

156,
176

174

142/152 86
143/153 84, 156
144/154 99
145/155 117,

555
189

146/156 86
147/157 59, 550
148/158 117, 189

... ‘‘ •. . .;:/A

»> >7-4 ■'

149/159 86
150/160 84, 155,

156, 175,
177

161 207
162 460
165 519, 524
164 469,
562ff/669ff 218,

222
525ff/535ff 25, 561,

552
526ff/556ff 114,

160
527/537 114
528/538 114
529/539 122
530/540 112
532/542 117, 189
534/544 122
545ff/555ff 26, 111,

112, 178,
185

546/556 105
547/557 95, 159,

160, 165
549/559 117, 190
550/560 81
551/561 69, 77
562 42
553/563 86, 160
554/564 122, 194
732ff/?42ff 46, 65
735ff/745ff 69, 174,

179
736/746 99, 105
757ff/747ff 69, ■77,

175
738/748 69, 77
739/749 555
740/750 77, 196
741/751 69, 85,

155, 175
792ff/764ff 47, 69,

165, 174
755ff/768ff 77, 279
754/766 105
755/768 255, 275
T31/TI* 275, 274
765 69
8l1ff 224
1102ff/1111ff 504,

509
1104/1115 595
1105 16

• , I--.'-’1 «.• .. \ ~} ' ..." ' ’< .//.... l-L'-il __ :

1119/1151 421
1148 255, 259

410, 415
1150 205
1268ff 218
1270 400
1274 497, 500
1280 497, 500
1281 504, 511
1586 211

Iphigenia Aulidensi

I64ff/l85ff 57, 85
174

165/186 85
166/187 75
167/188 105
I68ff/l89ff 98, 

554
176

169/190 84,
461

452

170/191 105
171f 334
176 208
177/198 365, 575
178/199 592
180/201 85, 155
181/202 105
l82ff/205ff 96, 176
185/204 75, 151
184/205 105
186 151
206ff 58,

191
120

207 120
208 120,

105
208

209
210 452, 461
211 108
212 80
215 125, 195
215 107
216 96 177
217 91
218 120, 190
219 95
220 91
221 120, 190
222 -91,

155
150

225 120, 190
224 91
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225ff 65 781 79, 148 1529 470, 484
229 429, 44o 152
231ff/242ff 473 ?85ff 9, 125,
255ff/265ff 473 78 4f 59, 79,
505 208 209 Iphigenia Taurica
543ff/558ff 21, 85, 785 106

174 786 104 592ff/4O7ff 49, 55,
544/559 85 787 91 65
545/560 104 788 125, 195 393/408 450, 456,
546ff/56lff 94, 177 789 85 478
547/562 96 790 85 397/411 508
548/563 97 795 161 400/415 520, 326,
54-9/564 91 795 91 498
550/565 97 797 97 402/417 568, 252,
551/566 97 798 121 257
552/567 97 799 116 404/418 439, 324.
553/568 97, 98, 800 110, 181 4O5£/4l9f 63, 75

129 1O56ff/1O58ff 59 406/420 102
554ff/569ff 120, 554 421ff/459ff 31, 75,

178, 189, 1057/1059 97 89, 174,
190 1058/1060 75, 151 188 188

555/570 91, 95 1059/1061 104. 422/459b 115, 186
556/571 98 1040/1062 112, 196 425/440 102, 164,
557/572 104 1065 65, 470, 178, 179
575ff 58, 85, 483 424ff/44lff 49

155, 174 104-4/1066 10.4 427/444 89, 94
574 98 1045/1067 112, 184 428ff/445ff 118,
575 104 1047/1069 75, 148 191
576 98 151 429/446 119
577 553 1049/1071 147, 506, 450/447 119
578 125, 194 516 451/448 119, 189
579 75, 155 1050/1072 121 452/449 89, 164-
582ff 257 1051/1075 147, 506, 433/450 111,
584 291, 294 516 454/451 119, 191
585 252, 253 1052/1074 91 455ff/452ff 59, 178,
588 65 1055/1075 108 552
751ff/?62ff 35, 75, 1O54ff/1O?6ff 83 436/453 89, 95

174 155, 188 437/454 89, 95
752/763 104 1055/1077 115, 149 458/455 102
753/764 97, 98, 1O56f/1O78f 85, 155 645ff 220, 225

129 1057/1079 125, 194 843 597, 498
754/765 97, 98, 1080ff 60 848 360, 577

129 1081 97 875 505, 514
755/766 207 io85ff 75, 174 880 566, 577
756/767 91, 95 1086 75 884 255, 352,
757/768 120, 189 1087 85, 153 338, 368
758/769 91, 95 1088 207 885 428, 436
759/770 84, 452, 1091 125 886 255, 364,

462 1092 97 567
760/771 75, 151 1095 98, 555 888 410, 414
761/772 450, 455 1094 104 895 566, 377
775ff1 59, 79, 1095 85 896 122, 508

174 1096 75 1089ff/1106ff 32,774 106 1097 104 74, 152,778 115 1296 404, 406 174
779 120, 189 1485 449, 453 1090/1107 74, 78
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1230 108 410/421 319, 321 l40ff/i^ff 224
1232 188, 212 412/423 450, 454 I66ff/l87ff 224
1234 81, 173 

81
420/430 411, 417 181/203 385, 386,

1233 432ff/439ff 44, 203 387, 392
1236 78 432/440 427, 432 3l6ff 221
1237 78, 160, 434/441 114, 186, 8O7ff/8l9ff 33, 96,

163 187 160
1238 81 433/442 114,

187
186, 808/820 96

1239 81, 163 809/821 96
1240f 65 436/443 67 810/822 96, 163,
1242 88 437/444 67, 76 177
1243 101 438/443 105 811/823 39
I439ff 214 627/635 212,

404,
298 812/824 96

1441 382, 428, 629/637 407, 813/825 39, 96,
4-35, 499 410, 413, 131, 211,

1442 365, 376 421 553
1448 332, 339 632/640 412, 419 814 150
1438 332, 338 643ff/632ff 45 815/827 96, 131
1466 365, 371 644/633 203 816/828 532
1472 281 643/655 273, 275 817/829 74, 78
1478 328 64V/65T 846/656 818/830 103
1479 333, 340, 1 ww 332, 337 831ff 34, 84,

1482
427, 432 649/660 92 152, 174,
333, 340 650/661 93, 130 452, *161,

1483 320, 328 651/662 110, 177, 470, 483
i486 333, 339 181. 832 96
1487 497 824/835 319, 322 833 74, 163
1494 333, 340 

449, 453,
828/840 410, 413, 834 553

1502 414 835 120, 190
499 831/84-3 449, 453 836 150

1303 404, 405 
386, 387,

834/845 109, 181, 837 96, 177
1308 450, 455 838 507

i|01 846ff/856ff 45, 505, 839 553
513 8^0 97

847/857 207 841 98
849/858 114, 186 842 96, 150,

Medea 850/860 67
843

153

470, 486
851/861 84, 155 41, 201,

135 852/862 114, 186 202
136 470, 486 853/863 67 869/889 190
I48ff/173ff 44 854/864 67 1246ff/1266ff 224,
131±’f/176ff 114, 855/865 211,

319,
526 293, 299

132/177
166, 186 976/982 322 1256/1276 252, 256

67 980/987 449, 453, 4W 1263/1283 497, 500
153/178 67 989/996 249, 252, 1286ff/ 224
134/179 99, 105 257 1299 441, 443
i8off 9 993/999 364, 368 1302 386, 388
136/181 79, 130, 1251ff/126lff 16, 1353ff/l537ff 221,

209 218 222
137/182 109, 180 1271ff/1282ff 218, 1363/1547 365, 366,
138/183 198 223 374, 376
139/184 67, 162 1369 468, 473,
204 331, 336 475
206 400 1381 452, 463
211 178 Orestes 1391 429, 4zi0
212 99

: > 7:-
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Phoenissae

103ff 214
109 439
119 505, 513
121 329, 497
128 396, 398,

399
132 432
135 438
146 285, 286
151 428, 436
152 410,

287,
414

163 343,
347, 382,
402

184 365, 375
190 428, 437
202ff/2l4ff 21, 82,

174
203/215 74, 78
204/216 102
205/217 120, 175,

190
206/218 82, 152
207/219 102
208ff/220ff 82, 149,

153, 173
209/221 74, 151
210ff/222ff 82, 96,

175
211/223 82
212/224 74
213/225 102
226ff 33, 74,

174
227 82, 152
228 102
229 91
231 102
231 91
232ff 82, 173
233 102
234 82, 149,

152
235 103
236 39, 553
237 82, 152
238 103
241 ff 
304 ^59
324 333, 340
330 398, 400
350 253, 261
678 195
1027 275
1284ff/1296ff 221
134Dff 224

Rhesus

23ff/4lff 60, 
80

63,

24/42 104
26/44 366, 376,

382,
435

428,

28ff/46ff 65
33/51 450,

479
456,

131ff/195ff 222
226/235 424
231/240 292, 297. 323
242/253 211
246/257 410, 413
249/260 332, 336
34-2ff/35lff 60, 75,

164, 175
343/352 75
344/353 104, 107
345/354 110, 181
346/355 104, 107
347/356 203
348ff/357ff 65 
349/358 205
360ff/370ff 211,

334
366/576 111, 184,

185
367/377 207
454ff/820£f 220
459/825 333, 339
462/828 318, 321
466/832 211
527/547 285, 286

536
530/550 427, 430

431, 476
532/552 252, 255
536/555 320, 325
677 203
895/906 291, 293

309
898/909 503, 508
899/910 468/476
900/91.1 468/476
901/912 332/339
902/913 468/477
903/914 536

Supplices

277 471, 489
278 471, 489

539/548 450, 457
543/552 469, 482
599/609 469, 479
662/673 450, 457
777/786 506, 515
835 497, 500
846/857 450, 457
9l8ff 219
955ff/963ff 20, 77, 

167, 174
956/964 70, 77
957/965 70, 162
958/966 117
959/967 87
960/968 111, 112,

183
961/969 70, 87
962/970 70, 77,

163, 177
971 ff 27, 81,

153, 174, 
179

972 108,
973 70
974 70
974b 87
975 93
976 93
977 39, 93,

550
978 38, 44,

178
979 99
990ff/10l2ff 27
991/1013 79
992/1014 79
1015 70
994/1016 100
1017 70
996/1018 105
997/1020 93
998/1021 94, 98
999/1022 87, 97, 

535, 550
1000/1023 77, 550
1001/1024 39, 87, 

94
1003 106
1004/1027 160
ioo5ff 95, 178
1006 87
1007/1029 87
1008/1030 100
1072ff 223
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Troades

235ff 214
247 452, 463
249 519, 523

458
256ff 585, 411

416, 423
424, 425
458

266 292, 294
267 568
268 464
269 463, 452
279 253, 262

271, 394
498

282 275, 276
286 253, 260
3O8ff/325ff 52
314/331 79
322/338 79
323/339 80
324/340 106
511ff/531ff 323
513/535 413
515/535 319, 322
516/536 477,

509
504.

518/538 411, 416
566 412,

252,
419

799/808 254
8oif/8nf 255, 410,

41 4, 421
802/811 449, 454
806/817 423, 424
818 469, 478
823f/843f 269,

419,
412,

825/845 382,
435

428,

831f/851f 269
833/852 273,

427,
474

274
837/857 429,

1O6Off/1O7Iff 53,
72, 174

1O6lff/1O72ff 72
1062 101
1063/1074 72
1064 72
1065/1076 101
1069/1080 65
1070/1080 469, 477
1073 106

.1075 80 63ff/71ff 21, 121,
1081/1100 411, 417 176, 190
1098/1116 411, 417 64/72 92
12l6ff 223 65/73 121, 190
1322 275 66/74 92, 93

67/75 121, 189
68/76 92, 93
69/77 116, 121,

fragmenta 187, 191
270 ff 222, 395

Hypsipyle fr1ii/iiii 272 260, 405,
408

1/2 60 276 333, 339,
3/4 201 498
15/18 61, 83,

175
16/19 83
17/20 75, 151 Tel ephu s f r 149Au stin
18/21 104
19/22 92 Iff 62, 450,
20/23 80, 97 456
21/24 104 2 104
22/25 112, 184 7 353, 355
23f/26f 76, 83, 9 92

131, 146, 10 95
149, 152,
153

24/27 104
25/28 76 fr 369N2
26/29 116, 186,

191 1 469, 480
27/30 121, 178, 2 292, 298

189 3 353, 357,
28/31 104, 106 480
30/33 92
31/34 104
32/35 83, 153
33ff/36ff 65 fr 453N2

Hypsipyle fr64 1ff/10ff 62, 76,
175,

72ff 214 2/11 76
76 439 3/12 110
77 343, 346
80 470, 487,

499
81 343, 346 AESCHYLUS
85 429, 438
90 429, 439 Agamemnon
94 333, 340

107/126 509
116/135 509
143 451, 459

Phaethon 199f/211f 204
226f/236f 204

A'/.,i sa :, 2 rWas,
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58lff/599ff 180 382, 432, 172/182 435
697/715 204 441 181/192 298, 508,
720ff/730ff 404, 405/415 451, 458 518

w, 409 418/425 204 222/246 468, 472
748/761 188 454 468, 473 231/255 55% 555
1007/1024 451, 457 545/553 564, 570, 372/387 292, 298,
1451/14-71 451, 458 588 556
1482/1506 451, 458 547/555 551, 555 628/640 211
14.96=1520 451, 458 548/556 275, 276 632 557
1547 459, 478 550/559 471, 488 701/714 212
1548 205 551/560 412, 419

571 204, 205
887/894 308, 424

Antigone
Choephoroe

1541/1481 295, 469,
315/352 452, 462 Septem 478
5l8ff/555ff 204 552f/542f 40
551/569 504, 509 222/229 267, 452, 340/351 429, 440
352/ 205 465, 466 353/363 291, 295
385/399 451, 458 295ff/512ff 20, 180 5541/5661 287, 292,
58711/41 Iff 204 350/362 205 296, 519,
5891/4251 204 484/524 505, 515 324, 342,
4-67f/472f 204 485/525 451, 457 344, 432,
811 451, 458 686ff/692ff 204 536

698ff/7O5ff 204 582/593 519, 522
720ff 334 585/596 520, 525,
726/733 295, 451, 498

Eumenides 457 78lff/791ff 40
751/759 504, 509 787/797 211

170/175 204 7521/760f 258 789f/8O4f 198, 205
791f=821f 204 7561/7641 252, 258 85911/85811 40
9641/9851 505, 515 o79 427, 431,
996/1014 467, 478 468, 474

944/955 211
Supplices 1115/1126 55% 334

Persae 72 205
525/531 292, 294,

571/579 204 296 Electra
590/597 205 526/532 519, 524
651/656 450, 457 6511/6441 204 472/489 212

657/650 204 486/501 555, 557
65911/65211 180 1062/1074 451, 458,
657 205 478

Prometheus 658ff/669ff 204 1069/1081 451, 458,
6791/6891 204 478

128 If 334 7811 416 1415/1455 449, 453,
152/147 295, 451, 499

458 1414/1454 449, 454
155/151 249, 519,

524 SOPHOCLES
165/183 275
166/184 287, 342, Ajax

343, 347,
8
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Oedipus Coloneus Trachiniae

239 452, 464 102/111 269
312/323 35'+, 511 112ff/122ff 404,
10^46/1061 353, 356 407, 409,
1082/1093 411, 417 410, 414
1214/1227 451, 459 115/123 405, 408
1244 319, 324 114/124 404, 406
1243 452, 464 214 471, 489
1564/1575 320, 326, 497/507 365, 372

342, 346, 4994/510 365, 372
503/514 372
504/5l4b 366, 377
633/640 353, 355

Oedipus Tyrannus 635/642 318, 321
638/645 292, 297

134/162 503 647/655 333, 340
136/164 446 648/656 332, 339
I68ff/179ff 484 9zs/^,82l/m „1-rt 249 , 2W
170/181 504, 510 1 430
172/184 470, 484 879 274, 277
174/183 504, 510 886 285
175/187 509 953/962 353, 357
196f/2O9f 253, 259 957/966 353, 355
277 356 960/969 43, 352,
469/479 343, 346, 354, 480,

379 511
470/480 343, 346
869/879 353, 355
883ff/897ff 352,

354, 456 fragmenta
1088/1100 449, 454
1090/1102 450, 454 591 P 2-3 320, 325,
1093/1105 254, 263, 498

472
1094/1106 292, 297, 808 P 293, 299,

405, 408, 392
430

1096/1108 353, 356

Philictetes

202/211 212
678/693 471, 488
7O6ff/7l8ff 185,

202
717/728 195
827/843 469, 481


